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Preface

The purpose of this text is to provide a foundation for understanding the theory and
mechanisms behind the effects of irradiation on metals and alloys. The subject is
divided into three parts, each of which is subdivided into individual chapters that
together provide a unified picture of how radiation interacts with and alters the
structure and properties of metallic materials. Part I consists of five chapters that
together, focus on the radiation damage process and provide the formalism for the
prediction of the amount and spatial configuration of the damage produced by
bombarding particles. Chapter 1 treats the interactions between particles that result
in the transfer of energy from the incident particle to the target atoms. Chapter 2
focuses on determination of the number of displacements produced by the bom-
barding particles, and Chap. 3 describes the spatial configurations of the resulting
defects. Chapter 4 provides background on the equilibrium concentration of point
defects and their diffusion. Chapter 5 treats diffusion and reactions between point
defects under irradiation that are fundamental to all of the observable effects.

While radiation damage describes the state of the irradiated material, radiation
effects are concerned with defect behaviour in the solid after formation. Part II
(Chaps. 6–11) covers the physical effects of irradiation on metals. Chapter 6
describes radiation-induced segregation, which is a direct consequence of
radiation-enhanced diffusion. Chapters 7 and 8 address the nucleation and growth
of dislocation loops and voids, the defect aggregates that determine much of the
behavior of irradiated alloys. Chapter 9 covers the stability of phases under irra-
diation and irradiation-induced precipitation and precipitate dissolution. Chapter 10
extends the effects of irradiation to the unique processes resulting from ion irra-
diation such as composition changes, sputtering, and exfoliation. Finally, Chap. 11
describes the use of ion irradiation to emulate the effects of neutron irradiation in
reactor components.

Mechanical and environmental effects of radiation damage (Part III) are distin-
guished from physical effects by the application of stress and a corrosive envi-
ronment. Hardening and deformation of alloys under irradiation are discussed in
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Chap. 12. Creep deformation and growth are treated in Chap. 13, and the effect of
irradiation on crack nucleation and propagation resulting either from static or
fatigue loading is discussed in Chap. 14. Irradiation also has a profound effect on
corrosion and stress corrosion cracking as these degradation modes often constitute
the limiting processes for many reactor designs. Chapter 15 includes the basics of
corrosion and stress corrosion cracking that are required for understanding the
combined effects of irradiation, corrosion, and stress discussed in Chap. 16.

The chapters contain examples and illustrations of radiation effects and sample
calculations to quantify and describe the observations. Problems at the end of each
chapter are designed to reinforce the main concepts of each chapter and to challenge
the reader on his or her comprehension of the topics covered within. Taken toge-
ther, the chapter text, examples, illustrations, and end-of-chapter problems provide
a comprehensive treatment of the effects of irradiation on metals and alloys.

The subject matter in this text will likely require two academic terms to com-
plete. Many of the topics rely on a basic knowledge of disciplines that constitute the
underlying basis for irradiation effects: thermodynamics and kinetics of solids,
crystal structure, defects and dislocations, physical metallurgy, elasticity and
plasticity, deformation and fracture and corrosion and stress corrosion cracking.
The text either presents the requisite background for each of these topics, or pro-
vides references of other sources where good treatments can be found.

This book should also be useful to researchers who would like to learn more
about the subject, or who would like a more complete and integrated treatment
of the topics than can be found in individual papers on the subject. While the
chapters are integrated with one another and each chapter builds upon the sum
of the previous chapters, it is possible to read selected chapters for just that topic.

As a final comment, the author would like to note that this book was written by
sorting, organizing, and condensing information from several texts and numerous
journal and conference papers to arrive at a comprehensive description of the
processes constituting radiation materials science. A conscientious effort was made
to acknowledge and give credit to the original sources of the ideas, theories,
mathematical developments, and drawings contained herein. For occasional over-
sights that may have occurred during the condensation process, the author offers his
apologies. He is indebted to the many authors and publishers who provided material
and illustrations for this text.

Finally, the author wishes to acknowledge the many colleagues, students, and
friends who aided and advised him in this work. In particular, special thanks go to
Jeremy Busby, Todd Allen, Michael Atzmon, Roger Stoller, Yuri Osetsky, Ian
Robertson, and Brian Wirth, for their substantive contributions to the content, to
Elaine West, Brian Wagner, Sean Lemecha, Gerrit Vancoevering, and Bryan Eyers
for their work on the illustrations, to Gerrit Vancoevering for completing and
compiling the end of chapter problem solutions, to Cherilyn Davis and Ovidiu
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Toader for their help in manuscript and movie preparation, to Lynn Rehn, Don
Olander, Arthur Motta, Michael Nastasi, Steve Zinkle, K. Linga Murty, Lou
Mansur, and Peter Andresen for their chapter reviews, and to John King and Arden
Bement for providing the inspiration to the author to pursue this field of study many
years ago.

Ann Arbor Gary S. Was
August 2015
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Values of Physical Constants

Name Symbol Value

Atomic mass unit u 1.6605 × 10−27 kg

Avagadro’s number N0 6.0221 × 1023/g mole

Barn – 10−24 cm2

Bohr radius a0 5.2918 × 10−11 m

Bohr magnetron μB 9.2730 × 10−24 J m2/weber

Boltzmann’s constant k 1.3807 × 10−23 J/K

8.6173 × 10−5 eV/K

Classical electron radius r0 2.8179 × 10−15 m

Rydberg energy ER 13.606 eV

Electric constant ε0 8.8542 × 10−12 F/m

Elementary charge ε 1.6022 × 10−19 C

4.8029 × 10−10 esu

ε2 1.44 eV nm (CGS system)

Electron Compton wavelength λe 2.4263 × 10−12 m

Electron density/mass ratio ε/me 1.7588 × 1011 C/kg

Faraday constant F 96485.3415 C/mole

Gravitational constant G 6.6743 × 10−11 Nm/kg2

Ionization energy of hydrogen atom I0 13.6057 eV

Magnetic constant μ0 1.2566 × 10−6 NA−2

Planck’s constant h 6.6261 × 10−34 J s

4.1357 × 10−15 eV s

Quantum/charge ratio h/ε 4.1357 × 10−15 J s/C

Rest mass

Electron me 9.1094 × 10−31 kg

5.4860 × 10−4 amu

Neutron mn 1.6749 × 10−27 kg

1.0089 amu
(continued)
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Name Symbol Value

Proton mp 1.6726 × 10−27 kg

1.0073 amu

Rydberg constant R1 1.0974 × 107 m−1

Speed of light c 2.9979 × 108 m/s

Standard volume of ideal gas – 22.4140 l/g mole

Stefan–Boltzmann constant σ 5.6704 × 10−8 w/m2 K4

Universal gas constant R 8.3145 J/g mole K

1.9855 cal/g mole K

(continued)
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Introduction

Radiation materials science describes the interaction of radiation with matter—a
broad subject covering many forms of irradiation and of matter. Some of the most
profound effects of irradiation on materials occur in the core of nuclear power
reactors where atoms comprising the structural components are displaced numerous
times over the course of their engineering lifetimes. The consequences of radiation
to core components include changes in shape and volume by tens of percent,
increases in hardness by factors of five or more, severe reduction in ductility and
increased embrittlement, and susceptibility to environmentally induced cracking.
For these structures to fulfill their purpose, a firm understanding of the effect of
radiation on materials is required in order to account for its effect in design, to
mitigate its effect by changing operating conditions, or to serve as a guide for
creating new, more radiation-tolerant materials that can better achieve their purpose.

The attractiveness of nuclear power as a present-day and future energy source is
due to the vast improvements that have been made in the way reactors are operated
and in our understanding of how these engineering systems degrade and fail. But
the attractiveness of nuclear power is also driven by new concepts for advanced
reactors that offer improvements in safety and reliability, radioactive waste pro-
duction, energy efficiency, and cost-effectiveness. Nuclear power holds the promise
for producing hydrogen in a clean and low-cost process that would power a future
hydrogen economy. Yet all of these improvements come at a cost. That cost is a
greater demand on the materials used to build and operate these reactors. New
concepts that promise better performance from this energy source also include more
aggressive environments, higher temperatures, and greater levels of irradiation. In
his article in Nature, Butler [1] summarizes the challenges facing several promising
advanced reactor concepts. In all of these concepts, material behavior is the leading
challenge in bridging the gap from concept to reality. The pivotal role of material
behavior in the unique radiation environment created in a reactor core makes
radiation materials science a subject of paramount importance in the future of
nuclear energy in the world. It is with this perspective that the objective of this text
was formulated, that is, to provide a sound, fundamental understanding of radiation
effects in structural materials.
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Structural materials in reactor systems are predominantly crystalline, metallic
alloys. Virtually, all of the structural materials in reactors are metallic, and many
of the materials proposed for the more aggressive conditions in advanced reactor
concepts are metals as well. The types of radiation that can alter structural materials
consist of neutrons, ions, electrons, and gamma rays. All of these forms of radiation
have the capability to displace atoms from their lattice sites, which is the funda-
mental process that drives the changes in structural metals described earlier. The
inclusion of ions among the irradiating particles provides a coupling to other fields
and disciplines such as the use of accelerators for the transmutation of nuclear
waste, or in the creation of new materials by ion implantation, ion beam mixing,
plasma-assisted ion implantation, and ion beam–assisted deposition. All of the
concepts developed in this text for the interactions of ions with solids are applicable
to these fields as well.

The effect of irradiation on materials is rooted in the initial event in which an
energetic projectile strikes a target. While the event is made up of several steps or
processes, the primary result is the displacement of an atom from its lattice site.
This book will address primarily crystalline solids in which the atom locations are
defined by the crystalline structure. Irradiation displaces an atom from its site,
leaving a vacant site behind (a vacancy), and the displaced atom eventually comes
to rest in the interstices between lattice sites, becoming an interstitial atom. The
vacancy–interstitial pair is central to radiation effects in crystalline solids and is
known as a Frenkel pair (FP). The presence of the FP and other consequences of
irradiation damage determine the physical effects and, with the application of stress
and the environment, the mechanical and environmental effects of irradiation.

The radiation damage event, detailed in Chap. 1, is concluded when the dis-
placed atom (also known as the primary knock-on atom, PKA) comes to rest in the
lattice as an interstitial. This event consumes about 10−11 s. Subsequent events are
classified as physical effects of irradiation. These effects include such phenomena as
swelling, growth, phase change, and segregation. For example, it is possible to take
a block of pure nickel, 1 cm on a side, irradiate it in a reactor (to a fluence of say,
1022 n/cm2), and measure it to be 1.06 cm on a side, representing a volume change
of 20 %! The volume change, or swelling, is isotropic and is due to the formation of
voids in the solid (see, e.g., Fig. 8.1).

Another example is irradiation growth. Irradiation of a cylindrical rod of ura-
nium, 10 cm in length and 1 cm in diameter (7.85 cm3) to a fluence of *1020

n/cm2, will cause it to grow to 30 cm in length and shrink to 0.58 cm in diameter.
The volume is unchanged (7.85 cm3), but the shape is highly distorted. Distortion at
constant volume under irradiation is referred to as growth.

Phase changes under irradiation are also common. A Ni–12.8at%Al, solid
solution alloy irradiated with 5 MeV Ni+ ions to 1016 cm−2 will result in the
formation of a Ni3Al phase, which is separate and distinct from the parent phase
(see, e.g., Fig. 9.3). The formation of a new phase is known as irradiation-induced
phase formation and is of great significance in both ion and neutron irradiation.

A last example of physical changes of irradiation is segregation. If a Ni–1at%Si
alloy is bombarded with Ni+ ions at 525 °C, and to a dose of one displacement per
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atom, the result is an enrichment of Si on the surface and at grain boundaries to
values that are 20–60 times the amount in the bulk (see, e.g., Fig. 6.5). This
redistribution of alloying elements to specific sites in the microstructure is known as
radiation-induced segregation and occurs in many alloys to a significant extent
when irradiated at high temperatures.

Irradiation-induced physical changes can indeed be dramatic. But how do they
alter the structural integrity of components? This is the realm of mechanical effects
of irradiation. Mechanical effects manifest themselves only under the application of
a stress. The result is that alloys behave much differently than their unirradiated
counterparts. For example, the impact energy of an irradiated steel can be drasti-
cally reduced. For unirradiated steels, the energy absorbed is a strong function of
temperature, where at low temperatures, little energy is absorbed and the steel
becomes very brittle, but with increasing temperature, the energy absorbing
capacity of the steel increases dramatically. Irradiation of a steel with neutrons can
cause a marked reduction in the strain and a several-fold increase in the strength
of the steel. The result is an increase in strength by a factor of five and a decrease in
ductility by over a factor of ten. Irradiation can also influence the way in which
materials deform at high temperature. Under a constant load, there is almost a
complete loss of creep strength due to severe embrittlement arising from irradiation.

Finally, irradiation to a neutron fluence of >5 × 1020 n/cm2 (E > 1 MeV) results
in accelerated corrosion and intergranular cracking of iron- and nickel-based aus-
tenitic alloys in light water reactors. This stress corrosion cracking phenomenon is
very pervasive in that it affects most all austenitic alloys in all types of water
reactors. Clearly, any of these effects will have profound consequences on reactor
component integrity. Understanding how they work is the key to designing around
their detrimental effects or to developing new alloys that are more radiation tolerant.
As it turns out, almost all of these effects have a common link: defects such as
isolated vacancies and interstitials, clusters of vacancies and interstitials, dislocation
loops and lines, and voids and bubbles. The reader should keep these defect types in
mind as they progress from the radiation damage event through the physical effects
to the mechanical and environmental effects.

We will address the radiation damage event first as this is the basis for under-
standing all effects of irradiation. We will start by quantifying the extent of radiation
damage and develop a physical description of the interaction process. In quanti-
fying the displacement process, what we are seeking is a quantitative description
of the number of vacancies and interstitials produced by an incoming projectile.
Unless we can do this, we have no hope of understanding the extent of the damage.
The importance of determining the effect of irradiation in terms of the production of
defects is discussed in Chaps. 2 and 3 and is shown here with a simple illustration.

The number of displacements created by a neutron flux is a complicated function
of the energy dependence of that flux. Note in the top graph in Fig. 1 that the
dependence of the yield strength of a 316 stainless steel alloy on the neutron fluence
is highly dependent on the particular neutron flux spectrum [2]. OWR is a test
reactor with a typical LWR neutron spectrum, RTNS-II produced a pure 14 MeV
source of neutrons, and LASREF had a broad spectrum of high neutron energies.
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However, if the yield strength is plotted as a function of the displacement damage in
the alloy (dpa = displacements per atom in the solid), then data from all three
neutron sources collapse beautifully onto a single trend line (bottom graph in Fig. 1)
that is independent of the flux spectrum. The independence of the yield strength–
dpa correlation on the neutron spectrum indicates that dpa is a better representation
of the effect of irradiation on materials properties than is the fluence. This addresses
our first objective; the determination of the quantity R, the number of displacements
per unit volume per unit time:

Fig. 1 Comparison of yield
stress change in 316 stainless
steel irradiated in three facili-
ties with very different neu-
tron energy flux spectra.
While there is little correlation
in terms of neutron fluence,
the yield stress changes cor-
relate well against displace-
ments per atom, dpa (after [2])
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R � #displacements
cm3 s

¼ N
ZÊ

�E

/ðEiÞrDðEiÞdEi; ð1Þ

where N is the atom number density, Ê is the maximum energy of the incoming
particle, Ě is the minimum energy of the incoming particle, ϕ(Ei) is the
energy-dependent particle flux, and σD(Ei) is the energy-dependent displacement
cross section:

rDðEiÞ ¼
ZT̂

�T

rðEiÞvðTÞdT; ð2Þ

where T̂ is the maximum energy transferred in a collision of a particle of energy Ei

and a lattice atom, Ť is the minimum energy transferred in a collision of a particle of
energy Ei and a lattice atom, σ(Ei, T) is the cross section for the collision of a
particle of energy Ei that results in a transfer of energy T to the struck atom, and
ν(T) is the number of displacements per primary knock-on atom. So, ultimately, we
want to determine:

R ¼ N
ZÊ

�E

ZT̂

�T

/ðEiÞrðEi; TÞvðTÞdTdEi: ð3Þ

The two key variables in this equation are σ(Ei, T) and ν(T). The term
σ(Ei, T) describes the transfer of energy from the incoming particle to the first atom
it encounters in the target, the PKA. Determination of this quantity is the goal of
Chap. 1. The second quantity is ν(T), the total number of displacements that the
PKA goes on to make in the solid, and its determination is described in detail in
Chap. 2. Taken together, they describe the total number of displacements caused by
an incoming particle of energy Ei, and the flux term of Eq. (3) accounts for the
energy distribution of the incoming particles. The result is the total number of
displacements in the target from a flux of particles with a known energy distribu-
tion. We will return to this equation often, as it is the essence of the quantification
of radiation damage in solids.
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Part I
Radiation Damage



Chapter 1
The Radiation Damage Event

The radiation damage event is defined as the transfer of energy from an incident
projectile to the solid and the resulting distribution of target atoms after completion
of the event. The radiation damage event is actually composed of several distinct
processes. These processes and their order of occurrence are as follows:

1. The interaction of an energetic incident particle with a lattice atom.
2. The transfer of kinetic energy to the lattice atom giving birth to a primary

knock-on atom (PKA).
3. The displacement of the atom from its lattice site.
4. The passage of the displaced atom through the lattice and the accompanying

creation of additional knock-on atoms.
5. The production of a displacement cascade (collection of point defects created by

the PKA).
6. The termination of the PKA as an interstitial.

The radiation damage event is concluded when the PKA comes to rest in the lattice
as an interstitial. The result of a radiation damage event is the creation of a col-
lection of point defects (vacancies and interstitials) and clusters of these defects in
the crystal lattice. It is worth noting that this entire chain of events consumes only
about 10−11 s (see Table 1.1). Subsequent events involving the migration of the
point defects and defect clusters and additional clustering or dissolution of the
clusters are classified as radiation damage effects.

What we first need to know in order to understand and quantify radiation
damage is how to describe the interaction between a particle and a solid that
produces displacements, and later on how to quantify this process. The most simple
model is one that approximates the event as colliding hard spheres with displace-
ment occurring when the transferred energy is high enough to knock the struck
atom off its lattice site. In addition to energy transfer by hard sphere collisions, the
moving atom loses energy by interactions with electrons, the Coulomb field of
nearby atoms, the periodicity of the crystalline lattice, etc. The problem is reduced
to the following. If we can describe the energy-dependent flux of the incident
particle and the energy transfer cross sections (probabilities) for collisions between
atoms, then we can quantify the PKA production in a differential energy range and
utilize this to determine the number of displaced atoms.

© Springer Science+Business Media New York 2017
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In this chapter, we will concentrate on quantifying the energy transferred between
interacting bodies as well as describing the energy transfer cross section. We will
begin with neutron–nucleus reactions since the neutrality of the neutron makes the
interaction particularly straightforward. Following creation of the PKA, subsequent
interactions occur between atoms, and the positive charge of the nucleus and the
negative charge of the electron cloud become important in understanding how atoms
interact. In fact, atom–atom interaction is the low-energy limit of ion–atom inter-
actions that occur in reactor cores and via ion irradiation using accelerators over a
wide energy range and can lead to the last type of interaction: ionization collisions.

1.1 Neutron–Nucleus Interactions

1.1.1 Elastic Scattering

By virtue of their electrical neutrality, elastic collisions between neutrons and nuclei
can be represented as colliding hard spheres. When neutrons pass through a solid,
there is a finite probability that they will collide with a lattice atom, imparting a recoil
energy to the struck atom. This probability is defined by the double differential
scattering cross section (in energy and angle), σs (Ei, Ef, Ω), where Ei and Ef are the
incident and final energies and Ω is the solid angle into which the neutron is scat-
tered. We are often only interested in the scattering probability as a function of Ei and
the scattering angle. The single differential scattering cross section is as follows:

rsðEi;XÞ ¼
Z

rsðEi;Ef ;XÞdEf : ð1:1Þ

The total scattering probability for neutrons of energy Ei is as follows:

rsðEiÞ ¼
Z

rsðEi;XÞdX: ð1:2Þ

Table 1.1 Approximate timescale for the production of defects in irradiated metals (from [1])

Time (s) Event Result

10−18 Energy transfer from the
incident particle

Creation of a primary knock-on atom (PKA)

10−13 Displacement of lattice atoms by
the PKA

Displacement cascade

10−11 Energy dissipation, spontaneous
recombination, and clustering

Stable Frenkel pairs (single interstitial atoms
(SIA) and vacancies) and defect clusters

>10−8 Defect reactions by thermal
migration

SIA and vacancy recombination, clustering,
trapping, defect emission
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In the study of irradiation effects, we are interested in the behavior of the struck
atom. So we are seeking σs (Ei, T); the energy transfer cross section, or the prob-
ability that a neutron of energy Ei elastically scattering against an atom of mass M,
will impart a recoil energy T to the struck atom. But first it is necessary to find T in
terms of the neutron energy and the scattering angle. To do this, let us consider the
dynamics of binary elastic collisions in the center-of-mass and laboratory frames.

Figure 1.1(a) shows the trajectories of a neutron and the target nucleus before
and after scattering, as seen from both the laboratory reference system and the
center-of-mass system. The easiest way to obtain a relationship between the inci-
dent neutron energy, scattering angle, and transferred energy is to analyze the
dynamics of the collision in the center-of-mass (CM) system. When the collision is
viewed in the center-of-mass system, the recoiling particles appear to move away
from each other in opposite directions. Momentum conservation along the axes of
approach and departure yields the following:

tcm� VcM ¼ 0

t0cm� V 0
cM ¼ 0;

ð1:3Þ

m CM M

CM-before

lab-after

CM-after

m CM M

Vcm

lab-before

VCM

(a)

(b)
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V ′
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V ′
l

υl

υ ′
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cυ ′

υ ′
l

cυ ′

Fig. 1.1 Vector velocities
(a) in the laboratory and
center-of-mass (CM) systems
and (b) composite diagram
relating velocities in the two
systems
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and conservation of kinetic energy requires that:

1
2
mt2c þ

1
2
MV2

c ¼ 1
2
mt02c þ 1

2
MV 02

c : ð1:4Þ

Using Eq. (1.3) to eliminate tc and t0c, we get:

1
2
m

M
m

� �2

þ 1
2
M

" #
V2
c ¼ 1

2
m

M
m

� �2

þ 1
2
M

" #
V 02
c : ð1:5Þ

Therefore,

Vc ¼ V 0
c; and hence;

tc ¼ t0c:
ð1:6Þ

Since the target nucleus is at rest in the laboratory system and moving to the left
with speed Vc in the CM system, the CM system itself must be moving to the right
relative to the laboratory system with the same speed, Vc. Thus, if we use VCM to
denote the speed of the CM system relative to the laboratory system, the magni-
tudes of VCM and Vc are the same (but opposite in direction). This can be restated as
follows:

tc ¼ t‘ � VCM ¼ t‘ � Vc; ð1:7Þ

and using Eq. (1.3), we find that:

VCM ¼ m
Mþm

� �
t‘: ð1:8Þ

Recall that we want to relate T, the energy transferred to the struck atom, to ϕ, the
scattering angle in the CM system. Using vector addition, we can relate the recoil
target nucleus velocity in the laboratory system, V 0

‘, to ϕ as shown in Fig. 1.1(b),
which is a composite of the interaction in the laboratory and CM systems as shown
in Fig. 1.1(a). Using the law of cosines:

V 02
‘ ¼ V2

CM þV 02
c � 2VCMV

0
c cos/; ð1:9Þ

and rewriting the velocities in Eq. (1.9) in terms of energy gives:

V 02
‘ ¼ 2T

M
; V2

CM ¼ 2Ei

m
m

mþM

� �2

; and V 02
c ¼ 2m

M2 E
0
m;
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and substituting these expressions into Eq. (1.9) gives:

T ¼ mM

ðmþMÞ2 Ei þ m
M

E0
m � 2

m
mþM

� �
ðEiE

0
mÞ1=2 cos/; ð1:10aÞ

or

T ¼ g1g2Ei þ g1
g2

E0
m � 2g1ðEiE0

mÞ1=2 cos/; ð1:10bÞ

where η1 = m/(m + M) and η2 = M/(m + M).
Since we want to find the energy transferred, T, as a function of initial energy

and scattering angle only, we use the relationship between Ei and E0
m to eliminate

E0
m. From Eqs. (1.7) and (1.8), we know that:

t0c ¼ t‘ � m
mþM

� �
t‘ ¼ t‘

M
mþM

� �
: ð1:11Þ

Writing Eq. (1.11) in terms of energy gives:

E0
m ¼ Ei

M
mþM

� �2

¼ g22Ei: ð1:12Þ

Substituting into Eq. (1.10b) and simplifying gives:

T ¼ c
2
Eið1� cos/Þ; ð1:13Þ

where we define

c ¼ 4mM

ðMþmÞ2 ¼
4A

ð1þAÞ2 ; ð1:14Þ

where 1 = m and A = M. Hence, T depends upon only one unknown, ϕ. Note the
angular dependence of T on ϕ as shown in Fig. 1.2. The energy transferred rises
from 0 at ϕ = 0 to a maximum of cEi at / ¼ p; or Tmax ¼ T̂ ¼ cEi: That is, the
energy transferred is a maximum when the particle backscatters and is a minimum
when it misses the target, resulting in no change in course (ϕ = 0).

Example 1.1. Neutron–nuclear interaction
For a neutron incident on a hydrogen atom, T̂n�H=Ei ¼ 1:0. For a neutron
incident on a uranium atom, T̂n�U=Ei ¼ 0:017. Conversely, comparing the
interaction of an iron atomwith 100 keVXe+ ions or electrons, the value of γ for
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theXe–Fe interaction is 0.83, yielding a T̂ of 83,000 eV.However, the value of γ
for e––Fe interaction is 0.00004, giving a T̂ of only 4 eV,which, aswewill see in
Chap. 2, is not enough to displace an iron atom from its lattice site.

The scattering angles in the laboratory system for the incident particle (θ)
and the struck atom (α) can be written in terms of the scattering angle in the
center-of-mass system (ϕ) using the vector diagram shown in Fig. 1.1(b).
Applying the law of sines to Fig. 1.1(b) for the scattered particle:

t0‘
sinðp� hÞ¼

t0c
sin h

;

where t0c is given by Eqs. (1.6) and (1.7):

t0c ¼ VCM
t‘
VCM

� 1
� �

;

and using Eq. (1.8), we have:

t0c ¼ VCM
M
m
:

Applying the law of cosines to the same triangle gives:

t02‘ ¼ t02c þV2
CM � 2VCMt

0
c cosðp� /Þ;

and combining the last three equations to express θ as a function of ϕ yields:

tan h ¼ ðM=mÞ sin/
1þðM=mÞ cos/ :

±

Scattering angle (φ)

0

i
E

2

i
E

)cos(1 φ−

2

π
PK

A
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Fig. 1.2 Energy transfer as a
function of center-of-mass
scattering angle
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Applying the law of sines to the vector diagram in Fig. 1.1(b) for the struck
atom gives:

V 0
c

sin a
¼ V 0

‘

sin/
;

and combining this result with Eqs. (1.6) and (1.9) where the energies are
written in terms of velocities gives:

tan a ¼ sin/
1� cos/

:

We are still interested in obtaining the probability that a given T will be imparted
to the recoil atom. This depends on the differential cross section. We define σs (Ei, ϕ)
dΩ as the probability of a collision that scatters the incident particle into a
center-of-mass angle in the range (ϕ, dΩ) where dΩ is an element of solid angle
about the scattering direction ϕ. Since differential probabilities written in trans-
formed variables are equivalent, σs (Ei, ϕ) can be written in terms of CM variables:

rsðEi;/ÞdX ¼ rsðEi; TÞdT: ð1:15Þ

Using Fig. 1.3 to relate dΩ to dϕ, we have by definition:

dX¼ dA=r2; ð1:16Þ

and from Fig. 1.4, we have:

dX ¼ rd/ð2pr sin/Þ
r2

¼ 2p sin/ d/: ð1:17Þ

Substituting Eq. (1.17) into Eq. (1.15) yields:

rsðEi; TÞ dT ¼ rsðEi;/Þ dX ¼ 2prsðEi;/Þ sin/ d/: ð1:18Þ

dφ

Fig. 1.3 Scattering into the
solid angular element dΩ
defined by dA/r2
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Since T ¼ c
2
Eið1� cos/Þ then dT ¼ c

2
Ei sin/ d/, and we have:

rsðEi; TÞ ¼ 4p
cEi

rsðEi;/Þ: ð1:19Þ

Figure 1.5 shows the difference in the differential scattering cross section in units of
area per unit solid angle versus area per unit angle as in Eq. (1.18). Although the
number of atoms scattered through an angle increment dϕ about ϕ = π/2 is greater
than that through an angular increment dϕ about ϕ = 0 or π (Fig. 1.5(a)), the number
intercepting the spherical surface per unit of solid angle is constant over all angles,
ϕ (Fig. 1.5(b)). Hence, dT/dϕ varies in a sinusoidal manner with ϕ, but dT/dΩ is
independent of ϕ.

Using Eqs. (1.2) and (1.18), the total elastic scattering cross section is as follows:

rsðEiÞ ¼
Z

rsðEi;/Þ dX¼ 2p
Z

rsðEi;/Þ sin/ d/:

If we assume that elastic scattering in the CM system is independent of scattering
angle (i.e., scattering is isotropic), Fig. 1.6, then:

rsðEiÞ ¼
Z

rsðEi;/Þ dX¼ 2p rsðEi;/Þ
Z

sin/ d/ ¼ 4prsðEi;/Þ; ð1:20Þ

Fig. 1.4 The solid angle dΩ
subtended at the scattering
angle ϕ by the incremental
angle dϕ
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and

rsðEi; TÞ ¼ rsðEiÞ
cEi

; ð1:21Þ

which is independent of T! That is, σs (Ei, T), the probability that a neutron of
energy Ei, elastically scattering against an atom of mass M, will impart a recoil
energy T to the struck atom does not depend on the recoil energy. Now, the average
recoil energy can be calculated as follows:

T ¼
R T̂
�T TrsðEi; TÞ dTR T̂
�T rsðEi; TÞ dT

¼
�T þ T̂
2

� T̂
2
¼ cEi

2
: ð1:22Þ
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Fig. 1.5 Isotropic differential scattering cross sections in units of (a) area per unit scattering angle
and (b) area per unit solid angle
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Fig. 1.6 Differential elastic
scattering cross sections for
C12 at 0.5 and 14 MeV
neutrons as a function of the
cosine of the center-of-mass
scattering angle (from [2])
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Applying Eq. (1.22) to the case of a 1 MeV neutron incident on elements of varying
mass, we have the following:

1MeV n on C: c ¼ 0:28 T ¼ 0:14MeV
1MeV n on Fe: c ¼ 0:069 T ¼ 0:035MeV
1MeV n on U: c ¼ 0:017 T ¼ 0:009MeV

In addition to the elastic scattering just discussed, we can have energy transfer by
inelastic scattering, (n, 2n) reactions and (n, γ) reactions. The first two reactions
become important above neutron energies of about 1.0 and 8.0 MeV, respectively,
while the latter occurs at thermal neutron energies in 235U.

1.1.2 Inelastic Scattering

Inelastic scattering is characterized by a reaction in which the emitted particle is
experimentally the same as the captured particle, but there is a loss of kinetic energy in
the system. The energy is found in the excitation energy of the product nucleus, e.g.,
N14 (p, p′)N14* or C14(n, n′)C14*. The differences in the energies of groups of scattered
particles correspond to the energy separations of excited levels in the product nucleus:

�Q ¼
X
f

KEf �
X
i

KEi ¼
X
f

Mfc
2 �

X
i

Mic
2:

In an inelastic collision, a neutron is absorbed by the nucleus, forming a compound
nucleus, which emits a neutron and a γ-ray. There may be more than one γ emitted
and the nucleus may remain in an excited state during the course of an interaction.
The inelastic scattering cross section can be divided into resolved and unresolved
resonance components [3]. For a given resonance (jth resonance) of the target
nucleus, the scattering cross section will be a function of Qj, the γ decay energy of
the residual nucleus that is always negative. Analogous to Eq. (1.15), we can write
differential equalities σsj (Ei, Qj, T) dT = σsj (Ei, Qj, ϕ) dΩ, so that:

rsjðEi;Qj; TÞ ¼ rsjðEi;Qj;/Þ 2p sin/ d/
dT

: ð1:23Þ

However, the expression for T in Eq. (1.13) is not valid for inelastic collisions
since kinetic energy is not conserved. Instead, we focus on the conservation of total
energy. If the target nucleus M is at rest in the laboratory system and the particle
m has energy Ei, then the energy balance in CM coordinates is as follows:

M
Mþm

Ei þQj ¼ E0
m þE0

M; ð1:24Þ
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where Qj is the reaction energy and E0
m andE0

M are the kinetic energies in CM
coordinates of the exit particle and nucleus, respectively. In order that momentum is
conserved:

mE0
m ¼ME0

M; ð1:25Þ

and combining Eq. (1.24) with Eq. (1.25) (assuming that the masses of the pro-
jectile and target are unchanged after the reaction) yields:

E0
m ¼ M

Mþm
Qj þ M

Mþm
Ei

� �

or

E0
m ¼ g2 Qj þ g2Ei

� �
: ð1:26Þ

Recalling the general expression for T, Eq. (1.10b):

T ¼ g1g2Ei þ g1
g2

E0
m � 2g1ðEiE

0
mÞ1=2 cos/;

and substituting in for E0
m from Eq. (1.26) yields:

TðEi;Qj;/Þ ¼ c
2
Ei � c

2
Ei Ei þQj

Aþ 1
A

� �� �1=2
cos/þ Qj

Aþ 1
: ð1:27Þ

Now, the expression for dT/dϕ becomes:

dTðEi;Qj;/Þ
d/

¼ c
2
Ei 1þ Qj

Ei

Aþ 1
A

� �1=2
sin/: ð1:28Þ

Note that in the case of elastic collisions, Qj = 0 and Eq. (1.27) reduces to
Eq. (1.13).

If we now assume that inelastic scattering is isotropic in the CM system, then we
have:

rs jðEi;QjÞ ¼
Z

rs jðEi;Qj;/Þ dX ¼ 4prs jðEi;Qj;/Þ: ð1:29Þ

Substituting Eqs. (1.28) and (1.29) into (1.23) yields:

rs jðEi;Qj; TÞ ¼ rs jðEi;QjÞ

cEi 1þ Qj

Ei

Aþ 1
A

� �1=2
: ð1:30Þ

for inelastic collisions in the resolved resonance region.
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When the compound nucleus is excited to high enough energies, the resonance
levels overlap and are no longer individually distinguishable. The inelastic scat-
tering cross section is treated as a continuum and is described by an evaporation
model [3] with:

ris ðEi;E
0
m; TÞ ¼ ris ðEiÞ f ðEi;E0

mÞ
4

1
Aþ 1

ðEi;E
0
mÞ1=2

; and

ris ðEi; TÞ ¼ ris ðEiÞ
ZE0max
m

0

f ðEi;E0
mÞ

4
1

Aþ 1
ðEi;E

0
mÞ1=2

dE0
m;

ð1:31Þ

where f ðEi;E0
mÞ is a distribution function for the energy E0

m of the scattered neutron
in the CM system that represents the probability that a neutron is evaporated from
the moving compound nucleus, whose value in the CM system is a Maxwellian of
nuclear temperature ED = kT:

f ðEi;E
0
mÞ ¼

E0
m

IðEiÞ e
ð�E0

m=EDÞ; ð1:32Þ

and

IðEiÞ ¼ E2
D 1� 1þ E0max

m

ED

� �
eð�E0max

m =EDÞ
� �

; ð1:33Þ

is a normalization factor such that

ZE0max
m

0

f ðEi;E
0
mÞ dE0

m ¼ 1: ð1:34Þ

The maximum value of E0
m is given by Eq. (1.26) with Q = Q1, the lowest energy

level, and the minimum value of E0
m is zero.

1.1.3 (n, 2n) Reactions

Reactions such as the (n, 2n) reaction are important in radiation effects since they
produce additional neutrons that can either cause damage or transmutation reactions
in components of interest. Following the 2n model, which is based on work by
Odette [4] and Segev [5], a second neutron can only be emitted if the residual
excitation of the nucleus after emission of the first neutron exceeds the binding
energy of a neutron in the mass M nuclide. The recoil energy after emission of the
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first neutron is taken to be the average value (cos ϕ = 0 in Eq. (1.10b)) and is shown
in Fig. 1.7(a) in the laboratory system. We next analyze the second reaction
(emission) in the CM system described in Fig. 1.7(b). We begin by using the law of
cosines to relate V 00

c to ϕ:

V 002
‘ ¼ V 02

‘ þV 002
c � 2V 0

‘V
00
c cos/: ð1:35Þ

From Fig. 1.7(a), we have:

1
2
MV 02

‘ ¼ T ‘ or V 02
‘ ¼ 2T ‘

M
;

and from Fig. 1.7(b), we have:

1
2
ðM � mÞV 002

c ¼ E00
M or V 002

c ¼ 2E00
M

M � m
:

Conservation of momentum requires:

ðM � mÞV 00
c ¼ mt00c ; ð1:36Þ

and squaring gives:

V 002
c ¼ m

M � m

� 	2
t002c ¼ 2m

ðM � mÞE
00
m: ð1:37Þ

Substituting into the law of cosines, Eq. (1.35), gives:

V 002
‘ ¼ 2T ‘

M
þ 2m

ðM � mÞE
00
m � 2

2m

ðM � mÞ2
2
M

E00
mT‘

 !1=2

cos/; ð1:38Þ





m

M-m

Lab CM

After 1st collision (reaction) After 2nd reaction

21,
2

M           MV ' l

V 'l

V 'l

V 'l

Tl

,V Tl

c , mE  

c , MV E 

(a) (b)Fig. 1.7 Vector velocities for
the (n, 2n) reaction in (a) the
laboratory system and (b) the
center-of-mass system
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where T‘ ¼ g1g2Ei þðg1=g2ÞE0
m is the mean recoil energy after the emission of the

first neutron. Writing V 002
‘ in terms of energy gives the recoil energy following the

second emission:

T ¼ 1
2
ðM � mÞV 002

‘

¼ M � m
M

T ‘ þ m
M � m

E00
m � 2

m
M

� 	1=2
ðE00

mT ‘Þ1=2 cos/

¼ A� 1
A

T ‘ þ 1
A� 1

E00
m � 2

1
A

� �1=2

ðT ‘E
00
mÞ1=2 cos/

¼ A
A� 1

g1
g2

E00
m þ A� 1

A
T ‘ � 2

g1
g2

� �1=2

ðT ‘E
00
mÞ1=2 cos/:

ð1:39Þ

The (n, 2n) reaction cross section is a special case of the inelastic scattering cross
section given in Eq. (1.31):

rn;2nðEi;E
0
m;E

00
m; TÞ

¼ rn;2nðEiÞ E0
m

IðEiÞ e
�E0

m=ED
E00
m

IðEi;E0
mÞ

e�E00
m=ED ; and

rn;2nðEi; TÞ

¼
ZEi�U

0

E0
m

IðEiÞ e
�E0

m=ED

ZEi�U�E0
m

0

E00
m

IðEi;E0
mÞ

e�E00
m=EDdE0

mdE
00
m;

ð1:40Þ

where I (Ei) is given in Eq. (1.33) with E0max
m ¼ Ei � U and IðEi;E0

mÞ is given in
Eq. (1.33) with E0max

m replaced by E00max
m ¼ Ei � U � E0

m and for (n, 2n) reactions,
U = 0 [3].

1.1.4 (n, γ) Reactions

Another class of reactions that can affect the extent of radiation damage involves
photon emission. This reaction is important since the energy of the recoiling
nucleus is sufficient to displace an atom. As we will see later, this type of dis-
placement is particularly important in radiation damage in reactor pressure vessels
in which the gamma flux is more comparable to the fast neutron flux than in the
reactor core. Recalling the momentum and energy conservation laws of Eqs. (1.3)
and (1.4) and Fig. 1.1, which for (n, γ) reactions, Ei ∼ 0 (since these reactions occur
with thermal neutrons of energy 0.025 eV), Ef ≡ 0 (since there is no scattered
neutron) and Q is the equivalent of the mass difference between the initial particles
and the compound nucleus. When the compound nucleus (CN) de-excites, it emits a
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γ-ray with this energy. Conservation of momentum says that the nucleus must recoil
with momentum:

ðmþMÞV 0
c ¼

Ec

c
: ð1:41Þ

Note that this is an approximation since we have not subtracted the mass defect
from the compound nucleus. Squaring both sides of Eq. (1.41) and dividing by 2
(m + M) gives:

1
2
ðmþMÞV 02

c ¼ E2
c

2ðmþMÞc2 :

As in the case of elastic scattering, T is given by:

T ¼ ðV2
CM þV 02

c � 2VCMV 0
c cos/Þ

Mþm
2

� �
;

but VCM � V 0
c so to a good estimate:

T ffi mþM
2

� �
V 02
c ¼ E2

c

2ðMþmÞc2 :

We will assume further that this value of T represents the maximum recoil energy.
But since not all of Q will be emitted in a single γ-ray, we approximate the average
recoil energy as half the value of the maximum recoil energy, giving:

T ffi E2
c

4ðMþmÞc2 : ð1:42Þ

The radiative capture cross section is derived from the Breit–Wigner single-level
formula when the target nucleus has zero intrinsic angular momentum and the
compound nucleus has a neutron width Γn, a radiation width Γg, and a total width Γ,
and E0 is the resonance energy and λ is the wavelength [6]:

rn;cðEiÞ ¼ pk2
CnCc

ðEi � E0Þ2 þðC=2Þ2 : ð1:43Þ

Expressing Eq. (1.43) in terms of σ0, the maximum value of the radiative capture
cross section (at E = E0) and taking Γn proportional to 1/λ and to

ffiffiffiffi
E

p
gives:

rn;cðEiÞ ¼ r0

ffiffiffiffiffi
E0

Ei

r
1

½ðEi � E0Þ=ðC=2Þ�2 þ 1

( )
: ð1:44Þ
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Table 1.2 provides a summary of the energy transfer and the energy transfer cross
sections for the various types of reactions covered in Sect. 1.1.

1.2 Interactions Between Ions and Atoms

Ion–atom or atom–atom collisions are governed by interactions between the elec-
tron clouds, the electron cloud and the nucleus, and between the nuclei. These
interactions are described by what are known as interatomic potentials. In order to
develop descriptions of energy transfer cross sections for interactions between
atoms, we need descriptions of the potential function that governs that interaction.
Unfortunately, there exists no single function that describes all interactions, but
rather, the nature of the interaction is a strong function of the atom energies, and
hence the distance of closest approach of the nuclei. The following section provides
a summary of interatomic potentials adapted from Chadderton [7].

Table 1.2 Energy transfer and energy transfer cross sections for various types of neutron–nuclear
collisions

Types of collision Energy transfer and energy transfer cross section Equation in
text

Elastic scattering T ¼ c
2
Eið1� cos/Þ (1.13)

rsðEi;TÞ ¼ rsðEiÞ
cEi

(1.21)

Inelastic scattering
TðEi;Qj;/Þ ¼ c

2
Ei � c

2
Ei Ei þQi

Aþ 1
A

� �� �1=2
cos/þ Qj

Aþ 1

(1.27)

resonance region

rs; jðEi;Qj;TÞ ¼ rs; jðEi;QjÞ

cEi 1þ Qj

Ei

1þA
A

� �1=2

(1.30)

unresolved resonance region

risðEi; TÞ ¼ risðEiÞ
R E0max

m
0

f ðEi;E0
mÞ

4
1

Aþ 1
ðEi;E0

mÞ1=2
dE0

m
(1.31)

(n, 2n)
T ¼ A

A� 1
g1
g2

E00
m þ A� 1

A
T‘ � 2

g1
g2

� �1=2

ðT‘E
00
mÞ1=2 cos/

(1.39)

rn;2nðEi;TÞ ¼
Z Ei�U

0

E0
m

IðEiÞ e
�E0

m=ED

�
Z Ei�U�E0

m

0

E00
m

IðEi;E0
mÞ

e�E00
m=EDdE0

mdE
00
m

(1.40)

(n, γ)
T ffi E2

c

4ðMþmÞc2
(1.42)

rn;cðEiÞ ¼ r0

ffiffiffiffiffi
E0

Ei

r
1

½ðEi � E0Þ=ðC=2Þ�2 þ 1

( )
(1.44)
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1.2.1 Interatomic Potentials

The end product of the neutron–nuclear interaction is the creation of the primary
knock-on atom with some amount of kinetic energy. This atom will, of course, make
subsequent collisions with other atoms in the solid. Knowledge of the forces acting
between two colliding atoms represents the most fundamental aspect of radiation
damage, without which a proper description of the primary event and the ensuing
defect structure is impossible. Our interest lies in the forces between like atoms, unlike
atoms, or ions and atoms. The interaction between atoms is described by potential
functions. Recall that the atoms are (usually) electrically neutral but are composed of
positive and negative components that do not cancel at all points in space. It is well
known that the potential energy between two point charges of the same sign separated
by a distance r is described by the well-known Coulomb equation:

VðrÞ ¼ ke
e2

r
; ð1:45Þ

where ke ¼ 1
4pe0

is the Coulomb constant (8.98755 × 109 Nm2 C−2), ε0 is the

electric constant, ε is the single unit electronic charge, and ε2 = 1.44 eV-nm. When
written in electrostatic units or Gaussian units, the unit charge (esu or statcoulomb)
is defined in such a way that the Coulomb constant, ke, disappears because it has the
value of one and becomes dimensionless, and Eq. (1.45) is often written in
abbreviated form without the Coulomb constant. In the case of atoms, we have a
charged nucleus surrounded by an electron cloud of opposite charge. It is evident
that the potential function describing the interaction between atoms is far more
complicated than that describing neutron–nuclear interaction. Even in the simplest
cases, V(r) has never been determined exactly, but some simple considerations
show that it must be dominated by two distinct contributions over the range of
separation in which we are interested. Perhaps, the simplest of all potential func-
tions is the “hard sphere” approximation. This potential is described as follows:

V rð Þ ¼ 0 for r[ r0
1 for r� r0:

�
ð1:46Þ

This potential function describes an interaction with an infinitely sharp cutoff at the
atomic radius r0. At distances greater than this radius, the interaction vanishes,
while at distances equal to and less than r0, the magnitude is infinity. This
description is analogous to the behavior of billiard balls, and hence, the atoms in
this model are described as acting as such. Clearly, this is not a very realistic
description of atom–atom interaction since we know that the electron shells can
overlap.

Figure 1.8 shows how the interatomic potential actually varies with separation.
At large separation, the principal interaction is supplied by the Coulomb forces,
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while for smaller separations, the central field repulsive force is dominant. A similar
relationship applies to all crystals regardless of the nature of binding. In all cases,
there is a smooth curve with a minimum at the separation distance corresponding to
the nearest neighbor distance in the lattice, re (also referred to as D).

In describing the interaction between atoms, we will use two yardsticks for
points of reference. One is the Bohr radius of the hydrogen atom, a0 = 0.053 nm,
which provides a measure of the position of the atomic shells. The other is re, the
spacing between nearest neighbors in the crystal (typically *0.25 nm). When
r ≪ re, electrons populate the lowest energy levels (closed shells) of the individual
atoms and only the outer valence shells will have empty levels. As two atoms are
brought together, the valence shells begin to overlap and weak attractive forces such
as van der Waals forces may develop. When a0 < r ≤ re, the closed inner shells
begin to overlap. Since the Pauli exclusion principle demands that some electrons
change their levels, and hence move to higher energy levels, the extra energy
supplied in forcing the atoms together constitutes a positive potential energy of
interaction. This is known as closed shell repulsion and the potential that most
accurately describes this region is the Born–Mayer potential:

VðrÞ ¼ A expð�r=BÞ; ð1:47Þ

where A and B are constants determined from the elastic moduli [8]. Although this
function was first used by Born and Mayer to represent core ion repulsion in their
theory of ionic crystals, it is perfectly valid for separations on the order of the

Fig. 1.8 Variation of interatomic potential with separation, R. Attractive forces dominate at large
separations (b) and the central repulsive force dominates at small separations, (a) and at
intermediate distances, there is a smooth transition between the two extremes with a minimum
corresponding to the equilibrium separation distance, re or D
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equilibrium separation, re, and is useful in treatments of threshold or near-threshold
collisions where the impact parameter is of the order re.

When r ≪ a0, Coulomb interaction between the nuclei dominates all other terms
in V(r):

VðrÞ ¼ Z1Z2e2

r
: ð1:48Þ

At slightly larger distances, the nuclear charges are electrostatically “screened” by
the space charge of the innermost electron shells that have entered the internuclear
space. The potential describing this behavior is known as the screened Coulomb
potential [8–12]:

VðrÞ ¼ Z1Z2e2

r

� �
expð�r=aÞ; ð1:49Þ

where a ¼ 9p2

128

� �1=3
a0

ðZ2=3
1 þ Z2=3

2 Þ1=2
� Ca0

ðZ1Z2Þ1=6
is the screening radius and

C = 0.8853. More generally, screening by the electron cloud is described by a
screening function, χ(r), that is defined as the ratio of the actual atomic potential at a
radius r to the Coulomb potential. The function of χ(r) is to moderate the Coulomb
potential to describe the interaction between atoms at all separation distances. For
large distances, χ(r) will tend toward zero, and at very small distances, χ(r) will tend
toward unity. This is one way in which a single interatomic potential function can
be used to describe all collisions.

We have now described two regimes of interaction. At small separations (r < a),
the screened Coulomb term dominates all others, with the screening effect decaying
exponentially with the separation distance. In the region r \	 re, electronic

interaction dominates and is best described by the Born–Mayer potential. At
intermediate separations, there is no satisfactory description of the nature of atomic
interaction. Unfortunately, it is exactly in this region where information is needed to
provide a proper analytical description of radiation damage.

Nevertheless, we may make a first approximation to the total potential by
summing the controlling potentials at large and small separations:

VðrÞ ¼ Z1Z2e2

r

� �
expð�r=aÞþA expð�r=BÞ; ð1:50Þ

where A = 2.58 × 10−5(Z1Z2)
11/4 eV and B = 1.5a0/(Z1Z2)

1/6 are empirical formulae
suggested by Brinkman [11], consistent with observed compressibilities and elastic
moduli in the noble metals Cu, Ag, and Au. Unfortunately, there is little experi-
mental information about the forces between metal atoms, which is our primary
interest. Figure 1.9 shows that the first term dominates for small separation and the
second for large.
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Brinkman suggested a model for the interaction between two identical atoms in
which the nucleus is surrounded by a rigid charge distribution ρε, and it is assumed
that both atoms supply a screened Coulomb field of the same type:

VðrÞ ¼ Z2e2

r
e�r=a 1� r

2a

� 	
: ð1:51Þ

This relation approaches the Coulomb repulsion as r approaches zero and changes
sign at r = 2a, becoming a weak attractive potential with a minimum at
r ¼ að1þ ffiffiffi

3
p Þ. However, this potential predicts a strong interaction energy at large

distances and may not represent the true physical picture for metals. Brinkman
formulated a new potential function:

VðrÞ ¼ AZ1Z2e2 expð�BrÞ
1� expð�ArÞ : ð1:52Þ

Note that for small values of r, the potential closely approximates the Coulomb
repulsive interaction, i.e.,

lim
r!0

V rð Þ ! Z1Z2e2

r
;

and at large separation, the potential equation approximates the exponential
repulsion of the Born–Mayer type:

lim
r!1 VðrÞ ! AZ1Z2e

2 expð�BrÞ:

The constant B is defined as B ¼ Z1=3
eff =Ca0; where Zeff ¼ ðZ1Z2Þ1=2, and C is of

the order 1.0 or 1.5. The constant A depends on the compressibility and bulk
modulus, which depend on the overlap of closed electron shells. An empirical
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Fig. 1.9 Behavior of various
potential functions over a
range of separation distances
between copper atoms
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expression for A is A ¼ 0:95� 10�6

a0
Z7=6
eff Substituting for A, B, and C (= 1.5) into

Eq. (1.52) gives:

VðrÞ ¼ 1:9� 10�6Z1=2
eff ER

exp �Z1=3
eff r=1:5a0

� 	
1� exp �0:95� 10�6Z7=6

eff r=a0
� 	 ; ð1:53Þ

where ER = ε2/2a0 is the Rydberg energy (13.6 eV).
It should be noted that although the potential is a reasonably reliable function for

all metals whose atomic number exceeds 25 over the range r < 0.7re, it should not
be used near r = re since in the derivation it has been implicitly assumed that all
interatomic distances are close to those of Cu, Ag, and Au. It is therefore not a valid
potential to use in calculating formation and migration energies of point defects.

Two other potentials should be discussed. The first is the Firsov or Thomas–
Fermi two-center potential. This potential function is an improvement over the
screened Coulomb potential by virtue of the fact it takes into account the change in
electron energy connected with the mutual approach of the nuclei. The potential can
be written as follows:

VðrÞ ¼ vðrÞ
r

;

where χ(r) is the screening function. In the case of the screened Coulomb potential:

vðrÞ ¼ vBðrÞ and

vBðrÞ ¼ Z1Z2e
2 expð�r=aÞ; ð1:54Þ

while in the Firsov potential:

vðrÞ ¼ vTFðrÞ ¼ v Z1=2
1 þ Z1=2

2

� 	2=3r
a

� �
; ð1:55Þ

so that we have:

VðrÞ ¼ Z1Z2e2

r
v Z1=2

1 þ Z1=2
2

� 	2=3r
a

� �
; ð1:56Þ

where

v Z1=2
1 þ Z1=2

2

� 	2=3r
a

� �

is a screening function.
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The second potential of interest is the Thomas–Fermi–Dirac two-center potential
(TFD). The Thomas–Fermi–Dirac statistical model of the atom was employed to
calculate a potential from first principles. As a consequence, this potential takes into
account the exchange effects and places a finite boundary, defined by rb, on the
spatial distribution of the electron cloud density ρε. The potential obtained for like
atoms is as follows:

VðrÞ ¼ Z2e2

r
v Z1=3 r

a

� 	
� aZ þK ; ð1:57Þ

where a ffi 3:16� 10�3 e
2

a0
and K is a set of integrals over exact single-center

electron densities. Calculations using this potential have shown that for very small
separations of less than 	 0:3a0; VðrÞ agrees well with other theoretical curves and
with experiment, while in the range *0.3a0 to 3a0, V(r) agrees with other theo-
retical and experiment results better than the screened Coulomb potential or the
Firsov potential [7].

In selecting the appropriate potential for a specific collision problem, the range of
separation can be determined by equating the available kinetic energy to the potential
and hence obtaining the smallest separation. The important interaction terms for the
calculated separation can then be determined. For interactions betweenmetal atoms at
low kinetic energies, 10−1 to 103 eV, the Born–Mayer term alone is sufficient with
constants given in Eq. (1.50). In cases of atom–atom collisions in the collision
cascade, where energies from 103 to 105 eV are involved, an inverse power potential
is extremely convenient. Such a potential can be formulated by fitting a function C/rs

to one of the above potential functions over a limited range of r. For example, one can
fit an inverse square (s = 2) function to the screened Coulomb potential at r = a,
obtaining the same slope, ordinate, and curvature. This function is as follows[13]:

VðrÞ ¼ Z1Z2e2a
r2

e�1: ð1:58Þ

For a limited range of r, this can be used as an approximate potential. Rewriting
using the expression in Eq. (1.49) for a gives:

VðrÞ ¼ 2ER

e
ðZ1Z2Þ5=6 a0

r

� 	2
: ð1:59Þ

A convenient alternative for numerical calculations uses the fact that
2ER

e
ffi 10 eV,

hence:

VðrÞ ¼ 10ðZ1Z2Þ5=6 a0
r

� 	2
eV: ð1:60Þ
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This potential also applies to heavy ion bombardment in the energy range 103 to
105 eV. In the case of light ions at high energy, such as 5 MeV protons, the simple
Coulomb potential is adequate.

Table 1.3 summarizes the various potential functions and their regions of appli-
cability. But how do we go about verifying a potential function? For example, how do
we determine the constants A and B in the Born–Mayer potential for a specific
element? Since the Born–Mayer potential is based on small displacements from
equilibrium (i.e., re), we can obtain these constants from bulk property measurement
of the solid, e.g., compressibility and elastic moduli. If we expand the potential V(r) as

V0 þ dV
dr

� �
0
rþ 1=2

d2V
dr2

� �
0
r2 þ 
 
 
, then the coefficient of

d2V
dr2

� �
0
is the cur-

vature of the energy–distance curve at r = re as shown in Fig. 1.8.
How then do we know that a given potential does or does not properly describe

the interaction in a region of r? We can make this determination by scattering
measurements or by measuring the range of ions in solids. Since V(r) describes the
nature of the interaction, it will also tell us about σs(Ei) that can be determined by
scattering experiments. Also, range measurements give a good indication of how
many interactions must have occurred in order to place the ion in its deposited

Table 1.3 Summary of potential functions

Potential Equation for V(r) = Range of
applicability

Definitions Eq. in
text

Hard
sphere

0 for r[ r0
1 for r� r0

10−1 < T < 103 eV r0 = Atomic radius (1.46)

Born–
Mayer

V(r) = Aexp (–r/B) 10−1 < T < 103 eV
r ≲ re

A, B determined from
elastic moduli

(1.47)

Simple
Coulomb

Z1Z2e2

r

Light ions of high
energy r ≪ a0

(1.48)

Screened
Coulomb

Z1Z2e2

r

� �
expð�r=aÞ Light ions r < a a0 = Bohr radius

a = Screening radius
(1.49)

Brinkman
I

Z2e2

r
eð�r=aÞ 1� r

2a

� 	 r < a a ffi a0=Z1=3 (1.51)

Brinkman
II

AZ1Z2e2 expð�BrÞ
1� expð�ArÞ

Z > 25
r < 0.7re

A ¼ 0:95� 10�6

a0
Z7=6
eff

B ¼ Z1=3
eff =Ca0

C ffi 1:5

(1.52)

Firsov Z1Z2e2

r
v Z1=2

1 þZ1=2
2

� 	2=3r
a

� �
r ≤ a0 χ is screening function (1.56)

TFD
two-center

Z2e2

r
v Z1=3 r

a

� 	
� aZþK

r < rb(3a0) rb = Radius at which the
electron cloud density
vanishes

(1.57)

Inverse
square

2ER

e
ðZ1Z2Þ5=6 a0

r

� 	2 a/2 < r < 5a ER = Rydberg
energy = 13.6 eV

(1.59)
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location. Both of these sets of experiments will provide information on the ade-
quacy of the chosen potential function to accurately describe the interaction
between the atoms in the solid.

With some appreciation for the way in which neutral atoms or atoms and ions
interact, we are now prepared to describe a collision between these species, which is
in some ways very similar to and in other ways very different from neutron–nuclear
collisions. The resulting formalism will provide us with the tools to determine the
energy transferred from the incident atom to the struck atom along with the energy
transfer cross section. The following treatment is adapted from Thompson [13].

1.2.2 Collision Kinematics

The orbits of two colliding atoms are shown in Fig. 1.10 relative to the center of
mass of the masses M1 and M2. Particle locations are most conveniently denoted in
polar coordinates (r1, ψ) and (r2, ψ) for massesM1 andM2, respectively. The impact
parameter is b, ψ is the scattering angle of the struck atom in the laboratory system,
and ϕ is the asymptotic scattering angle when the interparticle spacing approaches
infinity. The impact parameter is defined as the distance between the asymptotic
trajectories of the colliding particles as shown in Fig. 1.10. We are interested in
determining the detailed orbits by expressing ϕ as a function of b. This result will
then be used to determine the scattering cross section.

The radial and transverse velocities of massM1 are _r1 and r1 _w in polar coordinates,

and the resultant velocity is _r21 þ r21 _w
2

� 	1=2
. The velocity components are the same for

massM2with the subscript 2 substituted for 1. Conservation of energy requires that the
total energy of any system remains constant. The energy in the laboratory reference

1
M

2
M

CM

1
r

2r

φ

b

Fig. 1.10 Collision orbits in
the center-of-mass system
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system is just Ei ¼ 1
2
M1t

2
‘ ¼ ET Recall that VCM ¼ M1

M1 þM2
t‘ and that the kinetic

energy of the center of mass itself (in the laboratory system) is as follows:

ECM ¼ 1
2
ðM1 þM2ÞV2

CM ¼ M1

M1 þM2

� �
Ei:

Hence, the energy in the CM system that is available for transformation is the total
kinetic energy less the motion energy of the CM system:

E ¼ ET � ECM ¼ Ei � ECM ¼ Ei
M2

M1 þM2

� �
: ð1:61Þ

In an elastic collision, the sum of the potential and kinetic energies at any point
in the orbit must equal the asymptotic sum of kinetic energies, so:

Ei
M2

M1 þM2

� �
¼ 1

2
M1ð_r21 þ r21 _w

2Þþ 1
2
M2ð_r22 þ r22 _w

2ÞþVðr1 þ r2Þ:
asymptotic sum of kinetic energy at any point potential

energy in orbit energy

ð1:62Þ

Letting r = r1 + r2 be the total separation distance, r1 ¼ M2

M1 þM2
r; r2 ¼ M1

M1 þM2
r,

and the energy balance of Eq. (1.62) simplifies to:

gEi ¼ 1
2
lð_r2 þ r2 _w2ÞþVðrÞ; ð1:63Þ

where g ¼ M2

M1 þM2
and l ¼ M1M2

M1 þM2
is the reduced mass.

The law of conservation of angular momentum demands that the value at any
point in the orbit must equal the asymptotic value. Recall that:

t‘ ¼ t‘ � VCM ¼ t‘
M2

M1 þM2

� �
and V2 ¼ VCM ¼ t‘

M1

M1 þM2

� �
;

so that the asymptotic value of the angular momentum is given by:

M1t1b1 þM2t2b2 ¼ M1M2

M1 þM2

� �
t‘ b1 þ b2ð Þ ¼ lbt‘: ð1:64Þ

The angular momentum at any point is given by:

M1r
2
1
_wþM2r

2
2
_w ¼ M1

M2

M1 þM2
r

� �2

þM2
M1

M1 þM2
r

� �2
" #

_w

¼ lr2 _w;

ð1:65Þ
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hence:

lr2 _w ¼ lbt‘: ð1:66Þ

Substituting from Eq. (1.66) into Eq. (1.63) to eliminate _w and solving for _r, we
obtain:

_r ¼ 2
l

� �1=2

gEi 1� b2

r2

� �
� VðrÞ

� �1=2
: ð1:67Þ

The algebra for this step is as follows. Multiplying out the terms of Eq. (1.63) gives:

gEi � 1
2
l _r2 ¼ 1

2
l
t2‘b

2

r2
þVðrÞ;

and rearranging gives:

gEi � 1
2
l
t2‘b

2

r2
¼ 1

2
l _r2 þVðrÞ: ð1:68Þ

Recall that Ei ¼ 1=2M1t2‘ and therefore t2‘ ¼ 2Ei=M1, and we can eliminate t‘ so

that the second term on the left-hand side of Eq. (1.68) becomes � lb2Ei

M1r2
: Since

l ¼ M1M2

M1 þM2
and l=M1 ¼ g; then:

gEi � gEi
b2

r2
¼ l _r2

2
þVðrÞ; and gEi 1� b2

r2

� �
¼ l _r2

2
þVðrÞ;

or

_r ¼ 2
l

� �1=2

gEi 1� b2

r2

� �
� VðrÞ

� �1=2
;

which is the same as in Eq. (1.67). Note that r reaches the distance of closest
approach, ρ, when _r ¼ 0. At this point:

VðqÞ ¼ gEi 1� b2

q2

� �
; ð1:69Þ

and Vmax = ηEi (at b = 0) which represents a “head-on” collision. So if a particle

strikes a target atom of equal mass, then Vmax = 1/2Ei. When r ! 1; VðrÞ !

0 and _r2 ¼ 2
l

� �
gEi; or _r2 ¼ 2Ei=M1; Ei ¼ 1=2M1 _r2 (and _r ¼ t‘ at r ! 1), so

Ei ¼ 1=2M1t2‘ :
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Recall that we are looking for ϕ as a function of b. Going back to Eq. (1.67) and
dividing _r in Eq. (1.67) by _w from Eq. (1.66), we have:

_r
_w
¼ dr

dw
¼ � 2

l

� �1=2

lEi 1� b2

r2

� �
� VðrÞ

� �1=2 r2
t‘b

: ð1:70Þ

The minus sign in front of the quantity to the right of the equality is because for the
first half of the orbit, _r decreases as ψ increases. Bringing the term r2 under the
square root gives:

dr
dw

¼ � 1
t‘b

2
l

� �1=2

lEiðr4 � r2b2Þ � r4VðrÞ� 1=2
: ð1:71Þ

Dividing the terms under the square root by ηEib
2 to bring this term out of the

square root gives:

dr
dw

¼ � 1
t‘b

2
l

� �1=2

ðgEiÞ1=2b r4

b2
1� VðrÞ

gEi

� �
� r2

� �1=2
: ð1:72Þ

Since 1=2M1t2‘ ¼ Ei, then t‘ ¼ ð2Ei=M1Þ1=2, and substituting for t‘ gives:

dr
dw

¼ � 2
l
M1

2Ei
gEi

� �1=2 r4

b2
1� VðrÞ

gEi

� �
� r2

� �1=2

¼ � M1

l
g

� �1=2 r4

b2
1� VðrÞ

gEi

� �
� r2

� �1=2

¼ � r4

b2
1� VðrÞ

gEi

� �
� r2

� �1=2
:

ð1:73Þ

Substituting for x = 1/r gives:

dx
dw

¼ 1
b2

1� VðxÞ
gEi

� �
� x2

� �1=2
: ð1:74Þ

This is the equation of orbit [ψ = f(x)].
The scattering angle ϕ is found by expressing dψ as a function of x and dx and

integrating from the limits on ψ corresponding to x = 0 and 1/ρ. These limits are ϕ/2
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and π/2, respectively, as shown in Fig. 1.10. Performing this integration for the first
half of the orbit yields:

Zp=2
/=2

dw ¼
Z1=q
0

1
b2

1� VðxÞ
gEi

� �
� x2

� ��1=2

dx; ð1:75Þ

and

/ ¼ p� 2
Z1=q
0

1
b2

1� VðxÞ
gEi

� �
� x2

� ��1=2

dx: ð1:76Þ

The quantity ρ in the upper limit of x is the value of r when ψ = π/2 and hence is the
distance of closest approach. Since dx/dψ = 0 when ψ = π/2, ρ is given from
Eq. (1.74) by:

gEi ¼ VðqÞ
1� b2

q2

: ð1:77Þ

Equations (1.76) and (1.77) provide the relation between ϕ and b.
We have yet to determine the cross section for our scattering event. This may be

done as follows. If particles M1 are bombarding target atoms M2, then in Fig. 1.11,
those ions which cross an area 2πbdb enclosed by circles of radii b and b + db will
be scattered into dϕ about ϕ. Since the relation between db and dϕ can be obtained
from Eq. (1.76) by differentiation, the differential cross section is given by:

rsðEi; TÞdT ¼ 2pbdb and rsðEi; TÞ ¼ 2pb
db
d/

d/
dT

: ð1:78Þ

Knowing V(r) enables ϕ to be written in terms of b2 using Eq. (1.76) and then in
terms of T using Eq. (1.13). Differentiating gives 2πbdb as a function of T and dT.

db

bM1

M2

z
bdbπ2

φd

φ

Fig. 1.11 Scattering of ions crossing an area 2πbdb into an angular element dϕ about ϕ
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Then from Eq. (1.78), the differential cross section for collisions having recoils in
dT about T follows. The total cross section for collisions with T anywhere in the
range Ť to γEi is as follows:

rðEiÞ ¼
ZcEi

�T

rsðEi; TÞdT : ð1:79Þ

The process for finding the energy transfer cross section can be summarized as
follows:

1. Select a potential function V(r).
2. Use Eq. (1.76) to obtain b as a function of ϕ, b = f(ϕ).
3. Use Eq. (1.13) to obtain ϕ as a function of T, ϕ = g(T).
4. Use the relations between b and ϕ and between ϕ and T in Eq. (1.78) to obtain

the energy transfer cross section.

The preceding description of the energy transfer cross section emphasizes the
importance of knowing the potential function describing the particular ion–atom or
atom–atom interaction of interest. Without accurate knowledge of the potential
function, further description of the collision process and the ensuing defect structure
become impossible. Unfortunately, explicit evaluation of the integral in Eq. (1.76)
is possible only for simple potential functions. But before looking further at the
various potential functions and their application in determining the energy transfer
cross section, we must first consider the different possible classes of ions and their
corresponding energies.

Classification of Ions
There are three important classes of ions in ion–atom collisions. The first is light
energetic ions with Ei > 1 MeV. The second is highly energetic (Ei ∼ 102 MeV)
heavy ions such as fission fragments (M * 102). The third is lower energy heavy
ions that may be produced by an accelerator or appear as a recoil that results from
an earlier high-energy collision. The energy of these recoils is generally less than
1 MeV.

For each of these interactions, we must decide on the most appropriate potential
function. A convenient guide is ρ/a, the ratio of the distance of closest approach to the
screening radius as a function of the recoil energy, T. A rough graph of ρ/a versus T is
provided in Fig. 1.12 to aid in the selection of the most appropriate potential. The three
curves represent ions of each of the three classes just discussed: (1) 20 MeV protons,
(2) 70 MeV fission fragments, and (3) 50 keV Cu ions. Curve (1) collisions apply to
the regime where ρ ≪ a and the simple Coulomb potential is adequate. Curve
(2) collisions that are head-on will have ρ ≪ a also. But for glancing collisions,
ρ ∼ a and the screened Coulomb potential is most appropriate. Curve (3) represents the
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region where a < ρ≪ 5a and the inverse square potential or Brinkman potential would
apply since both the Born–Mayer and screened Coulomb terms must be accounted for.

Hard Sphere-Type Collisions
The hard sphere potential is appropriate for ion energies below about 50 keV and
for near head-on elastic collisions. Here, ρ * re and atoms will act like hard
spheres. In a head-on collision, b = 0 and from Eq. (1.77), we have:

gEi ¼ VðqÞ: ð1:80Þ

When b is not quite zero, the collision may be pictured as shown in Fig. 1.13 where

we define R1 ¼ q
M2

M1 þM2
and R2 ¼ q

M1

M1 þM2
. If ρ is known, then from the

figure:

b ¼ q cos
/
2
: ð1:81Þ

Now, recalling that:

rsðEi; TÞ dT ¼ 2pb db

rsðEi; TÞ ¼ 2pb
db
d/

d/
dT

;
ð1:82Þ

where
db
d/

¼ 1=2q sin/=2 from b ¼ q cos/=2 (using the absolute value of the

derivative to maintain
db
d/

as a positive value) and
d/
dT

¼ 2
cEi sin/

from T ¼
cEi

2
ð1� cos/Þ:Then rsðEi; TÞ ¼ 2pq cos/=2

q
2
sin/=2

2
cEi sin/

; and

Fig. 1.12 Distance of closest
approach ρ/a, as a function of
T for (1) 20 MeV protons in
Cu, (2) 70 MeV Xe+ ions in
Cu, and (3) 50 keV Cu+

recoils in Cu (from [12])
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rsðEi; TÞ ¼ pq2

cEi
: ð1:83Þ

Recall that for neutron–nuclear interactions, σs(Ei, T) = σs(Ei)/γEi. Using this
relation, we can obtain an idea of the size of the energy transfer cross section for

neutron–nuclear interactions versus atom–atom interactions:
rsðEi; TÞa�a

rsðEi; TÞn�nuclear ¼

pq2

rsðEiÞ 	
pð10�8Þ2
10�24 	 108; and so the energy transfer cross section for atom–atom

interactions is about eight orders of magnitude greater than that for neutron–nuclear
interactions.

The total scattering cross section is as follows:

rsðEiÞ ¼
ZcEi

�T

rsðEi; TÞdT ¼
ZcEi

�T

pq2

cEi
dT ¼ pq2

cEi
½cEi � �T � ¼ pq2: ð1:84Þ

Note that σs(Ei) is independent of Ei (because ρ ≠ f(Ei)) and that σs(Ei, T) ∝ 1/Ei and
is independent of T. We can find σs(Ei, T) explicitly by applying the appropriate
potential function to find a value of ρ (determined by V(r)). Recall from our dis-
cussions in Sect. 1.2.1 that for collisions in which the impact parameter is on the
order of the equilibrium separation of the atoms, the Born–Mayer potential is most
appropriate. This corresponds to energies below about 10 keV. (Note that this
means that we are also backing off from a pure hard sphere model.) Hence, we will
use V(r) = A exp(–r/B), where A and B are defined in Eq. (1.47). Using Eq. (1.80)
gives:

VðqÞ ¼ A expð�q=BÞ ¼ gEi; ð1:85Þ

M2

M1

R1

R2

CM
R1

R2

φ

2φ

2φ

Fig. 1.13 Schematic of
colliding atoms obeying the
hard sphere approximation for
collisions
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or

q ¼ B ln
A
gEi

� �
; ð1:86Þ

and since b = ρ cos ϕ/2 = Bln(A/ηEi)cos ϕ/2, the energy transfer cross section is as
follows:

rsðEi; TÞ ¼ pB2

cEi
ln

A
gEi

� �2
: ð1:87Þ

The total scattering cross section is then the integral of the energy transfer cross
section between the limits Ť and γEi:

rsðEiÞ ¼
ZcEi

�T

pB2 ln
A
gEi

� �2 1
cEi

dT : ð1:88Þ

From this expression, we will be able to calculate the total cross section for dis-
placement scattering events for all allowed T. Note that the total scattering cross
section depends on Ei. Also, for typical values of A, B, and Ť (40 eV), the value of
σs(Ei) for atom–atom interactions is about 108 times that for neutron–nuclear events.

Rutherford Scattering
Let us turn now to a second example in which we will use the pure Coulomb
scattering potential to demonstrate Rutherford scattering. From our classification of
ions according to ion energy and mass, type 1 collisions involve light (m * 1–4)
energetic (E > MeV) ions where ρ ≪ a. Collisions of this sort are adequately
represented by the simple Coulomb potential, which from Eq. (1.48) is as follows:

VðrÞ ¼ Z1Z2e2

r
:

We will assume that Z1 and Z2 represent the nuclear charges and that this collision
occurs at high energies so that electrons are stripped from the nuclei and the only
interaction is between the nuclei.

In our description of the trajectories of the particles in the CM system, we found
that at the point of closest approach, dx/dψ = 0 and from Eq. (1.77):

gEi ¼ VðqÞ
1� b2

q2

:
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Substituting in for V(r) gives:

Z1Z2e2

q
¼ gEi 1� b2

q2

� �
: ð1:89Þ

Defining:

b0 ¼ Z1Z2e2

gEi

� �
; ð1:90Þ

it follows that:

b0
q

¼ 1� b2

q2
; ð1:91Þ

and

q ¼ b0
2

1þ 1þ 4b2

b20

� �1=2
" #

: ð1:92Þ

Hence, the distance of closest approach is a function of the impact parameter b, as
expected. For head-on collisions, b = 0 and the minimum value of ρ depends on Ei:

qðb ¼ 0Þ ¼ q0 ¼ b0 ¼ Z1Z2e2

gEi
: ð1:93Þ

Note that for this type of collision, ρ depends on Ei, in contrast to independence of
Ei in the hard sphere model. Going back to the orbital Eq. (1.75), we will now
evaluate it as a definite integral:

Z/=2
p=2

dw ¼
Z0
1=q

1
b2

� b0
b2

x� x2
� ��1=2

dx: ð1:94Þ

Since ψ = π/2 when r = ρ(x = 1/ρ) and ψ = ϕ/2 when r = ∞ (x = 0), letting

y ¼ xþ b0
2b2

gives:

/=2� p=2 ¼
Zb02b2

1
qþ

b0
2b2

½c2 � y2��1=2dy; ð1:95Þ
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where c2 ¼ 1
b2

þ b20
4b4

� �
: The orbits are then as follows:

/=2� p=2 ¼ sin�1 y
c

h i b0
2b2

1
qþ

b0
2b2

¼ sin�1 b0
2b2c

� sin�1 1
c

1
q
þ b0

2b2

� �
:

ð1:96Þ

Since sin�1 1
c

1
q
þ b0

2b2

� �
¼ sin�1ð1Þ ¼ p=2; then:

sin/=2 ¼ b0
2b2c

: ð1:97Þ

Substituting for c (from above) into Eq. (1.97) yields:

sin2 /=2 ¼ 1

1þ 4b2

b20

: ð1:98Þ

Using trigonometric relations for sin2 ϕ/2, we have:

b ¼ b0
2
cot/=2: ð1:99Þ

We now have a relationship between the impact parameter, b, and the asymptotic
scattering angle, ϕ. Note that b is a function of Ei through b0 (Eq. (1.93)).

We now want an expression for the scattering cross section. Using Eq. (1.82) for
σs(Ei, T), we have:

rsðEi; TÞ dT ¼ rsðEi;/Þ dX ¼ 2pbdb ¼ pb0 cot
/
2
db; ð1:100Þ

and substituting for db from Eq. (1.99) gives:

rsðEi;/Þ ¼ b0
4

� �2 1

sin4ð/=2Þ ; ð1:101Þ

which is the Rutherford inverse fourth power scattering law. The cross section for
recoil is exactly the same as for elastic collisions, Eq. (1.13), and since:

rsðEi; TÞ ¼ rsðEi;/Þ dXdT ;
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we have:

rsðEi; TÞ ¼ pb20
4

cEi

T2 : ð1:102Þ

Note that unlike neutron–nuclear collisions and hard sphere scattering in general,
the Rutherford scattering cross section is a strong function of T. This expression
also shows that the scattering cross section σs (Ei, T)→∞ as T→ 0. But this is just
a reflection of the fact that as ϕ→ 0 and b→∞ and is representative of long-range
Coulomb interactions. In reality, there is a cutoff in b and hence in ϕ due to electron
screening. As we will see later, this cutoff is Ed, the displacement energy. The
average energy transferred is then as follows:

T ¼

R̂T
�T

TrsðEi; TÞ dT

RT̂
�T

rsðEi; TÞ dT
¼

�T ln(T̂=�TÞ
1�

�T

T̂

: ð1:103Þ

For T̂ ¼ cEi and Ť = Ed and since γEi ≫ Ed, then:

T � Ed ln
cEi

Ed

� �
; ð1:104Þ

which is quite small for all energies Ei, reflecting the strong T�2 dependence in
Eq. (1.102).

The integral of Eq. (1.102) over T gives the total cross section for displacement
events by an ion of energy Ei:

rsðEiÞ ¼ p
4
b20T̂

ZT̂
Ed

dT
T2 ¼ pb20

4
T̂
Ed

� 1
� �

; ð1:105Þ

and since at high energies T̂=Ed � 1 then we have for T̂ ¼ cEi:

rsðEiÞ � pb20
4

cEi

Ed
; ð1:106Þ

which is quite large.
A critical question in applying the above results is under what conditions can

Rutherford scattering be applied? The answer is that we must require that during an
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encounter, the major part of scattering occurs in the region where r≪ a But this is a
qualitative measure. What is needed is a means for determining quantitatively,
when Rutherford scattering applies. To address this question, we consider two
cases.

Case 1: Near “head-on” collisions (high T). For near head-on collision,
ρ0 ≪ a or Ei ≫ Ea, where Ea is the value of Ei that would give ρ0 = a assuming a
screened Coulomb potential:

Ea ¼ 2ER

C
ðZ1Z2Þ7=6 M1 þM2

M2e
; ð1:107Þ

which is obtained by rewriting the screened Coulomb potential (Eq. (1.49)) in an
inverse square law form (Eq. (1.59)), with ε2 = 2a0ER and equating at r = a and

setting VðrÞ ¼ gEi ¼ M2

M1 þM2
Ei for a head-on collision.

Case 2: Glancing collisions (low T). Here, we only consider those collisions in
which b ≤ a, or that result in an energy transfer Ť * Ed for b = a. For a simple
Coulomb collision with b = a, we have from Eqs. (1.98) and (1.13):

T ¼ e2cE2
a

4Ei
; or Ei ¼ e2cE2

a

4T
; ð1:108Þ

and giving this value of Ei the name Eb at T = Ť, we have

Eb ¼ e2cE2
a

4�T
; where �T ¼ Ed; ð1:109Þ

and this equation is valid for all Ei ≫ Eb. Essentially, Eb is the value of Ei that
results in a transfer of energy T ≥ Ed at b = a. Or looking at it another way, values of
Eb < Ei give T ≪ Ť and can be neglected since ρ ≥ a, and these encounters can be
neglected. Table 1.4 provides examples of the values of Ea and Eb for different
particle–target atom combinations and energies. From Table 1.4, since Ea < Eb, we
can use the criterion that Ei must be ≫ Eb as an extreme test of the validity of the
simple Coulomb scattering description.

In summary, if Ei ≫ Ea, the simple Coulomb potential may be used for near
head-on collisions. If Ei ≫ Eb, it can be used for all collisions of interest in radiation
damage. Light charged particles such as protons and alphas with Ei > 1 MeV fall
into this category, while fission fragments are in the regime Ea < Ei < Eb and recoils
have Ei ≤ Ea. These will be discussed next. But first, we present an example of
Rutherford scattering.
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Example 1.2. 2 MeV protons on aluminum
For this case,

T̂ ¼ cEi ¼ 4ð27Þ
ð27þ 1Þ2 2MeV ¼ 0:28MeV

�T ¼ 40 eV

T ¼ Ed ln
cEi

Ed

� �
¼ 354 eV

We can also calculate Ea * 200 eV and Eb * 2500 eV. (For comparison,
2 MeV He+ on Al, Ea * 1 keV, and Eb * 16 keV. Also, for 2 MeV H+ on
Au, Ea * 1.6 keV, and Eb * 24 keV; and for 2 MeV He+ on Au,
Ea * 8 keV, and Eb * 42 keV.) Since Ei ≫ Eb, the simple Coulomb law is
valid for this type of collision. Incidentally, σ(Ei) * 4 × 10−22 cm2, and since
the mean free path between collisions is λ = 1/σN and N * 6 × 1022 a/cm3,
then λ * 0.04 cm or about 400 μm, or about 10 times the length of a 2 MeV
proton track in Al. This means that there is, on average, only one Rutherford
scattering collision for every 10 protons incident on Al.

Now, let us investigate the other classes of ion–atom collisions such as heavy
energetic ions, heavy slow ions, and high-energy electrons.

Heavy Energetic Ions
For heavy energetic ions such as fission fragments, Fig. 1.12 shows that an appropriate
potential must account for both screened Coulomb and closed shell repulsion. Let us
look first at the simple Coulomb potential as a rough approximation, knowing that its
use is only justified for recoil energies approaching γEi where ρ ≪ a. Recall that

rsðEiÞ ¼ pb20
4

cEi

Ed
; and b0 / Z1

cEi
; c ¼ 4M1M2

ðM1 þM2Þ2
; g ¼ M2

M1 þM2
; which gives an

increase in the cross section compared to the light ion by a factor of

Table 1.4 Values of Ea and
Eb for various particle–target
atom combinations and
energies (from [13])

Incident particle Target atom Ea (eV) Eb (eV)

C C 2 × 103 8 × 105

Al Al 1 × 104 2 × 107

Cu Cu 7 × 104 1 × 109

Au Au 7 × 105 1 × 1011

Xe U 5 × 105 3 × 1010

D C 1.5 × 102 2 × 103

D Cu 1 × 103 2 × 104

D C 4 × 103 1 × 105
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rs;heavy
rs;light

¼

z21M1

Ei

����
heavy

z21M1

Ei

����
light

� 106

for the same value of Ei and for fission fragments at the peaks of the fission yield of
uranium, Mlight

1 ’ 96 amu,Elight
1 ’ 95MeV andMheavy

1 ’ 137 amu,Eheavy
1 ’ 55MeV.

Comparing to the example of the 2 MeV proton on Al, fission fragments have a
cross section that is larger by a factor of 104! Therefore, the mean free path is 10−4

that of a proton in Al.
Recall that σs(Ei, T) varies as 1/T

2. But this is only true near γEi(ρ≪ a). At lower
energies, screening will reduce the sensitivity to energy. So we must use a better
description of the interaction between energetic, heavy ions, and target atoms.
Brinkman’s expression, Eq. (1.50), includes both terms, and if this is used in the
impulse approximation (see [13]), the result is as follows:

T ¼ M1

M2

A2

Ei
F a;

b
B

� �
� ð1� aÞF 1þ a;

b
B

� �� �2
; ð1:110Þ

where A and B are given in Eq. (1.50) and

F a;
b
B

� �
¼ b

B

Z1
b=a

�e�xdx

ðx2 � b2=a2Þ1=2ð1� e�axÞ2

¼ b
B

X1
n¼0

ðnþ 1ÞK0
b
B
ð1þ naÞ

� �
;

ð1:111Þ

where K0(y) is a Bessel function of the third kind. The term α is the ratio of Born–
Mayer and screened Coulomb terms at r = a, so in general, α < 1. T can be found from
b and Eq. (1.110), and by inversion, b is obtained as a function of T. Differentiation
gives σ = 2πbdb. However, because of the complexity of Eq. (1.110), numerical
solutions are required. Nevertheless, we may calculate dN, the number of recoils in
dT at T produced by the fission fragment in slowing down to rest. This is found by:

dN ¼ nrdx ¼ n
dr
dT

� dE
dx

� ��1

dEdT ; ð1:112Þ

where n is the density of atoms, and

NðTÞdT ¼ n
ZEi

0

r
dT

dE
dX

� ��1

dE dT : ð1:113Þ
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Brinkman carried out these calculations for light and heavy fragments from 235U
fission slowing down in uranium. The results are shown in Fig. 1.14. Note that N
(T) decreases more rapidly than T−1, and hence, the majority of displaced atoms are
produced by low-energy recoils. Therefore, high-energy recoils can be neglected
altogether. Another way of looking at this is that the simple Coulomb potential is
only valid in an energy range that does not contribute significantly to
displacements.

Heavy Slow Ions
These ions are classified by the curve labeled “3” as shown in Fig. 1.12. This is a
very important class of collisions as it covers most of the applications of kV ion
implanters and low MV accelerators in the fields of materials science and radiation
damage that includes such topics as ion implantation and heavy ion radiation effects
simulation. The figure shows that collisions must be dealt with over the range
a < ρ < 10a. The formalism used for fission fragments in the previous section
applies to glancing collisions, but for head-on collisions, another approach is
needed. The appropriate potential for a/5 ≤ ρ ≤ 5a is the inverse square approxi-
mation. We use a potential of the form:

VðrÞ ¼ 2ER

e
ðZ1Z2Þ5=6 a0

r

� 	2
;

which is obtained by fitting a screened Coulomb potential to the inverse square
potential and equating at r = a, Eq. (1.59). Substituting this potential function into
the orbital equation (1.76) gives:

10-4

10-3

10-2

10-1

1

101

102

101 102 103 104 105 106

M1 = 96

M1 = 137

T-2

Fig. 1.14 The energy
spectrum of recoils N(T)
dT produced by fission
fragments slowing down to
rest in uranium. Two cases are
shown: M1 = 96,
E1 = 95 MeV; and M1 = 137,
E1 = 55 MeV (from [13])
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/
p
¼ 1� 1þ a2Ea

b2Ei

� ��1=2

: ð1:114Þ

Using Eq. (1.13) to express ϕ in terms of T gives:

T ¼ cEi cos2
p
2

1þ a2Ea

b2Ei

� ��1=2
" #

: ð1:115Þ

Expressing b in terms of T and differentiating gives:

rsðEi; TÞ ¼ 4Eaa2a

cE2
i ð1� 4a2Þ2½xð1� xÞ�1=2

; ð1:116Þ

where x ¼ T
cEi

and pa ¼ cos�1 x1=2:

For small x (low-energy transfer), we have:

rsðEi; TÞ ¼ p2a2Eac1=2

8E1=2
i T3=2

: ð1:117Þ

Note that the energy transfer cross section is dependent on T. The mean recoil
energy is as follows:

T ¼
R cEi
�T TrsðEi; TÞ dTR cEi
�T rsðEi; TÞ dT

¼ ðcEi�TÞ1=2: ð1:118Þ

The total cross section for displacement is as follows:

rsðEiÞ ¼
ZcEi

�T

rsðEi; TÞ dT ¼ p2a2Eac1=2

4ðEi�TÞ1=2
: ð1:119Þ

Relativistic Electrons
Radiation damage from electrons is not so important in reactor core materials, but
more so in the laboratory as they are commonly used in electron microscopes for
radiation damage studies. Due to the low mass of the electron, very high energies
must be attained in order to cause displacements of a lattice atom. These energies
are high enough such that relativistic quantum mechanics must be used to describe
the collision. Even so, the energy transferred is large enough to displace only the
struck atom with no secondary displacements.
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In relativistic form, the momentum of an electron with rest mass m0 and kinetic
energy Ei is as follows:

p2e ¼
Ei

c2
ðEi þ 2m0c

2Þ: ð1:120Þ

Since the struck atom (Z, M) recoils non-relativistically, the recoil expression is that
given in Eq. (1.9):

V 02
‘ ¼ V2

CM þV 02
c � 2VCMV

0
c cos/ ¼ 2V2

CMð1� cos/Þ ¼ 4V2
CM sin2

/
2
;

and conservation of momentum gives:

pe ¼ ðm0 þMÞVCM ffi MVCM:

Replacing the velocity terms with energies in the expression for V 02
‘ yields:

T ¼ 2Ei

Mc2
ðEi þ 2m0c

2Þ sin2 /
2
; ð1:121Þ

or

T̂ ¼ 2Ei

Mc2
ðEi þ 2m0c

2Þ: ð1:122Þ

An approximate expression for the Dirac equation for light ions [13] yields the
differential scattering cross section:

rsðE1;/Þ ¼ 4pa20Z
2E2

R

m2
0c

4

1� b2

b4

� ½1� b2 sin2ð/=2Þþ pab sinð/=2Þð1� sinð/=2ÞÞ�
� cosð/=2Þ csc3ð/=2Þ;

ð1:123Þ

where b ¼ t=c and α = Z2/137. This expression approaches the Rutherford scat-
tering law for small β. Using Eqs. (1.121) and (1.122), the differential scattering
cross section is written in terms of T and T̂ :

rsðEi;TÞ ¼ 4pa20Z
2E2

R

m2
0c

4

1� b2

b4
1� b2

T

T̂
þ p

a
b

T

T̂

� �1=2

� T

T̂

( )" #
T̂
T2 : ð1:124Þ
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The total cross section is found by integrating Eq. (1.124) from �T to T̂ :

rsðEiÞ ¼ 4pa20Z
2E2

R

m2
0c

4

1� b2

b4
T̂
�T
� 1

� �
� b2 log

T̂
�T

þ ab2
T̂
�T

� �1=2

�1� log
T̂
�T
:

ð1:125Þ

For electrons with energies above the damage threshold and T̂=�T slightly greater
than unity:

rsðEiÞ ffi 4pa20Z
2E2

R

m2
0c

4

1� b2

b4

� �2
T̂
�T
� 1

� �
: ð1:126Þ

Figure 1.15 shows that at high enough energies, Ei ≫ m0c
2, and σs(Ei) approaches

an asymptotic value:

rsðEiÞ ! 8pa20Z
2E2

R
�TMc2

¼ r1: ð1:127Þ

It should be emphasized, however, that these cross sections are most accurate for
light elements but seriously underestimate σs(Ei) for heavy elements (Z > 50).
Table 1.5 provides a summary of the energy transfer and the energy transfer cross
sections for the various types of atom–atom interactions discussed in Sect. 1.2.
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Fig. 1.15 Damage cross section for electrons bombarding copper where Ed = 25 eV (from [13])
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1.3 Energy Loss

Up to this point, we have been treating collisions as discrete events. However,
besides collision with or between nuclei, an ion or atom traveling through the lattice
may lose energy by electronic excitation, by ionization, or by Bremsstrahlung (loss
of energy of an electron passing through the Coulomb field of a nucleus by
emission of X-rays). These events may be viewed as more or less continuous
events. What follows is a treatment of energy loss in solids.

1.3.1 Energy Loss Theory

We are interested in finding the differential energy loss of an ion or atom traveling
through a lattice. We begin by defining the energy loss per unit length as −dE/dx (or
NS(E) where N is the target atom number density and S is the stopping power in
units of energy × distance squared) so that the total energy loss can then be
approximated by a sum of these components:

� dE
dx

� �
total

¼ � dE
dx

� �
n
þ � dE

dx

� �
e
þ � dE

dx

� �
r
¼ NSn þNSe þNSr; ð1:128Þ

Table 1.5 Energy transfer and energy transfer cross sections for various types of atom–atom
collisions

Type of collision Energy transfer and energy transfer cross section Equation
in text

Hard sphere type (Born–
Mayer potential)
ρ * re

rsðEi;TÞ ¼ pB2

cEi
ln

A
gEi

� �2 (1.87)

T ¼ cEi=2 (1.13)

Rutherford scattering
(simple Coulomb
potential) ρ ≪ a

rsðEi;TÞ ¼ pb20
4

Eic
T2

(1.102)

T � Ed ln
cEi

Ed

� �
(1.104)

Heavy ion (inverse square)
a/5 ≤ ρ ≤ 5a rsðEi;TÞ ¼ p2a2Eac1=2

8E1=2
i T3=2

(1.117)

T ¼ cEi�T
� �1=2 (1.118)

Relativistic electrons
rsðEi;TÞ ¼ 4pa20Z

2E2
R

m2
0c

4

1� b2

b4

� 1� b2
T

T̂
þ p

a
b

T

T̂

� �1=2

� T

T̂

( )" #
T̂
T2

(1.124)
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where the subscripts are defined as follows:
n = elastic,
e = electronic, and
r = radiation.

For most of the applications in which we will be interested, energy loss by radiation
will be small and will be neglected.

From our discussion in Sect. 1.2.1, it is evident that in order to accurately
describe the slowing down of an ion or atom over the entire energy range from T̂ to
Ť, where T̂ may be in MeV and Ť ∼ 10 eV, several potential functions would need
to be “pieced” together (see Fig. 1.9). This would cause problems because of
discontinuities at the cuts. Moreover, the cutoff points of these functions often differ
depending on M and Z.

However, we can separate or subdivide stopping power according to the type of
interaction and hence the energy regime. In the high-energy regime, ρ ≪ a and
Se ≫ Sn, and these interactions are treated as pure Coulomb collisions. In the
low-energy regime, ρ ≈ a and Sn > Se. This is the region of importance in the
deposition of displacement energy. In either case, we can establish a formalism for
calculating stopping power, −dE/dx = NS(E).

If we know the energy transfer cross section σ(Ei, T) for either Sn or Se, then we
can calculate the average energy transfer:

T ¼
R
TrdTR
rdT

¼ energy lost or transferred;

and the mean free path (mfp) between collisions is k ¼ 1
Nr

: Then, the ratio of these

two quantities is the energy loss per unit length:

dE
dx

¼ NSn ¼ T
k
¼
R T̂
�T TrðEi; TÞ dTR T̂
�T rðEi; TÞ dT


 N
ZT̂
�T

rðEi; TÞ dT

¼ N
ZT̂
�T

TrðEi; TÞ dT:

ð1:129Þ

Another way to look at this is as follows: Consider a projectile incident on an
amorphous target containing an average of N atoms/unit volume (Fig. 1.16). In
traversing the slab of material between x and x + Δx, the projectile will come within
a distance b1 of NΔx2πb1db target particles and transfer an energy T (Ei, b) to each.
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The total energy transferred to all target particles in the slab is obtained by inte-
grating over all possible impact parameters:

DE ¼ NDx
Z1
0

T2pb db:

Assuming ΔE ≪ E and dividing by Δx and taking the limit as Δx → 0, we obtain:

DE
Dx

����
limDx!0

¼ dE
dx

¼ N
Z1
0

T2pb db:

We know that σ (Ei, T) dT = 2πbdb so:

dE
dx

¼ N
ZT̂
�T

TrðEi; TÞ dT ;

which is the same result as from Eq. (1.129). Let us first consider nuclear stopping,
or energy loss from elastic collisions.

Nuclear Stopping Power

We define � dE
dx

� �
n
or NSn(Ei) as the energy lost to target nuclei when a projectile

of energy Ei traverses a differential thickness dx of a target of unit density. A simple

formulation of � dE
dx

� �
n
can be made if we assume that each target nucleus acts

independently of every other target nucleus in slowing down a projectile. In
essence, we are neglecting any possible interactions between nuclei. This is a fair

xΔ

xx Δ+x

1b

Fig. 1.16 Schematic of an incident projectile of energy E passing within a distance b1 of an
annular ring containing NΔx2πb1db atoms
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approximation for amorphous targets and a good first approximation for crystalline
targets also.

Case 1: High-energy elastic collisions, ρ ≪ a.

Rutherford scattering describes this type of interaction accurately. Recall that for
simple Coulomb scattering, the energy transfer cross section [Eq. (1.102)] is as
follows:

rsðEi; TÞ ¼ pb20
4

cEi

T2 :

Therefore, the stopping power becomes:

dE
dx

����
n
¼ NSnðEiÞ ¼ N

ZcEi

�T

T
pb20
4

cEi

T2 dT

¼ Npb20
4

cEi ln
cEi

�T

� �
;

ð1:130Þ

where T̂ ¼ cEi and Ť is the value of T which yields b = a or �Tb ¼ e2cE2
a

4Ei
:

Substituting for b0 from Eq. (1.93) gives:

dE
dx

����
n
¼ NSnðEiÞ ¼ NpZ2

1Z
2
2 e

4

Ei

M1

M2
ln

cEi

�Tb

� �
: ð1:131Þ

Note that for like atoms, γ = 1 and M1 = M2, so:

NSnðEiÞ ¼ NpZ2
1Z

2
2e

4

Ei
ln

Ei

�Tb

� �
: ð1:132Þ

Substituting for Ea from Eq. (1.107) into the expression for Ťb gives:

�Tb ¼ 4E2
RðZ1Z2Þ2ðZ1Z2Þ2=6

c2Ei
: ð1:133Þ

Using a = a0/(Z1Z2)
1/6 and substituting for (Z1Z2)

1/6 gives:

�Tb ¼ 4E2
Ra

2
0Z

4

c2a2Ei
;
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for Z1 = Z2, and since ε2 = 2a0ER, then Eq. (1.132) becomes:

NSnðEiÞ ¼ 4NpZ4a20E
2
R

Ei
ln

Ei

�Tb

� �

¼ 4NpZ4a20E
2
R

Ei
ln

c2a2E2
i

4a20E
2
RZ

4

� �
:

ð1:134Þ

Case 2: Low-energy elastic collisions, ρ * a.

At intermediate and lower energies, pure Coulomb scattering will not correctly
capture the interaction. Here, we must use a screened Coulomb function to account
for the effects of the electrons in the internuclear space. Bohr showed that the
screened Coulomb potential could be accurately described using an inverse power
potential of the form [14]:

rðE; TÞ ¼ Cm

EmT1þm
; ð1:135Þ

where

Cm ¼ p
2
kma

2 2Z1Z2e2

a

� �2m M1

M2

� �m

; ð1:136Þ

and λm is a fitting variable. Inserting the potential function in Eq. (1.135) into
Eq. (1.129) for the stopping power gives:

SnðEÞ ¼ 1
N

dE
dx

� �
n
¼ Cm

Em

ZT̂
0

T�mdT ¼ CmE�mT1�m

1� m

����
T̂

0
; ð1:137Þ

SnðEÞ ¼ CmE1�2m

1� m
c1�m; ð1:138Þ

where γ has the usual definition, Eq. (1.14). Lindhard et al. [14] introduced a set of
dimensionless or reduced variables for energy, 2, and distance, ρx:

2¼ M2

M1 þM2ð Þ
a

Z1Z2e2
E; ð1:139Þ

qx ¼ N4pa2
M1M2

M1 þM2ð Þ2 x: ð1:140Þ
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They proposed a universal, one-parameter, differential scattering cross section in

reduced notation that approximates the interaction potential VðrÞ ¼ Z1Z2e2

r
/0ðr=aÞ,

where ϕ0 is the Fermi function belonging to a single Thomas–Fermi atom:

r ¼ pa2

2
f ðt1=2Þ
t3=2

; ð1:141Þ

where t is a dimensionless collision parameter defined by:

t ¼22 T

T̂
¼ 1

2
22 ð1� cos/Þ ¼22 sin2 /=2; ð1:142Þ

and t is proportional to the energy transfer, T, and to the energy, Ei, through 22 =T̂ ,
and ϕ is the CM scattering angle. Lindhard et al. [14] treated f(t1/2) to be a simple
scaling function where t was a measure of the depth of penetration into an atom
during a collision and large t represents close approach. The function f(t1/2) is
plotted in Fig. 1.17, and Winterbon et al. [15] developed an analytical expression
for the function:

f ðt1=2Þ ¼ k0t1=6 1þð2k0t2=3Þ2=3
h i�3=2

; ð1:143Þ

r-1 Rutherford 
scattering  
potential 

(f = 0.5t -1/2)r-3 potential
 (f = 1.309t1/6)

r-2 potential )
(

2 /1 t
f

∈

(f = 0.327)

Fig. 1.17 Reduced differential cross section calculated from the Thomas–Fermi potential.
Abscissa is 2¼ t1=2= sin/=2. The thick solid line ranging over 10−3 < 2 < 10 is from Eq. (1.141).
The thin solid lines at left and right and the horizontal line in the middle are calculated using the
power law cross section, Eq. (1.144) (after [15])
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where λ′ = 1.309. A generalization of Eq. (1.143) for power law scattering is as
follows:

f ðt1=2Þ ¼ kmt
1
2�m

; ð1:144Þ

where λ1/3 = 1.309, λ1/2 = 0.327, and λ1 = 0.5. Equation (1.144) approximately
describes scattering from a potential of the form V(r) ∝ r−s = r−1/m, where s is the
power law exponent. At low energies (low 2), there is little penetration in the
collision (t is small) and collisions are described by a power law with V(r) ∝ r−3 and
m = 1/3, yielding a t1/6 dependence. At higher energies, screening effects are
minimal and are described by a V(r) ∝ r−1 potential and m = 1, giving t−1/2

behavior. At intermediate energies, the function (cross section) is slowly varying
and is best described by a power law potential for the form, V(r) ∝ r−2, with m = 1/2
giving no dependence on t, which means that the cross section is independent of 2.
For the case of the inverse square law, m = 1/2 and the stopping power is given by
Eq. (1.138):

SnðEÞ ¼ 4pk1=2aZ1Z2e
2 M1

M1 þM2
: ð1:145Þ

The reduced stopping cross section, Sn(2), is given as follows:

Sð2Þ ¼ d 2
dqx

; ð1:146Þ

and a relation between Sn(E) and Sn(2) is as follows:

d 2
dqx

¼ d 2
dE

dqx
dx

� �
dE
dx

: ð1:147Þ

Taking differentials of 2 with respect to E (Eq. (1.139)), and ρx with respect to
x (Eq. (1.140)) gives:

Snð2Þ ¼ M1 þM2

M1

1
4paZ1Z2e2

SnðEÞ ð1:148Þ

¼ 2
pa2cEi

SnðEÞ: ð1:149Þ

Substituting the expression for Sn(E) from Eq. (1.145) into Eq. (1.148) gives:

Snð2Þ ¼ k1=2 ¼ 0:327: ð1:150Þ
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The stopping power can also be written using the energy transfer cross section in
reduced notation from Eq. (1.141) giving:

SnðEÞ ¼ 1
N

dE
dx

� �
n
¼ pa2

ZT̂
0

T
f ðt1=2Þ
2t3=2

dt ¼ �pa2T̂
22

ZT̂
0

f ðt1=2Þdt1=2: ð1:151Þ

Substituting the stopping power Sn(E) in Eq. (1.151) into Eq. (1.149) for T̂ ¼ cEi

gives:

Snð2Þ ¼ 1
2
Z2
0

f ðt1=2Þdt1=2: ð1:152Þ

Setting y = t1/2 in Eq. (1.144), Eq. (1.152) becomes:

Snð2Þ ¼ km
2
Z2
0

y1�2mdy ¼km
2

y2�2m

2ð1� mÞ
����
2

0
¼ km

2ð1� mÞ 2
1�2m; ð1:153Þ

which is the power law approximation to the reduced nuclear stopping cross sec-
tion. For the case of the inverse square law, m = 1/2 and Sn(2) = λ1/2 = 0.327.

Two approximations for SnðEiÞ for collisions in the intermediate energy regime
are considered. The first is obtained by solving the orbital Eq. (1.76) using the
inverse square potential in Eq. (1.59) [16]:

/
p

¼ 1 � 1

1 þ a2Ea

b2Ei

� �1=2
:

Using Eq. (1.14) to determine T gives:

T ¼ cEi cos2
p
2

1þ a2Ea

b2Ei

� �1=2
" #

: ð1:154Þ

Expressing b2 in terms of T and differentiating, and using the relation between σs(Ei, T)
and b from Eq. (1.78) gives:

rs Ei ;T
� � ¼ 4Ea a2 a

cE2
i 1 � 4a2ð Þ2 x 1 � xð Þð Þ1=2

; ð1:155Þ
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where x ¼ T=Ei; pa ¼ cos �1 ffiffiffi
x

p
, and for small x, Eq. (1.155) has the form:

rs Ei ;T
� � ¼ p2 a2Ea c1=2

8E1=2
i T3=2

: ð1:156Þ

The total cross section and mean recoil energy are calculated from Eq. (1.156)
taking a cutoff to zero at T ¼ cEi:

T ¼ cEi �T
� �1=2

; ð1:157Þ

rs Eið Þ ¼ p2 a2Ea c1=2

4ðEi �TÞ1=2
: ð1:158Þ

The stopping power is determined using:

SnðEiÞ ¼
ZT̂
�T

TrðEi; TÞdT ;

and substituting the energy transfer cross section from Eq. (1.158) yields:

Sn Eið Þ ¼ 1
N

dE
dx

� �
n
¼ p2

4
a2 Eac: ð1:159Þ

Substitution for Ea from Eq. (1.107) gives a value of 0.327 for Sn. This same result
can be obtained using the expression for average energy loss:

dE
dx

¼ T
k

¼ Nrs T ; ð1:160Þ

where k ¼ 1
Nrs

is the mean free path between collisions, and substituting for

σs(Ei) and T from Eqs. (1.157) and (1.158).
The second approximation of Sn Eið Þ can be obtained using the Thomas–Fermi

screening function. We will assume that a series of small-angle scattering events are
responsible for most of the energy loss of a projectile in a target. When this is true,
the energy transferred, T, can be expressed as a function of Ei and b by solving
Eq. (1.76) for ϕ using the Thomas–Fermi screening function, Eq. (1.49), and
expanding the solution on the assumption that f is small. Proceeding, we find:

/ ¼ p� 2
Zx̂
�

1
b2

1� V xð Þ
gEi

� b2x2
� �� ��1=2

dx; ð1:161Þ
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and for V rð Þ ¼ Z1Z2 e2

r
f r=að Þ, where f r=að Þ ¼ a=r, the solution is as follows:

/ ¼ p� b b2 þ Z1Z2 e2 a
ER

� ��1=2

: ð1:162Þ

Solving for b and substituting in the expression:

rs Ei ;/
� �

dX ¼ 2pbdb ;

and using Eq. (1.15) to obtain rs Ei ; Tð Þ d T , we can then find Sn Eið Þ from
Eq. (1.129). The result is as follows:

S0n ¼
p2

e
e2a0Z1Z2

M1

M1 þM2
Z�1=3; ð1:163Þ

which is the standard stopping power and is shown in Fig. 1.18. Note that S0n is
independent of the projectile energy to a first approximation, and substitution of
Eqs. (1.163) and (1.139) into Eq. (1.149) yields a value of 0.327 for S0n. Ranges
estimated from S0n will be reasonably close when small-angle scattering
predominates.

Recall that the key assumption in deriving Eq. (1.163) was that energy loss of a
projectile can be represented as a series of small-angle scattering events, allowing
us to then assume that f remains small. Table 1.6 gives the scattering angles and
energy loss for a 50 keV silicon projectile incident on a silicon target atom. Note
that for q=a 1, this assumption is clearly valid.

The nuclear stopping cross section in reduced notation is determined by using
Eq. (1.149) for Snð2Þ and substituting Eq. (1.129) for Sn(E) giving:

Snð2Þ ¼ 2
pa2UcEi

ZT̂
0

TrsðEi; TÞdT ; ð1:164Þ
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where the universal screening length aU is substituted for the Thomas–Fermi
screening length a, and using the identity:

ZT̂
0

rsðEi; TÞdT ¼
Zbmax

0

2pbdb; ð1:165Þ

yields an expression for the nuclear stopping cross section in reduced notation:

Snð2Þ ¼ 2
a2U

Z1
0

sin2
/
2
db2: ð1:166Þ

Ziegler [18] used the universal screening function, Fig. 1.19:

vU ¼ 0:1818e�3:2x þ 0:5099e�0:9423x þ 0:2802e�0:4028x þ 0:02817e�0:2016;

ð1:167Þ

and the numerical integration of Eq. (1.76) and Eq. (1.166) to calculate a universal
reduced nuclear stopping cross section, the ZBL cross section shown in Fig. 1.20.
An expression for the fit is as follows:

Snð2Þ ¼ 0:5 lnð1þ 1:1383 2Þ
ð2 þ 0:01321 20:21226 þ 0:19593 20:5Þ ; ð1:168Þ

and for practical calculations, the ZBL universal nuclear stopping for an ion with
energy Ei in the laboratory system is as follows:

SnðEiÞ ¼ 8:462� 10�15Z1Z2M1Snð2Þ
ðM1 þM2ÞðZ0:23

1 þ Z0:23
2 Þ

eV 
 cm2

atom
; ð1:169Þ

where the ZBL reduced energy is as follows:

2¼ 32:53M2Ei

Z1Z2ðM1 þM2ÞðZ0:23
1 þ Z0:23

2 Þ : ð1:170Þ

Let us now look at electronic energy loss.

Table 1.6 Scattering angles
and energy loss for a 50 keV
silicon projectile and a silicon
target atom [17]

ρ/a = 10 1 0.1

ϕ (radians) 0.004π 0.26π 0.89π

θ (degrees) 0.36 23.4 80.5

T/E 4 × 10−5 0.16 0.973

T (keV) 0.002 8 49
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Electronic Stopping Power
The theoretical computation of electronic stopping power is a much more compli-
cated problem than the calculation of Sn. For the description of collisions between
ions and electrons, we may use the classical equation (Eq. (1.106)). But here we must
consider that the binary collision is between a heavy moving ion and an electron in a
solid. This approach is valid as long as all electrons participate and the ion velocity
exceeds the velocity of the tightest bound electron. We may define T by:

T̂ ffi ceEi; ð1:171Þ
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where ce ¼
4meM

ðme þMÞ2, and hence, T̂ is very small. We will also define a lower limit

for ion–electron interactions as the effective mean excitation–ionization level Ī.1 We
also note that wemust use the electron density, which is just Z2 times the atom density:

n ¼ NZ2: ð1:172Þ

Writing an expression for stopping power due to excitation–ionization interactions
that is equivalent to Eq. (1.130) yields:

� dE
dx

� �
e
¼ n

Z2

ZceEi

I

TrsðEi; TÞ dT

¼ n
Z2

pb20
4

ceEi ln
ceEi

I

� �

¼ Np
Z2
1Z2e

4

Ei

M
me

ln
ceEi

I

� �
:

ð1:173Þ

This formula is only approximate. A more exact expression is obtained from a
quantum mechanical treatment based on the Born approximation, which is inter-
preted physically to mean that the perturbation due to the incident particle does not
seriously disturb the electronic motion for large impact parameters. The result of
this analysis is the addition of a factor of 2, which comes from the small-energy
transfer processes where free Coulomb scattering is invalid. The Bethe–Bloch
formula is a good approximation:

� dE
dx

� �
e
¼ 2NpZ2

1Z2e
4

Ei

M
me

ln
ceEi

I

� �
¼ 2pNZ2

1Me4

meEi
B; ð1:174Þ

where B ¼ Z2 ln
ceEi

I

� �
is the stopping number. For relativistic velocities:

B ¼ Z2 ln
ceEi

I

� �
� lnð1� b2Þ � b2

� �
; ð1:175Þ

where b ¼ t=c and c is the speed of light. Note that at high energies, Sn and Se vary
as 1/Ei very nearly, and:

Se
Sn

¼ 2M2

meZ2

ln
ceEi

I

� �

ln
cEi

Ed

� � : ð1:176Þ

1To a first approximation, Ī = kZ2 where k = 11.5 eV.
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Applying Eq. (1.176) to the case of MeV protons, the value is *2000 for
Ī ∼ 11.5Z2 eV, or the electronic stopping power is 2000 times that of the nuclear
stopping power.

At low velocities, electrons in the inner shells contribute less to the stopping
power. Also, the neutralization probability becomes so large that the collision
between the projectiles and the surrounding electrons is almost elastic. The energy
loss becomes proportional to the projectile velocity. Lindhard, Scharff, Schiott
(LSS), and Firsov gave theoretical descriptions for this energy region. The LSS
expression is based on elastic scattering of free target electrons in the static field of a
screened point charge. Firsov’s is based on a simple geometric model of momentum
exchange between the projectile and target atom during interpenetration of electron
clouds. Lindhard and Winther [17] have shown that as long as the ion velocity is
less than the velocity of an electron having an energy equal to the Fermi energy, Ef

of the free electron gas, Se will be proportional to the velocity of the ion or the
one-half power of its energy. Using a potential of the form:

VðrÞ ¼ 2ðZ1Z2Þ1=2e2
r

vTF 1:13 Z2=3
1 þ Z2=3

2

� 	1=2 r
a0

� �
; ð1:177Þ

the Lindhard–Scharff stopping power becomes:

SeðEÞ ¼ � dE
dx

� �
e

1
N

¼ k0E1=2; ð1:178Þ

k0 ¼ 3:83
Z7=6
1 Z2

M1=2
1 Z2=3

1 þ Z2=3
2

� 	3=2 ; ð1:179Þ

where Se(E) is given in units of 10−15 eV cm2/atom and E is in keV. Expressing the
stopping cross section in reduced notation gives:

Seð2Þ ¼ d 2
dq

� �
e
¼ k 21=2; where

k ¼
0:07937Z2=3

1 Z1=2
2 1þ M2

M1

� �3=2

Z2=3
1 Z2=3

2

� 	3=4
M1=2

2

:

ð1:180Þ

The universal nuclear stopping cross section is shown in Fig. 1.18 where a single
curve represents all possible projectile–atom collisions, and the electronic stopping
cross section of Eq. (1.180) results in a family of lines or one for each combination
of projectile and target atom.

An approximate treatment that results in an analytical expression is obtained in
the following analysis. Consider an atom of mass M1, moving with velocity t1,
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which makes a head-on collision with an electron moving in the opposite direction
with velocity te. The relative initial speed of the two particles is as follows:

tr0 ¼ t1 þ te: ð1:181Þ

After collision, the velocity vector changes but not the magnitude:

trf ¼ �ðt1 þ teÞ: ð1:182Þ

The speed of the atom following the collision with the electron is given by:

t1f ¼ VCM þ me

M1 þme

� �
trf

¼ M1t1 � mete
M1 þme

� me

M1 þme

� �
ðt1 þ teÞ

ffi t1 � 2mete
M1

;

ð1:183Þ

where me is neglected compared to M1. The change in the energy of the atom due to
the collision is as follows:

DE ¼ D
1
2
M1t

2
1

� �
ffi M1t1ðt1 � t1fÞ ¼ 2Metet1: ð1:184Þ

The electron velocity after the collision is given as follows:

tef ¼ VCM � m1

M1 þme

� �
trf

¼ M1t1 � mete
M1 þme

þ M1

M1 þme

� �
ðt1 þ teÞ ¼ 2t1 þ te;

ð1:185Þ

or the increase in the electron velocity is as follows:

Dte ¼ tef � te ¼ 2t1: ð1:186Þ

The number of conduction electrons in a metal is approximately equal to the atom
number density N. But only those electrons with velocities lying in the range Dte of
the Fermi velocity υf are able to participate in the slowing down process. Therefore,
the effective density of electrons in the metal is as follows:

ne ffi N
Dte=2
tf

� �
¼ t1

tf

� �
N: ð1:187Þ
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The current of effective electrons impinging on the atom is as follows:

Ie ¼ netr0 ¼ neðt1 þ teÞ ffi nete; ð1:188Þ

and the collision rate of effective electrons with a single atom is σeIe, where σe is the
cross section for interaction of the moving atom with conduction electrons. The
stopping power is then the energy loss rate of a moving atom to effective electrons
divided by the velocity of the atom:

� dE
dx

� �
e
¼ reIeDE

t1
: ð1:189Þ

Substituting Eqs. (1.184), (1.187), and (1.188) into the above expression and
writing υe and υ1 as (2Ef /me)

1/2 and (2E/M1)
1/2, respectively, yield:

� dE
dx

� �
e
¼ 8reN

me

M1

� �1=2

E1=2 ¼ kE1=2; ð1:190Þ

where

k ¼ 8reN
me

M1

� �1=2

; ð1:191Þ

and k = 3.0NZ2/3eV1/2/nm for like atoms, or Se = k′E1/2 where
k′ = 3 × 10−15Z2/3 eV1/2 cm2 for like atoms. Both equations are valid for 0 < E
(keV) < 37Z7/3. For example, for M2 ¼ Si, k0Si 	 0:2� 10�15eV1=2 cm2. Table 1.7
summarizes the nuclear and electronic energy loss rates for the various types of
interactions used in Sect. 1.3.1.

1.3.2 Range Calculations

We have developed expressions for the two major forms of energy loss: (1) colli-
sions of the ion with the target nuclei and (2) interactions of the ion with the
electrons in the solid. We will assume that these two forms of energy loss are
independent of each other. Because of this approximation, we may write the total
energy loss of a single projectile as the sum of the individual contributions:

� dE
dx

� �
T
¼ NST ¼ N SnðEÞþ SeðEÞ½ �: ð1:192Þ

This expression can be integrated to give the total distance R that a projectile of
initial energy Ei will travel before coming to rest:
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R ¼
ZR
0

dx ¼ 1
N

ZEi

0

dE
½SnðEÞþ SeðEÞ�: ð1:193Þ

This distance is called the average total range and is a useful quantity for making
estimates of the average penetration depths of ions in amorphous targets. In general,
the total path length due only to nuclear stopping can be obtained by substituting
the nuclear stopping power from Eq. (1.138) into:

R ¼
ZEi

0

dE
NSnðEÞ

p
2
; ð1:194Þ

to give:

RðEiÞ ¼ 1� m
2m

� �
cm�1

NCm
E2m
i ; ð1:195Þ

and in reduced notation, substituting the stopping power given in Eq. (1.153) into:

qx ¼
Z2
0

d 2
Snð2Þ; ð1:196Þ

Table 1.7 Summary of energy loss rates for various types of interactions

Type of
interaction Nuclear energy loss rate � dE

dx

� �
n

Electronic energy loss rate

� dE
dx

� �
e

High E
Coulomb

4NpZ4a20E
2
R

Ei
ln

a2c2E2
i

4a20E
2
RZ4

� �
(1.134)

Np
Z2
1Z2e

4

Ei

M
me

ln
ceEi

I

� �
(1.173)

Low E General expression:
8:462� 10�15NZ1Z2M1Snð2Þ
ðM1 þM2ÞðZ0:23

1 þ Z0:23
2 Þ

(1.169) k0E1=2
i

k0 ¼ 3:83
Z7=6
1 Z2

M1=2
1 Z2=3

1 þ Z2=3
2

� 	3=2
(1.178)

(1.179)

Inverse square:
p2

4
a2NEac

(1.159) kE1=2
i

(1.190)

Thomas–Fermi screening:

K
NZ1Z2
Z1=3

M1

M1 þM2

where Z1=3 ¼ Z2=3
1 þZ2=3

2

� 	1=2
and

K ¼ p
e

� 	
e2 a0 ¼ 2:8 � 10�15 eV 
 cm2

(1.163)
k ¼ 8reN

me

M1

� �1=2

valid for 0 < E (keV) < 37Z7/3
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to give:

qx ¼
1� m
mkm

22m : ð1:197Þ

An estimate of the total path length for the case of nuclear stopping only with
application of the inverse square potential [see Eq. (1.156)] is as follows:

dE
dx

¼ N
ZcEi

�T

TrsðEi; TÞdT where rsðEi; TÞ ¼ p2a2Eac1=2

8E1=2
i T3=2

¼ p2

4
a2NEac;

ð1:198Þ

so,

x ¼ Rtotal ¼
ZEi

0

dE0

ðdE=dxÞn
¼
ZEi

0

dE0

p2

4
a2NEac

4Ei

p2a2NEac
where Ei �Ea:

ð1:199Þ

The quantity of interest is, however, the projection of the total range on the initial
direction of the particle path (Fig. 1.21). In addition, we want to know the deviation
in the projected range, which arises from the fact that all particles do not suffer the
same sequence of collisions. We then define:
Rp � mean projected range and

DRp � standard deviation of the projected range.

ion

pR

R

Fig. 1.21 Total path length R and projected range Rp for an ion incident on a target
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Methods for computing Rp have been developed by Lindhard et al. [16]. In cases
where the energy transfer T is small compared to the total energy of the particle, the
differential equation for Rp has the solution:

Rp ¼
ZEi

0

dE0

b1ðE0Þ exp
ZE0

Ei

a1ðxÞ dx
b1ðxÞ

2
4

3
5; ð1:200Þ

where a1ðEÞ ¼ l
2
N
SnðEÞ
E

;

b1ðEÞ ¼ N SnðEÞþ SeðEÞ � l
2
X2

nðEÞ
E

� �
; ð1:201Þ

and X2
nðEÞ ¼

R1
0 T2

n 2pb db:
The standard deviation is computed by defining the quantities Rc (chord range)

and R⊥ (range perpendicular to the initial direction) so that, from Fig. 1.22, we have
the following relation:

R2
c ¼ R2

p þR2
?; ð1:202Þ

and a related quantity:

R2
r ¼ R2

p �
1
2
R2
?; ð1:203Þ

and for cases where T ≪ E:

R2
r ðEÞ ¼

ZE
0

2RpðE0Þ dE0

b2ðE0Þ exp
ZE0

E

3a2ðxÞ
b2ðxÞ

dx

2
4

3
5; ð1:204Þ

c

p

Fig. 1.22 Schematic of the
definition of range parameters
R, Rp, Rc, R⊥
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and

R2
cðEÞ ¼

ZE
0

2RpðE0Þ dE0

N½SnðE0Þ þ SeðE0Þ� ; ð1:205Þ

and then DRp is found from:

ðDRpÞ2 ¼ 2R2
r ðEÞþR2

cðEÞ
3

� ðRpÞ2; ð1:206Þ

where a2ðEÞ ¼ a1ðEÞ=2; b2ðEÞ ¼ b1ðEÞ �
NlX2

nðEÞ
E

:

The integrals can be evaluated numerically for the Thomas–Fermi potential or
analytically if the approximate values of Sn and Se are used together with the value:

X2
nðEÞ ¼

4M1M2

3ðM1 þM2Þ S
0
nE: ð1:207Þ

In LSS formalism, the average total path length can be calculated from:

qR ¼
Z2
0

d 2
½Snð2Þþ Seð2Þ� ¼

Z2
0

d 2
½Snð2Þþ k 21=2� : ð1:208Þ

This expression must be integrated numerically using different values of k. For a
particular Z1, Z2, and Ei, we calculate 2 and k and then read off the value of ρR from
Fig. 1.23 and convert to R using Eqs. (1.139), (1.140), and ρR = 3.06ε:

RðnmÞ ¼
6EM2ðM1 þM2Þ Z2=3

1 þ Z2=3
2

� 	1=2
qZ1Z2M1

; ð1:209Þ

where E is in keV and ρ is in g/cm3. The most interesting range quantity of interest
is the average projected range, Rp, and this is what is usually measured. At high
energies, Se ≫ Sn and R * Rp. At low energies where Sn * Se, then Rp < R. This
difference gets larger with M2/M1. LSS theory also analyzed this problem.

At low 2 or ρR (and small values of k):

For M2=M1 ¼ 1
2
; R=Rp 	 1:2

M2=M1 ¼ 1; R=Rp 	 1:6

and M2=M1 ¼ 2; R=Rp 	 2:2:
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At high energies (2 large), R/Rp → 1 for all k. Finally as a general approximation
[16]:

R
Rp

ffi 1þB
M2

M1
; ð1:210Þ

where B is a slowly varying function of E and R. In the energy region where nuclear
stopping dominates and M1 > M2, B = 1/3. Increased electronic stopping at higher
energies leads to smaller values of B. When M1 < M2, large-angle scattering
increases the difference between R and Rp. However, for these collisions, electronic
stopping is appreciable and partially offsets the increase in the difference. Therefore,
B = 1/3 is a reasonable approximation for a wide range of conditions, giving:

Rp ffi R
1þðM2=3M1Þ : ð1:211Þ

Range straggling can be calculated using the theory of Lindhard et al. [16]. For the
case where nuclear stopping dominates and M1 > M2, i.e., small-angle scattering:

2:5DRp ffi 1:1Rp
2ðM1M2Þ1=2
M1 þM2

" #
; ð1:212Þ

or

DRp ffi Rp=2:5: ð1:213Þ

For a high-energy ion, the slowing down path is essentially a straight line in the
original direction of motion, since the stopping is electronic with a small amount of
straggle at the end due to nuclear collisions (Fig. 1.24(a)). At lower energies where
Sn and Se are more comparable, the ion path follows a zigzag course with many
large deflections with the distance between collisions decreasing as the energy

∈ ∈

Thomas-Fermi

=0.05k

Thomas-Fermi

0.4

0.20.1

0.1

0.2
0.4

=0.05k

Fig. 1.23 Reduced range–energy plots for various values of the electronic stopping parameter, k
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decreases and the cross section increases (Fig. 1.24(b)). The incident particles are
distributed according to a Gaussian as:

NðxÞ ¼ Npe
�1=2X2

; ð1:214Þ

where X ¼ x� Rp

DRp
and ΔRp is the standard deviation (Fig. 1.25). If the peak con-

centration is Np at Rp, then this will fall to
1

e1=2
Np at distances x = Rp ± ΔRp. If we

view the target perpendicularly through its surface, then the number of implanted
ions per unit area will be Ns, given by:

Ns ¼
Zþ1

�1
NðxÞ dx; ð1:215Þ

or since dx = ΔRpdX and the Gaussian curve is symmetrical, then:

Ns ¼ 2DRpNp

Z1
0

e�1=2X2
dX; ð1:216Þ

which can be written as follows:

Ns ¼ DRpNp

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
2p

p ffiffiffi
2
p

r Z1
0

e�1=2X2
dX

8<
:

9=
;: ð1:217Þ

(a)

(b)

0 1

2

p

1

2 3

p

1 2 32

0 1

Fig. 1.24 Total path length,
projected range, and
perpendicular range for
(a) high-energy ions and
(b) low-energy ions incident
on a target
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The integral inside the bracket is the error function and tends to unity as X → ∞,
so that if Ns is the number of ions/cm2 implanted into the target, we have:

Np ¼ Nsffiffiffiffiffiffi
2p

p
DRp

ffi 0:4Ns

DRp
; ð1:218Þ

so the density of implanted ions is as follows:

NðxÞ ¼ 0:4Ns

DRp
exp �1=2

x� Rp

DRp

� �2
 !

: ð1:219Þ

As an example, if we implant 5 × 1015 ions/cm2 of 40 keV B into Si, then
Rp ∼ 160 nm, ΔRp * 54 nm, and Np ∼ 4 × 1020 atoms/cm2. Note that from the
properties of the Gaussian, the concentration will fall by one decade at
x ≃ Rp ± 2ΔRp and by 2 decades at x ≃ Rp ± 3ΔRp.

Using the LSS treatment to describe electronic and nuclear stopping, Littmark
and Ziegler have solved for the ranges of atoms with atomic number between 1 and
92 in all elements [18]. For each atom serving as the target, the mean ion depth,
longitudinal straggling, and transverse straggling are compiled in graphs for pro-
jectiles with 1 ≤ Z ≤ 92 and over a wide energy range. The following example is
taken from this handbook.

Example 1.3. MeV He implantation into Si
Zeigler [18] plots and tabulates the range parameters for a wide range of ions
and target atoms. For 2 MeV He incident on a Si target, the range and
straggling are 7.32 μm and 0.215 μm, respectively. If we assume a dose of
1015 He ions/cm2, then applying Eq. (1.218) gives a peak concentration of
*1.86 × 1019 He atoms/cm3 at a depth of 7.32 μm, which is approximately

p

p

p

Fig. 1.25 Parameters of the
Gaussian distribution applied
to an ion implantation profile
showing the projected range,
Rp, the straggling or standard
deviation, DRp, and the
maximum concentration, Np

of the implanted ion
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620 appm. Equation (1.219) gives the distribution of deposited He atoms as
follows:

NðxÞ ¼ 1:86� 1019 exp �1=2
x� 7:32
0:215

� �2
 !

He/cm3;

where x is in units of μm.

In addition to a tabulation of range data, Ziegler has developed a Monte
Carlo-based computer program for calculating the transport of ions in matter [20].
The program is available on the Web at http://www.srim.org, and the reader is
encouraged to try some examples using the SRIM simulation software. This pro-
gram is downloadable at no cost to the user (subject to the terms of use posted on
the site) and may be executed on your personal computer. The following example
uses data taken from the SRIM program.

Example 1.4. Implantation of Al into Ni
A similar example can be worked for lower energy implantation of a heavier
element such as Al, into a nickel target. In this case, we use the output of the
SRIM program. Selecting 200 keV Al in Ni results in a projected range of
*135 nm with a longitudinal straggling of 44 nm. Substitution into
Eq. (1.216) yields a peak concentration of 9.1 × 1019 Al/cm3 for a dose of
1015 Al+/cm2. The SRIM software also yields a quantity that allows the user
to determine concentration. The unit of concentration in the ion range plot is
[atoms/cm3/atoms cm2], and the range of the implanted ion distribution on
this plot has a maximum of *8 × 104 atoms/cm3/atoms cm2. Multiplying this
value by the dose of 1015 Al+/cm2 gives *8 × 1019 Al/cm3 which is close to
the analytical solution.

Chapter Review
The chapter began with a description of neutron–nuclear collisions, utilizing the
absence of charge on the neutron to describe the interaction using a hard sphere
approximation. Expressions for the energy transfer in elastic and inelastic scattering
collisions were developed, and (n, 2n) and (n, γ) reactions were analyzed as well to
determine the energy transferred. Table 1.2 summarizes the energy transfer and
energy transfer cross sections for these types of reactions. The description of pro-
jectile–target interaction was broadened to include ion–atom and atom–atom col-
lisions which are relevant for two important cases: ion irradiation or implantation
and the interaction between atoms in a lattice after the initial collision with a
neutron in reactor materials. Interatomic potentials form the basis for describing the
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interaction between atoms and also for determining the energy transfer cross sec-
tion. Table 1.3 summarizes the important potentials used to describe these
interactions.

Collision kinematics was then used to develop a description of the orbit of
colliding atoms and hence the transferred energy and the energy transfer cross
section. Because there is not one single interatomic potential that describes the
interaction over the entire distance (energy) range, the energy transfer and energy
transfer cross sections are analyzed in various energy ranges and for various classes
of interactions. Rutherford scattering is used to describe light energetic ions, and
slow heavy ions, energetic heavy ions, and relativistic electrons are all treated
separately. Table 1.5 summarizes the energy transfer and energy transfer cross
section for various atom–atom collisions.

Energy loss theory is developed in order to determine the energy loss of ener-
getic atoms/ions to the solid by elastic/nuclear collisions and by collisions with the
electrons of the target. Collisions are analyzed in terms of their energy range for
both nuclear stopping and electronic stopping. Table 1.7 summarizes the stopping
powers for various types of interactions. Finally, the stopping powers are used to
develop expressions for the range and projected range of ions in solids so that their
penetration depth and concentration distribution can be determined.

Nomenclature

a Screening radius
a0 Bohr radius of the hydrogen atom
aU Universal screening length
A Atomic mass, or Pre-exponential constant in Born–Mayer relation,

Eq. (1.47)
b Impact parameter
B Constant in exponent in Born–Mayer relation, Eq. (1.47)
C Constant in screened Coulomb potential, Eq. (1.49) = 0.8853
c Speed of light
D Nearest neighbor spacing between atoms
Ea Value of Ei that yields ρ0 = a
Eb Value of Ei that gives T ≥ Ed at b = a
Ed Displacement energy
ED Maxwellian nuclear temperature = kT
Ef Final energy
Eγ Gamma ray energy
Ei Incoming particle energy
E f
v;i

Vacancy and interstitial formation energy

Em
v;i Vacancy and interstitial migration energy

E0
m Kinetic energy of incoming particle in CM system

E00
m Energy of neutron after (n, 2n) reaction

E0
M Kinetic energy of target particle in CM system

E00
M Energy of CM after (n, 2n) reaction
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ER Rydberg energy
ET Total energy
Ī Excitation–ionization level
ke Coulomb constant
m Mass of incoming particle
M Mass of target
N Atom number density
Np Peak implanted ion concentration
Ns Implanted ion density in ions/unit area
pe Momentum of electron
Q Excitation energy of nucleus
re Nearest neighbor spacing between atoms
_r Radial velocity in polar coordinates
R Range of ion
Reff Recombination radius
Rp Projected range
ΔRp Standard deviation of projected range
s Power law exponent
Se Electronic stopping power
Sn Nuclear stopping power
t Time, or Dimensionless collision parameter, Eq. (1.142)
T Energy transferred in collision
Ť Minimum energy transferred
T̂ Maximum energy transferred

T Average energy transferred
T‘ Energy transferred to target atom after (n, 2n) reaction
V(r) Potential energy
tc Velocity of incoming particle in CM system
Vc Velocity of target particle in CM system
t0c Velocity of incoming particle in CM system after collision
V 0
c Velocity of target atom in CM system after collision

t00c Velocity of neutron in CM system after (n, 2n) reaction
V 00
c Velocity of target atom in CM system after (n, 2n) reaction

VCM Velocity of CM in laboratory system
t‘ Velocity of incoming particle in laboratory system
t0‘ Velocity of incoming particle in laboratory system after collision
V 0
‘ Velocity of target atom in laboratory system after collision

V 00
‘ Velocity of target atom in laboratory system after (n, 2n) reaction

Z Atomic number
β t=c
χ(r) Screening function
χU Universal screening function
ε Unit electronic charge
ε0 Electric constant
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2 Dimensionless, reduced energy parameter, Eq. (1.139)
ϕ Asymptotic scattering angle at infinity separation
ϕ Scattering angle in CM system
_w Angular velocity in polar coordinates
ψ Scattering angle of struck atom in laboratory system
λ Mean free path between collisions
λm see Eq. (1.144)
λ′ 1.309, Eq. (1.143)
μ Reduced mass, Eq. (1.63)
v(T) Displacement function
θ Scattering angle in laboratory system
ρ Distance between atom centers in a collision
ρe Electron cloud density
ρ0 Distance of closest approach, value of r when ψ = π/2
ρr Dimensionless, reduced distance parameter, Eq. (1.140)
σ (Ei) Total atomic collision cross section
σ (Ei, T) Differential energy transfer cross section
σ (Ei, ϕ) Differential angular collision cross section
σ (Ei, Eϕ, Ω) Double differential collision cross section
σ (Ei, Qj, ϕ) Differential angular cross section for inelastic collisions
σ (Ei, Qj, T) Differential energy transfer cross section for inelastic collisions
Ω Solid angle into which incoming particle is scattered
dΩ Differential solid angular element
ξe Z1=6

1

Problems

1:1 A 0.5 MeV neutron strikes a target atom with mass A, which is initially at rest.
Calculate the velocity and energy of both particles in the laboratory reference
frame after a head-on collision for A = 27 (Al) and A = 207.2 (Pb).

1:2 A detector of 100 % efficiency (i.e., every particle entering the detector is
registered) and area of 1 cm2 is placed at a distance r from a target (taken to be
of zero dimension, i.e., a point). The target is bombarded with neutrons.
Assuming that only elastic scattering occurs, scattering is azimuthally sym-
metric, and the scattering cross section is isotropic:

(a) What is the ratio of the number of particles detected by the detector at
positions 1 and 2 shown in the figure?

(b) What is the ratio of the number of particles scattered through an angular
increment of 10° about θ1 = 5° and θ2 = 85°?

(c) Repeat parts (a) and (b) assuming that instead of being isotropic, the
differential scattering cross section varies as σs(Ei, θ) = cos θ.
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d = Increment of scattering angle
d = Increment of solid angle about 

= Scattering angle in the lab system

1:3 A Ti plate is bombarded with 1014 neutrons per cm2 per second at perpen-
dicular incidence. The entire plate is hit by the beam.

(a) Calculate the number of particles scattered per second at

(i) 85° ≤ θ = 86° and
(ii) 5° ≤ θ = 6°.
The plate size is 1 cm2 by 0.6 mm thick. Scattering is isotropic with a
total scattering cross section of 2.87 barns (1 barn = 10−24 cm2).

(b) The same target is bombarded with particles such that the differential
angular scattering cross section is proportional to θ2. Calculate the ratio
of the atomic flux in interval (i) above to that in interval (ii). In both
cases, perform full integration of the differential cross section.

(c) Approximate the integrals in (b) by assuming the differential angular
scattering cross section to be constant in each integration interval and
equal to the value at the interval’s center.

1:4 Derive the kinematic factor K, defined as K = Ef /Ei, where Ei is the projectile
energy before the collision and Ef is the projectile energy after the collision.

1:5 The following formula relates the scattering angles θ and ϕ in the laboratory
and center-of-mass frames, respectively:

tan h ¼ ðM=mÞ sin/=½1þðM=mÞ cos/�

where m and M are the masses of the projectile and target, respectively.
Discuss this expression for the following three cases: m = M, m ≫ M, and
m ≪ M.

1:6 Derive Eq. (1.24) in the text.
1:7 Derive Eq. (1.39) in the text.
1:8 For two colliding particles write expressions for:
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(a) ET, the total energy of a system of n particles;
(b) ECM, the energy of the center of mass (determined by VCM and the total

mass of the system); and
(c) E, the total energy in the CM system.

Show that E = ET − ECM [Eq. (1.61)]

1:9 Derive a relation between b and ϕ from Eq. (1.76) for the hard sphere
potential:

VHSðrÞ ¼ 0 r[ r0
¼ 1 r� r0

Make sure your answer is correct for b > r0.
1:10 As a means of describing atom–atom interaction at intermediate separation,

i.e., between Coulombic repulsion and closed shell repulsion, an inverse
power potential is often employed of the form

VðrÞ = constant/rn:

For example, one can fit an inverse square (n = 2) function to the screened
Coulomb potential at r = a obtaining the same slope, ordinate, and curvature.
This function is as follows:

VðrÞ¼ z1z2e
2a=ðr2 exp½1�Þ:

Formulate the cross sections σs(Ei, T) and σs(Ei, ϕ) for atom–atom interac-
tions obeying the inverse square potential function.

1:11 Compare your result in Problem 1.10 to that obtained using a Born–Mayer
potential and a simple Coulomb potential. Comment on the similarities and
differences.

1:12 Calculate the average energy transfer from a 100 keV Ni atom colliding with
another Ni atom, using:

(a) The hard sphere potential and
(b) The inverse square potential.

1:13 Explain, in physical terms, why the scattering cross section resulting from
Coulombic repulsion depends on the transferred energy, T, while that for
neutron–nuclear interaction does not.

1:14 Assuming a pure Coulomb potential, determine the distance of closest
approach for a 100 keV boron atom on silicon for an impact parameter,
b = 1 nm. What is the significance of your answer?

1:15 1 MeV Al+ ions are accelerated toward a pure Ni target. The ions are directed
normal to the sample surface.
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(a) Calculate the total path length and provide an estimate for the mean
projected range of the ions.

(b) For a dose of 1016 ions/cm2, estimate the maximum Al concentration
and the FWHM of the Al distribution. Use SeðEÞ ¼ k0E1=2, where k′ = 2
× 10−16 eV1/2 cm2.

1:16 A 10 MeV Si ion penetrates a Si crystal.

(a) Calculate its energy as a function of distance traveled and its penetration
depth. Assume that electronic stopping dominates.

(b) Write an expression for the depth distribution of implanted Si ions and
give the straggling.

1:17 Calculate the energy threshold above which the Rutherford scattering cross
section can be used for: (i) near head-on collisions and (ii) all collisions of
He++ and H+ in Si and Pd.

1:18 2 MeV He++ ions are backscattered (θ = 180°) off of a 25-nm-thick gold foil.
Determine the highest and lowest energy values of the backscattered ions as
measured in a detector placed at 180° with respect to the incoming beam.
Use k = 0.14 × 10−15 eV1/2 cm2.
Determine the stopping power by interpolation or extrapolation based on the
following values of 1/N(dE/dx) (in eV/(1015 atoms/cm2)):

1:19 Assume the stopping power can be described by the following function:

S ¼ CþKE1=2 where C and K are constants:

(a) Derive an equation for the particle range as a function of energy.
(b) Does the range increase or decrease as:

(i) Energy increases;
(ii) K increases; and
(iii) C increases.

1:20 Which increases the high-energy electronic stopping power the most,
increased charge, energy, or mass of the projectile ion?

1:21 A 2 MeV proton travels through lead.

(a) Assuming elastic collisions, calculate the maximum energy that can be
transferred from the proton to the lead.

Energy (MeV): 1.6 2.0

Au 122.3 115.5

Al 47.5 44.25
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(b) What energy would a Pb ion need to have the same maximum energy
transfer in a Pb–Pb collision as the proton–Pb collision in part (a)?

1:22 An Fe particle is fired at a block of natural uranium. To get the Fe as close to
the uranium particle as possible, would you be better off using a higher
charge state of Fe or a lighter isotope? Assume Coulomb potentials can be
used.

1:23 A thin film containing F19 is bombarded with 1.85 MeV protons. The fol-
lowing reaction takes place:

F19 þ p ! O16 þ a:

The reaction has a Q value of 8.13 MeV. After interaction, an alpha particle
is seen to emerge at a right angle to the incident proton beam. What are the
energies of the alpha particle and the oxygen atom? What is the maximum
energy each of these particles could transfer to a stationary Fe atom?

1:24 A helium atom at 1 MeV is sent into iron. Assuming the electronic stopping
cross section is a constant (88 × 10−5 eV cm2), what is the energy of the
helium atom after it travels 500 nm? If the He atom collides with an Fe atom
after traveling 500 nm, what is the maximum energy transferred? Assume an
atomic density of 8.5 × 1022 atoms/cm3 for Fe. Was an assumption of
constant stopping power valid?
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Chapter 2
The Displacement of Atoms

2.1 Elementary Displacement Theory

The struck lattice atom of energy T is referred to as a primary knock-on atom, or
PKA. This atom moves through the lattice encountering other lattice atoms. Such
encounters may result in sufficient energy transfer to displace this lattice atom from
its site resulting in two displaced atoms. If this collision sequence continues,
a series of tertiary knock-ons is produced resulting in a collision cascade. A cascade
is a spatial cluster of lattice vacancies and atoms residing as interstitials in a
localized region of the lattice. Such a phenomenon can have a profound effect on
the physical and mechanical properties of the alloy, as will become evident later.
Here, we are concerned with being able to quantify the displacement cascade. That
is, for a neutron of energy Ei, striking a lattice atom, how many lattice atom
displacements will result? We have already discussed in detail the nature of neu-
tron–nucleus and atom–atom collisions. Now, we will develop a model for deter-
mining the number of atoms displaced by a PKA of energy T.

Recall that to quantify radiation damage, we require a solution to the damage
rate equation:

Rd ¼ N
Z Ê

E
_ / Eið ÞrD Eið Þ dEi; ð2:1Þ

where N is the lattice atom number density, ϕ (Ei) is the energy-dependent particle
flux, and σD (Ei) is the energy-dependent displacement cross section. The dis-
placement cross section is a probability for the displacement of lattice atoms by
incident particles:

rD Eið Þ ¼
Z T̂

T
_ r Ei; Tð Þ v Tð Þ dT ; ð2:2Þ
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where σ(Ei, T) is the probability that a particle of energy Ei will impart a recoil
energy T to a struck lattice atom, and ν(T) is the number of displaced atoms
resulting from such a collision. Chapter 1 provided the energy transfer cross section
appearing in Eq. (2.2) for various types of particles in various energy ranges. This
chapter will be devoted to supplying the second term in the integrand, ν(T), the
number of atom displacements resulting from a primary recoil atom of energy T,
and the limits of T between which displacements occur. Finally, we will develop the
displacement cross section and an expression for the displacement rate.

2.1.1 Displacement Probability

As a first step, we define Pd(T) as the probability that a struck atom is displaced
upon receipt of energy T. Clearly, there is some minimum energy that must be
transferred in order to produce a displacement. We will call this energy, Ed. The
magnitude of Ed is dependent upon the crystallographic structure of the lattice, the
direction of the incident PKA, the thermal energy of the lattice atom, etc. These
considerations will be discussed in detail later. By definition of Ed, the probability
of displacement for T < Ed is zero. If Ed is a fixed value under all conditions, then
the probability of displacement for T ≥ Ed is one. Hence, our simplest model for the
displacement probability is a step function:

Pd Tð Þ ¼ 0 for T\Ed

¼ 1 for T �Ed;
ð2:3Þ

and is shown in Fig. 2.1. However, Ed is not constant for all collisions due to the
factors mentioned earlier. The effect of atomic vibrations of the lattice atoms would
be expected to lower the value of Ed or introduce a natural “width” of the order kT
to the displacement probability. Further, as will be discussed later, the effect of
crystallinity will also contribute strongly to the blurring effect on Ed. In fact, the
picture in Fig. 2.1 and Eq. (2.3) is only strictly true for an amorphous solid at 0 K.
A more realistic representation is shown in Fig. 2.2 and is represented as:

P (T)

0
0

T

1

Ed

d

Fig. 2.1 The displacement probability Pd(T ) as a function of the kinetic energy transferred to a
lattice atom, assuming a sharp displacement threshold
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Pd Tð Þ ¼ 0 for T\Edmin

¼ f Tð Þ for Edmin � T\Edmax

¼ 1 for T �Edmax ;

ð2:4Þ

where f(T) is a smoothly varying function between 0 and 1. Given the displacement
probability, the next task is to find the number of displacements as a function of the
energy transferred. Kinchin and Pease [1] developed a simple theory to find the
average number of displaced atoms initially created by a PKA of energy T in a
given solid lattice. Their analysis is based on the following assumptions:

1. The cascade is created by a sequence of two-body elastic collisions between
atoms.

2. The displacement probability is 1 for T > Ed as given by Eq. (2.3).
3. When an atom with initial energy T emerges from a collision with energy T′ and

generates a new recoil with energy ε, it is assumed that no energy passes to the
lattice and T = T′ + ε.

4. Energy loss by electron stopping is given by a cutoff energy Ec. If the PKA
energy is greater than Ec, no additional displacements occur until electron
energy losses reduce the PKA energy to Ec. For all energies less than Ec,
electronic stopping is ignored, and only atomic collisions occur.

5. The energy transfer cross section is given by the hard sphere model.
6. The arrangement of the atoms in the solid is random; effects due to crystal

structure are neglected.

Assumption 1 is fundamental to all theories of a cascade consisting of isolated point
defects. Elimination of this restriction allows the cascade to be represented by a
displacement spike discussed in Chap. 3. Assumption 2 neglects crystallinity and
atomic vibrations, which will add a natural width or “blurring” effect to the dis-
tribution. Later on, we will relax Assumptions 3, 4, 5 and 6.

P (T)

1

T
Ed0

0

d

Fig. 2.2 The displacement probability as a function of the kinetic energy transferred to the lattice
atom allowing for a blurring of the threshold due to atomic vibrations, impurity atoms, etc.
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2.1.2 The Kinchin and Pease Model for Atom
Displacements

Consider the two moving atoms created when a PKA first strikes a stationary atom.
After the collision, the PKA has residual energy T − ε and the struck atom receives
an energy ε − Ed, giving:

v Tð Þ ¼ v T � eð Þþ v e� Edð Þ; ð2:5Þ

where Ed is the energy consumed in the reaction. By neglecting Ed relative to ε, i.e.,
ε ≫ Ed according to Assumption 3, then Eq. (2.5) becomes:

v Tð Þ ¼ v T � eð Þþ v eð Þ: ð2:6Þ

Equation (2.6) is not sufficient to determine v(T) because the energy transfer ε is
unknown. Since the PKA and lattice atoms are identical, εmay lie anywhere between
0 and T. However, if we know the probability of transferring energy in the range (ε,
dε) in a collision, we can multiply Eq. (2.6) by this probability and integrate over all
allowable values of ε. This will yield the average number of displacements.

Using the hard sphere Assumption 5, the energy transfer cross section is as
follows:

r T; eð Þ ¼ r Tð Þ
cT

¼ r Tð Þ
T

for like atoms, ð2:7Þ

and the probability that a PKA of energy T transfers energy in the range (ε, dε) to
the struck atom is as follows:

r T ; eð Þde
r Tð Þ ¼ de

T
; ð2:8Þ

for γ = 1 (like atoms). Multiplying the right-hand side of Eq. (2.6) by dε/T and
integrating from 0 to T yields:

v Tð Þ ¼ 1
T

Z T

0
v T � eð Þþ v eð Þ½ �de

¼ 1
T

Z T

0
v T � eð Þdeþ

Z T

0
v eð Þde

� �
:

ð2:9Þ

A change in variables from ε to ε′ = T − ε in the first integral in Eq. (2.9) gives:

v Tð Þ ¼ 1
T

Z T

0
v e0ð Þ de0 þ 1

T

Z T

0
v eð Þ de; ð2:10Þ
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which is really a sum of two identical integrals. Therefore,

v Tð Þ ¼ 2
T

Z T

0
v eð Þ de: ð2:11Þ

Before solving Eq. (2.11), let us examine the behavior of ν(ε) near the displacement
threshold, Ed. Clearly when T < Ed, there are no displacements and:

v Tð Þ ¼ 0 for 0\T\Ed: ð2:12Þ

If T is greater than or equal to Ed but less than 2Ed, two results are possible. The first
is that the struck atom is displaced from its lattice site, and the PKA, now left with
energy less than Ed, falls into its place. However, if the original PKA does not
transfer Ed, the struck atom remains in place and no displacement occurs. In either
case, only one displacement in total is possible from a PKA with energy between Ed

and 2Ed, and:

v Tð Þ ¼ 1 for Ed � T\2Ed: ð2:13Þ

Using Eqs. (2.12) and (2.13), we may split the integral in Eq. (2.11) into ranges
from 0 to Ed, Ed to 2Ed, and 2Ed to T and evaluate:

v Tð Þ ¼ 2
T

Z Ed

0
0deþ

Z 2Ed

Ed

1deþ
Z T

2Ed

v eð Þde
� �

;

yielding:

v Tð Þ ¼ 2Ed

T
þ 2

T

Z T

2Ed

v eð Þde: ð2:14Þ

We can solve Eq. (2.14) by multiplying by T and differentiating with respect to
T giving:

T
dv
dT

¼ v; ð2:15Þ

with the solution:

v ¼ CT : ð2:16Þ

Substituting Eq. (2.16) into Eq. (2.14) gives:

C ¼ 1
Ed

; ð2:17Þ
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and therefore:

v Tð Þ ¼ T
2Ed

for 2Ed � T\Ec: ð2:18Þ

The upper limit is set by Ec (Assumption 4). When a PKA is born with T > Ec, the
number of displacements is v(T) = Ec/2Ed. So the full Kinchin–Pease (K–P) result is
as follows:

v Tð Þ ¼

0 for T\Ed

1 for Ed � T\2Ed

T
2Ed

for 2Ed � T\Ec:

Ec

2Ed
for T �Ec

8>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>:

ð2:19Þ

Note that if Ec is ignored, T/2Ed is a true average since the number of displacements
can range from 0 (no energy transfers above Ed) to T/Ed − 1 (every collision
transfers just enough), and for large T, T/Ed ≫1. So the maximum value of v(T) is T/
Ed. The full displacement function described by Eq. (2.19) is shown in Fig. 2.3.

2.1.3 The Displacement Energy

A lattice atom must receive a minimum amount of energy in the collision in order to
be displaced from its lattice site. This is the displacement energy or displacement
threshold, Ed. If the energy transferred, T, is less than Ed, the struck atom will
vibrate about its equilibrium position but will not be displaced. These vibrations
will be transmitted to neighboring atoms through the interaction of their potential
fields, and the energy will appear as heat. Hence, the potential fields of the atoms in
the lattice form a barrier over which the stuck atom must pass in order to be
displaced. This is the source of the displacement threshold energy.

1

0
Ed 2Ed Ec

PKA energy (T)

Fig. 2.3 The number of
displaced atoms in the
cascade as a function of the
PKA energy according to the
model of Kinchin and Pease
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Since metals are crystalline, the potential barrier surrounding an equilibrium
lattice site is not uniform in all directions. In fact, there are directions in which the
surrounding atoms will remove large amounts of energy from the struck atom
yielding a high potential barrier. Along directions of high symmetry, there exist
open directions along which the threshold displacement energy is low. Since the
direction of the recoil is determined from the collision event which is itself a
random process, the recoil direction is entirely random. The single value often
quoted for displacement energy in radiation damage calculations then represents a
spherical average of the potential barrier surrounding the equilibrium lattice site.

The value of Ed may be roughly estimated using an argument by Seitz [2]. The
energy of sublimation, Es, for most metals is about 5–6 eV. Since half as many
bonds are broken by removing an atom from the surface of a crystal as opposed to
the interior, the energy to remove an atom from the interior is then 10–12 eV. If an
atom is moved from its lattice site to an interstitial position in the direction of least
resistance and time is allowed for neighboring atoms to relax (an adiabatic
movement), an energy of 2Es is needed. Since in reality, the struck atom is not
always projected in the direction of least resistance and time is not allowed for the
relaxation of neighboring atoms, a greater amount of energy (perhaps 4–5 Es) is
needed. Thus, we would expect Ed to be 20–25 eV.

Accurate determination of the displacement energy can be made if the interac-
tion potential between lattice atoms is known. This is accomplished by moving the
atom in a given direction and summing the interaction energies between the moving
atom and all other nearest neighbors along the trajectory of the struck atom. When
the total potential energy reaches a maximum, the position corresponds to a saddle
point and the difference between the energy of the atom at the saddle point, E*, and
its energy in the equilibrium position, Eeq, represents the displacement threshold for
the particular direction. Since the interaction energy in these collisions is only tens
of eV, the Born–Mayer potential would be the most appropriate potential to use in
describing the interaction. These calculations can be carried out over all directions
and averaged to obtain a mean Ed for a particular solid.

To appreciate the significance of the variation in interaction energies or potential
barriers with crystal direction, we will consider the case of copper. In the cubic
lattice, there are three crystallographic directions that may be considered easy
directions for displacement: ⟨100⟩, ⟨110⟩ and ⟨111⟩. In particular, ⟨110⟩ is the
close-packed direction in the fcc lattice and ⟨111⟩ is the close-packed direction in
the bcc lattice. Figure 2.4 shows how an atom is displaced along each of these
directions in the fcc lattice. In each case, the displaced atom K passes through the
midpoint of a set of “barrier atoms,” B, in the direction of the L atom, with the atom
configuration dependent on the direction. For a K atom displaced in the ⟨110⟩
direction, the atoms are located at the corners of a rectangle to which the path of K
is perpendicular. When the K atom passes through the barrier, it loses kinetic
energy in glancing collisions, which initially becomes potential energy of the
barrier atoms. The energy need not be shared equally between the four B atoms.
This is illustrated by drawing a set of contours of constant Ed in the place of the B
atoms (Fig. 2.5). Then, if K only receives a quantity of energy Ed ⟨110⟩ in the
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collision event, it will be displaced if its initial direction is contained within a small
cone of solid angle centered about the ⟨110⟩ direction. For small energies, the cone
intersects the B atom plane in a circle, but as the energy transferred increases, the
intersection deviates significantly from a right circular cone (Fig. 2.5). The contours
are in fact generated by the intersection of a complex but symmetrical
three-dimensional surface with a sphere which is described about the atom K as
center. This contour pattern can be constructed by accounting for the interaction
between the K atom and each of the B atoms at every point in time while simul-
taneously accounting for interactions between each of these five atoms and other
atoms in the surrounding region of the crystal. This is a very difficult problem, the
solution of which depends heavily on the interaction potential. In principle, at least,
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Fig. 2.4 Struck atom, K, and barrier atoms, B, for various directions of the struck atom in the fcc
lattice
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Fig. 2.5 Equi-potential
contours in the barrier plane
for a struck atom, K, traveling
close to the <110> direction
and heading toward the
barrier plane defined by the
barrier atoms, B (after [3])
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we can obtain all the information we need about the directional dependence of the
thresholds. Figure 2.6 shows the displacement threshold as a function of direction in
fcc copper and gold. Note that displacement threshold energies along ⟨100⟩ and
⟨110⟩ are low, but the value along ⟨111⟩ is high due to the large distance between
barrier atoms in this direction and the two sets of barriers between the atoms on the
body diagonal of the unit cell.

This dependence will be further illustrated in an example using the fcc lattice and
a parabolic repulsion function. Figure 2.7 shows a lattice atom on the face of a unit
cell in an fcc crystal receiving energy from a collision. Its flight trajectory is in the
⟨110⟩ direction, which is equidistant from four atoms located on the faces of the
unit cell. In an fcc lattice, each atom is surrounded by 12 nearest neighbors.
Displacement will be dependent on several important factors. They are the number
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Fig. 2.6 Displacement energy as a function of direction in (a) fcc Cu and Au crystal (after [3])
and (b) in copper (after [4])
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of barrier atoms, B, the impact parameter, z (the distance of closest approach to the
B atoms), and the distance from the K atom in its lattice site to the barrier, y. These
quantities are given in Table 2.1 for the fcc lattice. The energy required to displace
an atom will increase with B and y and decrease with z. Since z is smallest for the
⟨110⟩ direction, this will be the most difficult to penetrate. Also z100 < z110 and
y100 > y110, so both factors will make displacement along ⟨110⟩ easier than along
⟨100⟩. Let us take the specific example of displacement in the ⟨100⟩ direction of the
fcc example and calculate a value for Ed.

The energy of a single atom in a normal lattice site is as follows:

Eeq ¼ �12U; ð2:20Þ

where U is the energy per atom of the crystal. Since only half as many bonds are
broken in the sublimation process, this energy is just:

Es ffi 6U; ð2:21Þ

and since Es * 4–5 eV, U is about 1 eV.
To describe the interaction of the lattice atoms as they are pushed together in the

solid, we will use a simple parabolic repulsion as opposed to the Born–Mayer
potential:
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Fig. 2.7 Displacement of a lattice atom along the <100> direction in the fcc lattice and the
variation of energy of the atom with position along its path (after [5])

Table 2.1 Parameters used for the determination of Ed in the fcc lattice

Direction # B atoms Impact parameter, z Distance to barrier, y

⟨100⟩ 4 a
2

a
2

⟨110⟩ 4
ffiffiffi
6

p

4
a

ffiffiffi
2

p

4
a

⟨111⟩ 3 affiffiffi
6

p a
3
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V rð Þ ¼ �Uþ 1
2
k req � r
� �2

r\req

V rð Þ ¼ 0 r� req;
ð2:22Þ

where k is the force constant characterizing the repulsive position of the potential.
The force constant can be expressed as [5]:

ka2 ¼ 3t
b
; ð2:23Þ

where
k force constant
a lattice constant
υ a3/4 = specific volume of an atom
β compressibility

In our example, the equilibrium spacing of the struck atom and the four atoms
forming the square barrier is req = a/√2. When the atom is at the center of the square,
it interacts with the four atoms at the corners a distance a/2 away. Hence, the energy
at the saddle point is as follows:

E� ¼ 4V
a
2

� �
¼ 4 �Uþ 1

2
ka2
� � 1ffiffiffi

2
p � 1

2

	 
2
" #

: ð2:24Þ

The displacement energy in the ⟨100⟩ direction is then:

Ed 100h i ¼ e� � eeq ¼ 8Uþ 2 ka2
� � 1ffiffiffi

2
p � 1

2

	 
2

: ð2:25Þ

Typical values for ka2 and U for metals are 60 and 1 eV, respectively, yielding Ed

⟨100⟩ ≅ 13.1 eV. This value is in reasonable agreement with that given in Fig. 2.6.
Table 2.2 gives values of Ed for various metals [6]. Note that for the transition
metals, the accepted value of Ed is 40 eV.

2.1.4 The Electron Energy Loss Limit

Now that we have established a lower limit on the energy transfer necessary to cause
a displacement, Ed, let us turn our attention to the high-energy regime of collisions.
Recall that at low energies (T < 103eV), Sn ≫ Se, and we may assume that nearly all
of the energy loss of the PKA goes toward elastic collisions (Fig. 1.18). However, as
the PKA energy increases, the fraction of the total energy loss that is due to electron
excitation and ionization increases until above the crossover energy, Ex, Se > Sn.
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Our expression for v(T) in Eq. (2.19) must therefore be modified to account for this
variation in the amount of kinetic energy available for displacement collisions.

Figure 2.8 shows (dE/dx)n for carbon recoils in graphite using Eq. (1.163) and
Lindhard’s Thomas–Fermi result, the latter showing that Eq. (1.163), which pre-
dicts a constant value of 250 eV/nm, is a good approximation for energies up to at
least Ea. Note that at high energies (T ≫ Ex), electronic energy losses predominate
by several orders of magnitude. However, at low energies (T ≪ Ex), the situation is
reversed.

Fortunately, because of departures from the hard sphere model, the primary
recoil creates secondaries with average energies far below T̂=2. These will almost

Table 2.2 Recommended
values of the effective
displacement energy for use
in displacement calculations
(from [6])

Metal Lattice (c/a) Ed, min (eV) Ed (eV)

Al fcc 16 25

Ti hcp (1.59) 19 30

V bcc – 40

Cr bcc 28 40

Mn bcc – 40

Fe bcc 20 40

Co fcc 22 40

Ni fcc 23 40

Cu fcc 19 30

Zr hcp 21 40

Nb bcc 36 60

Mo bcc 33 60

Ta bcc 34 90

W bcc 40 90

Pb fcc 14 25

Stainless steel fcc – 40
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Fig. 2.8 Energy loss from
electronic and nuclear
stopping as a function of
energy (after [7])
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always be in the range where electronic excitation can be neglected. To obtain
ν(T) to a fair approximation, we calculate the energy Ec, dissipated in elastic col-
lisions by the PKA:

Ec ¼
Z �T

0

dE=dxð ÞndE
dE=dxð Þn þ dE=dxð Þe

: ð2:26Þ

We can then use Eq. (1.190) for (dE/dx)e and Eq. (1.130) for (dE/dx)n with Ť = Ea.
The modified damage function is the original Eq. (2.19) with T replaced by Ec:

v Tð Þ ¼ Ec

2Ed
: ð2:27Þ

As an estimate of Ec, we can use the maximum energy a moving atom (of energy E)
can transfer to an electron as

4me

M
E; ð2:28Þ

and equating this with the ionization energy of the struck electron belonging to the
target atom, we have:

Ec ¼ M
4me

I: ð2:29Þ

Kinchin and Pease [1] equated Ec and Ex, implying that all energy above Ex is lost
in electron excitation, and displacements account for all the energy loss below Ec.
Figure 2.9 shows v(T) for graphite using Lindhard’s (dE/dx)n. Note that for recoils
with energy below Ec, the simple theory gives a fair description, but for T > Ec, the
losses in electron excitation are important.
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Fig. 2.9 Number of
displaced atoms per primary
recoil compared to the simple
K–P result of T/2Ed (after [7])
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2.2 Modifications to the K–P Displacement Model

2.2.1 Consideration of Ed in the Energy Balance

Snyder and Neufeld [8] make the assumption that an energy Ed is consumed in each
collision such that the relation in Assumption 3 of the K–P displacement model will
read:

T ¼ T 0 þ eþEd; ð2:30Þ

and both atoms move off after collision, no matter how small their energy. When
compared with the Kinchin–Pease model, it may be expected that v(T) would
decrease since an energy loss term is added. However, because atoms are allowed to
leave the collision with energy less than Ed, an increase in v(T) will occur. Since
these two changes to ν(T) nearly cancel, the result is very similar to the K–P model:

v Tð Þ ¼ 0:56 1þ T
Ed

	 

for T [ 4Ed: ð2:31Þ

2.2.2 Realistic Energy Transfer Cross Sections

The weakest point of the K–P displacement model is the assumption of hard sphere
collisions (Assumption 5). In fact, more realistic energy transfer cross sections can
be used while still maintaining the proportionality of Eq. (2.19). Sanders [9] solved
Eq. (2.5) using an inverse power potential (r−s) to obtain:

v Tð Þ ¼ s 2
1

sþ 1 � 1
� � T

2Ed
; ð2:32Þ

which for the inverse square potential becomes:

v Tð Þ ¼ 0:52
T
2Ed

; ð2:33Þ

reducing the Kinchin–Pease result by a factor of 2.
However, the use of this potential has its shortcomings because it is applied to all

collisions in the cascade, while its region of validity is limited to those values of
T such that ρ < 5a. Physically, the effect of realistic scattering is to make a larger
number collisions generate T in the subthreshold regions below Ed where they are
removed from multiplication chain.

For many years, investigators have been intrigued that Eq. (2.19) appears to
overestimate v(T) in metals by a factor of 2–10 [10] and yet attempts to measure the
energy dependence of ν(T) over a large energy range (50–200 keV recoil atoms in
gold) gave a quadratic rather than linear relationship. In 1969, Sigmund [11] took a
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different approach to this problem by considering the recoil density F(T, ε) dε
defined as the average number of atoms recoiling with an energy in (ε, ε + dε) as a
consequence of a primary ion slowing down from T to zero energy. The recoil
density can be expressed in a form that uses the power law approximation of the
Thomas–Fermi differential cross section [12]:

r T ; eð Þ / T�me�1�m; ð2:34Þ

where 0 ≤ m ≤ 1, giving:

F T; eð Þ ¼ m
w 1ð Þ � w 1� mð Þ

T

eþUbð Þ1�me1þm
; ð2:35Þ

for T ≫ ε ≫ Ub, where

w xð Þ ¼ d lnC xð Þ½ �=dx; ð2:36Þ

Ub is the binding energy lost by an atom when leaving a lattice site, and Γ(x) is the
gamma function or the generalized factorial function. Since a recoiling atom is
displaced when ε > Ed, we obtain

v Tð Þ ¼
Z T

Ed

deF T; eð Þ ¼ 1þUb=Edð Þm�1
w 1ð Þ � w 1� mð Þ

T
Ub

	 

; ð2:37Þ

for T ≫ Ed ≫ Ub. The value of m is chosen in such a way [13] that σ(T, ε) describes
collisions at low energies, i.e., 2Ed ≤ T ≤ 100Ed. This constrains m ≤ 1/4. For m = 0,
Eq. (2.37) reads:

v Tð Þ ¼ 6
p2

T
Ub

ln 1þUb=Edð Þ: ð2:38Þ

This is an upper limit for displacement processes since loss of defects by
replacement collisions has been neglected.

A characteristic feature of displacements in metals is the large recombination
volume of an isolated point defect, of the order of 100 atomic volumes or more.
Hence, Ed is the energy lost to the environment by an atom trying to escape the
recombination volume. This has the consequence that in cascades, many defects are
lost by replacement collisions [14]. The binding energy Ub is only a few eV and
thus negligible as compared to Ed, reducing Eq. (2.38) to:

v Tð Þ ¼ 6
p2

T
Ed

¼ 1:22
T
2Ed

	 

; ð2:39Þ

which is about 22 % greater than the result of Eq. (2.19) which accounted for
replacement collisions.
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2.2.3 Energy Loss by Electronic Excitation

Even for E > Ec, collisions of the PKA with electrons compete for energy loss
against collisions with lattice atoms. These two processes can be treated indepen-
dently, and each can be represented by separate energy transfer cross sections. The
formulation originally presented by Lindhard et al. [15] is summarized here as
presented by Olander in [5] as a more realistic treatment of energy loss by electronic
excitation (Assumption 4).

As a PKA traverses a distance dx of a solid, three things may happen: (1) It
collides with an electron, (2) it collides with an atom, or (3) nothing. Let pe dεe be
the probability that a collision between the PKA and an electron in the interval
dx transfers energy in the range (εe, dεe) to the electron:

pedee ¼ Nre T ; eeð Þdeedx; ð2:40Þ

where σe(T, εe) is the energy transfer cross section from the PKA to the electron.
Similarly, for a PKA and lattice atom:

padea ¼ Nra T ; eað Þdeadx; ð2:41Þ

and the probability that nothing happens in dx is as follows:

p0 ¼ 1�
Z ee;max

0
pedee �

Z ea;max

0
padea

¼ 1� N dx re Tð Þ � ra Tð Þ½ �;
ð2:42Þ

and εe,max and εa,max are the maximum energies transferable to an electron and
atom, respectively, by a PKA of energy T. We rewrite the conservation equation for
v(T) by weighting with the appropriate probability for the process by which it is
created and integrating over the permissible ranges of energy transfers:

v Tð Þ ¼
Z ea;max

0
v T � eað Þþ v eað Þ½ � pa dea

þ
Z ee;max

0
v T � eeð Þpe dee þ p0v Tð Þ:

ð2:43Þ

Substituting for pe, pa, and p0 yields:

ra Tð Þþ re Tð Þ½ �v Tð Þ ¼
Z ea;max

0
v T � eað Þþ v eað Þ½ �ra T; eað Þ dea

þ
Z ee;max

0
v T � eeð Þre T ; eeð Þ dee:

ð2:44Þ
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Since the maximum energy transferred to an electron is very small compared to T, v
(T − εe) can be expanded in a Taylor series and truncated after the second term:

v T � eeð Þ ¼ v Tð Þ � dv
dT

ee; ð2:45Þ

and the last term in Eq. (2.44) can be written as:

Z ee;max

0
v T � eeð Þ re T; eeð Þdee ¼ v Tð Þ

Z ee;max

0
re T ; eeð Þ dee

� dv
dT

Z ee;max

0
eere T ; eeð Þ dee:

ð2:46Þ

The first integral on the right of Eq. (2.46) is the total cross section for collisions of
the PKA with the electron and cancels the corresponding term on the left in
Eq. (2.44). The second integral on the right of Eq. (2.46) is the electronic stopping
power of the solid divided by the atom density. Combining Eqs. (2.46) and (2.45),
we have:

v Tð Þþ dT=dxð Þe
Nr Tð Þ

� �
dv
dT

¼
Z Tmax

0
v T � eð Þþ v eð Þ½ � r T ; eð Þ

r Tð Þ
� �

de; ð2:47Þ

where the subscript “a” on T and σ has been dropped with the understanding that
these quantities refer to atomic collisions. Equation (2.47) can be solved using the

hard sphere assumption, but where
dE
dx

	 

e
is given by Eq. (1.190), i.e.,

dE
dx

	 

e
¼

kE1=2; giving:

v Tð Þ ¼ 2Ed

T
þ 2

T

Z T

2Ed

v eð Þde� kT1=2

rN
dv
dT

: ð2:48Þ

After simplification, the final result is as follows:

v Tð Þ ¼ 1� 4k

rN 2Edð Þ1=2
" #

T
2Ed

	 

; for T � Ed; ð2:49Þ

where k is a constant depending on the atom number density, N, and the atomic
number. The term σ is the energy-independent hard sphere collision cross section.
Note that when electronic stopping is properly accounted for in the basic integral
equation, the entire concept of a definite energy, Ec, separating regimes of elec-
tronic energy loss from atomic collisions can be dismissed.

However, Eq. (2.49) is still plagued by the use of the hard sphere assumption.
Lindhard realized that in order to ensure that reliable predictions are obtained, a
realistic energy transfer cross section must be used. Lindhard also realized that the
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parameter v(T) need not be interpreted solely as the number of displacements
produced per PKA, but could be taken to be that part of the original PKA energy,
which is transferred to the atoms of the lattice (rather than the electrons) in slowing
down. In reality, collisions of the PKA with atoms compete with collisions with
electrons. But the processes can be treated as independent events. Nevertheless, the
expression for v(T) needs to be reformulated.

In 1975, Norgett, Robinson, and Torrens [17] proposed a model to calculate the
number of displacements per PKA according to:

mðTÞ ¼ jED

2Ed
¼ jðT � gÞ

2Ed
; ð2:50Þ

where T is the total energy of the PKA, η is the energy lost in the cascade by
electron excitation, and ED is the energy available to generate atomic displacements
by elastic collisions and is known as the damage energy. The displacement effi-
ciency, κ, is 0.8 and is independent of M2, T, and temperature. The quantity ED is
defined by:

ED ¼ T
½1þ kNgð2Þ� ; ð2:51Þ

and inelastic energy loss is calculated according to the method of Lindhard using a
numerical approximation to the universal function, g(2):

gð2Þ ¼ 3:4008 21=6 þ 0:40244 23=4 þ 2

kN ¼ 0:1337Z1=6
1

Z1
A1

	 
1=2

;
ð2:52Þ

where 2 is the reduced energy given by:

2 ¼ A2T
A1 þA2

	 

a

Z1Z2e2

	 


a ¼ 9p2

128

	 
1=3

a0ðZ2=3
1 þ Z2=3

2 Þ�1=2;

ð2:53Þ

a0 is the Bohr radius, and ε is the unit electronic charge. If Ed ∼40 eV, then
ν = 10ED, where ED is in keV.

The displacement function can also be written as the Kinchin–Pease result
modified by a damage energy function, ξ(T), given by:

m Tð Þ ¼ n Tð Þ T
2Ed

	 

; ð2:54Þ
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where

n 2ð Þ ¼ 1

1þ 0:1337Z1=6
1

Z1
A1

	 
1=2

3:4008 21=6 þ 0:40244 23=4 þ 2� � ; ð2:55Þ

and giving the same result as in Eq. (2.50) except for the exclusion of the dis-
placement efficiency, κ. Figure 2.10 shows the effect of accounting for damage
efficiency in the Kinchin–Pease result. Note that the function approaches 1.0 as the
recoil energy is reduced. As energy increases, the damage efficiency drops faster for
light materials.

2.2.4 Effects of Crystallinity

The analysis thus far has assumed that the cascade occurs in a solid composed of a
random array of atoms. However, when the order of a crystal structure is imposed
(Assumption 6), two important effects occur that can alter the number of dis-
placements produced by a PKA; focusing and channeling. Focusing is the transfer
of energy and/or atoms by near head-on collisions along a row of atoms.
Channeling is the long-range displacement of atoms along open directions (chan-
nels) in a crystal structure in which an atom travels by making glancing collisions
with the walls of the channel which are just rows of atoms. Both processes can
result in long-range transport of interstitials away from the initial PKA or the
cascade. Both processes also reduce the number of displacements per PKA, ν(T), as
calculated from the simple Kinchin–Pease model.
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Fig. 2.10 The effect of electronic energy losses on the energy available for atomic displacements
(after [16])
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Focusing
The effects of focusing were first seen in the directional dependence of the threshold
energy, Ed. In an fcc lattice, for example, displacements occur in the ⟨100⟩ and
⟨110⟩ directions with the lowest energy transfer of any crystalline direction. Since
the direction of the primary knock-on is random, focusing must be possible for a
sizable range of polar angles off the close-packed direction. If exact head-on col-
lision were required to produce a linear collision chain, the phenomenon would be
of little practical significance since this probability is extremely low.

Focusing along an atomic row can be analyzed using the hard sphere approxi-
mation. The distance between atoms along a particular crystallographic direction is
denoted by D. Figure 2.11 shows two atoms of such a row in which a collision
sequence is initiated by the atom which was initially centered at A. This atom
receives energy T and moves off at an angle θ0 to the atomic row. The dashed circle
shows the atom position at the instant it strikes the next atom in the row. The radius
of the colliding sphere, R, is obtained from the Born–Mayer potential. The impact
transfers some of T to the second atom, which then moves off in the direction of the
line joining P and B at an angle θ1 to the row. From Fig. 2.11, we can also show that:

AP sin h0 ¼ PB sin h1: ð2:56Þ

If θ0 and θ1 are small, Eq. (2.56) can be approximated by:

APh0 	 PBh1; ð2:57Þ

and if θ0 and θ1 are very small, then:

AP 	 AB� PB ¼ D� 2R; and since PB ¼ 2R

D� 2Rð Þh0 ¼ 2Rh1;
ð2:58Þ

and

h0 D� 2Rð Þ ¼ h1 2Rð Þ: ð2:59Þ

A B

P

R D

0 1

Fig. 2.11 The simple
focusing effect assuming hard
sphere collisions
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If we further define a focusing parameter:

f 
 h1=h0; ð2:60Þ

then by Eq. (2.59):

f ¼ D
2R

� 1: ð2:61Þ

This permits us to write the following inequalities:

for f [ 1;D[ 4R and h0j j\ h1j j
for f\1;D\ 4R and h0j j[ h1j j: ð2:62Þ

Considering further collisions, by the time the momentum pulse reaches atom n, the
relation between angles is given by:

hn ¼ f hn�1

¼ f 2hn�2

¼ f 3hn�3

..

.

¼ f nh0 ¼ D
2R

� 1
	 
n

h0;

ð2:63Þ

or finally:

hn ¼ fð Þnh0 ¼ D
2R

� 1
	 
n

h0: ð2:64Þ

This last relation shows that if D > 4R, the focusing parameter f is greater than unity
so that the angles θn will increase in successive collisions. Conversely, if D < 4R, f
is less than unity and the angles θn converges to zero.

A set of conditions also exist under which the scattering angle θn will neither
diverge nor converge after successive collisions. These are the conditions for
critical focusing (θn = θn + 1 = …) which can be determined as follows. The recoil
angle of atom B can be related to the initial direction of atom A by applying the law
of sines to triangle APB:

sin p� h0 � h1ð Þ
sin h0

¼ D
2R

; ð2:65Þ
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which simplifies to:

sin h0 þ h1ð Þ
sin h0

¼ D
2R

: ð2:66Þ

The condition for critical focusing is θ1 = θ0. Applying this equality in Eq. (2.66)
gives:

sin 2h0
sin h0

¼ 2 cos h0 ¼ D
2R

; ð2:67Þ

and

cos h0 ¼ cos hc ¼ D
4R

; ð2:68Þ

or focusing will occur when cos h0 � D
4R

and:

cos hc ¼ D
4R

: ð2:69Þ

Equation (2.60) also shows that focusing of momentum is favored along rows of
atoms in the ⟨hkl⟩ directions for which the separation distance Dhkl is a minimum,
or the close-packed directions.

If we treat the atoms as having an energy-dependent radius, we can determine
the maximum possible energy for focusing at any given collision angle. The key is
to allow the potential between atoms to vary with separation. The critical focusing
energy, Ehkl

fc , is defined as that energy below which f < 1 and D < 4R, and focusing
is possible. In the hard sphere model, the relation between kinetic energy, E, and

potential energy V(r) for a head-on collision is given by Eq. (1.80) as V 2Rð Þ ¼ 1
2
E:

If V(r) is described by the Born–Mayer potential, Eq. (1.47), then V(r) = A exp
(−Br), and:

E ¼ 2A exp �2R=Bð Þ: ð2:70Þ

For a head-on collision, θc = 0, so cos hc ¼ D
4R

¼ 1; and we have:

Efc ¼ 2A exp
�D
2B

	 

: ð2:71Þ

This means that any angle greater than zero will result in defocusing for E ≥ Efc or
that focusing at an energy Efc can only occur for θ = 0°. Clearly then, the critical
focusing angle depends on the energy of the projectile. The relation between angle
and energy is developed by writing the expression for Efc in terms of D:
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D ¼ 2B ln
2A
Efc

	 

: ð2:72Þ

Now, for any atom of energy T reaching a separation of 4R:

4R ¼ 2B ln
2A
T

	 

: ð2:73Þ

Combining these equations gives:

D
4R

¼ cos hc ¼ ln 2A=Efcð Þ
ln 2A=Tð Þ ; T\Efc: ð2:74Þ

Note that the condition of critical focusing can be expressed in two ways:

1. Efc ¼ 2A exp
�D
2B

	 

: This condition gives the energy Efc for which focusing

occurs for a head-on collision (θc = 0).

2. cos hc ¼ ln 2A=Efcð Þ
ln 2A=Tð Þ : This condition gives the maximum angular deviation from

a head-on collision θc, at which a PKA of energy T can initiate a focused
sequence.

From the first expression, it should be apparent that focusing is a function of
crystallographic direction since D is a function of crystal structure. That is,

Ehkl
f ¼ 2A exp

�Dhkl

2B

	 

: ð2:75Þ

For example, in the fcc lattice, we have:

D 100h i ¼ a

D 110h i ¼
ffiffiffi
2

p

2
a

D 111h i ¼
ffiffiffi
3

p
a

therefore, since D⟨110⟩ < D⟨100⟩ < D⟨111⟩, we have E 110h i
f [E 100h i

f [E 111h i
f :

Typical values for Ef
⟨110⟩ are 80 eV in copper and 600 eV for gold. In any case,

Ef is much less than initial PKA energies.
From the preceding discussion, it should be apparent that focusing is only

applicable if a scattered atom is within an angle θc of an atomic row. Then, a focused
sequence can result. It is therefore important to determine the probability that the
initial direction of a struck atom is within a cone of apex θc about an atomic row.
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For a random starting direction, the probability of generating a focused collision
sequence at energy T is as follows

Pf Tð Þ ¼ h2c
4
: ð2:76Þ

Expanding cos θc in Eq. (2.69) gives:

1� 1
2
h2c 	

D
4R

; for small θc. Substituting from Eq. (2.76) gives:

Pf Tð Þ ¼ 1
2

1� D
4R

	 

; ð2:77Þ

or

Pf Tð Þ ¼ 1
2

1� ln 2A=Efcð Þ
ln 2A=Tð Þ

� �

¼ 1
2

ln 2T=Efcð Þ
ln Efc=2Að Þþ ln T=Efcð Þ
� �

:

ð2:78Þ

Since Efc/2A ≪ 1 and T/Efc * 1, then:

Pf Tð Þ ¼ 1
2
ln T=Efcð Þ
ln Efc=Að Þ T\Efc

¼ 0 T [Efc

ð2:79Þ

For n equivalent directions in the crystal:

Pf Tð Þ ¼ n
ln T=Efcð Þ
ln Efc=Að Þ : ð2:80Þ

For example, in copper, Efc * 80 eV, and for A * 20,000 eV,
Pf(60 eV) * 0.026n. For n = 12, then Pf * 0.3 or 30 %. Focusing refers to the
transfer of energy by elastic collisions along a line, but without involving the
transfer of mass. We will next discuss replacement collisions in which both energy
and mass are transferred.

Replacement Collisions
In addition to energy transfer, mass can be transferred by replacement of the struck
atom with the striking atom if the center of the first atom moves beyond the
midpoint of the two atoms as they reside in the lattice. In our analysis of focusing,
we assumed hard sphere collisions. However, if we assume that there is a softness
to the atom, three things occur:

1. The hard sphere model overestimates the angle of scattering for a particular
impact parameter, and hence, the amount of focusing must be overestimated.
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2. Atoms in the row feel the influence of the oncoming disturbance long before it
gets there so the atom is already moving. Since D is decreased, focusing is
enhanced.

3. Replacement becomes possible.

Referring to Fig. 2.12, as the collision proceeds, the distance x between atoms An

and An+l decreases continuously. The velocity of the center of mass (CM) is as
follows:

VCM ¼ M1

M1 þM2

	 

t1 þ M2

M1 þM2

	 

t2;

where t1 and t2 are in the laboratory system. The relative speed, defined by
g ¼ t1 � t2, gives:

t1 ¼ VCM þ M2

M1 þM2

	 

g

t2 ¼ VCM þ M1

M1 þM2

	 

g;

t = 0

t

t = tc

D D

D

x
An An+1

+ +

+ +

+ +

midpoint

V10

Vcm

x

t
0

D

tc

xm

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2.12 Head-on collisions in a focused chain when the interaction potential acts continuously
during the collision. (a) Atom positions during the collision initiated by the atom on the left.
(b) Separation of atoms An and An + 1 during the collision (after [5])
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and the total kinetic energy of the two particles is as follows:

KE ¼ 1=2M1t
2
1 þ 1=2M2t

2
2;

and in terms of g and VCM is as follows

KE ¼ 1=2 M1 þM2ð ÞV2
CM þ 1=2lg2;

where μ is the reduced mass =
M1M2

M1 þM2

	 

. The total kinetic energy is divided into

two parts: one due to the motion of the system and another due to the relative
motion of the two particles. Conservation of total energy is given as Er + V(x) = Er0,
where V(x) is the potential energy at a head-on separation distance of x, Er0 is the
relative kinetic energy at infinite (initial) separation, and Er is the relative kinetic
energy at any point. Rewriting the kinetic energy in terms of g gives:

1
2
lg2 þV xð Þ ¼ 1

2
lg20

and

g0¼t10;

where g0 is the initial speed. This equation should be recognizable from our earlier
analysis in Chap. 1, Sect. 1.2.2. Recall that at x ¼ xmin; VðxminÞ ¼ 1=2lg20; and for
M1 = M2, then g0 = υ10 and V = E/2.

We also assume that the interaction energy at the initial separation is V Dð Þ �
1
2lg

2
0: The time rate of change of the separation distance is equal to the relative

speed:

dx
dt

¼ �g: ð2:81Þ

Taking the collision time as twice the time needed to reach the distance of closest
approach:

tc ¼ �2
Z xm

D

dx
g
¼ �2

Z V xmð Þ

V Dð Þ

dV
gdV=dx

; ð2:82Þ

where xm is the distance of closest approach.
Since V(x) = A exp(–x/B), then:

dV
dx

¼ �A
B
exp �x=Bð Þ ¼ �V

B
; ð2:83Þ
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and:

g ¼ 1
2
lg20 � V xð Þ

� �
4
M

� �1=2

¼ E
2
� V

� �
4
M

� �1=2

¼ 2
E
2M

� V
M

� �1=2

;

ð2:84Þ

where μ = M/2 for like atoms and 1=2lg20 ¼ 1=4Mt210 ¼ E=2: Substitution of
Eqs. (2.83) and (2.84) into Eq. (2.82) yields:

tc ¼ B
2M
E

	 
1=2Z E=2

V Dð Þ

dV

V 1� 2V=Eð Þ1=2
ð2:85Þ

¼ 2B
2M
E

	 
1=2

tanh�1 1� 2V Dð Þ
E

� �1=2
: ð2:86Þ

Note that the definition of a hard sphere radius has been used for the upper limit,
i.e., xm is taken to be 2R(E). For V(D)/E ≪ 1,

tc ¼ B
2M
E

	 
1=2

ln
2E

V Dð Þ
� �

: ð2:87Þ

Since the speed of the center of mass is
t10
2

¼ E
2M

	 
1=2

; the distance moved by the

CM during the collision time, tc, is as follows:

x ¼ tc
E
2M

	 
1=2

: ð2:88Þ

If x >D/2, atom An will end up to the right of the initial halfway point and replacement
will occur, and An will occupy the lattice site occupied by atom An + 1. Relating the
distance x to energy by substituting for tc from Eq. (2.87) into Eq. (2.88) gives:

x
B
¼ ln

2Er

V Dð Þ
	 


: ð2:89Þ

For x = D/2:

exp
D
2B

	 

¼ 2Er

A exp �D=Bð Þ ;
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and the replacement energy becomes:

Er ¼ A
2
exp

�D
2B

	 

: ð2:90Þ

According to the above arguments, and comparing to Eq. (2.71), focused
replacement is possible when the energy transported in the collision chain satisfies:

E[Er ¼ 1
2
A exp

�D
2B

	 

¼ 1

4
Efc: ð2:91Þ

Therefore, we get focused replacement, or:
Efc/4 < T < Efc focused replacement
T < Efc/4 focused momentum/energy packet

Hence, mass transfer can occur when E is between Er = Efc/4 and Efc, which from
our previous example is about the same or slightly less than the displacement
energy, Ed. Figure 2.13 shows where focusing and replacement collisions fall on the
energy spectrum of the PKA.

Assisted Focusing
In our analysis of focusing, we have not accounted for the effects of surrounding
atoms or nearest neighbors. Due to their repulsion of the moving atom, they tend to
act as a lens and aid in the focusing process. The net result of this assisted focusing is
to increase the critical energy for focusing, Efc, rendering focusing more probable.
Second, the ring of atoms surrounding a focusing event also tends to dissipate energy
by glancing collisions. This effect is augmented by the vibrational motion of the atom
rings, which can be increased with temperature. The length of the replacement chain
and the number of collisions in the chain decrease as the temperature increases. The
increased motion of the surrounding atoms increases the energy loss from the col-
lision sequence. Other effects that destroy the sequence are alloying elements and
defects such as interstitials, vacancies, and dislocations. Figure 2.14 shows the
number of collisions in a focused chain of initial energy E in room temperature copper
along with the focusing probability. Table 2.3 from Chadderton [18] gives the
focusing and replacement energies in various directions in fcc and bcc lattices as

E

   focused 
replacement

focused 
energy packet

Efc

Er = 1/4Efc

0

Fig. 2.13 Energy scale for focused energy transfer and focused replacement sequence
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modified by surrounding atoms (assisted focusing). Note that in all cases, the
focusing energies are larger when the surrounding atoms aid in the focusing process.

Channeling
Channeling is the long distance displacement of energetic knock-on atoms down an
open direction in the crystal lattice. Figure 2.15a shows a schematic of an atom
spiraling down an open channel in a crystal lattice, and Fig. 2.15b shows axial and
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Table 2.3 (a) Equations for Ehkl
fc in the fcc and bcc lattices considering assisted focusing

(after [18]). (b) Equations for replacement energies ðEhkl
r Þ in the fcc and bcc lattices (after [18])

(a)

〈hkl〉 Face-centered cubic Body-centered cubic

〈100〉 AðD110Þ2
2B2 exp �D110

4B

	 
"
2A exp �D111

B
ffiffiffi
3

p
	 


〈110〉
2A exp �D110

2B

	 

4
ffiffiffi
2

p
D111ð Þ2A
15B2 exp �D111

ffiffiffi
5

p

2
ffiffiffi
3

p
B

 !""

〈111〉 6
19

	 
1=2AðD110Þ2
B2

exp �D110

2B
19
12

	 
1=2
 !"

2A exp �D111

2B

	 


(b)

〈hkl〉 Face-centered cubic Body-centered cubic

〈100〉
5A exp � D110

D
ffiffiffi
2

p
	 


A
2
exp �D100

2B
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B
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3
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↑ In the (110) plane only
↑↑ Assisted focusing
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[110] 0.5a
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face centered cubic crystal 
viewed along the [001] axis
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Fig. 2.15 (a) Schematic of an atom moving in a channel in a crystal lattice (after [19]), and
(b) axial and planar channels in the fcc lattice (after [20])
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planar channels along specific crystallographic directions in the fcc lattice. The
walls of the passageway consist of atomic rows. If the rows surrounding the channel
are close-packed, discrete repulsive forces between atoms are “smeared out” and the
atom appears to be traveling in a long cylindrical tube with radius Rch. The value of
Rch can be determined by equating pR2

ch with the cross-sectional area of the channel.
If the amplitude of the lateral oscillations of the moving atom is small compared to
Rch, the potential well provided by the channel wall is roughly parabolic in the
direction transverse to the channel axis.

The interaction of the moving atom with a channel wall (Fig. 2.16) can be
described by a harmonic channel potential:

VchðrÞ ¼ kr2; ð2:92Þ

where r is the lateral distance from the axis, and k is the force constant that depends
on the potential function describing atom–atom repulsion and channel dimension
Rch. Using the Born–Mayer potential to describe atom–atom interactions in this
energy regime, k becomes:

k ¼ A
DB

2pRch

B

	 

exp

�Rch

B

	 

; ð2:93Þ

where D is the atom spacing in the rows forming the channels. Moving atoms enter
the channel with a velocity component along the channel axis (Fig. 2.16) given by:

Vz0 ¼ 2E
M

	 
1=2

cos h0; ð2:94Þ

0

z

channel wall

E
r

Vch channel 
potential

0 Rch

Fig. 2.16 Trajectory of a
channeled atom (after [5])
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where (2E/M)1/2 = V0. The axial velocity is gradually reduced by inelastic energy
loss to the electron cloud. The moving atom undergoes simple harmonic motion in
the r direction with period τ given by:

s ¼ 2p
M
2k

	 
1=2

; ð2:95Þ

and the initial wavelength of the oscillation is equal to Vz0τ for θ0 = 0 or:

k ¼ 2p
E
k

	 
1=2

: ð2:96Þ

The amplitude of lateral oscillation is determined by the injection angle, θ0, and the
kinetic energy of the injected atom, E. The r component of the atom velocity as it
enters the channel is as follows:

Vr0 ¼ 2E
M

	 
1=2

sin h0 ffi 2E
M

	 
1=2

h0: ð2:97Þ

So the radial component of the kinetic energy is Eh20, which is equal to the potential
energy at the transverse amplitude, kr2max. Equating kinetic and potential energies
and solving for rmax gives:

rmax ¼ E
k

	 
1=2

h0; ð2:98Þ

and the trajectory of the channeled atom is as follows:

r ¼ h0
E
k

	 
1=2

sin
k
E

	 
1=2

Z

" #
: ð2:99Þ

The critical angle below which channeling can occur, θch, is obtained by equating
the transverse amplitude, rmax, and the channel radius, Rch:

hch ¼ Rch
k
E

	 
1=2

: ð2:100Þ

Note that θch decreases as E increases, as expected. When the mean free path between
collisions is of the order of a few atom spacings, large-angle collisions become
probable and channeling dissipates. The channeling probability is difficult to deter-
mine since an atom must be knocked into the channel, but there are no atoms near the
channel axis. The event probably starts with an impact on an atom forming the
channel wall. If the entrance angle is small enough, it may begin to channel.
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There is no upper limit on energy for channeling. Instead, θch just becomes smaller
asE increases. Theminimum channeling energy occurs when the wavelength is*nD
or a few atom spacings (n * 2). Essentially, there develops a resonance between
impulses from channel walls and transverse oscillations. The trajectory terminates in
a violent collision. Recall that our treatment is only valid if λ ≫ D. Solving for E in
Eq. (2.96) and letting λ = 2D yieldEch* 0.1 kD2. For copper, Ech is about 300 eV.Ech

is larger for large mass because k increases with mass. Channeling is a high-energy
phenomenon and is most significant for light atoms, while focusing is a low-energy
phenomenon that is most significant for heavy atoms.

Effect of Focusing and Channeling on Displacements
The probability of a crystal effect is a function of recoil energy. P(T) is used for
either Pf or Pch, but since Ef * 100 eV, Pf is quite small. The equation governing
cascade effects can be modified to account for crystal effects by modifying
Eq. (2.14):

v Tð Þ ¼ P Tð Þþ 1� P Tð Þ½ � 2Ed

T
þ 2

T

Z T

2Ed

v eð Þde
� �

: ð2:101Þ

The first term on the right of Eq. (2.101) represents the lone displaced atom, which
results if the PKA is channeled or focused on the first collision. The second term
gives the number of displacements created by a PKA that makes an ordinary
displacement on the first collision. Assuming P ≠ P(T), Eq. (2.101) is differentiated
with respect T to yield:

T
dv
dT

¼ 1� 2Pð ÞvþP: ð2:102Þ

Integration gives

v Tð Þ ¼ CT 1�2Pð Þ � P
1� 2P

; ð2:103Þ

and the constant, C can be found by substitution into Eq. (2.102):

C ¼ 1� P

2Edð Þ 1�2Pð Þ ;

resulting in the final solution:

v Tð Þ ¼ 1� P
1� 2P

T
2Ed

	 
 1�2Pð Þ
� P
1� 2P

: ð2:104Þ
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For small P, ν (T) can be approximated by:

v Tð Þ ¼ T
2Ed

	 
 1�2Pð Þ
: ð2:105Þ

It should be noted that the most important crystal effect is channeling, which is most
important at high energies. For example, for P = 7 %, a 10 keV PKA in iron
produces 100 displacements or about half the amount with P = 0. Figure 2.17 shows
where channeling occurs on the PKA energy scale. Note that channeling is a
high-energy phenomenon and that there is a gap between the replacement energy,
below which replacements or focused energy transfer occurs, and the channeling
energy, above which channeling occurs. Given the K–P model for displacement and
the various modifications to the basic model, we now turn to the determination of
the number of displaced atoms.

2.3 The Displacement Cross Section

The results of previous sections may now be used to define the displacement cross
section as:

rD Eið Þ ¼
Z T̂

�T
v Tð Þr Ei;Qj; T

� �
dT; ð2:106Þ

where v(T) is the number of displacements caused by a PKA of energy T, σ(Ei, Qj, T)
is the general form of the energy transfer cross section, and Ť and T̂ are the minimum
and maximum transfer energies. This quantity was first presented in Eq. (2.2) and
gives the average number of displacements produced by an incoming neutron of
energy Ei. We can apply this expression to the various regimes of scattering in order
to determine their individual contributions to the total number of displacements.

E
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energy packet

Ech

Efc

0 eV

Er=1/4Efc

    focused 
replacement

channeling

20 eV

80 eV

300 eV

Fig. 2.17 Energy scale
showing focused energy
transfer and focused
replacement sequence and
channeling
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We will first determine σD(Ei) for each type of interaction using the basic K–P result
and then go back and add in the modifications.

2.3.1 Elastic Scattering

Consider σs(Ei, T) for elastic scattering. From Eq. (1.19),

rs Ei; Tð Þ ¼ 4p
cEi

rs Ei;/ð Þ:

In the case of isotropic scattering:

rs Ei;/ð Þ ¼ rs Eið Þ
4p

; rs Ei; Tð Þ ¼ rs Eið Þ
cEi

;

therefore,

rDs Eið Þ ¼ rs Eið Þ
cEi

Z cEi

Ed

v Tð ÞdT : ð2:107Þ

Should we wish to consider anisotropic elastic scattering in systems such as fast
reactors, the angular dependence of the elastic scattering cross section can be
written in a series of Legendre polynomials:

rs Ei;/ð Þ ¼ rs Eið Þ
4p

X1
‘¼0

a‘ Eið ÞP‘ cos/ð Þ; ð2:108Þ

where σs(Ei) is the total elastic scattering cross section for incident neutrons of
energy Ei, P‘ is the ‘th Legendre polynomial, and values of a‘ are the
energy-dependent coefficients of the cross section expansion. At neutron energies
encountered in thermal or fast reactors, it is sufficient to retain only the first two
terms, ‘ = 0 and ‘ = 1. Since P0 = 1 and P1 = cos ϕ:

rs Ei;/ð Þ ¼ rs Eið Þ
4p

1þ a1 Eið Þ cos/½ �: ð2:109Þ

Also, given that cos ϕ = 1–2T /γEi and substituting Eq. (2.109) into Eq. (2.106)
gives:

rDs Eið Þ ¼ rs Eið Þ
cEi

Z cEi

Ed

v Tð Þ 1þ a1 Eið Þ 1� 2T
cEi

	 
� �
dT : ð2:110Þ
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2.3.2 Inelastic Scattering

Since inelastic scattering is isotropic in the center-of-mass system:

rsj Ei;Qj;/
� � ¼ rsj Ei;Qj

� �
4p

: ð2:111Þ

Equation (1.30) gives the energy transfer cross section for inelastic scattering in the
resonance region as:

rsj Ei;Qj; T
� � ¼ rsj Ei;Qj

� �
cEi

1þ Qj

Ei

1þA
A

	 
� ��1=2

;

so that

rDsj Eið Þ ¼
X
j

rsj Ei;Qj
� �
cEi

1þ Qj

Ei

1þA
A

	 
� ��1=2Z T̂j

T
_
j

v Tð ÞdT; ð2:112Þ

where the minimum and maximum values of T(Ei, Qj, ϕ) are given by Eq. (1.27),
and setting cos ϕ = −1 and 1, respectively, gives:

T̂j ¼ cEi

2
1þ 1þA

2A
Qj

Ei
þ 1þ Qj

Ei

1þA
A

	 
1=2
" #

�Tj ¼ cEi

2
1þ 1þA

2A
Qj

Ei
� 1þ Qj

Ei

1þA
A

	 
1=2
" #

:

2.3.3 (n, 2n) and (n, γ) Displacements

The displacement cross section for (n, 2n) reactions can be written as:

rD n;2nð Þ Eið Þ ¼
Z Ei�E0

m

0
r n; 2nð Þ Ei; Tð Þ T

2Ed
dT ; ð2:113Þ

where σ(n, 2n) (Ei, T) is given by Eq. (1.40).
The displacement cross section due to (n, γ) reactions can be written as:

rDc Eið Þ ¼ rc

Z T̂

0

T
2Ed

dT: ð2:114Þ
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However, since we have assumed that the lattice atom recoils with an average
energy

T ¼ T̂
2
¼ E2

c

4 Aþ 1ð Þc2 ;

and that Eγ for a given isotope is either known or can be measured, Eq. (2.114) can
be simplified to:

rDc ¼ rc
T
2Ed

¼ rc
E2
c

8EdðAþ 1Þc2 : ð2:115Þ

The total displacement cross section due to these forms of neutron interaction then
becomes:

rD Eið Þ ¼ rDs Eið Þþ rDsj Eið Þþ rD n;2nð Þ Eið Þþ rDc

¼ rs Eið Þ
cEi

Z cEi

Ed

T
2Ed

1þ a1 Eið Þ 1� 2T
cEi

	 
� �
dT

þ
X
j

rsj Ei;Qj
� �
cEi

1þ Qj

Ei

1þA
A

	 
� ��1=2 Z T̂j

�Tj

T
2Ed

dT

þ
Z Ei�E0

m

0
r n;2nð Þ Ei; Tð Þ T

2Ed
dT

þ rc
E2
c

8Ed Aþ 1ð Þc2 ;

ð2:116Þ

where the terms are for elastic scattering, inelastic scattering in the resonance
region, (n, 2n) reactions and (n, γ) reactions, respectively.

2.3.4 Modifications to the K–P Model and Total
Displacement Cross Section

The displacement cross section can be modified to account for the relaxation of the
various assumptions made to the basic K–P model as in Sect. 2.2. These modifi-
cations are summarized in Table 2.4. Applying these correction terms to the basic
K–P result by consolidating Assumptions 1 and 3 into a single constant C′ and
using Eq. (2.104) for the effect of crystallinity transform Eq. (2.116) to read:
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rD ¼ rs Eið Þ
cEi

Z cEi

Ed

1� P
1� 2P

C0n Tð Þ T
2Ed

	 
 1�2Pð Þ
� P
1� 2P

" #

� 1þ a1 Eið Þ 1� 2T
cEi

	 
� �
dT

þ
X
j

rsj Ei;Qj
� �
cEi

1þ Qj

Ei

1þA
A

	 
� ��1=2

�
Z T̂j

�Tj

1� P
1� 2P

C0n Tð Þ T
2Ed

	 
 1�2Pð Þ
� P
1� 2P

" #
dT

þ
Z Ei�E0

m

0
r n;2nð Þ Ei; Tð Þ 1� P

1� 2P
C0n Tð Þ T

2Ed

	 
 1�2Pð Þ
� P
1� 2P

" #
dT

þ rc
1� P
1� 2P

C0n Tð Þ E2
c

8Ed Aþ 1ð Þc2
 !1�2P

� P
1� 2P

2
4

3
5:

ð2:117Þ

Using the more simplified expression for the effect of crystallinity, Eq. (2.104)
reduces Eq. (2.117) to:

Table 2.4 Modifications to the displacement cross section

Assumption Correction to ν(T ) = T/2Ed Equation in text

3: Loss of Ed 0:56 1þ T
2Ed

	 

Equation (2.31)

4: Electronic energy loss cutoff
n Tð Þ T

2Ed

	 

Equation (2.54)

5: Realistic energy transfer cross
section

C
T
2Ed

; 0:52\C� 1:22
Equation (2.33),
(2.39)

6: Crystallinity 1� P
1� 2P

T
2Ed

	 
 1� 2Pð Þ
� P
1� 2P

 T
2Ed

	 
 1� 2Pð Þ

Equation (2.104)

Equation (2.105)
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rD ¼ rs Eið Þ
cEi

Z cEi

Ed

C0n Tð Þ T
2Ed

	 
 1�2Pð Þ" #
1þ a1 Eið Þ 1� 2T

cEi

	 
� �
dT

þ
X
j

rsj Ei;Qj
� �
cEi

1þ Qj

Ei

1þA
A

	 
� ��1=2 Z T̂j

�Tj

C0n Tð Þ T
2Ed

	 
 1�2Pð Þ
dT

þ
Z Ei�E0

m

0
r n;2nð Þ Ei; Tð Þ C0n Tð Þ T

2Ed

	 
 1�2Pð Þ
dT

þ rc C0n Tð Þ E2
c

8Ed Aþ 1ð Þc2
 !1�2P

;

ð2:118Þ

or,

rD ¼ rDs þ rDi þ rD n;2nð Þ þ rDc: ð2:119Þ

The displacement cross section for stainless steel was calculated by Doran [21]
using the energy partition theory of Lindhard and is shown in Fig. 2.18.
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Fig. 2.18 The displacement cross section for stainless steel based on a Lindhard model and
ENDF/B scattering cross sections (after [21])
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2.4 Displacement Rates

Recall that the displacement rate was given in Eq. (2.1) as:

R ¼
Z Ê

E
_ N/ Eið ÞrD Eið ÞdEi:

This is the displacement rate density or total number of displacements per unit
volume per unit time [#/cm3 s]. To get a rough estimate of the order of magnitude of
this number, let us simplify the displacement cross sections as follows. Neglecting
(n, 2n) and (n, γ) contributions to displacements, all modifications to the simple K–
P displacement model (i.e., using ν(T) = T/2Ed), and neglecting Ed relative to Ei, the
displacement cross section due to elastically and inelastically scattered neutrons
only becomes:

rD Eið Þ ¼ rs Eið Þ
cEi

Z cEi

Ed

T
2Ed

1þ a1 Eið Þ 1� 2T
cEi

	 
� �
dT

þ
X
j

rsj Ei;Qj
� �
cEi

1þ Qj

Ei

1þA
A

	 
� ��1=2 Z T̂j

�Tj

T
2Ed

dT:

ð2:120Þ

Assuming that elastic scattering is isotropic (a1 = 0), neglecting inelastic scattering
and integrating between the limits Ed and γEi gives:

rD Eið Þ ¼ rs Eið Þ
cEi

Z cEi

Ed

T
2Ed

dT ; ð2:121Þ

and if γEi > Ec, then:

rD Eið Þ ¼ rs Eið Þ
cEi

Z 2Ed

Ed

dT þ
Z Ec

2Ed

T
2Ed

dT þ
Z cEi

Ec

Ec

2Ed
dT

� �

¼ rs Eið Þ
2cEiEd

cEiEc � E2
c

2

� �
:

ð2:122Þ

If we choose γEi * Ec, then we have:

rD Eið Þ 	 cEi

4Ed

	 

rs Eið Þ; ð2:123Þ

and Eq. (2.1) becomes:
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Rd ¼ Nc
4Ed

Z 1

Ed=c

rs Eið ÞEi/ Eið Þ dEi ð2:124Þ

¼ Nrs
c�Ei

4Ed

	 

/; ð2:125Þ

where Ēi is an average neutron energy and ϕ is the total neutron flux above energy
Ed/γ, and the term in brackets is the number of displacements (Frenkel pairs)
produced per neutron. The validity of assuming isotropic scattering and neglecting
inelastic scattering is shown in Figs. 2.19 and 2.20. Essentially, both approxima-
tions are reasonable at energies below one to a few MeV.

Example 2.1. Neutron irradiation of iron
As an example, let us look at the damage caused by 0.5 MeV neutrons in Fe
in a fast flux that may be representative of the core of a fast reactor:

N = 0.85 × 1023 atoms/cm3

σs = 3 × 10−24 cm2

ϕ = 1015 neutrons cm−2s−1
cEi
4Ed

¼ 350 displaced atoms/neutron

Rd is 9 × 1016 displaced atoms per cm3 per second, or dividing Rd by
N gives *10−6 dpa/s or about 32 dpa/year. This is equivalent to each atom
being displaced from a normal lattice site once every 12 days.
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A second example can be worked for the displacement rate in the alu-
minum fuel plates in an MTR-type thermal neutron research reactor. In this
case, we have:

Ei * 0.5 MeV
N = 0.6 × 1023 atoms/cm3

σs = 3 × 10−24cm2

ϕ = 3 × 1013 neutrons cm−2s−1

cEi

4Ed
¼ 690 displaced atoms/neutron

Rd is 4 × 1015 displaced atoms per cm3 per second, or dividing Rd by
N gives *7 × 10−8 dpa/s or about 2 dpa/year. Note that even though the
number of displacements per neutron is almost a factor of 2 higher in Al than
in Fe, the damage rate is significantly lower because of the much lower fast
flux in this type of reactor.

2.5 Correlation of Property Changes and Irradiation Dose

The ultimate objective of the calculation of Rd is to provide a prediction of the
extent of change of a particular property of the material under irradiation. The
mechanical property may be yield strength, swelling, degree of embrittlement, etc.
Recall in the introduction that the determination of the number of displaced atoms
was motivated by the inability of particle fluence to account for property changes
(see Fig. 1 in the Introduction). While an improvement over units of exposure such
as neutron fluence, displacement rate alone cannot account for the macroscopic
changes observed, and a semiempirical method of correlating damage with
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Fig. 2.20 Displacement cross
section for nickel showing the
elastic and inelastic
components (after [21])
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macroscopic property changes has evolved known as the damage function method.
In this method, the atom displacement rate is replaced with the change in some
macroscopic property after a time t of irradiation. The displacement cross section is
replaced by the damage function for the particular mechanical property, Gi(E),
hence:

DPij ¼
Z Z

Gi Eð Þ/j E; tð Þ dE dt; ð2:126Þ

where ΔPij is the change in the property labeled by the index i, during an irradiation
time of t and in a neutron flux where ϕj(E,t) is the jth neutron differential spectrum.
Assuming energy–time separability, ϕj(E,t) = ϕj(E,)t, then Eq. (2.126) can be
rewritten as

DP kð Þ
ij ¼ t �

Z
GðkÞ

i Eð Þ/j Eð Þ dE; ð2:127Þ

where the superscript refers to the kth cycle of iteration.
The objective is to deduce a single function Gi(E) from a set of measured ΔPi

values. Given DP kð Þ
ij and ϕj(E) as input along with an initial approximation of

Gi(E) or G
0ð Þ
i Eð Þ; a computer code is used to generate iterative solutions G kð Þ

i Eð Þ.
An appropriate solution is obtained when the standard deviation of the ratios of all

measured-to-calculated values DPij=DP
kð Þ
ij reaches a lower value that is consistent

with experimental uncertainties. As it turns out, the resultant damage function is
highly sensitive to the initial approximation as shown in Fig. 2.21. But note that
since the shape of Gi(E) is the same as the displacement function, it is clear that they
are related. However, this result tells us that we cannot fully understand radiation
effects by only calculating the number of displaced atoms. We cannot treat radiation
effects as a black box. Rather, in order to understand the effect of the damage on the
properties of the material, we must understand the fate of these defects after they are
formed. This realization is reinforced by the property dependence on dose shown in
Fig. 2.22. Note that for the three property changes, resistivity, radiation-induced
segregation, and hardening, the functional dependence on dose is strikingly dif-
ferent between them. While property change certainly relates to displacement
damage, the nature of the change is not uniform but varies considerably depending
on the property measured. The next chapter explores the spatial and temporal
distribution of radiation damage. But before we examine the damage zone in detail,
let us complete our picture of the production of displacements by addressing the
damage created by charged particles such as ions and electrons.
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2.6 Displacements from Charged Particle Irradiation

Displacement from charged particles differs from that due to neutrons because as
they travel through the lattice, they lose energy via electronic excitation in addition
to via elastic collisions. Figure 2.23 shows the trade-off in energy loss mechanism
dominance with energy in the energy range of relevance for ion–solid interaction,
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model for stainless steel normalized to the same total area as the 37th iteration sol’n G(E).
37th iteration solution using Russcher’s model as the input form.  [Sol’n standard percent 
deviation (SPD) was 0.9%]
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“E” form below.  (Sol’n SPD was 3.3%)

Fig. 2.21 (a) 60 ksi yield strength damage function for 304 stainless steel irradiated and tested at
480 °C (after [23]) (b) Damage function for a 2.0 × 10−8 psi−1 �e=�r property change for stainless
steel (after [24])
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and Fig. 2.24 shows the residual ion energy as a function of ion penetration depth.
Note that electronic stopping will dominate at short depths, but elastic collisions
will dominate near the end of range. An expression for the number of displacements
from a charged particle can be derived from the analysis of energy lost from the
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Fig. 2.22 Dose dependence of swelling, resistivity, and radiation-induced segregation
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Fig. 2.24 Residual range of an ion incident on a target and the regimes of electronic and nuclear
stopping dominance
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PKA by electronic excitation given in Sect. 2.2.3 and described by Eq. (2.40)
through Eq. (2.49). Equation (2.44) describes the loss of energy to both atoms and
electrons in the target by the PKA. We can revisit this analysis assuming that the
particle we are tracking is the incident ion. As was done in Eq. (2.45), we can
expand the terms for ν(T − εa) and ν(T − εe) in a Taylor series and truncate the series
after the second term, giving:

v T � eað Þ ¼ v Tð Þ � dv
dT

ea;

v T � eeð Þ ¼ v Tð Þ � dv
dT

ee;
ð2:128Þ

and the integrals involving the terms ν(T − εa) and ν(T − εe) can both be written in
the general form:

Z emax

0
v T � eð Þr T ; eð Þde ¼ v Tð Þ

Z emax

0
r T ; eð Þde� dv

dT

Z emax

0
er T ; eð Þ de

¼ v Tð Þr Tð Þ � dv Tð Þ
dT

S Tð Þ;
ð2:129Þ

where S(T) is the stopping cross section. Since in this treatment, the ion is the
incoming projectile, we will rewrite Eq. (2.129) using our established convention
that the incoming particle is of energy Ei and it transfers energy T to the target
atoms and electrons, and the maximum energy transfer is T̂ :

Z T̂

0
v Ei � Tð Þr Ei; Tð ÞdT ¼ v Eið Þ

Z T̂

0
r Ei; Tð ÞdT � dv

dE

Z T̂

0
Tr Ei; Tð Þ dT

¼ v Eið Þr Eið Þ � dvðEiÞ
dE

S Eið Þ;
ð2:130Þ

where Eq. (1.79) is used to transform the integral of the differential energy transfer
cross section, σ(Ei,T), to the total collision cross section, σ(Ei), and Eq. (1.129) is
used to transform the integral of Tσ(Ei,T) into the stopping cross section S(Ei).
Applying the results of Eqs. (2.129) and (2.130) into Eq. (2.44) gives:

dv Eið Þ ¼ dE
S Eið Þ

Z T̂

0
v Tð Þr Ei; Tð Þ dT : ð2:131Þ

Since we are concerned with the total number of displacements over the entire
range of the ion rather than the specific number of displacements over a distance
dx of the sample, we can integrate Eq. (2.131) over the entire range of ion energy
loss to obtain the number of displacements resulting from an incident ion with
initial energy Ei:
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v Eið Þ ¼
Z Ei

0

dE0

S E0ð Þ
Z T̂

Ed

v Tð Þr E0; Tð ÞdT

¼
Z Ei

0
rd E0ð Þ dE0

S E0ð Þ ;
ð2:132Þ

and

Z T̂

Ed

v Tð Þr E0; Tð ÞdT 
 rd E0ð Þ; ð2:133Þ

where E′ = E′(x) is the ion energy as a function of the traveled path length x as the
ion travels down to zero energy. We can work a simple example using an
approximation to the treatment given above. We are interested in the number of
collisions made by an ion as it passes through a solid. We will take I as the ion flux
in units of ions/cm2 s, and we can write the number of collisions per second in a
volume element of unit cross-sectional area and thickness dx which transfer energy
in the range (T, dT) to atoms of this element as:

NIr E; Tð Þdx: ð2:134Þ

The number of collisions per unit volume per unit time which transfer energy in (T,
dT) at depth x is NIσ(E, T) [collisions/cm3 s]. The number of displaced atoms for
each collision that produces a PKA of energy T is ν(T). Therefore, the production
rate of displaced atoms at depth x is as follows:

Rd xð Þ ¼ NI
Z cE

Ed

r E; Tð Þv Tð Þ dT ½displacements/cm3s]: ð2:135Þ

(Note that we have not accounted for the fact that I is a function of x (or E) and that
I(x) ≠ I0.) E is a function of x since the ion slows down by loss of energy to the
electrons of the target. The functional form of E(x) can be estimated using dE/
dx = kE1/2 as:

E xð Þ ¼ Eið Þ1=2�1=2kx
h i2

; ð2:136Þ

where Ei is the initial energy of the ion when it strikes the target. The number of

displaced atoms/atom/s is Rd(x)/N, and the dpa
ðions/cm2Þ

at a depth x is Rd(x)/NI. We

will assume that σ(E, T) can be described by Rutherford scattering, and using the
Lindhard treatment for ν(T) from the K–P model and assuming ξ = 0.5 gives:
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Rd

NI
¼
Z cEi

Ed

1
2
pZ2

1Z
2
2e

4

4
MþMi

M

	 
2 1
Ei

4MiM

MþMið Þ2
1
T2

T
2Ed

dT

¼ pZ2
1Z

2
2e

4

4EiEd

Mi

M

	 

ln
cEi

Ed

dpa

ion/cm2 :

ð2:137Þ

Applying this result to 0.5 MeV protons in iron gives *10−18 dpa/(ions/cm2) at the
surface. 20 MeV C+ ions incident on nickel produce *3 × 10−18 dpa/(ions/cm2) at
the surface, but 50 times this amount at the damage peak. These values can be
compared to the damage rate from 0.5 MeV neutrons in iron:

Rd

N/
¼ cEi

4Ed

	 

rs

¼ 350� 3� 10�24

¼ 1� 10�21 displacements

n/cm2 :

ð2:138Þ

Comparing 0.5 MeV neutrons to 20 MeV C+ ions shows that over their range C+

ions produce 3000 times more displacements than do neutrons. Figure 2.25 com-
pares the displacement rates as a function of penetration depth for ions of various
mass and energy. As expected, for the same energy, ions of heavier mass deposit
their energy over a shorter distance resulting in higher damage rates. Note that due
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Fig. 2.25 Displacement-damage effectiveness for various energetic particles in nickel (after [25])
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to the large collision mean free path of a neutron as compared to an ion, the neutron
damage energy is low and constant over distances of millimeters.

Nomenclature

a Lattice constant
a0 Bohr radius of the hydrogen atom
A Atomic mass
A Pre-exponential constant in Born–Mayer relation, Eq. (1.47)
B Spacing between barrier atoms in crystal lattice
B Constant in exponent in Born–Mayer relation, Eq. (1.47)
c Speed of light
D Nearest neighbor spacing between atoms
Ec Cutoff energy; critical energy for focusing
Ech Critical energy for channeling
Efc Critical focusing energy
Ed Displacement energy
ED Damage energy
Ei Projectile energy
Er Critical energy for replacement collisions; relative kinetic energy
Es Sublimation energy
Eγ Gamma ray energy
Ei Incoming particle energy
E0
m Kinetic energy of incoming particle in CM system

E00
m Energy of neutron after (n, 2n) reaction

E∗ Saddle point energy
Eeq Energy of atom in equilibrium lattice site
f Focusing parameter
g Relative speed υ1 − υ2
G Damage function
Ī Excitation–ionization level
k Force constant; constant in the electronic energy loss term, kE1/2

m Mass of incoming particle; 1/s in power law expression
me Mass of the electron
M1 Mass of projectile
M2 Mass of target
N Atom number density
p, Pe, Pa Probability, referring to electron and atom
Pch Channeling probability
Pd Displacement probability
Pf Focusing probability
Q Excitation energy of nucleus
req Equilibrium spacing between atoms
rmax Transverse amplitude of channeled atom
R Atomic radius
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Rch Radius of channel
Rd Displacement rate [#/cm3 s]
s Exponent in the power law approximation
S, Se, Sn Stopping power electronic, nuclear
tc Collision time
T Energy transferred in collision
Ť Minimum energy transferred
T̂ Maximum energy transferred
�T Average energy transferred
T‘ Energy transferred to target atom after (n, 2n) reaction
U Energy per atom in a crystal
Ub Binding energy lost by an atom when leaving a lattice site
V(r) Potential energy
υ1 Velocity of projectile in laboratory system
υ2 Velocity of target in laboratory system
VCM Velocity of CM in laboratory system
Y Distance to atom barrier
z Impact parameter
Z Atomic number
β Compressibility
ε Secondary atom knock-on energy unit charge in Eq. (2.52)
εeq Energy of atom in a normal lattice site
ε* Energy of atom at saddle point
2 Reduced PKA energy
ϕ, Φ Neutron flux, fluence
γ 4M1M2/(M1 + M2)

2

η Energy lost to electronic excitation in the NRT model
κ Displacement efficiency
μ Reduced mass
υ Specific volume of an atom
ν(T) Displacement function
θ Scattering angle in laboratory system
θc Critical focusing angle
θch Critical channeling angle
σ(Ei) Total atomic collision cross section
σ(Ei, T) Differential energy transfer cross section
σD Displacement cross section
σs Scattering cross section
σsj Inelastic scattering cross section for the jth resonance
σ(n, 2n) Cross section for (n, 2n) reactions
σγ Cross section for (n, γ) reactions
τ Period for oscillation for a channeled atom
ξ Damage energy efficiency, Eq. (2.50)
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Problems

2:1 (a) Using the simple K–P model and assuming only elastic, isotropic
scattering, calculate the number of displacements per atom (dpa) in
nickel subjected to a fast neutron (2 MeV) fluence of 1022 n/cm2

(b) Using the relativistic expression for the electron–atom energy transfer,
calculate the minimum electron energy required to displace an atom in
(i) Al and (ii) W.

2:2 In a (n, 2n) reaction, a second neutron can only be emitted if the residual
excitation of the nucleus after emission of the first neutron exceeds the
binding energy of a neutron in the mass M nuclide. The recoil energy after
emission of the first neutron is taken to be the average value (cos ϕ = 0).
Write an expression for the recoil energy following the second emission.

2:3 An 56Fe nucleus undergoes an (n, γ) reaction resulting in the release of a
single 7 MeV gamma ray, on average. If a steel component is located in a
reactor where the peak thermal flux is 1 × 1014 n/cm2 s and the thermal/fast
flux ratio is one ðwhereEfast

ave � 1MeVÞ; determine the relative displacement
rates by fast neutrons, recoil nuclei, and gamma rays which undergo
Compton scattering. Assume σ(n, γ) * 4b, σs * 3b.

2:4 A slab of iron is exposed to a 20 MeV gamma source.

(a) What is the most probable interaction between the gamma and the
electrons in the Fe?

(b) Assume the reaction you chose in part (a) occurs. Can this lead to the
displacement of an Fe atom if the displacement energy is 40 eV?

2:5 A thermal neutron causes the following reaction

27Alþ n !28 Alþ c:

The gamma energy is 1.1 keV. The gamma will interact with lattice
electrons. What is the most probable event? For this event, what is the
maximum energy transferred? Does the resultant electron have enough
energy to displace an aluminum atom (assume the displacement energy is
25 eV). Can the recoil Al atom displace another aluminum atom?

2:6 The (n, γ) reaction in 56Fe releases a prompt gamma ray of energy
Eγ = 7 MeV.

(a) What is the recoil energy of the 57Fe product nucleus?
(b) Determine the number of displaced atoms per 57Fe recoil assuming

Ed = 40 eV.
(c) If the thermal component of the neutron flux in a fast reactor is

1013 n/cm2 s, what is the damage production rate due to the (n, γ)
reaction in 56Fe?
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(d) If the fast flux is given by ϕf (En) = 1015δ (En − 0.5), where En is in
MeV, what is the damage production rate due to the fast flux in iron?

Use the K–P displacement formula in (c) and (d). The scattering cross section
for 0.5 MeV neutrons is 3 barns. Also, r56a  2:5 barns for part (c).

2:7 Assuming that atom–atom interactions can be treated as near head-on col-
lisions, the appropriate potential function is then the Born–Mayer potential.
Write an expression for the threshold energy for unassisted critical focusing
along the [110] direction in fcc nickel in terms of the lattice constant, a.

2:8 For iron (equilibrium phase for 400°C), assuming a focusing collision
occurs, how much does the closest approach (the allowed equivalent hard
sphere radius calculated using a Born–Mayer potential) change between a
[100] collision chain and a [110] collision chain?

2:9 (a) Calculate the focusing energy of the ⟨111⟩ direction for gold under the
condition of assisted focusing.

(b) Will focusing occur along the ⟨111⟩ direction in the absence of assisted
focusing? Why?

(c) The experimental focusing energy of gold is 21,000 eV for the ⟨111⟩
direction. Compare your answer with this value.

2:10 (a) Determine the critical focusing energy for the ⟨111⟩, ⟨110⟩, and ⟨100⟩
directions in fcc copper and iron.

(b) Plot θc as a function of T < Ec for the ⟨111⟩ directions in Ni and Fe.
Comment on similarities and differences.

(c) Do the same for the ⟨110⟩ direction of each.
(d) Repeat parts (a) and (b) using the inverse square potential, V(r) = A/r2,

where A = 1.25 eV nm2.
(e) Over what energy range does focused replacement occur? How about

focused energy packets only?

2:11 For the focusing process as described in Problem 2.10, give a physical
explanation of why the critical angle for focusing, θc, should depend on the
projectile energy.

2:12 A 30 keV ion enters a channel in the solid lattice and loses energy only by
electronic excitation. Using the Lindhard stopping power formula Eq. (1.191),
determine the distance traveled by the ion before it is dechanneled. The
minimum channeling energy is 300 eV. Use k = 3.0NZ2/3 eV1/2/nm, where N
is the atomic density of the metal in nm−3.

2:13 Show that when channeling is accounted for in the collision cascade, the
average number of displaced atoms ν(T) is as follows:

v Tð Þ ¼ T=2Edð Þ1�2p;

where p is the probability that an atom with energy, E being channeled is lost
to the cascade. Assume that p ≠ f(E), T ≫ Ed, and p ≪ 1.
Assuming that all energy is lost by elastic collisions for 100 keV protons in
nickel determine:
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(a) The energy loss per unit length in the solid, dE/dx
(b) The range in the solid.

2:14 A crystal of copper is bombarded with monoenergetic (2 MeV) neutrons.

(a) Calculate the mean atomic displacement rate (displacements/cm3s)
using the simple Kinchin–Pease model and the following data:

Lattice parameter, Cu = 0 361 nm
Atomic weight of Cu = 63.54 amu
Displacement energy for Cu = 40 eV
ϕ = 1013 n/cm2s (2 MeV)
σs = 0.5 × 10−24 cm2 (2 MeV)

(b) Repeat part (a) but instead of 2 MeV neutrons, use a monoenergetic
thermal neutron beam with the same value of flux, σth = 3.78 × 10−24

cm2 and the recoil energy ∼ 382 eV.
(c) What would be the effect on your answer to part (a) by including

Lindhard’s damage energy function ξ(T)?
(d) How would your answer in part (a) be affected by assuming that the

channeling probability is 1, 5, 10 %?

2:15 For the 2 MeV neutron bombardment problem described in Problem 2.14,
how would you go about calculating the threshold energy for unassisted
critical focusing along the [110] direction?

2:16 Assume that the copper target in Problem 2.14 was bombarded by a beam of
2 MeV He ions instead of a beam of 2 MeV neutrons. Calculate the dis-
placement rate at the surface of the sample and compare to your result for
Problem 2.14.

2:17 The same copper sample as in Problem 2.14 is bombarded with 500 keV Cu+

ions at a flux of 1015 cm−2 s−1. Calculate:

(a) The displacement rate at the surface
(b) The location of the damage peak.
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Chapter 3
The Damage Cascade

3.1 Displacement Mean Free Path

In our discussion of cascade development, no consideration was given to the spatial
arrangement of displaced atoms. We assumed that every Frenkel pair created was
preserved and that no annihilation occurred. However, the spatial arrangement of
these Frenkel pairs is crucial in determining the number that survive annihilation or
immobilization by clustering. In order to understand what the damaged region looks
like, we need to know whether the displacements are concentrated or distributed.
A helpful tool in this regard is the mean free path for displacement collisions,
i.e., collisions in which the energy transferred is greater than Ed. This will tell us
how far apart the displacements occur and hence the separation distance between
Frenkel pairs.

By definition, the mean free path k ¼ 1
Nr

and the corresponding displacement

cross section are:

r0d Eð Þ ¼
ZE

Ed

r E; Tð Þ dT : ð3:1Þ

This is the cross section for the transfer of energy in excess of Ed and is given in
terms of the differential energy transfer cross section between lattice atoms. Note
that r0d has nothing to do with the projectile, be it a neutron or an ion, or the source
of the damage in general. Using the equivalent hard sphere model to evaluate r0d
gives:

Additional material to this chapter can be downloaded from http://rmsbook2ed.engin.umich.edu/
movies/
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rðE; TÞ ¼ rðEÞ
cE

;

but γ = 1, so substituting into Eq. (3.1) and integrating yields:

r0d Eð Þ ¼
ZE

Ed

r Eð Þ
E

dT ¼ r Eð Þ 1� Ed

E

� �
; ð3:2Þ

where σ(E) = 4πr2 is the total collision cross section between lattice atoms, so:

r0d Eð Þ ¼ 4pr2 1� Ed

E

� �
; ð3:3Þ

and r is the energy-dependent, equivalent hard sphere radius, which, using the
Born–Mayer potential, gives:

r0d Eð Þ ¼ pB2 ln
2A
E

� �� �2
1� Ed

E

� �
; ð3:4Þ

and the mean free path, λ, becomes

k ¼ 1

NpB2 ln
2A
E

� �� �2
1� Ed

E

� � : ð3:5Þ

The mean free path and the total collision cross section are plotted in Fig. 3.1 for
copper atoms in copper and show that as the energy of the moving atom drops, the
cross section increases slowly, but the mean free path becomes very small at
energies just above Ed. Note that the critical region (λ ∼ 0.2 nm), or the region in
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Fig. 3.1 Displacement mean
free path and total collision
cross section for copper atoms
moving in copper (after [1])
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which every lattice atom in the path of the knock-on is displaced, lies in the energy
range *50–100 eV.

The mean free paths for primary recoil atoms of 300 keV and 1 MeV resulting
from self-ion irradiations of Si, Cu, and Au are shown in Fig. 3.2. Recall that

�T ¼ cEi

2
ffi 2Ei

A
(for n-Cu interactions), where Ei is the neutron energy and A is the

atomic mass. Typically, Ei ∼ 0.5 MeV (for a thermal or fast reactor) and A ∼ 60
(stainless steel), giving �T ∼ 15 keV. So at large recoil energies, the displacements
are well separated (*100 nm at 15 keV), but as the recoil energy decreases, the
spacing approaches the atomic spacing, at which point each atom along the recoil
path is displaced.

3.2 Primary Recoil Spectrum

The analysis of displacement mean free path gives us a first glimpse of what the
spatial distribution of defects might look like. Brinkman [3] was the first to picture
the cascade as a displacement spike with a high core density of vacancies sur-
rounded by an interstitial shell (Fig. 3.3). Seeger [4] modified the picture to account
for crystallinity such as focused energy packets (focusons), and long-range trans-
port of mass by replacement collisions and channeling, and termed the vacancy core
the depleted zone (Fig. 3.4).

Two additional quantities are helpful in developing a picture of the distribution
of damage energy. The first is the deposited energy depth distribution, FD(x),
defined by:

FD xð Þ dx ¼ dE ¼ NSnE xð Þ dx: ð3:6Þ

Using the nuclear stopping power and range given by the power law potential [5]
results in a simple form for FD(x):
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Fig. 3.2 Mean free paths of
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and Au (after [2])
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FD xð Þ ¼ T
2mR

1� x=Rð Þ 1
2m�1; ð3:7Þ

where T is the PKA energy, R is the PKA range, and m = 1/s where s is the power
law exponent. If Nd(x) is the number of displacements per unit depth at a depth x,
then using the modified K–P model or the NRT model (e.g., Eq. 2.50) with κ = 0.8
and with FD(x) replacing ED, we can write that:

Nd xð Þ
/

¼ 0:8FD xð Þ
2Ed

; ð3:8Þ
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and the displacement rate as a function of depth in units of dpa becomes:

dpa xð Þ ¼ Nd xð Þ
N

¼ 0:4FD xð Þ
NEd

/: ð3:9Þ

The total dpa produced over the range of the recoil can be estimated by replacing
FD(x) with the damage energy ED from Eq. (2.51) over the range of the recoil, R:

dpa ffi /0:4ED

NREd
: ð3:10Þ

The second important concept is the primary recoil spectrum. The density of recoil
atoms with energies between T and T + dT created during irradiation is an important
quantity in radiation damage. The recoil density depends on the projectile energy
and mass and gives a measure of the density of displacement damage in the target.
The density of recoils as a function of recoil energy is known as the primary recoil
spectrum and is given as:

P Ei; Tð Þ ¼ 1
N

ZT

Ed

r Ei; T
0ð Þ dT 0; ð3:11Þ

which is the fractional number of recoils between the minimum displacement energy
Ed and energy T, N is the total number of primary recoils, and r Ei; Tð Þ is the energy
transfer cross section for a particle of energy Ei to create a recoil of energy T.
The fraction of recoils is shown in Fig. 3.5 for 1-MeV projectiles of various mass
incident on a copper target. Note that while higher-mass projectiles produce more
recoils at higher energy, the difference does not appear to be large.
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For defect production, it is not the number of recoils of a particular energy that is
of greatest importance; rather, it is the number of recoils weighted by the damage
energy produced in each recoil that is most important. This quantity is determined
by “weighting” the recoil spectra by the number of defects or the damage energy
produced in each recoil:

W Ei; Tð Þ ¼ 1
ED Eið Þ

ZT

Ed

r Ei; T
0ð ÞED T 0ð Þ dT 0; ð3:12Þ

where ED(T) is the damage energy created by a recoil of energy T:

EDðEiÞ ¼
ZT̂

Ed

rðEi; T
0ÞEDðT 0Þ dT 0; ð3:13Þ

and T̂ ¼ cEi:
For the extremes of Coulomb and hard sphere interactions, the differential

energy transfer cross sections are:

rCoul Ei; Tð Þ ¼ pM1 Z1Z2e2ð Þ2
EiT2 ; ð3:14Þ

and

rHS Ei; Tð Þ ¼ A
Ei

: ð3:15Þ

Ignoring electron excitations and allowing ED(T) = T and substituting Eqs. (3.14)
and (3.15) into Eq. (3.12) gives the weighted average recoil spectra for each type of
interaction:

WCoul Tð Þ ¼ ln T � ln �T

ln T̂ � ln �T
; ð3:16Þ

and

WHS Tð Þ ¼ T2 � �T2

T̂2
; ð3:17Þ

where Ť = Ed. Equations (3.16) and (3.17) are graphed in Fig. 3.6 for 1 MeV
particle irradiations of copper. The Coulomb potential is a good approximation for
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proton irradiation, while the hard sphere potential is a good approximation for
neutron irradiation. The Coulomb forces extend to infinity and slowly increase as
the particle approaches the target. In a hard sphere interaction, the particles and
target do not “feel” each other until their separation reaches the hard sphere radius
at which point the repulsive force goes to infinity. A screened Coulomb is most
appropriate for heavy ion irradiation. The result is that Coulomb interactions tend to
create many PKAs with low energy, while hard sphere collisions create fewer PKAs
but with higher energy. Note the large difference in W(T) between the various types
of irradiations in Fig. 3.6. While heavy ions come closer to reproducing the energy
distribution of recoils of neutrons than do light ions, neither is accurate in the “tails”
of the distribution. This does not mean that ions are poor simulations of radiation
damage, but it does mean that damage is produced differently and that this needs to
be considered when assessing the microchemical and microstructural changes due
to irradiation.

Figure 3.7 illustrates the difference in the types of damage that is produced by
different types of particles. Light ions such as electrons and protons will produce
damage as isolated Frenkel pairs or in small clusters, while heavy ions and neutrons
produce damage in large clusters. For 1 MeV particle irradiation of nickel, half the
recoils for protons are produced with energies less than ∼1 keV but with an average
energy of 60 eV, while the same number for Kr occurs at about 30 keV with an
average energy of 5 keV. Recoils are weighted toward lower energies because of
the screened Coulomb potential that controls the interactions of charged particles.
For an unscreened Coulomb interaction, the probability of creating a recoil of
energy T varies as 1/T2. Because neutrons interact as hard spheres, the probability
of creating a recoil of energy T is independent of recoil energy.
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3.3 Cascade Damage Energy and Cascade Volume

The energy density in a cascade of volume Vcas formed by an energetic projectile of
energy Ei is given by [7]:

�HD ffi ED

NVcas
; ð3:18Þ

where ED is the damage energy defined in Eq. (2.50) and N is the atom density of
the target. To find the volume of the cascade requires knowledge of the depth
distribution of the damage energy. Averback [2] showed that the volume of the
cascade can be approximated by:

Vcas ¼ 4p
3

dDXð Þ2 þ 2 dYð Þ2
� �3=2

; ð3:19Þ

where (ΔX)2 and Y2 are the longitudinal and transverse moments of the deposited
damage energy distribution for an individual cascade and δ is a contraction factor
that accounts for the difference between an individual cascade and the average
cascade determined by transport theory.

While Eqs. (3.18) and (3.19) provide a description of the spatial extent of a
cascade, other characteristics of the cascade are the temperature and temporal
lifetime. The effective temperature of the cascade can be estimated by the relation:
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3kBTmax ¼ �HD; ð3:20Þ

where kB is the Boltzmann’s constant. The lifetime of the cascade or thermal spike
can be estimated by solving the heat equation for the spread of energy from a point
source in three dimensions. The variance in the temperature profile, R2, is given by:

R2 ¼ 4Ds; ð3:21Þ

where τ is the cascade lifetime and D is the thermal diffusivity = κT/Cp, where κT is
the thermal conductivity and Cp is the specific heat capacity. The damage energy is
then:

ED ¼ 4
3
pR3UaN; ð3:22Þ

where Ua is the energy per atom. The cascade lifetime is determined by combining
Eqs. (3.21) and (3.22) to solve for τ:

s ¼ 1
4D

3ED

4pNUa

� �2=3

: ð3:23Þ

If we estimate Ua from the melting temperature of the target, then Ua ∼ 0.3 eV and
D ∼ 1012 nm2/s, and then the lifetime of a 1 keV cascade is of the order 10–12 s, or a
few lattice vibration periods.

3.4 Computer Simulation of Radiation Damage

Analytical solutions to the space and time dependence of damage caused by an
energetic particle incident on a target can take us only so far. And as we will see
later, excellent instrumentation exists to observe defect clusters such as transmis-
sion electron microscopy, X-ray scattering, small-angle neutron scattering, and
positron annihilation spectroscopy. But these instruments do not have the resolution
to image individual defects and they cannot capture the temporal development of
the cascade. To gain a better understanding of the spatial and temporal development
of the cascade, we must turn to computer simulation. There are three principal
techniques used to model the behavior of atoms in a displacement cascade; the
binary collision approximation (BCA) method, the molecular dynamics
(MD) method, and the kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC) method [8]. Each will be briefly
discussed.
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3.4.1 Binary Collision Approximation (BCA) Method

BCA simulations are useful for examining the collisional stages of high-energy
cascades in statistically significant numbers. BCA simulations consider only the
interactions between two colliding atoms at a time and in sequence [8]. The
computation follows only the atoms having significant energies and is thus very
efficient. The BCA approach provides a good approximation to the collision stage,
since the neglected many-body interactions make little contribution to the atom
trajectories at collision energies well above the atom displacement energy. At
energies near or even less than the displacement energy, ballistic features of cas-
cades such as replacement collision sequences and focused collision sequences
(focusons) can be reasonably captured by BCA calculations. At primary recoil
energies above approximately 20 keV, cascades may have more than one damage
region. Because the mean free path between high-energy collisions of a recoil atom
increases with energy, higher-energy cascades will consist of multiple damage
regions or subcascades that are well separated in space due to high-energy colli-
sions. Channeling of primary or high-energy secondary recoils also contributes to
subcascade formation when the channeled recoils lose energy and dechannel.

There are two distinct types of BCA models. Those for crystalline targets are
termed BC or binary crystal models and resemble MD models in that they assign all
atoms to well-defined initial positions [9]. Models for materials without long-range
order (amorphous solids) are termed MC or Monte Carlo models and use stochastic
methods to locate target atoms and to determine collision parameters. The MC
models are similar to transport theory models used in analytical theory to track
neutron populations in a medium.

An example of a BC model is the MARLOWE code [10]. The program models
crystalline targets with no restrictions on the crystal symmetry or on the chemical
composition. All collision parameters are calculated from the particle positions.
Several interatomic potentials are available for selection to describe atom collisions.
Inelastic energy losses may be included in either local or non-local form, but the
losses are limited to the velocity-proportional (E1/2) range of kinetic energies.
Figure 3.8 shows the spatial configuration of defects from an early computer
simulation using the MARLOWE code for the case of a 200 keV cascade in copper.
This is a very energetic cascade that would only be expected from extremely
energetic neutrons such as are generated in a fusion reactor. The PKA is generated
in the lower right-hand corner (arrow) and proceeds to the left with a kinetic energy
of 200 keV. The dark spheres are displaced atoms, and the lighter spheres are
vacant lattice sites. Note that the full cascade consists of several subcascades.

A second example, given in Fig. 3.9, shows how the cascade can become extended
in space. The recoil trajectories and final configuration of interstitials and vacancies in
bcc iron are shown after interaction with a 5 keV PKA at a temperature of 0 K [11].
All vacancies and interstitials within a sphere containing 30 lattice atom sites were
assumed to recombine spontaneously. Note in Fig. 3.9(a) that the secondary
knock-on in the center of the spike undergoes channeling, making possible the
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extension of the cascade into the upper right half of the lattice shown in Fig. 3.9(b).
Essentially, all of the damage to the upper right of the diagonal is due to channeling of
the secondary knock-on.

SRIM [12] (previously called TRIM) is another BCA code that uses Monte
Carlo techniques to describe the trajectory of the incident particle and the damage
created by that particle in amorphous solids and was discussed briefly in Chap. 1.
SRIM uses a maximum impact parameter set by the density of the medium and a
constant mean free path between collisions which is related to this. Stochastic
methods are used to select the impact parameter for each collision and to determine
the scattering plane. The barycentric scattering angle is determined by a “magic”
formula, tested against published integral tables, and represents the scattering from
the ZBL “universal” potential. Inelastic energy losses are based on the effective
charge formalism, using tables distributed with the code. Figure 3.10 shows a
simulation of 3 MeV protons incident on a nickel target. Figure 3.10(a) shows the
trajectories of the incident particles for 10,000 cases (MC runs), and Fig. 3.10(b)
shows the ion concentration profile and the displacement rate profile as a function
of depth.

3.4.2 Molecular Dynamics (MD) Method

Molecular dynamics (MD) is the second major type of methodology used to
describe collision cascades. MD is an atomistic modeling and simulation method in
which the particles are the atoms that constitute the material of interest [13]. The
underlying assumption is that one can treat the ions and electrons as a single,

200 keV recoil atom

fusion neutron damage 
in copper

5 nm

Fig. 3.8 Collisional stage of
a 200 keV cascade in copper
simulated using the binary
collision approximation in
MARLOWE (after [8])
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classical entity. Thus, atoms behave according to the principles of classical
mechanics as formulated by Newton and Hamilton. In the simplest physical terms,
MD may be characterized as a method of “particle tracking.” Operationally, it is a
method for generating the trajectories of a system of N particles by direct numerical
integration of Newton’s equations of motion, with appropriate specification of an
interatomic potential and suitable initial and boundary conditions.

Using realistic interatomic potentials and appropriate boundary conditions, the
fate of all atoms in a volume containing the cascade can be described through the

PKA
secondary 
knock-ons
higher order 
knock-ons

1.5 nm

1.5 nm

(a)

(b)
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]
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[100]

Fig. 3.9 Computer
simulation of a displacement
spike due to a 5 keV PKA in
iron. All out-of-plane damage
has been projected onto the
(001) plane shown in the
figure. (a) Recoil trajectories
and (b) vacancies and
interstitial atoms at the end of
the collision cascade (0 K).
The diagonal line in
(b) shows the effect of
channeling of a secondary
knock-on atom (after [11])
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various stages of cascade development. The analytical interatomic potential func-
tions must describe the force on an atom as a function of the distance between it and
the other atoms in the system. The results are physically as meaningful as the
potential V that is used. It must account for both attractive and repulsive forces in
order to obtain stable lattice configurations. When this interatomic potential has
been derived, the total energy of the system of atoms being simulated can be
calculated by summing over all the atoms. The forces on the atoms are obtained
from the gradient of the interatomic potential and are used to calculate acceleration
according to F = ma, yielding the equations of motions for the atoms, which can be
solved by numerical integration using a suitably small time step. The computer
code solves these equations numerically over very small time steps and then
recalculates the forces at the end of the time step, to be applied in the calculations in
the next time step. The process is repeated until the desired state is achieved.
A typical flowchart for an MD code would look something like Fig. 3.11. Among
these steps, the part that is the most computationally demanding is the force cal-
culation. The efficiency of an MD simulation therefore depends on performing the
force calculation as simply as possible without compromising the physical
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description (simulation fidelity). Since the force is calculated by taking the gradient
of the potential V, the specification of V essentially determines the compromise
between physical fidelity and computational efficiency [13].

Time steps in MD simulation must be very small (5–10 × 10−15s, or 5–10 fs), so
MD simulations are generally run for no more than 100 ps. With periodic boundary
conditions, the size of the simulation cell needs to be large enough to prevent the
cascade from interacting with periodic images of itself. Higher-energy events
therefore require a larger number of atoms in the cell. As the initial primary kinetic
energy E increases, larger and larger numerical crystallites are required to contain
the event. While the size of the crystallite is roughly proportional to E, the required
computing time scales roughly as E2. The demand on computing time limits the
statistical capabilities of MD simulation. However, it provides a detailed view of the
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Update particle positions and
velocities to next time step

Save particle positions and
velocities and other properties

to file

Reach preset
time steps?

Save/analyze data
and print results

No

Yes

Fig. 3.11 Flowchart of MD
simulation (from [13])
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spatial extent of the damage process on an atomic level that is not afforded by other
techniques.

A cascade simulation begins by thermally equilibrating a block of atoms that
constitutes the system to be studied. This process allows the determination of the
lattice vibrations for the simulated temperature and typically requires a simulation
time of approximately 10 ps. Next, the cascade simulation is initiated by giving one
of the atoms a specified amount of kinetic energy and an initial direction. Several
cascades must be run in order to generate enough results that can be used to
represent the average behavior of the system at any energy and temperature.
Statistical variability can be introduced by either further equilibration of the starting
block, choosing a different PKA or PKA direction, or some combination of these.
The number of simulations required at any one condition to obtain a good statistical
description of defect production is not large. Typically, only about 8–10 simulations
are required to obtain a small standard error about the mean number of defects
produced.

One such code used for MD simulations is the MOLDY code written by Finnis
that uses interatomic potentials developed by Finnis and Sinclair [14] and was later
modified by Calder and Bacon for cascade simulations [15]. The code only
describes elastic collisions between atoms and does not account for energy loss
mechanisms such as electronic excitation and ionization. The energy given to the
PKA in the MD simulation (cascade energy, EMD) is that corresponding to the value
of the damage energy ED, given in Eq. (2.50). The corresponding values for T and
νNRT for iron and the ratio of the damage energy to the PKA energy are listed in
Table 3.1 along with the neutron energy that would yield T as the average recoil

Table 3.1 Typical atomic displacement cascade parameters in iron (from [16])

Neutron
energy,
Ei (MeV)

Average PKA
energy,
T (keV)a

Corresponding
damage energy,
Ed (keV)

b * EMD

NRT
displacements

Ratio:
Ed/EMD

Simulation
cell size
(atoms)

0.00335 0.116 0.1 1 0.8634 3456

0.00682 0.236 0.2 2 0.8487 6750

0.0175 0.605 0.4 5 0.8269

0.0358 1.24 1.0 10 0.8085 54,000

0.0734 2.54 2.0 20 0.7881

0.191 6.60 5.0 50 0.7570 128,000

0.397 13.7 10.0 100 0.7292 250,000

0.832 28.8 20.0 200 0.6954 *0.5 M

2.28 78.7 50.0 500 0.6354 *2.5 M

5.09 175.8 100.0 1000 0.5690 *5–10 M

12.3 425.5 200.0 2000 0.4700 *10–20 M

14.1c 487.3 220.4 2204 0.4523
aAverage iron recoil energy from an elastic collision with a neutron of specified energy
bDamage energy defined in Eq. (2.50)
cRelevant to D–T fusion energy production
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energy in iron. Note that with increasing energy, the difference between the damage
energy, ED, and the PKA energy, T, increases. In reality, energetic atoms lose
energy continuously by a combination of electronic and nuclear reactions, and the
typical MD simulation effectively removes the electronic component at time zero.

Figure 3.12 shows typical point defect configurations from a 20 keV MD cas-
cade simulation in iron at 100 K. Figure 3.12(a) shows the cascade at the point of
peak disorder, and Fig. 3.12(b) shows the cascade following in-cascade recombi-
nation. Note the sizable reduction in the residual damage between 0.48 ps and
15 ps. This result shows that the actual damage resulting from the PKA is much less
than the total aggregate number of displacements calculated from the K–P or NRT
models. While “still” images of the stages of the cascade are useful in under-
standing how the cascade develops, a much better tool is to view the temporal
evolution of the cascade directly. This can be done by viewing Movie 3.1 via the
Web site at (http://rmsbook2ed.engin.umich.edu/movies/). This MD simulation
shows the development of a cascade from a 20 keV recoil in iron at 100 K through
to cascade quench at *5 ps. Note the striking difference in the defect density
between the peak ballistic stage (*1 ps) and the end of the quench at * 5 ps.

3.4.3 Kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC) Method

Our objective is to simulate the dynamical evolution of systems of atoms during and
immediately following the displacement event. The most robust tool in this class of
atomistic simulation methods is molecular dynamics. Integrating the classical

Vacancy Interstitial

(a) (b)

Fig. 3.12 Structure of a typical 20 keV cascade in iron at 100 K; (a) at peak damage state
(0.48 ps) and (b) the final defect configuration (15 ps) (from Ref. [16])
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equations of motion forward in time, the behavior of the system emerges naturally,
requiring no intuition or further input from the user. A serious limitation, however,
is that accurate integration requires time steps short enough (* 10−15 s) to resolve
the atomic vibrations. Consequently, the total simulation time is typically limited to
less than one nanosecond, while processes we wish to study (e.g., diffusion and
annihilation of defects after a cascade event or evolution of the void dislocation
microstructures) often take place on much longer timescales, up to many years. This
is the “timescale problem.”

Kinetic Monte Carlo attempts to overcome this limitation by exploiting the fact
that the long-time dynamics of a system typically consist of diffusive jumps from
state to state. Rather than following the trajectory through every vibrational period,
these state-to-state transitions are treated directly. The KMC methods used in
radiation damage studies represent a subset of Monte Carlo (MC) methods that
provide a solution to the Master Equation which describes a physical system whose
evolution is governed by a known set of transition rates between possible states
[17]. The main ingredients of KMC models are a set of objects (point defects, point
defect clusters, solutes, and impurities) and a set of reactions or (rules) that describe
the manner in which these objects undergo diffusion, emission, and reaction, and
their rates of occurrence. The solution proceeds by choosing randomly among the
various possible transitions and accepting them on the basis of probabilities
determined from the corresponding transition rates. The probabilities are calculated
for physical transition mechanisms as Boltzmann factor frequencies, and the events
take place according to their probabilities leading to an evolution of the
microstructure.

Given a set of rate constants connecting states of a system, KMC offers a way to
propagate dynamically correct trajectories through the state space. The basic steps
in a KMC simulation can be summarized as follows:

1. Calculate the probability (rate) for a given event to occur.
2. Sum the probabilities of all events to obtain a cumulative distribution function.
3. Generate a random number to select an event from all possible events.
4. Increase the simulation time on the basis of the inverse sum of the rates of all

possible events.
5. Perform the selected event and all spontaneous events as a result of the event

performed.
6. Repeat Steps 1–4 until the desired simulation condition is reached.

Advantages of KMC models include the ability to capture spatial correlations in
a full 3D simulation with atomic resolution, while ignoring the atomic vibration
timescales captured by MD models. In KMC, individual point defects, point defect
clusters, solutes, and impurities are treated as objects, either on or off an underlying
crystallographic lattice, and the evolution of these objects is modeled over time.
Two general approaches are object KMC (OKMC) and event KMC (EKMC)
[18, 19], which differ in the treatment of timescales or steps between individual
events. OKMC can be further subdivided into techniques that explicitly treat atoms
and atomic interactions, denoted as atomic KMC (AKMC), or those that track the
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defects on a lattice, but without complete resolution of the atomic arrangement, or
lattice KMC (LKMC). The later technique is predominately referred to as object
Monte Carlo and is used in such codes as BIGMA [20] or LAKIMOCA [21].

KMC modeling of radiation damage involves tracking the location and fate of all
defects, impurities, and solutes as a function of time to predict microstructure
evolution. The starting point in these simulations is the primary damage state that is
obtained from MD simulations along with the displacement or damage rate, which
sets the timescale for defect introduction. The rates of all reaction–diffusion events
then control the subsequent evolution or progression in time and are determined
from appropriate activation energies for diffusion and dissociation. The reactions
and rates of these reactions that occur between species are key inputs, which are
assumed to be known. The defects execute random diffusion jumps (in one, two, or
three dimensions depending on the nature of the defect) with a probability (rate)
proportional to their diffusivity. Similarly, cluster dissociation rates are governed by
a dissociation probability that is proportional to the binding energy of a particle to
the cluster. In these simulations, the events which are considered to take place are
thus diffusion, emission, irradiation, and possibly transmutation.

If the rate catalog is constructed properly, KMC dynamics can give the exact
state-to-state evolution of the system, in the sense that it will be statistically indis-
tinguishable from a long molecular dynamics simulation. KMC is the most powerful
approach available for making dynamical predictions at the meso-scale without
resorting to more dubious model assumptions. It can also be used to provide input to
and/or verification for higher-level treatments such as rate theory models or
finite-element simulations. Moreover, even in situations where a more accurate
simulation would be feasible (e.g., using accelerated molecular dynamics or on-the-fly
kinetic Monte Carlo), the extreme efficiency of KMC makes it ideal for rapid scans
over different conditions, for example, and for model studies. The result is that KMC
can reach vastly longer timescales, typically seconds and often well beyond.

An example of the capability of KMC to capture processes on a larger timescale
is given in Movie 3.2 (http://rmsbook2ed.engin.umich.edu/movies/), which shows a
KMC simulation of a 20 keV cascade in Fe–0.2Cu–0.6Si–0.7Ni–12.4Mn (similar to
a pressure vessel steel) at 327 °C. The simulation shows the enrichment of Ni
(green), Mn (black), Si (blue), and Cu (red) at cascade debris (vacancies in yellow)
covering a time period out to several years, or many orders of magnitude longer
than the cascade quench time. Note the pairing of Ni and Si and the accumulation of
solute atoms at the vacancy clusters.

Atomic KMC is a variant of KMC that can be used to simulate the evolution of
materials with complex microstructure at the atomic scale by modeling the ele-
mentary atomic mechanisms. It has been used extensively to study phase trans-
formations such as precipitation, phase separation, and/or ordering [17]. Despite the
fact that the algorithm is fairly simple, the method is most of the time non-trivial to
implement in the case of realistic materials (as opposed to binary alloys for
instance). The total potential energy of the system, that is, the construction of the
cohesive model, is difficult to obtain when the chemistry of the system under study
is complex and involves many species or a complex crystallographic structure.
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Furthermore, the knowledge of all the possible events and the rates at which they
occur is non-trivial. On rigid lattices, the migration paths are easier to determine and
cluster expansion-type methods may be extended to determine the saddle point
energies as a function of the local chemical environment. This can, however, take a
very large amount of calculation time when there is a drastic difference in the local
environment. Furthermore, complicated correlated motions cannot be modeled
within the simple scheme usually followed in AKMC of jumps to 1nn neighbor
sites. Another drawback is that the use of rigid lattices (to gain efficiency) can lead
to an approximate (or even unrealistic) treatment of microstructure elements such as
incoherent carbide precipitates, SIA clusters, or interstitial dislocation loops.

In OKMC, the evolution of individual objects is simulated on the basis of
timescales that encompass individual atomic diffusive jumps, dominated by the
very fast events. This method is not efficient at high temperatures and/or high doses.
The difficulty is the inability to model sufficiently high doses necessary for
macroscopic material behavior due to the focus on fast dynamics. At the moment,
OKMC methods have been mostly used to investigate the annealing of the primary
damage or the effect of temperature change on the damage accumulation. But they
can also be used to study 3D versus 1D motion, mobility of the SIA clusters
[22–25], or corroboration of theoretical assumptions such as the analytical
description of the sink strength [26]. The time step between events is much longer
in EKMC models, which require that a reaction (e.g., clustering among like defects,
annihilation among opposite defects, cluster dissolution, or new cascade intro-
duction) occurs within each Monte Carlo sweep. EKMC can therefore simulate
much longer times and therefore evolution of materials over higher doses.

Taken together, the MD and KMC methods cover the radiation timescale as
shown in Fig. 3.13. MD simulations are practical up to the ns range, and KMC
simulations extend the range to the order of seconds. Much occurs after this
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timescale, and this is generally modeled using rate theory, which will be discussed
in Chap. 5 and beyond.

3.5 Stages of Cascade Development

The final state of the cascade is extremely important because the end of the cascade
is the starting point for defect diffusion, agglomeration, and destruction that forms
the basis for the observable effects of irradiation to be covered in Part II of this text.
Figure 3.14 shows another example in which a 2D cross section of a cascade is
shown at times that correspond to the early stages of the cascade and near the final
state. Here again, the damage state has relaxed to a very large degree between 2 ps
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(Fig. 3.14a) and 18 ps (Fig. 3.14b). Figure 3.15 shows the radial pair correlation
function for the two times. The pair correlation function describes the separation of
atoms and will appear as a series of spikes for crystalline solids (by virtue of their
long-range order) and as a smoothly varying function for a liquid or amorphous
solid (in which there is only nearest and second nearest neighbor correlation). As
shown in the figure, the atom arrangement in the core of the displacement spike at
short times is similar to that of a liquid, while the final arrangement is recovering its
crystalline configuration. Figure 3.16 shows that the mean square atomic dis-
placement of atoms in the cascade increases dramatically with time, indicating that
the bulk of the aggregate movement of atoms in the displacement cascade occurs
after the time to reach peak damage! Taken together, the results of Figs. 3.14–3.16
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Fig. 3.15 Pair correlation function for the collision cascades in Fig. 3.14, showing the
amorphous-like character of the displacement cascade zone at 2 ps and the considerable degree of
recovery by 18 ps (calculations performed at the Barcelona Supercomputer Center, courtesy of
M. Catula and Tomas Diaz de la Rubia)
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tell us that damage is annealing out with time. This annealing is occurring as the
energy of the cascade is dropping. In fact, annealing occurs at the tail end of the
period during which the cascade energy drops, called the quench stage.

We now have a picture of how the cascade develops in time that we can
describe. Cascades evolve in stages given as follows:

1. Collisional
2. Thermal spike
3. Quenching
4. Annealing.

In the collisional stage (1), the primary recoil atom initiates a cascade of displacive
collisions that continues until no atom contains enough energy to create further
displacements. At the end of this stage (lasting <1 ps), the damage consists of
energetic displaced atoms and vacant lattice sites. However, stable lattice defects
have not yet had time to form. During the thermal spike stage (2), the collisional
energy of the displaced atoms is shared among their neighboring atoms in the
region of high deposited energy density. The development of the spike requires
about 0.1 ps, and the spike may occupy several zones in which the energy is high
enough so that the atoms resemble molten material. As energy is transferred to the
surrounding atoms, the molten zones return to the condensed, or quenched stage
(3), and thermodynamic equilibrium is established (∼10 ps). The quenching stage
may take several ps, and during this time, stable lattice defects form either as point
defects or as defect clusters. But the total number of defects at this stage is much
less than the number of atoms displaced in the collisional stage. The annealing stage
involves further rearrangement and interaction of defects and occurs by thermally
activated diffusion of mobile lattice defects. By definition, the annealing stage
(4) lasts until all mobile defects escape the cascade region or another cascade occurs
within it. Thus, the timescale extends from nanoseconds to months, depending on
the temperature and the irradiation conditions. The annealing stage is the subject of
Part II on Physical Effects of Radiation Damage and is the link between the damage
cascade and the observable effects of irradiation.

3.6 Behavior of Defects Within the Cascade

The actual number of defects that survive the displacement cascade and their spatial
distribution in the solid will determine their effect on the irradiated microstructure.
We define the displacement efficiency ξ, as the fraction of the “ballistically” pro-
duced Frenkel pairs (NRT dpa) that survive the cascade quench. MD simulation of
the displacement cascade yields the recoil dependence of the displacement effi-
ciency in iron irradiated at low temperature, as shown in Fig. 3.17. With decreasing
cascade energy, the value of ξ increases rapidly from zero to > 1 at very low recoil
energies. That ξ exceeds 1.0 is attributed to the inability of the modified K–P model
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to describe displacements in a polycrystalline material at recoil energies near the
threshold displacement energy, Ed, due to the strong dependence of Ed on crys-
tallographic orientation. The actual displacement threshold varies with crystallo-
graphic direction and is as low as * 19 eV in the [100] direction (see Fig. 2.6).
Thus, using the recommended average value of 40 eV for the displacement energy
predicts fewer defects at low energies [28].

As recoil energy increases, ξ steadily decreases to a value of about 0.3 for 5 keV
cascades in copper. The formation of multiple subcascades at high PKA energies
(above *20 keV) causes ξ to remain nearly constant for PKA energies up to
500 keV. Comparing this plot to the recoil and weighted recoil spectra given in
Figs. 3.5 and 3.6 shows that electrons and light ions with a low PKA energy will
generate values of ξ close to 1, while heavy ions and neutrons that produce high
PKA energies will result in ξ at the asymptotic value of 0.3.

The displacement cascade efficiency, ξ, is comprised of several components:
γi,v The isolated point defect fraction
δi,v Clustered fraction including mobile defect clusters such as di-interstitials
ζ Fraction initially in isolated or clustered form after the cascade quench that

undergoes recombination during subsequent short-term (>10−11 s) intracas-
cade thermal diffusion

They are related as follows:

n ¼ di þ ci þ f ¼ dv þ cv þ f: ð3:24Þ

Figure 3.18 shows the history of defects born, according to the NRT model, as
vacancies and interstitials. The fraction of defects that will be annihilated after the
cascade quench by recombination events among defect clusters and point defects
within the same cascade (intracascade recombination), ζ, is about 0.07, for a dis-
placement efficiency of 0.3. The clustered fraction, δ, includes large, sessile clusters
and small defect clusters that may be mobile at a given irradiation temperature and
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will be different for vacancies and interstitials. For a 5 keV cascade, δi is about 0.06
and δv is closer to 0.18. Some of these defects may be able to “evaporate” or escape
the cluster and become “available” defects (Fig. 3.18).

This leaves γ, the isolated point defect fraction as yet to be determined. These
defects are available to migrate to sinks, to form clusters, to interact with existing
clusters, and to participate in the defect flow to grain boundaries that gives rise to
radiation-induced segregation. Because of their potential to so strongly influence
the irradiated microstructure, defects in this category, along with defects freed from
clusters, make up the freely migrating defects (FMDs). Recall that electrons and
light ions produce a large fraction of their defects as isolated Frenkel pairs, thus
increasing the likelihood that they remain as isolated defects rather than in clusters.
Despite the equivalence in energy among the four particle types described in
Fig. 3.7, the average energy transferred and the defect production efficiencies vary
by more than an order of magnitude! This is explained by the differences in the
cascade morphology among the different particle types. Neutrons and heavy ions
produce dense cascades that result in substantial recombination during the cooling
or quenching phase. However, electrons are just capable of producing a few widely
spaced Frenkel pairs (FPs) that have a low probability of recombination. Protons
produce small widely spaced cascades and many isolated FPs due to the Coulomb
interaction and therefore fall between the extremes in displacement efficiency
defined by electrons and neutrons.

The value of γ has been estimated to range from 0.01 to 0.10 depending on PKA
energy and irradiation temperature, with higher temperatures resulting in the lower
values. Because of the importance of this parameter, we will estimate the freely
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migrating defect fraction using an analytical treatment by Naundorf [29] that is
based on two factors. The first is that energy transfer to atoms is only sufficient to
create a single Frenkel pair. The second is that the Frenkel pair lies outside a
recombination (interaction) radius so that the nearby FPs neither recombine nor
cluster. The model follows each generation of the collision and calculates the
fraction of all defects produced that remain free. According to Naundorf, the free
single FPs are classified according to the generation i in which they were produced,
i.e., the relative amount η1 is that amount that is produced by primary collisions
(first generation), while η2 is the relative amount produced by secondary collisions
(second generation). Thus, the total number of free single FPs produced is:

g ¼
X
i

gi; ð3:25Þ

where that produced by primary collisions is:

g1 ¼ bp=rd
� 	 ZcEi

Ed

r Ei; Tð Þ dT ; ð3:26Þ

and that produced by secondary collisions is:

g2 ¼ 1=rdð Þ
ZcEi

Ed

r Ei; Tð Þ Z Tð ÞbA Tð Þ=rA Tð Þ½ � dT
Z2:5Ed

Ed

r T ; T 0ð Þ dT 0; ð3:27Þ

where σ(Ei,T) is the energy transfer cross section for an incident particle to a lattice
atom, σ (T,T′) is the energy transfer cross section between like atoms in the solid,
and Z(T) is the total number of secondary collisions produced above Ed by a PKA
of energy T along its path. The primary displacement cross section for the incident
ion, σp, is:

rp ¼
ZcEi

Ed

r Ei; Tð Þ dT ; ð3:28Þ

and the total displacement cross section σd is given in the Kinchin–Pease model by:

rd ¼
ZcEi

Ed

r Ei; Tð Þv Tð Þ dT: ð3:29Þ

The distance λ between two primary collisions is distributed according to an
exponential law:
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W kð Þ ¼ 1=kp exp �k=kp
� 	

; ð3:30Þ

with the mean distance:

kp ¼ X=rp; ð3:31Þ

where Ω is the atomic volume. The condition that the distance between two con-
secutive collisions must be larger than an appropriate interaction radius riv (so that
FPs produced near each other neither recombine nor cluster) reduces the amount of
all possible free single FPs by:

bp ¼ exp �riv=kp
� 	

; ð3:32Þ

and is illustrated in Fig. 3.19 [30]. The model provides the efficiency for the
production of freely migrating defects. Results of this calculation are shown in
Table 3.2 for several ions of varying mass and energy. Values of η range from 24 %
for proton irradiation to 3 % for heavy ion (krypton) irradiation.

Applying this model to our illustration in Fig. 3.7 yields the following values
for η:

MeV electrons 1.0
3.4 MeV protons 0.2
5.0 MeV Ni++ ions 0.04
Neutrons (fission spectrum) 0.02

These results can also be compared to those calculated by Rehn et al. [31] deter-
mined from the analysis of experiments and are shown in Fig. 3.20. The data in this
figure are arbitrarily normalized to 1.0 for 1 MeV protons. These data along with
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Fig. 3.19 Illustration of the
effect of the interaction radius
on single Frenkel pair
production
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the results just presented show that at low recoil energies, the fraction of defects that
are freely migrating approaches 1.0, and as the recoil energy increases, that fraction
drops to values in the range 0.02–0.05.

As discussed earlier and shown in Fig. 3.17, recent results [32] have established
that such low values of FMD efficiency for heavy ion or neutron irradiation cannot
be explained by defect annihilation within the parent cascade (intracascade anni-
hilation). In fact, cascade damage generates vacancy and interstitial clusters that act
as annihilation sites for FMD, reducing the efficiency of FMD production. Thus, the
cascade remnants result in an increase in the sink strength for point defects and
along with recombination in the original cascade account for the low FMD effi-
ciency measured by experiment.

While the NRT description of atom displacements provides an estimation of the
number of Frenkel pairs produced by the PKA, it does not accurately describe
atomic interactions in the thermal spike and hence is inadequate for describing the
true configuration of defects. MD simulations can be used for this purpose and have
confirmed that defect production by displacement cascades is not as efficient as
predicted by the NRT formula. In fact, v is about 20–40 % of vNRT for cascades
with energy greater than 1–2 keV. From the analysis of MD results for several

Table 3.2 Calculated values
for σp/σd and of the relative
amounts ηcalc of FP
production in nickel by
different kinds of irradiations
(Ed = 40 eV, riv = 0.7 nm)
using Lindhard’s analytical
differential collision cross
section (from [29])

Irradiation σp/σd (%) ηcalc (%)

1 MeV H+ 37.0 24.0

2 MeV H+ 30.0 19.2

2 MeV Li+ 27.0 16.9

1.8 MeV Ne+ 16.0 8.7

300 keV Ni+ 5.1 2.3

3 MeV Ni+ 7.5 3.8

3.5 MeV Kr+ 5.9 3.0

2 keV O+ 42.0 9.8
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metals [33], the number of Frenkel pairs is found to depend on the kinetic energy of
the PKA, T, as:

vMD ¼ ATn; ð3:33Þ

where A and n are constants that are only weakly dependent on the metal and
temperature. Figure 3.21 shows the dependence of νMD on T for various metals.
Note that the behavior of Frenkel pair production is well represented by this
function over a large damage energy range. Also note that the results all fall below
the NRT value as shown by the solid line in the figure. The lower efficiency is likely
the result of SIA production at the periphery of the disordered core dominating that
at the end of focused collision chains such that the close proximity to the vacancies
and the high kinetic energy of the core during the thermal spike assist in SIA–
vacancy recombination.

From the results shown in Fig. 3.21, there is no noticeable dependence on the
crystal structure, as there are three fcc metals (Al, Ni, Cu), two hcp metals (Ti, Zr),
one bcc metal (Fe), and one ordered L12 structure (Ni3Al), and yet the magnitude of
vFP is not separated along crystal structure lines. Second, there is a dependence on
atomic mass of the metal as noted in the dependence of vMD and A on T. The
dependence of n on atomic mass is weaker, though evident. The decrease in effi-
ciency with atomic mass is likely due to the enhanced recombination due to thermal
spike effects. As cascade energy increases, there is a tendency for cascades to break
up into subcascades. Since one cascade produces fewer defects than two separate
cascades of the same total energy, subcascade formation will increase the slope of
the plots in Fig. 3.21. The transition to subcascades occurs at lower energy in lighter
metals and may be the cause for the mass dependence on efficiency. Note that n is
only weakly dependent on mass.
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MD simulation has also been applied to the study of defect production in alloys
[34, 35]. One might expect that the mass difference between solute atoms in an alloy
will interrupt crystallographic processes such as focusing and channeling and result
in the production of more Frenkel pairs as compared to the pure metal case. MD
simulations in copper containing up to 15 at.% gold in solution show that the larger
Au atoms decrease the length of focused displacement events in the ballistic phase
and thereby enhance the intensity and lifetime of the disorder and temperature of the
thermal spike. However, νFP was found to be independent on the alloy composition
over a wide range of T. Similar studies conducted on Fe–Cr alloys substantiated
these results. Movie 3.3 (http://rmsbook2ed.engin.umich.edu/movies/) shows cas-
cade formation and cooling in an Fe–10 %Cr alloy in which the yellow balls are
vacancies, the gray are iron interstitials, and the green are chromium interstitials. In
this simulation, chromium is modeled as the larger solute, and after cooling, the
remaining interstitial population is predominantly iron atoms as their distortion of
the lattice is less than that from the oversized chromium atoms.

The results shown in Fig. 3.21 are for MD calculations at or below a temperature
of 100 K. Irradiation temperature has a strong effect on the evolution of radiation
damage in metals because of its effect on the motion of defects and their stability as
clusters. Irradiation temperature also has an effect on the formation of Frenkel pairs.
Figure 3.22 shows the Frenkel pair production as a function of temperature in α-iron
up through 900 K (627 °C) and for several values of PKA energy. Note that there is
a small but consistent effect of temperature in that higher irradiation temperatures
produce fewer Frenkel pairs. The lower Frenkel pair production is believed to be
due to the increase in the lifetime of the thermal spike as Tirr increases, which
allows for more defect motion before cooling and hence more vacancy–interstitial
recombination within the cascade region. A contributing factor may be the shorter
length of the focused collision sequences (due to the higher kinetic energy of the
atoms) that results in a reduction of the vacancy–interstitial separation distance.

In ordered alloys such as Ni3Al (Fig. 3.21), the Frenkel pair production is similar
to that in the pure metal (compare with Ni, for example). In addition to Frenkel
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pairs, anti-site defects or amorphization can occur in these systems. Anti-site
defects consist of atoms of the wrong type occupying regular sites in the sublattice.
These anti-site defects are observed to increase with T to the 1.25 power rather than
to the 0.75 power as in the case of Frenkel pairs. If the amount of disorder is large
enough, amorphization can occur. That the anti-site defects form in the molten core
confirm that the thermal spike is important in the formation of these defects. The
effect of increasing irradiation temperature on defect production in an ordered
structure is to increase the number of anti-site defects, primarily due to the reduced
length of focused collision sequences.

Because they were conducted in defect-free materials, results of MD simulations
of cascades should be viewed as an approximation of what happens in engineering
materials. Real materials contain interstitial and substitutional impurities,
pre-existing defects such as dislocations, grain boundaries, free surfaces, etc. These
microstructure features must be accounted for to obtain the true response of the
material to a PKA.

The simplest microstructure imperfection is a collection of point defects.
Consider the impact of three types of point defect clusters [36]: 1) As-quenched
debris from a 10 keV cascade in a perfect crystal consisting of 30 vacancies and
interstitials including one di- and one 7-interstitial cluster; 2) the same 30 vacancies
reconfigured into a 6-vacancy void and a 9-vacancy loop and interstitial clusters
consisting of four di-, one tri- and one 8-interstitial cluster; and 3) a third config-
uration consisting of a single 30-vacancy void. Surviving defects per NRT dpa
following a 10 keV cascade in a region containing these defect configurations were
on average, less that in a perfect crystal for the first two configurations, but greater
for the case of the 30-vacancy void. Overall, MD simulations show a reduction in
defect production when a cascade was initiated in materials containing defects.

Grain boundaries are indigenous to engineering alloys, and their effect on the
radiation damage microstructure is potentially important. One of the key strategies
for radiation damage control is to use microstructures with high defect sink den-
sities, such as can be achieved with nanograins that have dimensions approaching
the cascade size. MD simulation of defect production conducted in a nanocrys-
talline structure consisting of 10 nm grains in bcc iron and then subject to 10 or
20 keV cascades showed that while the number of surviving vacancies is similar to
that for the single crystal, the number of interstitials is substantially lower, as shown
in Fig. 3.23(a). Clustering of interstitials is also much lower in nanograin material
as shown by the fractions of surviving interstitials and vacancies contained in
clusters in both nanograined and single-crystal iron, as shown in Fig. 3.23(b). Also,
the effect of temperature on clustering is reversed in nanograined material. Between
100 and 600 K, the fraction of interstitials in clusters increases for single-crystal
iron but decreases for nanograined iron. However, the vacancy cluster fraction
decreases for single-crystal iron and increases for nanograined iron.

The presence of a nearby free surface can influence primary damage formation.
Contrary to cascade formation in bulk material, the number of surviving vacancies
in cascades near the surface exceeds the number of interstitials because of loss of
interstitials to the surface, resulting in the formation of larger vacancy clusters. Such
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a process is of importance in both in situ ion irradiation experiments of thin
(100 nm) foils and analysis of defects in bulk ion irradiations conducted at modest
energies such that the analysis volume may be influenced by the proximity to the
surface. MD simulations have shown that for 10–20 keV PKAs, the stable inter-
stitial production in surface cascades is not significantly different than in bulk
cascades. But the number of stable vacancies is significantly larger in the case of
surface cascades as interstitials can be lost by sputtering or transport to the surface
as single interstitials or small glissile clusters, thus reducing recombination.
In-cascade clustering of interstitials is also relatively unchanged from the case of
bulk irradiation, but the fraction of vacancies in clusters per NRT dpa increased by
20–40 % as compared to bulk irradiation. The vacancy cluster size distribution also
changed significantly, with larger clusters produced in the surface cascades.

We now have the description of the damage state that we need in order to begin
to describe the development of the physical and mechanical effects of irradiation.
The K–P/NRT models along with the energy transfer cross sections provide a
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means to calculate the number of displacements occurring in a solid from an
incident particle of some mass and energy. The spatial, temporal, and thermal
descriptions of the resulting cascade provide us with a means to estimate the
number of defects surviving the cascade quench phase that are available to influ-
ence the microstructure at longer times. To this point, we have focused on devel-
oping both a physical and a quantitative description of the state of the material at the
end of the quench phase of the cascade that is completed within * 10 ps of the
initial collision event. From that point forward in time, we will be concerned with
the development of the microstructure. This development will continue to occur for
weeks, months, and even years in a reactor core, spanning some 18 orders of
magnitude in time, and constitutes the Physical Effects of Radiation Damage, which
is the focus of Part II of this text.

Nomenclature

A Atomic mass pre-exponential constant in Born–Mayer relation, Eq. (1.47)
B Constant in exponent in Born–Mayer relation, Eq. (1.47)
Cp Specific heat capacity
D Thermal diffusivity
Ea Energy per atom
Ed Displacement energy
ED Damage energy
Ei Projectile energy
FD Energy depth distribution
kB Boltzmann’s constant
m 1/s
M1 Mass of projectile
M2 Mass of target
N Atom number density
Nd Number of displacements per unit depth
P(Ei, T) Primary recoil spectrum
riv Recombination radius
R Ion/atom range in the lattice
R2 Variance in temperature profile, Eq. (3.21)
s Exponent in power law relationship
T Energy transferred in collision
Ť Minimum energy transferred
T̂ Maximum energy transferred
�T Average energy transferred
Ua Energy per atom
Vcas Cascade volume
W(λ) Function describing distance between primary collisions
W(Ei, T) Weighted primary recoil spectrum
ΔX Longitudinal moment of the cascade
Y Transverse moment of the cascade
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Z Atomic number
Z(T) Fraction of secondary collisions produced above Ed by a PKA of energy

T
βp Reduction factor in FPs due to recombination within riv
δ Cascade contraction factor
δi,v Clustered fraction of vacancies and interstitials
ε Unit charge
ϕ Neutron flux
γ 4M1M2/(M1 + M2)

2

γi,v Isolated point defect fraction
η Energy lost to electronic excitation in the NRT model, also total # free

FPs produced in cascade
η1 Fraction of defects produced by primary collisions
η2 Fraction of defects produced by secondary collisions
λ Mean free path
v(T) Displacement function
νFP Number of Frenkel pairs
Θ Cascade energy density
σ(E, T) Differential energy transfer cross section
r0D Eð Þ Displacement cross section for collisions between atoms
σd Total displacement cross section
σp Primary displacement cross section for incident ion
τ Cascade lifetime
ξ Displacement efficiency
ζ Fraction of vacancies and interstitials initially clustered that are

subsequently annihilated in the cascade

Problems

3:1 Plot the mean free path for a Ni PKA in Ni for PKA energy in the range
1–10,000 eV, making calculations at each decade. At what energy is the mean
free path the smallest? Use Eq. (1.50) to determine the Born–Mayer constants
and a value of 40 eV for Ed.

3:2 What is the implication of the difference in shape in the weighted recoil
spectra for neutrons and protons in the morphology of the damage cascade?

3:3 For 1 MeV neutrons incident on nickel, determine

(a) The damage energy
(b) The effective cascade temperature
(c) The cascade lifetime using Ua * 0.3 eV and D * 1012 nm2/s.

3:4 You would like to model displacement cascades. What is the appropriate
modeling tool, kinetic Monte Carlo, or molecular dynamics? Why?

3:5 Based on your expertise using SRIM, you decide to irradiate a steel sample
(Fe–18Cr–9Ni) with nickel ions. You have the choice of examining the
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sample near the surface or near the damage peak. You are worried that the
implanted nickel ions will change the local chemistry of the sample.
To mitigate this concern, should you look in the region closer to the sample
surface or the damage peak? Why?
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Chapter 4
Point Defect Formation and Diffusion

The first step in understanding the effects of irradiation on materials is to under-
stand, on the atomic level, the nature of radiation damage. In the previous chapters,
we developed a quantitative description of the process of displacing an atom from
its lattice site by the transfer of kinetic energy from a high-energy particle. The
recoiling lattice atom travels through the crystal, colliding with its neighbors and
displacing these also from their sites. A cascade of atomic collisions is created by
the original particle with the end result being a number of vacant lattice sites and an
equal number of displaced atoms wedged into the interstices of the lattice. The basic
defects (vacancies and interstitials) form the foundation for all observed effects of
irradiation on the physical and mechanical properties of materials. Determination of
the concentration and diffusion of these basic defects is the subject of this chapter.

4.1 Properties of Irradiation-Induced Defects

Various types of defects exist in any crystalline lattice. These include the following:

– Point defects (0D): vacancies and interstitials
– Line defects (1D): dislocation lines
– Planar defects (2D): dislocation loops and
– Volume defects (3D): voids, bubbles, stacking-fault tetrahedra.

The most basic of these are point defects. Following [1], we will start with
interstitials.

4.1.1 Interstitials

An interstitial is an atom that is located in a position of a crystal that is not a regular
lattice site. There are two broad classifications of interstitial sites in the various

Additional material to this chapter can be downloaded from http://rmsbook2ed.engin.umich.edu/
movies/
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cubic crystal lattices: octahedral sites and tetrahedral sites, and these will be briefly
reviewed. The fcc lattice is cubic with unit cell of length a (lattice constant) and
with atoms located at the corners and the faces of the cube (Fig. 4.1). Each corner
atom is shared by eight unit cells and each face atom is shared by two unit cells, so
the number of atoms per unit cell is 8 corner atoms × 1/8 atom/unit cell + 6 face
atoms × 1/2 atoms/unit cell = 4. Octahedral sites are interstitial positions that are
surrounded by an octahedron where the lattice atoms make up the six vertices of an
octahedron. There are four octahedral sites per unit cell in the fcc lattice, the center
of the unit cell and the edges. The center site is wholly within the unit cell, but the
sites on the edges are each shared by four unit cells (Fig. 4.2(a)). So the total
number of octahedral interstitial sites per unit cell is 1 + 12 edge sites × 1/4 site per
unit cell = 4 sites. There are also tetrahedral interstitial sites in the fcc lattice in
which the atom is located inside a tetrahedron formed by lattice atoms. These are
located inside the corners of the unit cell (Fig. 4.2(b)). There are a total of 8
tetrahedral sites (one for each corner) in the fcc unit cell.

In the bcc lattice, the atoms reside at the corners of the unit cell with one in the
center of the cell for a total of two atoms per unit cell; 1 + 8 corner sites × 1/8
site/unit cell = 2 sites (Fig. 4.3). Octahedral interstitial sites are located on the faces
and the edges of the unit cell giving 6 faces × 1/2 site per face +12 edges × 1/4 sites
per edge = 6 sites per unit cell (Fig. 4.4(a)). Tetrahedral interstitial sites are located
on the faces and in the corners of the faces. There are 6 faces × 4 locations per
face × 1/2 sites/face = 12 tetrahedral sites (Fig. 4.4(b)).

The hcp unit cell is not cubic but rather hexagonal and is defined by the c/a ratio
where a is the length of a side of the regular hexagon and c is the height of the cell
(Fig. 4.5). There are six atoms per unit cell in the hcp lattice; twelve on the corners
shared by six cells (=2) plus two on the faces shared by two cells (=1) plus three
inside the cell at a height of 1/2c (=3). There are six octahedral sites per unit cell, all
wholly contained within the unit cell (Fig. 4.6(a)). There are also six tetrahedral

Fig. 4.1 Face-centered cubic
(fcc) lattice unit cell
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sites per unit cell, four wholly contained within the unit cell and six that are shared
by each of three cells (Fig. 4.6(b)).

Our simple picture of interstitials is not a true physical picture because the stable
configuration of self-interstitial atoms (SIA) in metals is the dumbbell or
split-interstitial configuration where two atoms are associated with or “share” a
single lattice site. Since the atom cores repel each other, the atoms arrange

(a) (b)

Fig. 4.2 Interstitial positions in the fcc unit cell, (a) octahedral site and (b) tetrahedral site

Fig. 4.3 Body-centered cubic
(bcc) lattice unit cell

(a) (b)

Fig. 4.4 Interstitial positions
in the bcc unit cell,
(a) octahedral site and
(b) tetrahedral site
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themselves in the lowest energy orientation. This turns out to be with the dumbbell
axis along the 〈100〉 direction for fcc metals, the 〈110〉 direction for bcc metals, and
the 〈0001〉 direction for hcp crystals (Fig. 4.7).

To accommodate two atoms in one lattice site, atoms adjacent to the dumbbell
are displaced slightly off their lattice positions which then perturbs neighboring
atoms and so on. These displacements emanate from the defect, forming an elastic
displacement field. The symmetry of the displacement field is reflected by the SIA
configuration in the bcc lattice (Fig. 4.8).

Consider a 〈100〉 dumbbell interstitial configuration in fcc aluminum. The
separation distance of the two dumbbells is about 0.6a. The nearest neighbor
spacing in the fcc lattice is along 〈110〉 and is a=

ffiffiffi
2

p� �
, so the separation distance of

a 〈100〉 dumbell is about 20 % smaller than the nearest neighbor distance in the
undistorted lattice. The four nearest neighbors to each dumbbell are displaced
outwards by about 0.1a and the total relaxation volume is about 2Ω, where Ω is the
atomic volume. The relaxation volume is determined by treating the crystal as an

Fig. 4.5 Hexagonal close-packed (hcp) unit cell

(a) (b)

Fig. 4.6 Interstitial positions in the hcp unit cell (a) octahedral site and (b) tetrahedral site
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elastic continuum and inserting an atom as an interstitial (or removing one to create
a vacancy) and determining the amount of distortion resulting in the lattice. The
high relaxation volumes due to SIAs cause large lattice distortions, which lead to
strong interaction with other SIAs and with other lattice defects (dislocation,

fcc
bcc

hcp(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 4.7 Configurations of SIAs in (a) fcc, (b) bcc and (c) hcp lattices

[110]

[111]

Fig. 4.8 Split interstitials in
the bcc lattice
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impurity atoms). The net effect of this elastic interaction is an attraction of mobile
SIAs to these defects. Experimental values for the relaxation volume in several
metals appear in Table 4.1.

4.1.2 Multiple Interstitials

Multiple interstitials form by the agglomeration of mobile SIAs at elevated tem-
peratures. Multiple interstitials have a high binding energy on the order of 1 eV.
Since the energy needed to dissociate a SIA from a large cluster approaches the SIA
formation energy (2–4 eV), SIA clusters are very stable against dissociation at low
temperatures.

Computer simulation predicts that the stable configuration of a di-interstitial in
fcc metals is two parallel dumbbells on nearest neighbor sites (Fig. 4.9). The stable
structure of tri-interstitials in fcc metals is predicted by computer simulation to be
three orthogonal 〈100〉 dumbbells on nearest neighbor sites. The anticipated con-
figuration of di-interstitials in the bcc lattice is two 〈110〉 dumbbells on nearest
neighbor sites.

Table 4.1 Numerical values, compiled from different sources for some quantities characterizing
properties of radiation-induced point defects in metals (from [1])

Symbol Unit Al Cu Pt Mo W

Interstitials

Relaxation volume V i
relax Atomic vol. 1.9 1.4 2.0 1.1

Formation energy Ei
f eV 3.2 2.2 3.5

Equilibrium
Concentration at T�

m

Ci Tmð Þ – 10−18 10−7 10−6

Migration energy Ei
m eV 0.12 0.12 0.06 0.054

Vacancies

Relaxation volume Vv
relax Atomic vol. 0.05 –0.2 –0.4

Formation energy Ev
f eV 0.66 1.27 1.51 3.2 3.8

Formation entropy Svf k 0.7 2.4 2

Equilibrium
Concentration at Tm

Cv Tmð Þ – 9 × 10−6 2 × 10−6 4 × 10−5

Migration energy Ev
m eV 0.62 0.8 1.43 1.3 1.8

Activation energy
for self-diffusion

QvSD eV 1.28 2.07 2.9 4.5 5.7

Frenkel pairs

Formation energy EFP
f eV 3.9 3.5 5

*Estimated by assuming Sfi ¼ 8k
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4.1.3 Interstitial–Impurity Complexes

Impurity atoms in metals are efficient traps for SIAs. Stable complexes consisting of
undersized atoms and interstitials do not dissociate thermally below a temperature
where vacancies become mobile. One possible configuration is the mixed dumbbell
where one of the dumbbell atoms is replaced by the impurity atom (Fig. 4.10(a)).
Binding energies are of the order of 0.5–1.0 eV. Weaker trapping is observed with
oversized impurities (Fig. 4.10(b)).

Interstitial–impurity complexes require only a small activation energy to reorient
themselves by so-called cage motion. Shown in Fig. 4.10(a), the impurity can jump
between the indicated positions of the central octahedron, forming a new mixed
dumbbell with the adjacent host atom. Since all of the mixed dumbbells have the
impurity end toward the center of the cage, no long-range motion is associated with
cage motion. The activation energy of the reorientation jump in the cage is about
0.01 eV.

Movies 4.1 and 4.2 (http://rmsbook2ed.engin.umich.edu/movies/) show the
behavior of iron and chromium in an Fe–10 %Cr alloy following a displacement
cascade as a function of the relative sizes of the solutes. In Movie 4.1, chromium is
modeled as an oversized solute and in Movie 4.2 chromium is undersized. Note the
difference in the interstitial clusters following the cascade cooling period. The
undersize Cr in Movie 4.2 undergoes stronger trapping by the iron interstitials than

(a)

(b)

Fig. 4.9 Di-interstitials in the (a) fcc lattice in stable, metastable, and new stable positions and
(b) in the bcc lattice
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in the case of oversize Cr in Movie 4.1, resulting is a greater number of small
interstitial clusters containing Cr.

4.1.4 Vacancies

The vacancy, or missing lattice atom, is the simplest point defect in metal lattices.
All calculations and computer simulations show that the single vacancy structure is
a missing lattice atom with the nearest neighbors relaxing inward toward the
vacancy.

SIAs have a high formation energy (>2.0 eV), a large relaxation volume (*2Ω)
and a low migration energy (<0.15 eV) leading to a high mobility. Vacancies, on
the other hand, have low formation energies (<2 eV), low relaxation volume (0.1–
0.5Ω), and high migration energy (>0.5 eV) and are therefore much less mobile
than SIAs (Table 4.1). Further, the strain field of vacancies is isotropic in cubic
metals making them hard to investigate.

4.1.5 Multiple Vacancies

Multiple vacancies have small binding energies compared to interstitial clusters
(0.1 eV) but are often observed in irradiated metals. The configuration of multiple
vacancy clusters is shown for the fcc lattice in Fig. 4.11(a), and for the bcc lattice in
Fig. 4.11(b). The migration energy of divacancies is less than for single vacancies
(0.9 eV vs. 1.32 eV for Ni) but increases with increasing cluster size. It appears that
since the tetra-vacancy can only migrate by dissociation, it is the first stable nucleus
for further clustering.

(a) (b)

Fig. 4.10 (a) Mixed dumbbell configuration in the fcc lattice formed by an undersized impurity
and an atom of the host lattice. The vertices of the octahedron are the other locations of the
impurity as it makes a dumbbell with the other “face” atoms in the unit cell. (b) Trapping of an
interstitial to make a dumbbell with an oversized impurity in the fcc lattice
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 4.11 Configurations of
multiple vacancies in the
(a) fcc lattice and (b) bcc
lattice
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4.1.6 Solute–Defect and Impurity–Defect Clusters

Vacancies can bind to oversize solute or oversize impurity atoms in order to lower
the overall free energy of the solid. Estimates of the binding energy of a vacancy to
an oversize solute in the fcc lattice range from 0.2 to 1.0 eV [2]. Hence, these
solutes can act as efficient traps for vacancies in the lattice.

4.2 Thermodynamics of Point Defect Formation

Even in the absence of irradiation, a crystal cannot exist at a finite temperature in a
state of absolute perfection. Statistically, there is a finite probability that sufficient
energy will be concentrated, by local fluctuations, to form a defect in the crystal
lattice. For most purposes, it is fair to assume that the volume of the crystal is
constant, for which the Helmholtz free energy function applies. Following [3], if the
system is at constant pressure, then:

F ffi G ¼ Uþ pV � TS ¼ H � TS; ð4:1Þ

where U is the internal energy, H is the total enthalpy of the N atoms comprising the
system, S represents the disorder (entropy) in the system which can be characterized
by:

S ¼ k ln w; ð4:2Þ

where w is the number of possible different configurations of atoms and k is
Boltzmann’s constant.

Suppose that a crystal has n defects with N available sites. The increase in free
energy is:

DGf ¼ nDHf � TDS; ð4:3Þ

where ΔHf is the increase in enthalpy brought about by the introduction (formation)
of the defect and ΔS is the change in total entropy, determined as follows.

For one defect, there are N available sites and hence N possible configurations.
For n defects, there are N for the first, (N − 1) for the second, (N − 2) for the third,
etc., up to (N – n + 1) for the nth. This leads to N(N − 1)(N − 2)…(N – n + 1)
configurations in all. But because these are not all distinct and defects are indis-
tinguishable, the number above allows for n! ways of distributing N defects among
n sites. Hence, the number of possible different configurations is:

w ¼ N N � 1ð Þ N � 2ð Þ. . . N � nþ 1ð Þ
n!

; ð4:4Þ
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or

w ¼ N!
n! N � nð Þ! : ð4:5Þ

The mixing entropy is then:

DSmix ¼ k ln N!� ln n!� ln N � nð Þ!½ �: ð4:6Þ

Using Stirling’s approximation of ln x! ≃ x ln x for large x gives:

DSmix ¼ k lnw ffi k N lnN � n ln n� ðN � nÞ ln ðN � nÞ½ �: ð4:7Þ

In addition to ΔSmix, there is a contribution to ΔS from the vibrational disorder of
the presence of the defects. According to the Einstein model of lattice motion, the
atoms are represented as 3N independent linear harmonic oscillators and the
associated entropy is:

Sf ¼ 3k ln
kT
�hvE

� �
; ð4:8Þ

where vE is the natural frequency of the oscillator and ħ is Planck’s constant. If each
defect changes the vibration frequency of z neighbors to vr, the entropy is:

S0f ¼ 3kz ln
kT
�hvr

� �
¼ 3kz ln

kT
�hvE

� �
þ ln

vE
vr

� �� �
; ð4:9Þ

and for n defects, the total change in entropy due to vibrational disorder is:

n S0f � zSf
� � ¼ DSf ¼ 3nkz ln

vE
vr

� �
: ð4:10Þ

Taking both contributions to the entropy change and inserting them into the free
energy equation gives:

DGf ¼ nDHf � kT N lnN � n ln n� N � nð Þ ln N � nð Þþ n ln
vE
vr

� �3z
" #

: ð4:11Þ

In equilibrium, n will be such that it satisfies dΔGf/dn = 0 giving:

DHf

kT
¼ ln

N � n
n

vE
vr

� �3z
" #

: ð4:12Þ
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Assuming n ≪ N and letting n/N = C (concentration fraction):

C ¼ vE
vr

� �3z

exp
�DHf

kT

� �
: ð4:13Þ

Writing
vE
vr

� �3z

in terms of entropy gives the familiar equation:

C ¼ n
N

¼ exp
DSf
k

exp
�DHf

kT
¼ exp

�DGf

kT

� �
: ð4:14Þ

For vacancies, we have

Cv ¼ exp
Svf
k

� �
exp

�Ev
f

kT

� �
; ð4:15Þ

and for interstitials:

Ci ¼ exp
Sif
k

� �
exp

�Ei
f

kT

� �
; ð4:16Þ

where Ev
f ¼ DHv

f and Ei
f ¼ DHi

f are the formation energies for the respective defect
type, and DSvf ¼ Svf ;DS

i
f ¼ Sif : In metals, typical values for Ev

f are *1 eV, and for
Ei
f � 4 eV: Hence, the formation of vacancies requires considerably less energy than

the formation of interstitials (see Table 4.1) and so at thermal equilibrium, Cv ≫ Ci.
Let us look at an example.

Example 4.1 Calculate the equilibrium concentration of vacancies and inter-
stitials in aluminum at room temperature and 10 °C below the melting point.

(a) RT ≃ 20 °C or 293 K
From Table 4.1, we have

Ev
f ffi 0:66 eV Svf � 0:7k

Ei
f ffi 3:2 eV Sif � 8k;

and inserting into Eqs. (4.15) and (4.16) yields

Cv ¼ exp Svf =k
� �

exp �Ev
f =kT

� �� 1:6� 10�11

Ci ¼ exp Sif=k
� �

exp �Ei
f=kT

� �� 5:0� 10�51:

(b) At 10 °C below Tm or 650 °C (923 K)
Equations (4.15) and (4.16) yield
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Cv ¼ exp Svf =k
� �

exp �Ev
f =kT

� �� 5:0� 10�4

Ci ¼ exp Sif=k
� �

exp �Ei
f=kT

� �� 9:8� 10�15:

Besides doing an experiment, how do we go about obtaining an estimate for Ev
f ?

Suppose we create a small cavity in a rigid crystal that has a volume X ¼ 4=3pr3a
equal to the volume occupied by one atom, where Ω is the atom volume and ra is
the atom radius. Since we must conserve volume, we spread the material from the
cavity uniformly over the surface of a crystal. If the crystal is a sphere, we have:

R0 ¼ RþDR: ð4:17Þ

Since the crystal is a rigid medium and volume is conserved:

4pR2DR ¼ 4=3pr3a ; ð4:18Þ

and if the crystal is large compared to the size of the atom, then R ≫ ra and
ΔR ≪ R and:

DR ¼ r3a=3R
2: ð4:19Þ

If Ev
f is the difference in surface energy of the crystal with and without a cavity and

σ is the surface energy per unit area, then:

Ev
f ¼ 4pr2arþ 4pr RþDRð Þ2� 4pR2r

� 4pr r2a þ 2RDR
� �

;
ð4:20Þ

where the first two terms on the right-hand side of the equation are the energies
associated with the inner and outer surfaces after formation of the vacancy and the
last term is the energy of the surface of the crystal before formation of the vacancy,
and the ΔR2 term has been neglected. Substituting for ΔR from Eq. (4.19) gives:

Ev
f ¼ 4pr r2a þ

2
3
r3a
R

� �

¼ 4prr2a 1þ 2
3
ra
R

� �
;

ð4:21Þ

and since ra ≪ R, we have:

Ev
f � 4prr2a : ð4:22Þ

In most metals, σ * 10 eV/nm2 and ra * 0.15 nm, so Ev
f � 2 eV.
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If we treat the crystal as an elastic continuum, we get a different expression for
Ev
f :

Ev
f ¼ 4pr2ar� 12pra

r2

l
þ 6pra

r2

l
; ð4:23Þ

where the first term is the surface energy of the cavity, the second term is the
reduction in surface energy due to contraction of the surface by the surface tension,
and the third term is the elastic energy stored in the solid, μ is the shear modulus of
the crystal, and Ev

f � 1 eV: Note that an interstitial will cause a displacement that is
greater than ra, resulting in a greater formation energy as we have seen already.

4.3 Diffusion of Point Defects

Atoms in a lattice are in a constant state of motion due to thermal vibration, and this
means that point defects in the lattice are also in motion. The random nature of
thermal vibration gives rise to random walk of the atoms via the defects that are in
thermal equilibrium with their surroundings, known as self-diffusion. If foreign
atoms are present in a pure metal, their diffusion is known as heterodiffusion.
Self-diffusion arises when a local concentration gradient of defects appears in the
crystal, driving atoms to move in the direction that eliminates the gradient.
Diffusion is driven by forces other than the concentration gradient, such as stress or
strain, electric fields, temperature, etc. In the most general sense, diffusion is driven
by a difference in chemical potential. Diffusion in a polycrystal is a complex
mechanism due to the presence of grain boundaries, internal surfaces, dislocations,
etc. We will follow the analysis in [4] by starting with diffusion in a single crystal
and then expanding our treatment to include the polycrystalline case later on.

4.3.1 Macroscopic Description of Diffusion

Diffusion is governed by two fundamental laws derived by Fick in 1880. They
apply to any state of matter due to their general character regarding macroscopic
diffusion processes. The first law is a relationship between the flux, J, and the
concentration gradient of the diffusing specie:

J ¼ �DrC; ð4:24Þ

where D is the diffusion coefficient and ∇C is the composition gradient. For dif-
fusion in one-dimension,
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J ¼ �D
@C
@x

: ð4:25Þ

The minus sign indicates that diffusion takes place in the direction of decreasing
concentration of the diffusing specie. D is generally given in units of cm2/s or m2/s
and for solids between 20 and 1500 °C, 10−20 cm2/s < D < 10−4 cm2/s.

Fick’s second law gives a relation between the concentration gradient and the
rate of change of concentration caused by diffusion at a given point in the system:

@C
@t

¼ �r � J ¼ �r � DrC;

which, in one-dimension simplifies to:

@C
@t

¼ � @

@x
D
@C
@x

� �
: ð4:26Þ

If D is not a function of the concentration, then we can write Eq. (4.26) as:

@C
@t

¼ �Dr2C

¼ �D
@2C
@x2

:

ð4:27Þ

Equations (4.26) or (4.27) can be solved for certain limiting conditions enabling
D to be determined on the basis of various measurements.

While Fick’s laws provide a description of diffusion on the macroscopic scale,
we would like to understand diffusion on the microscopic level as well. Diffusion
occurs by several possible mechanisms depending on the nature of the diffusing
specie and the host lattice. We will examine these mechanisms and then derive a
description of diffusion on the microscopic level.

4.3.2 Mechanisms of Diffusion

To obtain a theoretical description of diffusion, we first consider the elementary act
of a jump of an atom from one stable position to another in the lattice. There are
several mechanisms of lattice diffusion, some requiring the presence of defects,
others not. The following types [5] can be distinguished.

Exchange and ring mechanisms: The exchange mechanism (Fig. 4.12) consists
of the exchange of lattice positions involving two atoms located in adjacent crystal
sites. It does not require the presence of defects, and it is highly improbable in
close-packed crystals since it requires considerable deformation and hence an
enormous activation energy. The ring mechanism (Fig. 4.13) is less energy
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intensive but requires the coordinated movement of three to five atoms. Since the
probability of this is low and the energy required is still high, both the exchange and
ring mechanisms are unimportant in crystals containing defects.

Vacancy mechanism: This is the simplest mechanism of diffusion and occurs in
metals and alloys (Fig. 4.14). Diffusion occurs by the jump of an atom from its
lattice site to a vacant site. For an atom to move by this mechanism, the presence of
a neighboring vacancy is required. Since movement of the vacancy is opposite that
of the atom, vacancy-type diffusion is regarded as either a movement of the atom or
the equivalent movement of the vacancy. However, as we will see, the diffusion
coefficient for vacancy diffusion is not equal to that for atom diffusion.

Interstitial mechanism: This mechanism involves the movement of an atom from
one interstitial position to another (Fig. 4.15). It requires considerable energy in

Fig. 4.12 Exchange
mechanism of diffusion

Fig. 4.13 Ring mechanism
of diffusion
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order to push its way through the barrier atoms separating the interstitial sites in the
crystal (recall the role of barrier atoms in our calculation of displacement energy in
Chap. 2). In reality, this mechanism only occurs when the diffusing species is of an
atom type that is smaller than the host lattice atoms.

Interstitialcy mechanism: This mechanism involves the displacement of nearby
lattice atoms to an interstitial site and generally occurs when atom diameters are
comparable. There are two variants of this mechanism: the collinear variant in
which displaced atoms move along a straight line (Fig. 4.16(a)) and the
non-collinear variant in which the displaced atom moves to the interstitial position
at an angle to the direction of movement of the displacing atom (Fig. 4.16(b)).

Dumbbell interstitial mechanism: This process involves the symmetrical place-
ment of an interstitial and a lattice atom about a single lattice site such that they

Fig. 4.14 Vacancy
mechanism of diffusion

Fig. 4.15 Interstitial
mechanism of diffusion
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share the lattice site. Figure 4.17 shows a 2D schematic of the sharing of a single
lattice site by two atoms. Recall from our discussion in Sect. 4.1 that the dumbbell
is a very stable configuration for the interstitial and that there are preferred direc-
tions for the dumbbell that depend on the lattice, and minimize the energy.

Crowding (crowdion) mechanism: This mechanism occurs when an atom is
added to a lattice plane, but it does not reside in an interstitial position. To
accommodate the atom, lattice atoms over, perhaps, 10 lattice constants are all
shifted with respect to their lattice sites. The configuration can be thought of as a
dumbbell spread over 10 atoms along a row, rather than two (Fig. 4.18). Actually,
we have already seen a crowdion in our discussion of focusing collisions.
Re-examine Fig. 3.4 and you will see a crowdion emanating from the displacement
spike. This configuration is not a stable configuration and exists only temporarily as
the energy for the knock-on atoms is expended.

Despite the numerous mechanisms for diffusion of atoms in a solid, diffusion
usually occurs by either the vacancy or interstitialcy mechanisms. Ultimately, we
want to obtain a mathematical relation between the macroscopic parameters for
diffusion (i.e., the self-diffusion coefficient) and the elementary acts of defect jumps
represented by the coefficients of diffusion for defects, or the microscopic process.
We will assume that the self-diffusion process consists of a completely random
walk of defects, i.e., there is no correlation between successive jumps of the defects.

2
1

3 2 1

3

2
1

3

Fig. 4.17 Dumbbell interstitial mechanism of diffusion

(a) (b)

Fig. 4.16 Interstitialcy mechanism of diffusion (a) collinear variant and (b) non-collinear variant
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Although this is reasonable for defect diffusion, it is not strictly true for atom
diffusion. As mentioned earlier, jumps of defects and hence, atoms, are due to
thermal vibrations of very high frequency. The Debye frequency is *1013 s−1. The
frequency of atom jumps is orders of magnitude lower, *108 s−1 at say, 700 °C.
This means that once every 105 vibrations, a thermal fluctuation is large enough for
an atom to overcome the energy barrier separating it from the next stable position.
Let us take a closer look at the jumping process.

4.3.3 Microscopic Description of Diffusion

Suppose that at time zero, a single impurity atom is placed in a position in a crystal
which is designated as the origin. The atom proceeds to jump from one site to
another in a completely random manner. Each jump is of distance λ, but since the
medium is assumed to be isotropic, each jump is arbitrary and independent of
previous jumps. After a time t, the displacement, r, of the particle from the origin is
measured. If the experiment is repeated several times, r will not be the same
because of the stochastic nature of the process. Rather, the displacements will be
distributed according to a function Pt(r) where Ptd

3r is the probability of finding the
atom in a volume element d3r a distance r from the origin after time t. The quantity
that best describes the extent of migration is the mean square displacement, r2,
which is given by the second moment of the distribution:

r2 ¼
Z

all space

r2Pt rð Þd3r ¼ 4p
Z1
0

r4Pt rð Þdr: ð4:28Þ

We will first compute r2 without knowledge of Pt(r).

Fig. 4.18 Crowdion
mechanism of diffusion
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If the atom makes Γ jumps per unit time, the time interval t corresponds to a
number of n jumps given by:

n ¼ Ct: ð4:29Þ

Each jump is represented by a vector ki; where the subscript, i, refers to the jump
number. The vectors are all of the same length, λi, but of random direction. The
position of the diffusing atom after n jumps (Fig. 4.19) is the vector sum of the ki or:

r ¼ k1 þ k2 þ k3 . . . þ kn: ð4:30Þ

The magnitude of the square of the displacement is obtained by taking the scalar
product of r with itself:

r2 ¼ r � r ¼ k1 þ k2 þ k3 . . . þ knð Þ � k1 þ k2 þ k3 . . . þ knð Þ: ð4:31Þ

The scalar product of two sums is equivalent to squaring the sums, giving:

r2 ¼
Xn
i¼1

ki � ki þ 2
Xn�1

i¼1

Xn
j6¼i

ki � kj: ð4:32Þ

The first term is equal to nλ2 and the second term can be rewritten as:

ki � kj ¼ k2 cos hij; ð4:33Þ

and

r2 ¼ nk2 þ 2k2
Xn�1

i¼1

Xn
j 6¼i

cos hij; ð4:34Þ

r

λ

Fig. 4.19 Random jump of a defect in an isotropic solid
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or

r2 ¼ nk2 1þ 2
n

Xn�1

i¼1

Xn
j6¼i

cos hij

 !
: ð4:35Þ

The mean square displacement is obtained by averaging r2 over a large number of
experiments. The term cos θij can range from −1 to 1, and by nature of the random
hopping process, the average value of cos θij for any i j combination is zero. Hence,
the last term disappears and:

r2 ¼ nk2; ð4:36Þ

or

r2 ¼ k2Ct: ð4:37Þ

Equation (4.37) relates the mean square displacement to the microscopic properties
of jump distance and jump frequency. Now, we wish to compute r2 from a
macroscopic viewpoint.

At t = 0, N impurity atoms are introduced into a restricted region of a host
crystal. As a consequence of diffusion (random hopping), the N atoms spread out
from the origin in a manner described by C(r, t) which is obtained by solving Fick’s
second law (assuming D is not a function of concentration):

@C
@t

¼ D
1
r2

@

@r
r2
@C
@r

� �
; ð4:38Þ

with initial condition C(r, 0) = 0, for r ≠ 0. Since the N atoms remain in the crystal,
C(r, t) is subject to the constraint:

Z1
0

4pr2C r; tð Þdr ¼ N; ð4:39Þ

with boundary condition that the concentration drops to 0 at infinity, C(∞, t) = 0.
The solution to Eq. (4.38) subject to the initial and boundary conditions becomes:

C r; tð Þ ¼ N
exp �r2=4Dtð Þ

4pDtð Þ3=2
: ð4:40Þ

The probability of finding the single atom in a spherical shell between r and
r + dr after time t is equivalent (in the macroscopic diffusion description of the
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problem) to the fraction of the N atoms located in the same volume element after
time t. Pr(r) and C(r, t) are related by:

Pt rð Þ ¼ C r; tð Þ
N

¼ exp �r2=4Dtð Þ
4pDtð Þ3=2

: ð4:41Þ

The mean square displacement is:

r2 ¼ 4p
Z1
0

r4Pt rð Þdr

¼ 4p

4pDtð Þ3=2
Z1
0

r4 exp �r2=4Dt
� �

dr;

ð4:42Þ

or

r2 ¼ 6Dt: ð4:43Þ

Comparing to r2 ¼ k2Ct from our microscopic solution Eq. (4.37), we have:

D ¼ 1
6
k2C ð4:44Þ

which is the Einstein formula and is the link between the microscopic diffusion
parameters λ and Γ, and the macroscopic diffusion parameter, D.

4.3.4 Jump Frequency, Γ

We define Γ as the total number of jumps per second for an atom. Therefore, in a
time increment δt, we expect Γδt jumps. The quantity Γδt is proportional to z, the
number of nearest neighbors (sites), pv, the probability that a given neighboring site
is vacant, and ω, the frequency with which an atom jumps to a particular site. Thus,
the frequency with which an atom jumps to any neighboring equilibrium site, Γ, is
the product of the jump frequency to a single site, ω, the number of nearest
neighbor sites, z, and the probability that one site is vacant, pv or:

C ¼ zpvx; ð4:45Þ

and
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Dv
a ¼ 1

6
zk2pvx; ð4:46Þ

where we have properly included the subscript, a and superscript, v to indicate that
this is the diffusion coefficient for atom diffusion via vacancies. Also note that the
jump distance λ is related to the lattice constant by λ = Aa, where the coefficient, A,

depends on the diffusion mechanism and the crystal structure. The terms 1
6zA

2 are
often lumped together into a single parameter, α, such that:

Dv
a ¼ aa2pvx; ð4:47Þ

and if vacancy motion is random, then pv = Nv and:

Dv
a ¼ aa2Nvx: ð4:48Þ

Let us look at an example of how to determine α for a specific diffusion process and
crystal structure.

Example 4.2. Vacancy diffusion in the bcc and fcc lattices
In the case of the vacancy mechanism of diffusion in a bcc structure, each
atom has eight nearest neighbors (z = 8). The jump distance is related to a by

A ¼
ffiffiffi
3

p

2
; and hence, α = 1. For the simple interstitial diffusion mechanism in

a bcc lattice, z = 4 and A =
1
2
giving α =

1
6
.

For the fcc lattice, z = 12 and A ¼ 1ffiffiffi
2

p , giving α = 1. For interstitials in the

fcc lattice, z = 12 and A =
1
2
, and α =

1
2
.

Before continuing, it is instructive to point out the difference between vacancy
diffusion and atom diffusion via a vacancy mechanism (vacancy self-diffusion). In
determining the components of Γ, we noted that Γ depends on the probability, pv,
that a neighboring lattice site is vacant. This is a necessary condition for an atom
jump via a vacancy. However, if we are following the migration of the vacancy,
then Γ depends on the probability that a neighboring lattice site to the vacancy is
filled by an atom. Since in all but the most extreme cases this probability is ∼1, and
the equation for vacancy diffusion is given as follows:

Dv ¼ aa2x; ð4:49Þ

and differs from that for vacancy self-diffusion by the factor Nv.
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4.3.5 Jump Frequency, ω

In calculating ω, we will ignore detailed atomic movements and instead deal in
terms of “activated complexes” or regions containing an atom midway between two
equilibrium sites (Fig. 4.20). The number of atoms diffusing per second is then
obtained by multiplying the number of activated complexes (nm) by the average
velocity of the atoms moving through this barrier �tð Þ divided by the width of the
barrier (δ). The jump frequency is then:

x ¼ Nm�t
d

; ð4:50Þ

where Nm is the mole fraction of activated complexes. The work done in moving an
atom across this barrier is equal to the change in Gibbs free energy for the region,
ΔGm:

DGm ¼ DHm � TDSm: ð4:51Þ

Using ΔGm, the equilibrium mole fraction of atoms in the region of the saddle point
in Fig. 4.20, Nm can be calculated; in the same way, we calculated Nv. Instead of
mixing vacancies to raise the free energy by ΔGv per mole, we are mixing com-
plexes to raise the free energy an amount ΔGm per mole. The ideal entropy of
mixing is the same for vacancies as for complexes so, at equilibrium, nm out of
N atoms will be in the neighborhood of the saddle point at any instant and:

nm
N

¼ Nm ¼ exp
�DHm þ TDSm

kT

� �
¼ exp

�DGm

kT

� �
: ð4:52Þ

From Eq. (4.50), x ¼ Nm�t
d

and �t=d is the frequency (call it v) at which atoms at the

saddle point jump to the new site. Thus, nmν out of N atoms will jump from one site
to a given site per second, and the average jump frequency is:

E
ne

rg
y

Fig. 4.20 Passage of the “activated complex” from one stable position, through a saddle point, to
another stable position
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nmv
N

¼ x ¼ v exp
�DGm

kT

� �
¼ v exp

�DSm
k

� �
exp

�DHm

kT

� �

¼ v exp
Sm
k

� �
exp

�Em

kT

� �
;

ð4:53Þ

where v is the Debye frequency (*1013 s−1) and Em = ΔHm and Sm = ΔSm.
A more precise treatment considers the fact that not all jump directions are equal

and that inequality is reflected in the frequency. So-called multifrequency models
are used to describe diffusion in dilute alloys [6]. For vacancy-atom jumps in fcc
alloys, there are five frequencies of interest, as shown in Fig. 4.21. The solute atom,
shown as shaded, will exchange with the vacancy with a jump frequency ω2. Near
to the solute atom, solvent atoms may have jump frequencies that are different from
the value ω0 characteristic of pure solvent. ω1 is the frequency for solvent-vacancy
jumps between a pair of sites that are both nearest neighbors of a solute. ω3 is for
vacancy jumps from first to more distant neighbor sites (second, third, or fourth)
and are referred to as dissociative jumps. Finally, ω4 is the frequency for the
reverse, or associative jumps onto first neighbor sites. All other solvent-vacancy
jumps are assumed to occur with the frequency ω0. Thus, each jump frequency, ωj,
will have an Arrhenius-type temperature dependence with activation enthalpy, Hj,
and pre-exponential factor, νj, yielding equations of the form:

xj ¼ mj exp
�Hj

kT

� �
: ð4:54Þ
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Fig. 4.21 Frequencies ωj for
vacancy-atom jumps in fcc
crystals. The arrows indicate
the direction the vacancy
moves. The circled numbers
indicate the order of
neighbors to the solute atom
at the origin (after [6])
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4.3.6 Equations for D

We are now in a position to write the expressions for the diffusion coefficients for
the motion of the defects and of the atoms by way of the defects.

1. The vacancy diffusion coefficient is given by:

Dv ¼ aa2x;

where

x ¼ v exp
�DGv

m

kT

� �
¼ v exp

Svm
k

� �
exp

�Ev
m

kT

� �
;

then

Dv ¼ aa2x ¼ aa2v exp
Svm
k

� �
exp

�Ev
m

kT

� �
: ð4:55Þ

2. The vacancy self-diffusion coefficient is the product of the vacancy diffusion
coefficient and the probability that the nearest neighbor site is vacant, Nv:

DvSD ¼ Dv
a ¼ aa2Nvx;

where

Nv ¼ exp
�DGv

f

kT

� �
¼ exp

Svf
k

� �
exp

�Ev
f

kT

� �
;

giving

DvSD ¼ Dv
a ¼ aa2v exp

Svf þ Svm
k

� �
exp

�Ev
f � Ev

m

kT

� �
: ð4:56Þ

3. The interstitial diffusion coefficient is:

Di ¼ aa2x;

or

Di ¼ aa2v exp
Sim
k

� �
exp

�Ei
m

kT

� �
: ð4:57Þ
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4. The interstitial self-diffusion coefficient is the interstitial diffusion coefficient
times the probability that a neighboring site contains an interstitial, Ni:

Di
a ¼ aa2Nix;

where

Ni ¼ exp
�DGi

f

kT

� �
¼ exp

Sif
k

� �
exp

�Ei
f

kT

� �
;

giving

Di
a ¼ aa2v exp

Sif þ Sim
k

� �
exp

�Ei
f � Ei

m

kT

� �
: ð4:58Þ

The diffusion coefficients are all different in detail, but similar in form as they
consist of two factors: a constant that is independent of temperature and an
exponential of temperature containing an energy term. All equations for D can be
rewritten in the form:

D ¼ D0 exp �Q=kTð Þ; ð4:59Þ

where D0 = αa2ν is the temperature-independent term and Q is the activation
energy. For vacancy diffusion, we have:

Qv ¼ Ev
m; ð4:60Þ

and for vacancy self-diffusion we have:

Qv
a ¼ Ev

f þEv
m: ð4:61Þ

For interstitials, we have:

Qi ¼ Ei
m; ð4:62Þ

and for interstitial self-diffusion, we have:

Qi
a ¼ Ei

f þEi
m: ð4:63Þ

It follows that the activation energy for diffusion of atoms in a crystal depends on
both the energy of formation of defects and the energy required for their migration
in the periodic field of the crystal lattice. Experiments can be conducted to confirm
the temperature dependence of D and also the values of Q. The terms in the
pre-exponential factor for the various diffusion mechanisms are provided in
Table 4.2 for the fcc and bcc lattices.
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Example 4.3. Determination of Dv
a and Di

a for fcc copper at 500 °C
For copper:

Ev
f ¼ 1:27 eV, Ei

f ¼ 2:2 eV
Ev
m ¼ 0:8 eV, Ei

m ¼ 0:12 eV
Svf ¼ 2:4k; Sif ¼ � 0

and we neglect Svm and Sim.
For the fcc lattice, z = 12, A ¼ 1=

ffiffiffi
2

p
; and a * 0.3 nm, giving:

Dv ¼ aa2v exp
�0:8
kT

� �
ffi 5� 10�6 cm2=s

Di ¼ aa2v exp
�0:12
kT

� �
ffi 7� 10�2 cm2=s

Dv
a ¼ aa2v exp

2:4k
k

� �
exp

�1:27� 0:8
kT

� �
ffi 3� 10�13 cm2=s

Di
a ¼ aa2v exp

�2:2� 0:12
kT

� �
ffi 3� 10�16 cm2=s

Note that while Di/Dv * 104 due to the smaller migration energy for
interstitials than for vacancies, Di

a=D
v
a � 10�3 because of the very high

interstitial formation energy compared to that for vacancies. Plots of the

Table 4.2 Parameters in the
expression for the diffusion
coefficient, D ¼ aa2Nx;

where a ¼ 1
6
zA2 for the

various diffusion mechanisms
in the fcc and bcc lattices

Diffusion mechanism z A α N D

fcc

Vacancy 12 1	 ffiffiffi
2

p 1 1 a2ω

Vacancy self-diffusion 12 1	 ffiffiffi
2

p 1 NV a2Nvω

Interstitial 12 1/2 1/2 1 1
2
a2ω

Interstitial self-diffusion 12 1/2 1/2 Ni 1
2
a2Niω

bcc

Vacancy 8 3	 ffiffiffi
2

p 1 1 a2ω

Vacancy self-diffusion 8 3	 ffiffiffi
2

p 1 Nv a2Nvω

Interstitial 4 1/2 1/6 1 1
6
a2ω

Interstitial self-diffusion 4 1/2 1/6 Ni 1
6
a2Niω
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diffusion coefficients are shown in Fig. 4.22. Note that the vacancy diffusion
coefficient is larger than the vacancy self-diffusion coefficient and has a
smaller slope.

The behavior of self-interstitial atoms in bcc iron at 323 °C is illustrated in
Movie 4.3 (http://rmsbook2ed.engin.umich.edu/movies/). In this movie, the green
balls are the interstitials and the red ball is the vacant lattice site, and together they
form a SIA dumbbell in which the two green atoms share a single lattice site.
The SIA originates as a 〈110〉 split-dumbbell interstitial and then rotates into a
〈111〉 interstitial and moves in one-dimension through the 〈111〉 crowdion saddle
position. Movie 4.4 shows a di-SIA consisting of two parallel 〈111〉 split-dumbbells
that migrates along the 〈111〉 direction and also rotates to different 〈111〉-type
orientations.

4.4 Correlated Diffusion

Earlier we assumed that irrespective of the kinds of defects present in a crystal
lattice, successive jumps of atoms are completely random or uncorrelated. This
means that after n jumps, all possible directions for the (n + 1)th jump are equally
probable. This is true for vacancies or interstitials since all structural elements
surrounding them are at all times identical. Since the vibrational frequency of a
lattice atom is several orders of magnitude greater than the jump frequency, equi-
librium in the region surrounding the defect is rapidly established between suc-
cessive jumps and the next jump occurs with no effect of the previous jump on its
direction. But this does not always hold true for atom diffusion as described in [5]
and in the following.

ln
 D

1/T

Da

Dv

2.07

0.8

v

Fig. 4.22 Comparison of
plots of ln D versus 1/T for
vacancy diffusion and
vacancy self-diffusion
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If we consider the case of a radioactive tracer to track atom diffusion, a tracer
will make a jump if a vacancy is in its immediate vicinity. The second jump is
uncorrelated with the first if the probability of the second jump is the same for all
directions. However, the tracer arrives from a position that is vacant at the time of
its arrival. Hence, when it is “preparing” for the next jump, the chance that the
position from which it has arrived is unoccupied is greater than for any other
position around the atom. The two jumps are correlated since the probability of the
tracer returning to its former position is higher than for making a jump in any other
direction. In other words, the tracer has a greater tendency to move in the direction
from which it came than in the direction it is headed, or from Eq. (4.35), cos h2\0:

Since jumps in the direction from which it came are most probable, the tracer
will have traveled a shorter (net) distance than that traveled by the vacancy.
Therefore, the self-diffusion coefficient of the tracer (which is a measure of the rate
of this process) is smaller than that of the atoms constituting the lattice, since the
self-diffusion of the tracer is a correlated random walk, whereas the movement of
the vacancies and consequently of the atoms constituting the lattice are not
correlated.

The correlation effect is absent in the simple interstitial mechanism, but there is
correlation of motion by the interstitialcy mechanism. In both, the vacancy and the
interstitialcy mechanisms, Dtracer < Dlattice, and:

f ¼ Dtracer

Dlattice
; ð4:64Þ

and f is known as the Haven coefficient and is a measure of the degree to which
diffusion is random. Recall our earlier discussion of the measurement of the square
of the displacement by random walk given by Eq. (4.35):

r2 ¼ nk2 1þ 2
n

Xn�1

i¼1

Xn
j6¼i

cos hij

 !
;

where the mean square displacement is obtained by averaging over all values of
cos θij. In this expression, the term in brackets is f and the value of f for random
walk is 1 since the average over all cos θij is 0. But when there is correlation
between successive jumps, f is ≠1. For the vacancy mechanism of diffusion of a
tracer in a regular lattice [5]:

fv ¼ 1þ cos h

1� cos h
; ð4:65Þ
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and for interstitial diffusion,

fi ¼ 1þ cos h: ð4:66Þ

Since in both cases, cos h\0; then f < 1.

A simpler treatment of fv is that fv ¼ 1� P
1þP

; where P is the probability of a jump

of a tracer to a neighboring vacancy, and 1 − P is the probability that a neighboring
vacancy will move away as a result of jumps of lattice atoms. To a first approxi-
mation, P is equal to the reciprocal of the number of nearest lattice sites, z, around
the tracer. Therefore:

f ¼ 1� 1=z
1þ 1=z

¼ z� 1
zþ 1

: ð4:67Þ

For the fcc lattice:

f ¼ 1� 1=12
1þ 1=12

¼ 12� 1
12þ 1

¼ 0:85:

For the bcc lattice:

f ¼ 1� 1=8
1þ 1=8

¼ 8� 1
8þ 1

¼ 0:78:

For the simple cubic (sc) lattice:

f ¼ 1� 1=6
1þ 1=6

¼ 6� 1
6þ 1

¼ 0:71:

So, in our microscopic description of the diffusion coefficient, D, Eq. (4.44), we
account for correlated diffusion by including the correlation coefficient:

D ¼ 1=6f k2C ¼ f aa2x: ð4:68Þ

As an aside, the true correlation coefficient, f, actually consists of two terms,
f′ and f″ such that f = f′ f″. The quantity f″ was described in the previous paragraph
(as f) and f′ is related to the difference between the distances traveled during the
elementary act by the tracer atom and the defect:

f 0 ¼ ktracer
kdefect

: ð4:69Þ

In the case of a vacancy, f′ = 1 since λtracer = λvacancy, or the distance traveled by the
tracer and the defect are equal in one jump. The same is true for the simple
interstitial mechanism. But in the case of the interstitialcy mechanism, the tracer
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moves from an interstitial position to a lattice site (or vice versa). In both cases, it
travels a distance λtracer. However, the passage of a lattice atom from an interstitial
position to a lattice site is equivalent to the appearance of an identical atom dis-
placed from the lattice site in a neighboring interstitial position. Therefore, the jump
of a lattice atom from the interstitial position to a lattice site requires (for the
collinear case) a displacement of the lattice atom by a distance 2λtracer, or f′ = λtracer/
2λtracer = 0.5. For the non-collinear case, f′ = λtracer/6λtracer = 2/3. Table 4.3 sum-
marizes the correlation coefficient for various diffusion mechanisms in the common
crystal lattices.

4.5 Diffusion in Multicomponent Systems

Our discussion on diffusion so far has applied only to pure or single-component
systems. We have not accounted for multiple components such as impurities in a
pure metals and alloys. Diffusion in these systems was treated in experiments
conducted by Smigelskas and Kirkendall in 1947 [7] and analyzed by Darken in
1948 [8]. The result is that the diffusion coefficients of the two components in a
binary (A–B) system can be expressed as:

~D ¼ DANB þDBNA; ð4:70Þ

where DA,B are the intrinsic diffusion coefficients and are functions of composition,
and ~D is the interdiffusion coefficient. Since the partial diffusion coefficients depend
on the alloy composition, ~D is a complex, nonlinear function of concentration.
However, in the case of dilute solutions (NB → 0, NA → 1), the interdiffusion
coefficient is approximately equal to the partial diffusion coefficient of the solute.

The significance of this result can be appreciated by a brief review of the
elegance and implications of the experiment. In Kirkendall’s experiment,

Table 4.3 Correlation coefficients for the most common diffusion mechanisms in the various
crystal lattices (from [5])

Crystal lattice Diffusion mechanism Correlation factor

Simple cubic Vacancy 0.65311

Interstitial
Collinear
Non-collinear

0.80000
0.96970

Face-centered cubic Vacancy 0.72722

Interstitial
Collinear
Non-collinear

0.66666
0.72740

Body-centered cubic Vacancy 0.72722

Hexagonal close-packed Vacancy 0.78121
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molybdenum wires were wound around a block of brass (70Cu–30Zn) which was
then plated with a thick coating of copper. The molybdenum wires are insoluble in
copper and act as inert markers to locate the original interface. When the assembly
is heated in a furnace, the wire markers on opposite sides of the brass moved toward
each other, indicating that more material has left the brass than entered it, implying
that the diffusion coefficient of zinc is greater than that of copper.

The vacancy mechanism is the only diffusion mechanism that can account for
marker motion. If zinc diffuses by a vacancy mechanism, then the flux of zinc atoms
in one direction must equal the flux of vacancies in the opposite direction and the
number of zinc atoms leaving the brass is balanced by an equal number of
vacancies entering the brass. But the vacancies are absorbed by internal sinks, so
the result is that the volume of the brass diminishes and the markers move closer
together. The concept of a flux of atoms giving rise to a flux of defects will be
explored in depth in Chap. 6 on Radiation-Induced Segregation, which occurs by
the inverse Kirkendall effect.

4.6 Diffusion Along High-Diffusivity Paths

Metals and alloys used as structural engineering materials are polycrystals and are
thus, inhomogeneous, as they contain grain boundaries, dislocations, internal
interfaces due to precipitates or second phases, etc. To understand diffusion in these
systems, we must discuss the effect of these linear, planar and area defects on the
diffusion process. The primary difference between mono- and polycrystals is that
the latter consists of aggregates of crystals oriented (generally) at random. This
latter type of structure rarely shows anisotropy of diffusion. The important differ-
ence is that linear and planar defects represent high-diffusivity paths along which
diffusion can occur much faster than via point defects (bulk diffusion).

Grain boundaries are important high-diffusivity paths since the atom packing
density is lower. There exist several models of grain boundary diffusion, and all
assume that the boundary has a width, δ* 0.3– 0.5 nm. One model that is based on
the dislocation model of grain boundaries deserves special attention. In this model,
the grain boundary is regarded as a number of edge dislocations. The dislocation
density (#/unit length) increases with increasing misorientation angle, θ, between
two grains in contact (Fig. 4.23). From the figure:

d sin
h
2
¼ b

2
: ð4:71Þ

Hence, the distance between neighboring dislocations decreases with increasing
misorientation angle. A low-angle grain boundary consisting of many edge dislo-
cations can be regarded as a row of parallel channels in which packing of atoms is
loosest. In this region, the strain is high and the packing of atoms is loose, and the
diffusion coefficient will be the highest along the dislocation lines (cores).
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According to this model, diffusion along grain boundaries should be anisotropic and
depends on the angle θ. The grain boundary described as a slab of uniform thick δ,
and diffusion coefficient Dgb can also be viewed as a planar array of pipes of radius
p and spacing d. Grain boundary diffusion is related to diffusion along dislocation
cores (also known as pipe diffusion), described by Dp, by the following relation:

Dgbd ¼ Dp pp2=d
� �

; ð4:72Þ

and substituting for d from Eq. (4.71) gives:

¼ Dppp
2 2 sin h=2

b

� �

ffi Dppp2h
b

:

ð4:73Þ

The dislocation model of the grain boundary shown in Fig. 4.23 is expanded in
Fig. 4.24 to show that the extra half-planes of atoms can be regarded as edge
dislocations. In fact, the rate of diffusion along the grain boundary increases with
increasing misorientation angle, θ, and reaches a maximum at θ = 45° (Fig. 4.25).
At angles greater than 45°, the dislocation model of grain boundaries breaks down
since the distance between dislocations, d, would have to be smaller than the lattice
constant.

Fig. 4.23 Dislocation model
of a small-angle grain
boundary and the geometrical
relationship between the angle
of tilt, θ, the Burgers vector,
b, and the spacing between
the dislocations, d
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This result also indicates that there should be a relationship between the mean
value of the diffusion coefficient, �D, in a polycrystalline material and the grain size,
d, since as the grain size decreases, the grain boundary area per unit volume
increases. Therefore, �D should increase with decreasing grain size as shown in
Fig. 4.26. We can write the diffusion coefficient of a solid in which diffusion occurs
by bulk diffusion (vacancy mechanism) and grain boundary diffusion as:

Fig. 4.24 Expanded view of
the dislocation model of the
grain boundary shown in
Fig. 4.23
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Fig. 4.25 Effect of grain
boundary misorientation
angle on the diffusion of
atoms along grain boundaries
(after [5])
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�D ¼ Dv
a exp

�Qv
a

kT

� �
þDgb exp

�Qgb

kT

� �
; ð4:74Þ

where Dv
a and Qv

a refer to vacancy self-diffusion, and Dgb and Qgb refer to grain
boundary diffusion. In most metals, Qv

a � 2Qgb; so at low temperature, grain
boundary diffusion dominates and at high temperature, diffusion is dominated by
bulk, or volume diffusion (Fig. 4.26).

Pipe diffusion along dislocation cores can also influence low temperature lattice
diffusion and the total diffusion coefficient can be estimated simply by:

�D ¼ gDp þ 1� gð ÞDv
a ; ð4:75Þ

where �D is the mean diffusion coefficient, Dp is the diffusion coefficient for dis-
locations and Dv

a is the self-diffusion coefficient, and g is the fraction of time that the
diffusing atom spends within the dislocation. As the dislocation density increases,
g increases, and since Dp [Dv

a ; then �D increases as well.
This general formulation can also be applied to interface or surface diffusion

occurring on internal and external surfaces of solids. In general, for defects in the
lattice, the more loosely bound the atoms, the lower is the activation energy and the
higher is the diffusion coefficient. So surface diffusion requires a lower activation
energy than for other forms of diffusion since each surface atom has only half the
nearest neighbors as it does in the bulk, and generally:

Qsurface\Qgb\Qp\Qv
a ; and so Dsurface [Dgb [ Dp [Dv

a : ð4:76Þ

Nomenclature

a Lattice constant
A Factor depending on geometry and diffusion mechanism
C Concentration
Dy

x Diffusion coefficient of species x via y
Dgb Diffusion coefficient for grain boundary diffusion

Fig. 4.26 The effect of grain size on the character of diffusion in polycrystalline solids
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~D Interdiffusion coefficient
�D Mean value of diffusion coefficient in a polycrystalline material
Dlattice Diffusion coefficient of lattice atom
Dp Diffusion coefficient for pipe diffusion
Dtracer Diffusion coefficient of tracer atom
E Energy
f Correlation (Haven) coefficient
F Helmholtz free energy
g Fraction of time a diffusing specie spends within a dislocation
G Gibbs free energy
H Enthalpy
J Flux [cm−2]
k Boltzmann’s constant
n Number of defects
nm Number of activated complexes
N Number of sites
pv Probability that a lattice site is vacant
P Pressure, also probability
Q Activation energy
R Radius
ra Radius of an atom
S Entropy
T Temperature
U Internal energy
V Volume
z Number of nearest neighbors
α 1

6zA
2

δ Width of the barrier in an activated complex, also grain boundary width
γ Stacking fault energy
Γ Jump frequency
κr Thermal conductivity
Λ Jump distance
μ Shear modulus
v Frequency, also Poisson’s ratio
vE Natural frequency of an oscillator
vr Perturbed frequency of an oscillator
σ Surface energy
�t Average velocity of atoms moving through barrier in activated complex,

Eq. (4.50)
ω Jump frequency to a single site
Ω Volume of an atom
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Subscripts

a Atom
E Natural contribution to v
f Formation
gb Grain boundary
i,v Interstitials, vacancies
m Migration
p Pipe
r Vibrational contribution to ν
th Thermal

Superscripts

FP Frenkel pair
i,v Interstitials, vacancies
mix Mixing

Acronyms

SIA Single interstitial atom

Problems

4:1 Many metals occur with both bcc and fcc structure, and it is observed that the
transition from one structure to the other involves only insignificant volume
change. Assuming no volume change, find the ratio Dfcc/Dbcc where Dfcc and
Dbcc are the closest distances between metal atoms in the respective structures.

4:2 For a Ni lattice, calculate the following parameters for atomic chains along the
(110) direction:

(a) the number of atoms per unit chain length,
(b) the number of chains per unit area, and
(c) the product of the two. What is this product?

4:3 In the past, investigators have sometimes considered an interstitial atom as
having been produced by the transfer of an atom from a normal lattice site to
an interstitial site, thus resulting in a one-to-one correspondence between the
concentrations of vacancies and interstitials. However, the equilibrium number
of vacancies is generally orders of magnitude greater than the equilibrium
number of interstitials at a given temperature. Explain.

4:4 The magnitude of the relaxation volume, |V|, is greater than 1.0 for interstitials
and is less than 1.0 for vacancies. Explain.
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4:5 In terms of the jump frequency to a particular neighboring site, ω, and the
lattice constant, a, what is the diffusion coefficient for impurity atoms whose
equilibrium position is the octahedral interstitial site in:

(a) the fcc lattice?
(b) the bcc lattice?

4:6 Consider a rigid crystal in the shape of a sphere of radius R. We create a small
cavity of radius r (one atomic volume) in the center of the sphere. The material
that was in this volume is spread uniformly over the surface of the sphere
(assuming this can be done), increasing the radius of the sphere to R′.

(a) Show that for an atomic radius of 0.15 nm and an intrinsic surface
energy, σ * 10 eV/nm2, the formation energy of a vacancy is of order
≃2 eV

(b) If instead of a rigid solid, the crystal is treated as an elastic continuum,
how would this affect the value of Ev

f you calculated for part (a)? Why?

4:7 Calculate the diffusion coefficients for interstitials and vacancies in copper at
484 °C. Neglect the contributions of mixing entropy. Use 0.361 nm for the
lattice constant. Also, calculate the vacancy self-diffusion coefficient. Why is
this so much lower than the diffusion coefficients for vacancies?

4:8 In a laboratory experiment conducted at 10 °C below the melting point of
copper, 0.02 % of the atom sites are vacant. At 500 °C, the vacant atom
fraction was 5.7 × 10−8.

(a) What is the vacancy formation energy?
(b) How many vacancies are there per cm3 at 800 °C?

4:9 For the case in Problem 4.7, determine the thermal equilibrium concentrations
of vacancies and interstitials.
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Chapter 5
Radiation-Enhanced Diffusion and Defect
Reaction Rate Theory

We have developed an understanding of the formation of point defects, their motion
or diffusion in a solid, and the configurations of some of the common types of
defect clusters encountered in irradiated and unirradiated metals. Clearly, the for-
mation, growth, and dissolution of defect aggregates such as voids, dislocation
loops, etc., depend upon the diffusion of point defects and their reaction with the
defect aggregates. But they also depend upon the concentration of point defects in
the solid. The concentration at any point and time is a balance between the pro-
duction rate and the loss rate of point defects and is adequately described by the
point defect balance equations. The increase in diffusion or enhancement of atom
mobility in an irradiated metal is due to two factors: (1) the enhanced concentration
of the defects and (2) the creation of new defect species.

Recall that the diffusion of lattice atoms by way of the vacancy mechanism is
given by:

Dv
a ¼ fvDvCv;

where Dv is the vacancy diffusion coefficient, Cv is the vacancy concentration, and
fv is the correlation coefficient. Thus, increasing the concentration of vacancies will
increase the diffusion coefficient for the atoms in the metal. However, if other
mechanisms of diffusion are operative, such as interstitials or divacancies, then the
total diffusion coefficient for atoms, Da is written as follows:

Da ¼ fvDvCv þ fiDiCi þ f2vD2vC2v þ � � �

and diffusion of atoms in the metal is increased by opening new channels via defect
species which are usually not present in significant concentration at thermal equi-
librium. Under irradiation, Da is also written as Drad.

In this chapter, we will develop the transient and steady-state solutions to the
point defect balance equations in different temperature and microstructure regimes
within the framework of radiation-enhanced diffusion [1, 2]. The solutions to the
equations are used to determine the radiation-enhanced diffusion coefficient.
Reaction rate theory is then presented to develop an understanding of how point
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defects interact with the various defect aggregates. Radiation-enhanced diffusion
and defect reaction rate theory are essential to understanding the evolution of the
irradiated microstructure developed in Chaps. 6–10.

5.1 Point Defect Balance Equations

The development of radiation-induced vacancy and interstitial concentrations
occurs due to competing processes. Frenkel defects are created from the collisions
between high-energy particles and lattice atoms. These defects can be lost either
through recombination of vacancies and interstitials or by reaction with a defect
sink (void, dislocation, dislocation loop, grain boundary, or precipitate). The local
change in defect concentration of the various defect species can be written as the net
result of (1) the local production rate, (2) reaction with other species, and (3) dif-
fusion into or out of the local volume or the divergence of the flow. The main
reactions we will focus on in this treatment are vacancy–interstitial recombination
(v + i → h; where h represents a lattice site) and point defect reactions with sinks
(v + s → s, and i + s → s). These competing processes can be mathematically
described by the chemical rate equations:

dCv

dt
¼ K0 � KivCiCv � KvsCvCs

dCi

dt
¼ K0 � KivCiCv � KisCiCs;

ð5:1Þ

where
Cv vacancy concentration
Ci interstitial concentration
K0 defect production rate
Kiv vacancy–interstitial recombination rate coefficient
Kvs vacancy–sink reaction rate coefficient
Kis interstitial–sink reaction rate coefficient

The terms Kiv, Kvs, and Kis are the rate constants of the general form, KjX, that
describe the loss rate of point defects, j per unit point defect concentration to sinks
of type, X. Similar equations can be written for defect agglomerates such as di- and
trivacancies and interstitials. Note that the equations are nonlinear differential
equations and they are not mutually symmetric with respect to vacancy and
interstitial concentrations because of the difference in Kis and Kvs, making an
analytical solution difficult. The term “chemical” refers to homogeneous reactions,
where the rate depends only on concentration (“law of mass action”) and not on the
local distribution C(r) of the reactants. Thus, uniformity and thereby chemical
kinetics require that ∇C ≈ 0. This gives rise to a problem when considering
localized sinks, e.g., dislocations, grain boundaries, voids, and precipitate inter-
faces. Such local sinks violate the supposition of spatial uniformity in the host metal
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in that there is now locally a directed net flow of mobile point defects toward the
closest sinks. The divergence of the flow is equivalent to another “reaction” term,
r � DrC, in the kinetic balance equations. The locally valid rate equations are as
follows:

@Cv

@t
¼ K0 � KivCiCv � KvsCvCs þr � DvrCv

@Ci

@t
¼ K0 � KivCiCv � KisCiCs þr � DirCi:

ð5:2Þ

The solution to these equations requires the statement of boundary conditions in
addition to the initial local concentrations of the mobile defects (vacancies and
interstitials). However, we can assume that ∇C ≈ 0 if the mean defect separation is
greater than the mean distance between sinks, that is, the sink density is higher than
the defect density. This amounts to treating the sink as being uniformly distributed
and Eq. (5.1) applies.

We consider the following model for the solution to Eq. (5.1). A pure metal is
irradiated to produce only single vacancies and single interstitials in equal numbers
with no spatial correlation of the interstitial with its vacancy. The interstitials and
vacancies migrate by random walk diffusion, annihilating each other by mutual
recombination or at unsaturable fixed sinks. Sinks and defects are distributed
homogeneously in the metal. The diffusion coefficient of the metal is given by the
sum of terms due to its diffusion by vacancies and interstitials. The model will have
the following limitations:

1. The model applies to a pure metal. Binding of defects to atomic species and
limitation of defect motion due to binding and correlation effects are neglected,
f = 1.

2. The sink concentrations and strengths are time independent, or unsaturable.
3. Other than mutual recombination, defect–defect interactions (e.g., the formation

of divacancies or di-interstitials) are ignored.
4. Bias factors for diffusion of defects to sinks are set to unity (no preferential

absorption of specific point defects at specific sinks).
5. Diffusion terms in and out of a specific volume are not considered.
6. The thermal equilibrium vacancy concentration is neglected.

The rate constants are as follows:

Kiv ¼ 4privðDi þDvÞ � 4privDi ð5:3Þ

since Di ≫ Dv,

Kis ¼ 4prisDi ð5:4Þ

Kvs ¼ 4prvsDv; ð5:5Þ
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where riv, rvs, and ris are interaction radii for the reaction between the species given
by the subscripts and represent the radii of surfaces such that if crossed by the
defect, it is annihilated. The terms Di and Dv are the interstitial and vacancy
diffusion coefficients, respectively. The production term, K0, is the effective point
defect production rate in that it refers to the production of only freely migrating
defects that can give rise to long-range diffusion (see Chap. 3). The derivations of
the terms in Eqs. (5.3), (5.4), and (5.5) will be given in the Sect. 5.3.

Note that since the rate constants can differ by several orders of magnitude, the
equations are stiff. That is, the time increment needed to follow interstitial motion is
orders of magnitude too small to show any vacancy motion. Therefore, the equa-
tions must be solved using numerical techniques for stiff equations. But we can gain
insight into the processes by looking at analytical solutions to limiting cases. For
example, the defect concentrations initially increase linearly, with Cv = Ci = K0t.
Further development depends on the values of the temperature and sink concen-
tration, Cs. We will develop analytical solutions to Eq. (5.1) for four different
regimes (combinations of T and Cs): (1) low T and low Cs, (2) low T and inter-
mediate Cs, (3) low T and high Cs, and (4) high T.

5.1.1 Case 1: Low Temperature, Low Sink Density

The approximate solutions to Eq. (5.1) for low temperature and low sink density are
given in Fig. 5.1. Initially, defect concentrations build up according to dC/dt = K0

with Ci ∼ Cv, so Ci = Cv = C = K0t. Initially, the concentrations are too low for
either recombination or sinks to have an effect on the buildup. The buildup of point
defects will start to level off when the production rate is compensated by the
recombination rate. In the time regime where the production rate is balanced by the
recombination rate, we drop the last two terms from Eq. (5.1) and solve for the
“quasi-steady-state” concentrations:

dC
dt

¼ K0 � KivC
2 ¼ 0 ðC ¼ Ci ¼ CvÞ; ð5:6Þ

with the solution:

C ¼ K0

Kiv

� �1=2

: ð5:7Þ

Equating this concentration with that during the buildup phase:

K0t ¼ K0

Kiv

� �1=2

; ð5:8Þ
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yields the time at which losses to recombination compensate for the production rate
from irradiation:

t ¼ s1 ¼ ðK0KivÞ�1=2; ð5:9Þ

where τ1 is a time constant or characteristic time for the onset of mutual
recombination.

Eventually, the interstitials (first) and then the vacancies (later) will begin to find
the sinks, and sinks will start to contribute to annihilation. Ci and Cv remain
approximately equal until a time τ2, which is the time constant for the process of
interstitials reacting with the sinks. Because Di > Dv, more interstitials are lost to
sinks than vacancies, which is described by:

dCi

dt
¼ �KisCiCs; ð5:10Þ

so the interstitial concentration will decay and the vacancy concentration will rise
(since their only sink is interstitials and interstitials are being lost to sinks), yielding:

CvðtÞ ¼ K0KisCst
Kiv

� �1=2

CiðtÞ ¼ K0

KivKisCst

� �1=2
:

ð5:11Þ

(The derivation of Eq. (5.11) is Problem 5.15 at the end of the chapter.) The time at
which these equalities occur is obtained by equating the concentrations in the
bounding time regimes of quasi-steady state and buildup of interstitials/decay of
vacancies (Fig. 5.1):

Cv ¼ K0

Kiv

� �1=2

¼ K0KisCst
Kiv

� �1=2

Ci ¼ K0

Kiv

� �1=2

¼ K0

KivKisCst

� �1=2
;

ð5:12Þ

and solving for the time yields the time constant for the onset of the buildup regime:

t ¼ s2 ¼ ðKisCsÞ�1: ð5:13Þ

After a while, at time τ3, true steady state will be achieved. τ3 is the time constant
for the slowest process, which is the interaction of vacancies with sinks. Solving
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Eq. (5.1) for the steady-state concentration of vacancies and interstitials by setting
dCv/dt = dCi/dt = 0 gives:

Css
v ¼ �KisCs

2Kiv
þ K0Kis

KivKvs
þ K2

isC
2
s

4K2
iv

� �1=2

Css
i ¼ �KvsCs

2Kiv
þ K0Kvs

KivKis
þ K2

vsC
2
s

4K2
iv

� �1=2
:

ð5:14Þ

Since vacancies and interstitials are produced in equal numbers and equal numbers
are lost to recombination, the loss of each to sinks must be equal at steady state,
and:

KvsCv ¼ KisCi: ð5:15Þ
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For the case of low temperature and low sink density, Cs is small, and the vacancy
and interstitial concentrations in Eq. (5.14) are approximated as:

Css
v ffi

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
K0Kis

KivKvs
;

r
Css
i ffi

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
K0Kvs

KivKis

r
: ð5:16Þ

Equating these expressions to those from the previous (buildup) region gives:

Cv ¼ K0KisCst
Kiv

� �1=2
¼ K0Kis

KivKvs

� �1=2
: ð5:17Þ

and solving for the time gives the time constant for the onset of steady state:

t ¼ s3 ¼ KvsCsð Þ�1: ð5:18Þ

The buildup shown in Fig. 5.1 is really a schematic and not the actual buildup. The
transitions between regimes are not so sudden. For example, if the sink density is
assumed to be zero, the exact solution to Eq. (5.1) is as follows:

CvðtÞ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
K0

Kiv

r
tanh

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
KivK0t

p� �
: ð5:19Þ

5.1.2 Case 2: Low Temperature, Intermediate Sink Density

Increasing the sink density has the effect of bringing τ2 closer to τ1 (see Fig. 5.2).
That is, the region of mutual recombination is shrunk at the expense of annihilation
at sinks. In fact, when:

s1 ¼ s2 or ðK0KivÞ�1=2 ¼ ðKisCsÞ�1; ð5:20Þ

the plateau disappears.

5.1.3 Case 3: Low Temperature, High Sink Density

The main effect of a high sink density is that interstitials find the sinks before they
find vacancies because Cs ≫ Cv at short time (Fig. 5.3). That is, the time to reach
linear buildup (loss of interstitials to sinks), τ2, becomes shorter than the time to
reach quasi-steady state due to vacancy–interstitial interaction, τ1. In this case, the
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interstitial concentration comes into a quasi-steady state with production and an-
nihilation at sinks:

dCi

dt
¼ 0 ¼ K0 � KisCiCs; ð5:21Þ

resulting in the quasi-steady-state concentration:

Ci ¼ K0

KisCs
: ð5:22Þ

Equating interstitial concentrations in the linear buildup regime with the
quasi-steady-state regime gives the following:

K0t ¼ K0

KisCs
; ð5:23Þ
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and solving for t gives the value for the time constant τ2:

t ¼ s2 ¼ ðKisCsÞ�1: ð5:24Þ

Note that since interstitials have found the sinks before finding the slower vacan-
cies, the vacancy concentration continues to rise according to Cv = K0t. A com-
petition soon arises between annihilation of interstitials at sinks and recombination
with vacancies:

KisCiCs ¼ KivCiCv ffi KivCiK0t; ð5:25Þ

yielding the time constant for the transition between the regimes where interstitials
go to sinks and mutual recombination dominates:

t ¼ s4 ¼ KisCs

KivK0
: ð5:26Þ
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In the regime following τ4, Cv rises but more slowly, and Ci decreases slowly
according to:

Cv ¼ ðK0KisCst=KivÞ1=2

Ci ¼ ðK0=KisKivCstÞ1=2:
ð5:27Þ

Steady state arrives at:

s3 ¼ 1
KvsCs

; ð5:28Þ

with

Css
v ¼ �KisCs

2Kiv
þ K0Kis

KivKvs
þ K2

isC
2
s

4K2
iv

� �1=2

Css
v ¼ �KvsCs

2Kiv
þ K0Kvs

KivKis
þ K2

vsC
2
s

4K2
iv

� �1=2
:

ð5:29Þ

Note that the steady-state concentrations are the same as Eq. (5.14) given earlier in
case (1), but without the simplification of dropping the terms in Cs since in this
case, the sink density is high and cannot be neglected.

5.1.4 Case 4: High Temperature

At high temperature, the defect annihilation rate at the sinks keeps the concentration
of interstitials low (Fig. 5.4). Since recombination does not contribute much, the
rate equations become the following:

dCv

dt
¼ K0 � KvsCsCv

dCi

dt
¼ K0 � KisCsCi;

ð5:30Þ

with steady-state solutions:

Cv ¼ K0

KvsCs
; Ci ¼ K0

KisCs
; ð5:31Þ
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with characteristic times given by:

interstitial annihilation at sinks:K0t ¼ K0

KisCs
) t ¼ s2 ¼ ðKisCsÞ�1 ð5:32Þ

vacancy annihilation at sinks:K0t ¼ K0

KvsCs
) t ¼ s3 ¼ ðKvsCsÞ�1: ð5:33Þ

The time evolution of vacancy and interstitial concentrations displayed in Fig. 5.4
ignores the presence of thermal vacancies, which may be significant at higher
temperatures. The buildup of radiation-induced vacancies and interstitials at high
temperature, including an initial presence of thermal equilibrium vacancies, is
shown in Fig. 5.5. Note the effect of sink (dislocation) density and defect pro-
duction rate.
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Figure 5.5a shows that increasing the sink density lowers the vacancy concen-
tration since sinks absorb the vacancies (loss term is proportional to Kvs). Also for a
fixed sink density, a higher displacement rate results in a higher vacancy concen-
tration because the production rate is higher than the loss rate to sinks. The same is
true for interstitials shown in Fig. 5.5b. The kinks in the interstitial concentration
curves correspond to the temperature at which vacancies become mobile and
contribute to interstitial loss by mutual recombination as in Fig. 5.3. Comparing
Fig. 5.5a and b shows that the equilibrium concentration of interstitials is negligible
over the practical range of reactor component temperatures, while this is not the
case for vacancies.

The main objective of solving the point defect balance equations is to obtain
values for Ci and Cv to determine Drad, which is just the sum of CiDi and CvDv. The
preceding discussion shows that we can interpret radiation-enhanced diffusion
experiments after an isothermal irradiation at a constant flux for a time t in terms of
characteristic times. Table 5.1 summarizes the time constants for the various
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Table 5.1 Time constants for rate-limiting processes in the point defect balance equations

Time constant Value Process

τ1 ðK0KivÞ�1=2 Onset of mutual recombination

τ2 ðKisCsÞ�1 Onset of interstitial loss to sinks

τ3 ðKvsCsÞ�1 Onset of vacancy loss to sinks

τ4 s21=s2 ¼
KisCs

K0Kiv

Mutual recombination dominates interstitial loss to sinks
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rate-limiting mechanisms. For low sink density, recombination dominates at short
times, followed by interstitial annihilation at sinks and then vacancy annihilation at
sinks, which is the slowest process and controls the achievement of steady state. At
high sink density, interstitial annihilation at sinks dominates early, followed by
mutual recombination and then vacancy loss to sinks. As a rule, when τ1 < τ2,
mutual recombination dominates and when τ2 < τ1, sinks dominate. In summary, the
key factors affecting Ci and Cv are production rate, defect mobility, and sink
concentration.

5.1.5 Properties of the Point Defect Balance Equations

The point defect balance equations and their solutions possess interesting proper-
ties, which provide further insight into the behavior of vacancies and interstitials in
the diffusion of lattice atoms. They are the following:

1. The vacancy concentration referred to in the last section is really Cv � C0
v where

C0
v is the thermal equilibrium concentration of vacancies. In high-temperature

irradiations (T/Tm ≥ 0.5), this concentration is non-negligible. However, over all
irradiation temperatures of interest, C0

i =Ci � 1:
2. In the absence of sinks and thermal vacancies, Cv can be exchanged with Ci; that

is, Cv = Ci at any instant:

dCv

dt
¼ K0 � KivCiCv

dCi

dt
¼ K0 � KivCiCv

ð5:34Þ

Since Drad = DiCi + DvCv, and Ci = Cv, but since Di ≫ Dv, then interstitials
contribute much more to atom mobility than do vacancies.

3. If there is only one type of sink, then at steady state:

K0 ¼ KivCiCv þKvsCvCs

K0 ¼ KivCiCv þKisCiCs;
ð5:35Þ

or

KvsCv ¼ KisCi; ð5:36Þ

and the absorption rate of interstitials and vacancies at sinks is equal, or the net
absorption rate at the sink is zero. Even for the case of multiple sink types, if the
sinks have the same “strength” for vacancies and interstitials, then the net flow
to any sink is zero.
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4. Inclusion of sink terms violates the symmetry with respect to Ci and Cv because
of the different values of K(Kvs ≠ Kis). Symmetry is present in the steady state
with regard to DiCi and DvCv (since Kis / Di and Kvs / Dv). The consequence is
that vacancies and interstitials contribute to atom mobility to the same extent
and their actions cannot be discriminated. At steady state:

0 ¼ K0 � KivCiCv � K 0
vsDvCvCs

0 ¼ K0 � KivCiCv � K 0
isDiCiCs;

ð5:37Þ

where the K terms have been written as K = K′D, giving:

DvCvK
0
vsCs ¼ DiCiK

0
isCs: ð5:38Þ

So if K 0
vs �K 0

is; then DiCi = DvCv which means that vacancies and interstitials
contribute equally to atom mobility. Even though the steady-state concentration of
interstitials is much lower than the steady-state concentration of vacancies, they
each contribute equally to atom mobility because of the faster rate of diffusion of
interstitials. For any particular sink to grow, it must have a net bias for either
vacancies or interstitials. In real metals, Kvs and Kis are not equal. Specific sinks
have a bias for certain point defects, allowing that sink to grow. This behavior is
described in more detail in Sect. 5.3.

5.1.6 Deficiencies of the Simple Point Defect Balance Model

The simple point defect model neglects numerous features of realistic systems that
must be incorporated in order to obtain accurate results. For example, no account is
taken for changing sink strengths, which occur as dose buildup continues due to the
formation of depleted zones and defect clusters. Also, sink bias is neglected. Bias is
an important factor affecting the development of the irradiated microstructure as
will become evident in Chaps. 7 and 8. Defect–defect interaction and defect–
impurity interaction have also been neglected. Defect–defect interaction will be
important in the formation of void and interstitial loop nuclei and cannot be
neglected if larger clusters are to be properly accounted for. These small clusters
will serve as traps or sinks for mobile defects. In fact, vacancy clusters have been
found to increase Drad in the mutual recombination range, but are insignificant for
high sink concentrations and temperatures where annealing to fixed sinks dominates
[4]. Finally, the equations are unable to account for defect gradients (and in the
simple form, for concentration gradients). These become very important in pro-
cesses such as radiation-induced segregation (Chap. 6), in which defect fluxes give
rise to concentration gradients in the alloying elements. Such processes may sig-
nificantly alter the behavior of sinks and the bias of the sinks.
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5.1.7 Point Defect Balance Equations in the Presence
of Cascades

In a cascade, vacancies and interstitials are produced simultaneously but in a
segregated fashion such that their distributions are separated from each other in
space [5]. After the initial thermal annealing period, vacancies segregate in a
vacancy-rich region (e.g., Figs. 3.3 and 3.4). Because of their high concentration
and high mobility, the interstitials immediately start to form clusters [6] and diffuse
at the same time. In molecular dynamics simulation of cascades, the interstitials are
consistently observed to form clusters even in low energy (�1–2 keV) cascades.
More interstitial clustering is likely to occur in higher energy cascades since the
concentration of interstitials in these cascades is likely to be higher. These clusters
have been found to be stable even at high temperatures. In general, the interstitial
population is likely to be partitioned into three portions: one that back diffuses into
the vacancy-rich zone and is lost through recombination with the vacancies, one
that is immobilized through interaction and clustering, and one that escapes the
cascade zone and engages in long-range migration. The relative proportion of these
three portions may be affected by the size and morphology of cascades and the
disposition of sinks in the vicinity of the cascade.

The vacancy population in the cascade core agglomerates during the “cool
down” period after the collision event and eventually collapses to form vacancy
loops or stacking fault tetrahedra. In the temperature range of interest, the immo-
bilization of vacancies in vacancy loops is only temporary. They will soon be
re-emitted during thermal annealing and become available to various sinks,
including voids, as freely migrating vacancies. At elevated temperatures (e.g., the
peak swelling temperature), vacancy loops are thermally unstable because of the
high line tension and would shrink by vacancy emission. The evaporation of
vacancies from the loops and their escape from the vacancy-rich zone provides the
mobile vacancies for microstructural evolution (e.g., void growth) and macroscopic
deformation.

On the other hand, the immobilization of interstitials in the interstitial loops is
permanent. Due to their high formation energy, they remain locked in interstitial
loops from the moment they are created. They are unavailable to the voids, whether
they grow to a network by receiving a net flow of interstitials, or shrink out of
existence by absorbing a net flow of vacancies, or are destroyed by dislocation
sweep or cascade overlap. The lifetime of vacancy loops is dominated by thermal
annealing and that of the interstitial loops is dominated by destruction.

This description of vacancies and interstitials in the cascade process means that
there is an asymmetry in the production of mobile point defects (that enters into the
mean-field description of microstructure evolution followed by the rate theory
approach). First, the proportion of vacancies that agglomerate into clusters is not
likely to be the same as that of the interstitials. Second, even if they are, while the
vacancy loops can still provide mobile vacancies by evaporation, the interstitial
clusters cannot. Thus, it is the difference in the stability and lifetime between
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vacancy and interstitial clusters generated during the cascade process that gives rise
to a biased production of available vacancies and interstitials. This production bias
could be a potent driving force for void growth and swelling during cascade
damage conditions.

It should be noted that the concept of production bias is valid not only for low
doses but also for high doses. One process that could maintain operation of the
production bias even at high doses is the climb or/and glide of dislocation segments
during irradiation. The mobile dislocation segments would keep sweeping the
interstitial clusters and would prevent the buildup of a high concentration of
interstitials in the form of clusters. However, bias is absent in the case of electron
irradiation when only Frenkel pairs are produced.

In case of cascade production, Eq. (5.1) must be modified to incorporate the
effect of production bias. If er is the fraction of defects that recombine in the cascade
and ev and ei are the fractions of clustered vacancies and interstitials, respectively,
then the production of isolated vacancies and interstitials is given as:

Kv ¼ K0ð1� erÞð1� evÞ
Ki ¼ K0ð1� erÞð1� eiÞ;

ð5:39Þ

and the point defect balance equations become the following:

dCv

dt
¼ K0ð1� erÞð1� evÞ � KivDvCv � KvsCvCs þ Lv

dCi

dt
¼ K0ð1� erÞð1� eiÞ � KivDvCv � KisCiCs;

ð5:40Þ

where Lv is the production of thermal vacancies from the various sinks (discussed in
more detail in Sect. 8.2.1). The continuous production of single interstitial atom
(SIA) clusters in displacement cascades is a key process that makes microstructure
evolution under cascade conditions qualitatively different from that during Frenkel
pair (FP) producing electron irradiation. For electron irradiation, Eq. (5.1) describes
the evolution of the defect concentration. In the case of production of clusters in
irradiations that generate cascades, Eq. (5.40) should be used.

However, another factor that impacts isolated defect concentration is the
mobility of SIA clusters. These clusters have been found to exhibit one-dimensional
(1D) migration rather than 3D migration characteristic of isolated point defects.
This high mobility results in the constant removal of SIA clusters from the bulk,
further increasing the defect imbalance. Note that SIA cluster removal by 1D
migration means that dislocation sweeping of clusters is not required to prevent the
buildup of the interstitial cluster concentration at high dose.

Damage accumulation under cascade conditions requires the inclusion of the
mobile (glissile) SIA cluster concentration, CgiLðxÞ; in the defect balance equations
of Eq. (5.40):
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dCv

dt
¼ K0ð1� erÞð1� evÞ � KivDvCv � KvsCvCs þ Lv

dCi

dt
¼ K0ð1� erÞð1� eiÞ � KivDvCv � KisCiCs

dCgiLðxÞ
dt

¼ KgiLðxÞ � KgðxÞCiCgiLðxÞ;

ð5:41Þ

where CgiLðxÞ is the concentration, KgiLðxÞ is the production rate, and Kg(x) is the
rate constant for interstitial interaction with glissile SIA loops (clusters) of size
x. The solution of Eq. (5.41) will be discussed in Chap. 8, Sect. 8.3.8 on void
swelling.

5.2 Radiation-Enhanced Diffusion

In a pure metal, the diffusion coefficient under radiation is given by:

Drad ¼ DvCv þDiCi: ð5:42Þ

Because the concentrations of vacancies and interstitials under irradiation are much
greater than those produced thermally, the radiation-enhanced diffusion coefficients
are much larger than thermal diffusion coefficients. Despite the shortcomings, it is
interesting to see how well the simple point defect balance equations are able to
estimate the effect of irradiation on diffusion. Figure 5.6 shows a plot of log Drad
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versus log t for the case of annealed Ag-30 % Zn at 40 °C irradiated with 2.5 MeV
electrons at a flux of 3.7 × 1015 m−2 s−1 [2]. The thin solid black lines are the
interstitial and vacancy components and the thick solid blue line is their sum as
calculated from Eq. (5.42) by Sizeman [2], and the dashed red line is the experi-
mental data. The experiment actually measures the Zener relaxation time, τz (see
[1]), which is proportional to Drad. The experimental result confirms the existence
of a maximum in Drad as in case (1) for low temperature and low sink density. This
result also shows that the interstitial component dominates at times less than that to
achieve steady state, τ3, since Di > Dv (by assumption) and Ci > Cv for τ < τ3.

Another excellent example of calculation of Drad verses measurement is pro-
vided by Rothman [1] for self-diffusion in copper at 200 °C in a crystal containing a
dislocation density of 1011 m−2 under irradiation with a net damage rate,
K0 = 10−6 dpa/s (similar to that experienced by a fast reactor core structural
material). In this case, Drad * 6.5 × 10−21 m2 s−1. Given that the thermal diffusion
coefficient is *1.4 × 10−27 m2 s−1, this represents an extremely large (>106)
increase due to irradiation. Figure 5.7 shows that at temperatures below 575 °C,
Drad exceeds the thermal equilibrium self-diffusion coefficient for this defect pro-
duction rate (curve 1). The various curves in Fig. 5.7 represent different combi-
nations of production rates and defect densities. Note that at low temperature,
mutual recombination dominates and Drad has an activation energy of Ev

m=2 (all
curves). At low sink density (1011 dislocations m−2 (curve 1), where ρd ∼ 4π
rvsCs = 4πrisCs), the mutual recombination region ties indirectly to diffusion by
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thermal equilibrium vacancies with increasing temperature. At high sink densities,
[1014 m−2 (curve 2) and 1015 m−2 (curve 3)], mutual recombination gives way to
annealing at fixed sinks at a critical temperature, determined as follows.

According to Eq. (5.36), for a single sink type:

CiKis ¼ CvKvs or Ci ¼ CvKvs

Kis
: ð5:43Þ

At steady state, Eq. (5.29) is applied and they can be rewritten in the following
form:

Cv ¼ KisCs

2Kiv
1þ 4K0Kiv

KisKvsC2
s

� �1=2

�1

" #

Ci ¼ KvsCs

2Kiv
1þ 4K0Kiv

KisKvsC2
s

� �1=2

�1

" #
:

ð5:44Þ

We define a parameter, η, such that:

g ¼ 4K0Kiv

KvsKisC2
s
: ð5:45Þ

Then using Eq. (5.44), Cv can be written as:

Cv ¼ FðgÞK0

KvsCs
; or CvKvsCs ¼ FðgÞK0: ð5:46Þ

where

FðgÞ ¼ 2
g
½1þ gÞ1=2 � 1�: ð5:47Þ

Equation (5.46) shows that F(η) determines the number of defects absorbed by
sinks in relation to the total rate of formation of the defects. If η → 0, then F
(η) → 1, i.e., all of the defects are lost to sinks and none to recombination. In the
limit of large η, F(η) * 2/η1/2 and F(η) → 0, indicating that mutual recombination
dominates defect loss. When F(η) = 1/2, the loss of defects to sinks and recom-
bination is equal. This occurs at a value of η of:

g ¼ 8 ¼ 4K0Kiv

KvsKisC2
s
: ð5:48Þ

Equation (5.48) can be solved for the critical temperature below which mutual
recombination will dominate, and above which loss to sinks will dominate.
(The term η will be revisited in Chap. 8 in describing the effect of recombination on
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void growth). Using Eqs. (5.3), (5.4), and (5.5) for Kiv, Kis, and Kvs, and defining
K 0
iv ¼ 4priv;K 0

is ¼ 4pris; andK 0
vs ¼ 4prvs; Eq. (5.48) can be written as:

8 ¼
4K0K 0

ivD
i
0 exp

�Ei
m

kT

� �

K 0
vsD

v
0 exp

�Ev
m

kT

� �
K 0
isD

i
0 exp

�Ei
m

kT

� �
C2
s

; ð5:49Þ

where Ev
i;m is the migration energy and Di;v

0 is the pre-exponential factor in the
diffusion coefficient for interstitials and vacancies, respectively. Equation (5.49)
simplifies to:

Tc ¼ Ev
m

k ln
2Dv

0C
2
sK

0
isK

0
vs

K0K 0
iv

� � : ð5:50Þ

At the highest temperatures, Drad is overwhelmed by thermal vacancies (all curves
in Fig. 5.7), and increasing K0 to 10−4 dpa/s (curve 4) raises Drad in the mutual
recombination range by a factor of 10.

Figure 5.8 shows the radiation-enhanced diffusion coefficient calculated for a
sample of nickel undergoing irradiation at a rate of 10−6 dpa/s for different sink
annihilation probabilities, p, where p−1 is the average number of jumps of a defect
between creation and annihilation at a sink [7]. The diffusion coefficient describing
radiation-enhanced diffusion, Drad, is shown by the solid line. The dashed line to the
left is the thermal diffusion coefficient and the solid horizontal line at the right is the
diffusion coefficient due to ballistic mixing,Dm [8], and will be discussed in Chap. 10.
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Fig. 5.8 Diffusion coefficient as a function of 1/T for a nickel-base alloy during irradiation at a
displacement rate of 10−6 dpa/s. Drad is calculated from rate theory for various sink annihilation
probabilities, p. The diffusion coefficient from displacement mixing is Dm and the thermal
diffusion coefficient is Dth (after [7])
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The difference between the curves forDrad andDth is the effect of radiation-enhanced
diffusion. As shown, irradiation can result in a several orders of magnitude increase in
the diffusion coefficient.

5.3 Defect Reactions

Each of the terms in the point defect balance equations represents a reaction. The
rate at which the reaction occurs will depend on the nature of the reacting species.
Following [3], we will develop expressions for the rates of each of the reactions in
the point defect balance equations, as they will be used in describing processes such
as void growth and dislocation climb. We have seen that the motion of mobile point
defects can be considered a random walk process. When one of these defects
encounters a specie in the crystal to which it becomes tightly bound, one or both of
the partners in the encounter are considered to disappear from the solid. Examples
include a vacancy or interstitial intersecting a free surface, grain boundary, dislo-
cation, void, etc., or a vacancy encountering a vacancy, an interstitial encountering
an interstitial, or a vacancy encountering an interstitial. Clearly, the rate of such
reactions is proportional to the concentrations of both species, or:

reaction rate of A and B ¼ KABCACB reaction/cm3 s, ð5:51Þ

where CA and CB are the concentrations of species A and B in units of
particles/cm3, and KAB is the rate constant of the reaction in cm3/s. Reactions can be
between two mobile particles (vacancy and interstitial at high temperature) or
between one mobile and one stationary defect, e.g., low temperature where
vacancies are immobile and interstitials are mobile, or between interstitials and
dislocation, grain boundaries, and voids.

There are two types of processes that will be of interest in dealing with the
reaction between point defects and sinks; reaction rate-controlled and
diffusion-controlled. In reaction rate-governed processes, there must be no macro-
scopic concentration gradients of either partner. If one partner is large compared to
the atomic-sized reactant, or if one is a strong sink, a concentration gradient may be
established in the vicinity of the stationary defect. Reactions between point defects
are examples of reaction rate-controlled processes. If a defect concentration gradient
is established, the overall process is governed by the rate of diffusion of the mobile
species to the stationary sink. This is the case with free surfaces, voids, and grain
boundaries. These defects are usually not treated by reaction rate theory.

As a first example of a reaction rate-controlled process, let us look at the
vacancy–vacancy reaction. Consider the reaction:

vþ v ! v2; ð5:52Þ
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that proceeds in the forward direction only and is characterized by the rate constant
K2v. In this example, one vacancy is assumed to be stationary and the other is
mobile. The rate of divacancy formation per cm3 is given as:

R2v ¼ P2vCv; ð5:53Þ

where Cv is the concentration of monovacancies and P2v is the probability per
second that another vacancy jumps into a site that is a nearest neighbor to a
particular vacancy (Fig. 5.9). A divacancy will form if a nearest neighbor site to a
vacancy is occupied by another vacancy, thus P2v depends on the crystal structure.
Taking the fcc lattice, all 12 nearest neighbor sites are equivalent, yielding:

P2v ¼ 12Px; ð5:54Þ

where Px is the probability per second that another vacancy jumps into one of the
nearest neighbor positions surrounding the vacancy. Px is proportional to:

1. The number of sites surrounding the nearest neighbor site from which another
vacancy could jump (seven sites as shown by the open red circles in Fig. 5.9)

2. The probability that one of these lattice positions is occupied by a vacancy, Nv

3. The jump frequency of a vacancy, ω, or

Px ¼ 7Nvx; ð5:55Þ

a

Vacancy

Nearest neighbor to vacancy

Nearest neighbor to nearest neighbor

Other lattice sites

Fig. 5.9 Locations of nearest
neighbors for the formation of
a divacancy in the fcc lattice
(after ref. [3])
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and we can write the vacancy site fraction as Nv = CvΩ, where Cv is the
volumetric vacancy concentration and Ω is the atomic volume. Back substitution
of Eqs. (5.54) and (5.55) into Eq. (5.53) yields:

R2v ¼ 84xXC2
v ½cm�3 s�1�: ð5:56Þ

Comparison with the definition of the reaction rate, Eq. (5.51) gives the reaction
rate constant K2v:

K2v ¼ 84xX: ð5:57Þ

In the fcc lattice, D = a2ω, then:

K2v ¼ 84XDv

a2
: ð5:58Þ

Although the expression for the rate constant was derived for a vacancy–vacancy
reaction, the same formulation applies to any reaction between any specie (e.g.,
impurity) that occupies substitutional positions in the fcc lattice. It can also be used
for other lattice types, but the factor, 84, called the combinatorial factor, or z, is
dependent on the crystal structure. The combinatorial factor is the solid-state analog
of the cross section in particle interactions.

In the previous example, we forced one of the reactants to be stationary. When
the reaction is between two mobile species, the rate is (KAB + KBA) CACB, where
KAB is the rate constant calculated assuming that B is immobile and vice versa for
KBA. Therefore, if both vacancies are mobile, the result would be multiplied by a
factor of 2; K2v + K2v = 2K2v. Given this background, we now turn our attention to
the various terms in the point defect balance equations in order to develop
expressions for the reaction rate coefficients.

5.3.1 Defect Production

The first term in the defect balance equations of Eq. (5.1) is the production rate of
vacancies and interstitials and this was determined in Chap. 2, Eq. (2.125), where
the term in brackets is given the designation, νFP

K0 ¼ nmFPrsN/½cm�3 s�1�: ð5:59Þ

For stainless steel, vFP * 30 Frenkel pairs per collision, σs * 3 × 10−24 cm2 and
N * 7 × 1022 cm−3. The term, ξ, is the displacement efficiency (Chap. 3) that
accounts for the reduction in freely migrating point defects due to in-cascade
recombination and clustering.
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5.3.2 Recombination

The second term in Eq. (5.1), KivCvCi, is the recombination rate. The rate constant
Kiv is the same for both vacancies and interstitials since they must recombine with
each other at the same rate. Reactions between vacancies and interstitials are of
great importance since the result is mutual annihilation or return to the perfect
lattice. Assuming a stationary vacancy and a mobile interstitial, and that recom-
bination occurs only when the interstitial jumps into a site that is nearest neighbor to
the vacancy, we can determine the recombination rate constant for an octahedral
interstitial in the fcc lattice. There are six octahedral sites as nearest neighbors to the
vacant lattice site and each interstitial site has eight octahedral nearest neighbors,
giving a value of 48 for the combinatorial factor:

Kiv ¼ 48XDi

a2
: ð5:60Þ

However, this is a bit unrealistic since (1) the stable form of the interstitial is the
split interstitial and (2) the vacancy and interstitial are attracted to each other by
virtue of their strain fields, causing spontaneous recombination to occur over dis-
tances greater than the nearest neighbor spacing. Therefore, a more realistic esti-
mate of the combinatorial factor, ziv, is *500:

Kiv ¼ zivXDi

a2
; and ziv � 500: ð5:61Þ

5.3.3 Loss to Sinks

The loss term represents all the possible sinks for vacancy and interstitial loss.
These sinks can be divided into three categories:

1. Neutral (unbiased) sinks show no preference for capturing one type of defect
over the other type. The rate of absorption is proportional to the product of the
diffusion coefficient of the point defect and the difference in the concentrations
of the point defect in the bulk metal and at the sink surface. The types of sinks in
this category are voids, incoherent precipitates, and grain boundaries.

2. Biased sinks exhibit preferential attraction for one defect type over the other.
Dislocations exhibit a stronger preference for interstitials than for vacancies. The
bias is due to the drift of interstitials down the stress gradient near the dislo-
cation core. Since absorption of interstitials enhances dislocation climb, the
dislocation is an unsaturable sink. Two types of dislocations are considered:
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networks in unirradiated metal and from unfaulted Frank loops, and interstitial
dislocation loops.

3. Variable bias sinks such as coherent precipitates act as traps that capture a defect
but preserve its identity until it is annihilated by the opposite type defect.
Impurity atoms and coherent precipitates act as recombination centers with a
limited capacity.

5.3.4 Sink Strengths

Reaction rate constants describe the reaction between a point defect and a sink
(which may be another point defect), and are designated KjX where j is the mobile
point defect and X is the sink. As such, they include the diffusion coefficient of the
point defect as well as a description of the tendency for the reaction to occur. It is
often useful to describe the tendency of a sink to absorb defects that is independent
of the defect properties. The sink strength, with units of [cm−2], is such a
description and it reflects the strength or affinity of a sink for defects. Sink strength
is independent of defect properties for neutral sinks. The sink strength is denoted by
k2jX; and is defined as:

absorption rate ¼ KjXCjCX ¼ k2jXCjDj; ð5:62Þ

so

k2jX ¼ KjXCX

Dj
; ð5:63Þ

or

k2j ¼
X
X

k2jX: ð5:64Þ

Both the rate constant and the sink strength are terms commonly used to describe
the action of sinks on the defects in the solid. Physically, k�1

j is the mean distance a
free defect of type j travels in the solid before becoming trapped.

Before we treat the various sink types, we will first look at the rate constants for
the two basic reaction processes: reaction rate-controlled processes and
diffusion-limited processes. We begin with reaction rate-controlled processes.
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5.4 Reaction Rate-Controlled Processes

5.4.1 Defect–Void Interaction

For reactions where capture is controlled by the rate at which the point defects enter
the trap site, we can use Eq. (5.61). For defect–void reactions, the term to be
determined is the combinatorial factor. For a void, the number of lattice points on
the surface of the sphere is 4πR2/a2, where the area occupied by a lattice point is
approximated by a2. The rate constant then becomes:

KvV¼ 4pR2XDv

a4
¼ 4pR2Dv

a
; whereX� a3; k2V ¼ 4pR2qV

a
; ð5:65Þ

where ρV is the concentration of voids in the solid.

5.4.2 Defect–Dislocation Interaction

Consider a cylinder about a dislocation line whose axis is coincident with the dis-
location line such that capture is certain for any vacancy entering the cylinder
(Fig. 5.10). The cylinder consists of zvd atomic sites on each of the crystal planes
intersected by the dislocation line. The cylinder defines the capture radius of the
dislocation, or the radius inside which entering defects are lost to the sink. If the
spacing between atom planes in the lattice is*a, then there are zvd/a capture sites per
unit length of dislocation. Letting ρd be the density of dislocation lines in the crystal
(in units of centimeters of dislocation line per cm3 of solid or cm−2), then there are zvd
ρd/a capture sites per unit volume. If the concentration of vacancies per unit volume

Rd

a

Fig. 5.10 Capture volume around a dislocation line, defined by the cylinder of radius Rd and with
sink sites lying on crystal planes separated by a distance a
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is Cv, then the vacancy site fraction is CvΩ. For a vacancy jump rate of ω, the rate of
vacancy capture rate by the dislocation per cm3 is given as:

Rvd ¼ zvdqd
a

CvXx ½cm�3 s�1�: ð5:66Þ

Since Ω * a3 and Dv = a2ω, we have:

Rvd ¼ DvzvdqdCv and reaction rate constantKvd ¼ Dvzvd; k
2
vd ¼ zvdqd

Rid ¼ DizidqdCi and reaction rate constantKid ¼ Dizid; k
2
id ¼ zidqd

ð5:67Þ

and zvd ≠ zid.

5.5 Diffusion-Limited Reactions

Reactions between defects and sinks cannot always be characterized as reaction
rate-limited. Reactions driven by defect concentration gradients are diffusion-
limited and must be treated differently. Such reactions are defect–void, defect–grain
boundary, and sometimes defect–dislocation interactions. Following [3], these
reactions are addressed here starting with defect–void reactions.

5.5.1 Defect–Void Reactions

Consider the case of ρV voids per unit volume, each of radius, R, which absorb a
particular type of point defect present in the solid and between the spherical sinks.
Focusing on a single sphere, the unit cell or capture volume surrounding each
sphere is defined as the portion of the solid that can be associated with each sphere.
The radius of the capture volume (see Fig. 5.11) around each sphere is defined by:

4
3
pR3

� �
qV ¼ 1: ð5:68Þ

The diffusion equation for the point defects will be solved in the spherical shell
R ≤ r ≤ ℛ. The concentration of point defects at a radial position r in the capture
volume at time t is denoted by C(r, t). The definition of the capture volume implies
that there is no net flux of point defects across the boundary at r = ℛ, which is
written as:

@C
@r

� �
R
¼ 0; ð5:69Þ
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and the point defect concentration at the surface of the sphere is given as:

CðR; tÞ ¼ CR: ð5:70Þ

The value of CR depends on the process. For insoluble gas atoms where the spheres
represent gas bubbles, CR = 0. For bubbles or voids where the point defects are
vacancies or interstitials, CR ¼ C0

v;i; the thermal equilibrium defect concentration.
If the defects are created uniformly in the capture volume and no sinks other than

the sphere are present, then the concentration C(r, t) is determined by solution of the
volumetric diffusion equation with a volumetric source term:

@C
@t

¼ D
r2

@

@r
r2
@C
dr

� �
þK0; ð5:71Þ

where D is the diffusion coefficient of the defects (assumed to be independent of
concentration) and K0 is the defect production rate per unit volume given by
Eq. (5.59).

When a solid is irradiated at a temperature where point defects are mobile, the
loss of particles to the sink is partially compensated by the production rate so the

concentration changes slowly with time
@C
@t

� 0
� �

and Eq. (5.71) can be

approximated as:

D
r2

d
dr

r2
dC
dr

� �
¼ �K0: ð5:72Þ

R

spherical 
sinkcapture 

volume

Fig. 5.11 The unit cell for determination of the diffusion-controlled rate constant for defect
absorption by a spherical sink
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The solution to Eq. (5.72) subject to the boundary conditions given by Eqs. (5.69)
and (5.70) is given as:

CðrÞ ¼ CR þ K0

6D
2R2ðr � RÞ

rR
� ðr2 � R2Þ

� �
: ð5:73Þ

Since in many cases, the capture volume radius is much larger than the sink radius
and the defect concentration changes rapidly only very close to the sink, the capture
volume is divided into two regions (Fig. 5.12). In region 1, the diffusion term is
much greater than the source term and Eq. (5.72) can be approximated by:

1
r2

d
dr

r2
dC
dr

� �
¼ 0; ð5:74Þ

with boundary conditions:

CðRÞ ¼ CR ð5:75Þ

Cð1Þ ¼ CðRÞ: ð5:76Þ

The solution of Eq. (5.74) subject to the boundary conditions given by Eqs. (5.75)
and (5.76) gives:

CðrÞ ¼ CR þ ½CðRÞ � CR� 1� R
r

� �� �
: ð5:77Þ

The flux of particles at the void surface is defined by:

J ¼ �D
dC
dr

� �
R
: ð5:78Þ

1 2

R0

C( )

CR

C

r

Fig. 5.12 Regions of interest
in the solution of the diffusion
equation in a spherical shell
with a uniform volumetric
production rate of defects
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Using Eq. (5.77) gives:

J ¼ �D½CðRÞ � CR�
R

: ð5:79Þ

The absorption rate of point defects by the void is given as:

�ð4pR2ÞJ ¼ 4pRD½CðRÞ � CR�: ð5:80Þ

Requiring that point defects produced in the capture volume be absorbed by the
void gives:

4
3
p R3 � R3� �

K0 ¼ 4pRD½CðRÞ � CR�: ð5:81Þ

If ℛ3 ≫ R3, the balance becomes as follows:

CðRÞ ¼ CR þ K0R
3

3RD
: ð5:82Þ

Assuming that C(ℛ) ≫ CR in Eq. (5.80) and replacing C(ℛ) by C, we obtain the
total rate of diffusion-controlled absorption of point defects by the void by multi-
plying Eq. (5.80) by the number of voids per unit volume ρV:

Rate of absorption/cm3 ¼ 4pRDqVC: ð5:83Þ

The rate constant for diffusion-controlled reaction of point defects and a perfect
spherical sink of radius R is then:

KiV ¼ 4pRDi;

KvV ¼ 4pRDv;

k2V ¼ 4pRqV;

ð5:84Þ

where the subscripts on K refer to the reacting species, vacancies or interstitials
(v, i), and voids V.

5.5.2 Defect–Dislocation Reactions

Diffusion-controlled reactions between defects and dislocations occur in much the
same way as in the case of spherical sinks, but in cylindrical coordinates. Taking the
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capture radius of the sink to be Rd and the dislocation density to be ρd, we define the
unit cell such that:

ðpR2Þqd ¼ 1: ð5:85Þ

The diffusion equation is given as:

D
r
d
dr

r
dC
dr

� �
þK0 ¼ 0; ð5:86Þ

with boundary conditions:

CðRdÞ ¼ CRd ð5:87Þ

dC
dr

� �
R

¼ 0; ð5:88Þ

and solution:

CðrÞ ¼ CRd þ
K0R

2

2D
ln

r
Rd

� �
� 1=2

r2 � R2
d

R2

� �� �
: ð5:89Þ

Analogous to the case for spherical sinks in region 1, but in cylindrical geometry
instead, the diffusion equation is given as:

1
r
d
dr

r
dC
dr

� �
¼ 0; ð5:90Þ

with boundary conditions:

CðRdÞ ¼ CRd ð5:91Þ

CðRÞ ¼ C; ð5:92Þ

with solution:

CðrÞ ¼ CRd þ ½CðRÞ � CRd �
lnðr=RdÞ
lnðR=RdÞ : ð5:93Þ

The flux of defects to the dislocation line is given as:

J ¼ �D
dC
dr

� �
Rd

¼ �D½CðRÞ � CRd �
Rd lnðR=RdÞ : ð5:94Þ
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The absorption rate per unit length of dislocation line = −(2πRd)J

¼ 2pD½CðRÞ � CRd �
lnðR=RdÞ : ð5:95Þ

The rate of defect production in the capture volume

¼ pðR2 � R2
dÞK0; ð5:96Þ

and since all defects produced in the capture volume are captured by the
dislocation:

2pD½CðRÞ � CRd �
lnðR=RdÞ ¼ pðR2 � R2

dÞK0; ð5:97Þ

and

CðRÞ ¼ CRd þ
K0R

2

2D
lnðR=RdÞ for Rd=R 	 1; ð5:98Þ

so from Eq. (5.94) the rate of defect capture by dislocations per unit vol-

ume =
2pDqdC
lnðR=RdÞ ; and the rate constants for vacancies and interstitials are as

follows:

Kvd ¼ 2pDv

ln(R=RvdÞ
Kid ¼ 2pDi

ln(R=RidÞ ;
ð5:99Þ

and

k2vd ¼
2pqd

lnðR=RvdÞ
k2id ¼

2pqd
lnðR=RidÞ :

ð5:100Þ

Note that the combinatorial factors for vacancies and interstitials differ by the
capture radius. The capture radius for interstitials is slightly greater than that for
vacancies and is the origin of the dislocation bias for interstitials.
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5.6 Mixed Rate Control

Mixed rate control occurs when the reaction rate is determined by a combination of
processes. We can determine the rate constant for the combined processes by
adding the reciprocals of the rate constants to give the resistance due to series steps
of diffusion and surface attachment. For the case of voids, we use the rate constants
given by Eqs. (5.65) and (5.84) giving:

1
Keff

¼ 1
Kreaction

þ 1
Kdiffusion

; ð5:101Þ

to yield the effective rate constant:

Keff ¼ 4pRD

1þ a
R

; k2eff ¼
4pRqV

1þ a
R

: ð5:102Þ

For large spheres, a/R → 0 and the rate constant is that for diffusion only. This
result shows that reaction rate limitations to capture kinetics for spherical sinks are
only significant if the sphere radius is small, approaching the lattice constant.

For dislocations, the capture rates calculated from a diffusion-controlled process
verses a reaction rate-controlled process are as follows:

Kdiffusion ¼ 2pD
lnðR=RdÞ

Kreaction ¼ zdD;
ð5:103Þ

giving the effective rate constant for mixed-control:

Keff ¼ D
1
zd

þ lnðR=RdÞ
2p

; k2eff ¼
qd

1
zd
þ lnðR=RdÞ

2p

ð5:104Þ

Consider zd to be the area of a circular region of radius Rd multiplied by the number
of atoms per unit area. For the (100) plane of the fcc lattice, the number of
atoms/unit area is 2/a2 and:

Kreaction=D ¼ zd ¼ 2pR2
d

a2
¼ 24 for Rd � 0:6 nm and a� 0:3 nm: ð5:105Þ

For a dislocation line density of 1010 cm−2, Kdiffusion=D ¼ 2p
lnðR=RdÞ ¼ 1:4: So

capture of defects by dislocations is diffusion-controlled.
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5.7 Defect–Grain Boundary Reactions

Interactions between point defects and grain boundaries are important in the case of
radiation-induced segregation, discussed in Chap. 6. Following the analysis of
Heald and Harbottle [9], the sink strength of the grain boundary is determined by
considering a spherical grain of radius a, with grain boundary defect concentration
equal to the thermal equilibrium value, which will be neglected compared to the
irradiated-induced concentration. The loss to sinks within the grain is given as:

k2DC ¼ ðzdqd þ 4pRVqVÞDC; ð5:106Þ

where k2 is the sink strength for the grain interior due to dislocations and voids, and
the diffusion equation is given as:

d2C
dr2

þ 2
r
dC
dr

þ K0

D
� k2C ¼ 0; ð5:107Þ

subject to boundary conditions C(r = a) = 0 and C(r = 0) = finite. The solution to
Eq. (5.107) subject to the boundary conditions is given as:

CðrÞ ¼ K0

Dk2
1� a sinh ðkrÞ

r sinh ðkaÞ
� �

; ð5:108Þ

and the total flow of point defects to the grain boundary, A, is given as:

A ¼ �4pr2D
@C
@r

				
r¼a

¼ 4pK0a
k2

½ka cotðkaÞ � 1�: ð5:109Þ

Written in rate theory formalism, Eq. (5.109) becomes as follows:

A ¼ zgbDC0; ð5:110Þ

where zgb is the sink strength for an individual grain boundary and C0 is the
concentration at the grain center (r = 0), Fig. 5.13:

C0 ¼ Cðr ¼ 0Þ ¼ K0

Dk2
1� ka

sinhðkaÞ
� �

: ð5:111Þ

From Eqs. (5.109), (5.110), and (5.111), the grain boundary sink strength, zgb, is
given as:

zgb ¼ 4pa
ka coshðkaÞ � sinhðkaÞ

sinhðkaÞ � ka

� �
: ð5:112Þ
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For small grains and low sink strengths, ka → 0, and:

zgbðka ! 0Þ ¼ 8pa ¼ 4pd; ð5:113Þ

where d(=2a) is the grain diameter. When the sink strength is large, ka → ∞, and:

zgbðka ! 1Þ ¼ 4pka2 ¼ pkd2: ð5:114Þ

The grain boundary sink strength is the product of zgb and the grain density in
grains per unit volume, or ρgb = 6/πd3, giving:

k2gbðka ! 0Þ ¼ 24=d2; Kjgb ¼ 4pDjd; ð5:115Þ

and

k2gbðka ! 1Þ ¼ 6k=d; Kjgb ¼ pkDjd
2; ð5:116Þ

where j = i or v.
Generally, k2 * 1011 cm−2 and d > 10−3 cm so that Eq. (5.116) is the appro-

priate expression for the grain boundary sink strength. In fact, the grain boundary
sink strength is given by Eq. (5.116) whenever (zdρd + 4πRVρV) > 1/d.

5.8 Coherent Precipitates and Solutes

These types of sinks are known as variable bias sinks in that they act as traps for
vacancies and interstitials rather than as infinite sinks, in which the defect loses its
identity after being absorbed. The source of the attraction of vacancies and inter-
stitials to the trap is the relief of the strain field produced by the coherency between

x

Cv

0
0

G.B.

Fig. 5.13 Diffusion-controlled reaction between vacancies and a grain boundary
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the trap and the lattice. The coherent precipitate is of a structure in which the lattice
planes of the precipitate are continuous with those of the matrix, but due to the
difference in lattice parameters, there is a strain field at the interface where the
lattice planes from each are forced to match. The over- or undersized solute is a
limiting case of a coherent precipitate. The trap strength is limited by the capacity of
the interface to hold or trap a defect until the anti-defect arrives and results in
annihilation. Hence, no matter accumulates at this defect and thermal emission does
not occur. The interface does exhibit a bias for defects and this bias is a function of
the biased sinks in the solid. For example, if the biased sinks in the solid favor
interstitials, then k2i [ k2v and the trap interface will acquire slightly more vacancies
than interstitials. This excess of vacancies then causes the trap surface to become a
more effective sink for interstitials than for vacancies. The biases for the trap are
denoted by Yv and Yi (Brailsford and Bullough [10] and Olander [3] provide
detailed analyses of the bias factors), and the absorption rates of vacancies and
interstitials at the trap are given by:

ACP
v ¼ 4pRCPDvCvqCPYv ¼ KvCPCvqCP

ACP
i ¼ 4pRCPDiCiqCPYi ¼ KiCPCiqCP:

ð5:117Þ

If there can be no steady-state accumulation of defects at the trap, then there is no
net matter flow to or from the sinks and:

4pRCPqCPDvCvYv ¼ 4pRCPqCPDiCiYi; ð5:118Þ

so

Yi ¼ DvCv

DiCi
Yv; ð5:119Þ

and the rate constants and sink strengths are as follows:

KvCP ¼ 4pRCPDvYv; k2vCP ¼ 4pRCPqCPYv

KiCP ¼ 4pRCPDiYi; k2iCP ¼ 4pRCPqCPYi:
ð5:120Þ

So variable bias sinks play an interesting role in that they adjust their preference for
point defects in response to the relative sink strengths in the bulk.

The reaction rate constants for the various reactions are summarized in Table 5.2
for the various defect–defect and defect–sink reactions.
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5.9 Point Defect Recovery

When irradiated materials are annealed, they exhibit stages, or temperature regimes,
that correspond to the loss of defects by mutual annihilation or by diffusion to sinks.
Experimental studies use isochronal annealing followed by electrical resistivity at
low temperature to identify the major defect recovery processes. Irradiation and
electrical resistivity measurements are conducted at low temperature (e.g., 4 K)
where defects are immobile and thermal scattering contributions to resistivity are
minimal. The appearance of any given stage depends on the time and temperature
used in the annealing experiment, and often on the time and temperature of irra-
diation. Therefore, they are not precisely defined.

Since electrical resistivity is proportional to the total concentration of all
irradiation-produced point defects, the resistivity increase per unit irradiation dose
is therefore a measure of the concentration of stable defects produced at a given
irradiation temperature. Measurements of the change in electrical resistivity, Δρ, as
a function of annealing temperature provide information on the kinetics of defect
reactions. For example, if recombination of vacancies and interstitials occurs, a
decrease of Δρ with temperature follows. Figure 5.14 shows a plot of the fractional
change in defect concentration (Δρ/Δρ0 is proportional to N/N0) as a function of
temperature in pure copper after electron irradiation at 4 K. Note that there are five
major stages of annealing.

Based on the one-interstitial model, Stage I corresponds to the onset of SIA
migration. In fact, Stage I consists of five substages, IA–IE, as shown in Fig. 5.15.
Details of Stage I annealing of copper are shown in Table 5.3. The lower tem-
perature substages, IA, IB, and IC, are due to collapse of close Frenkel pairs. That is,
recombination of vacancy–interstitial pairs that were not created far enough away
from each other to escape the attractive forces and thus the interstitial recombines
with its vacancy counterpart. The differences between stages IA, IB, and IC may be
due to alternative interstitial structures or to directions of separation in the lattice.
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stage:

defect 
reactions:

I II III IV V
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2v
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CI

D+EI
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Fig. 5.14 Annealing stages
and defect reactions in pure
copper after electron
irradiation; i1 and v1 denote
single interstitials and
vacancies, respectively, i2 and
v2 di-interstitials and
divacancies (after [11])
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Stages ID and IE are due to recombination by long-range migration of interstitials.
Stage ID is due to correlated recombination in which the interstitial atom recom-
bines with the vacancy created by the same displacement event. Stage IE is due to
uncorrelated recombination of an interstitial with a vacancy from a different dis-
placement event. In these cases, recovery may consist of tens or hundreds of jumps.
Stages ID and IE are observed when the Frenkel pair density is small enough so that
the average distance of an interstitial atom to a vacancy from a different dis-
placement event is much larger than that to a vacancy from the same displacement
event. Note that interstitial clustering occurs simultaneously with recombination
and is responsible for the survival of interstitials at the end of Stage I and for the
incompleteness of recovery in this stage.

Stage II recovery describes migration and growth of small interstitial clusters and
SIA-impurity clusters and occurs in the temperature range 50–200 K in copper. The
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Fig. 5.15 Isochronal
annealing curves of a Pt
sample irradiated at 4.5 K
with 3 MeV electrons to
Δρ0 = 4 × 10−9 Ω cm.
Isochronal holding times were
20 min for temperature steps
of ΔT/T = 3.5 % (after [11])

Table 5.3 Stage 1 annealing of copper (after [12])

IA IB IC ID IE
Temperature (K) 16 28 32 39 53

Activation energy (eV) 0.05 0.085 0.095 0.12 0.12

Reaction order 1 1 1 1 1

Number of jumps 1 1 1 10 104

Impurity effect – Small
reduction

– Large
reduction

Large reduction

Dose effect – – – – Moves to lower T

Increasing e− energy Increase Reduce Increase
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minimal change in resistivity of Stage II is indicative of the importance of impu-
rities in this stage. Impurities can trap interstitials, delaying interstitial clustering
reactions. Stage II is more prominent in impure materials or when pure materials are
doped with impurities that could form SIA-impurity clusters.

In Stage III, vacancies migrate and annihilate at interstitial clusters. Vacancy
migration also results in vacancy agglomeration and at the end of Stage III, sur-
viving defects consist of small vacancy clusters and larger interstitial loops.
Vacancy clusters grow in Stage IV to such a size that they are visible in the
transmission electron microscope as small voids. Impurities may affect vacancy
clustering and alter Stage IV recovery. Stage V corresponds to the thermal disso-
ciation of vacancy clusters followed by vacancy annihilation at interstitial loops
such that at the end of stage V all damage is removed.

The specific processes that occur after Stage III are less well defined for several
reasons. For a number of metals (Al, Pt, Au), recovery is complete after Stage III
since the loss of mobile vacancies to interstitial clusters is apparently so great that
the residual vacancy clusters are not large enough to survive Stage III.
Multiple-defect structures are not easily formed by electron irradiation and so stages
IV and V are rather ill-defined. Defect clusters are more readily formed by neutron
or ion irradiation that produce large defect cascades in which separation of the
vacancy core from the interstitial shell enhances agglomeration reactions. In this
case, a much larger fraction of vacancies and interstitials survive Stage I and
Stage III, respectively. It also means that annealing behavior is dependent on the
irradiating particle. Further, the wide range of cluster geometries that can nucleate
and evolve make for a very complex microstructure with many recovery pathways.

Nomenclature

A Flow rate of defects to sink
a Lattice constant, also grain radius
C Concentration
CgiL Mobile SIA cluster concentration
Civ Interstitial, vacancy concentration
CR Vacancy concentration at void boundary
Cs Sink concentration
d Grain diameter
Drad Radiation-enhanced diffusion coefficient
Dth Thermal diffusion coefficient
Dm Ballistic mixing diffusion coefficient
Dy

0 Pre-exponential factor in the diffusion coefficient via defect y
Dy

x Diffusion coefficient for species x via y
Ey
m Migration energy of defect y

f Correlation coefficient
i Interstitial
v Vacancy
s Sink
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Jx Flux of atom or defect x across a marker plane
k Boltzmann’s constant
k2jX Strength of sink X for defect j

K0 Defect production rate
Kgb Rate constant for defect–grain boundary interaction
Kg Rate constant for interstitial interaction with glissile SIA loops
KgiL Production rate of glissile interstitial loops
Kid Rate constant for interstitial–dislocation interaction
Kiv Vacancy–interstitial recombination rate constant
Kis Interstitial–sink reaction rate constant
Kvd Rate constant for vacancy–dislocation interaction
Kvs Vacancy–sink reaction rate constant
K2v Divacancy formation rate constant
Lv Thermal vacancy production term
N Atom fraction
riv Vacancy–interstitial recombination radius
ris Interstitial–sink recombination radius
rvs Vacancy–sink recombination radius
p Sink annihilation probability
P2v Probability/second of forming a divacancy
Px Probability/second that a vacancy jumps to a nearest neighbor to a vacancy
Rd Dislocation core radius
Rid Reaction rate between interstitials and dislocations
Rvd Reaction rate between vacancies and dislocations
R2v Rate of divacancy formation
ℛ Radius of unit cell or capture volume surrounding a spherical sink
t Time
T Temperature
Tc Critical temperature defined by Eq. (5.50)
v2 Divacancy designation
zgb Sink strength for an individual grain boundary
zxy Combinatorial number for a reaction between x and y
εi,v Fraction of clustered interstitials, vacancies
εr Fraction of defects recombining in cascade
ϕ Particle flux
ρd Dislocation density
η Parameter defined by Eq. (5.45)
σs Microscopic scattering cross section
τx Time constant for process x
ω Jump frequency
Ω Atomic volume
ξ Production efficiency term
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Subscripts

a Atoms
CP Coherent precipitate
d Dislocation
g Glissile
gb Grain boundary
giL Glissile interstitial loop
i,v Interstitials, vacancies
m Migration
Rad Under irradiation
r Recombination
R Void radius
s Sink
V Void

Superscripts

i, v Interstitials, vacancies

Problems

5:1 Point defect concentration buildup during irradiation can be described by:

dCv

dt
¼ K0 � KivCiCv � KvsCvCs þr � ðDvrCvÞ

dCi

dt
¼ K0 � KivCiCv � KisCiCs þr � ðDirCiÞ

How do these equations simplify if you are irradiating a single crystal with
no defects present? In that case, what is the relationship between vacancy and
interstitial concentrations? Do the vacancy and interstitial concentrations
differ if you start with a sample that contains defects?

5:2 For pure nickel irradiated at 500 °C:

(a) Calculate the steady-state concentration of vacancies and interstitials.

K0 ¼ 5
 10�4dpa/s DHv
m ¼ 0:82 eV

Cs ¼ 109 cm�3 DHi
m ¼ 0:12 eV

riv ¼ ris ¼ rvs ¼ 10a DSvm ¼ DSim ¼ 0

m ¼ 1013s�1 a ¼ 0:352 nm

(b) For a dislocation density of 1012 cm−2, determine the temperature at
which mutual recombination gives way to annealing at fixed sinks.
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5:3 A perfect, single crystal Cu wire (cylinder) of radius R = 10 nm and length
L ≫ R is irradiated at 400 °C. The only sink present is the surface.

(a) Assuming negligible recombination, solve the diffusion equation:

@Cx

@t
¼ K0 þDxr2Cx

at steady state for x = interstitial or vacancy, to obtain the vacancy and
interstitial concentration profiles. What boundary condition do you use
at the surface? When you solve the equation pay attention to the
symmetry of the problem to eliminate terms in the expression for ∇2Cx.

(b) Calculate the rates of absorption (number of defects per unit area and
time) at the surface.

(Hint: remember that ∇2C is continuous.)

5:4 Calculate the steady-state radiation-enhanced diffusion coefficient for copper
at T/Tm = 0.5 in terms of K0, the defect production rate, and ρd, the dislo-
cation sink density.

5:5 Assume for a metal of interest that the interstitial–sink interaction radius and
the vacancy–sink interaction radius are equal. Two irradiations are performed
at low, but non-negligible sink density. The displacement rate is the same for
both irradiations. In the second irradiation, a minor alloying addition doubles
the diffusion coefficient of interstitials but does not change the diffusion
coefficient for vacancies. By how much does the ratio of the steady-state
vacancy to interstitial concentrations change? Explain physically what hap-
pens to the point defects.

5:6 A sample of aluminum is held at room temperature (20 °C) and irradiated
with a monoenergetic beam of 1 MeV neutrons at a flux of 1014 n/cm2s.
Assume that the capture radii riv = ris = rvs are all approximately 10a.

(a) At what sink density does defect annihilation at sinks overtake mutual
recombination?

(b) What is the value of the radiation-enhanced steady-state diffusion
coefficient of aluminum atoms? How does this compare to the diffusion
coefficient in the absence of irradiation?

(c) Verify that your calculations in part (b) do indeed represent a
steady-state condition, i.e., dCv/dt = dCi/dt = 0.

5:7 A defect-free Al crystal is irradiated at a displacement rate of 10−5 dpa/s.

(a) Calculate the steady-state concentration of point defects at T = 100 °C
and 500 °C.

(b) Once steady state is reached, the irradiation is stopped. Calculate the
time constant for recombination as a function of temperature.
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(c) One wishes to measure the defect concentration in the irradiated Al, a
process assumed to take 100 s. Determine the temperature range for
which the defect concentration can be kept within 1 % of its value at the
end of the irradiation for this length of time.
Assume the combinatorial factor, z = 500.

5:8 Following the analysis for the diffusion rate of point defects to spherical
sinks, derive an expression for the vacancy concentration profile around a
dislocation. What is the vacancy capture rate by dislocations?

5:9 For fcc nickel, determine whether vacancy capture by dislocations is a
diffusion-controlled or reaction rate-controlled process. What about inter-
stitial capture by dislocations?

zd Area of the circular region about the dislocation (defined by the capture
radius) multiplied by the number of atoms per unit area

rvd Capture radius for vacancies = 0.6 nm
rid Capture radius for interstitials = 0.7 nm
ρd 1010 cm−2

5:10 It can be shown that the time constant (characteristic time) for the process
v + s → s is τ3 = (KvsCs)

−1. At sufficiently high temperature, vacancies may
be mobile so that the reaction v + v → v2 may terminate the increase in
vacancy concentration with time. If the consumption rate of vacancies in
divacancy formation is KvvC2

v, determine the time constant for the onset of
steady state.

5:11 A sample of fcc copper with a low sink density (τ1 < τ2) is irradiated at low
temperature (T/Tm = 0.3) until steady state is reached. Some time later, all
sinks instantly disappear and a new steady state is reached. Determine the
magnitude of the change in Cv and Ci between the two steady states.

5:12 Explain the reason (or likely reasons) for the following observations:

(a) The displacement rate at the surface of a copper sample is 1000 times
higher when irradiated with 1 MeV Cu+ ions than with 1 MeV protons
at the same flux.

(b) A scattering experiment using 3 MeV B+ ions on Cu produces yields
that disagree sharply with calculations using the Rutherford scattering
formula.

(c) A single crystal of copper is irradiated with 2 MeV He+ ions and the
backscatter yield is only 5 % of that of a polycrystal.

(d) Irradiation of a metal with a high neutron flux does not produce a
measurable increase in the atom diffusion coefficient.

(e) Two metals are pressed together and heated to 0.5Tm. It is observed that
atoms from the metals intermix at the interface. Attempts to determine
the defect(s) responsible for the intermixing reveal that vacancies
account for 100 % of the atom mixing. True or false? Why?
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5:13 Two engineers are arguing over how to test the effect of the high point defect
concentration developed during irradiation on the deformation rate of nickel
at 500 °C. Engineer #1 maintains that one can irradiate the sample to the
appropriate fluence at the temperature of interest, remove it from the reactor,
and heat it back up to temperature to perform the test. Engineer #2 insists that
the concentration of point defects decays almost immediately after irradiation
ceases and therefore, tests must be performed in situ. Who is right? Why?
(Hint: consider the point defect equation for the slowest defect (vacancy)
only, neglect recombination, and consider that the only sinks present are
dislocations at a concentration of 109 cm−2).

DNi
v ð500 �C)� 10�8 cm2=s

a� 0:3 nm

5:14 Assume a solid containing defect sinks is irradiated at a temperature T0, at
which only vacancies are mobile.

(a) For the case of a high sink density, estimate the time, t1, at which sinks
will contribute to interstitial annihilation. Neglect recombination.

(b) For the case of a low sink density, estimate the time, t2, at which
recombination will contribute to vacancy annihilation. Neglect the
effect of sinks.

(c) Describe what changes can be made in either the irradiation process or
the material microstructure to force t1 = t2.

Assume a quasi-steady-state condition exists, beginning at t1 in part
(a) and at t2 in part (b).

5:15 Show that, for a metal with a low sink density undergoing neutron irradiation
at low temperature (T/Tm < 0.2), when sinks contribute to interstitial anni-
hilation, the vacancy and interstitial concentrations as a function of time can
be written as:

Cv ¼ ðK0KisCst=KivÞ1=2

Ci ¼ ðK0=KivKisCstÞ1=2

(Hint: consider this case to be intermediary to the quasi-steady state and
steady-state cases such that dCi/dt < 0 and dCv/dt > 0 and write the point
defect balance equations as inequalities.)

5:16 Two bilayer samples with low sink strengths are being irradiated at low
temperature as part of a radiation-enhanced diffusion experiment. If the
displacement rate of the second sample is five times that of the first sample,
what is the difference in the radiation-enhanced diffusion coefficient?
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Part II
Physical Effects of Radiation Damage



Chapter 6
Radiation-Induced Segregation

A profound consequence of irradiation at elevated temperature is the spatial
redistribution of solute and impurity elements in the metal. This phenomenon leads
to the enrichment or depletion of alloying elements in regions near surfaces, dis-
locations, voids, grain boundaries, and phase boundaries. Figure 6.1 shows a plot of
solute element profiles across a grain boundary in stainless steel irradiated in a
reactor to a dose of several dpa at about 300 °C. There is significant depletion of
chromium, molybdenum, and iron and enrichment of nickel and silicon. Such
drastic changes at the grain boundary will cause changes in the local properties of
the solid and may induce susceptibility to a host of processes that can degrade the
integrity of the component. For this reason, understanding radiation-induced seg-
regation (RIS) is of great importance for reactor performance.

First postulated by Anthony in 1972 [2], and observed by Okamoto and
Weidersich in 1973 [3], RIS has its origin in the coupling between defect fluxes and
fluxes of alloying elements. Irradiation produces point defects and defect clusters
with an approximately random distribution throughout the material. Those defects
that are mobile and escape recombination are reincorporated into the crystal structure
at dislocations, grain boundaries, and other defect sinks. As shown in Chap. 5, point
defects flow to spatially discrete sinks. Since themotion of atoms is byway of defects,
atom fluxes are associated with defect fluxes. Any preferential association of defects
with a particular alloying component and/or preferential participation of a component
in defect diffusion will couple a net flux of the alloying element to the defect fluxes.
The flux of an element causes its buildup or depletion in the vicinity of defect sinks
and, therefore, concentration gradients in initially homogeneous alloy phases. The
concentration gradients induce back diffusion of the segregating elements, and a
quasi-steady state may be set up during irradiation whenever the defect-driven
alloying element fluxes are balanced by diffusion-driven back diffusion.

Figure 6.2 presents a schematic of processes driving segregation in a binary, 50 %
A–50 %B alloy, under irradiation at an elevated temperature. As described in
Chap. 5, vacancies and interstitials flow to the grain boundary causing a concen-
tration profile to develop. In case of vacancies (Fig. 6.2(a)), the flux of vacancies to
the grain boundary is balanced by an equal flux of atoms in the opposite direction.
However, if the participation of A atoms in the vacancy flux is larger than the atom
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Fig. 6.1 Radiation-induced segregation of Cr, Ni, Si, and P at the grain boundary of a 300 series
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Fig. 6.2 Schematic of radiation-induced segregation in a binary, 50 % A–50 % B system showing
(a) the development of the vacancy concentration profile by the flow of vacancies to the grain
boundary balanced by an equal and opposite flow of A and B atoms, but not necessarily in equal
numbers, (b) the development of the interstitial concentration profile by the flow of interstitials to
the grain boundary balanced by an equal flow of A and B atoms migrating as interstitials, but not
necessarily in equal numbers, (c) the resulting concentration profiles for A and B
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fraction in the alloy (and consequently the participation of B atoms is less), then
there will be a net loss of A atoms, and a net gain of B atoms at the boundary, giving
rise to concentration gradients, such as shown in Fig. 6.2(c). Considering intersti-
tials, their flux to the grain boundary is also made up of a flux of A and B atoms. If
the participation of B atoms in the interstitial flux is greater than the atom fraction in
the alloy (and necessarily, the participation of A atoms in the flux is less than the
atom fraction in the alloy), then a net increase in B atoms and a corresponding net
decrease in A atoms will result. These processes are shown in Fig. 6.2(b). This
example shows that both vacancy and interstitial flow to the grain boundary can
result in the net accumulation of one alloying element and a corresponding depletion
of the other alloying element. Whether element A enriches or depletes when both
processes are included depends on the relative strengths of atom association with the
respective defect fluxes.

In this chapter, we will focus on radiation-induced segregation in concentrated
binary and ternary alloy systems and we will explore the dependence of RIS on
temperature, dose, and dose rate.

6.1 Radiation-Induced Segregation in Concentrated
Binary Alloys

To distinguish a concentrated alloy from a dilute alloy, it will be assumed that a
concentrated alloy is one in which the substitutional solute concentration is above a
few percent. The following segregation model is also well-suited to describe alloy
systems with significant atomic size differences, including the limit in which the
undersized component is present in dilute solution.

The model for solute segregation as developed by Wiedersich [4] follows. We
will consider a binary solid solution of elements A and B that are distributed
randomly throughout the solid. Due to irradiation, the local vacancy and interstitial
concentrations change with time according to the point defect balance equations:

@Cv

@t
¼ �rJv þK0 � R

@Ci

@t
¼ �rJi þK0 � R;

ð6:1Þ

where −∇Jv and −∇Ji are the divergences of the vacancy and interstitial fluxes,
respectively, K0 is the Frenkel pair production rate and R ¼ KivCiCv is the rate of
recombination of vacancies and interstitials. Note also that we have dropped the
vector notation for sake of simplicity, and thus, we will need to keep track of
direction. Equations (6.1) are identical to Eq. (5.1) in the absence of sinks and with
the gradient term included. The conservation equations for the alloying elements A
and B are given as:
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@CA

@t
¼ �rJA

@CB

@t
¼ �rJB:

ð6:2Þ

The defect and atom fluxes in Eqs. (6.1) and (6.2) arise from forces due to chemical
potential gradients. In reality, the equations should be solved for chemical potential,
but for simplicity, we will use relations between fluxes and concentration gradients.
The coupling between atom and defect fluxes is based on simple physical models.
Note that in the case of self-ion bombardment, we would also include a production
term due to the implanted element concentration.

It is assumed that diffusive motions of A and B atoms occur only by vacancy and
by interstitial jumps. An important coupling between atom and defect fluxes is that
a flux of interstitials drives a flux of A and B atoms, equal in size and direction to
that of the interstitials, across any fixed lattice or “marker” plane:

Ji ¼ J iA þ J iB; ð6:3Þ

and, similarly, a flux of vacancies drives a flux of A and B atoms equal in size, but
opposite in direction, across the marker plane:

Jv ¼ � JvA þ JvB
� �

: ð6:4Þ

In Eqs. (6.3) and (6.4) and in subsequent notation, the subscripts indicate the
species of flux considered, and superscripts the complementary species by which
the flux occurs. In general, the division of vacancy and interstitial fluxes via A and
B atoms will not be in the same proportion as the atom fractions in the alloy, NA,
NB. That is, vacancies may migrate preferentially via A atoms and interstitials via B
atoms, as described earlier and shown in Fig. 6.2.

The fluxes of atoms and defects can be expressed in terms of the gradients of the
different species by the partial diffusion coefficient:

Dv
A ¼ 1

6
k2vzvNvx

v
Af

v
A; ð6:5Þ

where xv
A is the jump frequency with which an A atom exchanges with a vacancy

on a given neighboring site, Nv is the atomic fraction of vacancies, zv is the number
of nearest neighbors to the A atom, and λv is the jump distance. The term f vA is the
correlation factor for A atoms migrating by vacancies, which accounts for the
greater than random probability that after an initial jump, subsequent jumps of the A
atom will have a displacement component opposite to that of the initial jump. In
alloys, f is highly composition-dependent and is neglected in the following for
simplicity, giving:
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Dv
A ¼ 1

6
k2vzvNvx

v
A; ð6:6Þ

and the partial diffusion coefficient for vacancies via A atoms is given as:

DA
v ¼ 1

6
k 2
vzvNAx

A
v : ð6:7Þ

Note that xv
A ¼ xA

v ¼ xAvð Þ, since either jump frequency involves the exchange of
a given A atom–vacancy pair. Combining those factors on the RHS of Eqs. (6.6)
and (6.7) that are common to both, the diffusivity coefficient is defined as follows:

dAv ¼ 1
6
k2vzvxAv; ð6:8Þ

so that we have:

Dv
A ¼ dAvNv

DA
v ¼ dAvNA:

ð6:9Þ

For B atoms, the complementary equations are given as:

Dv
B ¼ dBvNv

DB
v ¼ dBvNB

ð6:10Þ

with

dBv ¼ 1
6
k2vzvxBv; ð6:11Þ

where ωBv is the effective exchange-jump frequency of a B atom–vacancy pair that
includes a factor accounting for possible binding or repulsion between vacancies
and B atoms.

The partial diffusion coefficients of A and B atoms via interstitials, and inter-
stitials via the elements, provided migration occurs by an interstitial mechanism, are
similarly:

Di
A ¼ 1

6
k2i zix

i
A; ð6:12Þ

which is analogous to Eq. (6.6). We are, however, neglecting the fact that interstitial
migration is more complex because more than one atom is significantly involved in
any interstitial jump. The partial diffusion coefficients for interstitials are thus:

Di
A ¼ dAiNi

DA
i ¼ dAiNA

ð6:13Þ
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and

Di
B ¼ dBiNi

DB
i ¼ dBiNB:

ð6:14Þ

The expression for dAi and dBi will depend on the interstitialcy mechanism and will
be more complicated than Eqs. (6.8) and (6.11). In writing the partial diffusion
coefficients in the form D = dN, we further assume that the spatial dependence
resides in the factor N, whereas the ds are composition-independent.

The “average” or “total” diffusion coefficients for the various species are given
as:

Dv ¼ dAvNA þ dBvNB

Di ¼ dAiNA þ dBiNB
ð6:15Þ

DA ¼ dAvNv þ dAiNi

DB ¼ dBvNv þ dBiNi:
ð6:16Þ

Using the partial and total diffusion coefficients, we can write the fluxes of atoms
and defects with respect to a coordinate system fixed on the crystal lattice:

JA ¼ �DAvrCA þ dAvNArCv � dAiNArCi

JB ¼ �DBvrCB þ dBvNBrCv � dBiNBrCi
ð6:17Þ

Jv ¼ dAvNvvrCA þ dBvNvvrCB � DvrCv

¼ ðdAv � dBvÞNvvrCA � DvrCv

Ji ¼ �dAiNivrCA � dBiNivrCB � DirCi

¼ �ðdAi � dBiÞNivrCA � DirCi;

ð6:18Þ

where v ¼ 1þ @ ln cA
@ lnNA

� �
¼ 1þ @ ln cB

@ lnNB

� �
, accounts for the difference between

the chemical potential gradient (the true driving force for the diffusion of A and B
atoms) and the concentration gradient, and γA and γB are activity coefficients. The
second equality in the expressions for Jv and Ji is obtained by neglecting small
perturbations arising from the presence of defects, so that ∇CB = −∇CA. This
equality describes the Kirkendall effect from the vacancy and interstitial mecha-
nisms, respectively. That is, the difference in the A atom and B atom fluxes in
opposite directions past a marker plane must be made up by an appropriate defect
flux.

We briefly digress to address the thermodynamic factor, χ. In the description of
fluxes of species, A, B, i, v, we assumed that the flux was driven by the concen-
tration gradient:
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Jk ¼ �
X
j¼1

DkjrCk: ð6:19Þ

In fact, fluxes are driven by the gradient in the chemical potential, lk, and so we
should write as:

Jk ¼ �
X
j¼1

LkjXk; ð6:20Þ

where the Lkj are the transport or Onsager coefficients for species k and j that contain
the kinetics information similar to Dkj in Eq. (6.19), and Xk is the driving force for
species k, which for diffusion is the gradient of the chemical potential for species
k. The Lkj are fundamental kinetic quantities that can be used to predict RIS and
transport behavior in general. Of particular interest are the off-diagonal terms Lkj k 6¼jð Þ
that contain kinetic information about coupled fluxes between species k and j. These
cross terms are essential for a quantitative understanding of RIS as they include
information about solute-defect coupling, e.g., vacancy drag, which is not available
from just the diagonal terms.

The driving force, Xk, for diffusion of species k is the gradient of the chemical
potential for species k:

Xk ¼ �rlk: ð6:21Þ

The chemical potential gradient is given as:

rlk ¼ kT
rCk

Ck
1þ @ ln c

@Ck

� �
; ð6:22Þ

where

v ¼ 1þ @ ln c
@Ck

� �
: ð6:23Þ

Substituting the expression for χ into Eq. (6.22) gives:

rlk ¼ vk
rCk

Ck
kT; ð6:24Þ

and substituting Eq. (6.24) into Eq. (6.21) and writing in general form yields:

Xk ¼ �vk
rCk

Ck
kT: ð6:25Þ
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The terms DA and DB in Eqs. (6.16) can be written in terms of the Onsager
coefficients as:

DA ¼ kT
LvAA
CA

� LvAB
CB

� �
þ LiAA

CA
� LiAB

CB

� �� �
v

DB ¼ kT
LvBB
CB

� LvAB
CA

� �
þ LiBB

CB
� LiAB

CA

� �� �
v;

ð6:26Þ

and the terms dAv, dAi, dBv, dBi from Eqs. (6.16) can be written as:

dAv ¼ LvAA þ LvAB
CACv

; dAi ¼ LiAA þ LiAB
CACi

dBv ¼ LvBB þ LvAB
CBCv

; dBi ¼ LiBB þ LiAB
CBCi

;

ð6:27Þ

where superscripts i, v indicate interstitial- and vacancy-mediated coefficients,
respectively. Substitution of Eqs. (6.26) and (6.27) into Eqs. (6.17) and (6.18)
yields the atom and defect fluxes in terms of the L-coefficients. The Lkj are generally
not directly measurable, making them difficult to obtain from experiment. Rather,
they can be obtained if the jump rates of the solute, solvent, vacancy, and interstitial
are known. Recall from Sect. 4.3.5 that multifrequency models can provide jump
frequencies for each of the species of interest, and L-coefficients can be calculated
from these frequencies. Values of specific jump frequencies can be determined
using ab initio methods. Reference [5] provides an example of the determination of
jump frequencies using ab initio, and the calculation of L-coefficients using the
method in [6].

Returning to the determination of concentration profiles, of the four flux equa-
tions, Eqs. (6.17) to (6.18), only three are independent because atom fluxes and
defect fluxes through a marker plane must balance:

JA þ JB ¼ �Jv þ Ji: ð6:28Þ

To obtain the atom and defect distributions in time and space, the set of coupled
partial differential equations in Eqs. (6.1) and (6.2) must be solved for the appro-
priate initial and boundary conditions. Inserting the fluxes given in Eqs. (6.17),
(6.18) and (6.28) into Eqs. (6.1) and (6.2) gives:

@Cv

@t
¼ r � dAv � dBvð ÞvXCvrCA þDvrCv½ � þK0 � R

@Ci

@t
¼ r dAi � dBið ÞvXCirCA þDirCi½ � þK0 � R

@CA

@t
¼ r DAvrCAð ÞþXCAðdAirCi � dAvrCvÞ½ �:

ð6:29Þ
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Note that the terms in brackets are just the fluxes, J, of the respective species. The
atomic fractions N have been corrected to volume concentration according to
N = ΩC, where Ω is the average atomic volume of the alloy. The equation for
element B is CB = 1 − CA when small defect concentrations are neglected.

Assuming that steady state has been reached, we can make some qualitative
conclusions about the flux equations in Eqs. (6.17), (6.18), and (6.28). At steady
state:

JA ¼ JB ¼ 0; ð6:30Þ

and neglecting defect bias effects in the solid:

Ji ¼ Jv; ð6:31Þ

since vacancies and interstitials are produced and recombine in equal numbers.
Eliminating ∇Ci in relation for JA in Eq. (6.17) using Eqs. (6.28), (6.30), and (6.31)
gives the following:

rCA ¼ NANBdBidAi
v dBiNBDA þ dAiNADBð Þ

dAv
dBv

� dAi
dBi

� �
rCv: ð6:32Þ

Equation (6.32) is a relation between the vacancy concentration gradient and the A
atom concentration gradient. It is evident that the relation between the direction of
the gradient of alloy component A and that of the vacancy gradient is determined by

the relative magnitude of the ratios
dAv
dBv

and
dAi
dBi

. Recall from Eqs. (6.8) and (6.11)

that:

dAv ¼ 1
6
k2vzvxAv

dBv ¼ 1
6
k2vzvxBv;

and

xAv ¼ v exp
DSAvm
k

� �
exp

�EAv
m

kT

� �
; xBv ¼ v exp

DSBvm
k

� �
exp

�EBv
m

kT

� �
;

therefore:

dAv
dBv

� exp
EBv
m � EAv

m

kT

� �
; ð6:33Þ
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since differences in ΔSm between A and B atoms are small. Similarly:

dAi
dBi

� exp
EBi
m � EAi

m

kT

� �
: ð6:34Þ

During irradiation, the vacancy concentration always decreases toward a defect
sink, and Eq. (6.32) predicts that the element A becomes enriched at sinks if
dAi
dBi

[
dAv
dBv

, i.e., if preferential transport of A atoms via interstitials outweighs

preferential transport via vacancies and vice versa.

Example 6.1. Segregation in a B–25 %A alloy.
Let us look at a B–25 %A alloy (where B = Ni and A = Cu), and assume that
there is no preferential association of defects with either A or B atoms. Given
the following values for migration energies of the two components via
vacancies and interstitials:

EAv
m � 0:77 eV EAi

m � 0:10 eV

EBv
m � 1:28 eV EBi

m � 0:15 eV,

Then, from Eqs. (6.33) and (6.34), we have:

dAv
dBv

� dAi
dBi

� �
¼ exp

1:28� 0:77
kT

� �
� exp

0:15� 0:1
kT

� �

¼ exp
0:51
kT

� �
� exp

0:05
kT

� �
�0

Since
dAv
dBv

� dAi
dBi

� �
is positive and the concentration gradient of A follows

that of vacancies, we have depletion of A at the sink. If this sink is a free
surface, then A is depleted at the surface. If it is a grain boundary, then A is
depleted at the grain boundary. More A atoms move away from the sink via
vacancies than to the sink via interstitials. Figure 6.3 shows the behavior of
the A concentration at a temperature of 500 °C and a dose rate of 10−3 dpa/s.
Note that the drop in the concentration of A at the sink surface is balanced by
a buildup behind the depleted zone. With increasing dose, the depleted zone
increases in depth and width until back diffusion due to the large concen-
tration gradient causes a leveling off and the establishment of a “steady-state”
condition at t > 104 s.
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6.1.1 Solution to the Coupled Partial Differential Equations

Solution to the system of partial differential equations given in Eq. (6.29) must be
obtained numerically. Solutions can be obtained in either planar geometry (free
surface) or spherical geometry (grain boundary). In the Perks code [7], segregation
of the alloying elements is modeled adjacent to a plane, which is a perfect sink for
point defects, such as a grain boundary or a free surface. Another plane is suffi-
ciently far away to model the conditions in the middle of the grain where there are
no concentration gradients. The model calculates the concentrations of the major
elements by considering the fluxes of each species caused by the migration of point
defects created thermally and by irradiation. Point defect losses occur due to mutual
recombination and annihilation at fixed sinks, the boundary surfaces, and a uniform
and time-independent distribution of dislocations. The detailed radiation-induced
microstructure is not considered explicitly, but the sink strength can be adjusted
with dose to simulate the buildup of sinks in the microstructure.

Once the fluxes are calculated, the divergences can be used to perform the time
integration required by the continuity equations in Eq. (6.29). The program cal-
culates the concentration of each species independently. An advantage of this
method is that any errors in the calculations are evident when the partial concen-
trations are summed.

The deep boundary condition is representative of the bulk material where there
are no concentration gradients for atomic and defect species so that the net flux of
each species is always zero. The surface or grain boundary is created as a perfect
sink for point defects, thus their concentration at the sink is maintained at their
initial values (dCk/dt = 0). In order to conserve atoms in the solid, the atomic fluxes
at the boundary are all zero.
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Fig. 6.3 Concentration profiles of element A in a B–25 %A alloy as a function of irradiation time
at a temperature of 500 °C and for a displacement rate of 10−3 dpa/s; EAv

m ¼ 0:77 eV,
EBv
m ¼ 1:28 eV, EAi

m ¼ 0:10 eV, EBi
m ¼ 0:15 eV (after [4])
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6.1.2 Interstitial Binding

Undersize solutes can tightly bind to interstitials forming interstitial–solute com-
plexes that migrate as solute interstitials. The RIS model described in Sect. 6.1 can
account for solute–interstitial binding by accounting for the non-random occupation
of interstitials by A and B atoms in the diffusivity coefficients, dAi and dBi,
respectively [4]. The concentrations of A and B interstitials are given as:

CAi ¼ Ci
CA exp EAi

b =kT
� �

CA exp EAi
b =kT

� �þCB
; ð6:35Þ

CBi ¼ Ci
CB

CA exp EAi
b =kT

� �þCB
; ð6:36Þ

where EAi
b is the average energy gained by converting a B interstitial into an A

interstitial. The term EAi
b is referred to as the effective A interstitial binding energy.

Clearly, solutes that bind to interstitials will undergo enrichment at sinks by virtue
of the flow of interstitials to the sink.

Example 6.2. Segregation with interstitial binding in Ni–Si.
Segregation will occur in systems where strong binding of the interstitials to
undersize atoms occurs. Consider the system of B–5 %A where B is Ni and A
is Si and preferential interstitial association with A atoms occurs. Figure 6.4
shows the calculated concentration profile of alloy component A (Si) for an
irradiation temperature of 500 °C. Note that element A strongly segregates to
the surface. This can be understood by referring to the parameters of
Eq. (6.36). We have chosen EAv

m ¼ EBv
m ¼ 1:28 eV and EAi

m = 0.09 eV,
EBi
m = 0.15 eV and a binding energy of EAi

b = 1.0 eV so that:

dAv
dBv

� dAi
dBi

¼ 1� exp ðEAi
b � EAi

m þEBi
m Þ=kT� 	

\0

and from Eq. (6.32), the surface becomes strongly enriched in Si. The binding
energy in part results from the size difference between Ni and Si. Here the
solute atom, Si, is considerably smaller and is expected to segregate to the
surface according to the argument given in Sect. 6.1.3. Results are supported
by the preceding calculation and confirmed by experiment. Figure 6.5 shows
that segregation of silicon to the surface does indeed occur in a Ni–1 %Si
alloy irradiated at moderate temperature. It should also be noted that in the
Ni–Si system, the solubility limit for Si is *10 at.%, and that segregation of
Si to values of above the solubility limit will result in precipitation of Ni3Si.
Hence, one important result of irradiation-induced segregation is that it can
lead to local solute concentration that exceeds the solubility limit and results
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in precipitation. Irradiation can also act to stabilize a second phase that would
otherwise not be present in thermodynamic equilibrium and vice versa. These
processes are discussed in Chap. 9.
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6.1.3 Solute Size Effect

Size difference between solute atoms plays a major role in determining the mag-
nitude and the direction of segregation [8]. To reduce the strain energy stored in the
lattice, undersize solute substitutional atoms will preferentially exchange with
solvent atoms in interstitial positions, whereas oversize solute atoms will tend to
remain on, or return to, substitutional sites. Strain-energy considerations also pre-
dict that vacancies will preferentially exchange with oversize solute atoms. During
irradiation at elevated temperatures, the fraction of undersize solute atoms
migrating as interstitials, or of oversize solute atoms migrating against the vacancy
flux, may therefore greatly exceed the fraction of solute in the alloy. In other words,
any variation in size between solute and solvent atoms will cause the chemical
composition of the irradiation-induced interstitial and vacancy fluxes toward sinks
to differ from the chemical composition of the alloy. This disproportionate partic-
ipation of misfitting solute atoms in the defect fluxes to sinks will cause a redis-
tribution of solute, which will produce an enrichment of undersize solute and a
depletion of oversize solute near defect sinks. Since the surface of an irradiated
solid serves as an unsaturable sink for both vacancy and interstitial-type defects,
concentration gradients will be created near the surface of alloys that contain
misfitting solute atoms during irradiation at appropriate temperatures. Table 6.1
shows the volume misfit for several solute–solvent combinations and the predicted
and observed direction of segregation under irradiation. Note that positive misfits
should result in depletion (−) at sinks while negative misfits should result in
enrichment (+) at sinks.

Example 6.3. Segregation driven by the size effect in Ni–1 %Al.
An example of the size effect is the Ni–Al system. According to Table 6.1, Al
is an oversized solute in the Ni lattice, and EA1�v

m will be less than ENi�v
m since

the oversize Al atoms will preferentially exchange with vacancies. According

to Eqs. (6.33) and (6.34),
dAv
dBv

[
dAi
dBi

and depletion at the surface is predicted.

In fact, measurement of the segregation of Al in Ni–1 %Al irradiated to 10.3
dpa at 510 °C and to 10.7 dpa at 620 °C shows strong depletion of Al at the
surface followed by redistribution behind the surface (Fig. 6.6). The buildup
of Al just below the surface results in an Al concentration that exceeds the
solubility limit and induces second phase formation as discussed in detail in
Chap. 9.
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6.1.4 Effect of Temperature

The temperature dependence of RIS is shown in Fig. 6.7 for a B–25 % A alloy, as
determined by solution of Eq. (6.29). Note that with increasing temperature, the

profile flattens. This is because the difference between
dAv
dBv

and
dAi
dBi

decreases with

Table 6.1 Effect of solute size on radiation-induced segregation (from [9–11])

Solvent–solute Volume misfit (%) Predicted direction
of segregation

Observed direction
of segregation

Pd–Cu −20 + +

Pd–Fe −27 + +

Pd–Mo −3 + +

Pd–Ni −26 + +

Pd–W −2 + +

Al–Ge −37 + +

Al–Si −45 + +

Al–Zn −19 + +

Fe–Cr +4 − −

Mg–Cd −19 + +

Ti–Al −3 + +

Ti–V −26 + +

Ni–Al +52 − −

Ni–Au +55 − −

Ni–Be −29 + +

Ni–Cr +1 − −

Ni–Ge −5 + +

Ni–Mn +32 −

Ni–Mo +31 − −

Ni–Sb +21 − −

Ni–Si −16 + +

Ni–Ti +57 − −

Cu–Ag +44 − −

Cu–Be −34 + +

Cu–Fe −8 + +

Cu–Ni −7 + +
aSS–Ni −3 + +
aSS–Cr +5 − −
aSS–Si −3 + +
aSS–C +54 − −
aSS–Mn +3 − −
aSS–Mo +36 − −
aSS–Cu +9 − −
aSS refers to 316 stainless steel from [10]
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temperature. Figure 6.8 shows that the steady-state concentration at the sink surface
passes through a minima/maxima as a function of temperature and can be explained
as follows. At high temperatures, a large thermal vacancy concentration leads to a
high diffusion rate of alloying elements as well as to a high defect recombination
rate; the latter reduces the defect fluxes to sinks, and hence, the amount of solute
segregation, while the former increases the back diffusion of segregated alloying
elements. At low temperatures, the vacancy mobility is low, the radiation-induced
excess vacancy concentration is correspondingly high so that defect recombination
becomes dominant, and hence, the defect fluxes to sinks decrease and segregation is
reduced. At intermediate temperatures, the thermal vacancy concentration becomes
insignificant and the radiation-induced excess vacancy concentration is relatively
low. The defect recombination rate is low, and hence defects migrate predominantly
to sinks and significant segregation occurs.
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6.1.5 Effect of Dose Rate

Decreasing the dose rate will shift the temperature dependence of RIS to lower
temperatures as shown in Fig. 6.9. The shift of the curve toward lower temperatures
for lower displacement rates can be explained as follows. At a given temperature, a
lower point defect generation rate means that vacancies and interstitials are added to
the lattice more slowly, or more widely spaced in time. However, their thermal
mobility is unchanged and with the lower numbers of defects in the lattice, the
probability of finding a sink versus recombination is increased. Thus, at a given
temperature, lower displacement rates tend to increase the role of the sink over the
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role of recombination, resulting in greater segregation. At high temperatures, a
lower displacement rate means that irradiation-produced vacancies will have less of
an impact, so that their effect on segregation is less than that at higher dose rate and
the amount of segregation drops with decreasing dose rate.

6.2 RIS in Ternary Alloys

Engineering alloys are rarely simple binary alloys. Most structural alloys contain
many solutes, each with a specific role in the properties of the alloy. Because of the
significance of structural stainless steels that are predominantly composed of iron,
chromium, and nickel, we will reproduce the development of the time- and
space-dependent concentration equations for a ternary alloy under irradiation. The
following description is a condensation of that given by Lam et al. [15] for a ternary
alloy whose components A, B, and C are present in concentrations CA, CB, and CC

(number of atoms per unit volume). We start by writing the defect fluxes partitioned
into those occurring via A, B, and C atoms in the alloy according to:

Ji ¼ JAi þ JBi þ JCi
Jv ¼ JAv þ JBv þ JCv ;

ð6:37Þ

where the subscripts indicate the species of flux (interstitial or vacancy) and the
superscripts indicate the complementary species by which the flux occurs (atom A,
B, or C). The partial interstitial fluxes are in the same direction as the corresponding
atom fluxes while the partial vacancy fluxes are in the opposite direction to the atom
fluxes:

JAi ¼ J iA; JBi ¼ J iB; JCi ¼ J iC
JAv ¼ �JvA; JBv ¼ �JvB; JCv ¼ �JvC;

ð6:38Þ

and Eq. (6.37) can be written as:

Ji ¼ J iA þ J iB þ J iC
Jv ¼ � JvA þ JvB þ JvC

� �
:

ð6:39Þ

These equations express the coupling between defect and atom fluxes across any
fixed lattice plane.

As with the defect compositions, the alloy composition in time and space can be
described by the conservation equations:
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@CA

@t
¼ �r � JA

@CB

@t
¼ �r � JB

@CC

@t
¼ �r � JC;

ð6:40Þ

where JA, JB, and JC are the total fluxes of the alloying elements, which can be
partitioned into partial fluxes occurring by vacancies and interstitials:

JA ¼ JvA þ J iA
JB ¼ JvB þ J iB
JC ¼ JvC þ J iC:

ð6:41Þ

The defect and atom fluxes are expressed in terms of the concentration gradients of
the different species:

J ik � Jki
� � ¼ �Di

kvrCk � Dk
irCi

Jvk � �Jkv
� � ¼ �Dv

kvrCk þDk
vrCv;

ð6:42Þ

where k = A, B, or C, χ is the thermodynamic factor which relates the concentration
gradient to the chemical potential gradient of atoms (as in Eqs. (6.17) and (6.18)),
and Di

k; Dv
k ; Dk

i and Dk
v are the partial diffusion coefficients of atoms k by inter-

stitials, and vacancies, and of interstitials and vacancies by atoms, respectively. The
partial diffusion coefficients have the form:

Dj
k ¼ dkjNj

Dk
j ¼ dkjNk;

ð6:43Þ

where j = i or v, Nj = ΩCj and Nk = ΩCk are the atomic fractions of defects and of
k atoms, respectively, Ω is the average atomic volume in the alloy, and dkj are the
diffusivity coefficients for conjugate atom-defect pairs kj:

dkj ¼ 1
6
k2kzkx

eff
kj : ð6:44Þ

Here, λk is the jump distance, zk the coordination number, and xeff
kj the effective

jump or exchange frequency of the pair. The total diffusion coefficients for inter-
stitials and vacancies are defined as:
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Di ¼
X
k

dkiNk

Dv ¼
X
k

dkvNk;
ð6:45Þ

and for atoms:

Dk ¼ dkiNi þ dkvNv: ð6:46Þ

For alloy systems in which atoms of one alloy component interact with interstitials
to form bound atom–interstitial complexes, the non-random occupation of inter-
stitials by A, B, and C atoms is accounted for in the same manner as for a binary
alloy system. For preferential A atom–interstitial binding, we have by analogy with
Eqs. (6.35) and (6.36):

CAi ¼ Ci
CA exp EAi

b =kT
� �

CA exp EAi
b =kT

� �þCB þCC
;

CBi ¼ Ci
CB

CA exp EAi
b =kT

� �þCB þCC
;

CCi ¼ Ci
CC

CA exp EAi
b =kT

� �þCB þCC
;

ð6:47Þ

where EAi
b is the average energy gained by converting a B interstitial or a C

interstitial into an A interstitial. From Eqs. (6.40), (6.42), (6.43), (6.44), and (6.37),
the defect and atom fluxes with respect to a coordinate system fixed on the crystal
lattice are given as:

Ji ¼ � dAi � dCið ÞXCivrCA � dBi � dCið ÞXCivrCB � DirCi

Jv ¼ dAv � dCvð ÞXCvvrCA þ dBv � dCvð ÞXCvvrCB � DvrCv

JA ¼ �DAvrCA þ dAvXCArCv � dAiXCArCi

JB ¼ �DBvrCB þ dBvXCBrCv � dBiXCBrCi

JC ¼ �DCvrCC þ dCvXCCrCv � dCiXCCrCi:

ð6:48Þ

Small perturbations arising from the presence of point defects are neglected so that
CA þCB þCC ¼ 1 and rCC ¼ � rCA þrCBð Þ. Of the five fluxes in Eq. (6.48),
only four are independent because the defect and atom fluxes across a marker plane
must balance:

JA þ JB þ JC ¼ Ji � Jv: ð6:49Þ

A system of four coupled partial differential equations describing the space and time
dependence of the atoms and defects in the solid is determined by substituting the
defect and atom fluxes given by Eq. (6.48) into Eqs. (6.40) and (6.1):
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@Cv

@t
¼ r � � dAv � dCvð ÞXCvvrCA � dBv � dCvð ÞXCvvrCB þDvrCv½ � þK � R

@Ci

@t
¼ r � dAi � dCið ÞXCivrCA þ dBi � dCið ÞXCivrCB þDirCi½ � þK � R

@CA

@t
¼ r � DAvrCA þXCA dAirCi � dAvrCvð Þ½ �

@CB

@t
¼ r � DBvrCB þXCB dBirCi � dBvrCvð Þ½ �:

ð6:50Þ

Numerical solutions of Eq. (6.50) are obtained for a planar sample under irradiation.
The grain boundary is equated to a free surface and the calculations are performed
for only a single grain, taking advantage of the symmetry of the problem. The initial
conditions are those for thermodynamic equilibrium of the alloy. Conditions at the
boundary are defined as follows. At the grain center, all concentration gradients are
set equal to zero. At the grain boundary, the concentrations of interstitials and
vacancies are fixed at their thermal equilibrium values. The grain boundary atom
concentrations are determined by the conservation of the numbers of atoms in the
specimen. Atom concentrations are assumed to be initially uniform. Parameters
used in the calculation of segregation in Fe–Cr–Ni alloys are given in [15] for the
Lam model and in [7] for the Perks model.

Equation (6.50) can be solved at steady state to provide a relationship between
the vacancy gradient and the atom gradient. This relationship is known as a de-
terminant, M, and is a function of the concentrations and diffusivities. The deter-
minant for a three-component alloy is determined in the same way as was done for
the binary alloy case Eq. (6.32) and is given by [16]:

Mj ¼ rCj

rCv
¼

djvCj

Dj

X
k 6¼j

dkiCk

Dk
� djiCj

Dj

X
k 6¼j

dkvCk

Dk

v
P
k

dkiCk

Dk

: ð6:51Þ

The determinant can be used to help determine the primary mechanism of segre-
gation in Fe–Cr–Ni alloys. Table 6.2 shows the determinant calculated for Cr, Fe,
and Ni for a total of seven alloys assuming that preferential coupling with the
vacancy flux causes the segregation, i.e., setting the interstitial diffusion coefficients
for Cr, Fe, and Ni to be equal to each other. The segregation trends (enrichment or
depletion at the grain boundary) for Cr, Fe, and Ni that were measured on the grain
boundaries of these alloys by Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) and energy dis-
persive spectroscopy in scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM/EDS)
are also listed. For each alloy where the determinant for the element is positive,
depletion occurs; where the determinant is negative enrichment occurs. Note that
for each element in each of the seven alloys studied, the sign of the determinant
agrees with the measurement (by either STEM/EDS or AES) and calculation. This
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example also shows that while chromium always depletes and nickel always
enriches, iron can either enrich or deplete depending on the relative concentrations
of nickel and chromium. In the Fe–Cr–Ni system, Cr is the fast diffuser and Ni is
the slow diffuser and Fe is between the two. When the nickel level is high relative to
the Cr level, the large amount of enrichment of Ni at the grain boundary cannot be
fully compensated by depletion of Cr, so Fe also must deplete. But when the Cr
level is high relative to Ni, the reverse occurs and Fe enriches. Note that Cr and Ni
do not exactly cancel as can be seen in the case of the Fe–24Cr–24Ni alloy in which
Ni enrichment is stronger than Cr depletion and Fe must also deplete.

This example exposes a key process in RIS, the role of composition in the
segregation behavior. When the composition near a sink starts to change, the dif-
fusivities of the elements in that region will also change as diffusion is
composition-dependent. The effect of changing local composition needs to be
accounted for to properly determine the extent of RIS, as will be covered in the next
section.

6.3 Effect of Local Composition Changes on RIS

We have established that RIS occurs because of differences in the coupling of the
various solutes with defects. Further, the difference in the strength of the coupling
influences the degree of segregation. Therefore, when the concentration near the
sink is significantly different from that in the bulk, the diffusivities of the solutes
will change as well, and this change needs to be accounted for to accurately
determine the composition profile [14].

Table 6.2 Segregation behavior in Ni–Cr–Fe and Fe–Cr–Ni alloys compared to inverse
Kirkendall predictions. Determinants (M) calculated using Eq. (6.51)

Alloy MCr MFe MNi Ref. Cr Fe Ni Analysis
method

Ni–18Cr 3.9 – −3.9 [16] Depletes – Enriches AES &
STEM/EDS

Ni–18Cr–9Fe 5.0 0.4 −5.4 [17] Depletes Depletes Enriches AES &
STEM/EDS

Fe–16Cr–24Ni 4.0 3.6 −7.6 [18] Depletes Depletes Enriches AES

Fe–20Cr–24Ni 5.0 2.4 −7.4 [18] Depletes Depletes Enriches AES &
STEM/EDS

Fe–24Cr–24Ni 6.3 1.8 −8.5 [18] Depletes Depletes Enriches AES

Fe–24Cr–19Ni 6.5 −1.8 −4.7 [18] Depletes Enriches Enriches AES

Fe–20Cr–9Ni 5.0 −3.0 −2.0 [18] Depletes Enriches Enriches AES &
STEM/EDS
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In the Perks model, the rate of segregation of element k by defect j is described
by a diffusivity of the general form given by Eq. (6.33):

dkj ¼ 1
6
k2j zjm exp

Sjm
k

� �
exp

�Ekj
m

kT

� �
;

or in simplified notation:

dkj ¼ dkj0 exp
�Ekj

m

kT

� �
; ð6:52Þ

where the pre-exponential terms are lumped into a single term, dkj0 . In most solu-
tions to Eq. (6.50), the migration energies for each element are assumed to be equal,
with differences in segregation rates arising from differences in the pre-exponential
factors. To account for diffusion in a solution of varying composition, the migration
energy term in the exponential must be described as a function of composition [13,
17, 18] as presented in the following paragraphs.

For an atom to migrate (Cr migrating in a Fe–Cr–Ni lattice will be used as an
example), it must move from its equilibrium position in the lattice (with equilibrium
energy ECr

eq ) and travel through a position of maximum potential (known as the

saddle point, with saddle point energy ESCrFe�Cr�Ni), before moving to a new lattice
site. This relationship between the energies is shown schematically in Fig. 6.10. For
atom–vacancy exchange, the migration energy is the difference between the saddle
point energy and the equilibrium energy:

ECr�v
m ¼ ESCrFe�Cr�Ni � ECr

eq : ð6:53Þ

In a simple model, the equilibrium energy can be described as the interaction energy
between nearest neighbors:

ECr�v
eq ¼ Z CCrECrCr þCNiENiCr þCFeEFeCr þCvECr�v½ �; ð6:54Þ

ESFe Cr Ni
Cr

− −

Eeq
Cr

saddle point energy

(equilibrium energy)

Cr v
mE

−

Fig. 6.10 Determination of the migration energy for an atom–vacancy exchange in an Fe–Cr–Ni
alloy (after [14])
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where Z is the number of nearest neighbors, C is the atomic concentration of atoms
and/or defects, and Ekj is the pair interaction energy between an atom k and an atom
or vacancy j. Pair interaction energies between unlike neighbors are defined to be a
linear average of the like-atom pair energies minus any ordering energy:

ENiCr ¼ ENiNi þECrCr

2
� Eord

NiCr: ð6:55Þ

Combining Eq. (6.53) to Eq. (6.55) and requiring that CFe þCCr þCNi ¼ 1, the
migration energy for Cr, Ni, and Fe via vacancies can be expressed as:

ECr�v
m ¼ ESCrFe�Cr�Ni � Z

1
2

CCr þ 1ð ÞECrCr þ CNi

2
ENiNi þ CFe

2
EFeFe þCvECr�v

� �
þ ZCNiE

ord
NiCr þ ZCFeE

ord
FeCr

ð6:56aÞ

ENi�v
m ¼ ESNiFe�Cr�Ni � Z

1
2

CNi þ 1ð ÞENiNi þ CCr

2
ECrCr þ CFe

2
EFeFe þCvENi�v

� �
þ ZCCrE

ord
NiCr þ ZCFeE

ord
FeNi

ð6:56bÞ

EFe�v
m ¼ ESFeFe�Cr�Ni � Z

1
2

CFe þ 1ð ÞEFeFe þ CCr

2
ECrCr þ CNi

2
ENiNi þCvEFe�v

� �
þ ZCCrE

ord
FeCr þ ZCNiE

ord
FeNi

ð6:56cÞ

In order to determine the migration energies in Eq. (6.56), pair interaction energies
and saddle point energies must be calculated. For like atoms, the pair interaction
energy is the cohesive energy, Ecoh divided by the number of nearest neighbor bond
pairs:

ECrCr ¼ ECr
coh= Z=2ð Þ; ð6:57aÞ

EFeFe ¼ EFe
coh= Z=2ð Þ; ð6:57bÞ

ENiNi ¼ ENi
coh= Z=2ð Þ: ð6:57cÞ

Since pure Fe and pure Cr occur in the bcc structure, the energy required to convert
Fe and Cr to the fcc structure for application to stainless steels must be included in
the determination of ECrCr and EFeFe to properly describe the equilibrium energy:
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Efcc
CrCr ¼ Ebcc

CrCr þDGbcc!fcc
Cr ; ð6:58aÞ

Efcc
FeFe ¼ Ebcc

FeFe þDGbcc!fcc
Fe : ð6:58bÞ

Pair interaction energies between unlike atoms are determined from the average
value of the like-atom pair energies less any ordering energy:

ENiCr ¼ ENiNi þECrCrð Þ
2

� Eord
NiCr; ð6:59aÞ

EFeCr ¼ EFeFe þECrCrð Þ
2

� Eord
FeCr; ð6:59bÞ

EFeNi ¼ EFeFe þENiNið Þ
2

� Eord
FeNi: ð6:59cÞ

Finally, the pair interaction energy for atoms and vacancies is fitted to the formation
energy of the pure metal and is given by:

ECr�v ¼ ECr
coh þECr�v

f

Z

� �
; ð6:60aÞ

ENi�v ¼ ENi
coh þENi�v

f

Z

� �
; ð6:60bÞ

EFe�v ¼ EFe
coh þEFe�v

f

Z

� �
; ð6:60cÞ

where Ek�v
f is the vacancy formation energy in pure k.

The last quantity remaining to be determined is the saddle point energy, which is
calculated using the saddle point energy of pure Fe, Cr, and Ni. The saddle point
energy in the pure metal is calculated to reproduce the vacancy migration energy in
the pure metal. For example, assuming that in pure Cr both an atom and a vacancy
are extracted and placed at a saddle point, then the energy to extract the Cr atom is
given by:

ECr ¼ Z CCrECrCr þCvECr�vð Þ: ð6:61Þ

The energy to extract the vacancy is:

Ev ¼ Z CvEvv þCCrECr�vð Þ ð6:62Þ
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Since CCr þCv ¼ 1 in a pure metal and since Cv 	 CCr, the sum of ECr þEv

becomes the following:

ECr þEv ¼ Z ECrCr þECr�vð Þ: ð6:63Þ

Equation (6.63) represents the equilibrium energy for pure Cr. We want to place the
atom at a saddle point with an energy such that:

ECr�v
m ¼ ESCrpure � ECr þEvð Þ ¼ ESCrpure � Z ECrCr þECr�vð Þ: ð6:64Þ

The saddle point energy in the pure metal is then given as:

ESCrpure ¼ ECr�v
m þ Z ECrCr þECr�vð Þ: ð6:65Þ

This approach, described in the modified inverse Kirkendall (Perks) model called the
MIK model [14], was used to model RIS and results were compared to measure-
ments taken on a range of Fe-base and Ni-base austenitic alloys irradiated at tem-
peratures from 200 to 600 °C and at doses up to 3 dpa. The RIS results shown in
Fig. 6.11 clearly demonstrate the importance of accounting for composition changes
near the sinks in the determination of the RIS composition profiles. The MIK model
calculations agree with AES measurements of grain boundary nickel concentration
in irradiated Fe–20Cr–24Ni much better than the original Perks model. Also, over a
range of alloys, doses, and irradiation temperatures (Fig. 6.12), the inclusion of local
composition changes on RIS results in much better agreement with the data. These
data also serve to illustrate the importance of vacancies in RIS in Fe–Cr–Ni alloys at
intermediate temperatures. The MIK model calculations did not include either
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Fig. 6.11 The modified inverse Kirkendall (MIK) model result compared to the Perks model
result and to measurement showing the importance in accounting for the changing local
composition at sinks in RIS. Experiment was conducted on Fe–20Cr–24Ni using 3.2 MeV protons
at 400 °C and at a displacement rate of 7 × 10−6 dpa/s (after [14])
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interstitial binding (that is, Eik
b ¼ 0) or preferential participation of any of the

alloying elements in the interstitial flux. Excellent agreement between model and
measurement is achieved solely by preferential participation of alloying elements in
the vacancy flux. Hence, in the Fe–Cr–Ni system, atom migration via vacancies
appears to be the dominant mechanism of RIS.

6.4 Effect of Solutes on RIS

The presence of impurities in a solid can influence the propensity for RIS at the
grain boundary. It has been hypothesized that solutes that are oversized or under-
sized with respect to the lattice atoms can act as traps for vacancies or interstitials.
Trapping of point defects by solutes could increase the fraction of vacancies and
interstitials undergoing mutual recombination, thus reducing the fraction flowing to
sinks and hence the degree of segregation. Mansur and Yoo [19] generalized the
point defect balance equations to include point defect trapping. Trapping is
accommodated by subtracting and adding terms corresponding to trapping and
recombination at traps, and the release of point defects from traps. In addition,
equations describing the conservation of the trapped defects are also added. As a
result, the point defect balances, from Eq. (6.1), are given as follows:
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Fig. 6.12 MIK model applied to several alloys under a range of doses and temperatures and
comparison to measurement (after [14])
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Free vacancies:

@Cv

@t
¼ r � DvrCv þK0 � KivCiCv

þ
X
l

s�1
vl Cvl � Cv

X
l

KilC
0
il � Cv

X
l

jvl C
t
l � C0

vl � C0
il

� �� KvsCv:

ð6:66Þ

Free interstitials:

@Ci

@t
¼ r � DirCi þK0 � KivCiCv

þ
X
l

s�1
il Cil � Ci

X
l

KvlC
0
vl � Ci

X
l

jilðCt
l � C0

vl � C0
ilÞ � KisCi:

ð6:67Þ

In Eqs. (6.66) and (6.67), the summations extend over the l = 1, 2,…, n types of
traps. Similarly, the following equations apply to each of the l = 1, 2,…, n types of
traps.
Traps (concentration in general is a function of position and time):

@Ct
l

@t
¼ fl r; tð Þ: ð6:68Þ

Trapped vacancies:

@Ct
vl

@t
¼ Cvjvl C

t
l � C0

vl � C0
il

� �� s�1
vl C

0
vl � CiKvlC

0
vl: ð6:69Þ

Trapped interstitials:

@Ct
il

@t
¼ Cijil C

t
l � C0

vl � C0
il

� �� s�1
il C0

il � CvKilC
0
il: ð6:70Þ

In Eqs. (6.66) and (6.67), the first three terms are the same as in Eq. (6.1). The
remaining terms have the following meaning. Referring to the equation for free
vacancies, the fourth term is the release of trapped vacancies from the sink and the
variable s�1

vl is the mean time that the vacancy is trapped at the lth trapping site. The

mean trapping time is denoted by sjl ¼ b2
.
D0

j


 �
exp Ejl

b þE j
m


 �.
kT

h i
; where

j denotes i or v, D0
j is the pre-exponential of the diffusion coefficient

Dj ¼ D0
j exp �E j

m

�
kT

� �h i
; b is the order of atomic distance, Ejl

b is the binding

energy of the point defect at the lth type trap, and E j
m is the point defect migration

energy. The fifth term is the recombination rate of vacancies with trapped inter-
stitials, where Kjl is the recombination rate constant for that reaction and is given by
Kil ¼ 4prilDv or Kvl ¼ 4prvlDi; where ril and rvl denote the respective radii of the
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recombination volumes. The sixth term describes the trapping of free vacancies at a
trap of type l. The concentration difference Ct

l � C0
vl � C0

il

� �
accounts for the fact

that the fraction C0
vl

�
Ct
l þC0

il

�
C

t
l of traps of type l are already occupied by va-

cancies and interstitials and hence are not available as traps for free defects. It also
accounts for the fact that a given trap may have a binding energy for both vacancies
and interstitials but would not trap both simultaneously, since when one is trapped,
the site is then a recombination center. The terms jvl ¼ 4pr0vlDv and jil ¼ 4pr0ilDi

denote the capture coefficients similar to recombination coefficients, and the r0vl and
r0il are the capture radii of the trap type l for the respective point defects. Finally, the
seventh term is the loss of defects to all internal sinks and Kjs describes the rate
constant for all sinks.

Equations (6.66) through Eq. (6.70) are substituted for the vacancy and interstitial
concentrations in Eq. (6.50) and solved in the same manner as before in a version of
the MIK code designated MIK-T. The results of trapping in Fe–16Cr–13Ni con-
taining an oversized solute concentration of 1 % are shown in the plot of grain
boundary chromium content versus dose for the case of irradiation at a dose rate of
10−5 dpa/s at a temperature of 400 °C and for interstitial and vacancy binding
energies up 1.0 eV (Fig. 6.13(a)). Note that high binding energies on the order
1.0 eV are required for trapping to reduce the amount of RIS. The main effect is a
reduction in the amount of grain boundary Cr depletion, but a secondary effect is a
slowing of the rate of segregation with dose. Figure 6.13(b) shows that trapping
moves the temperature at which RIS is a maximum to a slightly lower temperature.
Figure 6.14 shows the effect of oversize solute addition on grain boundary chro-
mium depletion and nickel enrichment in Fe–Cr–Ni alloys irradiated with protons,
and that experimental results qualitatively follow those of the model.
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As successful as these models are in predicting the direction and magnitude of
segregation, they are very incomplete. The models have been developed for binary
and ternary systems only, whereas real engineering alloys may contain 10–20
alloying elements. Even though some may be present in very small quantities, they
can exert a very large influence on the behavior of the alloy. The Perks and MIK
models apply only to solute atoms and not to small interstitial atoms such as B, C,
and N. Further, many of the thermodynamic parameters required for accurate
simulation of RIS are unknown and must be estimated, introducing uncertainty into
the results. Despite these shortcomings, they can serve to rationalize RIS in real
systems.

6.5 Examples of RIS in Austenitic Alloys

As stated earlier, RIS is an extremely important problem in structural materials
exposed to irradiation at elevated temperatures. The changes in grain boundary
composition can give rise to microstructure changes (precipitation, dislocation loop
structure, void structure) in addition to changes in susceptibility to processes such
as intergranular corrosion and stress corrosion cracking. For example, we deter-
mined that Cr always depletes in irradiated stainless steels, and the loss of chro-
mium at grain boundaries could cause an increased susceptibility to intergranular
corrosion and intergranular stress corrosion cracking, since chromium provides
passivity to the alloy by forming a very thin, protective, Cr2O3 film. As will be
discussed in Chap. 15, with increases in dose above some pseudo-threshold level,
the amount of intergranular stress corrosion cracking (IGSCC), measured as the
percentage of the fracture surface that displays intergranular facets, increases
steeply in slow strain rate tests in 288 °C normal water chemistry used in boiling
water reactors (BWR). Figure 6.15 shows that the grain boundary Cr content also
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decreases rapidly with dose due to RIS. The loss of Cr may raise the susceptibility
of the alloy to IASCC, although other changes are occurring in the microstructure at
the same time.

Silicon is also observed to segregate very strongly with dose, as shown in
Fig. 6.16 for austenitic stainless steels irradiated at ∼288 °C. These measurements
of high levels of Si were made by STEM/EDS. Due to the spatial resolution limit of
this technique, the actual grain boundary level of Si may be underestimated by as
much as a factor of 3–5, giving concentrations of over 20 % Si at the grain
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boundary. Since Si is soluble in high-temperature water, it is possible that it could
be enhancing dissolution at the grain boundary giving rise to increased rates of
intergranular corrosion (IGC) and IGSCC.

In addition to the Fe, Cr, and Ni segregation, the minor alloying elements also
exhibit RIS under irradiation. Figure 6.17(a) shows the behavior of Cr and Ni in a
commercial purity 304 alloy irradiated with 2 MeV protons to 5 dpa at 360 °C. In
addition to the depletion of Cr, Mn also depletes at the grain boundary, Fig. 6.17(b).
The behavior of Mn is similar to that of Cr as both are oversize solute and deplete
under irradiation. Conversely, similar to Ni, Si strongly enriches at the grain
boundary. In fact, Si does not exhibit saturation up through a dose of 13 dpa, as
shown in Fig. 6.16.

Trace elements also undergo RIS. These elements are difficult to measure using
energy dispersive spectroscopy because of their low mass. However, atom probe
tomography is able to track the behavior of these elements at the grain boundary.
Figure 6.17(c) shows the composition profiles of B, C, and P at a grain boundary in
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the same commercial purity 304 alloy. Note that all three elements were observed to
enrich at the grain boundary in the as-received alloy and prior to irradiation (solid
symbols). After irradiation, P is observed to enrich, C depletes, and B remains
unchanged.

As discussed in Chap. 5, all interfaces are sinks for point defects. While sink
strengths vary with sink type, segregation should occur to other sinks to some
extent. Figure 6.18(a) shows the segregation of Cr, Ni, Si, and Mn at the core of a
dislocation loop. Note that the segregation behavior is identical to that at grain
boundaries, Ni and Si enrich, and Cr and Mn deplete. Figure 6.18(b) shows the
same for trace elements C, P, and Cu. While grain boundaries are believed to be the
stronger sink, Fig. 6.19 shows that the magnitude of RIS at dislocation loops is
remarkably similar to that at grain boundaries.
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6.6 RIS in Ferritic Alloys

RIS is also of significance in ferritic steels, particularly pressure vessel steels where
the grain boundary segregation of interstitial impurities such as P can have sig-
nificant consequences for grain boundary embrittlement. Compared to austenitic
steels, little work has been done on the segregation of alloying elements in ferritic
alloys. Segregation models for interstitial impurities are not as well-developed as
for substitutional solutes. Faulkner [24] has reviewed the segregation data and
mechanisms and suggests that RIS in ferritic steels is by defect–impurity complexes
and that site competition by other elements at the boundary plays a significant role
in determining the amount of segregation of a particular impurity. Focusing on the
behavior of P, it is assumed that migration by self-interstitial phosphorus complexes
is fast such that the concentration remains uniform across the grain boundary plane.
The maximum grain boundary concentration of phosphorus is given by:

Cmax
P ¼ Cg

Eb

Ef

C j
g exp E j

b

�
kT

� �
P
j
C j
g exp E j

b

�
kT

� �
2
64

3
75 1þ nK0F gð Þ

ADk2
exp Ei

f

�
kT

� �� �
; ð6:71Þ

where Cg is the total impurity concentration in the grain, E j
b is the binding energy

between the point defect, the self-interstitial and the impurity atom, Ef is the
interstitial formation energy, and C j

g is the concentration of impurity atom, j, in the
grains. The denominator of the first bracket is the sum of point defect binding
energy terms for all of the elements entering into the site competition process. In the
second bracket, ξ is the defect production efficiency, F(η) is a recombination term,
K0 is the defect production rate, A is associated with the vibrational entropy of the
atoms surrounding the point defect, D is the defect diffusion coefficient, and k2 is
the sink strength.

Following segregation to the boundary, the impurity concentration will be
determined by site competition at the boundary where the concentration of phos-
phorus is given by:

C

P ¼ Cmax

P ¼ CP
g exp QP=kTð Þ

C j
g exp Qj

�
kT

� �þCP
g exp QP=kTð Þ ; ð6:72Þ

where CP
g is the concentration of P and Cj

g is the concentration of the other impurity
elements in the grains, and QP and Qj are the solute grain boundary binding
energies for P and for the other elements, respectively. The value of C


P is the
maximum expected segregation at steady state. Before steady state is reached, the
grain boundary concentration depends on time according to:
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CP tð Þ � Cg

C

P � Cg

¼ 1� exp
4Dct
a2d2

� �
erfc

2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Dct

p
ad

� �
; ð6:73Þ

where Dc is the point defect–impurity complex diffusion coefficient, α is the
enrichment ratio, and d is the grain boundary width. Experimental measurements of
P segregation in ferritic steels are shown in Fig. 6.20. Note that while the P con-
centration increases with dose, it varies significantly with the specific alloy. This
variation is likely due to site competition with other impurities, most important of
which is carbon. The A533 B steel shown has a high grain boundary P level
because it has a low C content. Figure 6.21 shows the competition between P and C
at the grain boundary and the P segregation is highest when the C level is low.

In higher Cr alloys such as the 9–12 %Cr ferritic–martensitic steels, the behavior
of Cr at the grain boundary is of concern because of the potential for the formation
of brittle, chromium-rich phases. While it has been shown that Cr depletes in
austenitic alloys, it enriches in F–M alloys [25–27]. An example of the segregation
behavior in an Fe–9Cr–1Mo alloy (T91) irradiated to 7 dpa at 400 °C with 2 MeV
protons is shown in Fig. 6.22. Note that Cr, Ni, Si, and Cu all enrich at the grain
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boundary with a concomitant depletion of Fe. Figure 6.23 shows the temperature
dependence of RIS, peaking between 400 and 450 °C. As the temperature is
increased, the enrichment of Cr diminishes and by 700 °C, Cr depletion occurs.
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This behavior can be understood by referring to the diffusion coefficient ratios of
Cr to Fe in bcc Fe–Cr for both vacancies and interstitials, Fig. 6.24. Note that at
lower temperatures, the ratio of diffusion coefficients for interstitials exceeds that of
vacancies (solid lines for v and i). This means that there are more Cr atoms arriving
at the grain boundary (via interstitial flux) than leaving (via vacancy flux), resulting
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in a net enrichment of Cr. But at higher temperature, the reverse is true, resulting in
depletion of Cr. The crossover occurs because the ratio of the vacancy diffusion
coefficient for Cr to that for Fe crosses the ratio for interstitials resulting in a
reversal of the segregation direction of Cr. The natural logarithm of the ratio of the
diffusion coefficients for Cr to that for Fe is greater than unity for both interstitial
and vacancy diffusion, indicating that Cr is a faster diffuser than Fe by both types of
point defects. When the interstitial and vacancy diffusion coefficient ratios are equal
(i.e., at the crossover temperature), the contribution of Cr enrichment by interstitials
is balanced by the contribution of Cr depletion by vacancies. But when the inter-
stitial diffusion coefficient ratio is greater than that for vacancies (i.e., at tempera-
tures below the crossover temperature), Cr enrichment by interstitials dominates Cr
depletion by vacancies, resulting in a net Cr enrichment. Conversely, at tempera-
tures above the crossover, Cr depletion by vacancies will dominate Cr enrichment
by interstitials, resulting in a net Cr depletion. Figure 6.25 shows the Cr segregation
behavior as a function of temperature resulting from the Inverse Kirkendall
(IK) mechanism of RIS in bcc Fe–Cr. Note that the IK model of RIS fits the data
extremely well and captures the reversal of Cr segregation at 700 °C.

Recall that in austenitic alloys, Cr depletes over the full temperature range. The
reason is that the Cr/Fe ratio of diffusion coefficients for interstitials is always below
that for vacancies (dashed lines for i and v in Fig. 6.24), so RIS is driven by
vacancy diffusion, which means that the Cr will always deplete. This explains why
interstitials can be ignored in the IK model for RIS in austenitic stainless steels.
(“Ignored” means that the migration energies for interstitials of Fe, Cr, and Ni are
set equal to each other, resulting in no net segregation via the interstitial flux).
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6.7 Effect of Grain Boundary Structure on RIS

The sink strength of a grain boundary derived in Chap. 5 was for an ideal grain
boundary. However, not all boundaries are identical nor ideal and the actual sink
strength will vary with the structure of the grain boundary. Because of the com-
plexity and number of possible configurations of grain boundaries, it is not possible
to determine the sink strength for specific grain boundary structures. However, the
structure can be classified into broad categories [low angle boundaries (LAB),
coincident site lattice boundaries (CSL), and high angle boundaries (HAB)] that can
be explored for their relative sink strengths [28]. The RIS formalism described in
Sect. 6.1 can be used to determine RIS as a function of grain boundary character by
treating the grain boundary as a sink with an efficiency that is a function of the grain
boundary misorientation angle. A higher general misorientation angle leads to a
higher sink strength, while low angles and misorientations near high angle coin-
cident site lattice (CSL) boundaries have a lower sink efficiency. The flux of defects
from the first crystal plane into the grain boundary is modeled explicitly by parti-
tioning the defect flux in Eqs. (6.1) and (6.2):

Jv ¼ J0v þ J1v
Ji ¼ J0i þ J1i ;

ð6:74Þ

where J0v and J0i are the fluxes of defects within the interaction distance of the grain
boundary and J1v and J1i are the fluxes of defects outside the interaction distance of
the grain boundary. It is assumed that point defects leaving the region within the
interaction distance of a boundary are due to the diffusion of point defects along the
grain boundary and the density of annihilation sties at the boundary of interest. The
flux of defects near the grain boundary, J0v and J0i , can be related to the flux along a

grain boundary, Jgbv and Jgbi using [28]:

J0v=i ¼
2Jgbv=id

xgb
ð6:75Þ

for HAB, and:

J0v=i ¼
Jgbv=i
xgb

ð6:76Þ

for LAB where xgb is the distance between grain boundary annihilation sites and δ
is the grain boundary thickness. The flux of defects into the grain boundary, Jgbv and

Jgbi , is determined by an approximate defect grain boundary diffusion coefficient
defined by the following expression (where k = v or i):
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Dgb
k ¼ gka2Zf

gb
k m0

X
j

Cj exp � Ez;k
a � a2cgb

� �
kT

 !
; ð6:77Þ

where gk is a dimensionless constant of order one, dependent on the lattice
geometry, a is the lattice parameter, Z is the coordination number, f gbk is the cor-
relation factor for defect type k in the grain boundary, ν0 is the attempt frequency,
and cgb is the specific grain boundary energy. In a multicomponent system, Cj is the
fraction of component z near the grain boundary and Ez;k

a is the migration energy of
component z for defect type k.

From Eq. (6.77), it is clear that as the grain boundary energy, cgb, increases, the
grain boundary diffusion coefficient increases exponentially. For high energy grain
boundaries, the flux of defects into the grain boundary is sufficiently fast that the
boundary condition approaches ideal sink behavior. The relationship between the
grain boundary angle and the grain boundary energy is described using classical
grain boundary structure theory [28] for the various classes of grain boundary
structures.

Solution of Eqs. (6.29) using the fluxes in Eqs. (6.74) and (6.75) and Dgb
k in

(6.77) gives the concentration of Cr at the grain boundary of a Fe–Cr (bcc) alloy
following irradiation at 400 °C, as a function of the grain boundary misorientation
angle, Fig. 6.26. Model results are compared to experimental measurements on
LAB and show a general agreement [28]. More broadly, Fig. 6.27 shows the model
predictions over a wide range of misorientation angle including both LAB and
HAB. This formalism applies not only to grain boundaries, but also to all sinks
(dislocations, precipitate interfaces, etc.) that act as less than ideal sinks.
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Fig. 6.26 Predicted and
observed grain boundary Cr
concentration for lath
boundaries in bcc Fe–Cr
irradiated using protons to a
dose of 2 dpa at 400 °C in the
low angle grain boundary
regime (after [28])
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Nomenclature

a Lattice parameter
A Term associated with vibrational entropy, see Eq. (6.71)
Cx Concentration of specie x
C

P Maximum grain boundary segregation of P at steady state in ferritic steels

d Grain size
Dgb

k
Grain boundary diffusion coefficient for species k

dxy Partial diffusion coefficient divided by Ny

dx0 Pre-exponential term for diffusion of specie x
D Diffusion coefficient
Dy

x Partial diffusion coefficient for migration of x via y
Ez;k
a Migration energy of component z for defect type k

Ex
eq Equilibrium energy for specie x

Exz
b Binding energy of specie x to defect z

Ex
f Formation energy of specie x

Exz
m Migration energy of specie x migrating via defect z

Exy Interaction energy between species x and y
Eord
xy Ordering energy for species x and y

ESxalloy Saddle point energy for element x in alloy
F Correlation coefficient
f gbk Correlation factor for defect type k in the grain boundary,

F(η) Recombination term in Eq. (6.71)
i Interstitial designation
k Boltzmann’s constant
k2 Sink efficiency
v Vacancy designation
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Fig. 6.27 Predicted and
experimentally observed grain
boundary Cr concentration for
all boundaries in bcc Fe–Cr
irradiated using protons to a
dose of 2 dpa at 400 °C (after
[28])
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s Sink designation
Jx Flux of atom or defect x across a marker plane
K0 Defect production rate
Kxy Reaction rate constant for x and y
Lij Onsager coefficients
Mj Determinant for specie j (defined in Eq. (6.51))
Nx Atom fraction of specie x
Qj Grain boundary binding energy for solute j
rxy Capture radius for defect x by sink/trap y
R Recombination rate
Sxm Entropy of migration for specie x
t Time
T Temperature
xgb Distance between grain boundary annihilation sites
Xi Driving force for diffusion of species i
z Number of nearest neighbors
Z Coordination number
α Enrichment ratio
δ Grain boundary thickness
χ Thermodynamic factor defined below Eq. (6.18)
γgb Grain boundary energy
γx Activity coefficient of specie x
κxy Capture coefficient of defect x by sink/trap y
Λ Jump distance
μ Chemical potential
ν0 Attempt frequency
ω Jump frequency
Ω Atomic volume
τ Time constant
ξ Defect production efficiency

Subscripts

eq Equilibrium
f Formation
g Impurity
gb Grain boundary
i, j Species
l Trap type
m Migration
v Vacancy
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Superscripts

j Specie or defect
k Solute or defect
Ord Ordering
t Trap
z Alloy component

Acronyms

AES Auger electron spectroscopy
BWR Boiling water reactor
F-M Ferritic–martensitic
IASCC Irradiation-assisted stress corrosion cracking
IGSCC Intergranular stress corrosion cracking
IGC Intergranular corrosion
IK Inverse Kirkendall
MIK Modified inverse Kirkendall
MIK-T Modified inverse Kirkendall-trapping
RIS Radiation-induced segregation
STEM-EDS Scanning transmission electron microscopy–energy dispersive

spectrometry

Problems

6:1 A sample of Cu–20 %Al is irradiated at 500 °C.

(a) Will aluminum segregate to or from the surface? Explain. (Assume that
association of defects with Al and Cu atoms is non-preferential.)

(b) If there is strong binding (a preferential association) of interstitials to the
undersized atom, how would your answer to part (a) change? (Assume
ECu�i
b ¼ 1 eV.)

(c) Repeat part (a) for T = 100 °C. (Here, vacancies are immobile.)

6:2 A Ni–18Cr alloy is irradiated at 400 °C.

(a) The chromium concentration is measured at the grain boundary and is
found to deplete. What is the sign of the determinant for chromium?

(b) The bulk concentration of nickel decreases from 82 to 70wt%. Assuming
nothing else changes, what happens to the determinant of chromium?
State your assumptions.

(c) If the diffusion coefficient of chromium vacancies decreases, what happens
to the Cr segregation profile?

6:3 An Fe–18Cr–8Ni alloy is irradiated and radiation-induced segregation changes
the grain boundary composition. Calculate the Ni and Cr equivalents for the
bulk alloy and at the grain boundary assuming ΔCr = −5 and ΔNi = +3. In
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terms of the Schaeffler diagram, how is the grain boundary area different than
the bulk? If an Fe–18Cr–20Ni alloy was irradiated under the same conditions,
what changes?

6:4 For the ternary alloy Fe–18Cr–20Ni, determine if iron enriches or depletes
during irradiation at 500 °C.

Fe Cr Ni

Ev
m 1.2 eV 1.2 eV 1.32 eV

Ei
m 0.15 eV 0.23 eV 0.16 eV

Ev
f 1.49 eV 1.49 eV 1.49 eV

Ei
f 4.08 eV 4.08 eV 4.93 eV

Use Svf � 2:4k and neglect Sif ; S
v
m; S

i
m
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Chapter 7
Dislocation Microstructure

One of the most profound consequences of irradiation on the microstructure of
materials is the formation of dislocation loops. Dislocation loops have a bias for
interstitials and thus have a strong impact on the development of the irradiated
microstructure. They also influence the deformation behavior and, consequently,
the ductility and hardening of irradiated materials, as will be discussed in Chap. 12.
In this chapter, we will review the origin and character of dislocations, their
mobility and multiplication and their stresses, strains and energies. The character of
dislocation loops will be examined, and models for nucleation and growth will be
presented. Finally, the stacking fault tetrahedron (SFT) will be discussed. For a
more in-depth treatment of dislocations, the reader is referred to [1–4].

7.1 Dislocation Lines

The discovery of dislocations in crystals has its origin in the discrepancy between
the measured and theoretical stress needed to cause shear in a crystal. Consider the
stress required to shear a crystal along a given atomic plane. A shear of one atomic
distance requires that atoms above the plane all move one lattice spacing relative to
those below (Fig. 7.1). To reach the saddle point, each atom must move horizon-
tally a distance of one atom radius, a. Since the separation of two planes is *2a,
the shear strain at the saddle point is γ ≈ a/2a * 1/2. In a perfectly elastic crystal,
the ratio of shear stress to shear strain is the shear modulus:

rs
c
¼ l: ð7:1Þ

For a typical shear modulus of 17 GPa and a shear strain of 1/2, the shear stress
from Eq. (7.1) is *8.5 GPa. However, experiments, for example on magnesium,
produce deformation at shear stresses of*1 MPa, which is different from theory by
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a factor of 104! The reason is the existence of dislocations that provide for much
reduced shear stresses in crystals.

A dislocation is a line that forms a boundary between a region of the crystal that
has slipped and one that has not. The two basic types of dislocations lines are the
edge and the screw. In an edge dislocation, atoms over the cut surface are shifted in
a direction perpendicular to the dislocation line. An edge dislocation can also be
thought of as the insertion of an extra half plane of atoms (Fig. 7.2). In a screw
dislocation, the atoms over the cut surface are shifted in a direction parallel to the
dislocation line (Fig. 7.3a). The screw dislocation itself is a pole about which a
spiral ramp of planes circles (analogous to a parking garage ramp) (Fig. 7.3b).
There also exist mixed dislocations in which the shift is neither parallel nor per-
pendicular to the dislocation line, but at some arbitrary angle. Figure 7.4 shows a
mixed dislocation in a crystal in which the dislocation line is curved. Note that the
boundary separating slipped and unslipped regions is circular. At point A (front
face), the dislocation is of pure edge character. At point B (side face), the dislo-
cation is of pure screw character. In between, the dislocation is mixed with the
proportion of screw character and edge character varying continuously with dis-
tance along the line. Figure 7.5 shows the construction of a mixed dislocation.

A dislocation line can also be made in the form of a closed loop rather than a line
that terminates at the crystal surface. Following Fig. 7.6, we make a cut along
ABCD and shift the atoms parallel to the plane and then rejoin them. Note that
segments AB and DC have edge character and segments BC and AD have screw
character. Segments AB and DC have opposite sign in that one has a half plane
above the cut and one has the half plane below it. The same is true with segments
BC and AD. This loop is termed a perfect dislocation loop.

s

s

s

s

(a) (b)

Fig. 7.1 Initial position of atoms above and below a slip plane and the motion of the atoms above
the slip plane required to cause slip

+ =

Fig. 7.2 An edge dislocation described as an extra half plane of atoms above the slip plane
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Now suppose that instead of shifting atoms parallel to the plane as we did in the
example of a perfect loop, we fill up the cut with more atoms. The shift of atoms on
each side of the cut is perpendicular to the surface. Figure 7.7 shows that by
insertion of a disk of atoms into the cut, that every segment of the dislocation loop
has pure edge character. This is very different from the perfect loop with edge
character and screw character. This dislocation loop is called a prismatic or Frank
loop. One variation is to remove a disk of atoms from the cut rather than insert an
extra plane of atoms.

7.1.1 Dislocation Motion

Dislocations can move in two modes: glide and climb. Glide is the motion of a
dislocation on its slip plane and is a conservative motion in that it requires no
long-range mass transport in order to occur. Experiments have shown that the
logarithm of the dislocation velocity is proportional to the logarithm of the shear
stress causing glide:

A

B

Fig. 7.4 Curved dislocation line with pure edge character at point A, pure screw character at point
B, and mixed character along the length of the dislocation

screw 
dislocation

(a) (b)

Fig. 7.3 (a) A screw dislocation formed by a cut and a shift of atoms in a direction parallel to the
cut line. (b) A schematic showing the “parking ramp” nature of a screw dislocation in which atom
planes spiral about the dislocation line
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mixed

edge screw

A
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AA

Fig. 7.5 Construction of a dislocation line with mixed character
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F

F
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F

F

F

F(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 7.6 A perfect dislocation loop in a crystal in which the character of the loop varies with
position along the loop
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ln tg / ln rs; ð7:2Þ

which implies a power law relationship between shear stress and dislocation
velocity:

tg ¼ rs
rD

� �m

; ð7:3Þ

where m is the stress exponent (*1.65), and σD is the value of the stress that yields a
dislocation velocity of 0.01 m/s [5]. Experiments also show that the logarithm of the
dislocation velocity is proportional to the reciprocal of the absolute temperature, T:

ln tg / 1
T
; ð7:4Þ

leading to the following description of the velocity of a gliding dislocation in terms
of stress and temperature:

tg ¼ f rð Þ exp �E=kTð Þ: ð7:5Þ

When dislocations glide, they displace the crystal above the slip plane relative to
that below. Figure 7.8 shows that if an edge dislocation glides to the surface, the

E E

E
F

F

F

EE

EE

FF

FF

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 7.7 A Frank dislocation
loop formed by insertion of a
circular plane of atoms
between existing planes in the
lattice
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result is a step on the surface of magnitude equal to the Burgers vector. Screw
dislocations will also produce a step on the surface, but on a face that is perpen-
dicular to the dislocation line (Fig. 7.9). The perfect loop described in the last
section will also result in displacement of the crystal when it reaches the surface.
Figure 7.10 shows the displacement of the crystal above the slip plane relative to
that below. Note that the displacements are entirely consistent with the character of
the dislocation where it intersects the surface as shown in Figs. 7.8 and 7.9.

A Frank loop is essentially an edge dislocation. The slip plane for this type of
loop is defined by the intersection of the loop edge and the adjacent crystal and
consists of a cylindrical surface projecting above and below the plane of the
loop. Figure 7.11 shows how surface atoms would be displaced if the loop was to
glide to the surface. However, this mode of motion is not energetically favorable,
and this loop is more likely to move by climb rather than glide.

Dislocations also move by a non-conservative process called climb. Climb is an
important process for edge dislocations and prismatic loops, since unlike screw
dislocations that can glide on any plane containing the dislocation, there is only one
possible slip plane for an edge dislocation to glide. Climb is the extension or
recession of the extra half plane of atoms by absorption or emission of a vacancy,
absorption of an interstitial atom, or emission/absorption of clusters of vacancies or
single interstitial atoms (SIAs). Figure 7.12 shows the positive climb of an edge
dislocation by absorption of a vacancy at the dislocation core. In order for the edge
dislocation to move up one lattice spacing, all of the atoms along the edge (into the
paper) must absorb a vacancy. Positive climb results in a decrease in the size of the
extra half plane, while negative climb results in the increase in the size of the extra

=

Fig. 7.8 Slip produced by movement of edge dislocations to the surface of a crystal

=sr s

Fig. 7.9 Slip produced by movement of screw dislocations to the surface of a crystal
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half plane. Positive climb is associated with a compressive strain and will be
promoted by a compressive stress component perpendicular to the extra plane.
Similarly, a tensile stress applied perpendicular to the extra plane promotes growth
of the plane and thus negative climb. Since they are essentially edge dislocations,
Frank loops climb in the same manner, where positive climb results in loop
shrinkage and negative climb results in loop growth. Note that there is a funda-
mental difference between the nature of the stress that produces slip and that which
produces climb. Slip occurs as the result of shear stress, and climb occurs as a result
of a normal stress.

Since climb requires that vacancies move through the lattice either to or away
from the extra half plane, the rate of climb will be dependent on both the diffusion

=

screw edge

Fig. 7.10 Slip produced by movement of a perfect dislocation loop to the surface of a crystal

Fig. 7.11 Slip produced by movement of a Frank loop to the surface of a crystal

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 7.12 Positive climb of an edge dislocation by absorption of vacancies at its core
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coefficient of vacancies and their concentration. In unirradiated solids, this means
that climb will be most important at high temperature. However, in irradiated solids,
the increased population of vacancies will make climb more important at lower
temperatures. Further, the elevated concentration of interstitials means that they too
can contribute to climb in a direction that is opposite to that of vacancies.

7.1.2 Description of a Dislocation

A description of a dislocation consists of the specification of the vector defining the
line direction, s, and the Burgers vector defining the atom shift, b. The Burgers
vector is defined as follows:

1. Define a positive direction, s, along the dislocation line (e.g., into the paper).
2. Construct a plane perpendicular to the dislocation line.
3. Starting in a region of perfect crystal (away from the dislocation core), complete

a counterclockwise circuit around the dislocation line (in the plane of the paper)
4. The Burgers vector, b, is the vector needed to close the circuit.

The rule is shown schematically in Fig. 7.13 for a screw dislocation. Following
this convention, the Burgers vector of an edge dislocation is perpendicular to the
dislocation line. The Burgers vector of a screw dislocation is parallel to the
dislocation line.

For an edge dislocation, we can determine the Burgers vector in the following
manner. Sighting down the dislocation line (along the positive s direction), we
make a counterclockwise circuit around the dislocation. The vector connecting the
end point to the origin is the Burgers vector. Figure 7.14 shows an example of the
determination of the Burgers vector using the construction rule. (Note that it does
not matter which direction is called positive, but we need to adopt a convention in
order to determine the orientation of the line and the extra half plane in the crystal.
If we sighted in the opposite direction, b will be in the opposite direction. What
matters is the specification of s relative to b.) Following the convention, Fig. 7.15a
shows a dislocation with line direction, s, pointing into the paper and b pointing to
the left. The dislocation in Fig. 7.15b is identical to that in Fig. 7.15a since the

s direction of 
dislocation line

counterclockwise circuit 
around dislocation line

b

Fig. 7.13 Convention for finding the Burgers vector of a dislocation line characterized by
direction s
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relationship between s and b is the same. However, the dislocation shown in
Fig. 7.15c is of opposite sign.

For a screw dislocation, we consider a left-handed screw (counterclockwise
rotation; see Fig. 7.16). With this convention, s and b are in the same direction.
Figure 7.17a shows a screw dislocation with Burgers vector in the same direction as
s. The dislocation shown in Fig. 7.17b is identical to that in Fig. 7.17a, but the
dislocation shown in Fig. 7.17c is of opposite sign as the other two.

An edge dislocation glides in the direction of its Burgers vector. A screw dis-
location glides in a direction perpendicular to its Burgers vector. We adopt the
following convention to determine the direction of motion of a dislocation line. The
positive direction of motion is obtained by a counterclockwise rotation on a plane
parallel to the slip plane and through 90° from the positive direction of the dis-
location line itself. The rule is shown by the illustration in Fig. 7.18a. Figure 7.18b,
c shows the positive direction of motion for an edge and screw dislocation,
respectively. Figure 7.19 shows the direction of motion for a dislocation loop that is
characterized by a single Burgers vector (perfect loop) and changes character along
the dislocation line.

Starting
Point

End
Point

Starting
Point

End
Point

b

(a) (b)

Fig. 7.14 The Burgers circuit for an edge dislocation following the convention shown in
Fig. 7.13 for (a) a region of perfect crystal, and (b) a region containing an edge dislocation

s

b

s

b s b

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 7.15 Examples of identical edge dislocations (a) and (b) and an edge dislocation of opposite
sign (c)
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7.1.3 Displacements, Strains, and Stresses

Dislocations interact with each other and with other microstructure features through
their stress fields. Therefore, it is important to establish the stress and strain fields
around a dislocation as well as the energy associated with the dislocation line. We
will begin with the screw dislocation and then treat the edge dislocation. Recall the
orientation of the screw dislocation is one in which the Burgers vector is parallel to
the dislocation line, which means that the displacement of atoms is in the direction
of the dislocation line. If we describe the dislocation in cylindrical coordinates,
Fig. 7.20, then there is no displacement along the r or θ directions so that:

ur ¼ uh ¼ 0: ð7:6Þ

In Cartesian coordinates, the displacement in the x–y plane is zero. The only dis-
placement is in the z-direction, and from inspection, we have in cylindrical
coordinates:

uz ¼ b
2p

h; ux ¼ uy ¼ 0; ð7:7Þ

s

s s

bb

b

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 7.17 Examples of identical screw dislocations (a) and (b), and a screw dislocation of
opposite sign (c)

b

S

Fig. 7.16 The Burgers circuit for a screw dislocation following the convention shown in Fig. 7.13
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direction

of shift

screw

screw

edge edge

mixed

mixed mixed

mixed

b

Fig. 7.19 Positive direction of motion of a perfect loop characterized by a single Burgers vector

positive direction 
of motion

positive sense 
of dislocation

looking from upper 
to lower half

90°
s

b

b

b

positive direction 
of motion

positive direction 
of motion

s

s b

b

positive direction 
of motion

positive direction 
of motion

(a)

(b) (c)

Fig. 7.18 (a) Rule for determination of the direction of motion of a dislocation on its slip plane
and examples of the positive direction of motion for (b) edge and (c) screw dislocations
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and in Cartesian coordinates:

uz ¼ b
2p

tan�1 y
x
; ð7:8Þ

where b is the magnitude of the Burgers vector. From elasticity theory, we can
calculate the strain from the displacement as:

ehz ¼ 1
r

@uz
@h

� �
¼ b

2pr
; err ¼ ehh ¼ ezz ¼ erh ¼ erz ¼ 0; ð7:9Þ

and in Cartesian coordinates:

exz ¼ b
2p

y
x2 þ y2

¼ b
2pr

sin h

eyz ¼ � b
2p

x
x2 þ y2

¼ � b
2pr

cos h

exx ¼ eyy ¼ ezz ¼ exy ¼ 0:

ð7:10Þ

The stress field of the screw dislocation is determined from the relation between
stress and strain:

rhz ¼ lehz ¼ lb
2pr

; rrr ¼ rhh ¼ rzz ¼ rrh ¼ rrz ¼ 0; ð7:11Þ

and

rxz ¼ lb
2p

y
x2 þ y2

¼ lb
2pr

sin h

ryz ¼ � lb
2p

x
x2 þ y2

¼ � lb
2pr

cos h

rxx ¼ ryy ¼ rzz ¼ rxy ¼ 0:

ð7:12Þ

x

y

z

r

s

b

Fig. 7.20 Screw dislocation
in the Cartesian coordinate
system
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For an edge dislocation as shown in Fig. 7.21, the displacement of atoms is in the
x-direction. The displacement is not so simple here, but we know that the dislo-
cation will be similar at any point along the z-axis and hence, the stress state is one
of plane stress. The displacement field around the edge dislocation in Cartesian
coordinates is:

ux ¼ b
2p

tan�1 y
x
þ kþ u

kþ 2l
xy

x2 þ y2

� �

uy ¼ b
2p

�l
2 kþ 2lð Þ log

x2 þ y2

c
þ kþ l

kþ 2l
y2

x2 þ y2

� �
uz ¼ 0;

ð7:13Þ

where the constant c is added to make the log term dimensionless, but is irrelevant
since stresses and strains are derivatives of the displacements. The resulting strains
are as follows:

exx ¼ � by
2p

ly2 þ 2kþ 3lð Þx2
kþ 2lð Þ x2 þ y2ð Þ2

eyy ¼ by
2p

2kþ lð Þx2 � ly2

kþ 2lð Þ x2 þ y2ð Þ2

exy ¼ b
2p 1� vð Þ

x x2 � y2ð Þ
x2 þ y2ð Þ2

ezz ¼ exz ¼ eyz ¼ 0;

ð7:14Þ

where v is Poisson’s ratio, λ is the Lamé constant, and v ¼ k
2 kþ lð Þ : The stresses

around an edge dislocation are then:

x

y

sz

b

Fig. 7.21 Edge dislocation in
the Cartesian coordinate
system
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rxx ¼ �lb
2pð1� mÞ

yð3x2 þ y2Þ
ðx2 þ y2Þ2 ¼ �lb

2pð1� mÞr sin hð2þ cos 2hÞ

ryy ¼ lb
2pð1� mÞ

yðx2 � y2Þ
ðx2 þ y2Þ2 ¼ lb

2pð1� mÞr sin h cos 2h

rxy ¼ � lb
2pð1� mÞ

xðx2 � y2Þ
ðx2 þ y2Þ2 ¼ lb

2pð1� mÞr cos h cos 2h

rzz ¼ vðrxx þ ryyÞ ¼ �lmby
pð1� mÞðx2 þ y2Þ ¼

�lmb
pð1� mÞr sin h

rxz ¼ ryz ¼ 0:

ð7:15Þ

The stresses in cylindrical coordinates are as follows:

rrr ¼ rhh ¼ lb
2p 1� vð Þ

sin h
r

rrh ¼ �lb
2p 1� vð Þ

cos h
r

rzz ¼ �lvb
2p 1� vð Þ

sin h
r

rhz ¼ rrz ¼ 0:

ð7:16Þ

7.1.4 Energy of a Dislocation

Energy is stored in any elastic medium that is stressed. Applying a tensile stress to a
rod produces a tensile strain, which is proportional to the stress in an elastic solid.
Consider a unit cube within the rod. A stress, σ, is the total force applied across a
face of the cube. The strain is the fractional distance the cube elongates in the
direction of the stress. So the work done (energy/unit volume) on the cube is the
force times the distance, or:

W ¼
Z emax

0
rde; ð7:17Þ

and from Fig. 7.22, we have:

W ¼ 1=2rmaxemax: ð7:18Þ
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For a generalized stress field, the stored energy per unit volume is as follows:

W ¼ 1=2 rxxexx þ ryyeyy þ rzzezz þ rxyexy þ rxzexz þ ryzeyz
� �

; ð7:19Þ

and in cylindrical coordinates:

W ¼ 1=2 rrrerr þ rhhehh þ rzzezz þ rrherh þ rrzerz þ rhzehzð Þ; ð7:20Þ

where σij = σji.
Applying Eq. (7.20) to the screw dislocation gives:

W ¼ 1=2 rhzehzð Þ ¼ lb2

8p2r2
: ð7:21Þ

The elastic energy per unit length of the dislocation line is:

El ¼
Z R

rc

W2prdr ¼ lb2

4p

Z R

rc

dr
r
¼ lb2

4p
ln

R
rc

� �
þ ec: ð7:22Þ

The limits on the integral are the dislocation core radius, rc, and R. The dislocation
core radius is that distance below which linear elasticity does not hold and is
generally taken to be several Burgers vectors in magnitude. R is the outer dimension
of the crystal, or for polycrystalline materials, R could be taken to be the grain
radius. However, a further constraining condition is the presence of other dislo-
cations, which is the case even in a well-annealed metal in which the dislocation
density is still*108 cm−2. So R is often taken to be the distance midway to the next
dislocation. However, the elastic energy is not highly sensitive to R since it appears
in the ln term. The term εc is the energy of the dislocation core radius, which is not
included in the integral since linear continuum elasticity theory breaks down in this
region. Assuming that the stress level in the core is μ/30, then for a dislocation core
radius of 5b, the value of εc is approximately μb2/10, which is about 10–20 % of the
value of that in the elastic strain field (ln term).

max

max

Fig. 7.22 Elastic stress–
strain curve showing the
stored energy in the strain
field
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For an edge dislocation, the elastic energy per unit length determined in the same
way as for the screw dislocation is as follows:

El ¼ lb2

4p 1� vð Þ ln
R
rc

� �
þ ec; ð7:23Þ

which is different from the screw dislocation by a factor of (1 − ν) in the
denominator of the first term, or a factor of about 1.6 for ν* 0 3. For typical values

of R and rc,
lb2

2
�El � lb2: The elastic energy per unit length of dislocation line is

also called the line tension and is denoted by Γ. Generally, Γ is taken to have the

value
lb2

2
:

7.1.5 Line Tension of a Dislocation

Under a uniform applied shear stress, σs, an element of dislocation line, ds, is
displaced in a direction normal to ds by an amount dl (Fig. 7.23). The area swept
out by the dislocation line element, ds, is dsdl. The average displacement of the
crystal above the slip plane relative to that below is by an element:

dx ¼ dsdl
A

� �
b; ð7:24Þ

where A is the area of the slip plane. The force creating the shear stress is σsA, and
the work done is as follows:

dW ¼ Fdx ¼ rsA
dsdl
A

� �
b

¼ rsdsdlb:
ð7:25Þ

s

ds
dl

b

Fig. 7.23 Dislocation line
segment ds sweeping out an
area dsdl in the direction of
the Burgers vector
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Since force is work divided by the distance over which it is applied:

F ¼ dW
dl

¼ rsdsb; ð7:26Þ

and the force per unit length is as follows:

Fl ¼ dW=dl
ds

¼ rsb: ð7:27Þ

Consider a curved dislocation line. The line tension produces an inward radial force
that tends to straighten out the dislocation line. The dislocation will only remain
curved if a shear stress exists to resist the line tension. We wish to determine the
shear stress required to maintain the curvature. Consider a segment of a dislocation
line as shown in Fig. 7.24. The outward force due to the shear stress is as follows:

rsbds ¼ 2rsbRdh: ð7:28Þ

The inward restraining force is as follows:

2C sinðdhÞ� 2Cdh: ð7:29Þ

From Eqs. (7.28) and (7.29), we have the force balance:

2Cdh ¼ 2rsbRdh; ð7:30Þ

and solving for σs yields the shear stress in terms of the line tension:

rs ¼ C
bR

: ð7:31Þ

For:

C � lb2

2
; then rs ¼ lb

2R
; ð7:32aÞ

s
d

ds

R

sindd

Fig. 7.24 Inward restraining force on a dislocation line segment ds due to a shear stress σs
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and for

C � lb2; then rs ¼ lb
R
: ð7:32bÞ

One mechanism of formation of dislocations in solids is the Frank–Read mecha-
nism. The mechanism is shown in Fig. 7.25 and occurs as follows. A dislocation
line segment defined by ABCD and Burgers vector b is such that segments AB and
DC are immobile and only segment BC lies in a slip plane. The dislocation segment
BC is pinned at the points B and C. The temperature is assumed to be low enough
that that climb is not an option. Under an applied stress, the segment BC bows out
slightly in response to the stress and adopts the curvature as prescribed by the line

tension on the dislocation given in Eq. (7.32a) rs ¼ lb
2R

; and for l = 2R, rs � lb
l
:

When the force arising from the curvature of the dislocation line can no longer
balance the force produced by the applied stress, the dislocation becomes unstable
and bows out to adopt the configuration shown in Fig. 7.25c. Note that at this point,
the line segments P and P′ have opposite character, and as the dislocation continues
to bow out, they come in contact with each other and annihilate, leaving a region of
perfect crystal and a perfect loop. The applied shear stress will cause the loop to
expand and will also start the process of creating a new loop from the same BC
segment. This process can continue to occur, and one such pinned dislocation can
produce many loops and will continue as long as the loops are able to expand away
from the source. Figure 7.26 shows a micrograph of a Frank–Read source in a
silicon crystal. Eventually, the back stress caused by the previous loops will pro-
duce a retarding force on the source, and it will shut down. Back stress due to
dislocation pileup is discussed in Chap. 12.

A

B C

D

b

b B Cl

B C B C

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

P’ P

Fig. 7.25 Frank–Read source for the production of dislocations
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7.1.6 Forces on a Dislocation

We consider here the application of an external stress on a solid containing a
dislocation. For example, the application of a shear stress, σxy, on a solid containing
an edge dislocation (Fig. 7.27) produces motion in the +x-direction. In moving a
dislocation a distance L, the external applied stress will have done an amount of
work/unit length of dislocation line equal to σxybL. Then, the force is F ¼ rxyb:
Note that the force is in the +x-direction.

For a screw dislocation, application of a shear stress, σyz, results in a force σyzb,
where the force is in the +x-direction (Fig. 7.28). Application of a shear stress σxz
produces a force −σxzb, where the force is in the –y-direction, and motion is
perpendicular to the slip plane.

What if we apply a stress to an edge dislocation that produces a force in a
direction perpendicular to the slip plane? A tensile stress, σxx, applied to the edge
dislocation in Fig. 7.29 will produce a downward force on the dislocation equal to
–σxxb. The only way that the dislocation can respond to this stress is to climb.

Fig. 7.26 Micrograph of a Frank–Read source in a silicon crystal (from [6])

xy

x

y

z
s

F

b

xy

b

Fig. 7.27 Force on an edge dislocation with character s|001|, b|100| due to a shear stress σxy
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Ultimately, we would like to be able to determine the force on any dislocation in
a solid subjected to a generalized stress. For example, if we orient a dislocation
along the +z-direction and its slip plane is perpendicular to the y-axis, then the
Burgers vector can be described by:

b ¼ bxiþ bzk; ð7:33Þ

where bx and bz are edge and screw components of the Burgers vector, and i and
k are unit vectors in the x- and z-directions, respectively. This is a mixed dislocation
as it’s Burgers vector contains components in more than one direction. An external
stress placed on the surfaces of a crystal containing a dislocation includes six
components: σxx, σyy, σzz, σxy, σxz, and σyz. Of these six stress components, only σyz
and σxy exert a force on an edge dislocation that will cause motion in the slip plane.
Stress components σxz and σxx cause motion perpendicular to the slip plane. The

yz

x

y

z

F

b

yz
bs

s

s

Fig. 7.28 Force on a screw dislocation with character s|001|, b|001| due to a shear stress σyz

x

y

z

F

b

2R + b

2R

x

Fig. 7.29 Force on an edge dislocation with character s|001|, b|100| due to a normal stress σxx
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term σzz does no work, nor does σyy. The total force on a unit length of dislocation
line is then:

F ¼ rxybx þ ryzbz
� �

i� rxxbx þ rxzbzð Þj; ð7:34Þ

where the first term is the force component parallel to the slip plane, the second
term is the force component normal to the slip plane, and n = (i, j, k) defines the unit
vector.

A dislocation of mixed character represents the most general case of a force on a
dislocation due to an arbitrary stress field. For a mixed dislocation, the Burgers
vector is as follows:

b ¼ bxiþ byjþ bzk

¼ b1iþ b2jþ b3k:
ð7:35Þ

Therefore, we write the incremental work done on a dislocation of Burgers vector
described by Eq. (7.35) due to an arbitrary stress σij as follows:

dW ¼
X3
i¼1
j¼1

birijnjdA; ð7:36Þ

or in matrix notation:

dW ¼ b r ndA; ð7:37Þ

where r is the stress tensor, n is the unit vector perpendicular to the slip plane, and b
is the Burgers vector. Actually, b is a column vector so that Eq. (7.37) is written as
follows:

dW ¼ bTr � n dA: ð7:38Þ

The term n dA can be written as dA which is just:

L s� dlð Þ; ð7:39Þ

where s is the unit vector in the direction of the dislocation line, L is the length of
the dislocation line, and dl (=dxi + dyj + dzk) is the unit vector in the slip plane and
is normal to s and n Recall that b = bxi + byj + bzk, so b has a component only in the
direction dl. Since A · B × C = A × B · C, then:

dW ¼ LbTr� s � dl; ð7:40Þ
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and:

1
L
dW ¼ bTr� s � dl: ð7:41Þ

The term bTr� s in Eq. (7.41) is the force per unit length on a dislocation due to an
external stress that tends to displace the dislocation, and is designated:

f ¼ bTr� s; ð7:42Þ

and is known as the Peach–Koehler equation.
Let us apply the Peach–Koehler equation to the case of an edge dislocation

described by Burgers vector and direction: b
1
0
0

������
������ and s

0
0
1

������
������ and shown in Fig. 7.30.

We write the first quantity in Eq. (7.42) as follows:

bTr ¼ b 100j j
rxx rxy rxz
ryx ryy ryz
rzx rzy rzz

������
������ ¼ b rxx rxy rxzj j; ð7:43Þ

and then taking the cross product with s gives:

bTr� s ¼ b
i
rxx
0

j
rxy
0

k
rxz
1

������
������: ð7:44Þ

The cross product, or determinant, is brxyi� brxxj; and the force on the dislocation
is as follows:

x

y

z

b

s

Fig. 7.30 Orientation of an edge dislocation for the determination of the forces due to a
generalized stress field
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f ¼ brxyi� brxxj: ð7:45Þ

Note that fx = bσxy is a glide force in the +x-direction and the force component
fy = −bσxx is the climb force in the −y-direction. Only σxy and σxx can exert forces on
a dislocation with Burgers vector and direction defined as in this example.

For a screw dislocation with Burgers vector and direction given by: b
0
0
1

������
������ and

s
0
0
1

������
������; and shown in Fig. 7.31, we have:

bTr ¼ b 001j j
rxx
ryx
rzx

rxy
ryy
rzy

rxz
ryz
rzz

������
������ ¼ b rzx rzy rzzj j; ð7:46Þ

and then taking the cross product with s gives:

f ¼ bTr� s ¼ b
i
rzx
0

j
rzy
0

k
rzz
1

������
������ ¼ bryzi� brzx j; ð7:47Þ

and fx = bσzy and fy = −bσzx. Note that only σzy and σzx can exert a force on a
dislocation defined in this example.

7.1.7 Interactions Between Dislocations

The Peach–Koehler equation can also be used to determine the stress on a dislo-
cation due to that from a second dislocation. The difference is that the stress is due

x

y

z
bs

Fig. 7.31 Orientation of a screw dislocation for the determination of the forces due to a
generalized stress field
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to the presence of the second dislocation rather than external application. We will
examine interactions between dislocations by looking at edge–edge, screw–screw,
and edge–screw interactions. We will begin with the edge–edge interaction.

Edge–edge interaction

To find the force on dislocation (2) due to the presence of dislocation (1), we
locate dislocation (1) at the origin of our coordinate axes and dislocation (2) at some
arbitrary position (Fig. 7.32(a)). According to the Peach–Koehler equation, the
force is as follows: f ¼ bT

ð2Þ
r
ð1Þ

� s
2ð Þ
, where the Burgers vector and direction are

those of dislocation (2), and the stress is due to dislocation (1). The first term in the
cross product then becomes:

bTr ¼ b 100j j|fflffl{zfflffl}
2ð Þ

rxx rxy 0
ryx ryy 0
0 0 rzz

������
������|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

1ð Þ

¼ b rxx rxy 0j j; ð7:48Þ

and

f ¼ bTr� s
2ð Þ
¼ b

i j k
rxx rxy 0
0 0 1

������
������ ¼ brxyi� brxx j: ð7:49Þ
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Fig. 7.32 (a) Orientation of dislocations to determine the force on edge dislocation (2) due to edge
dislocation (1), and x- and y-components of the force (b) in the x–y plane, and (c) as a function of θ
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The force on dislocation (2) can be written as:

F ¼ lbb 2ð Þ

2l 1� vð Þr cos h cos 2hð Þ|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
Fx hð Þ

i� lbb 2ð Þ

2p 1� vð Þr sin h 2þ cos 2hð Þ|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
Fy hð Þ

j; ð7:50Þ

and the force components in the x–y plane are shown in Fig. 7.32(b), and as a
function of θ in Fig. 7.32(c).

Note that if dislocation (2) has the same s but the Burgers vector is in the
opposite direction, then the net effect on the resultant force is simply a change in
sign of each of the terms in Eq. (7.50) but preservation of the magnitudes. If

dislocation (2) has Burgers vector b
0
1
0

������
������; then the preceding analysis becomes:

bTr ¼ b 010j j|fflffl{zfflffl}
2ð Þ

rxx rxy 0
ryx ryy 0
0 0 rzz

������
������|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

1ð Þ

¼ b rxy ryy 0j j; ð7:51Þ

f ¼ bTr� s
2ð Þ
¼ b

i j k
rxy ryy 0
0 0 1

������
������ ¼ bryyi� brxy j: ð7:52Þ

In this case, the x-component of the force produces a positive climb force to the
right, and the y-component of the force produces a negative (downward) glide
force.

Screw–screw interaction

For two screw dislocations as shown in Fig. 7.33(a), the force on dislocation
(2) due to dislocation (1) is as follows:

f ¼ bTr� s
2ð Þ
¼ b

i j k
rxz ryz 0
0 0 1

������
������ ¼ bryzi� brxz j; ð7:53Þ

where the x-component of the force, bσyz, is to the right, and the y-component of the
force, −bσxz, is downward in Fig. 7.33. The force on dislocation (2) can be written as:

F ¼ lbb 2ð Þ

2pr
ðcos hiþ sinhjÞ: ð7:54Þ

The force is in a direction that is perpendicular to the dislocation line. It is repulsive
if the dislocations are of the same sign and attractive if the dislocations are of
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opposite sign. The force on the dislocation at the origin due to the dislocation at
(r, θ) is equal in magnitude but opposite in sign from the force on the dislocation at
(r, θ) due to that at the origin. The force components in the xy-plane are shown in
Fig. 7.33(b), and the magnitude of the forces as a function of θ are shown in
Fig. 7.33(c).

Edge–screw interaction

The last example is the determination of the force between an edge and a screw
dislocation as defined in Fig. 7.34. We know that an edge dislocation has no xz or yz
stress components, which are needed to move a screw dislocation. So we can state

the following rules: For an edge dislocation with b
1
0
0

������
������ and s

0
0
1

������
������; the only stresses

that produce a force on it are σxx and σxy. The stress field around the dislocation has
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Fig. 7.33 (a) Orientation of dislocations to determine the force on screw dislocation (2) due to
screw dislocation (1), and (b) the x- and y-components of the force on a screw dislocation due to
another dislocation in the x–y plane, and (c) as a function of θ
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components σxx, σyy, σzz, and σxy. For a screw dislocation with b
0
0
1

������
������ and s

0
0
1

������
������; the

only stresses that produce a force on it are σxz and σyz. The stress field around the
dislocation has components σxz and σyz.

7.1.8 Extended Dislocations

Slip occurs in the fcc lattice on (111) planes and in the 〈110〉 direction, as shown in
Fig. 7.35. The Burgers vector is a/2[110], which is the shortest lattice vector con-
necting an atom at the cube corner with a neighboring atom at the center of a cube face.
However, the atom arrangement on the {111} slip plane is such that slip in the [110]
direction is not the easiest path. Figure 7.35(b) shows the atom arrangement on a
close-packed (111) plane. The {111} planes are stacked in the sequenceABCABC…,
such that the centers of the A plane of atoms fall on top of each other, and similarly for
the B and C planes of atoms. The vector b1 ¼ a=2 101


 �
shown in Fig. 7.35(b) is the

x

y

z

r

1

2

Fig. 7.34 Orientation of
dislocations to determine the
force on screw dislocation (2)
due to edge dislocation (1)
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Fig. 7.35 (a) Close-packed (111) slip plane in the fcc lattice. (b) Slip directions
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observed slip direction. However, if atoms are considered as hard spheres, this
direction represents a high-energy path as atoms moving from one B site to another
must climb over the A atoms. A simpler path is by way of vectors b2 and b3, which is
along the “valleys” between the A atoms. This dislocation reaction is given by:

b1 ! b2 þ b3; a=2 10�1½ � ! a=6 2�1�1½ � þ a=6 11�2½ �: ð7:55Þ

Essentially, the Burgers vector, b1, of the total dislocation has been dissociated into
two partial dislocations b2 and b3. Figure 7.36(a) shows the atom arrangement of
the partial dislocations on the {111} plane, and Fig. 7.36(b) shows the vector
diagram of the dissociation of the total dislocation into two partial dislocations. The
partials are often called Shockley partials, and the combination of the two partials is
termed an extended dislocation. Dissociation is independent of dislocation char-
acter, and the partial dislocations move as a unit that maintains the equilibrium
width between them. The space between the partials is referred to as the faulted
region or the stacking fault, and its size is determined by the stacking fault energy,
SFE. The lower the SFE, the greater the separation of the partials, and the higher the
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a
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(b)

Fig. 7.36 Slip on the
close-packed (111) plane in
the fcc lattice. (a) Location of
atoms in a Shockley partial.
(b) Dislocation dissociation
into partial dislocations
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energy, the closer they are together. Stacking faults are important in cross-slip as the
partials must recombine for cross-slip to occur. Extended dislocations also occur in
hcp lattices, but are not commonly observed in bcc metals.

7.1.9 Kinks and Jogs

Both edge and screw dislocations can acquire jogs or steps in the dislocation line by
interaction with other dislocations. The jogs are of two types. A jog that lies in the
slip plane instead of normal to it is called a kink. Figure 7.37(a) shows an edge
dislocation with a kink of screw character that lies in the slip plane of the edge
dislocation, and Fig. 7.37(b) shows a screw dislocation with a kink of edge ori-
entation. Kinks are unstable as they can line up and annihilate during glide.
A second type of jog is shown in Fig. 7.37(c) in which the jog and the dislocation
are of edge orientation. These types of jogs are able to glide since they lie in the slip
plane of the dislocation. The only difference between the motion of the jogged edge
dislocation and the ordinary edge dislocation is that instead of gliding along a single
plane, it glides over a stepped surface. Another type of jog is the most important in
plastic deformation and is shown in Fig. 7.37(d). This is a screw dislocation con-
taining a jog with an edge orientation. The only way the screw dislocation can
move to a new position and take its jog with it is by climb of the jog. Figure 7.37(e)
shows the movement of a jogged screw dislocation as the segments between jogs
bow out in the slip plane under an applied stress producing a trail of vacancies left
behind the jog as the dislocation moves in its slip plane.

7.2 Faulted Loops and Stacking Fault Tetrahedra

Because of their importance in irradiated materials, we will discuss Frank loops at
greater length. Frank loops are important in irradiated materials because they are
often nucleated in a displacement cascade. Recall that the cascade consists of a core
of vacancies surrounded by a shell of interstitials (Figs. 3.3 and 3.9). If the vacancy
core or the interstitial shell collapses (condenses) onto a close-packed plane, Frank
loops may be generated. In both cases, a stacking fault results. Vacancy conden-
sation produces an intrinsic fault, and interstitial condensation results in an extrinsic
stacking fault. The faults are described as follows.

In regular, close-packed lattices such as fcc and bcc, atom layers follow a regular
stacking sequence. In the fcc lattice, the stacking sequence is ABCABCABC…,
indicating that every third layer lies over the first layer. Removal of a layer of atoms
results in a break or a fault in the stacking sequence. Removal of a plane of atoms
produces an intrinsic stacking fault, which is also known as a single fault, and the
dislocations attached to the single fault are S-dislocations, giving an S-Frank dis-
location (Fig. 7.38(a)). For example, the sequence is modified to
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ABCAB/ABCABC…, where “/” denotes the fault or missing plane of atoms.
Insertion of an extra plane of atoms produces a double fault in the stacking
sequence: ABCAB/A/CABC… (Fig. 7.38(b)). This is an extrinsic or double fault,
and the dislocations are D-dislocations giving a D-Frank loop. The Burgers vector
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vacancies
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(a) (b)

(c)

(d)
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Fig. 7.37 Kinks and jogs in
dislocations. (a) Edge
dislocation with a kink of
screw character. (b) Screw
dislocation with a kink of
edge orientation. (c) Edge jog
in an edge dislocation.
(d) Edge jog in a screw
dislocation and direction of
motion of the dislocation.
(e) Movement of a jogged
screw dislocation of part
(d) showing bowing of the
segments between jogs and the
trail of vacancies left behind
the trail of jogs (after [7])
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of the S-Frank and D-Frank loops are identical. Since a Frank loop results from
addition or removal of close-packed planes, b must be directed normal to the
(111) plane and has a length equal to the spacing between planes, a=

ffiffiffi
3

p
; then the

Burgers vector is described by b = a/3[111]. Since it is extremely difficult to move
on its slip plane (the glide plane is actuallya cylinder defined by the edge of the
loop), the Frank loop is considered to be sessile or immobile since its glide plane is
a cylinder defined by the projection of the loop perimeter in a direction perpen-
dicular to, and above or below, the plane of the loop (see Fig. 7.11). A Frank loop
can also unfault either autocatalytically or by reaction with a dislocation line to
form a perfect loop. This process is described in Chap. 12.

Another dislocation configuration that can form in irradiated metals is the SFT.
A SFT is a three-dimensional stacking fault configuration that is in the shape of a
tetrahedron. SFTs are believed to evolve directly from vacancy clusters produced in
cascades. They are also believed to evolve from Frank loops. A Frank loop will
always lie on a (111) plane in an fcc lattice. Figure 7.39(a) shows a loop of
triangular shape on a (111) plane with edges parallel to [110] directions. A Frank
dislocation that is parallel to a [110] direction can lower its energy by splitting into
a Shockley dislocation, a/6[211], and a stair-rod dislocation. The slip plane of the
Shockley dislocation is also a (111) plane, but it is different from that containing the
Frank loop. Figure 7.39(b) shows two of the three Shockley dislocations formed
from the three sides of the Frank loop, moving up (111) planes. Each Shockley has
left behind it a stair-rod dislocation, a/6[110], in the position formerly occupied by
a side of the Frank dislocation loop (edge of the triangle). The stacking fault
contained in the Frank loop now bends at the stair-rod dislocation and extends up
onto the close-packed (111) planes of the Shockley dislocations. As the Shockley
dislocations move up the planes shown in Fig. 7.39(b), they eventually meet at the
intersections of their slip planes and the intersections of Shockley dislocations result
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Fig. 7.38 Schematic of (a) intrinsic stacking fault and (b) extrinsic stacking fault
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in other stair-rod dislocations along the remaining three edges of the tetrahedron.
The final configuration is a tetrahedron whose sides are stacking faults and whose
edges are stair-rod dislocations (Fig. 7.39(c)). The Frank dislocation and the
Shockley dislocations no longer exist.

Dislocations can also interact with SFTs. MD simulation of the interaction of a
dissociated a/2[110] dislocation (into two Shockley partials, a/6[121]) on the
(111) glide plane shows that several types of interaction are possible [8]. When the
SFT is in the slip plane of the dislocation, the SFT may be cut by the dislocation
and recovers by a shift of the structure above the glide plane to regain its original
shape. The interaction can also create ledges in the SFT that can reduce stability and
lead to dissolution. TEM observations show that SFTs can be cut multiple times by
dislocations in channels.

7.3 Defect Clusters

As described in Chap. 3, the fraction of defects produced in a cascade is between 20
and 40 % of that predicted by the NRT model due to intracascade recombination.
Of these, not all appear as single interstitial atoms or isolated vacancies. A
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Fig. 7.39 A stacking fault
tetrahedron (SFT) formed by
faults on each of the faces of
the tetrahedron (after [1])
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significant fraction of defects are created in the form of clusters, rather than as
single defects. Vacancy clusters may grow to form voids, which are an important
microstructure feature that influences both dimensional (Chap. 8) and mechanical
(Chap. 12) properties of materials. If the clusters are stable, they may also migrate
away from the cascade region and be absorbed at sinks such as dislocations and
grain boundaries. Interstitial and vacancy clusters must be treated separately since
in general, interstitial clusters are stable and vacancy clusters are not. Their
mobilities differ as well with interstitial clusters exhibiting greater mobility than
their vacancy counterparts.

7.3.1 Fraction of Defects Forming Clusters

In-cascade clustering of defects is important because it promotes nucleation of
extended defects. Interstitial clustering can occur in one of two ways. In the first,
interstitial clusters are created in the transition between the collisional and thermal
spike phases in which atoms that are displaced from the cascade center due to the
initial shock wave are pushed into interstitial locations. Alternatively, clusters can
occur during the thermal spike phase by short-range diffusion driven by the elastic
interaction between neighboring interstitials. The probability of clustering and the
size of the clusters tend to increase with increasing PKA energy, and a higher
proportion of SIAs form clusters than do vacancies [9]. Figure 7.40 shows the
fraction of interstitials that form clusters as a function of the PKA energy in several
metals and, at 100 K, as determined by MD simulation [10]. Note that the clustered
fraction increases quickly with T as damage transitions from single displacements to
cascade morphology. In contrast to the Frenkel pair production efficiency (Fig. 3.21),
the clustered fraction varies with the metal, and while there are only 5 metals shown
here, the clustering appears to occur according to the crystal structure with the highest
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clustering fraction occurring for the fcc structure and the lowest for the bcc structure
with the hcp structure in between.

Note from Fig. 7.40 that with continued increase in T, the cluster fraction sat-
urates. This is likely due to the fact that very high-energy cascades break up into
several subcascades that resemble those at lower energy. As such, the surviving
defect fraction and the clustering fraction plateau at values representative of the
lower energy cascades. An example of subcascade formation is shown in Fig. 7.41
for a 100 keV cascade in 100 K iron where 5 and 10 keV cascades have been
superimposed into the same block of atoms for comparison.

While MD results show that the fraction of interstitials in clusters is larger in
copper than in α-iron by *70–45 % at 100 and 600 K for PKA energies above
5 keV [12], experimental evidence shows that the cluster density in copper is as
much as 103 higher than that in Fe [13]. While the size of this difference is not
understood, it may have its origins in the nature of the cluster as discussed in the
next section.

The dependence of in-cascade interstitial clustering on cascade energy is shown in
Fig. 7.42 for MD simulation temperatures of 100, 600, and 900 K, where the average
number of interstitials in clusters of size two or larger at each energy has been divided
by the total number of surviving interstitials in Fig. 7.42(a) and by the number of
displaced atoms predicted by the NRTmodel for that energy in Fig. 7.42(b). Note that

5 keV

100 keV
10 keV

5 keV:
10 keV:

100 keV:

0.26 ps
0.63 ps
0.70 ps

MD cascade simulations in iron at 100K: peak damage

Fig. 7.41 Energy dependence of subcascade formation (after [11])
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the relative scatter is much higher at lower energies, which is similar to the case of
defect survival shown in Fig. 3.17. The average fraction of interstitials in clusters is
about 20% of the NRT displacements above 5 keV, which corresponds to about 60%
of the total surviving interstitials. Although it is not possible to discern a systematic
effect of temperature below 10 keV, there is a trend toward greater clustering with
increasing temperature at higher energies. This can be more clearly seen in Fig. 7.42a
where the ratio of clustered interstitials to surviving interstitials is shown. Interstitial
clustering increases at higher temperatures due to the more compact nature and longer
lifetime of the cascade at higher temperature, providing more time for interstitials to
diffuse and interact. Recall from Sect. 3.6 and Fig. 3.22 that the Frenkel pair pro-
duction decreases slightly with temperature. Combining these results, the effect of
temperature can be described as resulting in an increasing fraction of the decreasing
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population of interstitials forming clusters as the temperature increases, yielding a net
increase in f cli : This effect of temperature on interstitial clustering is consistent with
the observations of increasing interstitial clustering fraction with temperature [14].

The clustered fraction can be broken down according to cluster size to reveal the
dependence of clustering on cluster size. Figure 7.43 shows the fraction of SIAs in
clusters of sizes ≃2, ≃3, and ≃4 in copper as a function of damage energy for an
irradiation temperature of 100 K. Note that the cluster fraction is very sensitive to
minimum cluster size, especially at lower damage energies, yielding a net decrease
in f cli :

Clustering of vacancies occurs within the core of the cascade as well, and the
extent of clustering varies with the host lattice. Based on the measurements of size
and number density of vacancy clusters in irradiated metals, the fraction of
vacancies in clusters is estimated to be less than 15 %. The energy and temperature
dependence of in-cascade vacancy clustering as a fraction of the NRT displace-
ments is shown in Fig. 7.44 for cascade energies of 10–50 keV. Results are shown
for clustering criteria of first, second, and fourth nearest neighbor, NN.
A comparison of Figs. 7.42(b) and 7.44 demonstrates that in-cascade vacancy
clustering in iron remains lower than that of interstitials even when the fourth NN
criterion is used. This is consistent with experimentally observed difficulty of
forming visible vacancy clusters in iron and the fact that only relatively small
vacancy clusters are found in positron annihilation studies of irradiated ferritic
alloys [15]. The true fraction may be larger because of the invisibility of small
clusters, but also the fact that vacancy clusters are not nearly as stable as interstitial
clusters as will be shown in the next section. The cascade energy dependence of
vacancy clustering is similar to that of interstitials; there is essentially zero clus-
tering at the lowest energies, but it rapidly increases with cascade energy and is
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relatively independent of energy above *10 keV. However, vacancy clustering
decreases as the temperature increases, which is consistent with vacancy clusters
being thermally unstable.

7.3.2 Types of Clusters

The structure of the cluster is a strong function of the crystal structure [13, 16]. In
α-Fe, MD simulation shows that the most stable configuration of small clusters (<10
SIAs) is a set of 〈111〉 crowdions. Next in stability is the 〈110〉 crowdion. As the
cluster size grows (>7 SIAs), only two configurations are stable, the 〈111〉 and
〈110〉 crowdions. These crowdions also may act as nuclei for the formation of
perfect interstitial dislocation loops with Burgers vector 1/2〈111〉 or 〈100〉,
respectively.

In fcc copper, the 〈100〉 dumbbell is the stable configuration of the SIA and the
smallest cluster is of the form of two 〈100〉 dumbbells. Larger clusters can have two
configurations: a set of 〈100〉 dumbbells or a set of 〈110〉 crowdions, each with
{111} as the habit plane. During growth, the clusters transform into faulted Frank
loops with Burgers vector 1/3〈111〉 and perfect loops with Burgers vector 1/2
〈110〉. The binding energy of SIA loops in Fe and in Cu is shown in Fig. 7.45(a, b),
respectively. Note that the binding energy for SIA loops in Cu is slightly higher
than for SIA loops in α-Fe, in agreement with the higher clustering fraction pre-
dicted by MD modeling. Figure 7.46 shows a micrograph of interstitial clusters and
small interstitial loops in a copper foil after irradiation with 30 keV Cu+ ions. Note
that these defect clusters are only a few nanometers in size. Cluster densities can
reach very high levels as shown in Fig. 7.47.
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The stability of vacancy clusters is low relative to interstitial clusters. The most
stable configurations for vacancy clusters in α-Fe are either a set of divacancies
concentrated on two adjacent {100} planes, or a set of first nearest neighbor
vacancies on a {110} plane. During cluster growth, the first type results in a perfect
dislocation loop with Burgers vector 〈100〉 and the second unfaults into a perfect
loop with Burgers vector 1/2〈111〉. Vacancy loops can also exist in the faulted
configuration. The loops will generally unfault to form perfect loops when the
number of vacancies reaches about 40 [12].

In fcc Cu, the most stable configurations of a vacancy cluster are the SFT and
faulted clusters on {111} planes that form Frank loops with Burgers vector 1/3
〈111〉. Binding energies of the various vacancy configurations in α-Fe and Cu are
shown in Fig. 7.48(a, b). Note that the binding energy of vacancies in the cluster is
much less than that for interstitials shown in Fig. 7.45(a, b). The binding energy per
defect for a four-defect cluster is less than 0.4 eV for vacancies, but is about 1.2 eV
for interstitials. Observation by transmission electron microscopy [18] reveals that
vacancy dislocation loops and SFT a few nanometers in size are formed by cascades
in many metals (Fig. 7.49).
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Fig. 7.46 Micrograph of
interstitial clusters and small
interstitial loops in copper
irradiated with 30 keVCu+.
Defects are highlighted by the
circles on the micrographs
(after [17])
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Fig. 7.49 Transmission
electron micrograph of
(a) defect clusters in gold
irradiated to 1.1 × 1022 n/m2

at 200 °C and (b) stacking
fault tetrahedra in silver
irradiated to 4.4 × 1021 n/m2
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7.3.3 Cluster Mobility

SIA created in the collision cascades of energetic recoil atoms in metals can form as
crowdions and clusters of coupled crowdions along close-packed directions. These
crowdions and clusters (essentially small, perfect dislocation loops) can migrate in
one-dimensional (1D) random walks by thermally activated glide with a very low
activation energy (< 0.1 eV) [19]. Movie 7.1 (http://rmsbook2ed.engin.umich.edu/
movies/) shows cluster formation and 1D glide in UHP iron irradiated with 150 keV
Fe ions at 400 °C. Clusters are just beginning to nucleate in this real-time recording
shown at 2× actual time. Compared to defects migrating in 3D, the SIA and SIA
clusters migrating in 1D have a much smaller probability of interacting with other
defects within the cascade region. Clusters migrating by 1D glide can change their
Burgers vectors by thermal activation or by interaction with another defect and
continue their 1D glide along another close-packed direction. The result is a 3D
diffusion path that is made up of segments of 1D glide, which is referred to as
“mixed 1D/3D” defect migration and shown in Fig. 7.50.
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(a) 3-D: lattice spacing (b) Pure 1-D

(c) Mixed 1-D/3-D: average length L betweeen 
direction changes

(d) Preferentially 1-D:

Z            rD D>>

Fig. 7.50 Schematic illustration of defect migration paths by (a) 3D random walk on the crystal
lattice, (b) 1D random walk, (c) mixed 1D/3D migration consisting of a 3D path made up of
segments of 1D random walks in different random close-packed directions, and (d) preferential 1D
migration consisting of segments of 1D random walks in the same direction broken by occasional
hops to adjacent atom rows (after [20])
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However, not all clusters are glissile. Besides stable, faulted Frank loops, SIAs
may form metastable arrangement of SIAs that do not reorganize into a stable,
glissile form by the end of the thermal spike. They are significant because if they do
not migrate away from the cascade, they may act as nucleation sites for the growth
of extended defects. Figure 7.42 indicates that the fraction of SIA clusters in a
metastable sessile configuration by the end of the thermal spike phase is between 10
and 30 %. The form of these clusters varies with crystal structure. In hcp metals,
small sessile clusters form a triangular arrangement of closely packed atoms on the
basal plane. In α-iron, three SIAs can form a triangle that is parallel to but displaced
from the {111} plane. If clusters form as faulted dislocation loops, such as b = 1/3
〈111〉 in fcc, 1/2〈110〉 in bcc, and 1/2〈0001〉 in hcp, then they are intrinsically
sessile and cannot exhibit glide. The ability to move arises from the clustered
crowdion form of these extended defects. They have a form best described as small
perfect interstitial dislocation loops with Burgers vector b = 1/2〈110〉 in fcc, 1/2
〈111〉 and 〈100〉 in bcc, and 1=3 11�20h i in hcp. Table 7.1 summarizes the Burgers
vectors of the glissile and sessile dislocation loops formed by vacancy and inter-
stitial clusters.

Mobile clusters can interact with other clusters or with impurity atoms such as
helium. The behavior of small interstitial clusters in the presence of impurity helium
atoms and vacancies is illustrated in Movies 7.2–7.4 (http://rmsbook2ed.engin.
umich.edu/movies/). In Movie 7.2, a SIA (green spheres) in bcc iron interacts with
two substitutional He (light blue spheres) atoms and the interaction leads to
recombination and ejection of the He into an interstitial position from which it
migrates and traps the other He substitutional atom. Movie 7.3 shows the inter-
action between a 6-SIA cluster and three substitutional He atoms. In this case,
recombination and He ejection occurs with two of the three He atoms resulting in a
cluster consisting of 4-SIA and one interstitial He atom, and a cluster consisting of
one interstitial He and one substitutional He. Movie 7.4 shows the interaction
between a 6-SIA cluster and a 4-He/6-vacancy cluster. Vacancies are denoted by
the red spheres. The interaction causes the recombination and rejection of He
resulting in a 4-He/1-SIA cluster.

Table 7.1 Summary of Burgers vectors of glissile and sessile loops in fcc, bcc, and hcp lattices
(after [10])

Crystal structure Burgers vector Cluster mobility

fcc b = 1/2〈110〉 Glissile

b = 1/3〈111〉 Sessile

SFT (vacancy) Sessile

bcc b = 1/2〈111〉, 〈100〉 Glissile

b = 1/2〈110〉 Sessile

hcp b ¼ 1=3 11�20h i Glissile

b ¼ 1=2 10�10h i; 1=2 0001h i Sessile
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The majority of SIA clusters are glissile. Di- and tri-interstitial clusters in both
α-iron and copper undergo one-dimensional glide along the crowdion direction
[13]. In these small clusters, the crowdion can rotate such that glide occurs in an
equivalent direction. This rotation results in essentially three-dimensional motion.
The rotation frequency is lower for tri-interstitials and increases with temperature
for both defects. Larger clusters are essentially perfect dislocation loops with a
Burgers vector along the crowdion axis, so that their movement can be considered
as thermally assisted glide in one dimension. Figure 7.51 shows 19- and
91-interstitial clusters in α-iron. Both loops extend over six (220) planes as shown
in the figures at the right of each cluster. The motion of these clusters is
one-dimensional and along 〈111〉. A feature of cluster motion is that the effective
correlation factor is greater than unity, i.e., a cluster that has moved one step has a
high probability of making the next step in the same direction. Movie 7.5 is an MD
simulation of a 19-SIA cluster in bcc iron at 287 °C. The cluster exhibits
one-dimensional motion in the direction of the Burgers vector.

[111] projection
19-member SIA cluster [001] projection

representation of 
(220) planes

91-member SIA cluster

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 7.51 A 19- and 91-interstitial cluster in (a) 11�1½ � and (b) [001] projections. Filled and open
circles represent the centers of mass of 〈111〉 crowdions and split dumbbells, respectively.
(c) Additional (220) lattice planes occupied by the clusters (after [21])
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The activation energy for cluster motion is between 0.022 and 0.026 eV in α-iron
and between 0.024 and 0.030 eV in copper [13]. The activation energy is weakly
dependent on the size of the cluster, allowing the cluster jump frequency to be
expressed as:

vn ¼ v0n
�s exp � Emh i=kTð Þ; ð7:56Þ

where 〈Em〉 is the average effective activation energy, ν0 is the size-independent,
pre-exponential factor, and the term n−S is the cluster size dependence, where a
value of *0.65 for s describes the cluster size dependence of the pre-exponential
factor for both α-iron and copper. Figure 7.52 shows the total pre-exponential factor
as a function of cluster size. This dependence is likely due to enhanced focusing of
the crowdion configuration for SIAs in a cluster, which results in increased prob-
ability of successive jumps.

Observations have shown that the mobility of clusters depends on the compo-
sition. When chromium is added to iron, cluster mobility is significantly reduced.
Movie 7.6 shows a comparison of loop hopping in UHP Fe and Fe-8 %Cr under the
same irradiation conditions of 150 keV Fe ions at 300 °C. Note that 1D loop
motion is evident in pure iron, but relatively rare in Fe-8 %Cr.
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Vacancy clusters that form perfect dislocation loops are also intrinsically glissile.
MD simulation shows that the mobility of perfect vacancy loops with b = 1/2〈110〉
and 1/2〈111〉 in Cu and α-iron, respectively, is only slightly lower than that of a
cluster of the same number of interstitial crowdions [13]. The result is shown in
Fig. 7.53 for a 37-defect cluster. As long as they are in the form of perfect loops,
they are mobile. Vacancy clusters that do not collapse to a dislocation structure or
that form a Frank loop or SFT are immobile.

7.4 Extended Defects

As described in the previous sections, vacancies and interstitials can cluster to form
other types of defects that will be important in defining the effect of irradiation on
both physical and mechanical properties of the solid. In principle, a cluster of point
defects could be one-dimensional (a line), two-dimensional (a disk), or three-
dimensional (a void). Vacancies and interstitials that cluster in numbers greater than
those discussed earlier will agglomerate into specific configurations in the crystal
lattice. In particular, they will take up the minimum energy configuration, which in
three dimensions is a void and in two dimensions is a loop or platelet with a
thickness of magnitude equal to one Burgers vector and lying between adjacent
close-packed planes.

It may be envisioned that following the radiation damage event, the core of the
displacement spike collapses (or the vacancies condense) onto the {111} plane,
forming a vacancy disk. The energy of the disk can be written as:

Ed ¼ 2pr2dc; ð7:57Þ
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Fig. 7.53 Jump frequency
versus reciprocal temperature
for vacancy loops (squares
and diamonds) and SIA loops
(circles) in Fe at 375 °C
(after [13])
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where rd is the disk radius, and γ is the surface energy of the metal. For a small
number of vacancies, the aggregate form with the least energy is the spherical void.
The energy of the spherical void of radius rV is:

EV ¼ 4pr2Vc: ð7:58Þ

If Ω is the atomic volume, then the number of vacancies in the void is as follows:

nv ¼ 4
3
pr3V
X

: ð7:59Þ

The energy of the void written in terms of the number of vacancies, nv, is as
follows:

EV ¼ 4p
3nvX
4p

� �2=3

c ¼ ð6nvX
ffiffiffi
p

p Þ2=3c: ð7:60Þ

For a large number of vacancies, the planar loop is a more stable configuration and
this will be discussed shortly.

Another possible configuration of a cluster of vacancies is the SFT as described
in Sect. 7.2. The energy of the SFT is given by [4, 22, 23]:

ESFT ¼ lLb2

6p 1� vð Þ ln
4L
a

� �
þ 1:017þ 0:97v

� �
þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
3L

p 2
cSFE; ð7:61Þ

where v is Poisson’s ratio, a is the lattice parameter, γSFE is the energy of the
stacking fault, and L is the length of the edge of the tetrahedron and L = a(nv/3)

1/2.
A similar process involving interstitial condensation may occur around the edges

of the depleted zone where high interstitial concentrations may exist. The con-
densation of interstitials onto a close-packed plane produces an extra layer of atoms
and two breaks in the stacking sequence, as described in Sect. 7.2. For a disk of
radius rL, the energy of a faulted loop (vacancy or interstitial) is as follows:

EL ¼ 2prLCþ pr2LcSFE; ð7:62Þ

where the first term is the energy of the dislocation line, the second term is the
energy associated with the stacking fault, and Γ is the energy per unit length of
dislocation line. In the fcc lattice, faulted loops lie on the {111} planes, which have
an atom density of 4=

ffiffiffi
3

p
a2; or an area per atom of

ffiffiffi
3

p
a2=4: So the radius of a loop

consisting of n vacancies (or interstitials) is as follows:

rL ¼
ffiffiffi
3

p
a2n
4p

� �1=2

: ð7:63Þ
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Approximating Γ with μb2, Eq. (7.32b) where μ is the shear modulus and b is the
Burgers vector, Eq. (7.62) becomes:

EL ¼ 2plb2
ffiffiffi
3

p
a2n
4p

� �1=2

þ p

ffiffiffi
3

p
a2n
4p

� �
cSFE: ð7:64Þ

More precise expressions for the energy of faulted and perfect loops are given in
[4, 6, 22–24], and from [24], the energy of the faulted Frank loop is as follows:

EF ¼ 2
3

1
1� vð Þ lb

2rL ln
4rL
rc

� 2
� �

þ pr2LcSFE: ð7:65Þ

The energy of a perfect loop [18] is as follows:

EP ¼ 2
3

1
1� vð Þ þ

1
3

2� v
2 1� vð Þ
� �

lb2rL ln
4rL
rc

� 2
� �

; ð7:66Þ

where rc is the dislocation core radius. Equations (7.65) and (7.66) refer to both
interstitial and vacancy loops, and from these equations, the difference in energy
between a perfect loop and a Frank loop is as follows:

DE ¼ pr2LcSFE �
1
3

2� v
2 1� vð Þ
� �

lb2rL ln
4rL
rc

� 2
� �

: ð7:67Þ

Therefore, unfaulting is favorable if:

cSFE [
lb2

3prL

2� v
2 1� vð Þ
� �

ln
4rL
rc

� 2
� �

: ð7:68Þ

Equations for a disk, void, perfect loop, faulted loop, and SFT are plotted in
Fig. 7.54(a, b) for 316 stainless steel and zirconium, respectively. The values of the
material parameters are provided in the caption. Note that in general faulted defects
are more stable in zirconium than in stainless steel, and voids are more stable in
stainless steel than in zirconium. In stainless steel, voids are stable to relatively
large sizes and the energy of the faulted loop remains below that of the perfect loop
to large defect sizes. In zirconium, faulted loops and SFTs are more stable than
voids. The high susceptibility to void swelling in stainless steel and the absence of
voids in zirconium are in qualitative agreement with the formation energies for
these extended defects according to Fig. 7.54.

Since we have just shown that the void is a stable configuration only for small
numbers of vacancies, how then can we observe large voids with the number of
vacancies exceeding several orders of magnitude? It is well established that for
most metals, irradiation at low temperatures (<0.2T/Tm) results in aggregation of
vacancies and interstitials to form clusters that are bound by dislocations, i.e., loops
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and SFT (in metals with low SFE). At higher temperatures, vacancies can also
aggregate to form voids. Voids appear in a band of temperatures ranging from about
1/3 < T/Tm < 1/2 where insoluble gases such as helium have a strong effect on
stabilizing voids. At temperatures less than 1/3T/Tm, vacancies are not mobile
enough to reach the voids before annihilation with migrating interstitials. Also,
loops formed by vacancy collapse of cascades are stable against thermal dissoci-
ation at low temperatures and hence reduce the number of vacancies available for
void growth. At very high temperature, the thermal equilibrium vacancy concen-
tration becomes comparable with the radiation-induced vacancy concentration and
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Fig. 7.54 Formation energy
for various vacancy cluster
defects in (a) 316 stainless
steel and (b) zirconium as a
function of the log of the
number of vacancies in the
cluster. Material parameters
for stainless steel are
γSFE = 35 mJ/m2,
γ = 1.75 J/m2, and
μ = 82 GPa. Material
parameters for zirconium are
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voids tend to shrink by vacancy emission. The subject of void and bubble nucle-
ation and growth will be discussed in more detail in Chap. 8.

7.5 Effective Defect Production

With a better understanding the importance of defect clusters, we can expand and
refine our description of defect production. Microstructure evolution is ultimately
controlled by the migrating defect fractions of vacancies and interstitials, MDFv,i.
The most straightforward component of the MDF is the isolated point defect
fraction, IDFv,i (discussed in Chap. 3), which is produced directly in the dis-
placement cascade. A second component is the mobile cluster fraction, MCFi,v
(discussed in Sect. 7.3.3) and is composed of mobile interstitial defect clusters and
mobile vacancy clusters. The third component is defects released from clusters by
evaporation, EDFv,i, and is most important for vacancies and interstitials at very
high temperatures. Taken together, these three sources of isolated defects comprise
the migrating defect fraction, MDFv,i. Zinkle and Singh [25] constructed a flow-
chart to show the evolution of the various defect forms (Fig. 7.55), which is an
expansion of the more simplistic case shown in Fig. 3.18 by inclusion of the
processes in dashed boxes. Zinkle and Singh summarized experiments from which
values for MDFv,i could be determined and found that in general
3 % < MDFi < 10 % and 1 % < MDFv < 10 % where the percentages refer to the
calculated NRT production rate. While there is considerable uncertainty regarding
the quantitative values deduced from experiments, the range can be used to bound
the expected available defect fraction.

The significance of these processes is that they are not often addressed in tra-
ditional rate theory models of microstructure evolution. To create an accurate
physical model of defect production and accumulation under cascade damage
conditions, the following must be included:

1. The production of a large fraction of defects heterogeneously in the form of
vacancy and interstitial clusters with the remainder as isolated vacancies and
interstitials

2. The bias for absorption of mobile interstitial clusters and freely migrating
interstitials at sinks

3. The fractions of interstitials and vacancies in clustered or isolated forms that are
not necessarily equal, which is equivalent to an asymmetric production of freely
migrating fractions of vacancies and interstitials

4. Vacancy evaporation from clusters formed during the cascade quench that
results in a temperature-dependent contribution to the fraction of freely
migrating vacancies

As will be shown in subsequent sections and in the discussion of void formation
and growth in Chap. 8, intracascade clustering and the thermal stability of inter-
stitial and vacancy clusters cause an asymmetry in the supply of migrating
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vacancies and interstitials, termed the production bias and this bias represents a
strong driving force for loop and void nucleation and growth.

7.6 Nucleation and Growth of Dislocation Loops

Dislocation loops resulting from vacancy and interstitial condensation are created
from clusters of the respective defects and either shrink or grow depending on the
flux of defects reaching the embryo. Once they have reached a critical size, the
loops become stable and grow until they unfault by interaction with other loops or
with the network dislocation density. The following sections describe the processes
of loop nucleation, growth, and unfaulting that determine the dislocation mi-
crostructure of a metal under irradiation.
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Intracascade Thermal
Recombination  (  )

Surviving Defect 
Fraction (SDF) (  )

Clustered Point Defect 
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Migrating Defect Fractions (MDFi,v)

Fig. 7.55 Flowchart giving
the contributions to the
migrating defect fraction from
isolated defects, mobile defect
clusters, and evaporating
defects (after [25])
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7.6.1 Loop Nucleation

Various attempts have been made to determine the nucleation rate of dislocation
loops and voids. We will follow a treatment that is based on steady-state concen-
trations of vacancies and interstitials and assumes dilute solution thermodynamics,
as developed by Russell et al. [26]. In this treatment, the effects of cascades are
ignored. We will then introduce clustering theory and show how it can be applied to
the loop nucleation problem to account for the formation of defect clusters in
addition to point defects.

We begin by expressing the nucleation rate of a defect cluster of size n as the
flux of clusters between adjacent size classes in a phase space of cluster size.
Considering only one type of defect (vacancies, for example), the flux between any
two adjacent size classes can be written as follows:

Jn ¼ bv nð Þq nð Þ � av nþ 1ð Þq nþ 1ð Þ; ð7:69Þ

where ρ(n) and ρ(n + 1) are the numbers of n-mers (loops containing n vacancies) and
(n + 1)-mers per unit volume. βv(n) is the rate of vacancy capture by a n-mer, and
αv(n + 1) is the rate of vacancy loss by a (n + 1)-mer. The first term in Eq. (7.69)
represents an addition to the n + 1 size class by capture of a vacancy by a n-mer size
class. The second term is a loss from the (n + 1)-mer size class by emission of a
vacancy. Figure 7.56 shows the various processes described by Eq. (7.69) in phase
space. At steady state, Jn = 0 and Eq. (7.69) becomes the following:

rv nþ 1ð Þ ¼ bv nð Þ q0 nð Þ
q0 nþ 1ð Þ ; ð7:70Þ

where ρ0(n) is the equilibrium concentration of n-mer vacancy loops. Substituting
for αv(n + 1) from Eq. (7.69) into the expression for the nucleation rate, Eq. (7.70)
yields the following:

Jn ¼ bv nð Þ q nð Þ � q nþ 1ð Þ q0 nð Þ
q0 nþ 1ð Þ

� �

¼ �bv nð Þq0 nð Þ q nþ 1ð Þ
q0 nþ 1ð Þ �

q nð Þ
q0 nð Þ

� �
;

ð7:71Þ

and the term in brackets is just the derivative of the ratio ρ(n)/ρ0(n), or
@ q nð Þ=q0 nð Þ½ �

@n
: The nucleation rate then becomes:

Jn ¼ �bv nð Þq0 nð Þ @ q nð Þ=q0 nð Þ½ �
@n

; ð7:72Þ
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where

q0 nð Þ ¼ N0 exp �DG0
n=kT

� �
; ð7:73Þ

and N0 is the number of nucleation sites per unit volume, and DG0
n is the free energy

of forming the n-mer vacancy loop.
The steady-state nucleation rate of vacancy loops (consisting of k vacancies) can

also be described as the product of the loop concentration, the jump frequency of
the vacancy to the loop, and the jump distance, and is given by:

Jk ¼ q0kbkZ; ð7:74Þ

where q0k and βk are the values of q0ðnÞ and βv(n) at the critical size, k, and Z is the
Zeldovich factor that depends on the curvature of DG0

n near the maximum, at the
critical size. If DG0

n is approximated by a parabola in this region (lower curve in
Fig. 7.57), then:

Z ¼ � 1
2pkT

@2DG0
n

@n2

� �1=2
nk

; ð7:75Þ

where the derivative is evaluated at the critical loop size, nk. Its value is the width of
DG0

k at kT units below the maximum and is on the order of 0.05.
Consider now the presence of interstitials in the vacancy loop nucleation for-

mulation. The flux between any two size classes, say n and n + 1, now becomes the
following:

Jn ¼ bv nð Þq nð Þ � av nþ 1ð Þq nþ 1ð Þ � bi nþ 1ð Þq nþ 1ð Þ; ð7:76Þ

where all terms are as previously defined, and βi(n + 1) is the rate of interstitial
capture by a (n + 1)-mer. Interstitial emission is of low probability and is neglected.
Figure 7.58 shows the various processes described by Eq. (7.76) in phase space.

The rate of vacancy emission from a vacancy loop will be governed by tem-
perature, size, and lattice energetics. Since the defect fractions are as high as 10−4, a
cluster has a defect in its immediate vicinity only this small fraction of time.

n n + 1

capture

ßv(n)

v (n+1)

thermal emission

Fig. 7.56 Illustration of the capture and emission processes governing the flux of clusters between
adjacent size classes in a phase space of cluster size
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The emission probability should be affected only slightly during this time interval
and not at all otherwise. Therefore, we conclude that αv is a value characteristic of a
system without interstitials. Setting J = 0 in Eq. (7.76) is equivalent to equilibrating
the size classes since there is no net flux between size classes. If we neglect
interstitials, then from Eq. (7.76) we can write as follows:

av nþ 1ð Þ ¼ bv nð Þq0 nð Þ
q0 nþ 1ð Þ : ð7:77Þ

Combining Eqs. (7.76) and (7.77) gives:

Jn ¼ bvðnÞ qðnÞ � qðnþ 1Þ q0ðnÞ
q0ðnþ 1Þ þ

biðnþ 1Þ
bvðnÞ

� � �
: ð7:78Þ

Since q0ðnÞ ¼ N0 expð�DG0
n=kTÞ; we note that:

q0ðnÞ
q0ðnþ 1Þ ¼ exp

dG0
n

kT

� �
; ð7:79Þ
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Fig. 7.57 Schematic nucleation curves showing the various parameters which are important in
cluster nucleation. DG0

k is the activation barrier to nucleation if interstitials are not present, while
DG0

k is the same quantity if interstitials are present during the vacancy cluster nucleation process
(after [26])
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Fig. 7.58 Illustration of the capture and emission processes governing the flux of clusters between
adjacent size classes in a phase space of cluster size and including the effect of interstitial capture
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where dG0
n 	 DG0

nþ 1 � DG0
n: The term dG0

n is the difference between the free
energies of creating loops of j + 1 and j vacancies from single vacancies at the
prevailing supersaturation. We now define new functions of n, q0ðnÞ, and dG0

n such
that by analogy with Eq. (7.79):

q0ðnÞ
q0ðnþ 1Þ ¼

q0ðnÞ
q0ðnþ 1Þ þ

biðnþ 1Þ
biðnÞ

¼ expðdG0
n=kTÞ; ð7:80Þ

where

dG0
n ¼ DG0

nþ 1 � DG0
n; ð7:81Þ

and DG0
n is not generally a free energy because of the term

biðnþ 1Þ
biðnÞ

in Eq. (7.80).

Using the expression in Eq. (7.80), we can rewrite the equation for Jn in terms of
q0ðnÞ

q0ðnþ 1Þ by substituting Eqs. (7.80) into (7.78) to give the following:

Jn ¼ bvðnÞ qðnÞ � qðnþ 1Þ q0ðnÞ
q0ðnþ 1Þ

 �
: ð7:82Þ

Rearranging Eq. (7.82) gives the following:

Jn ¼ �bvðnÞq0ðnÞ
qðnþ 1Þ
q0ðnþ 1Þ �

qðnÞ
q0ðnÞ
� �

; ð7:83Þ

and noting that:

qðnþ 1Þ
q0ðnþ 1Þ �

qðnÞ
q0ðnÞ

� �
Dn

¼
@

qðnÞ
q0ðnÞ
� �
@n

; ð7:84Þ

gives:

Jn ¼ �bvðnÞq0ðnÞ
@ qðnÞ=q0ðnÞ½ �

@n
; ð7:85Þ

which is the basic flux equation. Rearranging Eq. (7.85) by taking the natural log of
both sides and summing from j = 0 to n − 1 gives the following:

Xn�1

j¼0

ln
q0ðjÞ

q0ðjþ 1Þ
� �

¼
Xn�1

j¼0

� ln
biðjþ 1Þ
bvðjÞ

þ exp
dG0

j

kT

 !" #( )
; ð7:86Þ
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and

ln
q0ðnÞ
q0ð0Þ
� �

¼
Xn�1

j¼0

� ln
biðjþ 1Þ
bvðjÞ

þ exp
dG0

j

kT

 !" #( )
: ð7:87Þ

We can identify two boundary conditions. The first is the quantity q0ð0Þ; which may
be evaluated by noting that as biðnÞ=bvðnÞ ! 0; q0ð0Þ ¼ q0ð0Þ and that q0ð0Þ !
N0; is simply the number of nucleation sites per unit volume. Since N0 (and hence
q0ð0Þ) is independent of loop concentration, we can write the equation as follows:

ln
q0ðnÞ
q0ð0Þ
� �

¼
Xn�1

j¼0

� ln
biðjþ 1Þ
bvðjÞ

þ exp
dG0

j

kT

 !" #( )
¼ �DG0

n

kT
; ð7:88Þ

and

DG0
n ¼ kT

Xn�1

j¼0

ln
biðjþ 1Þ
bvðjÞ

þ exp
dG0

j

kT

 !" #
: ð7:89Þ

Since biðnÞ=bvðnÞ ! 0; q0ð0Þ ! q0ð0Þ and q0ð0Þ is just N0, the number of
nucleation sites per unit volume, we have then:

q0ðnÞ ¼ N0 exp
�DG0

n

kT

� �
; ð7:90Þ

and

DG0
n ¼ activation barrier without interstitials

DG0
n ¼ activation barrier with interstitials:

The upper curve in Fig. 7.57 shows DG0
n as functions of n. Note that DG

0
n is larger

than DG0
k and requires a larger loop size due to the hindering effect of interstitials on

the loop nucleation process. The maxima in the two curves occur at nk, DG0
k and n0k,

DG0
k.
Now, the steady-state loop nucleation rate may be calculated from the expression

for Jn in Eq. (7.85):

Jk ¼ Z 0bkq
0
k; ð7:91Þ
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which is the rate at which loops escape over the potential barrier of height DG0
k in

units of loops/cm3 s. The term, βk, is the rate of single vacancy impingement on a
loop of size n0k The term Z 0 is:

Z 0 ¼ � 1
2pkT

@2DG0
n

@n2

� �1=2
n0k

: ð7:92Þ

The subscript indicates that the second derivative is to be evaluated at n ¼ n0k: As
with Z in Eq. (7.75), its value is the width of DG0

k at kT units below the maximum
and is of the order of 0.05. The second derivative is found from Eq. (7.69) to be:

1
kT

@2DG0
n

@n2

� �
n0k

¼ 1
kT

@2DG0
n

@n2

� �
exp

1
kT

@DG0

@n

� �� � �
n0k

; ð7:93Þ

giving:

q0k ¼ N0 exp �DG0
k=kT

� �
; ð7:94Þ

where DG0
k is determined by evaluating Eq. (7.89) at n0k:

The steady-state nucleation rate will not be established immediately after a
sudden change in supersaturation or temperature, but will lag by a characteristic
time, τ, known as the incubation time and is given by [26]:

s ¼ 2ðbkZ 02Þ�1: ð7:95Þ

Equations (7.89) and (7.94) also apply for interstitial loop nucleation except that Z′,
βk, and q0k are for interstitial loops rather than for vacancy loops, and DG0

n for
interstitial loops is given as:

DG0
n ¼ kT

Xn�1

j¼0

ln
bvðjþ 1Þ
biðjÞ

þ exp
dG0

j

kT

 !" #
; ð7:96Þ

where dG0
j is now the difference between the free energies of forming dislocation

loops of jþ 1 and of j interstitials (in the absence of vacancies), βk is the gross rate
of interstitial capture by the loop of critical size, and 1=Z 0 is the width of DG0

n (for
interstitials) a distance kT below the maximum at DG0

k, and the net number of
interstitials in the critical nucleus is denoted by n0k . The critical loop size n0k occurs
at the maximum of DG0

n and is determined by solving @DG0
n=@n ¼ 0 for n0k.
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More recent treatments of the nucleation rate call for setting the all the fluxes in
Eq. (7.69) equal to the steady-state flux, Jss, leading to a family of equations [27]:

J1 ¼ bvð1Þqð1Þ � að2Þqð2Þ ¼ Jss ð7:97Þ

J2 ¼ bvð2Þqð2Þ � að3Þqð3Þ ¼ Jss ð7:98Þ

J3 ¼ bvð3Þqð3Þ � að4Þqð4Þ ¼ Jss ð7:99Þ

..

.

Jn�1 ¼ bvðn� 1Þqðn� 1Þ � aðnÞqðnÞ; ð7:100Þ

where n ¼ nmax
v . Letting the ratio of shrinkage to growth, ak

�
bkv ¼ rk for all k ≤ 2,

and letting r1 = 1, the system of equations can be solved by multiplying the
equations for Jk by the product of all the rk with k ≤ i. That is, Eq. (7.98) is
multiplied by r2, Eq. (7.99) is multiplied by both r2 and r3. If the resulting set of
equations is summed, all the rk are eliminated except r1 and rn to yield:

J1 ¼ JSS ¼
bvð1Þqð1Þ � aðnÞqðnÞ Qn�1

j¼2
rj

1þ Pn�1

k¼2

Qk
j¼2

rj

: ð7:101Þ

The product term in the numerator is eliminated by noting that (1) for a nucleation
problem, the concentration of the monodefect, ρ (1) will be much greater than ρ (n),
and (2) the ratio of the shrinkage to growth terms rj is less than unity for n[ n
v:
Therefore, Eq. (7.101) becomes:

JSS ¼ bvð1Þqð1Þ 1þ
Xn�1

k¼2

Yk
j¼2

rj

" #�1

: ð7:102Þ

The advantage of this method to compute Jss is the elimination of the Zeldovich
factor and the approximations that must be made to compute it.

Russell [26] determined that based on vacancy and interstitial parameters and
their likely supersaturations in a solid under irradiation, that interstitial loop
nucleation is easier than vacancy loop nucleation because interstitial loop nucle-
ation is much less sensitive to vacancy involvement than is vacancy loop nucleation
to interstitial involvement. The primary reason is that Si is expected to be several
orders of magnitude greater than Sv during irradiation because of the very low
equilibrium concentration of interstitials. Nevertheless, nucleation by this mecha-
nism has been found to be difficult for both vacancy and interstitial loops, in
contrast to the observation of stable loop growth after fairly low doses.
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7.6.2 Clustering Theory

The nucleation of loops is essentially a clustering process in which enough of one
type of defect needs to cluster, in the presence of the other type of defect, to result in
a critical size embryo that will survive and grow. The cluster will shrink or grow
depending on the net condensation rate of defects on clusters. Generalizing the
description of cluster behavior in phase space given in the last section, and taking a
vacancy loop as an example, vacancy clusters, vj consisting of j vacancies will
shrink or grow according to the following:

dvj
dt

¼ K0j �
X1
n�1

½bvnðjÞþ binðjÞ�vj �
XJ
n¼1

avnðjÞvj

þ
Xj�1

n¼1

bvnðj� nÞvj�n þ
X1
n¼1

binðj� nÞvjþ n

þ
X1
n¼1

avnðjþ nÞvjþ n þ additional loss terms;

ð7:103Þ

where bvn and bin are the capture rates of migrating defect clusters νn or in by a
cluster of size νj, and avn is the corresponding emission or thermal dissolution rate.
The first term on the RHS is the direct production of clusters of size j. The second
term is the loss of clusters from size class j due to absorption of a vacancy or an
interstitial cluster of size n, where 1 ≤ n < ∞. The third term is the loss of clusters
from size class j due to emission of vacancy clusters of size n. The fourth and fifth
terms are the addition of clusters to size class j due to absorption of vacancy clusters
by smaller size classes and the absorption of interstitial clusters by larger size
classes. The sixth term is the addition of clusters to the size class j by loss of
vacancy clusters from larger size classes and the “additional loss terms” allow for
other mechanisms of contributing to the number of clusters in size class j.

Equation (7.103) can be solved numerically without further simplification. But
for large clusters and long irradiation times, the number of equations required
would be extremely large. A major simplification is to require clusters to grow or
shrink by only the addition or loss of single point defects, resulting in:

dvjðtÞ
dt

¼ K0j þ bðj� 1; jÞvj�1ðtÞþ aðjþ 1; jÞvjþ 1ðtÞ
� ½bðj; jþ 1Þþ aðj; j� 1Þ�vjðtÞ; j� 2:

ð7:104Þ

If it is assumed that j is a continuous variable and a Taylor series expansion is used
in Eq. (7.104) to relate all functions to their values at size j, the simplified
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description is a continuum diffusional approximation in size space, known as a
Fokker–Planck equation:

@vjðtÞ
@t

¼ K0j tð Þ � @

@j
vjðtÞ bðj; jþ 1Þ � aðj; j� 1Þ½ �� �

þ 1
2
@2

@j2
vjðtÞ bðj; j� 1Þþ aðj; jþ 1Þ½ �� �

;

ð7:105Þ

which is further simplified to:

@vjðtÞ
@t

¼ K0jðtÞ � @

@j
Fvj vjðtÞþ

@2

@j2
Dvj vjðtÞ

¼ K0jðtÞ � @

@j
Fvj vjðtÞ �

@

@j
Dvj vjðtÞ

� �
:

ð7:106Þ

The first term on the RHS of Eq. (7.106) is the direct production rate of clusters of
size j. The second term is the drift in size space driven by the excess condensation
of one point defect type over another:

Fvj ¼ zvDvCv � ziDiCið Þ ð7:107Þ

The drift term is responsible for the shift of the cluster size distribution to larger
sizes. The drift term ensures that a large cluster will inevitably grow in a radiation
field, but due to the evolving microstructure, the drift contribution is not constant
with dose. Cluster evolution is also very sensitive to the ratio of the concentration of
vacancies and interstitials, as Fv contains the difference in their contribution and can
change sign. The result is that the sign of Fv depends on the overall microstructure.

The third term is the diffusion in size space and Dvj is the irradiation-enhanced
diffusion coefficient given by:

Dvj ¼ 1
2
zvDvCv þ ziDiCið Þ: ð7:108Þ

The diffusion term causes the cluster size distribution to broaden with dose. The
diffusion term accounts for the fact that two different clusters introduced at the same
time at the same size may differ in size at a later time due to random encounters
with point defects.

Algorithms for the approximate solution of Eq. (7.106) are discussed by
Golubov et al. [28]. The features of the Fokker–Planck equation are illustrated in
Fig. 7.59 for the development of the interstitial loop size distribution for 316
stainless steel with initial dislocation density of 1013 m−2, irradiated at 550 °C at a
dose rate of 10−6 dpa/s. Note that with increasing dose, the mean loop size increases
[drift term in Eq. (7.106)] and the size distribution broadens [diffusion term in
Eq. (7.106)]. As small clusters grow and their geometry changes, so does the
capture efficiency for freely migrating defects. For very large cluster sizes, the
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Fokker–Planck equation is too simple as the defect production and cluster growth
depend on the microstructure. The effect of the damage microstructure in the
evolution of defect clusters must be accounted for in order to accurately predict
their behavior.

7.6.3 Cluster Evolution Via Cluster Dynamics Modeling

The evolution of defect clusters can also be modeled using the cluster dynamics
method. Classical rate theory defines a defect cluster by its character, atomic
configuration, and size (or number of point defects contained within), but not by its
spatial position since the theory assumes that the concentration of each cluster is
homogeneous on a mean field basis. In cases such as shallow ion implantations,
very thin specimens, or bulk specimens with inhomogeneous microstructure, the
accurate treatment of spatially varying damage production or special effects such as
surface sinks and dislocation interaction necessitates the inclusion of spatial
dependence into rate theory-based models. One such spatially dependent cluster
dynamics code is PARASPACE, which incorporates one spatial dimension inten-
ded to account for situations where key physical variables depend on position in
one primary spatial direction.

As described by [30], PARASPACE treats clusters of intrinsic defects (either
self-interstitials or vacancies) and foreign gas atoms (helium, krypton). Since the
probability that self-interstitials (I) and vacancies (V) coexist in a single cluster is
very low due to their strong tendency for recombination, no mixed I–V clusters are
considered. Clusters are defined using just one number (subscript) i, with its
absolute value being the number of point defects (I or V) contained and its sign
(“−” for I-clusters and “+” for V clusters) indicating the character of the cluster.
Two numbers, NI and NV, are chosen as the number of interstitials in the largest
I-cluster and the number of vacancies in the largest V cluster, respectively.
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Physically, these numbers prescribe the “phase space” within which the clusters can
interact with each other, and ensure the conservation of point defects. Numerically,
these numbers, together with the number of spatial grids, NX, set the number of
equations to be solved. NI and NV are chosen to be large enough so that the
computation results are not affected by the prescribed phase space. Since the system
may continuously evolve toward larger clusters, the initial values of NI and NV
may become limiting at high dose. This is continuously checked within the
PARASPACE code through the concentration and its gradient (with respect to i) at
the phase boundaries. If certain thresholds are exceeded at the boundaries, the
values for NI and NV are increased automatically and the time is reset to the last
step prior to the occurrence of this event.

With 1D spatial dependence, the system of ordinary differential equations
(ODE) describing defect evolution changes to a system of partial differential
equations (PDEs), and the PDEs generally have the following generic form:

@Cxn
i

@t
¼ /� PiðxnÞþDi

@2Cxn
i

@x2
þGRTþGREþART� ARE; ð7:109Þ

where Cxn
i refers to the volumetric concentration (in nm−3) of the ith cluster at the

depth position xn (in nm), ϕ is the particle flux (in nm−2 s−1), Pi(xn) is the production
“probability” (in particle−1 nm−1) of the ith cluster by irradiation that is obtained
through SRIM (combined with MD for intracascade recombination and clustering),
Di is the diffusivity of the ith cluster, GRT is the generation rate of the ith cluster by
trapping reactions (A + B → i) among other clusters, GRE is the generation rate of
the ith cluster by emission processes (C → i + B) of other clusters, ART is the
annihilation rate of the ith cluster by its trapping reaction with other clusters
(i + B → C), and ARE is the annihilation rate of the ith cluster by its own emission
process (i → A + B).

The reaction terms differ slightly among different clusters, and the exact equation
for the prescribed phase space (Λ = [−NI, NV]) is given as:

@Cxn
i

@t
¼ /� PiðxnÞþDi

@2Cxn
i

@x2
þ

X
mþ p¼i

m;p 6¼0
m;p2K

kþ
m;pC

xn
m C

xn
p �

X
m 6¼i

m 6¼0
m;mþ i2K

kþ
m;iC

xn
m C

xn
i � k�i C

xn
i ;

ð7:110Þ

for i = NV or −NI, where k+ is the trapping reaction constant and k− is the emission
reaction constant.

Initially, vacancy and interstitial concentrations are set equal to their thermal
equilibrium values and all cluster sizes are set to zero at all depth grids. The PDEs
given in Eq. (7.110) are converted to ODEs by introducing the same set of clusters
at each depth grid, and thus, the total number of ODEs is equal to the total number
of clusters multiplied by the total number of depth grids. Then the diffusion terms in
the PDEs are discretized as follows:
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Di
@2Cxn

i

@x2
¼ Di

Cxn þ 1
i � Cxn

i

xnþ 1 � xn
� Cxn

i � Cxn�1
i

xn � xn�1

ðxnþ 1 � xn�1Þ
2

; ð7:111Þ

at all depth grids except the surface(s) where the black-sink boundary condition is
enforced.

An example of the application of cluster dynamics modeling is irradiation of a
thin foil of Mo with 1 MeV Kr+ at a dose rate of 1.6 × 1011 ions cm−2 s−1 at a
temperature of 80 °C. Figure 7.60 plots the areal density of observable loops
(diameter > 1.3 nm) observed experimentally (Fig. 7.60a) and modeled using the
PASASPACE cluster dynamics code (Fig. 7.60b). Note that over a large range of
doses, there is excellent qualitative agreement in the areal density of loops.

7.7 Dislocation Loop Growth

The growth of loops can also be determined from the Fokker–Planck equations that
provide the size distribution of loops of all sizes (see Fig. 7.59). Applying
Eq. (7.104) to the case of interstitial loops gives an equation in the form:

dij
dt

¼ K0j þ bv jþ 1ð Þþ aiðjþ 1Þ½ �ijþ 1 � bv jð Þþ bi jð Þþ aiðjÞ½ �ij þ bi j� 1ð Þij�1; ð7:112Þ
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where ij is the concentration of interstitial loops of size j and the term on the LHS of
Eq. (7.112) is the time rate of change of the population of interstitial loops of size
j. The terms βk (j) and αk (j) are the absorption and emission rates of defects of type
k from loops of size j. The first term on the RHS of the equality is the direct
production rate of clusters of size j. Practically, this term is different from zero up to
the tetrahedral cluster (j = 4). The first term in square brackets is the production of
clusters of size j by the emission of an interstitial or absorption of a vacancy by
clusters of size j + 1. The second term in square brackets is the loss of clusters of
size j by absorption of a vacancy or an interstitial, or emission of an interstitial. The
last term is the addition of clusters of size j by capture of an interstitials by clusters
of size j – 1. Solution of Eq. (7.112) results in the loop size distribution as a
function of time, which describes the evolution of interstitial loops with dose or
time.

Pokor et al. [31] used the Fokker–Planck formalism to model the evolution of a
population of loops via chemical rate theory in a homogeneous medium. In their
treatment, they allowed for production of clusters in the cascade containing up to
four defects and solved a set of equations for the concentration of defect clusters
consisting of two equations for individual vacancies or interstitials and
2N equations for the population of loops up to size N. The physics of the formu-
lation is contained in the expressions for the defect capture rates, β, and emission
rates, α, for each defect type, k, as a function of the cluster size, given as [31]:

bk jð Þ ¼ 2pr jð Þzc jð ÞDkCk; ð7:113Þ

ak jð Þ ¼ 2pr jð Þzc jð ÞDk

X
exp �Ebk jð Þ=kTð Þ; ð7:114Þ

where r(j) is the radius of an interstitial loop of size j, Dk and Ck are the diffusion
coefficient and concentration of defect k, zc(j) is the bias factor for the interstitial
loop of size j, and Ebk(j) is the binding energy of for a cluster of j defects of type k.
Pokor et al. [31] gives the following expressions for zc(j) and Ebi:

zc jð Þ ¼ zi þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
b

8pa

r
zli � zi

 !
1

jali=2
; ð7:115Þ

Ei
b ¼ Ei

f þ
E2i
b � Ei

f

20:8 � 1
j0:8 � j� 1ð Þ0:8
� �

; ð7:116Þ

where zi is the bias factor for a straight dislocation line for interstitials, a is the
lattice parameter, and b is the Burgers vector, zli and ali are parameters used to
describe the evolution of the bias with cluster size [32]. For the binding energy
term, Ei

f is the formation energy of an interstitial point defect Eq. (4.16), E2i
b is the

binding energy of a two-interstitial cluster, and j is the number of defects in a cluster
of size j and the expression comes from molecular dynamics simulations [33, 34].
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To account for the effect of the annihilation of the network dislocation density
with dose, they assumed that the rate of change of the density was proportional to
ρ3/2, giving dq

�
dt ¼ �Kb2q3=2, and resulting in a dislocation density that decreases

as 1/t2 (see next section). The network dislocation density in irradiated metals
evolves toward a saturation value with increasing dose. In stainless steel, it has been
observed to reach a saturation value of ∼6 × 10−14 m−2 over a temperature range
that spans 400–600 °C [35]. Cluster model results of the loop density and size for
three grades of stainless steel irradiated at 330 °C and to doses up to 40 dpa
calculated using Eqs. (7.112)–(7.116) are compared against measurements in
Fig. 7.61 and show relatively good agreement. Dislocation recovery plays an
important role in microstructure evolution as it represents a change in sink density.
Failure to account for the recovery of the initial dislocation network would lead to a
faster saturation of the loop structure in the 316 alloys. The most sensitive
parameters controlling the irradiation microstructure are the temperature, dose,
materials constants, and the initial network dislocation density.

Simpler treatments for determining the loop size distribution can be made by
neglecting the formation of defect clusters larger than the tetra-interstitial, limiting
the number of size classes and simplifying the cluster description. Stoller et al. [36]
described the evolution of larger loops by the equation:

dqj
dt

¼ ij�1s
�1
j � ijs

�1
jþ 1; ð7:117Þ
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where ρj is the number of loops in a given size class with radius rL, and the τj is the
lifetime of a loop of size j against growth to the next larger size class:

sj ¼
Z rjþ 1

rj

drL
dt

� ��1

drL; ð7:118Þ

and

drL
dt

¼ X
b

ziL rLð ÞDiCi � zvL rLð ÞDv Cv � CvLð Þ½ �; ð7:119Þ

where ziL and zvL are given by Eq. (5.100) and CvL ¼ C0
v exp EFX/kTð Þ; and EF is

the energy of a faulted loop from Eq. (7.65). Figure 7.62a shows a comparison of
the temperature dependence of the calculated maximum faulted loop density and
low fluence fast reactor data for 316 stainless steel with initial network dislocation
densities of 3 × 1015 m−2 (solid line) and 3 × 1013 m−2 (dashed line). Figure 7.62b
shows the dose dependence of the loop density for solution annealed 316 irradiated
at 500 °C.
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Semenov and Woo [37] accounted for the effect of production bias by writing
Eq. (7.119) for the rate of change in loop size to include terms due to interstitial
cluster and vacancy cluster absorption:

drL
dt

¼ X
b

Ji � Jv þ Jev þ Jcli � Jclv

 �

; ð7:120Þ

where Js are the fluxes due to single interstitials, single vacancies, vacancy thermal
emission, interstitial clusters, and vacancy clusters, respectively, and τd is the
lifetime of the dislocation loop. Substituting for the fluxes [36] results in:

drL
dt

¼ K0

qN þ qLð Þb
k2V ei � e0v
� �þ k2d�z 1� eið Þ

k2
� Ke

K0

� �
; ð7:121Þ

where K0 is the defect production rate, Ke is the vacancy thermal emission rate, ρN
and ρL are the network and loop dislocation densities, εi,v is the fraction of inter-
stitials and vacancies, respectively, that are immobilized by intracascade clustering,
e0v ¼ ev � Ke=K0; zd is the dislocation bias, k2V;d are the sink strengths of voids and

dislocations, k2 is the total sink strength and �z ¼ zdk2c
k2 þ zdk2d

: The steady-state

interstitial loop growth rate for 316 stainless steel with an effective point defect
production rate of 10−7 dpa/s is shown as a function of temperature in Fig. 7.63.
The growth rate is in units of Burgers vector, b per dpa. Note that the loop growth
rate is low at low and high temperatures and peaks at an intermediate temperature of
about 500 °C.
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7.8 Recovery

Growing dislocation loops eventually encounter either network dislocations or each
other. The maximum radius to which a loop can grow, Rmax, is governed by the
loop density, ρL as given by 4p

3 qLR
3
max ¼ 1: When loops interact, they coalesce and

contribute to the network dislocation density. Interaction between individual dis-
locations and loops results in loop unfaulting that also contributes to the network
(discussed in Chap. 12, Sect. 12.3). As the dislocation density increases, the rate of
loop interaction with the network increases and the loop radius is further limited by
the network dislocation density as described by Eq. (5.85), pR2

max

� �
qN ¼ 1:

However, observations of irradiated microstructures confirm that the dislocation
density saturates, implying that there must also be a process for removal of network
dislocations limiting their buildup. The process of recovery can explain the
behavior of the dislocation density with irradiation. The rate of change of the
dislocation density in a solid under stress at high temperature is assumed to behave
according to:

_q ¼ Bq� Aq2; ð7:122Þ

where ρ is the density of mobile dislocations and A and B are constants [Note that
while the rate of dislocation density change given by Eq. (7.122) is phenomeno-
logical by nature, a more accurate description of the physical process is provided by
Eq. (7.117)]. The first term of Eq. (7.122) is the production rate of dislocations and
the second term is the annihilation rate. The loss term is assumed to occur due to
mutual annihilation of pairs of dislocations of opposite sign, which implies a
reaction rate that is proportional to the square of the number of dislocations present
at a given time. Garner and Wolfer [39] showed that the generation rate of dislo-
cations is proportional to b2ϕρ1/2, so that Eq. (7.122) can be written as:

_q ¼ Bq1=2 � Aq3=2; ð7:123Þ

where B * b2ϕ and A * tc, where tc is the climb velocity of the dislocation (see
Chap. 13). At steady state (dρ/dt = 0), the saturation density is ρs = B/A. The
solution to Eq. (7.122) is given as:

q tð Þ
qs

¼ 1� e�x þ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
q0=qs

p
1þ e�xð Þ

1þ e�x
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
q0=qs

p
1� e�xð Þ ; ð7:124Þ

where ρ0 is the initial dislocation density and

x ¼ A
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
qst

p ¼ ffiffiffiffiffi
qs

p
tct: ð7:125Þ
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Using a saturation density, ρs of 6 × 1014 m−2, and initial dislocation densities, ρ0 of
3 × 1012 m−2 for annealed 316 SS and 7 × 1015 m−2 for 20 % CW 316 SS, the
dislocation densities calculated from Eq. (7.123) are shown in Fig. 7.64a. The
relationship between x in Eq. (7.124) and fluence was defined by the case where the
dislocation density for annealed 316 SS reached a value of 2 × 1014 m−2 at
2 × 1026 n/m2. Data are plotted in Fig. 7.64b. Note how well the model results of
Fig. 7.64a agree with the data. This agreement also establishes that the original
dislocations are not different from those produced during the irradiation with regard
to their ability to absorb point defects.

7.9 Evolution of the Interstitial Loop Microstructure

The evolution of the interstitial loop population can be described in terms of its
response to temperature and dose. The temperature regime that is important for
LWR operation is between 270 and 340 °C. Higher temperatures may be reached
from gamma heating in certain thick components such as PWR baffle plates. This
temperature range represents a transition region between what is commonly termed
as low-temperature (50–300 °C) and high-temperature (300–700 °C) behaviors.
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Below 300 °C, the dislocation microstructure is characterized by a high density of
“black dots” (defect clusters that are too small to resolve in the TEM, <2 nm),
network dislocations, and a low density of Frank loops. A very small percentage of
the small loops in stainless steels are observed to be SFT, which is much less than
the 25–50 % of clusters in nickel or copper [10]. Near 300 °C, the radiation-induced
microstructure changes from one dominated by small dislocation loops to one
containing larger faulted loops and network dislocations (Fig. 7.65). Figure 7.66
shows large dislocation loops after irradiation at high temperatures. Above 300 °C,
the Frank loop population begins to decrease. Figure 7.67 shows the sharp decrease
in faulted loop density by a factor of over 1000 between 400 and 600 °C in
neutron-irradiated austenitic stainless steels. The increase in loop size with tem-
perature eventually leads to an increase in the loop unfaulting rate which con-
tributes to the reduction in Frank loop population at high temperature.

Loop density increases rapidly to saturation at low irradiation temperatures.
Figure 7.68 shows the increase in loop density in austenitic stainless steels irradi-
ated near 300 °C. Loop size is relatively insensitive to fluence below about 300 °C.
At these low temperatures, loop sizes and densities become dynamically stable as a
population when a balance is reached between new loop formation and the
destruction of existing loops. With increasing temperature in the low-temperature
regime, the density of fine loops decreases and the loop size increases.

The dislocation microstructure evolves into one composed of Frank loops and
network dislocations above about 300 °C. Loop density saturates at a few dpa and
the density is maintained (in a dynamic sense) at higher doses. The dislocation
network density increases in proportion to the faulted loop density as temperature is
increased though the overall dislocation density is expected to stay fairly constant
between 300 and 370 °C. In the higher temperature regime (400–600 °C), the
population consists of a low density of Frank loops and a dislocation network.
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Evolution may actually occur more slowly if other microstructural processes are
also occurring such as void and bubble nucleation and growth.

The description of defect cluster nucleation and evolution provides a backdrop
for understanding the phenomenon of void growth discussed in the next chapter. As

Fig. 7.66 Images of large
Frank loops in (a) a 300 series
stainless steel irradiated at
500 °C to a dose of 10 dpa
(from [42]), and (b)–(e) in
irradiated aluminum, copper,
nickel, and iron, respectively
(after [18])
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will be shown, void formation and growth is intimately linked to the production of
defect clusters and their growth into loops, as these microstructures constitute
critical sinks that will govern the fate of voids.

Nomenclature

a Lattice constant
A Area of slip plane
b Burgers vector
Cv,i Concentration of vacancies, interstitials
C0
v;i Thermal equilibrium concentration of vacancies, interstitials
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Fig. 7.67 Effect of
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dx Strength of diffusive spread for clusters by the x process
Dv,i Diffusion coefficient of vacancies, interstitials
Dkj Diffusion term in size space of defect k and cluster size j, Eq. (7.106)
Dl Climb diffusion coefficient
E Energy
Eb Binding energy
Ef Formation energy
El Dislocation loop energy
Em Migration energy
Emh i Effective activation energy for cluster motion
f cli Fraction of interstitials in clusters
Fkj Drift velocity in size space of defect k and cluster size j Eq. (7.106)
Gj Effective Frenkel pair production rate of species j
ΔG Change in free energy
G0 Standard free energy
in Cluster of n interstitials
k Boltzmann’s constant
kþ =� Rate constant for processes +/− in cluster dynamics Eq. (7.110)
k2v;i Total sink strength for vacancies, interstitials

l Length of dislocation line segment
L Length of edge of stacking fault tetrahedron
J Nucleation current. Also flux
K0 Defect production rate
Ke Vacancy thermal emission rate
m Stress exponent in relation between dislocation velocity and shear stress
n Unit vector
nk; n0k Critical cluster size
Nd Average number of defects generated in a single cascade
Nil Number density of interstitial loop
N0 Number of lattice sites per unit volume. Also number of nucleation sites
Pi Probability of growing an interstitial cluster
Pm Loop nucleation probability
r Defect cluster radius
rc Dislocation core radius
rL Loop radius
rk Critical cluster radius
s Positive direction of the dislocation line
T Temperature. Also PKA energy
Sv,i Supersaturation of vacancies, interstitials
uij Components of the displacement vector
υg Dislocation glide velocity
υn Cluster of n vacancies
V Volume
W Work
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zv,i Vacancy, interstitial bias factor
Z Zeldovich factor Eq. (7.75)
αj Emission rate of species j
βj Absorption rate of species j
γ Shear strain. Also surface energy
γSFE Stacking fault energy
δ Thickness of void shell
εc Strain associated with the dislocation core
εij Components of strain
εi0 Fraction of interstitials produced in cascades in the form of immobile

clusters
Γ Dislocation line tension
λ Lamé constant
λd Mean free path between consecutive interstitial cluster coalescing events
μ Shear modulus
v Poisson’s ratio. Also jump frequency
ρ(n) Number density of defect clusters of size n
vs Strength of drift term for clusters, by absorption of single defects
Ω Atomic volume
ρx Density of entity x
σ, σij Stress and components of stress
σs Shear stress
σD Value of shear stress that yields a dislocation velocity of 0.01 m/s
τ Incubation time Eq. (7.95)
τd Lifetime of dislocation loop

Subscripts

c Dislocation core
d Dislocation
i Interstitial
k Critical cluster size
L Loop
F Frank loop
N Dislocation network
P Perfect loop
v Vacancy
0 Initial

Superscripts

c Coalescence
cl Clusters
s Single defects
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+ Trapping
− Emission

Acronyms

ARE Cluster annihilation rate by emission
ART Cluster annihilation rate by trapping
EDF Evaporating defect fraction
GRE Cluster generation rate by emission
GRT Cluster generation rate by trapping
IDF Isolated point defect fraction
MCF Mobile cluster fraction
MDF Mobile defect fraction
NI Largest interstitial cluster
NN Nearest neighbor
NV Largest vacancy cluster
PBM Production bias model
PKA Primary knock-on atom
SFE Stacking fault energy
SIA Single interstitial atom
UHP Ultra-high purity

Problems

7:1. Draw billiard ball models of the extra half sheet of atoms which constitute
the following dislocations:

(a) The a/2[110] edge dislocation in the (111) plane of the fcc lattice.
(b) The a/2[111] edge dislocation on the (110) plane of the bcc lattice.

7:2. It is found experimentally that a certain material does not change in volume
when subjected to an elastic state of stress. What is Poisson’s ratio for this
material?

7:3. Determine the volume of a 10 cm diameter copper sphere that is subjected to
a fluid pressure of 12 MPa.

7:4. Assuming that atoms are hard elastic spheres, show that Poisson’s ratio for a
close-packed array of spheres is 1/3.

7:5. For a circular shaped disk lying on the (111) plane of an fcc crystal:

(a) Determine the energy as a function of the number of vacancies.
(b) How many vacancies could a spherical void have before it would

spontaneously convert to a vacancy disc?
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7:6. It is known that the amount of stored energy in a solid can be increased with
the addition of dislocations.

(a) Calculate this energy for aluminum with a dislocation density of
1012 m−2.

(b) It has also been suggested that this energy can be increased by appli-
cation of a shear stress, σs. Given that the straight edge dislocations in
part (a) are in the form of an equally spaced cubic-shaped network,
determine the shear stress, σs, needed to bow each dislocation segment
into a half circle, and calculate the resulting increase in stored energy.

7:7. Calculate the net density of edge dislocations in a thin simple cubic crystal
with lattice parameter a = 2 × 10−8 cm if it is bent to have a radius of
curvature of 10 cm. (The thickness of the crystal is no greater than 1 mm.)

7:8. In the circular shear loop shown in the figure below, let the x-axis be the
direction of the Burgers vector shown in the drawing, the z-axis in the plane
of the loop but perpendicular to the direction of the Burgers vector, and the
y-axis perpendicular to the plane of the loop. Let θ be the polar angle of the
circle measured from point A. At any point θ on the loop, the Burgers vector
has an edge component be that is perpendicular to the dislocation line at that
position and a screw component bs that is parallel to the line.

(a) Using the fact that the vector b with these components is constant (in
magnitude and direction) at all points on the loop, derive expressions
for be and bs as functions of θ.

(b) Suppose a shear stress σxy is applied to the loop. Show that the resultant
force on the dislocation line is always radially directed and has a
magnitude σxyb.

7:9. Plot the stress fields surrounding edge and screw dislocations as a function of
θ. Specifically, plot the following:

(a) σxx, σyy, and σxy versus θ for an edge dislocation
(b) σxz and σyz versus θ for a screw dislocation
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7:10. For the dislocations in the figure below:

(a) Calculate the magnitude of the components of force on dislocation
(2) due to dislocation (1).

(b) Repeat part (a) for angles of 0°, 30°, 45°, and 90°.
(c) At θ = 30°, will dislocation (2)

(i) glide toward or away from dislocation (1)?
(ii) tend to climb up or down? Why?

7:11. For the dislocations given in the sketch, find

(a) The force on dislocation (2) due to dislocation (1)
(b) In which direction will dislocation (2) climb and/or glide?
(c) Describe the stress and temperature dependence of these two processes

and under what circumstances each will contribute to creep.

(1) s ¼ 001j j; b ¼ b 100j j
(2) s ¼ 001

�� ��; b ¼b 010
�� ��

7:12. An edge dislocation having the properties s = k and b = bj is on a plane
x = X. Calculate the y-coordinates of the maxima and minima of the glide and
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climb forces (separately) that it would experience due to a fixed dislocation at
the origin (s = k) for the following three cases:

(a) b = bi
(b) b = bj
(c) b = b(1/2i +

ffiffiffi
3

p
/2j).

7:13. An edge dislocation (1) with s = [001] and b = b [100] is located at the origin
of a coordinate system. Another edge dislocation (2) with s = [001] and
b ¼ b

ffiffiffi
2

p ffiffiffiffiffi
20

p
 �
is located a distance r away from (1) and 45° CCW from the

x-axis.

(a) Calculate the glide and climb force on dislocation (2) due to dislocation
(1).

(b) Make a graph of the force on dislocation (2) as a function of θ (for a
given r) for 0 ≤ θ ≤ 2π.

7:14. Compute the local force on dislocation (2) due to dislocation (1) for the four
examples of interaction between two perpendicular dislocations listed below:

s1 ¼ 001½ � s2 ¼ 010½ �

b1 ¼ b

100½ �
100½ �
100½ �
010½ �

8>><
>>: b2 ¼ b

100½ �
010½ �
001½ �
010½ �

8>><
>>:

where the first dislocation passes through x = y = 0 and is parallel to the
z-axis, and the second dislocation passes through x = X and z = 0 and is
parallel to the y-axis.

(a) In which cases does the total force on dislocation (2) vanish?
(b) If dislocation is able to flex, sketch the shape it is likely to assume

provided the first dislocation passing through x = 0 remains straight.
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Chapter 8
Irradiation-Induced Voids and Bubbles

The formation and growth of voids and bubbles is of intense interest for material
performance in radiation environments at elevated temperature. The first observa-
tion of voids in irradiated metals was published by Cauthorne and Fulton in 1967
[1]. Voids can have a profound influence on material properties because solids
undergo volumetric swelling when voids form and grow. It has been suggested that
the US breeder reactor program experienced a setback of nearly a decade by this
surprising observation, as scientists scrambled to understand this phenomenon and
the consequences to reactor internals. Since that time, a great deal of effort has been
expended toward understanding their formation and growth. Figure 8.1 shows
examples of voids in irradiated stainless steel, aluminum, and magnesium. Voids of
this size and number density can cause tens of percent increases in volume,
translating into significant changes in linear dimensions as well. The challenge of
designing a reactor to accommodate swelling of this magnitude quickly becomes
monumental.

The formation and growth of voids shares much in common with bubbles. Yet
because of their nature—a void is essentially an empty cavity—bubble mechanics
are more complicated. It is by virtue of the fact that insoluble gases are formed by
transmutation when certain metals are irradiated that drew attention to the subject of
bubbles in irradiated metals. Under irradiation, it is possible for large numbers of
inert gas bubbles to form, which significantly alter the physical and mechanical
properties of metals. Fast and thermal spectrum reactors generate helium via
transmutation, and the first wall of a fusion reactor is susceptible to bubble for-
mation due to the high gas loading from reaction products in the plasma. Numerous
examples exist in reactor systems where bubbles form and alter material properties,
one of the most important being the structural materials of fission reactors. This
chapter will address the theory of void and bubble nucleation and growth, along
with elucidating the most important factors affecting these processes in reactor
systems.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)
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250 nm

200 nm 200 nm

Fig. 8.1 Micrographs of irradiation-induced voids in (a) stainless steel, (b) aluminum, (c) and
(d) magnesium [2, 3]
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8.1 Void Nucleation

The driving force for the formation of voids in solids is the supersaturation of
vacancies due to irradiation defined by:

Sv ¼ Cv

C0
v
; ð8:1Þ

where C0
v is the thermal equilibrium concentration of vacancies. During irradiation,

defects react to form clusters and the clusters either grow by absorption of defects of
the same type, or shrink by absorption of defects of the opposite type. For a cluster
of vacancies to grow into a void, there must be a net increase in the number of
vacancies absorbed over the number of interstitials absorbed. Thus, we will be
interested in the equilibrium void distribution function, ρ0(n) (where n is the
number of vacancies in the void), which is developed by a supersaturation of
vacancies in the solid. The distribution function gives the number of vacancy
clusters in each size class. Under non-equilibrium conditions, there will be a net
flux, J, of voids from one size class to the next larger size class. This is the
nucleation current and is the quantity we are interested in finding. The presence of
an inert gas in the nucleation process is then considered.

8.1.1 Equilibrium Void Size Distribution

Analogous to the case of point defects (discussed in Chap. 4) and following the
derivation in [4], the equilibrium void size distribution is determined from the change
in Gibbs free energy of a system containing a distribution ρ0(n) of vacancy clusters:

G ¼ G0 þ
X
n

q0 nð ÞGn � kT
X
n

lnwn; ð8:2Þ

where G0 is the free energy of the perfect lattice, the second term is the work to
form a void distribution, and the last term is the entropy contribution to the number
of ways that the voids can be distributed in a lattice. The quantity Gn is the Gibbs
free energy (reversible work) required to form a void of size n:

Gn ¼ Hn � TSn ¼ En þ ptn � TSn; ð8:3Þ

where
En the energy required to form a void of n vacancies
υn volume change (= nΩ)
p hydrostatic stress
Sn the excess entropy associated with the process
wn the number of ways of placing ρ 0 (n) voids of size n in the solid.

Neglecting the last two terms on the right, Gn reduces to Gn ≅ En.
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For large values of n, the energy of the void can adequately be represented by the
surface energy:

EV ¼ 4pR2
Vc; ð8:4Þ

where γ is the surface energy of the solid per unit area and RV is the void radius
which is related to the number of vacancies in the void by:

n ¼ 4pR3
V

3X
; ð8:5Þ

where Ω is the atomic volume. The reader should note that the expression in
Eq. (8.4) is the same as was developed in Eq. (7.58) and for the limiting case of a
vacancy, as in Eq. (4.22). Equation (8.4) is, however, an approximation since the
energy should properly include terms for the contraction of the surface and for the
elastic energy stored in the solid (see Eq. 4.23). Combining Eqs. (8.4) and (8.5)
gives:

En ¼ 36pX2� �1=3
cn2=3: ð8:6Þ

The last term in Eq. (8.2) is the product of the temperature and the mixing entropy.
It can be obtained by calculating the number of ways in which voids can be
distributed in a crystal containing N0 lattice sites per unit volume. The procedure is
the same as that used for vacancies in Sect. 4.2 and results in:

wn ¼ nq
0ðnÞ N0=nð Þ!

N0=n� q0 nð Þð Þ! q0 nð Þð Þ! : ð8:7Þ

We now define the chemical potential of a void of size n as μn that is related to the
Gibbs free energy by:

ln ¼
@G
@q0nð Þ

�����
T ;p;n

: ð8:8Þ

Substituting Eq. (8.7) into Eq. (8.2), using Stirling’s approximation for the factorial
term in Eq. (8.7), and taking the derivative as required by Eq. (8.8)
(∂G = ∂ΔG since ΔG = G − G0) gives:

ln ¼ En þ kT ln
q0 nð Þ
N0

� �
: ð8:9Þ
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We have neglected ρ0(n) compared to N0 because the void concentration is low. For
monovacancies (n = 1), Eq. (8.9) reduces to:

lv ¼ Ev þ kT ln
Cv

N0

� �
: ð8:10Þ

Since the equilibrium concentration of vacancies in a solid is given by:

C0
v ¼ N0 exp

�Ev
f

kT

� �
; ð8:11Þ

substituting for N0 from Eq. (8.11) into Eq. (8.10) gives:

lv ¼ kT ln
Cv

C0
v

� �
¼ kT ln Sv: ð8:12Þ

The criterion for chemical equilibrium is that the chemical potential of reactants and
products in the system be the same, i.e.,

nlv ¼ ln: ð8:13Þ

Substituting Eqs. (8.9) and (8.12) into the criterion for chemical equilibrium,
Eq. (8.13) gives:

q0 nð Þ ¼ N0 exp n ln Sv � nn2=3
	 


; ð8:14Þ

where

n ¼ 36pX2� �1=3 c
kT

: ð8:15Þ

Substituting Eq. (8.15) into Eq. (8.14) and considering only the term inside the
exponent, we have:

n ln Sv � nn2=3 ¼ n ln Sv �
36pX2� �1=3

cn2=3

kT
: ð8:16Þ

Expressing Eq. (8.14) as ρ0(n) = N0 exp (−ΔGn
0/kT) gives the following expression

for ΔGn
0:

DG0
n ¼ �nkT ln Sv þ 36pX2� �1=3

cn2=3; ð8:17Þ

which is just the free energy change in the solid on forming a spherical void
consisting of n vacancies on some particular site. A schematic of Eq. (8.17) is
shown in Fig. 8.2 in which the free energy is plotted as a function of the number of
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vacancies in a void. Note that the first term decreases linearly with n, while the
second term increases as n2/3. Accounting for the magnitude of the factors in each
term, the resulting sum is a curve with a maximum at a value of n*. This is the
critical size of a void embryo which must be achieved in order for the embryo to
grow into a void. At the critical point, vacancy addition and removal both cause a
reduction in the Gibbs free energy of the system, so this is an unstable point. Above
the critical size, addition of vacancies to the embryo causes a decrease in the free
energy, which means that void growth is favored, while loss of vacancies causes an
increase in the free energy, so this reaction is not favored. Note also that thermal
fluctuations add an increment to the embryo size, pushing the critical size to a
higher value and thus making it more difficult to nucleate a stable void.

8.1.2 Void Nucleation Rate

The nucleation rate of void embryos (consisting of n vacancies) can be described
using the same formalism that was used to describe vacancy loop nucleation in
Chap. 7 and developed in [5–7]. However, for the sake of continuity, that derivation
will be repeated here for the case of void embryos. Recall from Eq. (7.74) that the
nucleation rate of a void embryo of size n is given by:

Jn ¼ q0 nð Þbv nð ÞZ; ð8:18Þ

where ρ0(n) is the concentration of voids of size n vacancies, βv(n) is the absorption
rate, and Z, the Zeldovich factor (defined in Sect. 7.6.1) and the void concentration
is given by:
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energy of formation of a
spherical void consisting of
n vacancies and the effect of
thermal fluctuations on the
critical size void embryo
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q0 nð Þ ¼ N0 exp
�DG0

n

kT

� �
; ð8:19Þ

where N0 is the number of sites on which voids can be formed and ΔGn
0 is the

change in free energy in the solid upon formation of the void and is given in
Eq. (8.17). The value of ΔGn

0 for the critical void embryo size, ΔGk
0 (for embryo size

nk), is the activation barrier for void formation shown in Fig. 8.3 by the lower curve
and is given as:

DG0
k ¼ �nkkT ln Sv þ 36pX2� �1=3

cn2=3k : ð8:20Þ

The void nucleation rate is the nucleation current given in Eq. (8.18). The void
nucleation current, Jn, and activation barrier, ΔGk

0, apply to the case where only
vacancies are present. However, under irradiation, vacancies and interstitials are
produced in equal numbers, so the presence of interstitials must be accounted for.
We now consider the case where interstitials can also impinge on voids. The
analysis is similar to that just presented, but more complicated due to the intro-
duction of another specie that will make void nucleation more difficult.

Consider now the nucleation of vacancy clusters on one particular kind of
attractive site [4–6] such as the compressive stress field around a dislocation. The
following assumptions are made:

1. The lattice is in thermal and dynamic equilibrium, which are minimally affected
by displacement and thermal spikes.

2. Monovacancies and solvent monointerstitials are the only mobile point defects
present.

3. The defects obey dilute solution thermodynamics.
4. A steady-state concentration of vacancies and interstitials exists.

nk nk

kT

1/Z'

0

# vacancies in void

'

k

k

n
n

Fig. 8.3 Schematic nucleation curves showing the various parameters which are important in void
nucleation. ΔGk

0 is the activation barrier to nucleation if interstitials are not present, while ΔGk
′ is

the same quantity if interstitials are present during the nucleation process (after [6])
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Assumption (1) is reasonable as thermal spike lifetimes are very short (10−12 s)
and dynamical equilibrium should be attained in similar time intervals. Assumption
(2) is generally not valid since gas atoms are often present and are known to play an
important role in nucleation (treated in Sect. 8.1.3). Assumption (3) should be valid
for low defect concentration (≤10−4 atomic fraction). The final assumption is a
gross oversimplification since the microstructure continues to evolve with
increasing dose causing sink strength, and therefore defect concentrations, to
continually change.

The following derivation of the void nucleation rate from kinetic considerations
is similar to that for loops, in which the nucleation rate is expressed as the flux of
clusters between adjacent size classes in a phase space of cluster size. A flux is the
concentration times velocity or the product of concentration, jump frequency, and
jump distance. The flux between any two size classes, say n and n + 1, is:

Jn ¼ bv nð Þq nð Þ � av nþ 1ð Þq nþ 1ð Þ � bi nþ 1ð Þq nþ 1ð Þ; ð8:21Þ

where ρ(n) and ρ(n + 1) are the number of n-mer (voids containing a net of
n vacancies) and (n + 1)-mers per unit volume. βv(n) is the rate of vacancy capture
by a n-mer, and αv(n + 1) and βi(n + 1) are the rates of vacancy loss and interstitial
capture by a (n + 1)-mer, respectively. The first term in Eq. (8.21) represents an
addition to the n + 1 size class by capture of a vacancy by a void of n-mer size class.
The second term is a loss from the (n + 1)-mer size class by loss of a vacancy, and
the third term is a loss from the (n + 1)-mer size class by capture of an interstitial.
Interstitial emission is of low probability and is neglected. Figure 8.4 shows the
various processes described by Eq. (8.21) in phase space.

Setting J = 0 in Eq. (8.21) is equivalent to equilibrating the size classes since
there is no net flux between size classes (as we did in Sect. 7.6). If we neglect
interstitials, then we can write Eq. (8.21) as:

av nþ 1ð Þ ¼ bv nð Þq0 nð Þ
q0 nþ 1ð Þ : ð8:22Þ

n n + 1

0
α

α

β

β

v

v

v

i

Fig. 8.4 Illustration of the processes governing the flux between adjacent void sizes in a phase
space of void size
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Combining Eqs. (8.21) and (8.22) gives:

Jn ¼ bv nð Þ q nð Þ � q nþ 1ð Þ q0 nð Þ
q0 nþ 1ð Þ þ

bi nþ 1ð Þ
bv nð Þ

� �� �
: ð8:23Þ

Since ρ0(n) = N0 exp (−ΔGn
0/kT), we note that:

q0 nð Þ
q0 nþ 1ð Þ ¼ exp

dG0
n

kT

� �
; ð8:24Þ

where δGn
0 ≡ ΔGn+1

0 − ΔGn
0. We now define new functions of n, ρ′ (n), and δGn

′ such
that by analogy with Eq. (8.24):

q0 nð Þ
q0 nþ 1ð Þ ¼ q0 nð Þ

q0 nþ 1ð Þ þ
bi nþ 1ð Þ
bv nð Þ ¼ exp dG0

n=kT
� �

; ð8:25Þ

where

dG0
n ¼ DG0

nþ 1 � DG0
n; ð8:26Þ

and ΔGn
′ is not generally a free energy because of the term

bi nþ 1ð Þ
bv nð Þ in Eq. (8.25).

Using the expression in Eq. (8.25), we can rewrite the equation for Jn in terms of
q0 nð Þ

q0 nþ 1ð Þ by substituting Eq. (8.25) into Eq. (8.23) to give:

Jn ¼ bv nð Þ q nð Þ � q nþ 1ð Þ q0 nð Þ
q0 nþ 1ð Þ

� �
: ð8:27Þ

Rearranging Eq. (8.27) gives:

Jn ¼ �bv nð Þq0 nð Þ q nð Þ
q0 nð Þ �

q nþ 1ð Þ
q0 nþ 1ð Þ

� �
; ð8:28Þ

and noting that:

q nð Þ
q0 nð Þ �

q nþ 1ð Þ
q0 nþ 1ð Þ

� �
Dn

¼
@

q nð Þ
q0 nð Þ
� �
@n

; ð8:29Þ

gives:

Jn ¼ �bv nð Þq0 nð Þ @ q nð Þ=q0 nð Þ½ �
@n

; ð8:30Þ

which is the basic flux equation. Rearranging Eq. (8.25) by taking the natural log of
both sides and summing from j = 0 to n − 1 gives:
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Xn�1

j¼0

ln
q0 jð Þ

q0 jþ 1ð Þ
� �

¼
Xn�1

j¼0

� ln
bi jþ 1ð Þ
bv jð Þ þ exp

dG0
j

kT

 !" #( )
; ð8:31Þ

and:

ln
q0 nð Þ
q0 0ð Þ
� �

¼
Xn�1

j¼0

� ln
bi jþ 1ð Þ
bv jð Þ þ exp

dG0
j

kT

 !" #( )
: ð8:32Þ

We can identify two boundary conditions. The first is the quantity ρ′(0), which may
be evaluated by noting that as βi(n)/βv(n) → 0, ρ′(0) = ρ0(0) and that ρ0(0) → N0,
which is simply the number of nucleation sites per unit volume. Since N0 (and
hence ρ′(0)) is independent of void concentration, we can write:

ln
q0 nð Þ
q0 0ð Þ
� �

¼
Xn�1

j¼0

� ln
bi jþ 1ð Þ
bv jð Þ þ exp

dG0
j

kT

 !" #( )

¼ �DG0
n

kT
:

ð8:33Þ

Since as βi(n)/βv(n) → 0, ρ′(0) → ρ0(0), and ρ0(0) is just N0, the number of
nucleation sites per unit volume, we have then:

q0 nð Þ ¼ N0 exp
�DG0

n

kT

� �
; ð8:34Þ

and
ΔGn

0 activation barrier without interstitials,
ΔGn

′ activation barrier with interstitials.

The upper curve in Fig. 8.3 shows ΔGn
′ as functions of n. Note that ΔGn

′ is larger
than ΔGk

0 and requires a larger void size due to the hindering effect of interstitials on
the void nucleation process. The maxima in the two curves occur at nk, ΔGk

0 and nk
′ ,

ΔGk
′ .
Now, the steady-state void nucleation rate may be calculated from the expression

for Jn in Eq. (8.30):

Jk ¼ Z 0bkq
0
k; ð8:35Þ

which is the rate at which voids escape over the potential barrier of height ΔGk
′ in

units of [voids/cm3 s]. The term βk is the rate of single vacancy impingement on a
void of size nk

′ . If clusters are assumed to be spherical, then the vacancy
impingement rate is expressed by the rate constant for point defect absorption by
spherical sinks, as in Eq. (5.84). Since void embryos are small, the capture rate is of
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mixed-control type in which both diffusion and reaction rate limitations are of
comparable magnitude:

bv nð Þ ¼ 4pRVDvCv

1þ a=RV
; ð8:36Þ

where a is the lattice parameter, assuming that the rate at which vacancies leave a
void depends on the size of the void but not on the concentration of vacancies or
interstitials or details of the dynamics. Note that for large voids, a/RV → 0 and
βv(n) has a pure diffusion character.

The term Z′, analogous to Z but in the presence of interstitials, is:

Z 0 ¼ � 1
2pkT

@2DG0
n

@n2

� �1=2
n0k

: ð8:37Þ

The subscript indicates that the second derivative is to be evaluated at n = nk
′ . Its

value is the width of ΔGk
′ at kT units below the maximum and is in the order of

0.05. The second derivative is found from Eq. (8.25) to be:

1
kT

@2DG0
n

@n2

� �
n0k

¼ 1
kT

@2DG0
n

@n2

� �
exp

1
kT

@DG0

@n

� �� �� �
n0k

; ð8:38Þ

giving:

q0k ¼ N0 exp �DG0
k=kT

� �
; ð8:39Þ

where ΔGk
′ is determined by evaluating Eq. (8.33) at nk

′ .
Since the critical void nucleus size is taken as the maximum of the ΔGn

′ curve,
differentiating Eq. (8.17) and substituting the result into Eq. (8.33) permit evalua-
tion of ΔGn

′ . The maximum in ΔGn
′ is determined by setting @DG0

n=@n ¼ 0:

n0k ¼
32pc3X2

3 kTð Þ3 ln
bv nð Þ � bi nþ 1ð Þ

b0v nð Þ

 !" #3 ; ð8:40Þ

where Cv=C0
v ¼ bv nð Þ=b0v nð Þ. Since RV ¼ 3

4
nX
p

� �1=3

, the radius corresponding to

nk
′ is:

r0k ¼
2cX

kT ln
bv nð Þ � bi nþ 1ð Þ

b0v nð Þ

 !" # : ð8:41Þ
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Note that as βi → βv, r0k ! 1, which says that if the capture rate for vacancies and
interstitials is the same, then the critical void embryo size would need to be ∞.

Figure 8.5 plots ρ′(n) as a function of cluster size n for various values of βi/βv for
Sv = 430 and T = 627 °C. Note the effect of increasing the interstitial arrival rate for
a fixed vacancy arrival rate. With increasing arrival rate ratio, (βi/βv), the slope of
the distribution, dρ/dn, decreases everywhere. The reason is that increasing the
interstitial flux increases the fraction of embryos of a given size n which actually
shrink to the next smallest size (n − 1), whereas to maintain the constrained dis-
tribution requires that the increased fraction be balanced by a decreased concen-
tration of nuclei of size n relative to that of size (n − 1).

Increasing the arrival rate ratio also shifts the minimum in the distribution
ρ′(n) to larger sizes and to lower concentrations. Since the nucleation rate is pro-
portional to ρ′(n), it decreases tremendously by the deepening and widening of the
minimum in ρ(n) as the arrival rate ratio increases. The nucleation rate in Fig. 8.5
decreases about 6 orders of magnitude as the arrival rate ratio is increased from 0 to
0.97.

To obtain void nucleation as βi/βv approaches 1 requires higher vacancy su-
persaturation. The strong dependence of nucleation on vacancy supersaturation is
affected only very slightly by the arrival rate ratio. Figure 8.6 shows that a factor of
10 increase in supersaturation causes the nucleation rate to increase from 1 to
1015 nuclei/cm3/s at 627 °C.

The effect of temperature on the vacancy concentration, C*, required to give a
fixed nucleation rate is shown in Fig. 8.7 by the set of curves identified by the
arrival rate ratios, βi/βv. Over most of the temperature range, C* increases with
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Number of vacancies in nuclei, n
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Fig. 8.5 Concentration of void embryos as a function of their size when the net flow of embryos is
constrained to be zero. The parameters are the arrival rate ratios βi/βv and the nucleation rates (in
s−1 cm−3) of the unconstrained system. For this example, T = 627 °C and Sv = 430. Solid circles
indicate the minima of n(x) (after [8])
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Fig. 8.7 Steady-state vacancy concentration, C*, caused by a production rate of K0 = 10−3 atom
fraction of defect pairs per second. The parameter p on the curves is the probability per jump that a
defect is annihilated at existing sinks, such as dislocations. The curve labeled C0

v is the thermal
equilibrium concentration of vacancies. The set of curves labeled by the arrival rate ratio, βi/βv,
indicates the vacancy concentration required to give a nucleation rate of 1012 void nuclei/cm3s.
This nucleation rate is obtained at the temperature and vacancy concentration at the intersection of
the curves under the conditions characterized by the curve parameters. The nucleation rate will be
higher (lower) at temperatures below (above) the intersection temperature at fixed values of the
parameters (after [8])
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temperature even though the supersaturation Sv ¼ Cv=C0
v decreases. Note that Cv is

high at low temperature where the diffusion coefficient is small and there is not
much loss. Cv is small at intermediate temperature where annihilation and loss to
sinks are great. But Cv is high again at high temperature where C0

v �Cv: The
parameter p is the probability per defect jump that the defect is annihilated at a sink.
The values of p range from 10−7, typical of an annealed metal to 10−3, which is
typical of a heavily cold-worked metal.

Figure 8.8 gives the steady-state vacancy concentrations for several defect
production rates K0 and several nucleation rates J and for a sink-annihilation
probability of 10−7 and an arrival rate ratio of 0.99. The intersection of the defect
production rate and the nucleation rate provides the vacancy concentration at the
temperature of the intersection. Higher vacancy production rates promote greater
vacancy concentration and a higher nucleation rate.

In summary, the void nucleation rate is a function of the height of the activation
barrier. Inclusion of interstitials raises the activation barrier and reduces the
nucleation rate. The critical void size radius for survival and growth as a void is a
function of the activation barrier height with greater heights requiring larger critical
void sizes. Nucleation rate is strongly increased by vacancy supersaturation and a
reduced interstitial-to-vacancy arrival rate ratio.
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8.1.3 Effect of Inert Gas

Up to this point, we have assumed that a supersaturation of vacancies was sufficient
to create a void embryo. It is well known that inert gas atoms may act to stabilize a
void embryo and assist in the nucleation process. In fact, there is evidence to
suggest that gas atoms are always involved in the void nucleation process [6–10].
Hence, several theories have been proposed that involve void nucleation in the
presence of inert and non-inert gases [9, 11]. Here, we will consider a simple
treatment [4, 9] of an immobile, inert gas, which is just an extension of the theory
already developed. We will focus on helium since it is commonly produced by
transmutation reactions in core structural materials.

Helium is very immobile compared to vacancies or interstitials in the tempera-
ture range of void formation. Once helium is trapped by a void embryo, its return to
the matrix is very unlikely. Therefore, nucleation in the presence of helium does not
require us to consider the interaction between helium atoms, vacancies, and inter-
stitials in the formation of a void embryo. We may analyze the problem instead, by
treating the inert gas atoms as sites for the formation of void embryos by migration
of the point defects. In essence, this is a form of heterogeneous void nucleation
rather than the homogeneous process described in Sect. 8.1.2.

The phase space description of the gas-containing void behavior is similar to that
given in Sect. 8.1.2 and in [6]. The void is assigned coordinates specifying its
vacancy content (n) and the number of gas atoms it contains (x) (Fig. 8.9). The void
moves in the +n direction by capturing vacancies and in the opposite direction by
either thermal emission of vacancies or capture of interstitials:

_n ¼ b0vn
1=3 � av � b0i n

1=3; ð8:42Þ
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Fig. 8.9 Phase space for void nucleation showing movements of a void following point defect
capture (βi, βv, βx) or loss (αv, αx, Kc

x) (after [6])
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where b0v and b0i are the arrival rates of vacancies and interstitials to the void, αv is
the emission rate of vacancies from the void, and the factor n1/3 accounts for the
dependence of the capture rate on the void size. Similarly, movement in the positive
x-direction occurs by gas atom capture and in the opposite direction by resolution of
gas atoms (return of the gas atom to the matrix due to knockout by irradiation) or by
thermal emission of gas atoms:

_x ¼ b0xn
1=3 � ax � xKc

x ; ð8:43Þ

where βx
0 is the arrival rate of gas atoms, αx is the emission rate of gas atoms, and Kx

c

is the rate of gas atom resolution.
For the case where the voids are in equilibrium with the vacancy and gas atom

concentrations, the distribution of gas-filled void embryos containing n vacancies
and x gas atoms is:

q0 n; xð Þ ¼ N exp
�DG0 n; xð Þ

kT

� �
; ð8:44Þ

where ΔG0 (n, x) is the free energy of formation of the gas-filled void, also referred
to as an (n, x)-mer. For every (n − 1, x)-mer capturing a vacancy, a (n, x)-mer will
emit a vacancy, and for every (n, x − 1)-mer capturing a gas atom, a (n, x)-mer will
emit one. Then,

q0 n� 1; xð Þb0v n� 1ð Þ1=3¼ q0 n; xð Þav n; xð Þ; ð8:45Þ

and

q0 n; x� 1ð Þb0x x� 1ð Þ1=3¼ q0 n; xð Þax n; xð Þ; ð8:46Þ

and substituting Eqs. (8.45) and (8.46) into Eq. (8.42) to eliminate αv(n, x) and αx(n,
x) gives:

_n ¼ b0vn
1=3 1� b0i

b0v
� exp

1
kT

@DG0 n; xð Þ
@n

� �" #
ð8:47Þ

_x ¼ b0xn
1=3 1� xKc

x

b0xn
1=3

� exp
1
kT

@DG0 n; xð Þ
@x

� �" #
; ð8:48Þ

which are the velocities of the void in (n, x) phase space. However, we are inter-
ested in the nucleation rate, which requires more development and is described in
detail in [4].
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We start with a distribution of gas atom clusters, Mx, which is the number of gas
atom clusters per unit volume composed of x gas atoms. The total helium con-
centration in the solid is:

M ¼
X
x¼1

xMx; ð8:49Þ

and is determined by the helium production rate due to transmutation reactions. We
assume that nucleation of voids occurs independently and simultaneously on each
of the gas atom clusters characterized by Mx nucleation sites per unit volume.
Nucleation is driven by the vacancy and interstitial supersaturation. In addition to
heterogeneous nucleation at gas cluster sites, homogenous nucleation is assumed to
occur also on the N0 lattice sites in the solid. The total nucleation rate is the sum of
the contributions of the homogeneous and heterogeneous nucleation rates:

J ¼ Jhom þ
X
x¼1

Jx; ð8:50Þ

where Jhom is given by Eq. (8.35). In order to obtain the total nucleation rate, we
need to determine the heterogeneous nucleation rate Jx on the Mx gas cluster sites.

The distribution of helium void embryos containing n vacancies and x gas atoms,
ρ0(n, x), is governed by the reaction:

nv ¼ vnx; ð8:51Þ

where vnx denotes a void consisting of n vacancies and x gas atoms. Since helium is
immobile, there is no chemical reaction expressing the equilibration of gas atoms
between the voids and the bulk. The criterion of chemical equilibrium is then:

nlv ¼ lnx; ð8:52Þ

and the chemical potential of a void with n vacancies and x gas atoms is:

lnx ¼
@G

@q0 n; xð Þ : ð8:53Þ

The formulation of the total Gibbs free energy for the gas–vacancy cluster is similar
to the analysis presented earlier for vacancies alone. Analogous to Eq. (8.2) for
voids, the total Gibbs free energy is:

G ¼ G0 þ
X
x

X
n

q0 n; xð ÞGnx � kT lnwnx
 �

: ð8:54Þ
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As before, wnx is the number of ways of arranging ρ0 (n x) voids on Mi sites:

wnx ¼
Mx Mx � 1ð Þ. . . Mx � q0 n; xð Þ � 1½ �� �

q0 n; xð Þ½ �! ¼ Mx!

Mx � q0 n; xð Þ½ �! q0 n; xð Þ½ �! : ð8:55Þ

Using Eq. (8.55) in Eq. (8.54) and using Eq. (8.54) to determine the chemical
potential as given in Eq. (8.53) yield:

lnx ¼ Gnx þ kT ln
q0 n; xð Þ
Mx

� �
: ð8:56Þ

The reversible work to form a void embryo from n vacancies and x gas atoms is
[4, 12]:

Gnx ¼ 36pX2� �1=3
cn2=3 � xkT ln

MHnX
xkT

� �
: ð8:57Þ

The first term is the work to create a gas-free void consisting of n vacancies and is
the same as that given in Eq. (8.6) for void formation. The second term is work to
move the helium from the solid into the void. H in the second term is the Henry’s
law constant for the dissolution of helium in the metal. The expression for Gnx in
Eq. (8.57) is substituted into the expression for the chemical potential of a void with
n vacancies and x gas atoms, as in Eq. (8.56). Using the equality in Eq. (8.52) with
μv given by Eq. (8.12) and solving for ρ0 (n, x) give:

q0 n; xð Þ ¼ Mx exp n ln Sv � nn2=3 þ x ln
MHnX
xkT

� �� �
; ð8:58Þ

which is identical to Eq. (8.14) except for the extra term in the exponent and the
pre-exponential factor. In fact, for x = 0 and Mx = N0, the result reduces to
Eq. (8.14).

Using Eq. (8.44) with Mx substituted for N0 gives:

DG0 n; xð Þ ¼ �nkT ln Sv þ 36pX2� �1=3
cn2=3 � xkT ln

MHnX
xkT

� �
: ð8:59Þ

Figure 8.10 shows the free energy of void formation as a function of n and x. The
intercept of this surface at x = 0 (no gas) corresponds to the βi/βv = 0 curve in
Fig. 8.5 in which ρ′ is plotted as a function of n in Eq. (8.34), ρ′(n) = N0 exp (−ΔGk

′ /
kT), and for βi/βv = 0, then ΔGn

′ = ΔG(n, x = 0). Note that gas atoms in the void
reduce the energy barrier for nucleation below that value characteristic of gas-free
voids. The saddle point on the surface shown in Fig. 8.10 occurs at n = 11 and
x = 6. The plot, however, does not include interstitials (as would a plot of ΔGn

′ ),
which are included in the analysis in exactly the same manner as in the case of
homogeneous nucleation.
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The determination of the nucleation rate is done in the same manner as for
homogeneous nucleation, resulting in a nucleation current:

Jk;x ¼ Z 0
xbkxq

0
k n; xð Þ; ð8:60Þ

where

Z 0
x ¼

�1
2pkT

@2DG0 n; xð Þ
@n2

� �1=2
n¼nk

; ð8:61Þ

q0 n; xð Þ ¼ Mx exp �DG0 n; xð Þ=kTð Þ; ð8:62Þ

and

DG0 n; xð Þ ¼ kT
Xn
x¼0

ln
b0i
b0v

 !
þ exp

1
kT

@DG0 n; xð Þ
@n

� �" #
; ð8:63Þ

and the values of Z 0
k and ρ′(nk, x) are evaluated at the critical void size, nk, and βkx is

the rate of impingement of vacancies on a critical size void.

n x

Fig. 8.10 Plot of the free energy of void formation as a function of the number of vacancies
(n) and the number of gas atoms (x) in the void. Conditions are as follows: Sv = 600,
p0 = 507 MPa, T = 500 °C, γ = 1 J/m2 (after [12])
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To determine the nucleation rate on the gas atom clusters in the metal, we must
estimate the distribution of the available gas (M atoms/cm3) among the various
cluster sizes. For simplicity, the distribution Mx = M1

−(x+1) is assumed. This distri-
bution must satisfy Eq. (8.49). Figure 8.11 shows the results of calculations based
on Eqs. (8.60) to (8.62) for M equivalent to 10 ppm helium (equivalent to the
amount of helium expected in stainless steel cladding after a fluence of
5 × 1022n/cm2). Note that in the regime of vacancy supersaturation expected in a
reactor, heterogeneous nucleation on helium atom clusters far outweighs homo-
geneous nucleation. This behavior constitutes theoretical confirmation of the
often-observed enhancement of void nucleation of helium. The relative importance
of homogeneous and heterogeneous nucleation shifts according to the helium
concentration because Jhom(n) is proportional to N0, whereas Jx (n) is proportional
to Mx. At low fluence, homogeneous nucleation is dominant because there is not
enough helium to drive heterogeneous nucleation. However, since Jhom is quite low,
no voids are observed until sufficient helium has been generated by transmutation
reactions to give the high heterogeneous nucleation rate. This incubation time is
physically the relaxation time for the approach to steady state after a step increase in
supersaturation. For void formation with or without the presence of gas:

s ¼ 2bkZ
0
k

� ��1
: ð8:64Þ

This value is equivalent to a fluence of 1022 n/cm2 for fast reactor irradiation
conditions.

In summary, the effect of gas atoms is to substantially increase the void
nucleation rate by lowering the critical radius for a stable void embryo below that
for a gas-free void. Therefore, gas atom introduction into the lattice (either by
transmutation or by accelerator injection) promotes the formation of voids relative
to the pristine lattice.
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Fig. 8.11 Void nucleation
rates (J) on helium atom
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functions of vacancy
supersaturation at 500 °C.
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10 ppm (after [13])
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8.1.4 Void Nucleation with Production Bias

The evolution of dislocation loops under cascade damage conditions was discussed
in Sects. 7.5 and 7.6.2 for interstitial clusters. We can use the same treatment to
develop a formulation specific to void nucleation [14]. Given that the number of
vacancies in a spherical void can be written as:

dnv
dt

¼ 3n1=3v

a2
DvCv � DiCi � DvC

0
v

 � ð8:65Þ

CV
v ¼ C0

v exp 2cX=kTRVð Þ; ð8:66Þ

where a ¼ 3X=4pð Þ1=3, nv is the number of vacancies in a void, RV ¼ an1=3v , and Ω
is the atomic volume, the drift velocity, F(n) (from the Fokker–Planck treatment), is
now a single term equal to the RHS of Eq. (8.65). The diffusive spread, described
by the term D(n), is a sum of contributions due to single defect jumps, cascades, and
vacancy emission as:

D nð Þ ¼ Ds nð ÞþDc nð ÞþDe nð Þ; ð8:67Þ

where

Ds nð Þ ¼ 3n1=3

2a2
Dv Cv � C0

v

� �þDiCi
 �

; ð8:68Þ

Dc nð Þ ¼ 3n2=3

4a
Keff
v N2

dv

� �
kvNdv

þ Keff
i N2

di

� �
kiNdi

� �
; ð8:69Þ

De nð Þ ¼ 9DvC0
vn

2=3

2a2
; ð8:70Þ

and Keff
j is the effective generation rate of free point defects, Ndj and 〈Ndj

2 〉 are the
average number and the average square number of free point defects generated in a
single cascade, respectively, and kj

2 is the total sink strength for point defects of the
type j. The solution to the general kinetic equation is similar to that for the case of
interstitial clusters and is given in [14]. For the case of small critical vacancy size,
the void nucleation probability, Pm, is:
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Pm ffi b
6pRcrncr

DvCv � DiCið Þ
DiCi 1þ dn1=3cr

	 
 n0 � nv0ð Þ
2
4

3
5
1=2

� exp � g b=Rcrð Þn2=3cr � n2=30

1þ 1= den1=3cr

	 

þ dc=de

0
@

1
A;

ð8:71Þ

where n0 is the initial void embryo size (generally*4 vacancies), nv0 is a minimum
size of a void embryo below which it is no longer a void (generally *2–3
vacancies), d = dc +de, β = 2γΩ/kT, and Rcr and ncr are the size and vacancy content
of the critical size embryo. Assuming that production bias is the main driving force
for void growth at elevated temperatures, the ratio (DvCv − DiCi)/DiCi is estimated
as εi, the fraction of interstitials produced in cascades in the form of immobile
clusters. The term Rcr is determined from Eqs. (8.65) and (8.66) under that con-
dition that a void will grow if it receives a net vacancy flux (DvCv > DiCi):

Rcr ¼ bDvCV
v

DvCv � DiCi � DvCV
v
; ð8:72Þ

and R(n) = an1/3. The terms dc and de are strengths of the diffusive spread for
clusters and for vacancy emission relative to single point defects:

dc ¼ Dc ncrð Þ
n1=3cr Ds ncrð Þ

; de ¼ De ncrð Þ
n1=3cr Ds ncrð Þ

; ð8:73Þ

and the function η has a value between 0.55 and 0.84.
Application of Eq. (8.71) for various values of dc and de and for a void embryo

size of 4 vacancies leads to nucleation probabilities in the range 10−6 to 10−4 for
critical vacancy clusters of size ∼100 vacancies (Fig. 8.12). The nucleation rate is
then:

J ffi Keff
cl

Nd
Pm; ð8:74Þ

where Keff
cl is the effective generation rate of point defects in cluster and free form,

Nd is the average total number of point defects generated in a single cascade, and εi
is the fraction of interstitials produced in cascades in the form of immobile clusters.
Figure 8.13 shows the void nucleation rate calculated for annealed copper compared
with experimental data at 250, 300, and 350 °C and different surface energies, γs, and
for different values of de. In terms of void nuclei created cm−3 s−1, the nucleation
rate is in the range 1015 to 1018, which is larger than what was predicted by
conventional nucleation theory. Thus, the effect of production bias is to increase the
nucleation rate.
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8.2 Treatment of Defect Sinks in the Growth of Voids

Having determined expressions for the rate at which voids are nucleated in the
solid, we now turn to determining the rate at which the void nuclei grow into stable
voids. As mentioned earlier, we will assume that the nucleation and growth stages
are separated in time and that only after the void embryos are established does
growth begin. Of course, this is a simplification of the true in-reactor situation in
which the growth of stable nuclei is occurring simultaneously with nucleation.
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Void growth is determined by solving the point defect balance equations
developed in Chap. 5. These equations provide the vacancy and interstitial super-
saturations that drive the nucleation and growth processes. The concentrations of
vacancies and interstitials in the solid are determined by equating the rates of defect
production and removal by all mechanisms. By doing so, the time derivatives are
removed and the resulting solution has the form of a steady-state solution.
However, since the defect concentrations are changing with time (dose), the
steady-state solution is valid over only short time periods and is termed quasi-
steady state. The quasi-steady-state solution has value because the changes in sink
strength due to microstructure evolution are slow compared to the response time of
the defect populations. So in essence, the problem can be solved by assuming an
initial condition that properly characterizes the sink strengths, solving the point
defect balance equations for those sink strengths, then updating the sink strengths,
and iterating.

Rates of production and removal are assumed to be uniform throughout the
metal. Clearly, strong gradients will exist close to the sink. But they can be
neglected by homogenizing or smearing the sink strengths, that is, by replacing
discrete sinks by spatially uniform absorbers of point defects so that the aggregate
effect on defect absorption is the same in the homogenized sink case as in the
heterogeneous sink case. The sink strengths are those described in Chap. 5. Void
growth is then calculated according to rate theory as developed by Brailsford and
Bullough [14] subject to the following simplifications:

1. Discrete sinks are replaced by a continuous or smeared distribution of sinks.
2. Each sink is given a strength so that the current of defects to the smeared sink is

the same as the current to the actual sinks in the real material.
3. Steps 1 and 2 remove the spatial dependence of Cv and Ci, and the point defect

balance equations become:

@Cv

@t
¼ K0 �

X
X

AX
v � Riv

@Ci

@t
¼ K0 �

X
X

AX
i � Riv;

ð8:75Þ

where the first term on the right is the production rate of vacancies and
interstitials, the second term is the loss rate to all sinks, X, and the last term is the
loss rate due to vacancy–interstitial recombination.

4. Vacancy and interstitial concentrations, Cv and Ci, are calculated from
Eq. (8.75). The change in sink strength due to the flow of defects to the sink is
calculated, and the process, starting with Step 1, is iterated in order to advance in
time and dose.

Reaction rate constants for defect–sink reactions and sink strengths for the relevant
sinks were determined in Chap. 5 and summarized in Table 5.2. Recall that sinks are
classified as neutral (voids, grain boundaries, incoherent precipitates), biased
(dislocation network and dislocation loops), or variable biased (coherent precipitates
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and over/undersized solutes). For all sink types, the defect absorption rate is pro-
portional to the diffusion coefficient of the point defect and the difference in defect
concentration between the bulk and the sink surface. With the exception of dislo-
cation loops, the interstitial concentration at the sink surface is insignificant com-
pared to the bulk value and may be neglected. In the case of vacancies, their
concentration at the network dislocation core is maintained at the equilibrium
concentration. For voids and loops, the vacancy concentration at the sink surfaces
must also be determined. Once the sink strengths and the defect concentrations at the
sink surfaces are all known, then we can determine the net absorption rate of defects
by void nuclei and use this information to determine the growth rate of the voids.

8.2.1 Defect Absorption Rates and Concentrations at Sink
Surfaces

We seek to determine expressions for the absorption rates of defects for each of the
relevant sinks, categorized according to sink type. The general form of the
absorption rate is:

AX
j ¼ k2XDj Cj � CX

j

	 

¼ k2XDjCj � LXj ; ð8:76Þ

where Aj
X is the absorption rate of defect j by sink X, kX

2 is the strength of sink X, Dj

is the diffusion coefficient of defect j, Cj and Cj
X are the bulk concentration and sink

surface concentration of defect j, respectively, and Lj
X is the thermal emission rate of

defect j by sink X. Note that for neutral sinks, the sink strengths are dependent only
on the character of the sink and not the defect. This is the advantage of writing the
loss terms using sink strengths rather than reaction rate constants.

Neutral Sinks

The loss rate of point defects to voids can be written as:

AV
v ¼ k2VDv Cv � CV

v

� � ¼ k2VDvCv � LVv
AV
i ¼ k2VDiCi;

ð8:77Þ

where k2V is the sink strength of a void given in Table 5.2, CV
v is the vacancy

concentration at the void surface, LVv is the thermal emission rate of vacancies at the
sink surface, and all voids are assumed to be the same size. The loss rate of defects
to incoherent precipitates is:

AIP
v ¼ k2IPDvCv

AIP
i ¼ k2IPDiCi;

ð8:78Þ
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and to grain boundaries, the rate is:

Agb
v ¼ k2gbDvCv

Agb
i ¼ k2gbDiCi;

ð8:79Þ

where the sink strengths are given in Table 5.2, and thermal emission terms have
been neglected.

Among Eqs. (8.77), (8.78), and (8.79), the term that is yet to be determined is the
vacancy concentration at the void surface, CV

v . This is done as follows. Recall from
Eq. (4.15) that the thermal equilibrium concentration of vacancies in a solid is:

C0
v ¼

1
X
exp

Sf
k

� �
exp

�Hf

kT

� �
;

where

Hf ¼ Ef þ pX; ð8:80Þ

and the pΩ term was neglected for single vacancies embedded in the lattice. This
simplification does not hold in the solid surrounding a void where forces such as
surface tension, pressure due to gas in the void, or an external hydrostatic stress are
acting. For example, the existence of a void surface produces a surface tension that
can be determined, using Fig. 8.14, as follows:

Force
unit area

¼ 2prc sin h
A

ffi 2prc
pr2

h ¼ 2prc
pr2

r
R

	 

¼ 2c

R
; ð8:81Þ

where the approximation is that sin θ is replaced with θ for small θ. Hence, the
p term in Eq. (8.80) becomes:

p ¼ � 2c
R
; ð8:82Þ

R

sin

r

area A

Fig. 8.14 Schematic of the surface tension on a void of radius R
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where the minus sign enters because the surface tension acts in an inward direction
to shrink the void. The vacancy concentration at the void surface then becomes:

CV
v ¼ 1

X
exp

Sf
k

� �
exp � Ef

kT

� �
exp � pX

kT

� �
; ð8:83Þ

where

C0
v ¼

1
X
exp

Sf
k

� �
exp � Ef

kT

� �
; ð8:84Þ

and substituting for pΩ from Eq. (8.82) gives:

CV
v ¼ C0

v exp
2cX
RkT

� �
; ð8:85Þ

and Eq. (8.77) becomes:

AV
v ¼ k2VDv Cv � C0

v exp
2cX
RkT

� �� �
: ð8:86Þ

Biased Sinks

The defect loss rate to network dislocations is given by:

AN
v ¼ k2vNDv Cv � C0

v

� � ¼ k2vNDvCv � LNv
AN
i ¼ k2iNDiCi;

ð8:87Þ

where the sink strengths are given in Table 5.2 and the term C0
v is the thermal

equilibrium concentration of vacancies. For interstitial dislocation loops, the loss
term is:

AL
v ¼ k2vLDv Cv � CL

v

� � ¼ k2vLDvCv � LLv
AL
i ¼ k2iLDi Ci � CL

i

� � ¼ k2iLDiCi � LLi ;
ð8:88Þ

where the sink strengths are the same as for network dislocations since the dislo-
cation core is the same. However, the defect concentration at the sink surface is
different from the thermal equilibrium value because addition of a vacancy or an
interstitial to the dislocation loop contracts or expands, respectively, the size of the
loop and this requires a change in energy. The concentration of vacancies and
interstitials in equilibrium with a loop is CL

v and CL
i ; respectively. Following the

analysis in [4], the defect concentration in equilibrium with the loop is determined
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by considering the Gibbs free energy of a piece of metal containing nv vacancies
and ni interstitials at concentrations CL

v and CL
i ; and a single interstitial loop con-

taining mi interstitials:

G ¼ G0 þEL mið Þþ nvlv þ nili; ð8:89Þ

where G0 is the free energy of solid without the loop but with Cv and Ci defects,
EL(mi) is the energy of the loop, and μi,v are the chemical potentials of interstitials
and vacancies in the solid. For the system to be in chemical equilibrium, the transfer
of point defects between the solid and the loop must cause no change in the free
energy of the system:

dG ¼ dEL

dmi

� �
dmi þ lvdnv þ lidni ¼ 0; ð8:90Þ

and

dmi ¼ dnv � dni; ð8:91Þ

since the number of interstitials in the loop must come from the bulk. Eliminating
δmi from Eqs. (8.90) and (8.91) gives:

dEL

dmi

� �
dnv � dEL

dmi

� �
dni þ lvdnv þ lidni ¼ 0: ð8:92Þ

Since changes in vacancy and interstitial concentrations are arbitrary and inde-
pendent of each other, the coefficients of both changes are set equal to zero, leading
to:

dEL

dmi
þ lv ¼ 0

dEL

dmi
� li ¼ 0:

ð8:93Þ

From Eq. (8.12), the chemical potential of vacancies and interstitials in a solid with
concentrations CL

v and CL
i is:

lv ¼ kT ln
CL
v

C0
v

li ¼ kT ln
CL
i

C0
i
:

ð8:94Þ
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For vacancies and interstitials in equilibrium,

CL
vC

L
i ¼ C0

vC
0
i ; ð8:95Þ

or from Eq. (8.93):

lv ¼ �li: ð8:96Þ

Combining Eqs. (8.93) and (8.94) for vacancies and then for interstitials yields:

CL
v ¼ C0

v exp � dEL=dmi

kT

� �

CL
i ¼ C0

i exp
dEL=dmi

kT

� �
:

ð8:97Þ

Using Eq. (7.62) for the energy of a Frank loop:

EL ¼ 2plb2
ffiffiffi
3

p
a2mi

4p

� �1=2

þ p

ffiffiffi
3

p
a2mi

4p

� �
cSFE;

and dropping the second term for simplicity, then dEL/dmi becomes:

dEL

dmi
¼ H

2
ffiffiffiffiffi
mi

p ; ð8:98Þ

where Θ is 2πμb2
ffiffiffi
3

p
a2

4p

� �1=2

. Substituting into Eq. (8.97) yields:

CL
v ¼ C0

v exp � H
2
ffiffiffiffiffi
mi

p
kT

� �

CL
i ¼ C0

i exp
H

2
ffiffiffiffiffi
mi

p
kT

� �
:

ð8:99Þ

Note that the vacancy concentration in equilibrium with an interstitial loop is less
than the equilibrium vacancy concentration in the solid, while the reverse is true for
interstitials. The absorption rates of vacancies and interstitials at loops then become,
from Eq. (8.88):

AL
v ¼ zvDvqL Cv � C0

v exp � H
2
ffiffiffiffiffi
mi

p
kT

� �� �

AL
i ¼ ziDiqL Ci � C0

i exp
H

2
ffiffiffiffiffi
mi

p
kT

� �� �
:

ð8:100Þ
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Variable Biased Sinks

The sink strengths for variable biased sinks are given in Eq. (5.120) and are:

k2vCP ¼ 4pRCPqCPYv

k2iCP ¼ 4pRCPqCPYi;

where Yv,i are sink strengths for coherent precipitates for vacancies and interstitials
and the loss rate of point defects to coherent precipitates is:

ACP
v ¼ k2vCPDvCv ¼ 4pRCPqCPCvYv

ACP
i ¼ k2iCPDiCi ¼ 4pRCPqCPCiYi:

ð8:101Þ

8.2.2 Point Defect Balances

Now that we have expressions for the absorption rates of defects for each type of
sink, we can construct the steady-state, point defect balances for the solid under
irradiation:

K0 �
X
X

AX
v � Riv ¼ 0

K0 �
X
X

AX
i � Riv ¼ 0;

ð8:102Þ

and in the most general form:

K0 � k2vDv Cv � CX
v

� �� KivCvCi ¼ 0

K0 � k2i Di Ci � CX
i

� �� KivCvCi ¼ 0;
ð8:103Þ

where k2v and k2i are the total sink strengths for vacancy and interstitial loss:

k2v ¼ k2vV þ k2vIP þ k2vgb þ k2vN þ k2vL þ k2vCP

k2i ¼ k2iV þ k2iIP þ k2igb þ k2iN þ k2iL þ k2iCP;
ð8:104Þ

and theCX
v andCX

i are concentrations of vacancies and interstitials at the sink surface.
Now, since defect production rates and recombination rates in Eq. (8.103) are equal
and there is no net accumulation of point defects at coherent precipitates, then:

X
X

AX
v ¼

X
X

AX
i ; ð8:105Þ
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or

AV
v þAIP

v þAgb
v þAN

v þAL
v þACP

v ¼ AV
i þAIP

i þAgb
i þAN

i þAL
i þACP

i ; ð8:106Þ

and therefore,

ðk2vV þ k2vIP þ k2vgb þ k2vN þ k2vL þ k2vCPÞDvCv � LVv � LNv � LLv

¼ ðk2iV þ k2iIP þ k2igb þ k2iN þ k2iL þ k2iCPÞDiCi � LLi :
ð8:107Þ

where the L terms are the thermal emission of the defect from the sink.
Substituting in for the expressions for sink strength and thermal emission from

the respective equations in Chaps. 5 and 7 gives:

4pRVqVDv Cv � C0
v exp

2cX
RkT

� �� �
þ zvqNDvðCv � C0

vÞþ 4pRCPqCPDvCvYv

þ zvqLDv Cv � C0
v exp � H

2
ffiffiffiffiffi
mi

p
kT

� �� �
¼ pRVqVDiCi þ ziqNDiCi þ 4pRCPqCPDiCiYi

þ ziqLDi Ci � C0
i exp

H
2
ffiffiffiffiffi
mi

p
kT

� �� �
;

ð8:108Þ

where terms for grain boundaries and incoherent precipitates are neglected for
simplicity. Since the thermal equilibrium interstitial concentration, C0

i , is extremely
small, the thermal emission of interstitials from loops can be neglected.

8.3 Void Growth

Now that we have determined the absorption rate of defects for each sink in the
solid, we focus on the void with the objective of developing an expression
describing its rate of growth. The void growth equation has its origins in the net flux
of vacancies to a void embryo. The net rate of absorption of vacancies by a void is:

AV
net ¼ AV

v � AV
i ¼ 4pRDvðCv � CV

v Þ � 4pRDiCi; ð8:109Þ

where

R is void radius (we have dropped the subscript V for simplicity)
Cv,i is vacancy/interstitial concentration in the solid
CV
v is vacancy concentration at the void surface, and thermal emission of

interstitials from voids is neglected.
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The rate of change in volume of the void is just the net absorption rate times the
defect volume, Ω:

dV
dt

¼ 4pRX DvðCv � CV
v Þ � DiCi

 �
; ð8:110Þ

and since

V ¼ 4
3
pR3; ð8:111Þ

we obtain the common form of the void growth equation:

dR
dt

¼ _R ¼ X
R

DvðCv � CV
v Þ � DiCi

 �
: ð8:112Þ

Our objective is to determine an expression for the void growth equation, which
amounts to determining the values for Cv, Ci, and CV

v . The general solution pro-
cedure is thus to solve the point defect balance equations in Eq. (8.75) for Cv and Ci

at some initial value of the void radius, R0, and then to use those values of Cv and Ci

in Eq. (8.112) to increment the void size from R0 to R′. Since sink strength changes
with void size, updated values of Cv and Ci must be obtained for the next void
growth increment. The process is then iterated to describe the change in void size
with time or dose. This process can be carried out numerically and with small time
steps in order to minimize the time increment over which the sink strengths are
assumed to be constant. In solving for void size in this way, changes to the mi-
crostructure can also be incorporated at the time step boundaries.

While a numerical solution of the void growth equation will produce the most
accurate result, it provides no insight into the governing processes during void
growth. Brailsford and Bullough [15] inserted the solution of Eq. (8.75) into
Eq. (8.112) to obtain an approximate analytical result that provides an excellent tool
for understanding the parameters governing void growth. Mansur [5, 16] advanced
the analysis to develop expressions for the dependence on critical parameters
affecting void growth. We begin by returning to the point defect balance equations
at steady state in order to determine the bulk concentrations of vacancies and
interstitials, Cv and Ci. Setting the time rate of change of the vacancy and interstitial
concentrations equal to zero in Eq. (8.75) gives:

K0 �
X
X

AX
v � Riv ¼ 0

K0 �
X
X

AX
i � Riv ¼ 0;

ð8:113Þ
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or

K0 � KivCiCv � KvsCvCs ¼ 0

K0 � KivCiCv � KisCiCs ¼ 0;
ð8:114Þ

with solutions:

Cv ¼ �KisCs

2Kiv
þ K0Kis

KivKvs
þ K2

isC
2
s

4Kiv

� �1=2

Ci ¼ �KvsCs

2Kiv
þ K0Kvs

KivKis
þ K2

vsC
2
s

4Kiv

� �1=2
;

ð8:115Þ

where Cs is the sink concentration. Using Table 5.2 to write the reaction rate
constants for vacancies and interstitials at sinks as sink strengths gives:

Cv ¼ �k2i Di

2Kiv
þ K0k2i Di

Kivk2vDv
þ ðk2i Þ2D2

i

4Kiv

" #1=2

Ci ¼ �k2vDv

2Kiv
þ K0k2vDv

Kivk2i Di
þ ðk2vÞ2D2

i

4Kiv

" #1=2
:

ð8:116Þ

Defining:

g ¼ 4KivK0

DiDvk2vk
2
i
; ð8:117Þ

and

k2v ¼ zvqd þ 4pRqV þ 4pRCPqCP

k2i ¼ ziqd þ 4pRqV þ 4pRCPqCP;
ð8:118Þ

where, for simplicity, we have neglected grain boundaries, incoherent precipitates
and bias factors on voids and coherent precipitates, and the network dislocations
and dislocation loops are represented by a single term with density ρd = ρN + ρL.
Using Eqs. (8.117) and (8.118), then Eq. (8.116) can be written as:

Cv ¼ Dik2i
2Kiv

ðgþ 1Þ1=2 � 1
h i

Ci ¼ Dvk2v
2Kiv

ðgþ 1Þ1=2 � 1
h i

:

ð8:119Þ
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The void growth rate from Eq. (8.112) can be written in the form:

_R ¼ _R0XðgÞ; ð8:120Þ

where

_R0 ¼
K0ðzi � zvÞqdX
Rðzvqd þ 4pRqVÞ

ziqd þ 4pRqV þ 4pRCPqCP 1þ ðzi � zvÞqd
zvqd þ 4pRqV

� � : ð8:121Þ

Equation (8.121) can be simplified by dropping the last term in the square brackets
in the denominator, since the difference (zi − zv) is small, giving:

_R0 ¼ K0ðzi � zvÞqdX
Rðzvqd þ 4pRqVÞðziqd þ 4pRqV þ 4pRCPqCPÞ

: ð8:122Þ

This growth term is independent of temperature and is proportional to the dislo-
cation bias for interstitials (zi − zv) and the defect production rate. Note that _R0 is:

– Independent of temperature;
– Proportional to the dislocation bias (zi − zv);
– Proportional to the defect production rate, K0.

The term X (η) is given by:

XðgÞ ¼ FðgÞ � 2f; ð8:123Þ

where

FðgÞ ¼ 2
g

ðgþ 1Þ1=2 � 1
h i

; ð8:124Þ

and η is a dimensionless parameter defined in Eq. (8.117). Substituting Eq. (8.123)
into Eq. (8.120) gives:

_R ¼ _R0FðgÞ � 2 _R0f: ð8:125Þ

The quantity η in the function F(η) can be simplified by substituting in for k2v and k
2
i

from Eq. (8.104) (or Table 5.2), giving:

g ¼ 4KivK0

DiDvðziqd þ 4pRqV þ 4pRCPqCPÞðzvqd þ 4pRqV þ 4pRCPqCPÞ
: ð8:126Þ

Using the approximation that zi ≅ zv and eliminating Kiv by using Eq. (5.61) gives:
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g ¼ 4zivK0X

Dva2ðzqd þ 4pRqV þ 4pRCPqCPÞ2
: ð8:127Þ

The expression for η is substituted into Eq. (8.124) to obtain an expression for F(η).
This function describes the effect of homogeneous recombination on void growth
(Fig. 8.15). When recombination is negligible, Kiv → 0 and η → 0, and F → 1, or
lim
g!0

FðgÞ ¼ 1.

Turning now to the second term in Eq. (8.125), we define for simplicity:

_Rth ¼ �2 _R0f; ð8:128Þ

so that Eq. (8.125) can now be written as:

_R ¼ _R0FðgÞþ _Rth; ð8:129Þ

The term ζ is a function of temperature and is expressed as:

f ¼ fðTÞ ¼ Dvðzvqd þ 4pRqvÞ½ziqd þ 4pðRqV þRCPqCPÞ�
2K0ðzi � zvÞ½zvqd þ 4pðRqV þRCPqCPÞ�

� ½4pRCPqCPC
V
v þ zvfqNðCV

v � C0
vÞþ qLðCV

v � CL
v Þg�:

ð8:130Þ

so that:

_Rth ¼ �2 _R0f ¼ �2Dvðzvqd þ 4pRqVÞ½ziqd þ 4pðRqV þRCPqCPÞ�
2K0ðzi � zvÞqd½zvqd þ 4pðRqV þRCPqCPÞ�

�
K0ðzi � zvÞqdX
Rðzvqd þ 4pRqVÞ

ziqd þ 4pRqV þ 4pRCPqCP 1þ ðzi � zvÞqd
zvqd þ 4pRqV

� �
� ½4pRCPqCPC

V
v þ zv½qNðCV

v � C0
vÞþ qLðCV

v � CL
v Þ��:

ð8:131Þ

1

0

 2

Fig. 8.15 The behavior of
F(η) in Eq. (8.124) as a
function of η
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By approximating zi ≅ zv, numerous terms in Eq. (8.131) cancel, leaving:

_Rth ¼ �DvX
R ziqd þ 4pRqV þ 4pRCPqCPð Þ
� 4pRCPqCPC

V
v þ zv qNðCV

v � C0
vÞþ qLðCV

v � CL
v Þ

 � �
:

ð8:132Þ

Substituting in for CV
v and CL

v from Eqs. (8.85) and (8.99), respectively, gives:

_Rth ¼ �DvX
R ziqd þ 4pRqV þ 4pRCPqCPð Þ
� 4pRCPqCPC

0
v exp

2cX
RkT

� �
þ zv

�
qN C0

v exp
2cX
RkT

� �
� C0

v

� ��

þ qL C0
v exp

2cX
RkT

� �
� C0

v exp � H
2
ffiffiffiffiffi
mi

p
kT

� �� ���
:

ð8:133Þ

Approximating exp (x) * x + 1 for small x in all but the first of the exponential
terms of Eq. (8.133) gives:

_Rth ¼ �DvX
R ziqd þ 4pRqV þ 4pRCPqCPð Þ
� 4pRCPqCPC

0
v exp

2cX
RkT

� ��

þ zvC
0
v qN

2cX
RkT

þ qL
2cX
RkT

þ H
2
ffiffiffiffiffi
mi

p
kT

� �� ��
;

ð8:134Þ

and pulling the term C0
v out into the coefficient yields:

_Rth ¼ �DvXC0
v

R ziqd þ 4pRqV þ 4pRCPqCPð Þ
� 4pRCPqCP exp

2cX
RkT

� �
þ zvqN

2cX
RkT

þ zvqL
2cX
RkT

þ h
2
ffiffiffiffiffi
mi

p
kT

� �� �
;

ð8:135Þ

which is the simplified expression for the thermal emission term. This term rep-
resents the thermal emission of defects from sinks. It is independent of defect
production rate and is strongly temperature dependent. Note that at very low
temperature, _Rth ! 0; because of the terms Dv and C0

v :

The rate of change in the void radius with time, _R, determined from Eq. (8.120),
can be used to determine the volumetric swelling rate:
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dV
dt

¼ 4pR2 _R: ð8:136Þ

Void swelling can be represented in terms of the void size distribution as follows. If
ρV(R) dR is the number of voids/cm3 with radii between R and R + dR, then the total
void number density is:

qV ¼
Z1
0

qV Rð Þ dR; ð8:137Þ

the average void size is:

�R ¼ 1
qV

Z1
0

RqV Rð ÞdR; ð8:138Þ

and the amount of void swelling is defined by the change in volume of the solid:

DV
V

¼ 4
3
p
Z1
0

R3qV Rð ÞdR: ð8:139Þ

If the void distribution is narrow, then we can approximate the integral in
Eq. (8.139) with:

DV
V

¼ 4
3
p�R3qV: ð8:140Þ

The equations provided in this section allow the determination of the rate of growth
of voids in a solid under irradiation and consequently the rate of swelling of that
solid. The following sections address the effects of various parameters on void
growth.

8.3.1 Temperature Dependence

Figure 8.16 provides a typical plot of void swelling as a function of temperature.
Note that swelling is characterized by a peak at intermediate temperature. This
behavior should look familiar from the temperature dependence of RIS since the
origin is essentially the same. Low defect mobility limits void growth at low
temperature, and the approach of the defect concentration to the thermal equilib-
rium value limits void growth at high temperature due to a loss of supersaturation.
In the preceding analysis of the void growth equation, the two highly
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temperature-sensitive parameters are the vacancy diffusion coefficient Dv and the
equilibrium vacancy concentration C0

v. The temperature dependence of the term
_R0F gð Þ is contained in the parameter η, which is controlled by Dv. At low tem-
peratures, swelling is low because vacancies are practically immobile. A low value
of Dv makes η large and forces F to become small, resulting in a low value for the
term _R0F gð Þ. The term _Rth approaches zero since it is proportional to DvC0

v : Since
both F(η) and _Rth become small at low temperature, void growth ceases. Under
these conditions, the concentration of vacancies builds up and vacancies and
interstitials are lost to recombination.

At high temperature, the emission of vacancies by voids counterbalances the net
vacancy influx driven by irradiation and suppresses swelling. When in the void
growth equation η becomes small and F approaches unity, the term _Rth also
increases (but in the negative direction) and dominates at the highest temperatures.
Hence, a maximum in the growth rate is predicted at intermediate temperature
where both thermal emission and mutual recombination are less important and the
net flow of vacancies to voids is maximized. Figure 8.17 shows how the compo-
nents of the void growth rate combine to result in a peak at intermediate temper-
ature. This is found to be true with all metals.

Figure 8.18(a) shows an example of the sharp dependence of void swelling on
temperature in an Fe–Cr–Ni alloy irradiated in the BN-350 reactor as a function of
dose and temperature. All the data were for irradiation over a fixed time period,
reflecting the variation of dose rates with position in the core. Closed symbols
represent samples in which voids were found, and open symbols were samples that
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0
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T/TmFig. 8.16 Swelling in nickel
as a function of irradiation
temperature for a fluence of
5 × 1019 n/cm2 (after [17])
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exhibited no voids. Note that despite the differing doses and dose rates, void
nucleation occurs with a very sharp temperature threshold at about 302–307 °C,
illustrating the high sensitivity of void formation to temperature. The general

T T T

R0F

+

Rth

=

R

Fig. 8.17 Construction of the total void swelling rate _R from its components _R0F and _Rth
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Fig. 8.18 (a) Dose–
temperature plot of swelling
in a Fe–Cr–Ni alloy irradiated
in the BN-350 fast reactor
showing the sharp
temperature threshold for
swelling (after [18]).
(b) Schematic of the
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behavior of the void number density and size with temperature is shown in
Fig. 8.18(b). With increasing temperature, the void density falls logarithmically and
the size increases, which is the typical behavior for a process that is dominated by
nucleation at low temperatures where the void growth is slow and by growth at high
temperature where the free energy difference driving void growth is small.

Figure 8.19 shows images of the microstructure in a baffle bolt used to secure
baffle–former plates against the baffle in a pressurized water reactor. In this case, the
head was closest to the core (received the highest dose) and was exposed to the
coolant, hence the lowest temperature. Gamma heating caused the temperature to
exceed the coolant temperature (*320 °C) along the length of the bolt. While the
doses differ somewhat, the dominant influence of temperature is noted by both the
lack of voids in the lowest temperature location (head) and the largest void size at
the highest temperature (top shank).

8.3.2 Dose Dependence

Understanding how swelling depends on dose is critical in the design and operation
of components in radiation environments in which voids have the potential to form
and grow. From the discussion in the previous section, the dependence is com-
plicated by the occurrence of the defect production rate, K0, in the terms _R0 and F
(η). So we will take a different approach in determining the void growth rate

Bolt head, 0 mm Top shank, 25 mm Near threads, 55 mm 
19.5 dpa, ~320 C  12.2 dpa, ~340 C  7.5 dpa, ~330 C 

Fig. 8.19 Swelling in a cold-worked 316 SS baffle bolt in a PWR as a function of position along
the bolt length. The bolt head was closest to the core, and the temperature distribution is caused by
a combination of gamma heating and whether the bolt was exposed to the coolant (courtesy S.M.
Bruemmer and Garner FA, PNNL)
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dependence on dose, following that of Mansur [5]. Recall the expressions for Cv

and Ci given in Eq. (8.119):

Cv ¼ Dik2i
2Kiv

gþ 1ð Þ1=2�1
h i

Ci ¼ Dvk2v
2Kiv

gþ 1ð Þ1=2�1
h i

;

and for η as given in Eq. (8.117):

g ¼ 4KivK0

DiDvk2vk
2
i
:

We can write the term in brackets in Eq. (8.119) as:

gþ 1ð Þ1=2�1
h i

¼ 1þ 4KivK0

DiDvk2vk
2
i

� �1=2

�1

" #
: ð8:141Þ

Then, DvCv and DiCi can be written as:

DvCv ¼ DvDik2i zv
2Kiv

1þ 4KivK0

DiDvk2vk
2
i

� �1=2

�1

" #

DiCi ¼ DvDik2vzi
2Kiv

1þ 4KivK0

DiDvk2vk
2
i

� �1=2

�1

" #
:

ð8:142Þ

Neglecting thermal emission and substituting into Eq. (8.112) give:

_R ¼ XDvDi

2RKiv
1þ 4KivK0

DiDvk2vk
2
i

� �1=2

�1

" #
k2vzv � k2i zi
� �

: ð8:143Þ

Substituting for k2v and k2i from Eq. (8.104) and considering only coherent pre-
cipitates, network dislocations, and loops give:

_R ¼ XDvDi

2RKiv
1þ 4KivK0

DiDvk2vk
2
i

� �1=2

�1

" #

� 4pRCPqCP zCPi zv � zCPv zi
� �þ qL zLi zv � zLv zi

� �þ qN zNi zv � zNv zi
� � �

:

ð8:144Þ

Simplifying Eq. (8.144) for the case of voids and total dislocation density only,
we have:
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_R ¼ XDvDi

2RKiv
1þ 4KivK0

DiDvk2vk
2
i

� �1=2

�1

" #
qd zdi zv � zdvzi
� �

: ð8:145Þ

The term zdi zv � zdvzi
� �

is the bias of dislocations versus that for voids and is the
determinant of the propensity for a void to grow or shrink. Growth will occur if

zdi zv [ zdvzi; or stated as ratios,
zdi
zdv

[
zi
zv
, and shrinkage will occur if the inequality is

in the other direction. The presence of other sinks will affect swelling through their
inclusion in the terms k2v and k2i : The larger the sink strengths, the lower will be the
void growth rate due to the loss of defects to those sinks.

The limiting behaviors of Eq. (8.145) are the cases in which recombination

dominates
4KivK0

DiDvk2vk
2
i
� 1 (loss of defects to recombination is much larger than that

lost to sinks) and loss to sinks dominates
4KivK0

DiDvk2vk
2
i
� 1 5½ �. Assuming that the only

sinks besides voids are network dislocations, we have:

_R ¼ X
R

DiDvK0

zNi z
N
v Kiv

� �1=2Q1=2
i Q1=2

v zNi zv � zNv zi
� �

1þQvð Þ1=2 1þQið Þ1=2
: recombination dominant ð8:146Þ

_R ¼ XK0QiQv

RqN 1þQvð Þ 1þQið Þ zNi zv � zNv zi
� �

: sink dominant; ð8:147Þ

where

Qi;v ¼
zNi;vqN

4pRqVzi;v
ð8:148Þ

is the ratio of dislocation sink strength to void sink strength. Note that the growth
rate is dependent on K0

1/2 when recombination is dominant, as in Eq. (8.146).
However, when sinks are dominant, Eq. (8.147) shows that the growth rate is
proportional to K0. Multiplying Eq. (8.147) by 4πR2ρV and given that Ω = 1/N0, the
site density gives the volume swelling rate:

d DV=Vð Þ
dt

¼ K0
zi � zv
zv

� �
Q

1þQð Þ2 : ð8:149Þ

This is the same expression that can be obtained from Eq. (8.122) by neglecting the
effect of coherent precipitates. For Q = 1 and zi − zv = 0.01, we have:

DV
V

% ffi 1=4� dose in dpað Þ: ð8:150Þ
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Garner [19] has shown that over a wide dose range, the steady-state swelling rate in
austenitic stainless steels is of the order of *1 %/dpa (Fig. 8.20). The linear
dependence is consistent with a sink-dominated process, but the magnitude of the
coefficient is a factor of four greater than that predicted by Eq. (8.150). The dis-
crepancy is likely due to the effect of clusters that is not accounted for in the rate
theory model. A closer look at the behavior of vacancies and interstitials in the
cascade shows that the fraction of vacancies and interstitials that form clusters is
larger than has been accounted for thus far. Vacancy clusters form near the cascade
core, and interstitial clusters form near the cascade periphery. Mobile interstitial
clusters can reach sinks by migration of the cluster as a whole. Vacancies emitted
by vacancy clusters by thermal emission are also free to reach sinks. Since the
fraction of interstitials and vacancies in clusters is not the same, nor is their thermal
stability, the difference between vacancy and interstitial clusters results in a dif-
ference in the effective production rates of vacancies compared to that of intersti-
tials, termed the production bias, and can influence void swelling. The net result is
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Fig. 8.20 (a) Early
development of 1 %/dpa
swelling rates in aged
OKH16N15M3B steel during
irradiation in the BOR-60
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that the sink strength of the clusters is much greater than that of the measurable
dislocation loops, resulting in a much greater driving force for void swelling than is
accounted for by the rate equation formulation. This is one of the reasons that the
observed steady-state swelling dependence on dose is greater than that predicted by
the rate equation formulation.

8.3.3 Role of Dislocations as Biased Sinks

The dislocation structure of an alloy can exert a profound effect on the swelling
behavior. Equation (8.122) demonstrates that both a biased sink (e.g., dislocations)
and a neutral sink are necessary for void growth. If the bias is removed, zi = zv, then
_R0 ¼ 0 and swelling will not occur as defects will flow equally to each sink.

The Q-dependence of _R0 is shown in Fig. 8.21. Note that _R0 is a maximum at
Q = 1, or when the flow of vacancies to voids and dislocations is equal. The regime
Q > 1 is representative of the low-dose regime in which both R and ρV are small, so
vacancy loss to the existing dislocation network dominates. This is why
cold-worked alloys swell less. When Q * 1, then the flow of vacancies to voids
and dislocations is approximately equal. This is the regime where bias exerts its
greatest influence. If the flow of vacancies and interstitials to sinks is equal, and
more interstitials go to dislocations, then more vacancies must flow to voids. At
Q * 1, the flows are equal, so the bias is most effective in promoting void growth.
When Q < 1, defect flow to voids dominates the loss terms, and since few defects
flow to dislocations, the bias is not very effective in creating an imbalance in point
defect fluxes, so the flow of vacancies and interstitials to voids is similar in mag-
nitude and void growth slows or ceases. Although dislocations exhibit a slight

preference for interstitials
bd
bV

	 1
� �

, in a cold-worked material, the dislocations

provide so many sinks for vacancies that the effect of a vacancy supersaturation is
essentially multiplied, resulting in low void nucleation and growth rates. By the
same mechanism, grain boundaries provide unbiased sinks for point defects and
will keep the vacancy supersaturation too low for growth, provided that the grain
boundary area is large enough (i.e., very small grains). Figure 8.22(a) shows a plot
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2(1 )+
Q

Q

Fig. 8.21 Dependence of
swelling on the
dislocation/void sink strength
ratio, Q, in Eq. (8.149)
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of swelling rate versus the sink strength ratio, Q, for several austenitic stainless
steels, and Fig. 8.22(b) shows the same for ferritic–martensitic alloys. Indeed, the
dependence shown in Fig. 8.21 is obeyed in practice.

The effect of cold-work on swelling in reactor exposures is shown in Fig. 8.23.
Figure 8.23(a) shows the effect of cold-work on swelling in 316 stainless steel
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irradiated in EBR-II at 650 °C to levels of 33 and 50 dpa. Note that for both cases,
the amount of swelling decreases with increasing cold-work. Figure 8.23(b) shows
that cold-work affects the temperature dependence of swelling by suppressing the
magnitude of the swelling peak with increasing levels of cold-work. The data are
taken from a stainless steel irradiated to doses of 20–61 dpa in the RAPSODIE
reactor. Figure 8.23(c) shows the effect of cold-work on the dose dependence of
swelling in 304 stainless steel and that increasing cold-work decreases the amount
of swelling, but at reduced rates as the amount of cold-work increases. Note also
that these data show that the primary effect of cold-work is to extend the transient
swelling regime, rather than to alter the steady-state swelling rate.

8.3.4 Dose Rate Dependence

The location of the peak swelling temperature depends on the dose rate, sink
strength, and the predominant mode of defect loss. When the dose rate increases,
more point defects are created, but their migration velocities are unchanged. To
remove defects at the higher dose rate at steady state requires point defect con-
centrations to be higher, resulting in greater recombination and a reduction in the
net absorption of vacancies by voids and hence a reduction in the void growth rate.
As a result, the bell-shaped swelling curve is displaced to higher temperatures with
increasing dose rate. Figure 8.24 is a plot of the temperature dependence of the term
F(η) in Eq. (8.125) and illustrates the shift of the swelling peak with dose rate, K0,
similar to that for RIS shown in Fig. 6.9. Alternatively, at a given temperature, the
void growth rate decreases for increasing dose rate. At temperatures where thermal
emission is non-negligible, the void growth rate is a complicated function of dose
rate. Nevertheless, the experimental data substantiate the effect of dose rate on
swelling. Figure 8.25 shows swelling in annealed and cold-worked 316 stainless
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steel at temperatures between 562 and 610 °C over a range of dose rates. Note that
increasing dose rate has the effect of reducing the swelling rate at a given dose, but
that at steady state, all data have a similar slope, indicating that the primary effect of
dose rate is on the duration of the swelling transition period.

If we move up the temperature scale, we can restore the same relative ratio of
recombination rate to absorption rate at sinks. In fact, by requiring that this ratio be
invariant, we can obtain a relationship between temperature and dose rate, termed
the temperature shift.

8.3.5 Irradiation Variable Shifts

The concept of variable shifts was developed to provide a better understanding of
the relationship between variables in swelling [16]. The idea is that when one
irradiation variable is changed, a shift in other variables can be determined that will
preserve a physical quantity describing the behavior of defects during irradiation.
There are two such quantities that pertain to the limiting case where recombination
dominates defect loss. The number of defects per unit volume that have recombined
up to a time τ is:

NR ¼ Kiv

Zs
0

CiCv dt: ð8:151Þ

When the solid is at steady state and defect concentrations are controlled by
recombination, Eq. (8.116) gives:
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Cv ¼ K0

Kiv

ziDi

zvDv

� �1=2

Ci ¼ K0

Kiv

zvDv

ziDi

� �1=2

;

ð8:152Þ

and substituting into Eq. (8.151) yields:

NR ¼ K0s: ð8:153Þ

The number of defects lost to sinks per unit volume up to a time τ is:

NSj ¼
Zs
0

KjCjdt; ð8:154Þ

where K is the loss rate and C is the defect concentration and the subscript j denotes
the defect type. Substituting Eq. (8.152) into Eq. (8.154) gives for vacancies:

NSv ¼ Kv

K0Kivð Þ1=2
ziDi

zvDv

� �1=2

U; ð8:155Þ

where Φ is the dose and the expression for interstitials is identical.
These definitions can be used to determine relationships between any two of the

three variables: temperature, dose, and dose rate, taking the third to be constant. For
example, in the steady-state recombination-dominated regime, we may require Ns to
be equal for dose 1 and dose rate 1 to that for dose 2 and dose rate 2 at a fixed
temperature:

Kv

K01Kivð Þ1=2
ziDi

zvDv

� �1=2

U1 ¼ Kv

K02Kivð Þ1=2
ziDi

zvDv

� �1=2

U2;

and canceling terms in the equality gives:

U2

U1
¼ K01

K02

� �1=2

: ð8:156Þ

For a given change in dose rate, the shift in temperature required at constant dose to
keep Ns invariant is determined by equating the same terms, but with fixed dose
resulting in:

Dv

K0

� �1=2

1
¼ Dv

K0

� �1=2

2
; ð8:157Þ
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or substituting in for Dv from Eq. (4.55), Dv = D0 exp �Ev
m=kT

� �
:

T2 � T1 ¼
kT2

1

Ev
m
ln

K02

K01

� �

1� kT1
Ev
m
ln

K02

K01

� � : ð8:158Þ

For a change in dose, the shift in temperature required to maintain Ns invariant at
fixed dose rate is:

D1=2
v U

	 

1
¼ D1=2

v U
	 


2
; ð8:159Þ

and substituting in for Dv:

U2

U1
¼ exp

Ev
m

2k
1
T2

� 1
T1

� �� �
; ð8:160Þ

and rearranging gives:

T2 � T1 ¼
�2kT2

1

Ev
m

ln
U2

U1

1þ 2kT1
Ev
m

ln
U2

U1

: ð8:161Þ

There is another important temperature shift that, instead of requiring that Ns be
invariant, requires the net flux of vacancies over interstitials to a particular type of
sink (voids in this case) to be invariant, where the net flux is relevant to void
swelling. The temperature shift derived in this way for the recombination-domi-
nated regime to keep swelling rate (NR) invariant is [16]:

T2 � T1 ¼
kT2

1

Ev
m þ 2Ev

f
ln
K02

K01

1� kT1
Ev
m þ 2Ev

f
ln
K02

K01

: ð8:162Þ

where Ev
f is the vacancy formation energy.

The various variable shifts described in this section are shown in the following
figures. Figure 8.26 shows the relationship between dose versus dose rate depen-
dence at a reference temperature of 200 °C for the case of Ns invariant, as in
Eq. (8.156). Figure 8.27 shows the temperature shift as a function of dose rate at
constant dose for three values of vacancy migration energy for Ns invariant, as in
Eq. (8.158), and Fig. 8.28 shows the same relationship for the constant dose rate
case, as in Eq. (8.161). Figure 8.29 shows the temperature shift as a function of
dose for constant dose rate to keep the swelling rate, NR, invariant, as in
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Eq. (8.162). Figure 8.30 shows that the temperature shift concept works well in
describing the shift in the peak in the swelling versus temperature curve in nickel
over more than five orders of magnitude in the dose rate as given by Eq. (8.162).

The general form of the temperature shift equation is [28, 29]:

T2 � T1 ¼
kT2

1

Ev
m þ nðEv

f þEv
Þ
M

1� kT1
Ev
m þ nðEv

f þEv
Þ
M

; ð8:163Þ
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where

M ¼ ln
K02k

2
i1k

2
v1

K01k
2
i2k

2
v2

þ lnB

" #
; ð8:164Þ

and

B ¼ k2i2 expð�Ev

=kT2Þ � k2v2 expð�Ei


=kT2Þ
k2i1 expð�Ev
=kT1Þ � k2v1 expð�Ei
=kT1Þ

" #2
: ð8:165Þ
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The value of n is determined by the dominant process responsible for point defect
removal, n = 1 for sink-dominated cases and n = 2 for recombination-dominated
cases, while the value of B is determined both by the dominant process and by the
mode of void growth. In the case where both interstitials and vacancies are diffusion
controlled:

B ¼ qd2
qd1

; for n ¼ 1; ð8:166Þ

B ¼ rc1
rc2

qd2
qd1

� �2
; for n ¼ 2; ð8:167Þ

where rc is the radius of the recombination volume and ρd is the dislocation density.
The term Ev;i


 represents the additional energy above the normal lattice migration
energy that the point defect must overcome on diffusing to the void and is nonzero
only for the case of reaction rate control. For interstitial and vacancy reaction rate
control:

B ¼ qd2
qd1

zdi expð�Ev

=kT2Þ � zdv expð�Ei


=kT2Þ
zdi expð�Ev
=kT1Þ � zdv expð�Ei
=kT1Þ
� �

; for n ¼ 1; ð8:168Þ

B ¼ rc1
rc2

k2i2 expð�Ev

=kT2Þ � k2v2 expð�Ei


=kT2Þ
k2i1 expð�Ev
=kT1Þ � k2v1 expð�Ei
=kT1Þ

" #
; for n ¼ 2: ð8:169Þ
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For interstitial reaction rate control and vacancy diffusion control,

B ¼ qd2
qd1

bzdi � zdvRv expð�Ei

=kT2Þ

bzdi � zdvRv expð�Ei
=kT1Þ
� �

; for n ¼ 1; ð8:170Þ

B ¼ rc1
rc2

bk2i2 � k2v2Rv expð�Ei

=kT2Þ

bk2i1 � k2v1Rv expð�Ei
=kT1Þ

" #2
; for n ¼ 2; ð8:171Þ

where Rv is the void radius and b is the Burgers vector. The dominant process of
point defect loss as well as the mode of void growth affects the form of the
temperature shift expression. When recombination dominates, the temperature shift
is smaller since 2Ev

f occurs in the denominator. But when sinks dominate, the value
is Ev

f . The reason for this is that the radiation-induced void growth rate is pro-
portional to generation rate when sinks dominate, while it is proportional to the
square root of the generation rate if recombination dominates (see Eqs. 8.146 and
8.147), However, the thermal emission rate depends on the same exponential in
temperature in both cases. Thus, a given initial ratio of thermal emission rate to
radiation-induced growth rate of voids may be recovered after a given increase in
dose rate by a smaller increase in temperature where recombination dominates.

8.3.6 Effect of Production Bias

We now must consider the case of cascade formation in which both vacancy and
interstitial clusters and loops are formed during the damage process. The vacancy
clusters, however, are not stable and will emit vacancies that become freely
migrating vacancies and are available to various sinks, including voids. Due to their
high formation energies, immobilization of interstitials in clusters is permanent. So
there is a bias between vacancy and interstitial production in cascade damage.
Recall the point defect balance equations Eq. (5.1) that account for the incorpo-
ration of both vacancies and interstitials into clusters and the emission of vacancies
from vacancy clusters. The following [30] point defect balance equations are
rewritten using sink strengths instead of reaction rate constants yielding:

dCv

dt
¼ K0ð1� erÞð1� evÞ � k2vDvCv � KivDiCiCv þ Lv

dCi

dt
¼ K0ð1� erÞð1� eiÞ � k2i DiCi � KivDiCiCv;

ð8:172Þ

where εr is the fraction of defects that recombine in the cascade and εv and εi are the
fraction of clustered vacancies and interstitials, respectively, and k2v and ki

2 are the
total sink strengths for vacancies and interstitials, respectively, where:
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k2 ¼ k2V þ k2N þ k2vcl þ k2icl ð8:173Þ

where subscripts “V” and “N” refer to voids and network dislocations, respectively,
and subscripts “vcl” and “icl” represent vacancy and interstitial loops or clusters,
respectively, Kiv is the recombination coefficient, and Lv is the thermal emission
term given by:

Lv ¼ LVv þ LNv þ Liclv þ Lvclv : ð8:174Þ

The swelling rate is given in Eq. (8.110) as:

dðDV=VÞ
dt

¼ 4pRX½DvðCv � C0
vÞ � DiCi�;

and accounting for production bias caused by the formation of clusters, we can
determine the steady-state swelling rate from Eqs. (8.172) and (8.174), neglecting
recombination, to give [30]:

dðDV=VÞ
dt

¼ zik2Vk
2
dð1� evÞK
k2vk

2
i

þ k2Vðei � evÞK
k2i

þ k2VLv
k2v

� k2VDvC
V
v ; ð8:175Þ

where z-i is the dislocation bias, K = (1 − ɛr)K0, and CV
v is the vacancy concentration

at the void surface. The swelling rate in Eq. (8.175) can be rewritten as a sum of two
contributions: a dislocation bias–driven contribution and a production bias–driven
contribution, i.e.,

dðDV=VÞ
dt

¼ dðDV=VÞ
dt

����
db
þ dðDV=VÞ

dt

����
pb

or

dðDV=VÞ
dt

����
db
¼ zik2Vk

2
dð1� evÞK
k2vk

2
i

þ k2V
k2v

LVv þ LNv � ðk2V þ k2NÞDvC
V
v

 � ð8:176Þ

dðDV=VÞ
dt

����
pb
¼ k2Vðei � evÞK

k2i
þ k2V

k2v
Lvclv þ Liclv � ðk2vcl þ k2iclÞDvC

V
v

 �
: ð8:177Þ

In Eq. (8.176), the first term corresponds to swelling due to the biased arrival
(caused by the usual dislocation bias) of mobile vacancies at the voids. The second
term corresponds to effects caused by the emission of vacancies from the voids (that
tends to anneal the voids) and from the dislocation network (that increases swel-
ling). The swelling rate in Eq. (8.176) does not contain effects due to the interstitial
and vacancy clusters formed during cascade damage. In Eq. (8.177), the first term
represents the reduction of the interstitial flux to voids due to interstitial clustering
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(which would help swelling). The second term represents the flux to the voids of
vacancies evaporating under the line tension from the vacancy loops. The line
tension of the interstitial loops, on the other hand, favors the absorption of
vacancies that are otherwise available to the voids.

Where interstitials are assumed not to cluster, i.e., ɛi = 0, and the lifetimes of the
vacancy loops are limited to those due to thermal and bias-driven annealing, the
second term in Eq. (8.177) can then be shown to cancel the first term and the ev
contribution in Eq. (8.176). The collapse of a cascade into vacancy loops then does
not produce any appreciable effects on the swelling rate. With the immobilization of
the interstitials in interstitial loops and their subsequent destruction by dislocation
sweep and cascade collapse, the re-emission of vacancies from the vacancy loops
essentially produces a production bias that drives the swelling according to
Eq. (8.177), as discussed earlier in this section.

Under electron irradiation, there is no cascade effect, i.e., ɛi = ev ¼ 0 and K = K0.
Therefore, in this case, the swelling is purely dislocation bias driven and
dðDV=VÞ

dt

����
db

is the only contribution. In the case of cascade damage, however,

neither ɛi nor ev are likely to be zero. For simplicity, we may use a previously
obtained result [30] that the vacancy loop contribution in Eq. (8.177) vanishes due

to mutual cancelation. Then,
dðDV=VÞ

dt

����
pb

is given by:

dðDV=VÞpb
dt

¼ k2V
k2i

eiK: ð8:178Þ

Note that ɛi need not be very large, just a few percent is enough to make a
significant contribution to the total steady-state swelling rate of the order of 1 % K.

As described in the preceding paragraphs, the origin of the “production bias” lies
in the special features of damage production in the form of cascades. The physical
reason for this bias is the immobilization of a certain fraction of interstitials in the
form of thermally stable clusters in the cascade zone. During irradiation at elevated
temperatures, the vacancies would evaporate from the collapsed or uncollapsed
cascade and would diffuse not only to the interstitial clusters but also to the cavities.
Thus, the number of interstitials tied up in the clusters represents approximately the
number of vacancies available for the cavity growth. This is basically the strength
of the production bias.

The net result of the production bias is precisely the same as that of the dislo-
cation bias, namely the production of an excess of vacancies. However, it is also
quite apparent that the physical processes involved in the two mechanisms are very
different. In the case of dislocation bias, the interstitial atoms are expected to
migrate to dislocations where they are preferentially annihilated due to the strain–
field interaction. In the cascade damage situation, this mechanism would not
operate effectively since a large number of interstitials are immobilized in the form
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of interstitial clusters. In the case of production bias, it is the interstitial–interstitial
interaction (and not the interstitial–dislocation interaction) that determines the bias.

However, as noted in Chap. 5, Sect. 5.1.7, and discussed in Chap. 7, Sect. 7.3.3,
more recent work has shown that interstitial clusters can have very high 1D
mobility. This high mobility allows them to escape to annihilate at sinks such as
grain boundaries, thus creating a production bias without the need for dislocation
motion. Then, SIA clusters are composed of glissile (g) and sessile (s) components,
or ɛi = ɛi

g + ɛi
s. In the case of glissile SIA clusters, an additional equation is needed in

the point defect balance equations of Eq. (8.172) to account for the glissile inter-
stitial clusters [31]:

dCv

dt
¼ K0ð1� erÞð1� evÞ � k2vDvCv � KivDiCiCv þ Lv

dCi

dt
¼ K0ð1� erÞð1� eiÞ � k2i DiCi � KivDiCiCv

dCgiclðxÞ
dt

¼ KgiclðxÞ � k2gDgiclCgiclðxÞ;

ð8:179Þ

where CgiclðxÞ is the concentration, KgiclðxÞ is the production rate, kg
2 is the sink

strength, and Dgicl is the diffusion coefficient of glissile SIA clusters of size x. The
sink strength of the glissile cluster can be written as:

k2g ¼ 2
prdqd
2

þ pr2VqV þ rvclqvcl þ riclqicl
	 
2

; ð8:180Þ

where σvcl and σicl are the interaction cross sections and ρvcl and ρicl the number
densities of the sessile vacancy and mobile SIA clusters, respectively. Note that σvcl
and σicl are proportional to the product of the loop circumference and the corre-
sponding capture radius, similar to rd for dislocations.

Swelling can be calculated from the solutions of Eqs. (8.179) and (8.110).
Writing Eqs. (8.179) to include the individual sink strengths from Eqs. (8.173)
yields:

dCv

dt
¼ K0ð1� erÞð1� evÞ � ðk2V þ zdvqd þ ziclv k2icl þ zvclv k2vclÞDvCv � KivDiCiCv þ Lv

dCi

dt
¼ K0ð1� erÞð1� eiÞ � ðk2V þ zdvqd þ zicli k2icl þ zvcli k2vclÞDiCi � KivDiCiCv

dCgicl

dt
¼ Kgicl � DgiclCgiclk2g ¼ Kgicl � 2DgiclCgicl

prdqd
2

þ pr2VqV þ rvclqvcl þ riclqicl
	 
2

;

ð8:181Þ
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At steady state and neglecting recombination, Eqs. (8.181) becomes:

Kv ¼ DvCvðk2V þ zdvqdÞþDvCvz
icl
v k2icl þDvCvz

vcl
v k2vcl þ 2DvCvKxgriclqicl

Ki ¼ DiCiðk2V þ zdvqdÞþDvCvz
icl
v k2icl þDiCiz

vcl
v k2vcl � 2DvCvKxgriclqicl

Kgicl ¼ DgiclCgiclk
2
g;

ð8:182Þ

where

Kv ¼ K0ð1� erÞð1� evÞ
Ki ¼ K0ð1� erÞð1� eiÞ;

ð8:183Þ

and K ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
k2g=2

q
.

The vacancy supersaturation is obtained from the difference between DvCv and
DiCi using the first two equations in Eqs. (8.182):

DvCv � DiCi ¼ Bd
zdvqd

k2V þ zdvqd
DvCv þ egi K0ð1� erÞ

k2V þ zdvqd
1� rvclqvcl þ riclqicl

K

	 

;

ð8:184Þ

where ɛi
g is the fraction of interstitials in glissile clusters and Bd is the dislocation

bias term given by Bd ¼ ðzdi � zdvÞ=zdv. The swelling rate is given by:

dðDV=VÞpb
dt

¼ k2VðDvCv � DiCiÞ � 2Dg
iclC

g
iclxgKpr

2
VqV; ð8:185Þ

and substituting Eq. (8.184) into Eq. (8.185), the swelling rate becomes:

dðDV=VÞpb
dt

¼ K0ð1� erÞ Bd
k2Vz

d
vqd

ðk2V þ zdvqdÞðk2V þ zdvqd þ ziclv k2icl þ zvclv k2vclÞ
�

þ egi
k2V

k2V þ zdvqd
1� rvclqvcl þ riclqicl

K

	 

� pr2VqV

K

� ��
:

ð8:186Þ

The first term in brackets on the right-hand side of Eq. (8.186) represents the
influence of the dislocation bias, and the second one describes the production bias.
The factor (1 − εr) accounts for the intracascade recombination of defects, which is
a function of the recoil energy and reduces the rate of defect production compared
to the NRT value, K0. Swelling rate is also a function of recoil energy by virtue of
the dependence on ɛi

g, which increases with PKA energy up to about 10–20 keV.
The effect of the two biases, dislocation and production, are quite different. The

dislocation bias depends only on the microstructure and predicts continued void
growth. The production bias can be positive or negative, depending on the
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microstructure. The first term in Eq. (8.186) decreases the effect of production bias
due to recombination of the SIA clusters at sessile vacancy and SIA clusters, while
the second term arises from the capture of SIA clusters by voids. The latter term
may become equal to zero or even negative; hence, the combination of the two bias
factors does not necessarily lead to a higher swelling rate.

Considering only Frenkel pair production, the swelling rate given by Eq. (8.122)
predicts that the swelling rate will be small at a low dislocation density. If this is the
case, then the swelling rate in well-annealed metals at low doses should be small.
Experiments have shown that the void swelling rate in fully annealed pure copper
irradiated with fission neutrons up to about 0.01 dpa is *1 %/dpa [32], which is
similar to the maximum swelling rate found in materials at high doses. Referring to
Eq. (8.186), in annealed materials, the dislocation bias term is negligible. At low
doses, the void size is small, and therefore, the void cross section for the interaction
with SIA glissile clusters (πrV

2 ρV/Λ) is small. (Also, at low dose, the cluster density
will be small, so the term in parentheses in the second line of Eq. (8.186) *1).
Thus, the swelling rate is driven by the production bias:

dðDV=VÞ
dt

� K0ð1� erÞegi
k2V

k2V þ zdvqd
: ð8:187Þ

When zdvqd � k2V, the swelling rate is determined by the cascade parameters:

dðDV=VÞ
dt

� K0ð1� erÞegi : ð8:188Þ

Note that the swelling rate given in Eq. (8.188) is the maximum swelling rate that
can be achieved by production bias. Referring to Eq. (8.187) and assuming that
there is no interaction of mobile SIA clusters with voids and sessile clusters, the
swelling rate is given by:

dðDV=VÞ
dt

� 1=2K0ð1� erÞegi ; ð8:189Þ

where the sink strength ratio,
k2V

k2V þ zdvqd
= ½, the value achieved when Q = 1 in

Eq. (8.148). Data have shown that 1 − εr = 0.01 and ɛi
g in good agreement with MD

simulations of cascades, yielding a maximum swelling rate of *1 %/dpa.
Production bias helps to explain some additional observations. Golubov et al. [31]

and Singh et al. [34] compared the microstructure of annealed copper irradiated with
2.5 MeV electrons, 3 MeV protons, and fission neutrons at *520 K. For all irradi-
ations, the damage rate was*10−8 dpa/s. The average recoil energies were estimated
to be about 0.05, 1, and 60 keV, respectively, and the primary damage form was
Frenkel pairs for electrons, small cascades for protons, and large cascades for neu-
trons. Thus, the cascade efficiency (1 − εr) was highest for electrons and lowest for
neutrons. If dislocation bias is responsible for swelling, then the swelling rate is
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proportional to the damage rate and must be highest for electron irradiation and
lowest for neutron irradiation. Figure 8.31 shows just the opposite with a swelling
rate for neutron irradiation of about 50 times that for electrons, with protons in
between. These results can be understood from Eq. (8.186). Under electron irradi-
ation, only the first term on the right-hand side operates as egi ¼ 0. The swelling rate is
low in this case because of the low dislocation density. Under cascade damage
conditions, the damage rate is smaller because of the low cascade efficiency. But in
this case, ɛi

g≠ 0 and the second term on the right-hand side of Eq. (8.186) is dominant.
Cascade production of SIA clusters can also affect the nucleation of voids

through damage accumulation. The sink strengths of the clusters, k2vcl and kicl
2 , at

steady state are given by [31]:

k2vcl ¼
esvKv

Dv expð�Evcl=kTÞðk2V þ zdvqdÞ � egi Kv
ðk2V þ zdvqdÞ 1� 1

xsvcl

� �
ð8:190Þ

k2icl ¼
esi
egi
ðk2V þ zdvqdÞ 1� 1

xsicl

� �
; ð8:191Þ

where Evcl is an effective binding energy of vacancies with the vacancy clusters,
xvcl; icl are the mean sizes of the vacancy and SIA glissile clusters, and ɛi

s,g are the
fraction of interstitials in sessile (s) and glissile (g) clusters. From Eq. (8.191), the
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Fig. 8.31 Experimentally measured and calculated void swelling in pure copper after irradiation
with 2.5 MeV electrons, 3 MeV protons, and fission neutrons. The calculations were performed in
the framework of the Frenkel pair 3D model (PF3DM) for electron irradiation and using the
production bias model (PBM) for irradiation with protons and fission neutrons (after [31])
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steady-state sink strength of sessile SIA clusters is inversely proportional to the
fraction of SIAs produced in cascades in the form of mobile SIA clusters, and thus,
k2icl ! 1 when ɛi

g → 0, or as the fraction of interstitials in glissile clusters goes to
zero, the sink strength of the (sessile) clusters approaches infinity. Such a case may
be reached in large cascades as produced from neutron irradiation combined with
impurities that may provide cluster immobilization. The “incubation period” of
swelling observed in many alloys may be due to this process. A possible scenario
may be that during the incubation period, the material is purified by RIS on SIA
clusters because of their high density. At high enough doses, the high number
density of SIA clusters decreases via the absorption of excess vacancies, restoring
conditions for damage accumulation and consequent void growth.

As presented in the description of clusters using the Fokker–Planck formulation
(Sect. 7.6), it was noted that the cluster size distribution is broadened by the
parameter D and shifted by the parameter F. Thus, with increasing dose, the
solution to the Fokker–Planck equation describes the broadening of the void size
distribution and the increase in the mean void size of the distribution with dose.
This general behavior can be compared with experimental swelling results for Fe–
Cr–Ni irradiated at 650 °C. Figure 8.32 shows that the mean size of the distribution
increases from about 11 nm at 9 dpa to over 50 nm by 80 dpa with a corresponding
broadening of the distribution. Since swelling is mainly sensitive to the shift of the
mean size of the distribution, linear swelling (ΔV/V ∝ dose) is obtained when the
growth rate is large compared to the diffusional broadening, in which case the
swelling rate is then given by the drift force alone.

8.3.7 Stress Dependence

Equation (8.125) shows that the void growth rate consists of two components. _Rth is
the thermal emission term and hence is the only part affected by the state of stress or
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internal gas pressure. Consequently, the internal gas pressure and stress begin to
affect the growth rate only when _Rth becomes significant, i.e., for temperatures
greater than the peak swelling temperature. When the solid is under a hydrostatic
stress and when voids contain gas that exerts a pressure on the void surface, the
equilibrium vacancy concentration at voids and dislocations will be different from
that in the stress-free, gas-free state. Brailsford and Bullough showed that the
pressure, but not the external stress, will affect the concentration of vacancies in
equilibrium with the void. Hence, the force balance for the gas-containing void in
mechanical equilibrium, as in Eq. (8.82), becomes:

r ¼ p� 2c
R
; ð8:192Þ

where σ is the hydrostatic stress and p is the gas pressure in the void. (In the case of
a non-equilibrium bubble, the appropriate stress is the radial component of the
stress tensor, σr.) The vacancy concentration at the surface of the void, given by
Eq. (8.85) in the gas-free case, becomes:

CV
v ¼ C0

v exp � X
kT

p� 2c
R

� �� �
: ð8:193Þ

Similarly, the equilibrium vacancy concentration adjacent to the network disloca-
tions becomes:

CN
v ¼ C0

v exp � rX
kT

� �
: ð8:194Þ

Repeating the solution to the void growth equation using the equilibrium vacancy
concentration at the void surface given by Eq. (8.193) and the equilibrium vacancy
concentration at the network dislocations given by Eq. (8.194) revises the thermal
emission term, Rth, in Eq. (8.135) (with ρCP = ρL = 0) as follows:

_Rth ¼
DvC0

vX
2zvqd rþ p� 2c

R

� �
RkT zvqd þ 4pRqVð Þ : ð8:195Þ

Note that shrinkage due to thermal emission becomes instead stress-enhanced
growth when the sum of the external stress and gas pressure exceeds the stress due
to surface tension:

rþ p[
2c
R
: ð8:196Þ

Note that for a stressed solid containing no gas, stress-enhanced growth will occur

when r[
2c
R
. For a void containing x gas atoms, Eq. (8.196) becomes:
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r ¼ 2c
R
� 3xkT

4pR3

� �
: ð8:197Þ

The void radius at which
dr
dR

¼ 0 is called the critical void radius and is given by:

Rcr ¼ 9xkT
8pc

� �1=2

; ð8:198Þ

and substituting into Eq. (8.197) gives the stress at the critical void size, which is
the critical stress for unlimited void growth:

rcr ¼ 4c
3

8pc
9xkT

� �1=2

: ð8:199Þ

The effect of stress on void growth in steel is given in Fig. 8.33. Note that there is
little effect of stress out to high dose when the stress is low. But when stress is
increased, the swelling increases rapidly at relatively lower doses. Figure 8.34 also
accounts for the presence of helium in the growth of voids under stress.

However, this formulation predicts that the void growth rate is proportional to
stress, which is counter to the 1 %/dpa observations. Also, as shown in Fig. 8.34,
the effect of stress is only significant at very high temperatures. Experimental data
have since shown that the prime role of stress is on shortening the transient swelling
regime, rather than increasing the swelling rate in the steady-state regime.
Figure 8.35 shows the effect of stress on swelling in modified 316 stainless steel
alloys irradiated in the PHENIX reactor. Note that with increasing stress, the
swelling rate (slope) approaches a constant value at lower doses. Stress can also
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affect the stability of void nuclei, which would explain the observation of more
rapid nucleation.

In the development of the nucleation rate of voids, the nucleation current and
number density of voids of size n were described by Eqs. (8.18) and (8.19),
respectively, for the case of vacancy condensation excluding interstitials:

Jn ¼ ZbN0exp
�DG0

n

kT

� �
; and q0 nð Þ ¼ N0 exp

�DG0
n

kT

� �
:
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with the free energy of formation of void of size n given by Eq. (8.17):

DG0
n ¼ �nkT ln Sv þ 36pX2� �1=3

cn2=3:

Accounting for the application of an external hydrostatic stress, σh, gives:

DG0
n rhð Þ ¼ �nkT ln Sv þ 36pX2� �1=3

cn2=3 � nrhX; ð8:200Þ

and

DG0
n rhð Þ ¼ DG0

n 0ð Þþ nrhX: ð8:201Þ

Note that the effect of gas pressure, p, in the void can also be accounted for by the
addition of a term, npΩ.

When interstitials are present, the free energy is given by Eq. (8.33):

DG0
n ¼ kT

Xn�1

j¼0

ln
bi jþ 1ð Þ
bv jð Þ þ exp

dG0
j

kT

 !" #
;

where dG0
j is the increment in free energy of a void in going from j vacancies to

j + 1 vacancies if no interstitials are present. By assuming that stress affects only the
free energy barrier (and not the critical nucleus size) and that the stress contribution
of the energy per atom is not dependent on the number of atoms in the cluster, then
we can approximate the free energy in Eq. (8.33) in a manner similar to that done in
Eq. (8.201) [38]:

DG0
n rhð Þ ¼ DG0

n 0ð Þþ nrhX: ð8:202Þ

Then, from Eq. (8.35), the ratio of stressed to unstressed steady-state nucleation
rates in a homogeneous, coprecipitation environment is:

Jn rhð Þ
Jn 0ð Þ ¼ exp � DG0

n � nrhX
� �

=kT
 �
exp �DG0

n=kT
 � : ð8:203Þ

Using Eqs. (8.22) and (8.23) to write the ratio of nucleation currents in terms of the
ratio of void number densities in the stressed and unstressed states gives:

Jn rhð Þ
Jn 0ð Þ ¼ Z 0 rhð Þbn rhð Þqn rhð Þ

Z 0 0ð Þbn 0ð Þqn 0ð Þ ¼ Z 0 rhð Þbn rhð Þ exp � DG0
n rhð Þ� � �

Z 0 0ð Þbn 0ð Þ exp �DG0
n 0ð Þ � ; ð8:204Þ

and provided that neither the arrival rate ratio, βn(σh)/βn(0), nor Z′ is sensitive to the
stress level [39], then Eq. (8.204) becomes:
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qn rhð Þ
qn 0ð Þ � exp nrhX=kTð Þ: ð8:205Þ

Example 8.1 Effect of stress on void density
Assuming an external stress of 100 MPa and a void cluster size of *15 at

a temperature of 450 °C, Eq. (8.205) gives an increase in the void number
density by a factor of *6. However, for a stress of 200 MPa, the increase is
34, and for 300 MPa, the factor becomes *200. Since both stress and
temperature appear in the exponent, the factor rises rapidly with an increase in
stress and with a decrease in temperature (Fig. 8.36). Referring back to
Fig. 8.35, the decreasing time to reach the steady-state swelling rate as stress
is increased is explainable by stress-enhanced nucleation, which will be more
important at lower temperatures, contrary to the effect of stress on the
steady-state swelling rate.

8.3.8 Effect of RIS

Recall from Chap. 6, Sect. 6.4, that RIS (radiation-induced segregation) of alloying
elements occurs at sinks, which can include voids. The result is a coated void in
which the void develops a shell of composition that is different from that in the
matrix. As we have seen, for austenitic stainless steels, the void coating is enriched in
nickel and depleted in chromium relative to the matrix. A primary effect of the
composition change is a change in diffusion coefficient leading to a change in the
void capture efficiency. The capture efficiency for the vacancy in the shell is [16, 40]:

zVv rVð Þ ¼ 1þ d=rV
1þDvd=DS

vrV
; ð8:206Þ

decreasing T
1

Fig. 8.36 Variation of the void nucleation rate and the void number density as a function of stress
and temperature, as described by Eq. (8.205)
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where rV is the void radius, δ is the thickness of the shell, and DS
v is the vacancy

diffusion coefficient in the shell. Recall that an expression for the composition
dependence of Dv in the shell, DS

v, was determined in Sect. 6.4 of Chap. 6. Using
the expression for the capture efficiency in the void growth equations results in a
reduction in void growth if DS

v\Dv and DS
i �Di.

A more important effect of the coating is the elastic interaction between a point
defect and a void surrounded with a coating that has different elastic constants than
the matrix. The result is a change in capture efficiency of the void for defects. The
capture efficiency due to a difference in elastic constants is given as:

zVi;v rVð Þ ¼ rV
rc

þ rV
rc þ dð Þ2

Di;v

wi;v

" #�1

; ð8:207Þ

where rc is the void plus coating radius and the transfer velocity, wi,v, is

wi;v ¼
Di;v exp �E


i;v=kT
	 

a

; ð8:208Þ

where a is the lattice parameter and E* is the repulsive interaction energy at its
largest positive value. The sign of E* is positive (repulsion) if the matrix of the shell
is stiffer than that of the matrix. Since E* is proportional to the square of the point
defect relaxation volume, the sink efficiency is much smaller for the interstitial than
for the vacancy due to the larger repulsion for the interstitial. So the stiffer shell
results in a repulsion that is greater for the interstitial than for the vacancy, making
void nucleation and growth more rapid in the case of a coated void (Fig. 8.37).
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A change in the shear modulus or lattice parameter in the shell can also alter the
preference of the void for vacancies and interstitials [41] by creating a barrier to
defect diffusion through the shell due to a change in the strain energy. When
segregation leads to a shell with a shear modulus or lattice parameter only slightly
higher than in the surrounding matrix, the void becomes a highly preferential sink
for vacancies and swelling is increased. Conversely, a reduction in the shear
modulus and lattice parameter should result in reduced void swelling. Figure 8.38
shows the effect of the shear modulus (1 – μbulk/μshell) on the interstitial/vacancy
capture ratio. For small voids, a few percent change in the shear modulus can result
in orders of magnitude change in the capture ratio. Allen et al. [42] compared the
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swelling and RIS behavior of a range of alloys with different nickel content.
Calculation of the lattice parameter for the void shell composition shows that the
swelling behavior can be explained by a decrease in lattice parameter at the void
surface (Fig. 8.39). In fact, segregation leads to a smaller lattice parameter with a
lower shear modulus, and the softer shell reduces void swelling.

8.3.9 Void Lattices

Voids have also been found to organize themselves in periodic arrays or lattices in a
metal under irradiation and also in periodic walls of defect clusters. Figure 8.40(a)
shows a void lattice in bcc Nb following irradiation with 8.5 MeV Ta+ to a dose of
300 dpa at 800 °C, and Fig. 8.40(b) shows a periodic array of planar {001} walls of
defects in Cu at 3 dpa. The lattices are much easier to form in bcc metals than in fcc
metals, though lattices have been observed in Ni, Al, and stainless steel. Their
formation is independent of the type of irradiating particle as long as cascades are
produced. Void lattices are a form of self-organization that occurs as responses of
complex systems to external stimuli. It is believed that self-organization results
from the collective interaction between system components under external forces
that drive the system far from equilibrium. In irradiated solids, the void patterns are
believed to be linked to the collective action of the point defects on the lattice
structure. Wall formation is restricted to a temperature range between 0.2 and 0.4
Tm, while void lattice formation occurs at somewhat higher temperatures.
Characteristic is the partial or complete isomorphy of the ordered defect structure
with the host lattice [44].

A full understanding of the formation of void lattices is still lacking, but the
theory is able to account for many of the parametric effects in lattice formation.
Kinetic rate theory and the determination of an instability threshold can explain
many of the observations to date. Transport and reactions of defects during bom-
bardment have been modeled by nonlinear diffusion–reaction equations for the
cases of periodic defect walls and of void lattices. The isotropic diffusion–reaction
models can describe conditions for the destabilization of the homogeneous defect
cluster distributions and predict characteristic periodicity lengths but have to be
modified substantially to account for the structural and orientation relationships
between ordered defect arrangements and crystal structure. Possible reasons for
these properties are (1) elastic interactions between defects that are probably
important in wall formation and (2) low-dimensional defect transport that is
probably important for void and bubble lattice formation. In general, ordered defect
structures form when the following general conditions are satisfied [43]:

1. Agglomeration of vacancies into clusters during the collisional phase of cascade
cooling.

2. A bias for dislocations toward preferential absorption of interstitials over
vacancies.
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Fig. 8.40 Void lattice in
(a) Nb irradiated with
8.5 MeV Ta+ at 800 °C to
300 dpa (after [43]) and
(b) periodic arrays of planar
{001} walls of defects in Cu
irradiated to 0.65 dpa
(after [44])
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3. An asymmetry in the production and diffusion of mobile point defects (pro-
duction bias).

4. Some degree of anisotropy during the evolution of clustered defects. This could
be triggered either by diffusional anisotropies of point defects, or by anisotropic
elastic interaction between defect clusters during the latter stages of their
evolution.

Two features of void ordering are as follows: (1) The symmetry and crystallo-
graphic orientation of a void lattice are always the same as those of the host lattice
and (2) the void lattices are formed under neutron and heavy ion but not electron
irradiation. The occurrence of void lattice formation under cascade damage con-
ditions (neutron or ion irradiation) and its absence under single Frenkel pair pro-
duction (electron irradiation) are strong evidence for a key role of the 1D motion of
thermally stable SIA clusters directly produced in cascades. In cubic metals, void
ordering is probably due to one-dimensional SIA loop glide. This mechanism
would also provide an explanation for the enhanced swelling adjacent to grain
boundaries. The role of crowdions is unclear because of their limited effective
diffusion range [44]. However, it has been shown that when there is anisotropic
transport of self-interstitial atoms by the crowdion mechanism (i.e., transport in
which some crystal directions are preferred over others), voids occupying spatial
positions that form a regular lattice grow faster, on average, than the randomly
distributed voids [45]. However, for the void lattice to form, randomly distributed
voids have to disappear. This can occur through stochastic void coarsening. Since
void evolution in this case is sensitive to the spatial variations in the void growth
rate, even a small fraction of interstitials moving as crowdions can significantly
affect the spatial behavior of the void ensemble, resulting in the dissolution of
randomly distributed voids with lower growth rates by stochastic fluctuations, and
the nucleation and growth of voids forming a regular lattice. A general result of all
models proposed to explain void lattice formation is that the existence of funda-
mental asymmetries in the behavior of v-type and SIA-type defects (production,
diffusion, and annihilation), in spite of their principle particle–antiparticle relation,
is a necessary prerequisite for the formation of ordered defect structures in metals
under particle bombardment [44].

8.3.10 Effect of Microstructure and Composition

The alloy microstructure can exert significant effects on void nucleation and
growth. Microstructure features such as composition, solute addition, and precipi-
tate structure are among the most important in influencing void behavior.

Major Element Composition

In simple Fe–Cr–Ni austenitic alloys, swelling drops dramatically with increasing
nickel content, reaching a minimum at about 50 at.%. Figure 8.41 shows that the
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swelling dependence of nickel holds for various particle irradiations. The effect of
Ni content on swelling is primarily due to the change in incubation dose as shown
in Fig. 8.42. In fact, the data in Fig. 8.43 show that at steady state, the swelling rate
is the same over a wide range of nickel content.

Chromium content also affects swelling of austenitic alloys. Figure 8.44 shows
that increasing chromium over the range 15 to 30 % results in greater swelling. Less
data are available on the systematic effect of Cr than for Ni, but the available data
suggest that swelling increases monotonically with Cr content. Swelling is much
less of a problem in ferritic alloys, but reaches a maximum with a chromium content
of about 15 at.%. Figure 8.45 summarizes the effect of Ni and Cr on swelling in
Fe–Cr–Ni alloys at 675 °C.

Solute Additions

Void swelling should be inhibited by additions of minor elements that bind either
vacancies or interstitials with sufficient strength to reduce the effective mobility, thus
preventing defects from reaching sinks and promoting recombination. The effect of
solutes on the point defect balance equations was presented in Chap. 6, Sect. 6.4. The
effect of solute addition on void swelling behavior can be determined by solving Eq.
(6.66) through Eq. (6.70) and the nucleation rate, as in Eq. (8.35), and the void
swelling rate, as in Eq. (8.112). Results of numerical methods solution [47] show
that with increasing values of binding energy, the activation energy for void
nucleation increases (Fig. 8.46). The void swelling rate decreases with increasing
binding energy as shown in Fig. 8.47. The net effect of solute addition on void
swelling is shown in Fig. 8.48, which indicates that for increased solute concen-
tration and binding energy, void swelling decreases. Data on the role of solutes in
swelling are in general agreement with the model. Figure 8.49 shows that Si and P
strongly influence the swelling of austenitic stainless steels. In fact, Si is a fast
diffuser and is known to alter the ratio of diffusivities of the solvent atoms. As shown
in Fig. 8.50, the effect of P on swelling is indeed in extending the incubation period
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to larger doses. Oversize solutes such as Hf have a similar effect in suppressing the
nucleation of voids in stainless steels irradiated at ∼300 °C. While other factors are
important, Fig. 8.51 shows that the addition of ∼1 wt% Hf to 316 stainless steel
results in the suppression of void formation during Ni++ ion irradiation at 500 °C
through a dose of 50 dpa, compared to an incubation dose of only 2 dpa for the
reference 316 stainless steel alloy.
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Precipitates

Precipitates can act as recombination sites for vacancy–interstitial annihilation to
reduce void swelling. Precipitates can also inhibit dislocation climb necessary for
dislocations to act as a preferential sink for interstitials and hence retard void
growth.

In fact, precipitates can affect cavity growth in three ways [51]. The first is a
direct effect in which voids that are attached to precipitates can undergo large
growth rates because the precipitate acts as a collector of point defects. Precipitates
can indirectly affect void growth by changing the overall sink strength of the solid
or by changing the characteristics of the matrix.

As discussed in Sect. 5.8, the coherent precipitate is considered to be a site where
constrained recombination of defects occurs due to the distribution of saturable traps
that acquire a steady-state occupation probability as a result of a balance between
defect capture, defect thermal release, and extrinsic recombination with the
anti-defect. However, incoherent precipitates accept any excess point defect flux that
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happens to impinge on it. These precipitates can accumulate defects and may act as
sites for rapid transport of defects, similar to grain boundaries. In fact, they can serve
as sites for the collection of defects which are then channeled to voids.

While the potential exists for precipitates to strongly influence void growth
through their action as sinks or recombination sites, measurements of the effect of
precipitation on void growth have failed to show that they play a significant role.

Grain Boundaries

In polycrystalline materials, voids are not homogeneously distributed throughout a
grain. A common observation is that a region adjacent to the grain boundaries is
absent of voids. This region extends to a roughly fixed distance into the grain from
the grain boundary and is referred to as the void-denuded zone, shown in Fig. 8.52
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for ion-irradiated Ni and for lath boundaries in ferritic–martensitic alloy HT9.
Considering only Frenkel pair production, e.g., electron irradiation, these denuded
zones occur because of the diffusion of vacancies to the grain boundary sink that
reduces the vacancy supersaturation near the grain boundary below the level needed
to sustain void nucleation. Note in Fig. 8.53 that denuded zone occurrence is
dependent on the sink strength of the grain boundary. In the same sample, a random
high-angle grain boundary (RHGB) exhibits a clear denuded zone (Fig. 8.53(a)),
but a coincident site lattice boundary (CSLB) shows no such zone (Figure 8.53(b)).
The difference is likely due to the low energy of the CSLB, resulting in a low sink
strength. Figure 8.53(c) is an extreme example of a heterogeneous void distribution
in ferritic–martensitic alloy HT9 that is, perhaps, due to the many void-denuded
zones next to grain boundaries.

Figure 8.54 shows the normalized vacancy supersaturation (S/S0) profiles as a
function of distance from the grain boundary, represented as a fraction of the grain
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diameter, dg. Two features are of significance. First, regardless of grain size, the
vacancy concentration drops to nearly zero at the grain boundary, greatly reducing
the vacancy supersaturation in its vicinity. Second, with increasing grain size, the
depth-dependent portion of the vacancy supersaturation profile extends deeper into
the grain interior and its peak value becomes smaller as the grain size gets smaller.
Figure 8.55 shows the calculated grain size–dependent supersaturation and exper-
imentally measured swelling as a function of grain size. With decreasing grain size,
more and more vacancies produced in the grain interior manage to diffuse to and
annihilate at the grain boundaries. Thus, the volume of solid in which the vacancy
supersaturation can support void nucleation decreases with decreasing grain size.
The implication is that void swelling can be suppressed by reducing the grain size
below some critical size.

150 nm

200 nm

(a)

(b)

Fig. 8.52 Transmission electron micrographs of the void denuded zone (a) in ion-irradiated nickel
(after [52]) and (b) near lath boundaries in alloy HT9 irradiated with 5 MeV Fe++ ions at 460 °C to
375 dpa after preimplantation with 1 appm He (courtesy A. Monterrosa)
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Fig. 8.53 Denuded zone (a) at a random grain boundary, (b) at a CSLB in Fe–15Cr–15Ni
following neutron irradiation at 476 °C to 18 dpa (after [53]), and (c) in HT9 irradiated at 460 °C
to 375 dpa (courtesy K. Sun)
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The data shown in Fig. 8.55 come from 1 MeV electron irradiation that produces
isolated Frenkel pairs distributed homogeneously in the solid. In this case, damage
accumulation can be understood in terms of random, three-dimensional diffusion
and biased attraction of monointerstitials to dislocations using conventional rate
theory. Conversely, under cascade damage conditions, the nucleation and growth of
cavities are significantly enhanced in the zone immediately adjacent to the
void-denuded zone along the grain boundaries, referred to as the peak zone, as in
Fig. 8.56. This peak zone is believed to be a consequence of the production bias.
One-dimensional glide of small interstitial clusters will remove SIAs from the grain
interior to grain boundaries over distances up to several microns. The result is the
generation of a high vacancy supersaturation in the peak zone adjacent to the
denuded zone in cases where cascades are formed. Thus, the observation of the
peak zone formation under cascade damage conditions and its absence during
single-displacement conditions likely arise because of differences in recoil energy.
The consequence is that under cascade damage conditions, void swelling would
first increase with increasing grain size, reaching a maximum at a grain size when
the peak zone maxima overlap. Swelling would then decrease with grain size,
becoming independent of the grain size at sizes greater than the peak zone width.
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8.3.11 Effect of Reactor Operating History

Much of our understanding of void behavior in metals comes from irradiation in
reactors. The experimental data are used to validate models and to provide material
parameters to benchmark the models. Given that most models assume that reactor
parameters (temperature, dose rate, stress) are constant over time, it is often true that
in both commercial and test reactors these parameters can vary considerably during
operation and due to the shutdown–start-up cycle. It is not unusual for irradiation
experiments to experience numerous power (and hence temperatures) reductions
over the course of a six-month to one-year irradiation. Garner [55] cites one
instance in which a 600 °C, three-year irradiation, experienced 237 temperature
setbacks in the first year, during which the temperature fell to as low as 50 °C.
While the dose accumulated at these lower-than-target temperatures is low
(0.12 dpa in the 3.5 dpa accumulated in year 1), they can have a profound effect on
the microstructure.

Figure 8.57(a) shows the difference of dislocation loop size and number density
in Ni–2.0Si samples irradiated in JMTR at 400 °C for the case of “conventional”
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temperature control versus one where the temperature control was considerably
improved. The smaller mean loop size and larger density are likely the result of
additional loop nucleation during the periods where temperature was low, but the
neutron flux was nonzero. This low-temperature microstructure persisted at the

(a)

(b)

Fig. 8.57 (a) Effect of temperature control on dislocation loop formation and growth in Ni–2 %Si
irradiated at 400 °C in the Japan Materials Test Reactor (JMTR) to a dose of *1024 n/m2. LHS is
conventional control (0.92 × 1024 n/m2, E > 1.0 MeV), and RHS is improved control
(0.96 × 1024 n/m2). (b) Effect of shutdown rate on the formation of small dislocation loops in
Fe–15Cr–16Ni irradiated at in FFTF at 600 °C. The image on the left underwent a slow
temperature decrease during power shutdowns compared to a very rapid reduction in temperature
at shutdown for the sample on the right (after [55])
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nominal irradiation temperature and resulted in an alteration of the loop size dis-
tribution as compared to the case in which temperature was controlled.
Low-temperature loop nucleation in a high-temperature microstructure can also
affect the evolution of the void microstructure.

Figure 8.57(b) shows the microstructure of a Fe–15Cr–16Ni alloy irradiated at
600 °C in the Materials Open Test Assembly (MOTA) in the Fast Flux Test Facility
(FFTF) to comparable doses. The sample on the left was in an assembly, and reactor
shutdown occurred over a six-hour period during which the temperature was
reduced by 50–100 °C and then to gradually over the six-hour period during which
the flux was also decreased. Irradiation during cooling is responsible for the for-
mation of the fine dislocation loop structure. Following rapid shutdown during
which the neutron flux and temperature are decreased over a several minute period,
no fine loop structure is observed. The fast drop in temperature does not provide an
opportunity to accumulate enough dose in this intermediate-temperature regime to
cause loop nucleation.

The significance of these observations is twofold. First, that a low-temperature
dislocation microstructure introduced into a high-temperature microstructure can
alter the further development of that microstructure, affecting both loop and void
evolution. Second, only very small doses (<0.1 dpa) are required to nucleate the fine
loop structure that remains stable during the continuation of the irradiation at high
temperature. These data also provide additional information on the loop nucleation
rate, indicating that it is perhaps higher than current models can explain.

8.4 Bubbles

Up to this point, we have been treating voids as essentially empty cavities that grow
and shrink by the absorption of vacancies. We have accounted for the effect of gas
atoms on the nucleation of voids and also on the equilibrium vacancy concentration
at the void surface. But we have not discussed the magnitude of the pressure in the
void due to the gas and the effect this may have on the growth of the void. We also
have made no distinction between a void and a bubble. One question that we would
like to answer is how much gas must a void have in order to be considered a
bubble? In a practical sense, the distinction is largely one of degree and character.
A cavity is considered to be a bubble if the effect of the gas (on the surface energy
and due to the pressure) causes the cavity to become spherical. This is essentially
how voids and bubbles are distinguished in transmission electron microscopy. Due
to the periodicity of the lattice, cavities will be faceted with the facets lying on the
close-packed planes. But if the surface energy is changed by the gas, or if the gas
pressure is high enough, then the cavity will become spherical in shape. Of course,
very large voids will approach a spherical shape as the contribution of the facets
diminishes with increasing void radius.

Because insoluble gases are often formed by transmutation when certain ele-
ments are irradiated, inert gas bubbles form, which alter the mechanical and
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physical properties of an alloy. Bubble formation depends on the mobility of the gas
(in the form of either individual atoms or complexes), the minimum number of gas
atoms which are able to form a stable nucleus and the rate at which lattice vacancies
can be supplied to enhance the stability of a nucleated core.

Bubbles nucleate under irradiation and then grow or redissolve. The criterion is
that nucleation ceases when a gas atom diffusing at random is most likely to
encounter a pre-existing nucleus rather than take part in creating a new one. The
resulting bubble density varies inversely as the square root of the gas atom diffusion
coefficient and thus increases with decreasing temperature.

The following assumptions about bubble nucleation under irradiation are made.
Homogeneous nucleation is predicated on the premise that bubbles grow by the
interaction of gas atoms from a background atomic population on a random basis.
Thus, no account is taken of local effects such as cascade processes or precipitation
on lattice defects or impurity agglomerates. Concerning stable nuclei, we assume
that a pair of gas atoms is stable against thermal dissociation and that its activation
energy is such that its motion may be ignored with respect to that of single gas
atoms.

In this section, we will first consider the mechanics of bubbles followed by the
development of bubble growth models that will closely parallel void growth.

8.4.1 Bubble Mechanics

For a bubble of radius R, embedded in a solid medium, the change in the free
energy of the solid due to the bubble is:

dG ¼ V dpþ cdA: ð8:209Þ

Since

V dp ¼ d(pVÞ � p dV ; ð8:210Þ

and for an ideal gas, pV = constant and V = 4/3πR3, then:

dG
dr

¼ �4pR2 p� 2c
R

� �
: ð8:211Þ

Setting dG/ dr = 0 yields:

p ¼ 2c=R: ð8:212Þ

Thus, the equilibrium condition for a bubble is expressed by the force balance
p = 2γ/R, in which the force due to the outward pressure of the gas, p, is balanced by
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the inward-acting force due to the surface tension, 2γ/R. In the presence of a stress,
the force balance becomes:

p ¼ 2c
R
� r: ð8:213Þ

where positive stress is tension.
All bubble models require a specific relation between the number of gas atoms in

a bubble and its radius. The van der Waals equation of state is used to describe the
thermodynamic state of inert gas in bubbles. Let nx be the number of gas atoms in a
spherical bubble of radius R and the gas density is ρg. Then,

nx ¼ ð4=3pR3Þqg: ð8:214Þ

From the ideal gas law (pV = nkT), we have:

p
V
n
¼ kT or

p
qg

¼ kT or p ¼ 3nkT
4pR3 : ð8:215Þ

Using Eq. (8.212) for mechanical equilibrium to eliminate ρg and p in Eqs. (8.214)
and (8.215) gives:

nx ¼ 4=3pR3 2c
RkT

¼ 8pR2c
3kT

:

ð8:216Þ

For small R, 1/ρg is not proportional to R and we must account for the volume
occupied by the gas atoms themselves. We do this by modifying Eq. (8.215) to
include a term B which is a function of temperature and pressure. This gives us van
der Waals equation of state:

p
1
qg

� B

 !
¼ kT or

1
qg

¼ Bþ kT
2c

� �
R; ð8:217Þ

and Eq. (8.216) becomes:

nx ¼ 8pR2c
3ðkT þ 2Bc=RÞ ¼

4=3pR3

BþðkT=2cÞR : ð8:218Þ

For large R, the perfect gas approximation applies, and for very small R, the dense
gas limit applies. Physically, there is a minimum volume occupied by each atom, B,
and as R decreases, the volume per atom approaches this limit. The result is:
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1
qg

¼ B
nm3

atom
: dense gas limit ; ð8:219Þ

and

1
qg

ffi kT
2c

� �
R : ideal gas limit : ð8:220Þ

Note that for stainless steel at 500 °C, where γ* 1.75 J/m2, 2γ/kT ∼ 328 nm−2, then
1
qg

ffi 3� 10�4R
nm3

atom
:

The limiting cases corresponding to Eqs. (8.219) and (8.220) are:

nx ¼ 4pR3

3B

� �
for smallR ð8:221Þ

¼ 4pR2

3

� �
2c
kT

� �
for largeR : ð8:222Þ

If Eq. (8.212) is not satisfied, then the bubble is described as a non-equilibrium
bubble. That is, the bubble is not in equilibrium with the solid. Mechanical equi-
librium is usually maintained by a flow of vacancies to the bubble to provide the
additional volume needed to accommodate the influx of gas atoms. Whether
Eq. (8.212) is satisfied depends on the relative absorption rate of vacancies and gas
atoms by the bubble. A bubble of radius R can be considered as the absence of
(4/3πR3)/Ω matrix atoms where Ω is the atomic volume. The empty sphere of radius
R can be thought of as consisting of nv vacancies given by:

nv ¼ 4=3pR3

X
: ð8:223Þ

The number of gas atoms in a sphere of radius R in mechanical equilibrium is given
by Eq. (8.218). The number of vacancies per gas atom in an equilibrium bubble is
then:

nv
nx

¼ kT
2c

� �
R
X

þ B
X
: ð8:224Þ

Note that nx increases as R2, but nv increases as R3, so increasing numbers of
vacancies are needed per gas atom in order to maintain equilibrium.

Stress is accounted for by taking Eq. (8.213) and substituting for p from
Eq. (8.215) to give:
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r ¼ 2c
R
� 3nxkT

4pR3 ; ð8:225Þ

where σ is the hydrostatic tensile stress. The critical bubble radius for unstable
bubble growth is determined by setting dσ/dr = 0 and solving for R, yielding:

Rc ¼ 9nxkT
8pc

� �1=2

: ð8:226Þ

Substituting for Rc in Eq. (8.226) into Eq. (8.225) gives:

rc ¼ 128nc3

81nxkT

� �1=2

; or nx ¼ 128nc3

81r2ckT
: ð8:227Þ

The critical bubble radius, Rc, is related to the equilibrium bubble radius, R0, by
expressing Eqs. (8.216) and (8.226) in terms of the number of gas atoms in the
bubble, nx, and eliminating nx, giving:

Rc ¼
ffiffiffi
3

p
R0 ; ð8:228Þ

and the critical stress in terms of R0 is:

rc ¼ 4
ffiffiffi
3

p
c

9R0
: ð8:229Þ

Substituting for Eq. (8.222) into Eq. (8.225) to eliminate nx gives a relation between
the applied stress, the initial bubble size, and the critical bubble size:

rc ¼ 2c
Rc

1� R2
0

R2
c

� �
: ð8:230Þ

Equations (8.229) and (8.230) provide the bubble stability criterion in terms of the
applied stress and the bubble size. For bubbles of size R0, Eq. (8.229) gives the
critical stress for stability. For a solid with bubbles of size R0 < Rc, application of a
tensile stress σc will cause the bubble to grow to size Rc specified by Eq. (8.230). If
R0 > Rc or if σc is greater than the right-hand side of Eq. (8.229), then the bubble
will grow without bound. Or, for a given applied stress, Eq. (8.229) gives the
critical bubble radius for stability. Equation (8.226) can be compared to the stability
equation for a gas-free void in a solid subject to a stress, σ. For p = 0 in Eq. (8.213),
we have that σ = 2γ/R. The numerical coefficient in Eq. (8.229) is about 0.77, which
is less by about a factor of 3 than the coefficient for the void. The difference is due
to the effect of the gas pressure in the bubble that assists the stress.
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8.4.2 Growth Law

Analogous to void growth, the time rate of change of the volume of a bubble is
equal to the difference in the rates at which vacancies and interstitials are absorbed
and to the volume carried by each of these point defects:

d
dt

4
3
pR3

� �
¼ X ½4pRDvðCv � Cv

vÞ � 4pRDiðCi � Cv
i Þ� ; ð8:231Þ

and so the growth law is:

dR
dt

� _R ¼ X
R
½DvðCv � CV

v Þ � DiðCi � CV
i Þ�; ð8:232Þ

where CV
v and CV

i are the concentrations of vacancies and interstitials at the bubble
surface and Cv and Ci are the point defect concentrations in the bulk solid. The
thermodynamic vacancy concentration at the bubble surface given by Eq. (8.85) is
modified to include the effect of gas pressure in the bubble:

CV
v ¼ C0

v exp
�X
kT

p� 2c
R

� �� �
; ð8:233Þ

and for interstitials

CV
i ¼ C0

i exp
X
kT

p� 2c
R

� �� �
; ð8:234Þ

where C0
v and C0

i are the thermodynamic equilibrium concentrations of vacancies
and interstitials, respectively, for a stress-free solid and the exponential terms reflect
the presence of a mechanical stress acting on the solid equal in magnitude to p − 2γ/
R. Because C0

i is so small, the interstitial term, as in Eq. (8.234), can be neglected.
Setting dR/dt = 0 in Eq. (8.232) and substituting Eq. (8.233) for CV

v into the
resulting expression, taking logarithms and rearranging gives [56, 57]:

Rc ¼ 2c

pþ kT
X

ln Sv
; ð8:235Þ

where Sv is the effective vacancy supersaturation given by:

Sv ¼ DvCv � DiCi

DvC0
v

: ð8:236Þ
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Now, substituting Eq. (8.215) for p into Eq. (8.235) and rearranging gives:

gðRcÞ ¼ R3
c �

2cX
kT ln Sv

R2
c þ

3nxX
4p ln Sv

¼ 0; ð8:237Þ

where the expression denoted by the function g(Rc) is zero when Rc is a root. The
growth rate is plotted as a function of void radius in Fig. 8.58 for three conditions.
The lower curve is the case where Eq. (8.237) has three real roots, the middle curve
shows the case in which at least two of the roots are equal, and the upper curve has
one real root [57]. In case I, the roots are denoted RB

c and RV
c . A void containing

enough gas atoms that it is between RB
c and RV

c will shrink back to RB
c . A void with

the same number of gas atoms but with radius below RB
c will grow to RB

c and
stop. Finally, a void with the same number of gas atoms and with radius above RV

c
will grow without limit by bias-driven growth. As the number of gas atoms
increases, Eq. (8.237) is represented by curves that progress from I to II to III. In the
case of curve III, the number of gas atoms is large enough that there will be no
intersections with the dR/dt = 0 axis and these cavities will only grow by
bias-driven growth. At some critical number of gas atoms, there is just one inter-
section of the function dR/dt with the dR/dt = 0 axis. This case is represented by
curve II. In this case, the corresponding number of gas atoms is denoted as nx

* and
the corresponding minimum critical radius where RB

c and RV
c coincide is denoted as

R

c . The quantity, nx

*, is the maximum number of gas atoms that may be contained in
a cavity for there to still exist a critical radius, with a minimum value of R


c .
The minimum critical radius, R


c . can be found by taking the derivative of
Eq. (8.237) with respect to Rc, giving:

dgðRcÞ
dRc

¼ 3R2
c �

4cX
kT ln Sv

Rc: ð8:238Þ
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Fig. 8.58 Schematic plot of
cavity growth rate as a
function of cavity radius for
increasing amount of helium
gas in the void or Sv
(after [56])
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Setting Eqs. (8.237) and (8.238) to zero simultaneously yields the minimum critical
radius:

R

c ¼

4cX
3kT ln Sv

; ð8:239Þ

and from Eq. (8.226):

n
x ¼
128pc3X2

81ðkTÞ3ðln SvÞ2
: ð8:240Þ

Stoller et al. [57] noted that Eq. (8.240) can be written for non-spherical cavities
using a shape factor, FV, such that:

n
x ¼
32FVc3X

2

27ðkTÞ3ðln SvÞ2
; ð8:241Þ

where FV = 4π/3 for a spherical void. He also notes that more physically reasonable
solutions are obtained using a hard sphere equation of state rather than the ideal gas
law, which tends to overpredict swelling incubation times.

It should also be noted that Eqs. (8.240) and (8.228) are the same when σ is
replaced with Ω/ln S, indicating that the stability criterion is the same regardless of
whether the solid is acted on by an actual stress or an effective stress defined by the
irradiation-induced vacancy supersaturation. A bubble is stable for negative vacancy
supersaturation and can be stable or metastable for positive vacancy supersaturation,
depending on the magnitude of the supersaturation, the gas content, and the bubble
size according to Fig. 8.58. For a constant stress or irradiation-induced vacancy
supersaturation, when the stability limit is reached by gas absorption, a bubble starts
to grow by vacancy absorption and is transformed into a cavity. Equations (8.239)
and (8.226) describe the bubble-to-void conversion criterion.

Equation (8.232) can be used to calculate the swelling rate due to bubble
swelling by assuming all gas to be in the bubbles, resolution to be insignificant, and
the gas to be ideal such that:

p ¼ nxkT
4=3pR3qB

; ð8:242Þ

where ρB is the total bubble density and nx ¼ _xt is the gas concentration in the solid
being produced by transmutation at a rate of _x The swelling rate due to bubble
growth is:

dðDV=VÞ=dt ¼ ð4pR2qB=XÞdR=dt: ð8:243Þ
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8.4.3 Bubble Growth by Dislocation Loop Punching

While vacancy diffusion is the prime mechanism contributing to bubble growth on a
fine scale, an additional mechanism for bubble growth in the case of high gas pressure
is dislocation loop punching. If the pressure in the bubble is large enough, the stress in
the solid nearby may reach a level where dislocation sources can be activated,
resulting in the growth of the bubble by punching out a dislocation loop (Fig. 8.59).
Recall that the stress required to operate a Frank–Read source is*μb/l, where l is the
spacing between pinning points. Dislocation sources that are easiest to activate will be
those with l* r0, where r0 is the radius of the bubble. So the excess pressure required
for the bubble to generate dislocations is then *μb/r0. The magnitude of the excess
pressure required to generate prismatic dislocations can be determined by comparing
the free energy change of the bubble upon creation of a dislocation loop of size equal to
the bubble, to the energy of the loop itself [59]. Thework to increase the bubble size is:

DF ¼ �pdV ¼ � p� 2c
r0

� �
pr20b; ð8:244Þ

where p is the pressure in the bubble, V is the bubble volume, γ is the surface
energy, and b is the Burgers vector magnitude. Neglecting the stacking fault energy
contribution, the energy of the prismatic dislocation loop of radius r0 given by
Eq. (7.64) is approximated as:

EL ¼ lb2r0
2ð1� vÞ ln

4r0
rc

; ð8:245Þ

where rc is the dislocation core radius. For dislocation loop formation to be ener-
getically possible,

p� 2c
r

� �
pr20b[

lb2r0
2ð1� vÞ ln

4r0
rc

; ð8:246Þ

or approximating EL as πμb2r0:

p[ ð2cþ lbÞ=r0: ð8:247Þ

P

Fig. 8.59 Schematic illustration of the growth of a bubble by dislocation loop punching (after [58])
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For typical values of γ and μ, the gas pressure in the bubble must be about an order
of magnitude greater than 2γ/r0 before dislocations can be generated and allow the
bubble to expand.

8.4.4 Bubble Lattices

Similar to void lattices described earlier, high levels of He can result in the orga-
nization of gas bubble lattices. In fact, gas bubble lattice formation has been
observed in bcc, fcc, and hcp metals following He injection at temperatures <0.3Tm
[60]. Helium bubbles in Cu are aligned with dense-packed rows parallel to matrix
{111} directions. Johnson et al. [60] measured the lattice constant of the He bubble
superlattice in Cu to be aHe = 7.6 nm, corresponding to a bubble density of 1025

bubbles/m3. Figure 8.60 shows a bright-field transmission electron micrograph of a
helium gas bubble lattice in molybdenum following 40 keV He+ irradiation to a
dose of 5 × 1021 He+/m2 at 500 °C. While the same forces driving the formation of
void lattices are expected to apply to bubble lattices, additional interactions may
arise due to the close spacing of overpressurized bubbles, such as bubble growth by
dislocation loop punching.

8.4.5 Helium Production

An important ingredient in bubble formation and growth is the production of
helium. In a reactor, He production is governed by the boron and nickel contents of
the alloy through the reactions:

10B(n; aÞ7Li ; ð8:248Þ

Fig. 8.60 He gas bubble superlattice formed in molybdenum following 40 keV He+ irradiation to
a dose of 5 × 1021 He+/m2 at 500 °C (after [43])
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and the two-step reaction:

58Ni(n; cÞ59Ni(n; aÞ56Fe : ð8:249Þ

The thermal neutron (n, α) cross section for 10B is very large, about 3837b, while
the thermal neutron cross sections for the reactions in Eq. (8.249) are 4.6b and
12.3b, respectively. For thermal reactors then, a large amount of helium is produced
early in life from transmutation of boron, but this source burns out by about 1 dpa
(*1021 n/cm2).

The presence of nickel in stainless steels provides a smaller but sustained source
of helium at higher dose. 59Ni is not a naturally occurring isotope and is produced
from 58Ni. Thus, this helium contribution involves a delay relative to that of
single-step threshold (n, α) reactions [61]. Since both steps of the sequence involve
cross sections that increase with decreasing energy and the second step exhibits a
resonance at 203 eV, the generation rate per dpa in fast reactors increases near the
core boundaries and out-of-core areas.

Nickel has five naturally occurring stable isotopes with 58Ni comprising 67.8 %
natural abundance, 60Ni comprising 26.2, and *6.1 % total of 61Ni, 62Ni, and 64Ni.
There is no natural 59Ni or 63Ni at the beginning of radiation. During irradiation in a
highly thermalized neutron spectrum, all nickel isotopes are strongly transmuted,
primarily to the next higher isotopic number of nickel. 59Ni has a half-life of
76,000 years and is progressively transmuted to 60Ni, while 58Ni is continuously
reduced in concentration. Therefore, the 59Ni concentration rises to a peak at a
thermal neutron fluence of 4 × 1022 n cm−2 where the 59/58 ratio peaks at *0.04
and then declines, as shown in Fig. 8.61.
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In this regard, thermal reactors produce greater amounts of helium at low-dose
and in a lower-dose-rate environment, making low-dose helium-induced swelling a
potentially greater problem in a thermal reactor than in a fast reactor. Figure 8.62
shows the production rate of helium from an alloy containing 58Ni and 10B in the
HFIR (thermal) reactor. Note that the production rate of helium is dominated at low
fluence by the contribution from 10B and at higher fluence by 58Ni. Helium buildup
for the same alloy in a fast reactor and a fusion reactor is shown for comparison.
Note that the helium buildup in a fusion reactor matches that in HFIR, and both are
higher than that in a fast reactor.

The reaction in Eq. (8.249) has another important consequence. The recoil of the
59Ni upon emission of the gamma ray produces only about five displacements per
event and usually is not a significant addition to the displacement dose. However,
the isotope 59Ni undergoes three strong reactions with thermal and resonance
(*0.2 keV) neutrons, two of which are highly exothermic and can significantly add
to the dpa level. These reactions, in order of highest-to-lowest thermal cross section,
are (n, γ) to produce 60Ni, followed by (n, α) and (n, p) to produce helium and
hydrogen, respectively.

Even at relatively low thermal-to-fast neutron ratios, the reaction sequence can
produce significant amounts of helium. For example, He/dpa ratios in the order of
*3–8 appm dpa−1 can be experienced along the length of a 316 stainless baffle bolt
in the baffle–former assembly of a pressurized water reactor [61], while comparable
rates in fast reactors are in the order of 0.1–0.2 appm dpa−1. In thermalized spectra,
the latter two reactions can quickly overwhelm the gas production produced by
nickel at high neutron energies. The 59Ni(n, α) reaction releases 5.1 MeV in the
form of a 4.8 MeV alpha particle, which loses most of its energy by electronic
losses that results in the deposition of significant thermal energy but the production
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Fig. 8.62 Helium buildup versus fluence for stainless steel in HFIR (thermal reactor), a fusion
reactor spectrum, and a fast reactor spectrum. In the figure, r is the atom fraction of boron or nickel
in the alloy and q is the initial fraction of the isotope listed in the figure (after [27])
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of only *62 atomic displacements per each event, and a recoiling 56 Fe carrying
340 keV, which is very large compared to most primary knock-on energies, and
produces *1700 displacements per event.

An example of the time-dependent increase in dpa rate in highly thermalized
light water spectra is shown for pure nickel in Fig. 8.63 for a thermal-to-fast ratio of
2.0. Note that the calculated increase in this figure addresses only the 59Ni(n, α)
reaction. Additional increases occur as a result of the 59Ni(n, p) and 59Ni(n, γ)
reactions, resulting in roughly doubling the dpa due to the three 59Ni reactions
before a calculated dose of *40 dpa is attained.

An even stronger example of the linkage of the 59Ni transmutation effect and the
displacement process has been observed [62]. In-core thermal-to-fast ratios in heavy
water-moderated reactors such as CANDUs are on the order of *10, but far from
the core, the ratio can be near *1000. Compression-loaded springs constructed of
high nickel alloy X-750 were examined after 18.5 years of operation far from the
core and were found to be completely relaxed. Calculating the 59Ni contribution, it
was deduced that full relaxation occurred in *3–4 years rather than the 650–
700 years one would predict based on dpa calculated without taking into account
the 59Ni contribution. Therefore, in this case, 59Ni contributed *95 % of the dpa
damage. Additionally, 1100 appm of helium was calculated to have been produced
at the midsection of the spring in *3 years, with *20,000 appm helium having
been produced when the spring was examined after 18.5 years of exposure.
Figure 8.64 shows calculations of H, He, and displacement damage in alloy X-750
garter springs used in CANDU reactors as a function of fluence. Note that at end of
life (*4.5 × 1023 n/cm2), the damage level is *65 dpa of which *62 dpa comes
from the recoil of 59Ni, the He level is 22,000 appm (338 appm He/dpa), and the H
level is *4500 appm (69 appm H/dpa). Such levels of He and potentially H will
cause significant bubble formation and swelling in the alloy.
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Fig. 8.63 Increase in dpa arising from the effect of 59Ni to produce helium when pure nickel is
irradiated in the HFIR test reactor in the peripheral target position where the thermal-to-fast ratio is
2.0 (after [62])
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Another consequence of the 59Ni sequence is the inducement of temperature
increases due to gamma heating. At the peak 59Ni level reached at 4 × 1022 n cm−2

(Fig. 8.61), the nuclear heating rates from the energetic (n, α) and (n, p) reactions
are 0.377 and 0.023 Wg−1 of nickel, significantly larger than the neutron heating
level of *0.03 Wg−1 of natural nickel. Thus, an increase in nuclear heating of
*0.4 Wg−1 of nickel must be added to the gamma heating rate at the peak 59Ni
level. Depending on the nickel level of the steel and the level of gamma heating,
which is the primary cause of temperature increases in the interior of thick plates,
this additional heating contribution may or may not be significant.

Gamma heating is also a strong function of the thermal-to-fast (T/F) neutron ratio
and the neutron flux, being *54 Wg−1 in the center of the HFIR test reactor where
the T/F ratio is *2.0. In pressurized water reactors in austenitic core internals,
however, the T/F ratios are lower by a factor of 2–10, depending on location, and the
gamma heating rates in the baffle–former assembly are*1–3 Wg−1. In this case, an
additional 0.4 Wg−1 of nuclear heating can be a significant but time-dependent
addition to total heating, especially for high-nickel alloys.

Nomenclature

a Lattice constant
AX
v;i Absorption rate of vacancies, interstitials by sink X

B Volume occupied by a gas atom in a bubble
Bd Dislocation bias term defined below Eq. (8.184) as Bd = (zi

d − zv
d)/zv

d

CgiL Concentration of glissile SIA loops
Cj Concentration of species j
Cj
0 Thermal equilibrium concentration of species j

CL
v Vacancy concentration in equilibrium with a dislocation loop

CV
v Vacancy concentration at the void surface

Dj Diffusion coefficient of species j
Dc Diffusive spread due to cascades
De Diffusive spread due to vacancy emission
Ds Diffusive spread due to single defect jumps
E Energy
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E j
b

Binding energy of specie j

EJ
f Formation energy of specie j

E j
m Migration energy of specie j

EvL Effective binding energy of vacancies with vacancy clusters
Ev;i

 See definition after Eq. (8.167)

FV Shape factor (= 4π/3 for spherical void)
g(Rc) Void growth rate factor, defined in Eq. (8.216)
G Free energy
G0 Free energy of perfect lattice
ΔG Change in free energy
ΔGn

0 Activation barrier for void nucleation without interstitials
ΔGn

′ Activation barrier for void nucleation with interstitials
H Enthalpy, also Henry’s law constant, as in Eq. (8.57)
J Nucleation current
k Boltzmann’s constant
k2g Sink strength for 1D diffusing SIA clusters

kX
2 Sink strength of sink X
kj
2 Total sink strength species j
keffcl Effective production rate of defects in clusters and free form
Kj Loss rate of species j
Kiv Vacancy–interstitial recombination rate
keffj Effective production rate of free defects of type j

K0 Defect production rate
kcx Rate of gas atom resolution
l Distance of cluster to a grain boundary
Lj Thermal emission rate of species j
mi Number of interstitial in an interstitial loop
M Helium concentration
Mx Helium cluster of x gas atoms
n Number of vacancies in a void
ncr Number of vacancies in a void of critical size
nk; n0k Critical void nucleus cluster size
nvi Number of vacancies and interstitials
Ndj Average number of defects of type j generated in a single cascade
N0 Number of lattice sites per unit volume
NR Number of defects per unit volume that have recombined
NS Number of defects per unit volume lost to sinks
p Gas pressure
Pm Probability of nucleating a void embryo of size m
Q Sink strength ratio
R Radius
rc Recombination volume radius, or dislocation core radius (Eq. 8.245)
r0 Prismatic dislocation loop radius
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R Void or bubble radius
Rg Grain radius
Rc Critical bubble radius
Rcr Critical void radius
Riv Vacancy–interstitial recombination rate
Rmax Saturation void size
R0 Equilibrium bubble radius
_R Rate of change of radius, growth rate
rk, rk

′ Critical void nucleus radius
S Entropy
Sj Supersaturation of species j
T Temperature
V Volume
ΔV/V Fractional volume
wn Number of ways of removing ρ0(n) voids of size n from a solid
x Number of gas atoms in a void
xvcl,icl Mean sizes of vacancy and SIA glissile clusters
zv Vacancy bias factor
zi Interstitial bias factor
ziv Combinatorial factor for vacancy–interstitial recombination
Z Zeldovich factor
Z′ Zeldovich factor in the presence of interstitials or in a stressed solid
αj Emission rate of species j
β 2γΩ/kT defined in Eq. (8.71)
βj Absorption rate of species j
δ Thickness of void shell
egi Fraction of interstitials in glissile clusters
εj Fraction of defect j that is lost to clusters
εr Fraction of Frenkel pairs that recombine during cascade cooling
Φ Fluence or dose
γ Surface energy
γSFE Stacking fault energy

Λ Defined in Eq. (8.182) as
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
k2g=2

q
η Defined in Eq. (8.117)
μ Shear modulus
μx Chemical potential of species x
ν Poisson’s ratio
θ Angle between surface and tangent to void, as in Eq. (8.81)
Θ Defined in Eq. (8.98)
ρ Void size distribution
ρx Density of entity x
σicl Interaction cross section for SIA loops
σvcl Interaction cross section for vacancy loops
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σh Hydrostatic stress
Σs Macroscopic neutron scattering cross section
τ Time Constant
Ω Atomic volume
ξ Defined in Eq. (8.15)
ζ Defined in Eq. (8.130)

Subscripts

B Bubbles
cr Critical size
CP Coherent precipitates
d Dislocations
db Dislocation bias
g Glissile clusters or gas
gb Grain boundary
g Glissile SIA loops
hom Homogeneous
i Interstitials
icl SIA loops
j Defect specie representation
IP Incoherent precipitates
L Dislocation loops
N Network dislocations
pb Production bias
s Sinks
v Vacancy
V Void
vcl Vacancy loops
0 Equilibrium

Superscripts

c Cascades
E Vacancy emission
g Glissile
L Loops
m Number of vacancies in a void embryo of size m
s Single defects, sessile
V Voids
0 Equilibrium
* Minimum critical value
′ In the presence of interstitials
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Problems

8:1 In a solid where the effect of interstitials is neglected (i.e., where βi/βv = 0),

(a) Determine the critical void embryo size (in terms of the number of
vacancies and void radius).

(b) Show schematically how the number of vacancies in the critical size
void embryo varies with:

(i) Temperature
(ii) Degree of vacancy supersaturation
(iii) Void surface energy
(iv) The presence of interstitials.

(c) How do your answers to parts (a) and (b) change when an inert gas is
present?

8:2 Determine the critical void embryo size for 316 stainless steel (a = 0.3 nm,
γ = 1.75 J/m2) irradiated at 500 °C so as to produce a vacancy supersaturation
of 103.

8:3 Derive Eq. (8.40).
8:4 Calculate and plot the relative void growth rate _R= _Ro for stainless steel

(Tm = 1823 K) as a function of T/Tm, given that

Qv
f ¼ 1:4 eV

Qv
m ¼ 1:09 eV

qd ¼ 1010 cm�2

Rs ¼ 0:3 cm�1

/ ¼ 1014 n=cm2s

m ¼ # displacements=neutron ¼ 100

ziv ¼ 30

zi ¼ 1:02

zv ¼ 1:00

a3 ¼ X ¼ 0:011 nm3

kT=2c ¼ 0:01 nm2

m ¼ 1013 s�1

Neglect voids as sinks (ρV ≃ 0) and precipitates (ρCP ≃ 0) and loops as sinks
(ρL ≃ 0). Assume the vacancy diffusion coefficient is given by
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Dv ¼ va2 expð�Qv
m=kTÞ

and the equilibrium vacancy concentration is given by

C0
v ¼ X�1 expð�Qv

f =kTÞ :

Assume the void diameter is 50 nm.
8:5 The equation for growth of a cavity is given by:

dR
dt

¼ X
R
½DvðCv � CV

v Þ � DiCi� :

Explain what happens to the cavity growth rate if the radiation dose rate
doubles. Assume low sink strength and low temperature. Explain what
happens if the radiation stops, but the sample is held at the same temperature
at which it was irradiated.

8:6 A solid is subjected to a neutron flux, resulting in void formation and growth.
At time t1, a condition is reached where the dislocation density is 109 cm−2,
the voids are all 100 nm in diameter at a density of 1014 cm−3, and the void
growth rate is zero. In the absence of thermal emission, however,
_R = 10−2 nm/s. The metal is instantaneously strained such that the dislocation
density increases by a factor of 10 and the void growth rate in the absence of
thermal emission increases to 8 × 10−2 nm/s. Determine the direction and
magnitude of the hydrostatic stress needed to suppress void growth. Assume
that the solid contains no dislocation loops or precipitates and that the voids
are gas free.

8:7 Pure nickel has been found to be highly susceptible to void formation when
irradiated in a fast neutron spectrum. Along with voids, perfect dislocation
loops are found in nickel. In comparison, Fe–18Cr–8Ni stainless steel is less
susceptible to void formation and faulted Frank loops are found, but voids
are also present.
As the nickel content in the stainless steel is increased, two other observa-
tions are made. The susceptibility to void formation decreases, and voids that
are present are surrounded by a nickel-rich shell.
Given the following information, explain each of these observations.

c=cSFE Nij \c=cSFE Fe; RNi\RFej

Element Cr Fe Ni

σeff(n, α) 0.20 0.23 4.20
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8:8 (a) Explain the reason for the characteristic bell-shaped plot of swelling
versus irradiation temperature.

(b) How and why is the shape changed by:

(i) Cold-work prior to irradiation
(ii) The addition of impurities
(iii) Grain size

(c) Explain why swelling and creep can affect each other.

8:9 You are designing the stainless steel fuel cladding for the advanced breeder
reactor. Your objective is to delay void nucleation and minimize void
growth. Concerning cladding fabrication, you can control:

(a) Grain size
(b) Degree of cold-work
(c) Precipitate density
(d) Impurity content of the steel.
From a design standpoint, you can control the normal operating temperature
of the cladding over a window of 100 °C.
Using void nucleation and growth theory, how can you utilize these five
parameters to reach this goal? Be quantitative where possible.

8:10 Annealing is a means of removing radiation damage from an alloy. For
stainless steel with both dislocation loop and void populations, explain what
will occur when the steel is annealed at 600 °C for several hours. In
describing the changes during annealing, indicate relative rates and end
points.

8:11 In the absence of gas atoms, we wish to eliminate voids in Cu by thermal
treatment at 400 °C. Calculate the length of time needed to accomplish this
for initial void radii of 5 and 30 nm. The surface free energy of copper is
1.73 J/m2.

8:12 Given that the number of gas atoms in a bubble can be described as

m ¼ ð4=3pR3Þqg
and that the gas atom density, ρg, can be described by

1=qg ¼ BþðkT=2cÞR

where B is the dense gas limit:

(a) Show that the volume increase that accompanies coalescence of
equal-sized gas bubbles is
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ðDV=VÞfinal=ððDV=VÞinitial ¼ =
ffiffiffi
2

p
:

(b) Assuming that the overall gas balance in UO2 can be given as

YF0t ¼ mN
where
Y noble gas yield of a fission event
F′ fission rate density
m gas atoms per bubble
N bubble density,

and all the gas remains in bubbles, develop an expression for the volu-
metric swelling rate and indicate the dependence on burnup.

(c) How would you account for

(i) Gas remaining in the matrix?
(ii) Resolution?
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Chapter 9
Phase Stability Under Irradiation

Irradiation can have profound effects on the formation or dissolution of phases by
alteration of the stability of those phases. The most direct way in which irradiation
can alter phase stability is by causing local enrichment or depletion of solute such
that the solubility limit is crossed. But irradiation can also dissolve phases by recoil
dissolution, cause disordering by creating anti-site defects, and lead to nucleation
and growth of distinct phases. Under specific conditions, irradiation can also lead to
the formation of metastable phases including amorphization. Because the phase
structure of an alloy can significantly affect the physical and mechanical properties
of the material, understanding how irradiation affects phase stability is of great
importance for engineering materials.

9.1 Radiation-Induced Segregation
and Radiation-Induced Precipitation

Radiation-enhanced diffusion (RED), discussed in Chap. 4, and radiation-induced
segregation (RIS), presented in Chap. 6, explain how irradiation can increase the
transport of atoms in the alloy, and how the coupling between the vacancy and
interstitial fluxes and the solute and solvent atoms can lead to enrichment or
depletion of solute atoms at defect sinks such as the free surface, grain boundaries,
dislocations, precipitate interfaces, etc. Enrichment or depletion of solute can lead
directly to precipitate formation if the local solute concentration exceeds the solu-
bility limit, or precipitate dissolution if the solute content is driven below the sol-
ubility limit. Recall that the temperature dependence of RIS is such that at low
temperatures, RIS is minimal due to low defect mobility and the high recombination
rate of vacancies and interstitials, limiting the number available to annihilate at sinks.

Additional material to this chapter can be downloaded from http://rmsbook2ed.engin.umich.edu/
movies/
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At high temperature, the high equilibrium vacancy concentration leads to faster back
diffusion, limiting the degree of RIS. However, at intermediate temperatures, sig-
nificant participation of the solute in the defect fluxes results in pronounced segre-
gation at sinks. Figure 9.1 shows how RIS can lead to precipitate formation or
dissolution at a sink. Enrichment of a solute at a sink (Fig. 9.1(a)) can raise the local
concentration above the solubility limit (shown as a dashed line in Fig. 9.1(b))
locally. The excess solute can then precipitate as a second phase. If a second phase is
already present, then depletion of the solute (Fig. 9.1(c)) can lead to dissolution of
that phase locally (Fig. 9.1(d)).

A classic example of radiation-induced precipitate formation and dissolution is
described in Sect. 6.1.2 and Figs. 9.2 and 9.3 for the case of RIS in solid solution
Ni–Si and Ni–Al alloys. The consequence of a large amount of solute enrichment at
sinks is precipitation of a second phase. In the Ni–Si system, Si is undersized
relative to Ni and enriches at sinks during irradiation (Fig. 9.2). RIS causes seg-
regation to levels that are well above the solubility of Si in Ni, resulting in for-
mation of a Ni3Si, γ′ precipitate. Ni3Si precipitates at the surface, grain boundaries
and dislocation loops. Conversely, in the case of Ni–Al, Al is oversized with respect
to Ni and depletes at sinks under irradiation as shown in Fig. 9.3. The result is the
dissolution of existing precipitates at those locations. Since the Ni–Al alloy is an
initially homogeneous alloy and the Al content is below the solubility limit for Al,
no precipitates are present before irradiation. However, as shown in Fig. 9.3, the
region behind the depleted zone is enriched in Al and this amount of enrichment
exceeds the solubility level at locations that are displaced from the sink interface,
resulting in precipitation of Ni3Al in a subsurface layer a small distance away from
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Fig. 9.1 Schematic
illustration showing
(a) enrichment of solute at a
sink and (b) its corresponding
elevation above the solubility
limit, and (c) depletion of a
solute at a sink and (d) its
corresponding suppression
below the solubility limit
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Ni3 Si

surface coating(a) (b) (c)interior sinks grain boundary

Fig. 9.2 Formation of γ′-Ni3Si on defect sinks in a solid solution of Ni–6 at.% Si alloy showing
(a) a surface coating of Ni3Si, (b) toroidal γ′ precipitates at dislocation loops and (c) a grain
boundary coated with Ni3Si (from [1])

Ni3Al

subsurface layer(a) (b) interior sinks

Fig. 9.3 Formation of
γ′-Ni3Al away from defect
sinks in a solid solution of
Ni–12.8 at.% Al showing
(a) a subsurface layer
of γ′-Ni3Al, and (b) formation
of Ni3Al away from
dislocation loops (from [1])
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the grain boundary and dislocation loops. Both of these examples are consequences
of crossing the solubility line for an element in solution by solute enrichment or
depletion due to RIS and constitute a primary mechanism of phase instability under
irradiation.

9.2 Recoil Dissolution

Atom displacements created within collision cascades can cause the atoms in a
precipitate to be ballistically driven into the surrounding matrix, thus contributing to
the dissolution of the precipitate. Nelson et al. [2] developed a model (NHM) for
recoil dissolution of precipitates that will be summarized here. For a displacement
rate in the solid of K0 dpa/s, the flux of atoms (atoms per unit area per second) from
the precipitate surface can be written as ζ K0. For a spherical precipitate of radius rp,
the dissolution rate expressed as the rate of volume shrinkage is given by:

dV
dt

¼ �4pr2pfK0X; ð9:1Þ

where Ω is the atomic volume.
Dissolution by recoil re-solution of the solute is balanced by growth of the

precipitate due to diffusion of the solute atoms to the precipitate. Even though the
solute is being redistributed between the precipitate and the matrix, the total con-
centration of solute, C, is fixed and can be expressed as:

C ¼ 4=3pr3pqCp þCs; ð9:2Þ

where ρ is the precipitate density and Cp is the concentration of solute in the
precipitates and Cs is the concentration of solute in solution. The growth rate of
precipitates due to the solute flux is given by:

dV
dt

¼ 3DCsrp
Cp

; ð9:3Þ

where D is the solute diffusion coefficient.
The net growth rate of the precipitate is then the sum of terms due to recoil

dissolution, Eq. (9.1) and precipitate growth due to diffusion of solute from solu-
tion, Eq. (9.3) and can be written as:

dV
dt

¼ �4pr2pfK0Xþ 3DCsrp
Cp

: ð9:4Þ
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Substituting for Cs from Eq. (9.2) gives:

dV
dt

¼ �4pr2pfK0Xþ 3DCrp
Cp

� 4pr4pDq; ð9:5Þ

and writing Eq. (9.5) as a radial growth law gives:

drp
dt

¼ �fK0Xþ 3DC
4prpCp

� r2pDq: ð9:6Þ

Equation (9.6) is plotted in Fig. 9.4 and shows that for small precipitate sizes, the
growth rate is positive, but at larger sizes where the surface area becomes large,
precipitates will dissolve. At the size dictated by zero growth rate, dissolution is
balanced by reprecipitation. Note that the effect of irradiation is to result in a type of
inverse coarsening in which smaller particles are more stable than larger ones,
which is opposite that which occurs by Ostwald ripening.

The solute concentration profile can be determined with the use of a cell model
in which all precipitates are of the same size and each is in a matrix cell of radius, L,
with 4/3πL3ρ = 1. In the Wilkes model [3], re-solution deposits the solute atoms
homogeneously throughout the cell and constitutes a source term in the steady-state
solution of the diffusion equation. Figure 9.5 shows the solute source term in the

matrix surrounding the precipitate. The diffusion equation is
@C
@t

¼ Dr2Cþ fK0;

and subject to the boundary conditions:
@C
@r

����
r¼L

¼ 0 at the cell boundary (r = L), and

the solute concentration at the precipitate surface equals the equilibrium concen-
tration, C(rp) = Ce, the concentration is then:

dr
p

/ d
t

Precipitate radius

increasing 

0

Fig. 9.4 Growth rates for
precipitates undergoing
irradiation-induced
dissolution (from [2])
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CðrÞ ¼ Ce þ
fK0r2p

2XDðL3 � r3pÞ
2L3ðr � rpÞ

rrp
� r2 þ r2p

� �
: ð9:7Þ

The concentration profile of Eq. (9.7) is plotted in Fig. 9.6(a) and shows that the solute
concentration rises from the precipitate boundary, rp, and levels out as it approaches
the cell boundary, L. The steady-state cell boundary concentration, C(L) can be
written as an excess concentration:

v ¼ 2DX
fK0

ðCðLÞ � CeÞ

¼ L
2ðrp=LÞ � 3ðrp=LÞ2 þðrp=LÞ4

1� ðrp=LÞ2
;

ð9:8Þ

and is shown in Fig. 9.6(b) as a function of precipitate-to-cell radius ratio (rp/L).
Note that for a fixed cell size, the cell boundary concentration initially increases
since the steady-state solute supersaturation is increasing with precipitate surface
area. When the precipitate is large, the precipitate surface is close to the cell wall and
back diffusion becomes significant, thus causing a reduction in the concentration.
For most practical situations, the volume fraction of precipitate is small so that the
precipitate size distribution is to the left of the peak in Fig. 9.6(b). As a result, small
precipitates will experience a net loss of solute until steady state is reached.

An improvement in the treatment of the source term in the simple NHM model is
obtained by assuming that particles are spaced infinitely far from each other
(dissolution–reprecipitation at one particle is unaffected by others) and that

Θ in Brailsford model [4]

 K0 in Wilkes model [3], Eq. (9.7)

(2r R)
4r

-Θ

R

Frost & Russell 
model [10, 11]

rρ

ρ
ρ

L/2

Solute source term

Fig. 9.5 Source terms for irradiation-induced re-solution of solute from the precipitate, according
to various models. The term rp is the precipitate radius, L is the precipitate spacing, R is the recoil
radius in the Frost–Russell model [10, 11], and δ is the shell about rp in the Brailsford model [4]
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resolution occurs at a uniform rate in a shell of thickness δ around the particle of
radius, rp (Fig. 9.5) [4]. For an initial precipitate size of r0, the resulting size was
found to be:

r30 � r3p ¼
3d2rpð3rp þ 2dÞ

8pDqp ðrp þ dÞ3 � r3p
h i � H

4pr2p

 !
; ð9:9Þ

where Θ is the re-solution-induced rate of precipitate volume change. The effect of
irradiation in this model is to reduce the precipitate size from its original dimension
by up to a factor of 2 [3]. Note that for the case where δ → ∞, the result reduces to
that given in Eq. (9.6).
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Fig. 9.6 (a) Steady-state
solute concentration in the
matrix from Eq. (9.7), and
(b) steady-state boundary
concentration from Eq. (9.8)
(from [3])
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This result can be compared to the well-known thermal coarsening behavior of
precipitates described by Wagner [5] and Lifshitz and Slyosov [6]:

�r3p � �r30 ¼
8DCecV2

mt
9RT

; ð9:10Þ

where r0 is the initial average precipitate radius, Ce is the solubility of the pre-
cipitate of infinite radius, Vm is the molar volume, γ is the particle-matrix interface
energy, and R is the gas constant. Accounting for irradiation-induced re-solution
and irradiation-enhanced diffusion, the maximum stable particle size [7–9] is shown
to be:

rmax ¼ 3aD
lfK0

� �1=2

; ð9:11Þ

where a is the lattice spacing, l is the linear dimension of the cascade, f is the
fraction of solute atoms dissolved, and the product l f is the shrinkage by re-solution
[2]. When particles are initially larger than the maximum stable size, the maximum
size decreases according to:

rmaxðK0tÞ � rmaxðK0t0Þ ¼ �lfK0ðt � t0Þ; ð9:12aÞ

and when the initial particle sizes are much smaller than that given by the equi-
librium size distribution, then the particle size increases according to:

r3maxðK0tÞ � r3maxðK0t0Þ ¼ 9aDðt � t0Þ: ð9:12bÞ

Note that Eq. (9.12b) is similar to Eq. (9.10) for thermal coarsening.
A modification to the Wilkes’s cell model is to provide a source term for the

redeposited solute that is more realistic than having it deposited uniformly in the
cell (Wilkes [3]) or uniformly in a shell (Brailsford [4]). Frost and Russell [10, 11]
model the rate of solute redeposition in the matrix using the rate at which recoils
originate in the matrix, which depends on the distance from the precipitate center, r,
according to:

GðrÞ ¼ H
4rR

r2p � ðr � RÞ2
h i

; ð9:13Þ

where Θ is the re-solution rate per atom and R is the recoil distance (Fig. 9.5).
Solving the diffusion equation with the spatially dependent source term, G(r):

@C
@t

¼ Dr2CþG; ð9:14Þ
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gives:

CðrÞ ¼ C0 þ H
48RD

½r3 � r3p � 4Rðr2 � r2pÞ

� 6ðr2p � R2Þðr � rpÞ � ð3rp � RÞðrp þRÞ3� 1
r
� 1
rp

� �
;

ð9:15Þ

where C0 is the initial solute concentration and the maximum concentration is given
by:

Cmax ¼ C0 þ HR2

12D
1� R

4rp

� �
: ð9:16Þ

The maximum solute concentration is proportional to the re-solution rate and
weakly dependent on the precipitate size.

The inverse coarsening rate of particles that are not of the same size can be
determined by calculating the diffusion near each particle [10, 11]. The calculation
assumes that the concentration at the edge of its cell is an average matrix con-
centration and that there is no net flux to or away from a precipitate of some radius,
rm, giving:

drp
dt

¼ 1� rp
rm

� �
1
r2p

L
ðL� rpÞ

HR3

48
; ð9:17Þ

for which solutions exist depending on the value of rm. Assuming that rp ≪ L and
the initial precipitate size is r0, then:

r3p tð Þ
r30

¼ 1þ t
sA

; for rp � rm and sA ¼ 48r30
HR3 ; ð9:18Þ

r2p tð Þ
r20

¼ 1� t
sB

; for rp � rm and sB ¼ 24rmr20
HR3 ; ð9:19Þ

rp � rm ¼ ðr0 � rmÞ expð�t=sCÞ; for r ffi rm and sC ¼ 48r3m
HR3 : ð9:20Þ

Note that the relation between the particle size and time is r3p / t when the size is

below rm and r2p / t when the size is greater than rm. For all cases, when R, r0, and
rm are of the order of 10 nm, τ is between 10/Θ and 100/Θ. For the case of fast
reactor conditions, Θ * 10−7 s−1, so 108 s ≤ τ ≤ 109 s, which is equivalent to
3–30 years. In heavy ion irradiation, Θ * 10−3 s−1 so that 104 s ≤ τ ≤ 105 s. Since
the incubation time varies with r3, larger precipitates would require even longer for
inverse coarsening to occur. Consequently, irradiation-induced inverse coarsening
by recoil re-solution is expected only after very long-term exposures.
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The effect of irradiation on precipitate stability is shown schematically in
Fig. 9.7 as a series of illustrations with increasing dose. Prior to irradiation, the
precipitate is in equilibrium with the matrix solute concentration, Ce (Fig. 9.7(a)).
Irradiation causes dissolution of the precipitate surface and an increase in the solute
content near the interface that begins to diffuse away (Fig. 9.7(b)). Re-solution is
balanced by reprecipitation and results in a steady-state concentration profile
(Fig. 9.7(c)). Local supersaturation of solute may lead to the nucleation of new
precipitates in the matrix (Fig. 9.7(d)) or if the precipitates are very widely spaced,
the matrix solute may not reach a value that results in steady state and the pre-
cipitate will continue to dissolve (Fig. 9.7(e)).

Determining the stability of a phase under irradiation is complicated by the
influence of multiple parameters such as the displacement rate, temperature, and
sink strength. An estimate for the stability of a precipitate can be obtained by
considering two opposing processes: ballistic mixing and radiation-enhanced
interdiffusion. This problem was analyzed by Abromeit et al. [13] and the analysis
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Fig. 9.7 Schematic
illustration of
radiation-induced precipitate
dissolution and precipitation
as a function of dose.
(a) Unirradiated state,
(b) surface dissolution at low
dose, (c) steady state, and
either (d) nucleation of new
precipitates due to local solute
supersaturation in the matrix,
or (e) continued dissolution of
the precipitate due to low
precipitate density (from [12])
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is summarized here. Precipitates are assumed to be dissolved by ballistic mixing at a
rate approximated by:

Rm ¼ bK0X; ð9:21Þ

where K0X is the displacement rate in dpa/s, and β is a factor that links displace-
ment rate to solute loss from the precipitate. Similarly, the rate of formation or
growth of a precipitate due to radiation-enhanced diffusion is given by:

Rg ¼ a~D; ð9:22Þ

where α is a constant and ~D is the interdiffusion coefficient. The solubility limit may
be determined by equating the two processes, yielding:

a~D ¼ bK0X: ð9:23Þ

The steady-state point defect balance equations Chap. 5:

K0 � KivCiCv � Dvk
2
sCv ¼ 0

K0 � KivCiCv � Dik
2
sCi ¼ 0;

ð9:24Þ

and the variables are as defined in Chap. 5, where Kiv = 4πrivDi/Ω, and k2s ¼
4prsCs=X is the sink strength. Note that in this analysis, no distinction is made in
the sink strength for vacancies and interstitials.

When recombination dominates defect loss:

~D ¼ AK1=2
0 D1=2

i ðX=4privÞ1=2; ð9:25Þ

and when defect annihilation at sinks dominates, ~D is temperature independent and
can be described as:

~D ¼ AK0=k
2
s ð9:26Þ

and A is a constant describing the transport efficiencies of the atoms via vacancies
and interstitials. Eliminating ~D from Eqs. (9.25) and (9.26) defines the boundary
between the regimes where recombination is dominant and where annihilation at
sinks is dominant and gives:

K0 ¼ k4sDiðX=4privÞ: ð9:27Þ

Equation (9.27) is shown by the plane, P1, in Fig. 9.8 that plots the solubility as a
function of damage rate, temperature, and sink strength. Eliminating ~D between
Eqs. (9.23) and (9.26) yields the critical sink strength:
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k2c ¼ Aa=bX: ð9:28Þ

Equation (9.28) is shown as the plane, P2, in Fig. 9.8. Finally, according to
Eqs. (9.23) and (9.26), a temperature-dependent boundary separates the two-phase
from the one-phase regimes and is given as:

K0 ¼ Aa=bð Þ2Di=4privX; ð9:29Þ

and is shown as plane P3 in Fig. 9.8. Precipitates are stable below P3 and to the left
of P2. The region representing stability of the two-phase structure increases in size
with increasing temperature due to increasing diffusivity and with increasing values
of the critical sink strength, k2c :

The term β in Eq. (9.21) is approximated by β = β1Vc/Ω, where β1 is a constant
and Vc is the volume of the collision cascade and is therefore proportional to the
cube of the cascade radius, rc [13]. Reprecipitation of the solute dissolved into the
matrix by the cascade is controlled by interdiffusion with the rate constant given by
Fick’s law as a ¼ 4a1=r2c ; where α1 is a constant. Inserting these expressions for α
and β into Eqs. (9.28) and (9.29) gives:

k2c ¼
3pAa1
b1

1
r5c
; ð9:30Þ

K0 ¼ Aa1
b1

� �2 3DiX
4p3riv

1
r10c

: ð9:31Þ

P2

P3

P1

ln k2

1 / T

0ln KFig. 9.8 Stability diagram for
precipitates under irradiation
in displacement rate–
temperature–sink strength
space. The plane P1 separates
recombination and
annihilation regimes, and
precipitates are stable below
the plane P3 and to the left of
the plane P2 (after [13])
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Note that both the critical sink strength and the production rate/temperature rela-
tionship exhibit a very strong dependence on the cascade size. Themodel was applied
to the case of aCu–48%Ni–8%Fe alloy irradiatedwith 300 keVCu+ ions over a range
of temperatures and displacement rates. Figure 9.9 plots the primary recoil rate versus
1/T with the open symbols denoting irradiation-induced dissolution of the two-phase
structure. Note that there is a critical displacement rate for irradiation-induced dis-
solution that increases with temperature. The line in the graph is the optimal fit of
Eq. (9.31) to the data, from which the cascade radius was determined to be*2.7 nm.

In summary, radiation-induced dissolution is a key process affecting the stability
of precipitates. Radiation results in re-solution of the precipitate outer surface, and
the evolution of the phase microstructure is then determined by the relative rates of
re-solution and reprecipitation. In essence, phase stability is controlled by kinetic
processes in the solid. Besides dissolution, precipitate stability is also affected by
radiation-induced disordering, described in the next section.

9.3 Radiation Disordering

The NHM model described in the last section was originally developed for both recoil
dissolution and disordering dissolution. Disordering involves the loss of long-range
order due to irradiation. Irradiation-induced disordering is shown in Movie 9.1 (http://
rmsbook2ed.engin.umich.edu/movies/) for a 10 keV Au ion bombarding an ordered
Cu3Au structure. In the case of disordering, displacement is assumed to occur in a
shell of thickness, l, at the precipitate surface and result in the loss of solute atoms by
diffusion to the matrix. It is also assumed that only a fraction, f, of these solute atoms
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Fig. 9.9 Stability of the
two-phase structure in
Cu–48 %Ni–8 %Fe irradiated
with 300 keV Cu++. Filled
symbols denote
irradiation-induced
disordering of the two-phase
structure and open symbols
denote no irradiation effect.
The line is the best fit of
Eq. (9.31) (after [13])
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actually become dissolved. Defining ξ = l f as the dissolution parameter, then the
dissolution rate given in Eq. (9.1) becomes:

dV
dt

¼ �4pr2pnK0; ð9:32Þ

and the rate of change of the precipitate size due to disordering dissolution is:

drp
dt

¼ �nK0 þ 3DC
4prpCp

� r2pDq; ð9:33Þ

which is identical to Eq. (9.6) except for the first term. Russell [14] points out that
since l * 10 nm, then for f * 1, ξ = l f * 10 nm. Comparing this value to the
corresponding term in Eq. (9.6) for recoil dissolution, where ζΩ * 10−4 nm, shows
that the disordering dissolution rate is much higher than that due to recoil disso-
lution, so disordering dissolution is expected to be a much more effective process.
Referring back to Fig. 9.4 shows that the stable precipitate size will be lower for
disordering dissolution due to its greater efficiency.

Irradiation is known to disorder alloys by the creation of vacancies and inter-
stitials and anti-site defects, in which the atoms are relocated to the complementary
site, disrupting the order in the alloy. But disordered alloys will return to their
equilibrium state as long as diffusion can occur. In fact, the high concentration of
vacancies and interstitials produced by irradiation can enhance the ordering process
by radiation-enhanced diffusion. Therefore, irradiation causes two opposing pro-
cesses to occur: disordering and reordering. Liou and Wilkes [15] describe the rate
of change of order in an alloy due to irradiation starting from the Bragg–Williams
definition of long-range order for a binary alloy with atoms arranged on two sub-
lattices, α and β, where the long-range order parameter is defined as:

S ¼ ðfAa � XAÞ
ð1� XAÞ ; ð9:34Þ

where fAα is the probability of an A atom being on an α lattice site, and XA is the
atomic fraction of A atoms. When S = 1, the alloy is completely ordered and when
S = 0, the alloy is completely disordered.

Under irradiation, the rate of ordering can be written as a competition between
radiation-induced disordering and thermal reordering:

dS
dt

¼ dS
dt

� �
irr
þ dS

dt

� �
th
: ð9:35Þ

The disordering rate due to irradiation can be written as:

dS
dt

� �
irr
¼ �eK0S; ð9:36Þ
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where ε is the disordering efficiency, or the ratio of replacements to displacements,
and is of the order 10–100 under neutron irradiation.

The thermal order–disorder transition can be written as a chemical reaction in
which A and B atoms on the wrong lattice sites are interchanged so that the A–B
pair is on the correct sites:

ðA� BÞwrong �Kc

Kw

ðA� BÞcorrect; ð9:37Þ

where the rate constants, Kc and Kw, are given by:

Kc ¼ vc expð�U=kTÞ; ð9:38aÞ

Kw ¼ vw exp½ð�UþVTÞ=kT�; ð9:38bÞ

where U is the energy barrier for the reaction and the activation energy, VT is the
energy reduction when the wrong A–B pair transforms to the correct A–B pair and
the νc,w are the frequency factors for the correct and wrong pairs, respectively. The
solution of the chemical rate equations gives the following relation for the order
parameter in terms of the equilibrium order parameter, Se and the time, t:

ð1� SÞ
ð1� SeÞ ¼ cot hðkOtþ yÞ; ð9:39Þ

where y is a constant and kO is the rate constant defined as:

kO ¼ vvCv expð�Ev
mO=kTÞðZa þ Zb � 2Þþ virCi expð�Ei

mO=kTÞ
� �ðXA=XBÞ1=2
� Zb expð�VO=2kTÞ;

ð9:40Þ

where 2vv ¼ ðvcvwÞ1=2v and 3mi ¼ ðvcvwÞ1=2i are the frequency factors for exchange
by vacancies and interstitials, respectively, Ev

mO and Ei
mO are the vacancy and

interstitial migration energies for ordering, Zα, is the number of α sites that are
nearest neighbor to a β site and Zβ is the reverse, where α and β refer to the two
sublattices, σ is a parameter accounting for the number of reaction paths and their
probabilities, and XA and XB are the atom fractions of A and B atoms, respectively.
VO is the activation energy for ordering, VO = AV, where A is crystal structure
dependent (A = 6 for fcc and A = 14 for bcc) and V = VAB − (VAA + VBB)/2, where
the VXY terms are the energies of the respective atom pairs. The time derivative of
the thermal order parameter can be written as follows [15]:

dS
dt

� �
th
¼ kOð1� SÞ2

ð1� SeÞ � ð1� SeÞkO: ð9:41Þ
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The steady-state solution to Eq. (9.35), where the terms are given in Eqs. (9.36) and
(9.41), is:

S ¼ 1þ eK0 � ð1� SeÞ
2kO

e2K2
0 þ 4k2O þ 4kOeK0

ð1� SeÞ
� �1=2

: ð9:42Þ

Liou and Wilkes applied this formalism to the AuCu3 system as a function of
temperature and dose rate. Figure 9.10 shows that at any given temperature, the
effect of increasing dose rate is a reduction in the order, as expected. Also, for a
given dose rate, increasing temperatures results in greater order. Another way of
showing the competing effects of irradiation and temperature on the alloy order is
given in Fig. 9.11(a). Here, the equilibrium value of Se is 1.0, but the alloy is in a
state where the order, Sobserved is less than Se. At low temperature, where defect
motion is restricted, the effect of irradiation is to disorder the alloy. At high tem-
perature, the effect of irradiation is to increase defect mobility so that the order
parameter approaches equilibrium, which lies above the original, incompletely
equilibrated state. That is, irradiation assists ordering at high temperatures. This
behavior is further illustrated by the example shown in Fig. 9.11(b), which is a
first-order transition of a solid solution alloy in the disordered α phase to an ordered
α′ phase. Under irradiation, the ordered phase becomes disordered at low temper-
atures, reverting to the α phase as shown in Fig. 9.11(c). Since the degree of
disordering is dependent on the dose rate, the shape of the phase fields shown in
Fig. 9.11(c) will change at higher dose rate. The dependence of the phase fields on
dose rate is shown schematically in Fig. 9.11(d), in which the ordered region
continues to shrink with increasing dose rate.

The change in the phase diagram caused by irradiation-induced disordering
constitutes an irradiation-modified phase transition as disordering can change the
alloy phase structure. Recall that the ordered state is the arrangement of atoms that
minimizes the free energy of the solid. Consequently, radiation-induced disorder
increases the free energy of the solid above the equilibrium value. Hence, under
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irradiation, a new free energy balance may be achieved between adjacent phases in
the alloy. Figure 9.12 shows how the compositions of the α and γ phases determined
by the common tangent of free energy curves can be changed when irradiation
induces an increase in the free energy of the intermetallic β phase, resulting in a
partially disordered phase, β′. Note that while the ordered β phase is in equilibrium
with the α phase at a composition CA, partial disordering by irradiation raises the
free energy of the β phase to β′ and the concentration of A in equilibrium with α and
β′ phases is now C0

A: Further irradiation can lead to complete disordering, β″ phase,
such that the phase does not form. Note that order–disorder transformation energies
are generally in the range of 0.1–0.6 eV/atom [16].

The effect of irradiation on ordering can also be understood with the aid of the
thermal spike model of the cascade, discussed in Sects. 3.3 and 10.2.4. Recall that
the energy density in the core of the cascade can reach values such that the region
resembles a liquid-like structure. Wollenberger [12] determined the time depen-
dence of the temperature in the cascade as a function of the distance from the center
of the spike, where temperature is normalized to the disordering temperature, Tc,
and the result is shown in Fig. 9.13 for nickel. In this figure, rc is the value of the
cascade radius at which the temperature just reaches the disordering temperature at
any time during the thermal spike, which in this case is 2.6 nm. As such, the
temperature of the region inside this radius can be assumed to exceed Tc, resulting
in disordering of the center of the cascade. Presumably, in the outer regions of the
cascade where the temperature is below Tc but where the vacancy density is high,
reordering will occur. In fact, when the reordered shell of a new cascade overlaps
the disordered zone from an old cascade, the remaining disorder will be reduced,
causing a reduction in the disordering efficiency per cascade with increasing flu-
ence. The consequence of this overlap process is that the long-range order
parameter will not completely vanish, even at high fluences.

At low temperatures where vacancies are immobile, irradiation-induced disor-
dering can occur very quickly in some systems. For example, the NiAl3 phase
(D011) is extremely unstable under irradiation [17], becoming disordered following
irradiation with 500 keV Kr at RT to a dose of 2 × 1014 i/cm2 [18]. On the other
hand, Fe3Al (bcc) and FeAl (bcc-B2) undergo only partial disordering after 40 dpa
of 2.5 MeV Ni+ irradiation [19]. Hence, factors besides dose play a role in the
order–disorder transformation reaction in alloys.
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9.4 Incoherent Precipitate Nucleation

Irradiation can induce the formation of precipitates in an alloy. Precipitate growth
and nucleation can be expressed as a chemical effect of vacancies and interstitials
due to high levels of solute supersaturation under irradiation. The supersaturation
provides the driving force for the reaction. Maydet and Russell [20] developed a
model for the growth of spherical, incoherent precipitates under irradiation and that
model is described here.

The precipitate is characterized by two variables: the number of solute atoms, x,
and the number of excess vacancies, n, which is the difference in the number of
matrix atoms displaced by the precipitate and x. Precipitates with greater atomic
volume than the matrix must have n > 0 to relieve the strain energy, and undersized
precipitates must have n < 0. The precipitate behavior is described by its movement in
a phase space of coordinates n and x, much as was done with dislocation loops and
voids in Chaps. 7 and 8. Figure 9.14 shows how the precipitate can move in phase
space by capture of solute atoms, βx, vacancies, βv, or interstitials, βi, or the emission
of solute atoms, αx, or vacancies, αv. The particle moves in phase space with a
velocity equal to the frequency of addition of solute or defect times the jump distance:

_x ¼ bxðn; xÞ � axðn; xÞ; ð9:43Þ

_n ¼ bvðn; xÞ � avðn; xÞ � biðn; xÞ: ð9:44Þ

The βs are determined from concentrations and diffusivities of the defects and
solute and the αs are determined as follows:

As with void nucleation, there exists an energy barrier to the growth of the
precipitate above some size, such that precipitates below this size equilibrate with
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each other and growth and shrinkage occur at the same rate. That is, the excess
number of (n, x − 1)-mer gaining a solute atom to become a (n, x)-mer is balanced
by the reverse process. The same holds for the number of (n − 1, x)-mer gaining a
vacancy to become a (n, x)-mer. The equilibrium number of (n, x)-mer is then:

q0pðn; xÞ ¼
1
Xm

exp �DG0
pðn; xÞ
kT

 !
; ð9:45Þ

where Ωm is the atomic volume of the matrix phase and DG0
pðn; xÞ is the free energy

of formation of a precipitate from n matrix vacancies and x solute atoms. The
balance between (n, x − 1)-mer and (n, x)-mer can be written as:

bvðn� 1; xÞq0pðn� 1; xÞ ¼ avðn; xÞq0pðn; xÞ; ð9:46Þ

bxðn; x� 1Þq0pðn; x� 1Þ ¼ axðn; xÞq0pðn; xÞ: ð9:47Þ

Substituting Eq. (9.45) into Eqs. (9.46) and (9.47) and replacing differences in
DG0

pðn; xÞ by derivatives, gives:

avðn; xÞ � bvðn; xÞ exp
1
kT

@DG0
pðn; xÞ
@n

 !
; ð9:48Þ

axðn; xÞ � bxðn; xÞ exp
1
kT

@DG0
pðn; xÞ
@x

 !
; ð9:49Þ

where βv(n − 1, x) and βx(n, x − 1) in Eqs. (9.46) and (9.47) vary slowly with n and
x and have been replaced with their values at (n, x).

The free energy change upon formation of a precipitate from a solid solution that
contains a supersaturation of solute and vacancies is given as:
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Fig. 9.14 Precipitate
trajectories in (n, x) phase
space showing the processes
giving rise to its motion (after
[20])
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DG0
p ¼ �nkT ln Sv þð36pX2Þ1=3cx2=3 � xkT ln Sx þ XExðd� n=xÞ2

9ð1� mÞ ; ð9:50Þ

where Sv is the vacancy supersaturation, Sx is the solute supersaturation, Ω is the
atomic volume of the precipitate, δ = (Ω − Ωm)/Ωm, γ is the matrix–precipitate
surface energy, E is Young’s modulus, ν is Poisson’s ratio, and the remaining
variables are as previously defined. The first two terms are the same as in the
formation of a void from a supersaturation of vacancies given in Eq. (8.17) in which
the first term is due to the vacancy supersaturation and the second term is the
contribution of surface energy (with the number of solute atoms substituted for the
number of vacancies in the aggregate). The third term reflects the effect of solute
supersaturation, analogous to vacancy supersaturation, and the last term accounts
for the elastic (volume) strain energy due to either an excess or deficit of vacancies
from the stress-free condition (given by δ = n/x). Substituting Eqs. (9.48) and (9.49)
for αv(n, x) and αx(n, x) into Eqs. (9.43) and (9.44) gives:

_x ¼ bxðn; xÞ � axðn; xÞ ¼ bx 1� exp
1
kT

@DG0
p

@x

 !" #
; ð9:51Þ

_n ¼ bvðn; xÞ � avðn; xÞ � biðn; xÞ ¼ bv 1� bi
bv

� exp
1
kT

@DG0
p

@n

 !" #
; ð9:52Þ

where from Eq. (9.50), the arguments of the exponents are determined to be:

1
kT

@DG0
p

@x
¼ � ln Sx þ 2Ax�1=3

3
þBðd2 � n2=x2Þ; ð9:53Þ

1
kT

@DG0
p

@n
¼ � ln Sv � 2Bðd� n=xÞ; ð9:54Þ

with A ¼ ð36pX2Þ1=3c
kT

and B ¼ XE
9kTð1� mÞ :

The behavior of the precipitate in (n, x) space may be described by constructing
nodal lines in (n, x) space along which _x and _n individually are set equal to zero as
follows:

n ¼ x dþ 1
2B

ln Sv 1� bi
bv

� �	 
� �
; for _n ¼ 0; ð9:55Þ

n ¼ xd 1þ 2A

3Bd2x1=3
� 1

d2B
ln Sx

� �1=2
; for _x ¼ 0: ð9:56Þ
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Figure 9.15 shows that the nodal lines in (n, x) space converge and cross at a
critical point, beyond which they diverge. The critical point (n*, x*) is found by
solving Eqs. (9.55) and (9.56) simultaneously to obtain:

x	 ¼ � 32pc3X2

3ðD/Þ3 ; or r	p ¼ � 2cX
D/

ð9:57Þ

n	 ¼ x	 dþ 1
2B

ln Sv 1� bi
bv

� �	 
� �
; ð9:58Þ

where x* and r	p are related by x	 ¼ 4=3pr2p
X

; and the irradiation-modified free

energy is given by:

D/ ¼ �kT ln Sx½Svð1� bi=bvÞ�d
h i

� kT
4B

½lnðSvð1� bi=bvÞÞ�2: ð9:59Þ

Figure 9.15 is constructed for the case where δ > 0, that is an excess of vacancies
relative to solute. Under this condition, the region above the _n ¼ 0 line contains an
excess of vacancies and has a greater tendency for emission than capture, giving
_n\0; or shrinkage. The opposite is true for the _x ¼ 0 nodal line in that the vacancy
rich precipitate will decrease its strain energy by solute capture, causing _x[ 0 and
supporting growth. As shown, particle growth is determined by the quadrants
defined by the critical point. Precipitates grow in quadrant 1 and decay in quadrant
3 and behavior in quadrants 2 and 4 depend on the values of the capture terms.
Precipitates that are between the nodal lines cannot escape. When x > x*, precip-
itates will grow and when x < x*, they will decay. In general, irradiation will tend to
stabilize a precipitate with δ > 0 and destabilize ones with δ < 0. Note that the
unstable case of δ < 0 means that Δϕ > 0, which can only occur if the first term in
Eq. (9.59) is positive since the second term is always negative as long as βi/βv < 1.

12

43

0

critical point

n = 0

x = 0
n

n*

x* x

Fig. 9.15 Nodal lines, critical
points, and precipitate
trajectories in (n, x) phase
space for growth of an
oversized, incoherent
precipitate under irradiation
(after [20])
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Physically, this means that since there is a net arrival of vacancies to the precipitate,
those precipitates that need the vacancies to grow (e.g., an oversized precipitate,
δ > 0) will be stabilized by irradiation.

For an undersized precipitate phase (δ < 0) to grow from a slightly supersatu-
rated solid solution without prohibitive strain energy, the particle must emit va-
cancies into the matrix. In the absence of excess vacancies, this is easily done, as
vacancies arrive at and leave the interface at the same rate (in the absence of growth
or decay), and there is no trouble in establishing a net flux out to allow growth.
Under irradiation, the vacancy emission rate is not altered, but the arrival rate is
increased by several orders of magnitude. It is then almost impossible to achieve a
net emission of vacancies. There will instead tend to be a net gain of solute atoms in
the face of the slight solute supersaturation. The excess vacancies thus destabilize
the undersized precipitate phase. The same arguments may be used to understand
stabilization of an oversized precipitate.

The potential function given in Eq. (9.59) has some of the properties of a free
energy. It predicts whether precipitates of a given size will be stable under irradi-
ation and provides the minimum stable precipitate size. In the absence of excess
vacancies due to irradiation, Δϕ in Eq. (9.59) becomes Δϕ = −kT ln Sx, which is the
Gibbs–Thompson equation. The effect of irradiation is to shift the effective free
energy curve for the precipitate vertically by the amount δkT ln[Sv(1 − βi/βv)]. If
Δϕ < 0, precipitates larger than x* will be stable, and if Δϕ > 0, all precipitates will
decay. This is shown schematically in Fig. 9.16. For this alloy, the θ phase is
thermally stable and the ψ phase is not. The effect of irradiation is to destabilize the
θ phase (δ < 0) and stabilize the ψ phase (δ > 0), by virtue of the sign of δ. Note that
the order of stability is reversed by irradiation so that the θ phase would dissolve
and the ψ phase would precipitate. The precipitation of the ψ phase under irradi-
ation is an example of irradiation-induced precipitation in an undersaturated solid
solution.

The nucleation rate of precipitates due to irradiation can also be estimated. The
nucleation rate is the number of precipitate nuclei growing past a certain value of

G < 0

G > 0

thermal

under irradiation
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Fig. 9.16 Schematic phase
diagram showing the effect of
irradiation on the stability of
incoherent precipitates in the
case where the precipitate is
thermally stable (θ) and
thermally unstable (ψ) (after
[21])
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x per unit time and volume [22]. At steady state, the nucleation flux is independent
of x, and the nucleation rate can be given at an arbitrary value of x as:

JpðxÞ ¼
X1
n¼�1

½bxðxÞqpðn; xÞ � axðn; xÞqpðn; xþ 1Þ�; ð9:60Þ

and the summation converges rapidly for large values of n due to the effect of strain
energy. Figure 9.17 shows how the nucleation rate varies with supersaturation of
vacancies and solute in the Al–2 %Ge system under irradiation. As expected, the
nucleation rate increases with both Sx and Sv, but ismore sensitive to Sx. Figure 9.17(a)
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Fig. 9.17 (a) Dependence of
nucleation rate on solute
supersaturation for various
vacancy supersaturation
levels, based on a solid
solution of Ge in Al at 27 °C.
(b) Effect of interstitial–
vacancy arrival rate ratio on
the nucleation rate for several
solute and vacancy
supersaturation levels, based
on a solid solution of Ge in Al
at 127 °C (after [21])
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shows the huge effect of excess vacancies alone on precipitate nucleation. Excess
vacancies elevate the nucleation rate from infinitesimal to a high value giving a high
precipitate density. Figure 9.17(b) shows that the effect of excess interstitials is to
reduce the nucleation rate somewhat, but by factors small compared to the huge
enhancements due to the vacancies. Irradiation is thus a tool for creating phases which
otherwise might be impossible to obtain, and also for preventing the formation of
phases that are otherwise stable.

9.5 Coherent Precipitate Nucleation

The preceding analysis applies for the precipitation of incoherent precipitates from a
solid solution due to irradiation. We consider here the precipitation of coherent
precipitates due to irradiation. The distinction between these two cases lies in the
behavior of point defects at the precipitate surface. As shown in Chap. 8, incoherent
precipitates behave like voids in that defects can be absorbed and emitted. However,
the coherent precipitate interface acts as a defect trap such that the defect retains its
identity. This feature has the result of reducing the problem of determining the
energy change due to precipitation from a two-dimensional (n, x) problem to a
one-dimensional (x) problem. Cauvin and Martin [23], as summarized by Russell
[14], described the pseudo-equilibrium precipitate size distribution under irradiation,
ρ′(x), as:

q0ðxÞ
q0ðxþ 1Þ ¼

q0ðxÞ
q0ðxþ 1ÞBðxÞ; ð9:61Þ

where ρ0(x) is the equilibrium size distribution in the absence of irradiation pro-
duced defects, and B(x) is defined by:

BðxÞ ¼ bvðxÞ½qvðxÞþ qnðxÞ� þ biðxÞ½qiðxÞþ qnðxÞ�
½bvðxÞþ biðxÞ�qtðxÞ

; ð9:62Þ

where
ρi(x) is number of clusters with trapped interstitials,
ρv(x) is number of clusters with trapped vacancies,
ρn(x) is number of clusters with no trapped defects, and

ρt(x) = ρi(x) + ρv(x) + ρn(x).

The quantity B(x) is the fraction of solute arriving at the precipitate that does not
result in defect annihilation. The thermal and irradiation-modified solubilities are
related by: Cirr = C0B(∞). In parallel with the equilibrium free energy, the
pseudo-free energy, ΔG′(x), is given in terms of the pseudo-equilibrium precipitate
size distribution, ρ′(x), as:
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q0ðxÞ
q0ðxþ 1Þ ¼ exp

1
kT

@DG0

@x

� �
: ð9:63Þ

As with an unirradiated solid solution in which a metastable condition exists if
G(x) has a maximum in x, then G′(x) must have a maximum in x for metastability in
the irradiated state. Recalling that ρ0(x) = exp(−G0(x)/kT), then Eq. (9.61) can be
rewritten using Eq. (9.63) as:

@G0ðxÞ
@x

¼ @DG0ðxÞ
@x

þ kT ln BðxÞ; ð9:64Þ

and B(x) has one of two forms depending on the sign of the term, σ defined as:

r ¼ ð1� pi=pvÞ
ð1� bi=bvÞ

: ð9:65Þ

where pi,v is the probability of a particular trapping site being occupied by an
interstitial or a vacancy. For either case, the value of B approaches a constant with
increasing values of x, and in similar fashion for large x:

@DG0ðxÞ
@x

¼ �kT ln Sx; ð9:66Þ

and Eq. (9.64) can be written as:

@G0ðxÞ
@x

¼ �kT ln Sx þ kT ln BðxÞ: ð9:67Þ

Figure 9.18 shows the terms of the expression in Eq. (9.64) for the pseudo-free energy
of the solid solution under irradiation for various values of σ. When σ < 0, if −kT ln
B(∞) >−kT ln Sx, then the solution will be metastable, as in Fig. 9.18(a). If σ > 0, then

the solution to
@G0ðxÞ
@x

¼ 0 may have 0, 1, or 2 roots. The solid solution is stable if

there are zero roots. With one root, the solution is metastable (Fig. 9.18(b)). But in the
case of 2 roots (Fig. 9.18(c)), the solution is metastable below the value x**, and the
precipitate could never grow to large size. Note that in this model, irradiation will
always decrease solid solubility.

A compilation of precipitates formed in undersaturated solid solutions due to irra-
diation is shown inTable 9.1. Note that precipitation can occurwithmanyparticle types
and over large ranges of temperature and dose rate.The relation between these latter two
variables is important and is highlighted in Fig. 9.18(d) and (e). Figure 9.18(d) is
constructed from 1 MeV irradiation of several undersaturated Ni–Si solid solution
alloys and delineates the region of Ni3Si, γ′ precipitation from the solid solution, as
shown by the filled circles. Figure 9.18(e) shows the dose dependence of solubility in
Al–Zn. With increasing dose rate, formation of Guinier–Preston (GP) zones (Zn-rich
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clusters) in Al–Zn occurs at higher temperatures compared to the stability limit in the
absence of irradiation (dashed line). Both of these examples show that irradiation of an
undersaturated solid solution can lead to precipitation under irradiation at temperatures
where the precipitate would not be thermally stable. They also underscore the strong
coupling between temperature and dose rate in irradiation-induced precipitation.
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Fig. 9.18 Schematic illustration of stability altered by defect recombination at the particle–matrix
interface. (a) σ < 0, 1 root. (b) σ > 0, 1 root. (c) σ > 0, 2 roots (from [23]). (d) Dose rate–
temperature dependence of precipitation of Ni3Si, γ′ from undersaturated Ni–Si solid solution
alloys irradiated with 1 MeV electrons, - - - Ni–6at.%Si, — Ni–4at.%Si, ····· Ni–2at.%Si.
(e) Increase in temperature at which Zn-rich clusters, or GP zones are stable with increasing
irradiation dose rate by 1 MeV electrons over a range of Zn concentration in the Al–Zn phase
diagram. Half circles to the right (left) indicate data at high (low) irradiation flux. Full (open)
symbols indicated occurrence (absence) of irradiation-induced precipitation. Dashed line is the
stability limit in the absence of irradiation (after [24])
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In summary, irradiation can affect phase stability by numerous processes: solute
enrichment or depletion, precipitate re-solution, precipitate disordering, and
irradiation-induced nucleation of both incoherent and coherent precipitates.
Irradiation can also induce the formation of phases that are not stable under equi-
librium conditions or metastable phases. Metastable phase formation is discussed in
the next section.

9.6 Examples of Radiation-Induced Precipitation

The following sections contain examples of radiation-induced precipitation in fer-
ritic–martensitic steels and austenitic stainless steels. The bulk of the examples are
from atom probe tomography (APT), which provides information on the local
composition but not the crystal structure. Precipitation of distinct phases generally
occurs once the local composition exceeds a phase boundary, so the early stages of

Table 9.1 Irradiation-induced precipitation in undersaturated binary alloys (after [24])

Alloy Projectile Precipitate Morphology

MgCd e− Mg3Cd –

AlZn n β Zn Homogeneous precipitation

e− GP zones and β
Zn

Homogeneous precipitation

AlAg e− (100) Ag-rich
platelets

Homogeneous precipitation

NiBe Ni+ β NiBe At interstitial dislocation loops

e− β NiBe Homogeneous precipitation and at
interstitial dislocation loops

NiSi n γ′ Ni3Si At interstitial dislocation loops

Ni+ γ′ Ni3Si At interstitial dislocation loops

e− γ′ Ni3Si At interstitial dislocation loops

H+ γ′ Ni3Si Coherent, triggered by inhomogeneity of
defect production

NiGe e− γ′ Ni3Ge At cavities and dislocation lines

CuBe e− GP zones Homogeneous precipitation

Cu+ γ At cascades

PdMo Cu+ Mo At dislocation loops

PdFe H+ γ′ Pd3Fe At dislocation loops

PdW H+, N+, e− bcc W At dislocation loops

WRe n WRe3, W-Re Homogeneous precipitation

FeV e− Unidentified Homogeneous precipitation

FeCr e− Unidentified Homogeneous precipitation

Various
ternaries

n, ions, e− Changes of
composition

–
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precipitation are more accurately described as solute clustering in which the local
composition is enriched in solute but not to the point where a distinct phase has
formed. Therefore, in the following sections, such regions will be referred to
generally as solute clusters unless distinct phases were positively identified.

9.6.1 Ferritic–Martensitic Steels

Ferritic–martensitic (FM) steels are candidates for both fast reactor cladding and
ducts and replacement core structural components in light water reactors. They
contain 9–12 wt% Cr, and several minor alloying elements designed for resistance
to creep at high temperatures. Precipitates that form under irradiation are very
sensitive to the alloy content as shown in Fig. 9.19, which contains images of
clusters in atom probe tips formed following irradiation to 7 dpa at 400 °C with
2 MeV protons. Note that in alloy T91, Cu-rich and Ni/Si-rich clusters form, but
there is no evidence of Cr-rich phases due to the low Cr content of the steel. In both
HCM12A and HT9, which contain higher levels of Cr, Cr-rich clusters were
observed to form. Cu-rich clusters/precipitates form in HCM12A containing 1.02 %
Cu, but not in HT9, which contains only 0.04 wt% Cu. However, Ni/Si-rich clusters
form in all three alloys because the Ni and Si contents are similar.

Clusters tend to nucleate heterogeneously on existing defects in the
microstructure, which act as point defect sinks and thus, sites for radiation-induced
segregation. Figure 9.20 shows examples of Ni/Si cluster nucleation on grain
boundaries in HT9 (Fig. 9.20(a)), dislocation loops and lines in HCM12A

Cu-rich Ni/Si-rich Cr-rich

0.04Cu
0.59Ni 0.22Si

11.63Cr
HT9

none

none0.17Cu
0.21Ni 0.28Si

8.4Cr
T91

1.02Cu
0.39Ni 0.27Si

10.83Cr
HCM12A

Fig. 9.19 Radiation-induced Cu-rich, Ni/Si and Cr-rich clusters in T91, HCM12A, and HT9
irradiated with 2 MeV protons to 7 dpa at 400 °C (after [25])
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(a)

(b)

(c)

100 nm

20 nm

50 nm

Ni/Si-rich ppts

50 nm

Fig. 9.20 Association of
Ni/Si clusters or precipitates
with various microstructure
sinks; (a) on grain boundaries
in alloy HT9 following
irradiation with Fe++ to
188 dpa at 460 °C (after [26]),
(b) on dislocation loops and
lines in HCM12A irradiated
with protons to 7 dpa at 400 °
C, and (c) on a Cr23C6

chromium carbide in HT9
irradiated with Fe++ to
250 dpa at 500 °C
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(Fig. 9.20(b)) and on existing chromium carbides in HT9 (Fig. 9.20(c)). In alloy
HCM12A, clusters begin to form at relatively low dose—by 3.5 dpa for Cu and
Ni/Si following irradiation at 400 °C with 5 MeV Fe++ (Fig. 9.21). This is a bit
surprising since void formation in these same alloys requires in excess of 100 dpa to
produce observable (by TEM) voids. A close inspection of Fig. 9.21 reveals that the
locations of Ni/Si-rich clusters and Cu-rich clusters are correlated, as shown in
Fig. 9.22. In fact, Ni/Si-rich clusters appear to be forming on previously formed
Cu-rich clusters. Cr-rich clusters are slower to form and result in much lower
density and smaller sizes.

With increasing dose, the density and size of clusters increase initially, followed
by a decrease in density while size continues to increase. This coarsening process is

Cu

Si

3.5 dpa 15 dpa 250 dpa50 dpa

Cu-rich

Ni/Si-rich

Cr-rich

(with Cr isosurface at 25%)

Cr

Fig. 9.21 Dose dependence of cluster/precipitate evolution (Ni/Si, Cu-rich and Cr-rich) in
HCM12A irradiated with 5 MeV Fe++ from 3.5 to 250 dpa at 400 °C

(a) (b)

50 nm

(c)Fig. 9.22 Ni/Si/Mn-rich
(green) and Cu-rich (red)
clusters/precipitates in
HCM12A following 2 MeV
proton irradiation to (a) 7 dpa
at 400 °C and (b) 7 dpa at
500 °C, and (c) following
Fe++ irradiation to 50 dpa at
500 °C (after [27])
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shown for T91 in Fig. 9.23(a) and for HCM12A in Fig. 9.23(b) during irradiation at
400 °C. Increasing the temperature to 500 °C results in a lower density of larger
clusters, Fig. 9.23(b), as expected. Clusters continue to evolve up through 250 dpa.
In fact, not only do the size and density change, but so do the composition and
structure. Figure 9.24 shows examples of Ni/Si/Mn-rich clusters in alloy T91 fol-
lowing irradiation at 400 °C to 15 and 250 dpa. Note that at 15 dpa, the cluster is
rather dilute in that the composition at the core of the cluster reaches only *20 %
Ni-20 %Si with minimal Mn. Given the composition, it is likely a Ni/Si-rich cluster
rather than a separate phase. However, by 250 dpa, the composition of the cluster is
18Mn-52Ni-24Si, which is very close to the composition of G-phase (Mn6Ni16Si7)
confirmed by electron diffraction in TEM. Thus, RIS at point defect sinks results in
solute enriched clusters, which later evolve into distinct phases.
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At very high doses (≥250 dpa), irradiation induces the formation of a
chromium-rich phase. Figure 9.25 shows the emergence of Cr-rich M2X precipi-
tates that are aligned along crystallographic directions.
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Fig. 9.24 Evolution of the composition of Ni/Si-rich clusters in alloy T91 irradiated with 5 MeV
Fe++ irradiations at 400 °C to (a) 15 dpa, and (b) 250 dpa
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Fig. 9.25 Bright-field TEM
image of chromium-rich M2X
precipitates formed in HT9
following 5 MeV Fe++

irradiation to 450 dpa at
460 °C
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9.6.2 Austenitic Stainless Steels

Radiation-induced precipitation in austenitic stainless steels is in many ways, very
similar to that in FM steels. Common precipitates formed are G-phase
(Mn6Ni16Si7), γ′ (Ni3Si), and Cu-rich clusters. Figure 9.26 shows that irradiation
of a commercial purity 304 SS to 10 dpa at 360 °C with 2 MeV protons resulted in
the segregation of Ni, Si, P, and Cu to larger clusters such as dislocation loops.
High number densities of Ni/Si and Cu clusters were observed to form at existing
dislocation loops. At this low dose, the clusters are regions of enhanced solute
concentration, but are not separate phases because the concentration is still rather
dilute. Irradiation to higher dose (46 dpa) results in much higher Ni and Si con-
centrations and formation of G-phase as confirmed by electron diffraction in TEM
[29]. Cu clusters first observed by Jiao and Was [30], were unexpected, and likely
were the result of a higher level of Cu (0.42 wt%) in this alloy heat.

Similar to the case for voids described in Sect. 8.3.10, the presence of defect
sinks produces strong gradients in both vacancy and interstitial concentration

(a)

(f)(e)(d)

(c)(b)
Si CuNi

Si

P

Cu

Ni

Side viewFront view

20 nm20 nm 20 nm

20 nm 10 nm

Fig. 9.26 Atommaps of (a) Si, (b) Ni, and (c) Cu inAPT tips of commercial purity 304 SS irradiated
with 2 MeV protons to 10 dpa at 360 °C. (d)–(f) Filtered atom maps showing Si atoms over 6.3 at.%
Si, Ni atoms over 23 at.% Ni, Cu atoms over 3 at.% Cu and P atoms over 2 at.% P (after [28])
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profiles, reducing the degrees of supersaturation as the sink is approached. Hence,
the driving force for precipitation is reduced and denuded zones form around these
sinks. Figure 9.27(a) shows a grain boundary in HP304+Si irradiated to 5 dpa at
360 °C denuded of Ni/Si-rich clusters. Figure 9.27(b) shows a denuded region
around a chromium carbide in HCM12A irradiated to 7 dpa at 400 °C. Note that in
this case, both Ni/Si-rich precipitates and Cr-rich precipitates are denuded near the
phase boundary.

9.7 Metastable Phases

Since the term metastable implies a phase with a free energy higher than that of the
stable phase under the prevailing conditions of temperature and pressure, it is
natural to look to thermodynamics to explain their formation under irradiation.

Cr

Ni

(a)

(b)

Fig. 9.27 Denuded zone for
Ni/Si-rich clusters about
(a) grain boundary in
high-purity 304 SS + Si
irradiated with 2 MeV protons
to 5 dpa at 360 °C (after [30]),
and (b) chromium carbide–
matrix phase boundary in
HCM12A irradiated with
2 MeV protons to 7 dpa at
400 °C (after [25])
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Experimental results seem to indicate a strong role of thermodynamics in the ten-
dency to form metastable phases. Intermetallic compounds with small ranges of
solubility and complex crystal structures are prime candidates for transformation to
a metastable phase [19]. Also, the change in the free energy of the solid due to
irradiation-induced defect buildup argues for a thermodynamic explanation [31].
However, not all transformations can be explained on a purely thermodynamic
basis as solids under irradiation are generally far from equilibrium. Irradiation can
be considered as similar to a quench process in which the atom configurations are
essentially determined during the relaxation period following the collision events.
At low temperatures, kinetics are restricted and the formation of complex crystalline
structures is unlikely. Irradiation will usually result in solid solution, simple cubic
structures, or amorphous structures. The structure of the metastable system is,
however, influenced by the equilibrium nature of the system. Those systems with
many intermetallic compounds will form amorphous phases, while those with no
intermetallic alloys show a tendency to form solid solutions. At high temperature
where atom mobility is significant, equilibrium phases will usually form.

Metastable phases can be formed by neutron irradiation or by ion irradiation, ion
implantation, and ion beam mixing. Differences in the transformation process
between ion irradiation techniques can provide insight into the mechanism gov-
erning metastable phase formation. For example, in ion irradiation experiments, the
main result of the radiation is imparting damage to the lattice. However, in ion
implantation the implanted species provides a chemical alteration to the target as
well. Ion beam mixing experiments are designed to follow the transformation by
rapidly (far from equilibrium) altering the bulk content of the film. Metastable
phases formed by irradiation usually occur by one of four types of transformations
[32]:

order → disorder,
crystal structure transformation: A → B,
crystal structure A → quasicrystal structure, and
crystal structure A → amorphous structure.

The first three transformations will be briefly discussed and amorphization will be
discussed in Sect. 9.8. For a more complete discussion of metastable phase for-
mation, the reader is referred to [33].

9.7.1 Order–Disorder Transformations

The order–disorder transformation and its role in phase stability were discussed in
Sect. 9.3. However, radiation-induced disorder has been linked to metastable phase
formation. In fact, many compounds are believed to undergo chemical disordering
prior to amorphization under electron irradiation. Luzzi and Meshii [34] showed
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that of 32 compounds irradiated, all underwent chemical disordering and 15
amorphized. They concluded that irradiation-induced chemical disordering pro-
vided the driving force for amorphization and cited the difficulty in forming the
amorphous structure in pure metals as support for this argument. The linkage
between disordering and amorphization also depends on the irradiation conditions,
in particular the mass of the particle and whether damage is introduced via Frenkel
pairs (electron irradiation) or in cascades (heavy ion irradiation). Comparison of the
enthalpy for the order–disorder transformation to that for the crystalline-to-
amorphous transformation shows that ΔHO-D * 5ΔHc-a [16]. So in fact, the
enthalpy change for disordering may be sufficient to induce amorphization. The role
of disordering in the onset of amorphization will be discussed in Sect. 9.8.

9.7.2 Crystal Structure Transformations

Numerous examples exist on the transformation from one crystal structure to
another upon ion irradiation. One of the simplest examples is the transformation of
pure nickel metal from fcc to hcp under irradiation. This transformation has been
found to occur during irradiation with a variety of species including neutrons,
chemically inert elements such as He and Ar, the metalloids P and As, as well as
self-irradiation [35]. Observations on P-implanted high-purity Ni [36] revealed an
orientation relationship between the new hcp phase and the fcc matrix similar to
that observed for martensitic fcc → hcp transformations. The transformation in Ni
is thus believed to be martensitic. TEM examination of Sb-implanted Ni showed
hcp particles extending 20 nm beyond the implanted depth, but dechanneling is
present up to 130 nm, suggesting that the defect distribution is playing a role in the
structure transformation.

Ion irradiation has also been found to induce phase transformations between bcc
and fcc phases in iron-based austenitic alloys [37]. The most prominent example is
the fcc-to-bcc transformation of 304 stainless steel following implantation with
3 × 1016Fe+/cm2 at 160 keV. Although this dose amounted to an increase in the Fe
alloy composition by only *1 at.% (67 at.% Fe nominal), the structure transformed
from fcc→ bcc. The orientation relationship was neither the Kurdjumov–Sachs nor
the Nishijima–Wasserman relationships typically found in ion-irradiated steels [37],
but instead obeyed the following relationship:

ð100Þbcc k ð100Þfcc and ½010�bcc k ½011�fcc: ð9:68Þ

Follstaedt [38] suggested that the transformation need not be occurring martensit-
ically, but that the increased defect concentration and hence, diffusivity, may be
responsible for the transformation. It should also be noted that this transformation is
fundamentally different from that of nickel under irradiation in that the
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transformation is from the metastable state to the equilibrium structure, whereas in
the case of Ni, the transformation is from the equilibrium fcc structure to a meta-
stable hcp structure.

The heat of formation of an alloy can have a strong influence on whether a
metastable phase forms. Figure 9.28 shows the irradiation-induced solubilities for
several binary metal systems as a function of the heat of formation, ΔHf. The
samples were in the form of multilayers and were bombarded at 77 K by 400 keV
Kr+ ions. All systems had positive values of ΔHf, meaning that in thermal equi-
librium there is no or only a limited miscibility of the components of the considered
system. Note that the data points of the systems whose components have the same
structures and of systems with components of different structure follow smooth
curves. Both curves exhibit a rapid decrease from complete solubility to levels
below 15 at.% in a range of ΔHf of about 12 kJ/mol. However, even at large values
of ΔHf, the solubility still has not disappeared.

Metastable solid solutions can also form by displacement mixing at temperatures
at which radiation-enhanced diffusion is sufficiently slow to maintain the super-
saturated solid solution phase. Ion beam mixing of multilayered Ag–Cu targets
form a continuous series of metastable solid solutions across the phase diagram.
Although the phase diagram of the Cu–Ag system is a simple eutectic one with
rather small solubilities of Ag in Cu and Cu in Ag, irradiation produced a single
phase, metastable solid solution with the fcc structure across the entire Cu–Ag
system [40]. Since ion beam mixing takes place mainly in the solid state, extended
solid solutions can be achieved in nearly immiscible systems such as Ag–Ni. Even
in the binary Au–Fe and Au–V systems which have more complex phase diagrams
exhibiting a large solubility gap and several intermetallic compounds, respectively,
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Fig. 9.28 Irradiation-induced
solid solubilities for binary
metal systems of positive
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and the bcc structure at the Fe- and V-rich terminal solid solutions, metastable solid
solutions form across both systems during ion beam mixing [41]. In all cases, the
lattice parameters of the solid solutions vary smoothly with composition and show
small or moderate deviations from Vegard’s law between the appropriate
end-members.

9.7.3 Quasicrystal Formation

The most novel metastable phases are the quasicrystalline phases, produced by ion
irradiation of specific Al alloys. These phases show long-range order, but possess
forbidden crystalline symmetries such as five- or sixfold symmetry. The phase was
discovered by Shectman et al. [42] at the National Bureau of Standards.
Quasicrystals have positional order, but are neither periodically nor randomly
spaced; instead, they are quasi-periodically spaced. This means that, given the
position of one unit cell, the positions of the other unit cells are determined
according to a predictable but subtle sequence that never quite repeats. Because
these structures are highly ordered like crystals but are quasi-periodic instead of
periodic, they have been called quasi-periodic crystals, or quasicrystals for short.

The first quasicrystals formed by ion irradiation were in the Al–Mn system and
examples extend into ternary and quaternary systems as well. In these initial
experiments, the quasicrystal phase was formed by irradiating alternating layers of
Al and Mn in the composition Al84Mn16 with 400 keV Xe ions to doses of 2–
10 × 1015Xe/cm2 at 80 °C [43, 44]. Results showed that the icosahedral phase forms
without a separate thermal treatment at or above 80 °C, while the amorphous phase
forms at 60 °C. The icosahedron is a regular polyhedron possessing twenty identical
triangular faces, thirty edges, and twelve vertices. The black pentagons on the
surface of a soccer ball are centered on the vertices of an icosahedron. This
observed dependence on sample temperature suggests that the icosahedral phase
does not form within the dense ion cascade, but rather during subsequent defect
evolution. Similar results have been achieved with freestanding Al–Fe multilayered
samples [45], indicating that both multilayered and amorphous samples can be
transformed to the quasicrystalline phase. In addition to temperature, the compo-
sition of the samples has an important effect on quasicrystal formation, establishing
that quasicrystals are formed within a well-defined composition and temperature
region.

9.8 Amorphization

Irradiation can induce the formation of amorphous phases in alloys. Although the
phase space available to an alloy is extremely large, only one point corresponds to
an absolute minimum in free energy. This point represents the equilibrium phase.
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Given sufficient time, at any temperature greater than zero, the system will find that
point and settle into the equilibrium phase. Nonetheless, there are generally other
minima in the free energy phase space, which are of varying depths. These other
minima correspond to metastable phases. Certain of these phases exhibit compo-
sitional short-range order (CSRO) very similar to that of the equilibrium phase but
with different compositional long-range order. Similarly, the spatial arrangements
of the atoms on a small scale (topological short-range order, TSRO) can be very
similar to the equilibrium phase but with different long-range order (such as fcc vs.
hcp phases). In general, there may exist many phases with CSRO and TSRO that
are nearly identical to the equilibrium phase. Common examples of such metastable
phases include glasses and crystalline solids with a slightly different unit cell than
the equilibrium.

It has been suggested that in alloys with large negative heats of formation,
disruption of chemical short-range order will lead to lattice destabilization and the
formation of an amorphous phase [46]. In fact, the data on ion irradiation of
intermetallic compounds supports just this sort of conclusion [22, 46].
Contradicting these observations are results of electron irradiation that show that
complete long-range disordering often precedes the formation of an amorphous
phase [32, 47]. For intermetallic compounds such as NiAl or FeTi, electron irra-
diation disorders but does not amorphize the compounds [48]. Irradiation with light
ions produces much the same result as electron irradiation in that the amorphous
phase is difficult to form, suggesting that disruption of CSRO is not adequate for
lattice destabilization and that another mechanism must be responsible for amor-
phization such as topological disorder [48–52]. In fact, self-ion irradiation of Ni that
induces a phase change from stable fcc to metastable hcp as discussed in Sect. 9.7
clearly has no chemical component and must be a result of the topological disorder
introduced into the system by the Ni+ beam. The next two sections discuss the roles
of heat of compound formation, crystal structure differences, solubility range of
intermetallic compounds and the critical defect density on the formation of the
amorphous phase.

9.8.1 Heat of Compound Formation and Crystal Structure
Differences

A good correlation exists between the heat of formation of a compound and the
formation of amorphous phases in metal–metal systems [53], with large negative
heats of formation tending to amorphize under irradiation. A plot of the ratio of the
atomic radii versus the heat of formation calculated using the Miedema model [54]
shows where amorphization will occur (Fig. 9.29). In fact, alloys do not become
amorphous if the heat of formation is greater than about +10 kJ/mol. However, the
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amorphous structure can be formed by ion mixing if the heat of formation is higher,
e.g., Cr/Ag, Co/Cu, Fe/Cu, and Co/Au. Specific compositions in the Au–Ir, Au–Ru,
and Au–Os systems, whose heats of formation range from +19 to +27 kJ/mol, were
made amorphous by irradiation [39].

It has also been observed that crystalline phases of simple structures such as
solid solutions or simple cubic structures form under irradiation, while amorphous
phases are formed from more complex structures. This is explained by the short
duration of the relaxation stage following the thermal spike. During the relaxation
period, atoms attempt to rearrange themselves. If the relaxation time is sufficient for
precipitates to nucleate, crystalline phase formation may be achieved. The time
required for nucleation is strongly influenced by the temperature, the crystalline
structure of nuclei and the composition of the films that have been homogenized
with thermal treatments or ion beams. If the overall composition is not close to a
simple crystal structure in the equilibrium phase diagram and there is not a strong
chemical driving force (as well as mobility) to promote significant atomic motion,
then crystalline phase formation may be inhibited.

The role of structure difference in the propensity for irradiation-induced amor-
phization can be understood with the aid of a binary constitution diagram of an A–B
alloy (Fig. 9.30(a)), a schematic free energy diagram for this alloy (Fig. 9.30(b))
and the corresponding polymorphic phase diagram (Fig. 9.30(c)) [55]. Note that the
T0 curves in Fig. 9.30(c) are obtained from the crossing of the solid free energy
curve with that of the liquid (or amorphous) curve at a given temperature. The Ta

0
line defines the thermodynamic composition limits of the α-solution. When the
concentration profile induced by mixing falls locally outside these limits, the α-
solution is superheated with respect to the liquid (amorphous) phase and is not
stable. Since melting is a local phenomenon not involving long-range diffusion, and
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Fig. 9.29 Ratio of atomic radii versus the heat of formation of an equi-atomic compound (square
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since solids are not observed to withstand extensive superheating, it follows that
observation of an α-phase outside these composition limits represents an unstable
state. Such a state will likely melt or amorphize before thermal spike evolution is
complete. This leads to the first fundamental rule for solid-phase formation.

Johnson et al. [55] suggest that terminal solid solutions α and β can be formed up
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limits of α and β). Solutions formed outside these limits are superheated and
unstable against amorphization or melting. Secondly, intermetallic compounds with
broad equilibrium homogeneity ranges (wide polymorphic limits in Fig. 9.30), and
low-energy interfaces with α-solution or β-solution phases may form in the prompt
cascade, provided that their respective growth kinetics allow high growth velocities.
Compounds with narrow homogeneity range and complex chemically ordered unit
cells should not form. Finally, amorphous phases are expected whenever the
ion-induced composition profile CB(z) lies outside the polymorphic limits of
crystalline phases. Amorphization may occur in addition when polymorphic limits
permit compound formation but kinetics of compound formation or growth are
slow.

Martin [56] proposed a theory for amorphization that is similar in nature to that
of Johnson. In this model, he adds the ballistic radiation recoil re-solution dis-
placement jumps to thermally activated jumps to obtain an irradiation-altered dif-
fusion equation. The practical effect of irradiation is then to cause the system to
assume the configuration at temperature T that would be stable at a temperature T′
in the absence of irradiation: T′ = T (1 + DB/D′), where D′ is the thermally activated
diffusion coefficient and DB is the diffusion coefficient including ballistic effects
(Fig. 9.31). The theory predicts that irradiation of an equilibrium alloy of two solid
phases at temperature T could raise the effective temperature to T 0

1; or under suffi-
ciently intense irradiation to T 0

2: At T
0
1 the irradiated alloy would at steady state be

composed of amorphous and crystalline phases of different compositions.
Irradiation intense enough to raise the effective temperature to T 0

2 would produce a
uniform amorphous alloy.
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Fig. 9.31 Possible configurations of an equilibrium, two-phase alloy under irradiation at
temperature T. Irradiation to an effective temperature, T 0

1 gives amorphous and crystalline phases
of different composition, while more intense irradiation to an effective temperature, T 0

2 gives a
single uniform amorphous phase (after [55])
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9.8.2 Solubility Range of Compounds and Critical Defect
Density

The tendency toward amorphization of the intermetallic compounds by irradiation
correlates reasonably well with the degree of solubility within the phases. That is,
alloys with limited solubility or a narrow compositional range show greater ten-
dency for amorphous transformation. This correlation is also consistent with the
concept that a critical energy or defect density must be created before the amor-
phous transformation can occur. If the total free energy of the defect crystalline state
becomes greater than that of the amorphous state, a spontaneous transformation
should occur. Associated with this critical free energy is a critical defect concen-
tration. If this critical defect concentration can be reached under irradiation, then the
crystal should relax into the lower free energy (amorphous) state. This critical
defect concentration has been estimated at 0.02 for silicon and germanium [57]. An
estimate of the defect concentration required for amorphization can be made based
on the increase in energy of lattice upon formation of a stable Frenkel pair. Each
Frenkel pair will raise the energy of the alloy by an amount equal to the enthalpy of
defect formation, ΔHi–v. The concentration of vacancy–interstitial pairs, Ci–v,
needed to increase the energy of the alloy by ΔHc-a can be estimated from the
relationship:

DHc�a ¼ Ci�vDHi�v: ð9:69Þ

The magnitude of ΔHi–v for an fcc metal is approximately 5 eV, and ΔHc-a is
approximately 0.06 eV/atom [16], giving the critical vacancy–interstitial concen-
tration for amorphization as *0.01. However, while such levels are not possible at
reactor core component temperatures, they may be achievable in laboratory
experiments conducted at temperatures where vacancies are immobile.

The link between defect density and degree of solubility can be understood by
referring to the free energy diagram in Fig. 9.32. Compounds with no or limited
compositional range will undergo a greater increase in free energy than those with
wide compositional range. The greater increase in free energy is due to the inability
of the compound to exist in equilibrium outside the designated composition range.
This is manifest in the narrow and steeply rising free energy versus composition
curves. For ordered phases (intermetallics), the increase is not only due to point
defects, but anti-site defects in regions of localized non-stoichiometry. This pro-
posed solubility rule is very consistent with Johnson’s thermodynamic analysis
[55]. Note that for NiAl3, only a slight deviation from stoichiometry is needed to
result in a very large rise in the free energy. Therefore, the critical anti-site defect
density would be low for NiAl3 as compared to NiAl.

Anti-site defects may play a critical role in the amorphization process since
calculations have shown that the critical defect density may be difficult to reach
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accounting for only point defects. However, since the defect concentration is
strongly dependent on atom mobility and this is largely unknown in intermetallic
compounds, accurate estimates of defect concentration are difficult to determine.
Further, the critical defect density will be strongly temperature dependent with
higher concentrations required at higher temperatures.

Further support for the existence of a critical defect density is provided by the
observation that compounds that become amorphous during irradiation do not show
evidence of prior dislocation loop formation [31, 58]. Although it has been assumed
that the attainment of a critical defect concentration will cause an amorphous
transformation, the high free energy associated with the point defects can also be
relieved through the formation of a dislocation structure through the collapse of
interstitial or vacancy clusters into small loops. However, observations show that a
material either transforms directly to the amorphous state or forms dislocation
loops.
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Since greater mobility is required for the formation of dislocation loops, and the
maximum defect concentration associated with the nucleation of loops in irradiated
metals is *10−4 [59], almost two orders of magnitude less than that for amor-
phization indicate that defect mobility is a key factor in the amorphization process.
This observation is consistent with the ease of amorphization in intermetallics
where defect mobility is low, and the preferential formation of dislocation loops in
pure metals and solid solution alloys where the mobility is high.

9.8.3 Thermodynamics and Kinetics of Amorphization

In many respects, the C → A (crystalline-to-amorphous) transformation can be
understood by relating it to melting by virtue of the similarity of these transfor-
mations. For example, amorphization is known to occur in a heterogeneous manner,
similar to the first-order nucleation and growth process characteristic of melting.
Also, Brillouin scattering studies have shown that intermetallics undergo a soft-
ening in the shear modulus, analogous to that observed at the onset of melting of
many metals. As such, the C → A transformation can be considered to be a type of
melting transformation. Okamoto et al. [60] wrote a comprehensive review of the
physics of the crystalline-to-amorphous phase transformation. The role of irradia-
tion in this transformation as presented in their paper is followed here.

The liquid-to-glass transition is characterized by a temperature called the glass
transition temperature, Tg. The glass transition is not a thermodynamic phase
transition, but rather the point in the relaxation process where configurational
equilibrium can no longer be achieved during the experiment. In this regard, it is
more of a kinetic parameter that depends on the timescale of observation. Free
energy plots of the glass transition for perfect and defected crystals are shown in
Fig. 9.33. The perfect crystal is shown by the bottom line, and the defected crystals,
denoted by the dashed lines, have higher free energies. The melting temperatures
are given by T0

m and Td
m, respectively. Also shown are two glass transition tem-

peratures, Tg corresponding to an unrelaxed glassy state and Tk corresponding to the
ideal glass transition temperature. Since the glass transition temperature is depen-
dent on time, it is postulated that there exists some temperature, Tk, below which
the transition will never occur, and is known as the ideal glass temperature. Note
that these points lie at a higher free energy than that of either the perfect crystal or
the defected crystal.

As described by Okamoto et al. [60], one of the simplest models of melting is
due to Lindemann [61] who proposed that crystals melt when the root-mean-square

(rms) thermal displacement hd2vibi1=2 of atoms from their equilibrium sites becomes
large enough to encroach on nearest neighbors, or when the vibrational amplitude is

about 50 % of the interatomic spacing. Thus, melting occurs when hd2vibi1=2=rnn
reaches a critical value equal to some fraction hd2criti1=2=rnn of the nearest-neighbor
spacing, rnn. In the harmonic Debye model of crystal lattices, the mean-square
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thermal displacement for a perfect crystal at a temperature T above the Debye
temperature, Θ0, is:

hd2vibi ¼
36p2�h2T

MkH2
0

; ð9:70Þ

where ħ is Planck’s constant, k is Boltzmann’s constant, and M is the atomic mass.
Since melting occurs when hd2vibi reaches some critical value. Then from Eq. (9.70),
the melting temperature of the perfect crystal is:

T0
m ¼ MkH2

0

36p2�h2
hd2criti: ð9:71Þ

The total mean-square atomic displacement is composed of thermal hd2vibi and static
hd2stati components, where the latter is due to defect structures such as point defects,
anti-site defects, size mismatch between solute, solvent atoms in solid solution,
defect clusters, and impurities. The generalized form of the Lindemann melting
criterion then becomes:

hd2criti ¼ hd2statiþ hd2vibi; ð9:72Þ

where hd2criti is a constant. Referring back to Fig. 9.33, this criterion shows that the
crystal can be melted either by heating it to the melting point, T0

m hd2vibi ¼ hd2criti
� �

or by increasing the amount of static disorder, hd2stati in the crystal until the free
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energy is equal to that of the liquid. As the damage level increases, the melting
temperature of the defective crystal, Td

m defined by the intersection of the free
energy curve with that of the supercooled liquid, decreases, as shown in Fig. 9.33.
The maximum damage state will occur when the free energy curve of the defective
crystal is tangent to that of the supercooled liquid, shown as the upper most dashed
line in Fig. 9.33.

The state of maximum damage, hd2stati ¼ hd2criti; or where Td
m ¼ 0; is the theo-

retical upper limit for damage accumulation in a defective crystal. Figure 9.34
shows a polymorphous melting curve for a defective crystal in which hd2stati rep-
resents the sum total of the effect of all defects in the crystal. The linear region
follows from Eq. (9.72). Along the melting curve, where T ¼ Td

m; Eq. (9.72)
becomes:

hd2criti ¼ hd2statiþ
36p2�h2Td

m

MkH2
0

; ð9:73Þ

which is written in the form of Eq. (9.71) as:

Td
m ¼ MkH2

d

36p2�h2
hd2criti; ð9:74Þ

where the Debye temperature of the defective crystal, Θd, is given as:

H2
d ¼ H2

0 1� hd2stati
hd2criti

 !
: ð9:75Þ
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Fig. 9.34 Generalized T0 curve showing schematically the effects of static atomic disorder as
measured by hd2stati; on the melting temperature of the defective crystal, Td
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the critical values of hd2stati for thermodynamic and mechanical melting (after [60])
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In a perfect crystal, hd2stati ! 0;H2
d ! H2

0; and T
d
m ! Td

0 :Note that Eq. (9.74) shows
that the proportionality between the melting temperature and hd2stati; Fig. 9.34, is
related to the Debye temperature given in Eq. (9.75). Also, since H2

d is proportional
to the shear modulus, μd, the linear decrease in melting temperature also means that
disorder-induced reduction of the shear modulus is occurring with the same func-
tional dependence on hd2stati: From these proportionalities, we can write:

Td
m

T0
m
¼ ld

l0
¼ H2

d

H2
0

¼ 1� hd2stati
hd2criti

 !
: ð9:76Þ

If it were possible to relate the defects created by irradiation to the mean-square
displacement in the solid, then we could use Eq. (9.76) to determine the amor-
phization criterion directly. Since this is not possible, there are two alternative ways
of determining the amorphization criteria. One is through disordering and another is
through free energy change.

9.8.3.1 Radiation-Induced Amorphization Driven by Disordering

Recall that in Sect. 9.7, we determined that the disordering energy should be
sufficient to drive the C → A transformation. In fact, the chemical rate theory of
radiation-induced order–disorder transformation can be used to determine the cutoff
temperature, below which amorphization can occur. In this model [62], the rate of
change in the long-range order parameter consists of a disordering term due to
irradiation and a thermal reordering term, similar to that in Sect. 9.3,

dS
dt

¼ �eK0Sþ v exp
�U
kT

� �
½CAð1� CAÞð1� SÞ2

� exp
�V
kT

� �
ðSþCAð1� CAÞð1� SÞ2Þ�;

ð9:77Þ

where U is the energy barrier for the A–B pair interchange, V is the ordering energy
such that V = VAB − 1/2 (VAA + VBB) where VAB, VAA, and VBB are the bond
energies for A–B, A–A, and B–B pairs, respectively, and the remaining terms were
defined in Sect. 9.3. The first term is the irradiation-induced disordering rate, and
the second and third terms are the thermal reordering and disordering rates. An
example of the variation of long-range order with temperature in the CuTi system is
shown in Fig. 9.35 along with the variation of amorphization dose with tempera-
ture. Note that below about −53 °C, the order parameter drops to zero. This is the
cutoff temperature, TC, which coincides with the onset of amorphization, Tc-a. Just
above the cutoff temperature, dS/dt is * 0 and the relationship between the cutoff
temperature and the damage rate, K0, can be written by setting dS/dt in Eq. (9.77) to
zero:
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eK0S0 ¼ v exp
�U
kTC

� �
CAð1� CAÞð1� S0Þ2
h

� exp
�VS0
kTC

� �
ðS0 þCAð1� CAÞð1� S0Þ2Þ

i
;

ð9:78Þ

where S0 is the steady-state value of the long-range order parameter. For typical
values of V, the exponent inside the square brackets is of the order 10−5 to 10−21

and so the second term can be neglected, and the expression in Eq. (9.78) can be
solved for TC:

TC ¼ U k ln
vCAð1� CAÞð1� S0Þ2

eK0S0

 !" #�1

: ð9:79Þ

Equation (9.79) gives an estimation of the cutoff temperature, or the Tc-a temper-
ature for a solid under irradiation. Note that it depends on the displacement rate and
also on the number of replacements per displacement, ε. As such, the temperature at
which amorphization will occur will depend on the irradiating particle and the dose
rate. Figure 9.36 shows a schematic illustration of the temperature dependence of
the critical dose for amorphization for various types of charged particles. Tc-a is the
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temperature below which complete amorphization can be achieved. Ta-c is the
temperature beyond which the crystalline compound cannot be amorphized and is
independent of irradiation conditions, and Tth is the thermal recrystallization tem-
perature. Okamoto et al. [60] describe the main kinetic features of
irradiation-induced amorphization as follows:

– For a specified particle and dose rate, there is a temperature at which the two
competing processes of damage production and recovery just balance. Below
that temperature, damage production dominates recover and the crystal can be
completely amorphized.

– Amorphization occurs homogeneously at low temperature, far from the critical
dose rate and temperature. Heterogeneous amorphization occurs near the cutoff
temperature.

– For fixed dose rate, Tc–a increases with increasing particle mass.
– Tc–a is a kinetic parameter that depends on the irradiation variables such as dose

rate. Higher dose rates shift Tc–a to higher values.
– There is a temperature, Ta–c above which amorphization is impossible. Ta–c

depends on the target temperature but not irradiation variables.
– Between Ta–c and Tth, irradiation can induce the A → C transformation and the

dose required for the transformation is temperature dependent.

Figure 9.37(a) and (b) shows two examples of the temperature dependence of
irradiation-induced amorphization in NiAl and NiTi, respectively. Figure 9.38 shows
how Tc–a varies with particle type at nearly equal dose rates. Clearly, irradiation with
heavy ions can induce amorphization over a much larger temperature range than is
possible by irradiation with electrons because the ions can transfer much more
energy in a much smaller volume than can electrons. While electron irradiation in
the * MeV range produces isolated displacements (single Frenkel pairs), heavy ion
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irradiation results in cascades in which the effective displacement rate is high such
that the damage rate outweighs the recovery rate.

Relating the ordering process to the mean-square static displacement, Okamoto
et al. [60, 63] show that

hd2stati / ð1� S2Þ; ð9:80Þ

and since from Eq. (9.76), hd2stati is proportional to the shear modulus, μ, then
μ / (1 − S2). Figure 9.39 shows that amorphization of Zr3Al occurs very near to the
point where the straight line fit through data crosses the horizontal line for the
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amorphous alloy, showing that the onset of amorphization is related to a critical
value of the mean-square chemical disorder (1 − S2) and from Eq. (9.80), the
mean-square static displacement. Another example of the role of disorder in
amorphization is shown in Fig. 9.40 which gives the dose dependence of S for Zr3Al
during irradiation with 1 MeV electrons at two temperatures, and ions at 22 °C. The
onset of amorphization is shown by the arrows, and although it occurs at different
doses for the different particles and irradiation temperatures, the value of the order
parameter is about the same. The significance of this observation is that while
disordering kinetics differ between particles and temperatures, amorphization
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depends only on the magnitude of S and not how it is reached. Figure 9.41 [60, 63]
shows an additional example of the correlation between the onset of amorphization
and the rms static displacement for case of B implantation into Nb. When the
mean-square static displacement reaches a critical value, amorphization occurs.

9.8.3.2 Radiation-Induced Amorphization Driven by Free Energy

Amorphization can also be explained by considering the free energy of the trans-
formation, as explained by Motta et al. [64, 65] and summarized here. The criterion
for amorphization is that the free energy change upon irradiation, ΔGirr, must be
greater than that for the C → A transformation, ΔGca:

DGirr 
DGca: ð9:81Þ

The term ΔGirr includes all of the defects created by irradiation and can be written
as the sum of terms representing chemical disordering, ΔGdis, and all other defects,
ΔGdef:

DGirr ¼ DGdef þDGdis ¼
X
j

ðCjEj � TDSjÞþDCABNV � TDSdis; ð9:82Þ

where Cj is the concentration of defect j, Ej is the formation energy, V is the
ordering energy (defined earlier), and ΔSj and ΔSdis are the configuration entropy
changes due to point defects and anti-site defects, respectively. The term ΔCAB is
the change in the number of A–B pairs and is determined from the long-range order
parameter, S, as:

DCAB ¼ N½Að1� S2ÞþBð1� SÞ�; ð9:83Þ
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where N is the number of lattice sites per mole and A and B are the fractions of
atoms on the respective lattice sites in the ordered phase. The concentrations of
defects are given by the defect balance equations given in Eq. (5.1).
Equations (9.81), (9.82), and (9.83), and (5.1) can be used to determine a rela-
tionship between the dose to amorphization, the damage rate, and the temperature.
Motta determined this relationship for electron irradiation of Zr3Fe to be:

UaK
1=2
0 ¼ B expð�Ei

m=2kTÞ ; ð9:84Þ

where Φa is the dose to amorphization, K0 is the damage rate, Ei
m is the interstitial

migration energy, and B is a constant, and the results shown in Fig. 9.42 are found
to be in good agreement with observations, shown in Fig. 9.43.
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9.9 Phase Stability in Reactor Core Component Alloys

The stability of phases in engineering alloys under irradiation is of great techno-
logical importance. Stainless steels are widely used in the cores of current and
advanced reactor systems and have also been studied most comprehensively. Some
10 phases are observed to be affected by irradiation of austenitic stainless steels
[66–68]. These phases can be grouped into three categories [66]: radiation-induced,
radiation-modified, and radiation-enhanced. Table 9.2 gives the phases belonging
to each category along with a crystallographic and morphological description of the
phases. The radiation-induced phases include γ′, G, and MxP phases and appear
only under irradiation, but not under thermal conditions. The radiation-modified
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group consists of phases that occur during both irradiation and thermal aging and
includes η (M6C), Laves and M2P (FeTiP). The radiation-enhanced category con-
sists of phases that regularly occur during thermal processing, but are either pro-
duced more rapidly or more abundantly at lower temperatures during reactor
irradiation. Phases in this category include M6C, M23C6, and MC carbides and σ
and χ intermetallic phases.

Figure 9.44 provides a temperature–dose map in which the various phases listed
in Table 9.2 are found to form. Note that while fluences of approximately 10 dpa
are required for these phases to appear, the more important variable is temperature.
In solution-annealed and cold-worked 316 SS, there is little evidence of significant
radiation-induced precipitation below 370 °C. The only phase found to form in this
regime is γ′-Ni3Si, and it has been observed in both light water reactor core com-
ponents and following proton irradiation at 360 °C [69]. The γ′ phase has also been
detected in 316 stainless steel irradiated in a fast reactor as low as 270 °C [66].
Between 400 and 550 °C, γ′-Ni3Si readily forms during fast reactor irradiations and
is greatest in steels with higher Si and Ti contents. In mixed spectrum reactors in
this temperature range, fine Cr-rich phases such as M23C6 and M6C form in 316 SS
and Ti-rich MC forms in Ti-modified steels [66]. In the 500–600 °C temperature
range, both radiation-induced and radiation-modified phases form, including the
G-phase (M6Ni16Si7), M6C, laves and phosphides and silicides. The G-phase vol-
ume fraction is a function of the Si, Ti, and Nb content of the steel with volume
fraction increasing with alloy composition.

The appearance of these phases can be related to the effects of irradiation on
phase stability. By far, the greatest effect of irradiation on precipitation in stainless
steels is due to solute enrichment via radiation-induced segregation. Recall from
Chap. 6 that irradiation of austenitic stainless steels causes the enrichment of Si and
Ni at sinks and many of the phases appearing under irradiation are rich in one or
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both of these elements. Radiation-enhanced diffusion affects MC precipitation by
enhancing its growth compared to that under thermal conditions. While it is
expected that oversized phases are more stable under irradiation and undersized
phases are less stable, of the phases given in Table 9.2, three have positive misfits of
at least 10 % and of those, only M6C is stable under a wide range of irradiation
conditions. Both MC and M23C6 are oversized and will benefit from vacancy
supersaturation, but also from the depletion of their main constituent, Cr, due to
RIS. Conversely, several of the phases that are undersized are induced or enhanced
by irradiation: Laves, M2P, γ′. Clearly, the effect of solute segregation and other
material and irradiation parameters play a large role in the phases that are stable
under irradiation.

Nomenclature

a Lattice spacing
A Term relating to crystal structure dependence on ordering energy
Ce Matrix solute concentration
Ci Concentration of species i
Cp Concentration of solute in the precipitate
D Diffusion coefficient
~D Interdiffusion coefficient
E Young’s modulus
E j
mO

Migration energy for ordering of defect j
G Solute source term
ΔGp Free energy of formation of a precipitate
ΔG′ Pseudo-free energy of formation of a precipitate
ΔGac Free energy change due to amorphization
ΔGirr Free energy change due to irradiation
ΔGdef Free energy change due to defects
ΔGdis Free energy change due to chemical disordering
ħ Planck’s constant
ΔHf Heat of formation
ΔHi–v Enthalpy of defect formation
ΔHc-a Enthalpy for the crystalline-to-amorphous transition
Jp Precipitate nucleation rate
k Boltzmann’s constant
kO Rate constant for the ordering reaction
k2s Sink strength
Kiv Recombination rate constant
K0 Defect production rate
L Cell size
M Atomic mass
n Excess number of vacancies in a precipitate
N Atom number density
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px Probability that a trap site is occupied by species x
Q Activation energy for ordering
rc Cascade radius
rp Precipitate radius
rj Recombination radius of species j
rnn Nearest-neighbor atom spacing
R Metal–metalloid size ratio
Rm Precipitate dissolution rate by ballistic mixing
Rs Precipitate growth rate due to radiation-enhanced diffusion
S Long-range order parameter
Se Equilibrium value of order parameter
Sj Supersaturation of species j
Sobserved Observed long-range ordering parameter
S0 Steady-state value of order parameter
Sv Vacancy supersaturation
Sx Solute supersaturation
ΔSdis Configurational entropy change due to anti-site defects
ΔSj Configurational entropy change due to point defects
t Time
T Temperature
TC Cutoff temperature
Ta–c Temperature above which crystal cannot be amorphized
Tc–a Temperature below which complete amorphization can be achieved
Tg Glass transition temperature
Tk Ideal glass transition temperature
Tm Melting temperature
U Energy barrier for ordering reaction
V Volume; also ordering parameter
V0 Activation energy when the long-range order parameter, S = 1
VT Energy reduction when a wrong A–B pair transforms to a correct A–B

pair
Vc Cascade volume
Vm Molar volume
Vij Bond energy for species i and j
x Number of solute atoms in a precipitate
Xj Atom fraction of species j
Zα Number of α sites that are nearest neighbor to a β site
Zβ Number of β sites that are nearest neighbor to a α site
α Constant in Eq. (9.22)
αj Emission rate of species j
β Constant in Eq. (9.21)
βj Capture rate of species j
δ Fractional difference in volume of the precipitate relative to the matrix
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hd2criti1=2 Critical value of means square displacement

hd2stati1=2 Amount of static disorder in the solid

hd2vibi1=2 Root-mean-square thermal displacement

ε Disordering efficiency
γ Particle–matrix interface energy; also surface energy
μ Shear modulus
v Poisson’s ratio
vj Frequency factor for defect j
vc Frequency factor for correct A–B pair
vw Frequency factor for wrong A–B pair
Θ Re-solution rate of precipitate volume
Θ0 Debye temperature
ρ Density
ρp Precipitate number density
q0p Equilibrium precipitate number density

ρ′ Pseudo-equilibrium precipitate number density
σ Parameter in Eq. (9.40)
σD Displacement cross section
τ Time constant
Ω Atomic volume
ξ Dissolution parameter in Eq. (9.32)
ζ Constant in Eq. (9.1)

Superscripts

i Interstitial
v Vacancy

Subscripts

d Defective
def Defects
dis Disordered
e Solubility
i Interstitials
irr Irradiation
m Matrix
max Maximum
O Ordering
p Precipitate
s Solute
th Thermal
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v Vacancies
x Solute atom
0 Initial

Acronyms

APT Atom probe tomography
CSRO Compositional short-range order
HFIR High Flux Isotope Reactor (Oak Ridge National Laboratory)
NHM Nelson–Hudson–Mazey
RED Radiation-enhanced diffusion
RIS Radiation-induced segregation
rms Root mean square
TEM Transmission electron microscopy
TSRO Topological short-range order

Problems

9:1 A spherical precipitate grows via a random nucleation process at temperature
T. The same precipitate grows under irradiation at the same temperature
T. Under irradiation, the time to obtain the same volume fraction of pre-
cipitate is half that during pure thermal aging. Calculate the difference in the
activation energy at this temperature between thermal and irradiated condi-
tions for this transformation process. State key assumptions.

9:2 What phase is 304 stainless steel? Does radiation-induced segregation in 304
stainless steel tend to stabilize or destabilize this phase? Explain why.

9:3 For 316 SS under irradiation with a vacancy supersaturation, Sv = 104 and a
solute supersaturation, Sx = 102, find the interstitial to vacancy arrival rate
ratio (βi/βv) that will stabilize a precipitate phase that is oversized by 5 %
(δ = 0.05). Plot your results as a function of temperature from 573 to 873 K.
Neglect the temperature dependence of Young’s modulus. Use E = 200 MPa
and ν = 0.3.

9:4 For γ′ in a Ni–5 %Al alloy undergoing shrinkage by recoil dissolution and
growth by diffusion of the solute from solution:

(a) Determine the critical γ′ precipitate radius, below which growth occurs
and above which shrinkage will occur.

(b) Compare your result to that expected when the precipitate size is gov-
erned by dissolution disordering.
Use the following irradiation parameters:

ϕf = 1015 n/cm2 s (E ∼ 0.5 MeV)
ρ = 1015 cm−3

ζΩ = 10−4 nm
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ξ = 10 nm
D = 10−15 cm2/s

9:5 For the same alloy as in the last problem, plot the dependence of the max-
imum stable particle size on f, the fraction of atoms dissolved by a cascade
for precipitates undergoing irradiation-induced re-solution. Make the plot for
the range 0 < f < 1 and l = 10 nm.

9:6 Estimate the disordering rate due to irradiation for Ni–25Al (γ′) irradiated
with 5 MeV Ni++ ions at a displacement rate of 10−3 dpa/s and with a
disordering efficiency of 30.

9:7 A recent paper reports the discovery of a new microstructural defect
aggregate, termed a black hole because of its affinity for vacancies
zBHv [ zBHi
� �

: Describe how the presence of these black holes along with the
usual array of defect sinks will affect:

(a) Void nucleation rate,
(b) Critical void size,
(c) Void growth rate,
(d) Incoherent precipitate (δ > 0) stability, and
(e) Incoherent precipitate nucleation rate.

9:8 In the nickel-rich end of the Ni–Al system, a solid solution of Al in Ni,
known as the γ phase, has an fcc crystal structure. Near a composition of Ni–
50Al, the β phase (bcc) is the stable structure. Given the information below,
determine the window on Sv and βi/βv needed to form the NiAl (β) phase
from:

(a) A saturated solution of Al in Ni,
(b) A supersaturated solution, Sx = 2.0,
(c) An undersaturated solution, Sx = 0.5.

Irradiation temperature = 500 °C

ν = 0.35,
E = 150 GPa,
aβ = 0.3574 nm,
aγ = 0.490 nm.

9:9 Using the rules for amorphous phase formation, describe the relative ease of
forming an amorphous phase in each single- and two-phase region of the Ni–
Al phase diagram. Explain your reasoning.

9:10 One of the theories of the formation of irradiation-induced amorphization
requires that the vacancy and interstitial defect concentrations reach a level of
2 %, at which point the affected volume will become amorphized. Determine
whether this is possible in NiAl (β′—bcc) by determining the migration
enthalpy for interstitials at 300 K, which would allow the point defect
concentrations to reach the critical concentration. Assume a low sink con-
centration and a displacement rate of 10−4 dpa/s.
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9:11 Estimate the crystalline-to-amorphous temperature for NiAl3 for the fol-
lowing irradiation and material parameters under 5 MeV Ni++ ion irradiation:

K0 = 10−3 dpa/s,
U = 0.1 eV,
ν = 1013 s−1,
ε = 30
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Chapter 10
Unique Effects of Ion Irradiation

This chapter will focus on processes that are unique to ion bombardment of metals
and alloys. Ion bombardment is important in fusion reactor systems in which the
reaction products consist of energetic helium and hydrogen (deuterium or tritium)
ions that impact the first wall and other components. In laboratory experiments, ion
implantation, ion beam mixing (IBM), and ion beam-assisted deposition are used to
study ion–solid interactions and to create new phases and unique microstructures.
The topic of ion beam modification of materials or ion–solid interactions in general
is a broad subject, and a comprehensive treatment is beyond the scope of this text.
(The reader is referred to several excellent texts and review articles on the subject,
see e.g., [1–5].) Rather, we will focus on processes that occur during ion–solid
interactions and that result in unique microstructures or phases in the target, such as
displacement mixing, preferential sputtering, Gibbsian adsorption, and grain
growth, and the combination of these processes that together alter the target from its
original state. Recall that ions not only create damage, but they contribute to a
chemical change in the target by virtue of their presence. Processes affecting the
surface structure and composition that are negligible under neutron irradiation
(sputtering, recoil mixing, and Gibbsian adsorption) can be very significant under
ion irradiation.

We will start with a brief introduction of ion irradiation techniques to set the
stage for understanding the effects to be described later. The effects of ion irradi-
ation on composition, microstructure, and phase formation will then be presented,
followed by the effects due to bombardment by gases at high doses and high
temperature as will be experienced in the first wall of a fusion reactor, or at low
temperature in a laboratory. A final topic is the unique processes that occur in film
formation by ion beam-assisted deposition (IBAD).

Additional material to this chapter can be downloaded from http://rmsbook2ed.engin.umich.edu/
movies/

© Springer Science+Business Media New York 2017
G.S. Was, Fundamentals of Radiation Materials Science,
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10.1 Ion Irradiation Techniques

The modification of metal surfaces by ion beams can be accomplished by a variety
of methods, each with its own advantages for particular situations. The principal
methods include ion implantation, IBM, ion beam-assisted deposition, and plasma
source ion implantation and are shown schematically in Fig. 10.1(a–d). Each of
these techniques will be briefly described and considered for their capacity to alter
the composition of the target.

Ion implantation (II) is the bombardment of a target with a beam of ions in the
energy range from a few hundred keV to several MeV. The beam is usually
monoenergetic, contains a single charge state and is generally (but not always) mass
analyzed. Due to the stochastic nature of the elastic collision process, the ions come
to rest in a Gaussian distribution with the mean of the Gaussian centered about Rp,
the projected range, and the FWHM * 2.35ΔRp, where ΔRp is the standard
deviation from the mean.

Target

Ion flux

Plasma
sheath

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 10.1 Ion beam surface modification by (a) direct ion implantation, (b) ion beam mixing,
(c) ion beam-assisted deposition, and (d) plasma source ion implantation (after [3])
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Although it is a simple process, this technique has several disadvantages from
the standpoint of modifying the surface composition. First, since the depth of the
implanted distribution varies as E1/2, energies in the several hundred keV range that
are achievable in the most common implanters will result in projected ranges of less
than 100 nm for most heavy ions. Energies in the MeV range are required to
penetrate into the micrometer range. Second, sputtering will limit the concentration
of the implanted specie to a value that is the reciprocal of the sputtering yield (see
Sect. 10.2.1). Since sputtering yields of metals at these energies range from 2 to 5,
the maximum concentration of implanted specie is 50–20 %, respectively. The
shape and location of the distribution can also be a drawback. In corrosion, where
the composition of the top few monolayers is most important, the bulk of the
modification occurs at considerably greater depths, leaving the surface lean in the
implanted specie. When implantation induces a phase transformation, the effec-
tiveness or efficiency of direct implantation is lesser still. Finally, it is often
desirable to implant metal ions into pure metals or alloys to achieve a particular
surface composition. As a practical matter, most commercial implanters can pro-
duce large currents of inert gases, but more elaborate measures are needed to
produce metal ions at currents that are practical. IBM provides an alternative to the
shortcomings of direct ion implantation.

IBM refers to the homogenization of bilayers or multilayers of elements
deposited onto the surface of a target prior to bombardment. The idea behind IBM
is to create a surface alloy by homogenizing alternate layers of the alloy constituents
deposited in a thickness ratio so as to result in the desired final composition fol-
lowing mixing. IBM overcomes several of the shortcomings of ion implantation.
First, the requirement of producing a metal ion beam is eliminated since noble gases
can be used for mixing. Noble gases will not contribute a chemical effect in the
solid and yet can be made into high-current beams in most commercial implanters.
Second, there is no restriction on the composition range since the final composition
is controlled by the ratio of layer thicknesses. This also removes two other shortfalls
of ion implantation, that of uniformity and surface deficiency of the implanted
specie. IBM results in a very uniform composition throughout the depth of pene-
tration of the ion, including the very near-surface region that is problematical for
ion implantation. Finally, if the elemental layers are made thin enough, the dose
needed to achieve complete mixing can be orders of magnitude lower than that
needed to produce concentrated alloys by direct implantation.

If the process is carried out at low temperature, the result is often a metastable
alloy in the form of either a supersaturated solid solution or an amorphous structure.
The microstructure can then be controlled by subsequent annealing treatments.
However, despite its many advantages, IBM still suffers from the same disadvan-
tage of limited depth of penetration. The thickness of the surface is still governed by
the projected range of the ion, which is in the 100 nm range for heavy ions of a few
hundred keV. A solution to this problem lies in the technique of ion beam-assisted
deposition.

Ion beam-assisted/ion beam-enhanced deposition (IBAD/IBED) refers to the
growth of a film with the assistance of an ion beam. In this technique, a film is
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grown onto a substrate by physical vapor deposition concurrently with the bom-
bardment by an ion beam of low (*1 keV) energy. The advantages of this method
are numerous. First, there is virtually no limit to the thickness of film that can be
modified since bombardment occurs during growth. Second, ion bombardment
concurrent with vapor deposition provides for an atomically mixed interface,
resulting in greater adherence. The composition gradient at the interface can be
controlled by the deposition rate and the ion flux. Third, the enhanced mobility of
the surface during growth allows for the control of grain size and morphology,
texture, density, composition, and residual stress state. These properties are deter-
mined principally by controlling the atom deposition rate in conjunction with the
ion flux (ion-to-atom arrival rate ratio), ion energy, fluence, and species. Hence,
pure metals, solid solution alloys, intermetallic compounds, and a host of
metal-based compounds can be grown by this technique.

A final technique is plasma source ion implantation (PSII). In this technique, the
target is placed directly in the plasma source and is then pulse biased to a high
negative potential (–40 to –100 keV). A plasma sheath forms around the target and
ions are accelerated normal to the target surface across the plasma sheath. PSII has
several potential advantages relative to conventional line-of-sight implantation
including elimination of the need for target manipulation and beam rastering,
elimination of target masking (retained dose problem), operation of the ion source
hardware and controls are near ground potential, and easier scaling to large and/or
heavy targets.

All of these techniques involve energetic ion–solid interaction and the physical
processes that constitute this interaction such as sputtering, Gibbsian adsorption,
recoil implantation, displacement mixing, radiation-enhanced diffusion, and
radiation-induced segregation. These processes affect composition, microstructure,
and phase structure and form the basis for the observed changes in the physical and
mechanical properties of the metal or alloy. Chapters 7, 8, and 9 described the
microstructure and phase changes due to irradiation, and this chapter will focus on
the composition effects and some additional effects unique to ion irradiation, such
as grain growth, texture modification, and surface morphology during high gas
loading.

10.2 Composition Changes

Under ion bombardment, a variety of processes occur, some of which are much
more pronounced than in the case of neutron irradiation and some that are the same.
Bombardment by heavy ions results in sputtering of atoms from the surface,
inducing compositional changes in the near-surface region of the target. At tem-
peratures between 0.3 and 0.5 Tm, Gibbsian adsorption causes changes in the
composition of the first two atom layers, which can impact the sputtering process.
The primary disordering mechanism is collisional or ballistic mixing which can be
qualitatively classified into recoil implantation and cascade (isotropic) mixing.
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Recoil implantation refers to the direct displacement of a target atom by a bom-
barding ion. Indirect processes involving other target atoms are collectively called
cascade mixing. Referring to experiments involving the implantation into a bilayer
or a thin marker layer embedded in a monatomic solid, recoil implantation produces
a shift and a broadening of a given initial profile while cascade mixing produces
broadening. But in addition to collisional mixing, thermal processes may become
important, leading to radiation-enhanced diffusion (Chap. 5). When the flux of
defects to sinks becomes coupled to the flux of host atoms, radiation-induced
segregation can occur, resulting in the accumulation or depletion of an alloy
component at defect sinks (Chap. 6). The following subsections provide a devel-
opment of the physical processes of sputtering, Gibbsian adsorption, recoil
implantation, and cascade mixing. Radiation-enhanced diffusion and radiation-
induced segregation were described in earlier chapters and will be included only in
combination with other processes to present a complete picture of composition
changes under ion bombardment.

10.2.1 Sputtering

Sputtering is a key element in determining surface composition under ion bom-
bardment, primarily through the action of preferential sputtering. Different elements
sputter with different probabilities, and the surface composition is a function of
these probabilities. This section will briefly describe the process of physical sput-
tering, followed by a discussion of preferential sputtering as it affects surface
compositional changes in alloys.

Basic Model

Surfaces of solids erode under ion bombardment. The erosion rate is characterized
by the sputtering yield, Y, which is defined as the mean number of emitted atoms
per incident particle. Y depends on the structure and composition of the target,
parameters of the incident beam and the experimental geometry. For medium mass
ions and keV energies, 0.5 ≤ Y < 20.

In the sputtering process, atoms are ejected from the outer surface layers
(Fig. 10.2). The bombarding ion transfers energy in collisions to the target atoms
that recoil with enough energy to generate other recoils. Some of the
backward-directed recoils will intersect the surface with enough energy to escape
the solid. It is these recoils that make up most of the sputtered yield, which is
proportional to the number of displaced or recoil atoms. In the linear cascade
regime, the number of recoils is proportional to the energy deposited per unit depth
in nuclear energy loss [6–9]. A collision cascade is linear if only a minor fraction of
the target atoms within the cascade volume is set in motion. For a bulk cascade, this
implies a low density of point defects generated. As applied to sputtering, it means
that the sputter yield must be small compared to the number of target atoms located
within the surface area affected by a bombarding particle. In practice, cascades in
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metals are close to linear except those generated by rather heavy ions bombarding
heavy targets in the energy range from *10 to *1 MeV. The sputtering yield for
particles incident on the surface can be expressed as follows:

Y ¼ KFDðE0Þ; ð10:1Þ

where Y is the number of atoms emitted per incident particle, E0 is the incident
particle energy, Λ contains all the material properties such as surface binding
energies and incident ion angular dependence, and FD is the density of deposited
energy per unit depth at the surface and depends on the type, energy, and direction
of the incident ion and the target parameters Z2, M2, and N. The derivation of Λ
involves a description of the number of recoil atoms that can overcome the surface
barrier and escape from the solid. Sigmund [6] has derived an expression for Λ
using the Thomas–Fermi screening function:

K ¼ 0:042=NU0; ð10:2Þ

where N is the atomic number density and U0 is the surface binding energy and can
be estimated from the heat of sublimation. The deposited energy, FD is given as
follows:

FDðE0Þ ¼ a dE=dxjn; ð10:3Þ

where dE/dx|n is the energy loss rate due to nuclear stopping and α is a correction
factor that accounts for the angle of incidence of the beam to the surface and
contributions due to large angle scattering events. The factor α increases with the
angle of incidence due to increased energy deposition in the surface, and α also
increases with M2/M1, again, due to greater energy deposition in the surface. Using
the inverse square potential (see Eq. (1.59)), dE/dx|n is evaluated to be:

high E low E

Sputtered Sputtered
Incident ion

Fig. 10.2 Schematic illustration of the redirection of momentum from an incident ion to the
backward direction resulting in sputtering
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dE=dxjn ¼ NSn ¼ N
p2

2
Z1Z2e

2a
M1

M1 þM2
; ð10:4Þ

where N is the atom number density, Sn is the nuclear stopping power, a is the
screening radius, ε is the unit charge, Z and M are atomic number and atomic mass,
respectively, and the subscripts 1 and 2 refer to incident and target atoms,
respectively. The nuclear stopping power calculated using a Thomas–Fermi cross
section [10] is as follows:

SnðEÞ ¼ 4paZ1Z2e2
M1

M1 þM2
Snð2Þ; ð10:5Þ

where Sn (2) is the reduced stopping power (from Eq. (1.148)), and the reduced
energy, 2 (from Eq. (1.139)) is as follows:

2¼ M2

M1 þM2

a
Z1Z2e2

E: ð10:6Þ

For 1 keV Ar incident on Cu, a = 0.0103 nm and 2 = 0.008, and for 10 keV O
incident on Cu, a = 0.0115 nm and 2 = 0.27. For ion energies between 1 and
10 keV, values of 2 are in the range 0.01–0.3, or just below the plateau in dE/dx|n.
Using the energy-independent value of Sn(2) of *0.327 (from Eq. (1.150)) gives
dE/dx|n * 1240 eV/nm for Ar incident on C, and dE/dx|n * 320 eV/nm for O
incident on Cu. Using the expression for Λ in Eq. (10.2), the sputtering yield in Eq.
(10.1) becomes

Y ¼ 0:528aZ1Z2
M1

U0ðM1 þM2Þ Snð2Þ: ð10:7Þ

For Ar incident on Cu, NSn = dE/dx|n = 1240 eV/nm, U0 * 3 eV, α * 0.25,
Λ = 0.0165 nm/eV and N = 85 atoms/nm3, giving Y * 5.1. Figure 10.3 shows the
variation of the sputter yield with angle, atomic number of the ion, target atom–

incident ion mass ratio, and ion energy. Sputtering increases with departure from
normal incidence because more of the ion energy is deposited close to the surface.
The same is true for the dependence on Z of the ion for a fixed energy. Sputter yield
is low at low energies because of the small amount of energy deposited in the
surface. Similarly, since the elastic scattering cross section decreases with energy,
the energy deposited in the surface region drops at high energies and the sputter
yield falls. The result is a peak at intermediate energies where the energy deposition
in the near-surface region is high.

The sputtering yield can be used to determine the steady-state concentration of
the implanted specie [1] as follows. We assume that we are implanting an ion of
element A into a target of element B, where NA,B is the atomic concentration and
SA,B is the sputtered flux of elements A and B. Then at any time, we have that:
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SB=SA ¼ vðNB=NAÞ; ð10:8Þ

where χ is the ratio of probabilities for sputtering a B atom off the surface to that for
an A atom. The flux of incident A atoms, ϕA, is related to the total sputtered flux by
the sputtering yield:

/AY ¼ SA þ SB: ð10:9Þ

At steady state, the addition of A atoms by implantation equals that lost by sput-
tering, so there is no net change in the total number of A atoms in the target and
ϕA = SA. Substituting for SA into Eq. (10.9) yields SB = (Y − 1)ϕA. Substituting for
SA and SB into Eq. (10.8) gives the steady-state surface composition:
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Fig. 10.3 Dependence of sputter yield on (a) angle of incidence, β, where β is measured from the
surface normal (after [8]), (b) atomic number of the incident (after [9]), (c) target atom: incident
ion mass ratio through the factor α in Eq. (10.3) (after [8]), and (d) incident ion energy (after [7])
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NA=NB ¼ vðY � 1Þ�1: ð10:10Þ

For the case where χ = 1, Eq. (10.10) becomes:

NA=ðNA þNBÞ ¼ 1=Y ; ð10:11Þ

which indicates that the concentration of the implanted specie is determined directly
by the sputter yield.

Preferential Sputtering

When energetic ions strike a target consisting of an alloy, not all of the elements of
the target will be sputtered with the same yield. The yield of A atoms of an alloy per
incident ion in the flux of sputtered atoms [11] is as follows:

YA ¼
Z1

0

rAðxÞðCAðxÞ=XÞ dx; ð10:12Þ

where σA(x) is the cross section for A atoms at a depth x ≥ 0 to be ejected from the
surface, x = 0, into the region x < 0 per incoming ion, CA(x) is the atomic fraction of
A in the alloy at depth x, and Ω is the mean atomic volume. We can also define the
probability per unit depth, pA(x), that an A atom present at depth x is ejected by an
incoming ion:

pAðxÞ � rAðxÞ=X: ð10:13Þ

The yield of A atoms then takes the form:

YA ¼
Z1

0

CAðxÞpAðxÞdx: ð10:14Þ

The primary effects in alloy sputtering are those related to the individual sput-
tering events and the physical variables contributing to the sputter yield and are all
contained in the sputter probability, pA, which depends on the type and energy of
the incoming ion, the type of the sputtered atom and its surface binding energy, etc.
Since the values of the sputter probabilities, pi, will differ for differing atomic
species, preferential sputtering will occur.

The secondary effects in alloy sputtering enter into Eq. (10.14) via the atomic
concentration, CA, which gives the probability that a site is occupied by an A atom.
As a consequence, the sputter yields of the alloying components will be affected
through the factor CA(x) in Eq. (10.14). Practically, sputtered atoms come from a
shallow layer (Fig. 10.1) with the contribution falling off exponentially with depth.
The decay length is of the order of two atomic layers. Therefore, the integral in
Eq. (10.14) can be replaced [6, 7, 12] by the following:
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YA�pAC
s
A; ð10:15Þ

where �pA is the average total probability for an A atom present in the surface layer
to be sputtered off per incident ion and Cs

A is the average atomic concentration of A
in the surface layer, denoted by the superscript s. The thickness of this layer is not
well-defined but should be taken as one or two atomic layers for determining Cs

A
since the origin of sputtered ions is heavily weighted toward the first atomic layer.

Differences in the sputter probabilities for component atoms in an alloy are
caused by differences in the amounts of energy and momentum transferred to atoms
of different masses, and surface binding energies. However, continued sputtering of
a semi-infinite alloy target of uniform bulk composition must eventually lead to a
steady state in which the composition of the flux of sputtered atoms leaving the
surface equals the composition of the bulk alloy. Wiedersich et al. [11] have shown
that bombardment of a binary alloy AB with a flux of ions ϕ (ions/cm2s) leads to an
atom removal rate given by the following:

dN
dt

¼ /ðYA þ YBÞ: ð10:16Þ

Therefore, the rate at which the sputtered surface recedes can be calculated from
the total rate of atom loss per unit area:

_d ¼ dd=dt ¼ /XdN=dt ¼ /Xð�pACs
A þ �pBC

s
BÞ; ð10:17Þ

where δ is the thickness of the surface layer removed by sputtering.
They also showed that the net accumulation rate of species, i in a slab of solid at

the surface of the sample, 0 ≤ x < x0 is

dNi

dt
¼ / Cb

i ða=XbÞ � Yi
� �

; ð10:18Þ

where Cb
i is the atomic concentration of component i of the bulk alloy, denoted by

the superscript b, α is the volume removed per incident ion, and Ωb is the average
atomic volume of the bulk alloy. The net rate of accumulation of implanted ions is

dN0

dt
¼ / 1� Y0½ �: ð10:19Þ

At steady state, the terms in the square brackets of Eqs. (10.18) and (10.19) must
equal zero, giving

Y1 : Y2 : Y3. . .: ¼ Cb
1 : C

b
2 : C

b
3. . .; ð10:20Þ
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and

Y0 ¼ 1: ð10:21Þ

That is, the ratios of the alloy components in the sputtered flux are the same as
those of the bulk alloy and their concentrations are just uniformly diluted by the
re-emitted sputter ions. Note that the steady-state flux of sputtered atoms contains
no information on preferential sputtering. Information about preferential sputtering
can be obtained from the steady-state concentrations in the near-surface region via
the approximation given in Eq. (10.15). Substituting Eq. (10.15) into Eq. (10.20)
yields:

p1
p2

¼ Cb
1

Cs
1

Cs
2

Cb
2
; or

Cs
1

Cs
2
¼ Cb

1

Cb
2

p2
p1

: ð10:22Þ

That is, after steady state is attained, the sputter probabilities are proportional to
the ratio of the bulk and surface concentrations of the element in question. The
sputter probability of the sputter ions can be obtained from the surface
concentration:

p0 ffi 1
Cs
0
: ð10:23Þ

Lam and Wiedersich [13] have described the time evolution of preferential sput-
tering, PS on the near-surface composition for a binary alloy AB with psA [ psB, i.e.,
for the case where PS of A atoms occurs (see Fig. 10.4). Note that initially, the
concentration of A atoms in the sputtered flux (top dashed line) is larger than in the
bulk. However, as the surface composition changes (bottom dashed line) and the
near-surface layer composition is altered, a steady state will be achieved after a

t4t3t2t1

concentration
profile

CA

CA
s

bCA

Depth, x
2 3 41

 pA    > pB
s s

CA of sputtered atom flux

Fig. 10.4 Schematic description of the effect of preferential sputtering on the time evolution of the
composition of the near-surface region of the sample and of the sputtered atom flux (after [13])
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certain bombardment time, when the composition of the sputtered atom flux
becomes equal to the bulk composition, as dictated by the law of conservation of
matter. That is, the surface concentration of A atoms will evolve to a steady state at
which the higher sputtering probability of element A relative to element B is offset
by a lower A atom concentration.

Consider a binary alloy, A:B such that Cb
A ¼ Cb

B ¼ 0:5: Then from Eq. (10.22),
we have:

Cs
A

Cs
B
¼ �pB

�pA
: ð10:24Þ

If the surface concentrations are measured to be Cs
A ¼ 0:33 and Cs

B ¼ 0:67, then
we know that �pA : �pB ¼ 2:0: Conversely, if we measure a steady-state sputtered
atom flux of A atoms to B atoms of 1.0 (YA: YB = 1.0), then all this tells us is that
SA: SB = 1.0. That is, measuring the sputtered atom flux tells us nothing about the
surface composition. We must make surface composition measurements directly
and independently.

10.2.2 Gibbsian Adsorption

Gibbsian adsorption (or thermal surface segregation) is the process by which the
surface of an alloy readjusts itself to a composition different from that of the bulk in
order to lower the free energy of the alloy [14]. In metallic systems, the change can
be quite substantial, but the effect is confined to one or two atomic layers. The bulk
composition is essentially unaffected because of the large bulk-to-surface volume
ratio. The readjustment occurs spontaneously at temperatures sufficiently high for
diffusion to proceed at reasonable speed. Consider a surface layer of composition
Cs
A and Cs

B that differs from the bulk composition Cb
A and Cb

B. At equilibrium, the
surface composition is related to the bulk composition [14] by:

Cs
A

Cs
B
¼ Cb

A

Cb
B
exp �DHA

kT

� �
; ð10:25Þ

where ΔHA is the heat of adsorption, defined as the enthalpy change associated with
the exchange of an A atom in the bulk with a B atom at the surface. At elevated
temperature, equilibrium is approached by a net flux, JA of A atoms described by:

JAX ¼ ðmb!s
A Cb

AC
s
BÞ � ðms!b

A Cs
AC

b
BÞ

� �
n; ð10:26Þ

where ξ is the atomic layer thickness, mb!s
A is the bulk-to-surface jump frequency

and ms!b
A is the surface-to-bulk jump frequency for atom A. The first term on the
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right is the flux of A atoms from the bulk to the surface and the second term is the
flux of A atoms from the surface to the bulk. At equilibrium (JA = 0), or:

mb!s
A

ms!b
A

¼ Cs
A

Cb
A

Cb
B

Cs
B
; ð10:27Þ

and substituting into Eq. (10.25) gives:

ms!b
A ¼ mb!s

A exp �DHA

kT

� �
: ð10:28Þ

This says that the activation enthalpy for a surface segregating element (one that
must have ΔHA < 0) for the jump back into the bulk is effectively increased by the
heat of adsorption relative to the migration enthalpy in the bulk. The difference in
concentration between the surface layer and the bulk is established and maintained
by the reduced probability of thermally activated jumps of A atoms from the surface
into the bulk. The enhanced surface concentration due to Gibbsian adsorption, GA
will result in an increased loss of the segregated elements due to sputtering.
Continued preferential loss of an element by GA requires that diffusion be high
(T ≥ 0.5Tm), but because sputtering enhances thermal diffusion, the effect of GA
becomes significant at T ≅ 0.3Tm. However, the athermal displacement mixing
process will oppose GA. The effect of GA at steady state is to suppress the con-
centration in the alloy just below the surface layer to a value that maintains the
surface layer concentration at the value dictated by preferential sputtering. Hence,
under ion bombardment, the surface composition will be affected by both of these
processes. Lam and Wiedersich [13] provided a schematic description of the
dynamic behavior of the surface composition during ion bombardment resulting
from the simultaneous effects of GA and PS. In the example shown in Fig. 10.5,
Gibbsian adsorption results in a surface concentration of A atoms that is initially
greater than the bulk level, shown by the step change in A atom concentration at the

t4t3t2t1

concentration
profile

CA

CA
s

bCA

Depth, x
2 3 41

CA  > CA
s b

 pA  > pB
s s

CA of sputtered atom flux

Fig. 10.5 Schematic
description of the
simultaneous effects of GA
and PS on the time evolution
of the near-surface
composition and of the
sputtered atom flux
(after [13])
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surface. This leads to enhanced preferential sputtering of A atoms since the sput-
tered atom flux is primarily from the first atom layer. Consequently, the concen-
tration of A atoms in the subsurface layer will be reduced in an effort to re-establish
thermodynamic equilibrium. After a time, t1, the A atom concentration profile
resembles the original in that there is a stepwise enrichment of A at the surface, but
the surface concentration is reduced relative to the original and the concentration
behind the step is reduced as well. With increasing bombardment time, the surface
concentration of A continues to drop and the zone depleted in atom A increases in
depth and width. Steady state is reached when the composition of the sputtered
atom flux is equal to the bulk composition of the alloy.

10.2.3 Recoil Implantation

The incoming ion beam imparts its momentum to the atoms (and electrons) of the
solid. Hence, the momentum distribution of atoms during the displacement process
is not isotropic and atoms will be relocated preferentially in the beam direction.
This does not lead to any significant net atom transport in the beam direction
because the solid will relax to approximately its normal density, i.e., the flux of
recoiling atoms in the beam direction is compensated by a uniform flux of atoms
due to relaxation in the opposite direction. In alloys, the relocation cross section and
the range of the recoiling atoms depend on the charge and mass of the nucleus in
such a way that generally the lighter component atoms will be transported relative
to the heavier components in the beam direction. This can be described as a flux of
atoms of some of the alloy components toward deeper regions in the target, com-
pensated by an opposite flux of the remainder of components to maintain atomic
density at the proper value, i.e., the net flux of atoms is approximately zero across
any plane parallel to the surface inside the target. The expression “recoil implan-
tation” is used to describe the net transport parallel to the beam direction of some
types of atoms relative to other types. The mechanics of recoil implantation have
been developed by Sigmund et al. [15–17] and are summarized here.

Consider the average implantation effect of a single ion (M0, Z0) slowing down
along a straight line to a well-defined range, R in a homogeneous binary alloy of
components 1 and 2 characterized by Mi, Zi, and concentration Ci with i = 1, 2, and
C1 + C2 = 1. The number of i recoils created with energy (T, dT) in element
(x, dx) along its path is:

NCidxr0iðEðxÞ; TÞ; ð10:29Þ

where E(x) is the ion energy at depth x and σ0i is the elastic scattering cross section
between the incoming ion, 0, and atom i. From LSS theory, the projected range of a
recoil, Rp, is:
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Rp ¼ RiðTÞ T
c0iEðxÞ

� �1=2

; ð10:30Þ

where Ri is the path length and recoils are assumed to slow down on a straight line
to a well-defined range, and γij = 4MiMj/(Mi + Mj)

2. Then, the total effect, Pi, of the
knock-on implantation is the integral of the number of recoils and their range:

Pi ¼ NCi

ZR

0

dx
Zc0iEðxÞ

0

r0iðEðxÞ; TÞRiðTÞ T
c0iEðxÞ

� �1=2

dT : ð10:31Þ

Equation (10.31) is evaluated on the basis of power law scattering:

rijðE; TÞ ¼ CijE
�mT�1�m; i; j ¼ 0; 1; 2 0\m\1

Cij ¼ B1a
2ð1�mÞ
ij

Mi

Mj

� �m

ðZiZjÞ2m

aij ¼ B2ðZ2=3
i Z2=3

j Þ�1=2;

ð10:32Þ

where B1 and B2 are constants. The range Ri(T) is determined, as in Chap. 1, from
the partial stopping cross section:

SijðEÞ ¼
Z

T 0drijðE; T 0Þ: ð10:33Þ

Performing the integration in Eqs. (10.31) and (10.33) and dividing by the
projected range yields:

Qi ¼ Pi

Rp
¼ 1� m

mð1þ 2mÞ c
2m�1
01

Ci

ðAi1 þAi2Þ ; ð10:34Þ

where

Aij ¼ Cj
cij
c0i

� �1�m aij
a0i

� �2ð1�mÞ M2
i

M0Mj

� �m Zj
Z0

� �2m

; ð10:35Þ

where 0 is the incoming ion, i is the atom struck by the ion, and j is the subsequent
atoms struck by the ith atom.

Qi is the equivalent number of i atoms recoil implanted over the depth Rp

(i.e., the ion range) in the direction of the ion beam, per incident ion. The domi-
nating term in Qi with regard to its dependence on i is the factor M2m

i in Eq. (10.35).
It shows that recoil implantation prefers the lighter species since the number of
i recoils at a given energy (T, dT) is proportional to M�m

i Z2m
i , so it is greatest for the

heavy component. But the range of i recoils at a given T is proportional to
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M�m
i Z�2m

i , so it is greatest for the light component. Hence, the combined effect, or
the number × range, is proportional to M�2m

i .
As an example, consider Ar+ bombardment of PtSi. The resulting values for the

equivalent number of each atom-type recoil implanted over the range of the ion [15]
are

QPt ¼ 0:034; QSi ¼ 0:37 for m¼ 0:5

QPt ¼ 0:019; QSi ¼ 0:94 for m¼ 0:33:

In both cases, there is a net transport of Si relative to that of Pt. Results for a similar
experiment in which Si containing a marker layer of Pt was bombarded with
300 keV Xe+ are shown in Fig. 10.6. Note that the shift of the ion-Si knock-on is
greater than that for the ion–Pt knock-on, resulting in a net transport of Si away
from the surface, relative to that for Pt. The significance of this result is that
preferential transport of a specie in a target based on its mass can contribute to
mixing of the solid.

10.2.4 Cascade (Isotropic, Displacement) Mixing

The rapid transfer of energy from recoiling atoms of the solid to other atoms leads
to an efficient randomization of recoil directions within cascades. As a consequence,
most of the relocation events of atoms in energetic cascades lead to isotropic

ion - Pt knockon 
(mean shift)

ion-Pt knockon
(peak shift)

ion-Si knockon
(meanshift)
total Si knockon
(mean shift)

1016 10171015
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(m = 0.5;  = 1)
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Fig. 10.6 Marker layer shift for 300 keV Xe ions incident on a thin Pt layer at 75 nm in Si,
calculated using Sigmund’s recoil implantation model (after [16])
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mixing rather than to recoil implantation. Molecular dynamics calculations indicate
that the number of replacements in a displacement event results in a mean square
diffusion distance of atoms, x2

� �
* 30 a2 per defect pair produced (where a is the

nearest neighbor distance). Thus, an atomically sharp interface is broadened by

x2
� �1=2, or about 5 atom planes for a dose of one dpa. Broadening increases
proportionally to the square root of dose, so IBM of multilayer targets is an efficient
means of homogenizing the solid.

As with neutron irradiation, ion irradiation of a target results in the production of
a collision cascade. Depending on the ion mass and its energy, the energy density in
the cascade can range from 10−3 to 10 eV/atom. The cascade propagation time is of
the order 10−14 s and the quench time, is 10−12 s. It is important to distinguish
between individual cascades and cascade overlap. In a target undergoing ion
bombardment at a current density (proportional to dose rate) of 1 μA/cm2

(∼6×1012ions/cm2s for singly charged ions), successive cascades will occur in a
given region of material at roughly 1 s intervals for cascade diameters of ∼ 4 nm.
That is, each volume of material will experience a cascade once each second. In
order for cascade overlap to be avoided, the total dose must be kept below
*1013 ions/cm2. Realize that even in the cascade overlap regime, the cascade
lifetime is *10−12 s, so there is no temporal communication between cascades
unless there is some thermal diffusion. Within a single cascade, the mean dis-
placement distance is always insignificantly small. For example, if each Frenkel
pair is displaced, an average of *1 nm (Rrecoil), because the ratio of the number of
displaced atoms, Nd to the total number of atoms within the central core of the
cascade, Ncas, is much less than unity, the mean atomic displacement within the
cascade (Rrecoil × Nd/Ncas) is negligible. Only with the aid of radiation-enhanced
diffusion after the cascade has ended, could significant mixing occur. At doses of
∼1016 ions/cm2, the implanted region receives over 103 successive overlapping
cascades and the cumulative effect of ballistic mixing is no longer negligible.

Ballistic Mixing

Recall that the atomic model of thermal diffusion resulted in a diffusion coefficient
of the form, Eq. (4.44):

D ¼ 1=6k2C; ð10:36Þ

where Γ is the total jump frequency and λ is the jump length. If we assume that the
distribution of momentum transfers in cascade mixing is isotropic, then the result is
a cumulative random walk-like displacement process. We can characterize the
transport process by introducing an effective diffusion coefficient, D* [18, 19] where:

D� ¼ 1=6R2F; ð10:37Þ

where R is the root-mean-square displacement of an atom in the collision cascade
and F(x) is the atomic displacement rate in dpa/s due to an incoming particle flux ϕ.
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F can be estimated from the K–P displacement model as follows. Recall from
Chap. 2 Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2) that:

Rd

N
¼ F ¼

Z
/ðEÞrDðEiÞdEi; ð10:38Þ

and

rDðEiÞ ¼
Z

rsðEi; TÞmðTÞdT : ð10:39Þ

Assuming a monoenergetic particle flux and isotropic elastic scattering gives:

m ¼ �T=2Ed; ð10:40Þ

and

rD ¼
�T

2Ed
rs; ð10:41Þ

giving

F ¼ /rs
�T

2Ed
: ð10:42Þ

By the definition of average energy loss, dE=dxjn ¼
�T
k
¼ Nrs�T , and substituting for

�T into Eq. (10.42) gives:

F ¼ / dE=dxjn
2EdN

; ð10:43Þ

where dE/dx|n is the ion energy deposited per unit depth into atomic processes and
Ed is the displacement energy. Substituting the expression for F in Eq. (10.43) into
Eq. (10.37) for D* gives:

D� ffi R2/ dE=dxjn
12EdN

: ð10:44Þ

As mentioned earlier, the effect of cascade mixing is to smear out an originally
sharp interface or to broaden a delta function to a Gaussian distribution. Let us
consider the effect of cascade mixing on three different composition profiles in a
target. Recall that Fick’s second law states that:
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@C
@t

¼ �r � DrC ¼ �Dr2C; for D 6¼ f ðCÞ: ð10:45Þ

Case 1: Thin film

For the geometry shown in Fig. 10.7(a), the boundary conditions are as follows:

C ! 0 as t ! 0 for jxj[ 0

C ! 1 as t ! 0 for x¼ 0

R1
�1

Cðx:tÞ dx ¼ a;where α is the total amount of solute in the target. Assuming that

the layer is infinitely thin, the solution to Fick’s second law is:

t = 0

t > 0

x

C

x = 0

x

C

x = 0

x

C

0

C'

0

a

C'

0

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 10.7 Schematic
illustration of the effect of ion
beam mixing on (a) a thin
film, (b) a pair of semi-infinite
solids (bilayer), and (c) a thin
film of finite thickness
(multilayer)
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Cðx; tÞ ¼ affiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
4pDt

p exp
�x2

4Dt

� �
; ð10:46Þ

where the variance, σ2 = 4Dt; the standard deviation, r ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
4Dt

p
; and the full width

at half maximum, FWHM = 2.35σ. From Eq. (10.44), the increment of FWHM due
to cascade mixing is then:

DFWHM = 2:35
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
4D�t

p
ffi R

2dE=dxjn/t
EdN

	 
1=2
: ð10:47Þ

Note that the broadening of the thin film as described by ΔFWHM is proportional to
(ϕt)1/2, or the effective ion mixing coefficient, 4Dt is proportional to ϕt. Figure 10.8
shows that as predicted by Eq. (10.47), mixing given by 4Dt is proportional to the
dose.

Taking the example of 150 keV Kr+ bombardment of a Ni sample containing a
thin film as in Fig. 10.7(a), the dose needed to produce a ΔFWHM of 10 nm is:

DFWHM = 10 nm ffi R
2dE=dxjn/t

EdN

	 
1=2
: ð10:48Þ

For dE=dxjn ¼ Nrs�T then Eq. (10.48) becomes:
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Fig. 10.8 Marker mixing
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markers in amorphous Si
showing the relationship
between the effective ion
mixing diffusion coefficient,
4Dt, and the dose, ϕt
(after [1])
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DFWHM = 10 nm ffi R
2rs�T/t
Ed

	 
1=2
: ð10:49Þ

For σs * 1016 cm2, �T * Ei = 150 keV, Ed ∼ 15 eV and R ∼ 1.5 nm, and the dose to
cause a ΔFWHM of 10 nm is 8.5 × 1014 i/cm2. If He+ is used instead of Kr+, then
the required dose is 3.5 × 1015 i/cm2.

Case 2: Pair of semi-infinite solids (bilayer)

For a bilayer as shown in Fig. 10.7b, the boundary conditions are:

C ¼ 0 for x\0 at t ¼ 0;
C ¼ C0 for x[ 0 at t ¼ 0:

The solution to Fick’s second law subject to the boundary conditions is:

Cðx; tÞ ¼ C0

2
1þ erf

xffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
4Dt

p
� �	 


: ð10:50Þ

Figure 10.9 shows that as predicted by Eq. (10.50), mixing across a bilayer interface
as described by 4Dt is, indeed, linear with dose for several bilayers systems,
although the proportionality constant is system-dependent, as will be discussed
later.

Case 3: Thin film of finite thickness (multilayer)

For a layer of finite thickness, as shown in Fig. 10.7c, the boundary conditions are:

C ¼ C0 for 0\x\a and t ¼ 0;
C ¼ 0 for x\0; x[ a and t ¼ 0:

The solution is:

Cðx; tÞ ¼ C0

2
erf

xffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
4Dt

p
� �

� erf
x� affiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
4Dt

p
� �	 


: ð10:51Þ

Chemical Effects on Ion Beam Mixing

Observations of mixing in binary systems reveal large differences in the amount of
mixing that cannot be explained by ballistic effects. For example, mixing in the
Cu–Au system is an order of magnitude higher than that in the Cu–W system
[21, 22] and mixing of marker layers in Si and Ge varies significantly for elements
of similar mass [23]. These systems are collisionally similar systems in that the
ratio of the masses of the constituents is similar and so in a ballistic mixing model,
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they should behave similarly. Quite to the contrary, Fig. 10.9 showed that colli-
sionally similar binary systems exhibited very different mixing rates. Further,
mixing was occurring at 77 K where radiation-enhanced diffusion is suppressed.

Johnson [24–29] accounted for the chemical nature of the binary alloy com-
ponents by first realizing that fundamentally, diffusion is driven by a chemical
potential gradient, ∇μ(x), and only for ideal solutions does Fick’s law apply. More
generally, for interdiffusion of two metals which form non-ideal solutions, one must
relate ∇μ(x) to ∇C(x). This can be accomplished by replacing D by a modified D′
that accounts for the Kirkendall effect and describes diffusional intermixing the
following:

D0 ¼ D0
ACB þD0

BCA
� �

1þ @ ln cðCAÞ
@ lnCA

	 


¼ D 1� 2DHmix

kT

	 

:

ð10:52Þ
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Fig. 10.9 Mixing of the
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where D is the rate coefficient of unbiased mixing, γ is the activity coefficient, and
ΔHmix is the enthalpy of mixing given by:

DHmix ¼ 2dCACB;

d ¼ z½HAB � ðHAA þHBBÞ=2�;
ð10:53Þ

where z is the coordination number (number of nearest neighbors) and Hij is the
potential between atom pairs, or pair enthalpies. Recall from Sect. 6.1 that the
second term in square brackets in Eq. (10.52) is also referred to as the thermody-
namic factor, χ. Equation (10.52) simply says that random walk will be biased when
the potential energy depends on the configuration. So mixing rates depend not only
on the number of random walk steps per unit time, but also on the degree of Darken
biasing. Figure 10.10 highlights the effect of ΔHmix on mixing rates for several
bilayer systems. Equation Eq. (10.52) can be used to obtain a value of kTeff, the
effective temperature at which diffusion occurs. [28] In the Pt–Au system, the value
for kTeff is 1–2 eV. This means that the dominant contribution to ion mixing occurs
when particle kinetic energies are of the order 1 eV!

If mixing depends on the thermodynamic properties of the solid, then it should
depend on the cohesive energy, ΔHcoh, which is a measure of how tightly bound
atoms are in a solid. Indeed, if we plot d(4Dt)/dϕ versus ΔHcoh, we note a strong
correlation (Fig. 10.11). The energy range of interest, ∼1 eV, correlates with the
thermalized regime of a displacement cascade, which can be depicted as a thermal
spike. The effect of thermal spikes on diffusion was treated by Rossi and Nastasi
[30] starting with Vineyard’s thermal spike model [31] in which the nonlinear
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Fourier equation for heat conduction in an isotropic and uniform medium is given
as follows:

rj � rT ¼ c
@T
@t

; ð10:54Þ

where κ = κ0T
n−1 is the thermal diffusivity, c = c0T

n−1 is the specific heat capacity,
κ0 and c0 are constants and n ≥ 1. At time t = 0, a cylindrical spike is introduced
along an infinite straight line at constant energy density, ε, where the distance
perpendicular to the axis of the cylinder is r. The initial condition for the tem-
perature distribution is given by:

Q ¼
Z

cdT ¼ ðc0=nÞTnðr; 0Þ: ð10:55Þ

For zero initial ambient temperature, solution of Eq. (10.54) subject to the boundary
condition in Eq. (10.55) gives the temperature distribution in space and time:

Tðr; tÞ ¼ ne
4pj0t

	 
1=n
expð�c0r

2=4pj0tÞ: ð10:56Þ

Defining η as the total number of atom jumps in one spike per unit length of the
spike, then analogous to thermal diffusion, we assume Arrhenius behavior for the
jump rate, R such that R = A exp(–Q/kT), then η is:

g ¼
Z

2prdr
Z

A expð�Q=Tðr; tÞÞdt: ð10:57Þ

Integration of Eq. (10.57) yields:
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g ¼ n3Cð2nÞAe2
8pj0c0Q2n ; ð10:58Þ

where Γ (2n) is the gamma function with argument 2n. For moderate temperatures,
n = 1 and Eq. (10.58) becomes:

g ¼ Ae2

8pjcQ2 : ð10:59Þ

Referring back to Eq. (10.52) for a binary system with |ΔHmix| > 0, the effective
jump rate at temperature T can be written as:

Reff ¼ A expð�Q=kTÞ½1� 2DHmix=kT �; ð10:60Þ

and Eq. (10.57) becomes:

gc ¼
Z

2prdr
Z

A expð�Q=kTðr; tÞÞ 1� 2DHmix=kTðr; tÞ½ �dt; ð10:61Þ

where the subscript on η denotes chemical biasing. Taking n = 1 and carrying out
the integral over the size and lifetime of the spike yields:

gc ¼
Ae2

8pjcQ2 ð1� 4DHmix=QÞ: ð10:62Þ

Since the activation energy scales with the cohesive energy, we takeQ = –s2ΔHcoh,
where s2 is a constant. After a doseΦ (i/cm2), the total number of jumps in the solid is
equal to ηcΦ/ρ, where ρ is the atomic density. The mixing rate is then given by:

dð4DtÞ
dU

¼ gcr
2
c=q; ð10:63Þ

where rc is a characteristic jump distance. Assuming that rc scales with the inter-
atomic distance as rc = s1ρ

−1/3, we obtain the following:

dð4DtÞ
dU

¼ K1e2

q5=3ðDHcohÞ2
ð1þK2DHmix=DHcohÞ; ð10:64Þ

where K1 depends on κ, c and A, and K2 = 4/s2. Equation (10.64) is plotted in
Fig. 10.12 as the mixing versus the ratio of ΔHmix/ΔHcoh for a large number of
binary systems and shows excellent correlation, indicating that the chemical effect
on beam mixing is indeed, strong even at temperatures where RED does not occur.
With increasing temperature, RED contributes to mixing as well.
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Figure 10.13 shows the amount of intermixed silicon in a Si–Nb bilayer sample
that was irradiated with Si+ ions [32]. At high temperature, the data follow an
Arrhenius-type behavior with an activation energy of 0.9 eV. As the temperature is
lowered, the amount of intermixing does not continue to drop, but levels out at a
value that is determined by the ballistic mixing of the elements, which is temper-
ature dependent. Mixing induced only by temperature (thermal mixing) is shown by
the solid curve on the left with an activation energy of 2.7 eV. The effect of
radiation-enhanced diffusion is then the difference between the two plots that dis-
play Arrhenius behavior. Note that the low-temperature mixing is not due to an
enhancement of diffusion by radiation, but rather to ballistic mixing. The total
amount of mixing can be described by an effective diffusion coefficient [25] of the
form

D ¼ Dballistic þDrad expð�Q=kTÞ; ð10:65Þ

where the first term on the right-hand side is due to ballistic mixing and is tem-
perature independent, and the second term is due to radiation-enhanced diffusion
and has an Arrhenius-type temperature dependence, where Q is an apparent acti-
vation energy. The temperature at which the two terms contribute equally to dif-
fusion can be determined from Eq. (10.65) to be:
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Tc ¼ Q
k½lnðDrad=DballisticÞ� : ð10:66Þ

Assuming that there is a scaling relationship between the apparent activation energy
and the cohesive energy of the matrix, ΔHcoh, i.e., Q = SΔHcoh, where S is a scaling
factor, then we obtain

Tc ¼ SDHcoh

k½lnðDrad=DballisticÞ� : ð10:67Þ

Figure 10.14 shows the critical temperature as a function of the average cohesive
energy for several bilayer systems using a scaling factor, S = 0.1 [33]. Note that the
critical temperature is linear with the cohesive energy, as predicted by Eq. (10.67).
That the vacancy migration energy also scales with the cohesive energy means that
radiation-enhanced diffusion is due to vacancy migration.

In addition to homogenization of a target, displacement mixing is a very
effective tool to study phase transformations under irradiation. Phase stability under
irradiation was covered in Chap. 9, but IBM provides a unique opportunity to study
ion-induced phase formation. Figure 10.15 shows how bilayer wedge samples can
be made to cover the full range of composition in the Ni–Al binary system and how
the phases develop as a function of composition. Figure 10.16 also shows that in
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most cases the phases formed are independent of whether the irradiation is by IBM,
direct ion implantation of an inert element, or direct implantation of A into B or B
into A.

10.2.5 Combination of Processes Affecting Surface
Compositional Changes

Accounting for the effects of all the processes described in the previous sections,
Lam and Wiedersich [13] constructed a phenomenological model for bombardment-
induced composition modification by formulating a set of coupled partial differential
equations describing the temporal and spatial evolution of defect and atom con-
centrations during ion bombardment of a binary alloy. The formulation was based on
the set of diffusion and reaction rate equations, i.e., Fick’s second law with source
and sink terms, describing the time rate of change of the alloy composition and
defect concentrations:

@Cv

@t
¼ �r � ðXJvÞþK0 � R; ð10:68Þ

@Ci

@t
¼ �r � ðXJiÞþK0 � R; ð10:69Þ

@CA

@t
¼ �r � ½ðXJAÞ � Ddisp

A rCA�; ð10:70Þ

where K0 and R are the locally and spatially dependent rates of production and
recombination of vacancies and interstitials and Ddisp

A is the diffusion coefficient
caused solely by the displacement process. The time-dependent atom and defect
concentration distributions can be determined by solving Eqs. (10.68) through
(10.70) numerically for a semi-infinite target using appropriate starting and
boundary conditions as described by Lam. [13, 36–38] This formulation covers the
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Fig. 10.16 Summary of microstructures in the Ni–Al system prepared by various ion beam
treatments (after [35])
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processes of DM, RED, and RIS. Gibbsian adsorption and preferential sputtering
can be accommodated in the model by treating the surface layer as a separate phase.
Because of the structure of the phenomenological model, calculations can be made
to determine the dependence of surface and subsurface compositional changes on
material and irradiation variables as well as isolating the contributions of individual
processes. However, because many of the parameters needed in the models are
unknown, quantitative comparisons with experiment are difficult. Nevertheless,
semiquantitative modeling of bombardment-induced compositional redistribution in
several binary alloys has been made.

Wiedersich et al. [11, 34] provided a concise description of the effects of the
different processes that occur during bombardment of an alloy and how those
processes affect the surface composition. The calculations were performed with
various combinations of preferential sputtering, displacement mixing,
radiation-enhanced diffusion, Gibbsian adsorption, and radiation-induced segrega-
tion included. Figure 10.17 shows the time evolution of the Cu concentration
profiles and the location of the sample surface in Cu–40 at.%Ni bombarded with
5 keV Ar ions at 400 °C. Gibbsian adsorption causes an initial enrichment in the
surface concentration of Cu (1 s). After 102 s, sputtering has preferentially removed
Cu from the surface, resulting in a depletion of surface Cu relative to the bulk. After
4 × 103 s, steady state is achieved and the Cu concentration is depleted at the
surface, but the depth profile continues to reflect the effect of GA. Note also the
recession of the surface with increasing dose due to sputtering.

Figure 10.18 shows the time dependence of the Cu concentration at the alloy
surface. Note that in the absence of irradiation (curve 1), GA leads to a strong Cu
enrichment in the first atom layer. Accounting only for PS and RED during irra-
diation (2) causes a monotonic decrease in Cs

Cu to the steady-state value, defined by
the sputtering probability ratio and the bulk composition. If GA is included (3), Cs

Cu
increases rapidly at short times owing to radiation-enhanced adsorption and then
decreases slowly to the steady-state value. The inclusion of DM reduces the effect
of GA (4). Considering only PS, RED, and RIS (5), Cs

Cu decreases rapidly to the
steady-state value due to the dominant effect of segregation. If GA is added (6),
then the effect of RIS is masked. Finally, with the addition of DM (7), or when all
processes are included, Cs

Cu increases initially and then decreases toward the
steady-state value. The effect of different combinations of processes on the
steady-state Cu concentration profile is illustrated in Fig. 10.19.

10.2.6 Implant Redistribution During Ion Implantation

The implantation example given in Figs. 10.17, 10.18, and 10.19 was for bom-
bardment of an alloy with an inert gas ion that plays no role as a chemical con-
stituent of the alloy. In ion implantation, the concentration of the implanted ion is
important to track, in addition to the effects of the various surfaces processes.
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A kinetic model was developed by Lam and Leaf [39] to describe the effects of
these kinetic processes on the spatial redistribution of implanted atoms during the
implantation process. The effects of spatially non-uniform rates of damage and ion
deposition, as well as the movement of the bombarded surface as a result of
sputtering and introduction of foreign atoms into the system, were taken into
account. The evolution of the implant concentration profile in time and space was
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calculated for various temperatures, ion energies, and ion–target combinations for a
metal substrate B into which A atoms are implanted at a flux ϕ. The local con-
centrations of vacancies, B interstitials, A interstitials, A–vacancy complexes and
free substitutional (A) solutes change with implantation time according to a system
of kinetic equations [39] similar to those of Eqs. (10.68) through (10.70).
Concurrently with the buildup of solute concentration in the host matrix, the surface
is subjected to displacements both from sputtering and the introduction of foreign
atoms into the system. Sputtering causes a recession of the surface, while
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implantation causes an expansion. The net surface displacement rate is controlled
by the competition between the rates of ion collection and sputtering.

The temporal and spatial evolution of the surface and subsurface alloy compo-
sition is obtained by solving this set of equations for a semi-infinite medium,
starting from the thermodynamic equilibrium conditions. Sample calculations were
performed for low and high-energy Al+ and Si+ implantations into Ni, since it is
known from earlier studies that in irradiated Ni, Si segregates in the same direction
as the defect fluxes, whereas Al opposes the defect fluxes [40]. Redistributions of
Al and Si solutes in Ni during 50 keV implantation at 500 °C are shown in
Figs. 10.20 and 10.21, respectively.

In the Al-implantation case, Cs
Al increases with time to a steady-state value of

∼50 at.%, which is governed by the partial sputtering yield of the implant. This
value is substantially larger than that obtained in very-high-energy implantation,
where sputtering is negligible and Cs

Al is controlled by RIS. However, the total
implant concentration remaining in the sample is significantly smaller because of
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sputtering. Furthermore, the shape of the steady-state implant profile is dictated by
PS, which controls the boundary condition at the surface, and by RED and RIS.

The evolution of the Si profile is rather different from that of Al, because of the
different RIS behaviors. After a short implantation time, Si enrichment occurs at the
surface because of RIS, and the Si distribution peak starts moving into the sample
interior (Fig. 10.21). With increasing time, Cs

Si increases monotonically, attaining a
steady-state value of *100 at.% at t ≥ 2 × 104 s. Unlike the Al case, the Si profile
shows a significant shift of the implant distribution into the beyond-range region.
This predicted translation of the Si distribution peak into the sample interior was
consistent with experimental measurements by Mayer et al. [41] in Si-implanted Ni
at elevated temperatures.
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10.3 Other Effects of Ion Implantation

In addition to those described thus far, several other processes must be considered
during ion–solid interaction. For example, ion bombardment in which the dis-
placement cascade intersects the surface can produce a crater on the surface. Movie
10.1 (http://rmsbook2ed.engin.umich.edu/movies/) shows an MD simulation of a
100 keV Xe ion impinging on a gold target. With the absence of constraint at the
surface, the damage zone expansion intersects the surface and subsequent cooling
results in a surface crater that can alter various other properties of the target.
Additional processes such as grain growth, texture development, dislocation
microstructure formation, gas bubble formation, and displacements due to elec-
tronic excitation will be discussed, with IBAD presented last.

10.3.1 Grain Growth

Ion-induced grain growth has been observed during irradiation of pure metals and
multilayers. Liu and Mayer [42] observed the growth of grains of pure nickel films
upon irradiation with inert gas ions, Ar, Kr, and Xe, in the energy range 150–
580 keV. In their experiments, the grain size increased with dose until saturation at
about 1 × 1016 i/cm2. They found a nearly homogeneous grain size in the irradiated
samples as compared to a wide spread in the grain size of thermally annealed
samples. They also observed a dependence of the saturated grain size on ion species
and only a weak dependence of grain size on ion dose at high doses (Fig. 10.22).
The localized damage caused by the displacement spike in the vicinity of the grain
boundary is the likely driving force for grain growth. The observed grain growth is
explained by the reordering or growth of heavily damaged grains into neighboring,
undamaged grains. The reduction in energy at a localized growing grain is
equivalent to the difference between the energy released from the consumed region
and the energy required to expand the grain boundary. The initially rapid grain
growth can be explained by a larger probability of damaging an entire grain when
the grains are small. As the irradiation process continues, the large grains consume
the small ones and the average grain size increases. When the average diameter of
the growing grains approaches the dimension of the damaged volume, the proba-
bility of highly damaging an entire grain by a single collision cascade is reduced, as
is the chance of growing certain grains at the expense of others. Therefore, the grain
growth rate gradually decreases with the increase of grain size.

The grain growth rate during mixing of multilayered Ni–Al films is enhanced
over that due to bombardment of codeposited Ni–Al films of the same average
composition by a factor of 2.2 (Fig. 10.23). This enhancement can be understood
using the concept of the heat of mixing, using Johnson’s expression for the total
number of atom jumps induced in a spike per unit length of a cylindrical thermal
spike, η. Assuming that this value is proportional to grain boundary mobility, the
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grain size, d, can be related to the initial grain size, d0, and η in Eq. (10.64) as
follows:

ðd3 � d30Þ=/ae2DH2
coh½1þK2ðDHmix=DHcohÞ�: ð10:71Þ

Since ΔHmix = 0 for the irradiated coevaporated films, the ratio of measured values
of mobilities should be:

ðd3 � d30ÞjML=/jML

ðd3 � d30ÞjCO=/jCO
¼ 1þK2 DHmix=DHcohð Þ: ð10:72Þ

Given the cohesive energy and heat of mixing of a Ni–20 at.%Al alloy, the ratio in
Eq. (10.72) is 3.0, as compared to the measured value of 2.2. These results indicate
that the heat of mixing appears to play a role in ion-induced grain growth as well as
IBM.

10.3.2 Texture

There have been many reports of texture effects in ion beam-mixed or ion
beam-assisted deposition of films. Alexander et al. [43] and Eridon et al. [44] found
that mixing multilayers of Ni and Al in the composition Ni–20 %Al resulted in the
formation of the hcp [45, 46] and fcc (γ) phases. The γ phase had a strong 〈111〉
texture and the hcp phase had a 〈001〉 texture. The textures were such that the
close-packed planes of both phases were parallel to the film surface. These textures
formed regardless of the angle of the ion irradiation with respect to the film. The
formation of the texture seemed to be driven by the matching of the close-packed
planes. Ahmed and Potter [47] found that irradiation of Ni with Al to 1.2 × 1018/cm2

resulted in 350 nm grains of β′ phase oriented with respect to the underlying fcc
nickel in accord with the Nishiyama relationship [48]. The development of texture
during ion beam-assisted deposition is discussed in Sect. 10.7.

10.3.3 Dislocation Microstructure

Ion implantation can induce the formation of a high dislocation density well beyond
the implanted layer in response to high surface stresses caused by high doses of the
implanted element [49]. Figure 10.24 shows the depth profile of the dislocation
density in α-Fe resulting from implantation of various ions (C, Fe, W, Ar) at
energies between 40 and 110 keV and to doses up to 1018 cm−2. Note that while the
projected ion range is less than 50 nm in all cases, the induced dislocation density
peaks at between 5 and 10 μm and extends out to over 100 μm or more. The
substructure is characterized by a dense dislocation network in which the
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dislocation density increases with dose and with the radius of the implanted ion. X-
ray diffraction measurements show that the stresses exceed the yield stress and
cause plastic strains in the range of 10 %.

The high-density dislocation network created by ion implantation can induce
recrystallization which can then affect the distribution of the implanted specie.
Ahmed and Potter [47] performed a study of 180 keV Al implantation into pure Ni
at 25 °C and at elevated temperatures (300–600 °C). At elevated temperatures,
individual dislocation loops dominate the microstructure at the lowest fluences
(*1015 cm−2). These loops bound collections of interstitial atoms or vacancies,
defects caused by the energetic Al ions penetrating the nickel structure and dis-
placing atoms from their lattice sites. The loops climb with further implantation,
intersect and react with other loops, and form complex dislocation networks after a
dose of 2.1 × 1017 Al/cm2. By a dose of 3 × 1017 Al/cm2, three-dimensional
aggregates of vacancies are present.

The composition profile of Al implanted into Ni is relatively independent of
temperature between 23 and 600 °C and for doses less than 1018 cm−2. However, at
higher doses, gross changes in the implanted distribution occur with the profile
flattening and a considerable amount of Al transported to greater depths
(Fig. 10.25). The same occurs following aging of room temperature implantations at
600 °C for 15 min. The microstructures developed at depths greater than the range
of the 180keVAl+ ions, *100 nm, play an important role in determining the
stability of the implanted concentration profiles.

Dislocation loops are present at depths near 300 nm following room temperature
implantation. These loops are faulted Frank loops, 5–10 nm in diameter and their
number density increases with fluence, reaching *4×1016 cm−2 at 3 × 1018 cm−2.
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Fig. 10.24 Dislocation density versus depth in α-Fe irradiated with (1) C: 40 keV, 1 × 1016 cm−2,
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However, the dislocations behind the implanted layer are removed when the
material is heated to 600 °C. This occurs by recrystallization, which is also
responsible for the redistribution of implanted Al. The following describes the
processes occurring.

Following room temperature implantation, an amorphous phase extends to a
depth of ∼160 nm. Small crystals of β′ and γ extend from 160 to *300 nm and
from *300 to *400 nm, respectively. Dislocations and dislocation loops extend
beyond this to depths of >800 nm. Aging at 600 °C, following room temperature
implantation or implanting at high temperatures causes recrystallization of the fine
grain structure to depths of *800 to *1000 nm. In both instances, aluminum
atoms must move through relatively pure nickel to accomplish the redistribution,
which is only possible if some fast diffusion process occurs. This is afforded by the
small grains which form upon recrystallization of the heavily dislocated region
beyond the implanted layer and provide high-angle grain boundaries for abnormally
fast diffusion. The composition reaches a plateau by virtue of the limited extent of
the recrystallization. Figure 10.26 shows that the redistribution only occurs above a
threshold dose indicating the role of the radiation damage in the recrystallization
process. This example serves to tie together the roles of the implanted specie, the
character of the radiation damage and the processes (recrystallization and abnor-
mally fast diffusion) that can be affected by implantation fields.
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10.4 High-Dose Gas Loading: Blistering and Exfoliation

The first wall and divertor of a fusion reactor are expected to be subject to high fluxes
of moderate-to-low-energy deuterium and helium ions created as fusion reaction
products. Below 1 MeV, helium comes to rest approximately 1 μm below the surface
and extended exposure at high flux can lead to very high levels of helium. At the
expected temperatures (400–700 °C) and aided by the high defect concentration due
to radiation damage, He will be mobile and will form bubbles as discussed in Chap. 8.
The growth and coalescence of bubbles lead to the formation of blisters resulting in
exfoliation of the surface as shown in Fig. 10.27. Figure 10.28(a) illustrates the result
of high He loading a short distance beneath the surface of a metal. The bubbles are
constrained to a narrow band of solid beneath the surface. There, they may grow and
either coalesce to form larger bubbles or cause interbubble fracture due to the stresses
between the bubbles (Fig. 10.28(a)). A cross-sectional image of the subsurface
region of a nickel sample bombarded with a high dose of He (Fig. 10.28(b)) shows
that the bubble microstructure is confined to the near-surface region. Stresses arise
because the bubbles are not in equilibrium. That is, pressure due to the gas in the
bubble is not balanced by the stress due to the surface tension, resulting in a radially
directed stress, σrr, on the bubble:

rrr ¼ p� ð2c=rÞ: ð10:73Þ

Wolfer [52] developed an expression for the average stress field between bubbles:
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Fig. 10.27 Surface topography of polycrystalline nickel irradiated with different doses of 100 keV
He+ ions: (a) 2 × 1018 4He/cm2 at normal incidence, (b) 2 × 1018 3He/cm2 at normal incidence,
(c) 1 × 1019 3He/cm2 at normal incidence, (d) 2 × 1019 3He/cm2 at 60° from normal, (e) 1.2 × 1020
4He/cm2 at normal, and (f) 3.4 × 1019 3He/cm2 at 60° from normal (after [50])
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He distribution

(a)

(b)

Fig. 10.28 (a) Coalescence of bubbles below the surface of a sample loaded with a high dose of
helium. (b) Cross section of a high-dose, He-implanted surface layer of nickel showing the
dislocations (deep), bubble lattice (middle), and connected channels (near-surface) (after [51])
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where μ is the shear modulus, fHe = mρBΩ, m is the number of gas atoms in a
bubble, ρB is the bubble density, Ω is the atomic volume of the metal atoms, ρ is the
helium density in the bubbles, γ is the surface energy, and S = fHe/ρ. The function F
(S) is defined for a random array of bubbles and for ρ * 1.0 as:

FðSÞ ¼ ð0:827S1=3 � SÞ�1: ð10:75Þ

Since the ultimate tensile strength determines both the ductile, transgranular
fracture of fcc metals and the transgranular cleavage fracture of bcc and hcp metals
and is about 0.003 μ for fcc metals and roughly 0.01 μ for bcc metals, then
�r * 0.01 μ. The corresponding helium concentrations needed to reach the stress to
cause fracture between bubbles due to the stress are shown in Fig. 10.29, and for
ρ = 1, the critical helium concentration is *20–40 %. Wolfer also identifies another
stress, the lateral stress, σL, that is in the plane of the bubbles parallel to the surface
(Fig. 10.30). The lateral stress depends on the swelling rate, _S according to

rL ¼ � _SE
ð1� vÞ ; ð10:76Þ

where E is the elastic modulus and ν is Poisson’s ratio. Blister formation is then a
two-step process. Fracture starts at the depth, tB, below the surface where �r is a
maximum by growth of the bubbles to a point where the local stresses are sufficient
to crack open the plane adjoining the bubbles. The penny-shaped crack then spreads
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until a diameter, DB, is reached where the buckling condition is satisfied by the
existing lateral load:

DB ¼ 1:55
l

ð1� vÞP
	 
1=2

t3=2B ; ð10:77Þ

where

P ¼ �
ZtB
0

rLdtB ð10:78Þ

Note that experiment has identified the relationship between the blister base
diameter and its thickness to be DB � tmB ; where 0.85 < m < 1.5, and this relation
supports the lateral stress as the cause of blister formation [52]. Alternatively, the
penny-shaped crack can continue to extend until detachment occurs, resulting in
flaking and exfoliation as shown in Fig. 10.27.

Very high doses of helium or implantation at high temperature often result in a
sponge-type structure in which the surface consists of a series of pits as shown in
Fig. 10.31. At very high temperature where bubbles are mobile, the pits may be the
result of bubble intersection with the surface. However, high-dose ion implantation
can led to severe topological surface changes and this is the subject of much
investigation.

Perpendicular
intersection

Surface

Parallel
intersection

Indication of direction 
and magnitude of

Lateral stress
Inter bubble microstress

Fig. 10.30 Schematic cross
section of the He-implanted
layer with gas bubbles and
definitions of the lateral stress
and the interbubble stress
(after [52])
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10.5 Solid Phases and Inert Gas Bubble Lattices

Implantation of noble gases to high doses at room temperature can lead to a dif-
ferent phenomenon: solid bubbles. Ar, Kr, and Xe implanted into a variety of host
metals have been observed to form solid bubbles consisting of crystals of the
implanted noble gas. In Ni and Al, gases precipitate as solids with the same crystal
structure as the host lattice and epitaxially aligned with the matrix. The solid-phase
forms at doses in the range of 1020 m−2 and the precipitate size is about 1.5 nm in
Ni and up to 4.7 nm in Al [54, 55]. The lattice parameter of the precipitates is larger
than that of the host and increases with the atomic mass of the inert gas. The lattice
parameter increases with dose and tends toward a saturation value as shown in
Fig. 10.32. Precipitate densities can be very high, in the range of 1024 m−3. The
average pressure of the solid gas can be determined from the average gas density,
the lattice constant, and the equation of state for the gas and is estimated to reach

Fig. 10.31 Holes in the
surface of Nb irradiated with
(a) 1.2 × 1020 He/cm2 at 23 °C
and (b) 3 × 1017 He/cm2 at
823 °C (after [53])
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values in excess of 40kbar. While the pressure required to solidify the gas at room
temperature depends on the gas (8kbar for Kr and 11.5kbar for Ar), the calculated
values are in excess of these amounts by several times. The inert gas is held in the
solid state by the interatomic forces between the Kr–Kr and the Kr–Ni atoms, for
the case of Kr in Ni. As the precipitate size increases, the average spacing between
the gas atoms increases, decreasing the magnitude of the Kr–Kr interaction.
Eventually, the decrease in gas pressure allows melting of the solid Kr.
Implantation of high doses of Kr into amorphous TiCr resulted in the precipitation
of crystalline Kr as in the case of crystalline metal hosts, but in this case, the solid
Kr precipitates induced local crystallization of the host as a bcc structure.

High-dose implantation at room temperature can also lead to bubble lattice
formation similar to the void lattices described in Chap. 8. Bubble lattices have
been observed in Cu, Ni, Au, Ti, and stainless steel irradiated with He or Kr. In fcc
lattices, the bubbles form in densely packed rows parallel to the matrix {111} trace
directions [56] and can be described by a lattice constant of order 7.6 nm, corre-
sponding to a bubble density of *1025m−3. In hcp lattices, the bubble alignment is
parallel to the basal plane, similar to that found for void ordering [57]. The for-
mation of a bubble lattice is independent of the inert gas used and whether the gas
atoms are present in bubbles in a gaseous or solid form.

10.6 Displacements Due to Electronic Excitation

In energetic particle irradiation of solids, the kinetic energy of irradiating particles is
transferred to lattice and electronic systems in solids through elastic collision and
electronic excitation, respectively. The transferred energy to the lattice system
induces atomic displacements directly. In the electronic excitation process, on the
other hand, atomic displacements can be caused as a result of indirect energy
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transfer from irradiating particles. In metals, however, atomic displacements
through electronic excitation had been considered to hardly occur because of rapid
energy dissipation by a large number of conduction electrons. In the last decade,
nevertheless, atomic displacements induced by high-density electronic excitation
have been found even in metallic targets [58, 59].

In describing atomic displacements through electronic excitation process, the
thermal spike model and the Coulomb explosion model have been proposed. In the
thermal spike model, the energy of target electrons excited by incident ions is
transferred to the lattice system through electron–lattice interaction after rapid
energy diffusion in the electronic system. In the Coulomb explosion model, adja-
cent target atoms ionized via electronic excitation along the incident ion trajectory
gain outward momentum due to the mutual Coulomb repulsion, and then atomic
displacements are induced.

According to careful consideration of the contribution of elastic collision and
electronic excitation to the defect production and annihilation, the defect production
cross section through electronic excitation, red, can be extracted from the total defect
production cross section in the high-Se regime (Se > *20 MeV/(mg/cm2)).
Figure 10.33 shows red for irradiation in this regime plotted against Se for 100 MeV
and GeV ion irradiation of iron [60] along with previous results also conducted with
GeV ions [59]. As shown in the figure, red for 100 MeV ion irradiations is larger
than that for GeV ion irradiations even at the same Se value. Since the ion velocity
at*100 MeV is much lower than that at GeV, the difference in red even at the same
value of Se is termed “the velocity effect.” The data in Fig. 10.33 can be replotted
using the primary ionization rate as a scaling factor:

dJ
dx

¼ Z�2a
I0t2

ln
2met2

0:048 I0

� �
; ð10:79Þ
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where dJ/dx is the number of iron atoms ionized by an incident ion per unit path
length, Z* is ion effective charge, I0 is the ionization potential of the most loosely
bound electron, t is the ion velocity, α is a constant depending on the target material
(7.87 eV for iron), and me is the electron mass. The data for red in Fig. 10.33 is
replotted in Fig. 10.34 against dJ/dx in the high-Se regime. The correlation between
red and dJ/dx is excellent and all of the data collapse onto a single line. The good
correlation between the cross section for defect production by electronic interaction
(red) and the ionization rate (dJ/dx) rather than the transferred energy (Se) indicates
that atomic displacements in iron via electronic excitation can be triggered by the
Coulomb explosion mechanism [60].

10.7 Ion Beam-Assisted Deposition

The bombardment of a growing film with energetic particles has been observed to
change a number of characteristics and properties, critical to the performance of thin
films and coatings, such as adhesion, densification, residual stress, crystallographic
texture, grain size and morphology, optical, electrical and transport properties, and
hardness and ductility. The process of simultaneous thin-film deposition and
directed ion bombardment from an ion source is generically termed IBAD, but goes
by a number of variants and different terms, including ion-assisted coating (IAC),
ion-assisted deposition (IAD), ion vapor deposition (IVD), ion beam-enhanced
deposition (IBED), and dynamic recoil mixing (DRM).

The interest in ion-assisted deposition is the increased control of film
microstructure and properties through alteration of the surface processes occurring
during film synthesis. As shown in Fig. 10.35, these properties are controlled by the
microstructure, and microstructure is controlled by the processes occurring during
deposition, such as condensation, re-evaporation, mobility, clustering, sputtering,
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and shadowing. During (physical or reactive) deposition, the process variables that
can be used to control the deposition are limited to deposition rate, substrate
temperature, substrate orientation, and chamber pressure. The attractiveness of
IBAD is that the ion beam provides additional “knobs” to control surface processes
and therefore microstructure and properties. These include the type of ion, ion
energy, ion flux, ion angle, and ion-to-atom arrival rate ratio. This section will focus
on the processes that control microstructure features such as density, grain size and
morphology, residual stress and crystallographic texture. More details on materials
modification by IBAD can be found in refs [1, 4, 5, 61].

10.7.1 Microstructure

The microstructure of a deposited film is determined by nucleation and growth
processes. Atomic processes that occur on the surface of a crystal are illustrated in
the lower left-hand image of Fig. 10.35. Atoms of mass M impinge from the vapor
(of pressure p) at a rate given by:
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Fig. 10.35 Coupling between film deposition parameters, surface processes, microstructure, and
properties
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R ¼ pð2pMkTÞ�1=2; ð10:80Þ

where k is Boltzmann’s constant and T is the temperature in Kelvin. Single atoms
striking the surface diffuse over the surface until lost by processes such as evap-
oration, formation of a critical size nucleus, capture by an existing cluster, or
trapping at a special site. Each process is characterized by a time constant. Real
surfaces are highly defected, consisting of ledges, kinks, dislocations, and point
defects that can modify the binding energy of an adatom or cluster to the surface,
and hence, the energetics of the processes. Rearrangement of small clusters can
occur by interdiffusion and with the substrate, surface diffusion to form a more
stable shape, and annealing of defects.

Several distinct modes of thin-film growth are observed [4] as shown in
Fig. 10.36. Layer or Frank–van der Merwe mode describes the layer-by-layer
growth of the film that completely covers the surface. Island or Volmer–Weber
growth results in the formation and growth of islands several layers thick before
complete surface coverage occurs. Finally, a mixed mode called Stranski–
Krastanov is an intermediate case in which a monolayer first forms followed by the
growth of islands. Growth mode is controlled by the film–substrate interactions,
producing island growth when the condensing atoms are bound more strongly to
each other than the substrate, and layer-by-layer growth when the interaction with
the substrate is stronger and monotonically decreases as each layer is added.
Stranski–Krastanov growth occurs when the monotonic decrease in binding energy
is disrupted by some factor such as lattice mismatch or orientation and island
formation becomes more favorable.

Film nucleation and growth are strongly affected by the substrate temperature.
The grain structure for vapor-deposited metal films is strongly dependent on the
substrate homologous temperature (T/Tm) and can be described by a zone model
[62], Fig. 10.37. According to this model, deposition in zone I (T/Tm < 0.15) is
characterized by restricted surface mobility of deposited atoms, resulting in small
(5–20 nm) equiaxed crystallites. In zone II (< 0.3T/Tm < 0.5), deposited atoms have
sufficient mobility such that grains can grow to larger sizes prior to deposition of the
next layers of material. The grain structure in this zone is columnar with column
diameters smaller than the film thickness. In between zones I and II is zone T, a
transition zone between equiaxed and columnar grains. Finally, at T/Tm > 0.5, the

Frank-Van Der Merwe Volmer-Weber Stranski-Krastanov

A

s

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 10.36 The three common modes of thin-film growth, (a) Frank–van der Merwe, (b) Volmer–
Weber, and (c) Stranski–Krastanov or mixed mode (after [4])
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high surface mobility enables the growth of large columnar grains with diameters
larger than the film thickness.

As noted earlier, the effect of an ion beam on film growth will depend on the ion
type, energy and the relative flux ratio of ions to deposited atoms. The effect of ion
bombardment on film growth is described by either the ratio of the ion flux to the
atom flux, or the ion-to-atom arrival rate ratio, R, or as the average energy deposited
per atom, Ea, which is the product of R and the ion energy, Eion. Thus:

R ¼ Ji
Ja
; ð10:81Þ

where Ji is the ion flux and Ja is the atom flux, and

Ea ¼ EionR ¼ Eion
Ji
Ja
: ð10:82Þ

These parameters will be used in the following sections to describe the effect of ion
bombardment on the evolution of deposited thin films.

The effect of ion bombardment on the evolution of the film microstructure is
shown in Fig. 10.38 for the case of Ar sputtering during deposition. Note that the
higher the sputtering gas pressure, the greater the density of possible collision
centers, and the greater the probability of the reflected neutral atoms losing energy
through a collision event while traveling toward the substrate. Thus, there is an
inverse relationship between the energy of the bombarding particle (reflected
neutral) at the growing film surface and the sputtering gas pressure, making the
sputtering process directly comparable with the average ion energy, Ea, applied in
the IBAD process. Zone 1 is characterized by columnar grains with pipes along the
grain boundaries and poor mechanical strength. The presence of high Ar pressure
increases the temperature at which zone 1 structures are stable, possibly due to

Zone 1 Zone T Zone II Zone III

Bulk diffusion
(grain growth)

Surface
recrystallization
(surface diffusion)

Local epitaxy

Surface
diffusion

0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7
T /Tm

Fig. 10.37 Zone model for the grain structure of vapor-deposited metal films (after [62])
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trapping of the gas at the boundary. The zone 1 structure results when adatom
diffusion is too limited to overcome the effects of shadowing. Shadowing produces
open boundaries, particularly under conditions of oblique flux, because the high
points receive more flux than the low points. Surface roughness may develop
because of substrate roughness, preferential nucleation on inhomogeneities, or from
the shape of the initial nuclei. Zone T or transition microstructures are also dom-
inated by shadowing effects but have finer features, which appear fibrous and have
better mechanical integrity. Zone 2 microstructures form at T/Tm = 0.3–0.5 and are
dominated by adatom surface diffusion processes. The structure has columnar
grains with good mechanical integrity at the boundaries, smooth surface facets, and
there is little sensitivity to the inert gas pressure. Zone 3 structures form at
T/Tm * 0.5 and are dominated by bulk diffusion processes. Recovery and
recrystallization processes typically occur in this temperature regime, driven by the
minimization of strain energy and surface energy of the grains. Columnar grains
recrystallize to form equiaxed grains in zone 3.

Densification

One of the major consequences of ion bombardments during film growth is den-
sification. IBAD can produce significant increases in the density of deposited oxide
or nitride compounds such as ZrO2 [65] or TiN [66], but it can also produce
increases in the density of metal films [4]. Under low adatom mobility, a columnar
microstructure with voids develops and leads to shadowing in zone 1 [67].
A transition from low packing density films (0.7) to fully dense films occurs as a
function of temperature and deposition rate [68]. A hard sphere model was used in
which the depositing spheres intersect the surface at random points and are assumed
to stick in place except for relaxation into nearby “pockets” where they make
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contact with two other spheres. This generates columns inclined along the angle of
incidence with “pipes” between the columns. A schematic of the film structure and
density changes is shown in Fig. 10.39. When a thermal activation process is added
to simulate temperature-dependent diffusion processes, a dense microstructure
forms at the equivalent of 0.3 Tm. Simulation of a thermal spike was examined by
depositing energy in a region below the surface corresponding to the proper ion
range, dissipating the energy by thermal conductivity, and allowing thermally
activated jumps between adjacent lattice sites. The calculations showed some
bridging of columns occurred near the surface but generally densification of the film
did not occur.

A collision cascade simulation was considered next in which momentum was
transferred via forward recoils and sputtering [69]. Mass transport and incorporation
distributions were calculated using the TRIM.SP code and the results applied to a
2D model. Densification of a zone 1 microstructure was observed to a depth 3 nm
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Fig. 10.39 A model of film growth using a 2D hard sphere growth model showing the effect of
temperature on packing density of films (a–c) and a summary of multiple simulations showing that
temperature influences packing density while deposition rate changes transition temperature and
sharpness of transition (d) (after [68])
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below the surface as a result of knock-on atoms filling the voids. Experimental
results for ZrO2 and CeO2 were reproduced by the model. A further refinement of
the model used experimentally determined sputtering rates and the thickness of the
layer damaged by O2

+ ion beam etching rates where sputtering exceeded the
deposition rate [70]. The model incorporated sputtering, ion implantation, recoil
implantation, and diffusion of atoms from non-stoichiometric regions. Good
agreement with experimental results was found by allowing a slightly greater dif-
fusion of excess atoms toward the surface than toward the bulk.

Using a Lennard–Jones potential for atom interactions and a zero substrate
temperature to examine microstructure, 2D molecular dynamics simulation can be
used to examine microstructure, average density, and epitaxy using deposited atoms
with low energies in the vapor deposition and sputtering ranges. Densification
increases with energy and exceeds a relative density of 0.9 for energies typical of
sputtered particles. Figure 10.40 shows that IBAD of Ni using 100 eV Ar+ produces
atomic rearrangements in a collision sequence that results in both a collapse of
voids in the structure and transport of atoms on the surface. The effect of ion
bombardment on microstructure development for a sequence of ion impacts at a 30°
angle of incidence and R value of 0.16 is shown in Fig. 10.41(a). Packing density
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Fig. 10.40 2D molecular dynamics simulation of atomic rearrangements produced by impact of
100 eV Ar+ on a Ni film with a porous structure. Effects include forward recoils, lateral
displacements, and collapse of the lattice to a more densely packed configuration (after [71])
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increases with arrival rate ratio for a given energy in agreement with experimental
observations of a critical current density. The degree of epitaxy at the interface also
increases with both arrival rate ratio and energy as shown in Fig. 10.41(b). These
molecular dynamics simulations show that forward recoils of film atoms either fill
voids or keep them open until filled by the vapor flux. This process and the mobility
of surface atoms are the primary mechanisms by which ion bombardment promotes
densification of films deposited under conditions of low adatom mobility.

The effect of ion bombardment on the void fraction in amorphous Ge is shown in
Fig. 10.42. Note the linear dependence up to about 5 eV/atom, beyond which
saturation density is reached. The results indicate that the important factors that
determine the film microstructure in ion-assisted deposition is the particle flux-
energy product. As will be shown in the section on residual stress, the
microstructure determines the nature of the stress.

Grain size and morphology

Grain size and grain morphology of PVD films is a strong function of substrate
temperature, or more specifically, the dominant nucleation and growth process in a
particular temperature regime. Since IBAD has been shown to modify the nucle-
ation and early growth stages of film deposition, it should also affect grain size and
morphology. As shown in the last section, ion bombardment disrupts the columnar
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Fig. 10.41 Evolution of the film microstructure during deposition: (a) 0.1 eV vapor atoms at normal
incidence, (b) with bombardment by 10 keV Ar+ ions at R = 0.16 and angle of 30° to normal, (c) with
bombardment by 75 eV Ar+ ions at R = 0.16 and angle of 30° to normal, and (d) influence of ion
energy, Eion, on the degree of epitaxy, α, for Ar+ ions on a Ni film with R = 0.16 (after [72])
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structure and open boundaries in zone 1, and if the substrate is heated, it can
produce grain growth. An example is TiN film grown on high-speed steel (HSS) by
magnetron sputtering [74]. The film has a bimodal grain size distribution that was a
result of epitaxial nucleation on carbides. Films grown without bias show sub-
stantial grain growth between 550 and 650 °C. Addition of substrate bias produces
bombardment of the growing film with 300 eV ions at an arrival rate ratio of 0.6.
The ion bombardment disrupts the bimodal grain growth in HSS, producing a dense
structure with no voids at the boundaries, and reducing the grain size to 50 nm. The
microstructures observed are typical zone T microstructures attributed to a shift of
the transition temperature to lower homologous temperatures because film growth
in TiN appears to depend on Ti adatom mobility. The addition of substrate bias
reduces the grain size by causing continual renucleation of the grains. A modified
structure diagram using an energy scale instead of gas pressure is shown in
Fig. 10.43 and indicates that the widening of zone T is the principal effect of
decreasing the energy of the bombarding particles.

Figure 10.44 shows the effect of Ea on the grain size in Ag deposited by dual ion
beam sputtering. Ea is the calculated energy/film atom which also includes the
energy deposited from the sputtered flux. Note that the size decreases with increasing
energy/atom and saturates at about 50 eV/atom, as shown in Fig. 10.44(a).
In Fig. 10.44(b), Cu films were deposited under IBAD at various R values and for ion
energies of 62, and 600 eV. IBAD produced no change in size for 62 eV, but a
marked decrease in crystallite size for the higher energies at R values up to 0.02.
Above the critical R value, the crystallite size saturates, with the highest energy
producing the largest reduction in grain size [30 nm for 600 eV, 70 nm for 125 eV
(not shown)]. Substrate temperatures of 62–103 °C resulted in the same saturation
size for the 600 eV bombardment, but a 230 °C temperature resulted in a slightly
larger size (40 nm).
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Films grown under conditions of biased sputtering or IBAD generally show a
decrease in grain size in both zone 1 and zone T temperature regimes and a
disruption of columnar grain structures. This reflects the influence of ion bom-
bardment on nucleation of grains. Occasional observations of an increase in grain
size indicate other factors which might promote grain growth, such as a higher
temperature or high strain energy, are present and may dominate in certain materials
or under certain deposition conditions.
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Fig. 10.43 Alternative to the film structure diagram in Fig. 10.38 showing more directly the
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10.7.2 Residual Stress

While IBAD has been shown to produce significant changes in both the magnitude
and sign of residual stresses in deposited films, the mechanism(s) of residual stress
generation are poorly understood. Residual tensile stresses can result from densi-
fication or grain growth when structural relaxation lags the deposition rate.
Structural relaxation occurs to minimize the free energy of the system and results in
a reduction of the specific volume of the film as long as the film is unconstrained. If
geometrically constrained by the substrate, volumetric relaxation is inhibited and a
residual stress (and strain) is produced in the film and substrate. Phase changes
resulting in a different specific volume also produce tensile or compressive stresses
depending on the sign of the volume change. Mechanisms for compressive residual
stress formation include thermal spikes, recoil implantation, and trapped bom-
bardment gases. A common feature of residual stress formation in films is that they
generally occur subsequent to the deposition process.

Sources of stress in vapor-deposited films

One source of residual stress is the thermal expansion mismatch between the film
and substrate. This mismatch leads to stresses when the temperature changes. The
resulting residual stress, rR, is that which would be induced in a thin film attached
to an infinite substrate:

rR ¼ EfDa
TR � T
ð1� mfÞ ; ð10:83Þ

where Ef and νf are the elastic modulus and Poisson’s ratio of the film, T is the
temperature, TR is the reference temperature at which the stress is zero, and
Da ¼ af � as, where subscript f refers to the film and s to the substrate. Residual
stress due to thermal expansion mismatch often occurs upon cool-down following
deposition. Aside from thermal expansion differences, when a polycrystalline film
is grown on a substrate having an incoherent interface, there is no obvious
mechanism for generating stress in the surface layer as it deposits. Surface diffusion
allows atom displacement to relax strains as they attempt to develop. This situation
differs from that for coherent, single-crystal films that incur coherency strains.
Intrinsic stresses will develop as a consequence of subsequent diffusional effects
that occur in the deposited film. Such stress formation involves mechanisms
that eliminate those defects present in the film, which have an associated free
volume [77, 78].

If point defects are trapped in the film as it grows, they contribute a free volume
to the film. Their subsequent elimination at either grain boundaries or dislocations
will induce intrinsic residual stresses, as shown in Fig. 10.45(a). The chemical
potential of a solid is given by:
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l ¼ l0 þ rnXþ kT lnC=C0; ð10:84Þ

where C/C0 is the excess point defect concentration, μ0 is the reference chemical
potential, and σn is the stress normal to the dislocation or grain boundary. The
equilibrium, intrinsic stress, is obtained when μ = μ0 and is given by:

rReq ¼
kT
X

� �
ln

C
C0

: ð10:85Þ

Note that this stress develops with time at temperature as it requires lattice diffusion
and thus occurs post-deposition. It can also be either tensile (vacancy elimination)
or compressive (interstitial elimination).

As described in the section on microstructure evolution, deposited films often
contain free volume at grain boundaries in the form of small voids, Fig. 10.45(b).
Subsequent diffusion or sintering will eliminate the voids and induce a residual
tensile stress. The maximum value of stress is a function of the radius of curvature,
r, of the as-deposited voids and is given as:

rReq ¼ 2cs=r; ð10:86Þ

where γs is the surface energy.
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Fig. 10.45 Sources of residual tensile stress in thin films: (a) point defect annihilation at edge
dislocations or grain boundaries, (b) removal of voids at the grain boundaries by sintering,
(c) grain growth, and (d) grain boundaries (after [77])
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Free volume in the grain boundary can also be eliminated by grain growth, as
shown in Fig. 10.45(c). As small grains disappear, stresses develop and provide a
strain energy contribution to the chemical potential of the atoms on the two sides of
a grain boundary. The strain associated with the process is:

e ¼ 6
1
d
� t
d0

� �
Da; ð10:87Þ

where d is the final grain size, d0 is the initial value as the film deposits, and Δa is
the grain boundary free volume per unit area. The contribution of the strain energy
to the chemical potential difference is:

Dls ¼ 1=2EXe2; ð10:88Þ

where Ω is the atomic volume and E is Young’s modulus. This potential adds to
that from the grain boundary curvature given by:

Dlb ¼ ð2cb=dÞX; ð10:89Þ

where γb is the grain boundary energy. The equilibrium residual stress is obtained
by setting the potential difference to zero. Equating Δμs and Δμb gives:

rReq ¼ 3cb=2Da; ð10:90Þ

which occurs at an equilibrium grain size:

deq ¼ 3ð1� mÞd20cb
4EðDaÞ2 : ð10:91Þ

Again, the stresses develop with time at temperature by grain boundary diffusion
and the stresses are always tensile in nature.

Finally, it should be noted that there is a stress associated with the grain
boundaries, Fig. 10.45(d). This stress is given by:

rR 	 cb=d: ð10:92Þ

Additional sources of stress include the incorporation of impurities during
deposition and their subsequent diffusion, and phase transformations
post-deposition. Both result in volume changes that can induce residual stresses
(either tensile or compressive) with time after the film has formed.

Sources of stress in ion beam-assisted deposition

Compressive residual stresses are less common in PVD films but are frequently
observed in films formed by IBAD. Explanations proposed for their origin include
thermal spikes, recoil implantation, and trapped bombardment gas. For magnetron
sputter-deposited thin films, it was found that there exists a transition pressure
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below which the films are in compression, while above the pressure the films are in
tension. Following the effect of ion bombardment on film densification and grain
morphology, energetic particle bombardment is believed to suppress the formation
of the under-dense zone 1 structure and leads to reduction in the tensile stress, and
eventually, at low enough pressure, to compressive internal stress [79].
Figure 10.46 shows the evolution of the film microstructure as a function of adatom
kinetic energy. At very low adatom kinetic energies (case (1) in Fig. 10.46(a, b)),
the structure is rich in defects such as large micropores, open voids, and the onset of
microcolumns. At intermediate energies (case (2) in Fig. 10.46(a, b)), the pores
become smaller and the atomic network is more interconnected. The tensile stress in
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such a compact but still porous network is at a maximum as the short-range
attractive interatomic forces across small defects can act most effectively. At larger
kinetic energies (case (3) in Fig. 10.46(a, b)), the defects gradually disappear and
well-layered crystal structure evolves, resulting in almost zero stress. Note that the
residual stress in W films formed with 400 eV Ar bombardment (Fig. 10.46(c))
follow the same dependence described by the model shown in Figs. 10.46(a, b).

Cascade collision model

The ratio of the ion current to the evaporant flux to produce a zero-stress state is
termed the critical ion-to-atom arrival rate ratio. The value of the critical arrival rate
ratio for the annealing of stress in a vapor-deposited film can be determined using
cascade collision simulations by postulating that stress annealing requires each atom
in the growing film to be involved in at least one collision cascade [1]. If the average
volume affected by a cascade is Vcas, and the average atomic density in the film is N,
then the average number of atoms affected per cascade is NVcas. A lower limit for the
critical ion-to-atom flux ratio, (Ji/Ja)c, (ignoring cascade overlap) is then:

Ji=Jað Þc¼ ðNVcasÞ�1: ð10:93Þ

The cascade volume can be related to the ion energy through the range of the ion in
the solid [1] resulting in the following, energy-dependent expressions for the critical
ion-to-atom arrival rate ratio:

Ji=Jað Þc¼ 150E�1:59 ð0:2keV\Eion\2 keVÞ
4760E�2:04 ð2keV\Eion\5 keVÞ

�
: ð10:94Þ

A plot of the critical ion-to-atom arrival rate ratio as a function of ion energy as
given in Eq. (10.94) (shown as open circles (o)) is compared with experimental data
(×) on stress relief in Fig. 10.47. Note that the experimental data obeys an E−3/2

energy dependence, which is close that of the model based on collision cascades.
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Forward recoil model

Another mechanism by which residual stress can develop in films formed using
energetic particle bombardment is based on the concept of shot peeing or forward
recoil [73]. In this mechanism, atoms are displaced from their equilibrium positions
through a series of primary and recoil collisions, producing a volumetric distortion.
At low deposition temperatures (T/Tm < 0.25), mass transport and defect mobility
are sufficiently low to freeze the volumetric distortion in place. The relative volu-
metric distortion (strain), ε, is proportional to the fractional number of atoms n/N
displaced from equilibrium sites, so that:

e ¼ Kn
N

; ð10:95Þ

where K is a proportionality factor and N is the atomic number density. Applying
Sigmund’s concept of forward sputtering [81] to a growing film (see Sect. 10.2.1),
n is given by the product of the forward yield, Y (atoms/ion), and the ion flux, ϕ, as:

n ¼ Y/: ð10:96Þ

For polycrystalline targets, the yield is given by:

Y ¼ GF; ð10:97Þ

where F is the deposited energy density per unit depth, and G is a term that contains
the target material properties, which for low-energy collisions (≤ keV) is given by:

G ¼ 0:042
NUcoh

; ð10:98Þ

where Ucoh is the cohesive energy. Low-energy Born–Mayer interatomic potentials
are assumed to represent the interaction. The deposited energy is given by:

F ¼ aðM2=M1ÞSnðEion; Z;MÞN; ð10:99Þ

where α is an energy-independent function, Sn is the reduced nuclear stopping
cross-sectional function, and Eion the ion energy. Over the range 0.675 < M2/
M1 < 4.8, α can be approximated by an energy-independent expression:

a ¼ 0:07 1þM2=M1ð Þ; ð10:100Þ

where M1 and M2 are the projectile and target mass, respectively. For low projectile
energy ðE=Ec 
 1Þ, where Ec is the Coulombic energy, which is of the order
50–100 keV), the reduced stopping power, Sn, can be approximated by:
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Sn ’ 3:33ðEion=EcÞ1=2: ð10:101Þ

The expression for strain is then given by:

e ¼ K 0/
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Eion

p
N

; ð10:102Þ

where K′ is a constant. The stress, σ, in the film is obtained by substituting ε into
Hooke’s law, resulting in:

rR ¼ K 0/
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Eion

p
EM2

N0ð1� mÞq ; ð10:103Þ

where E is the elastic modulus, ν is Poisson’s ratio, N0 is Avogadro’s number, and ρ
is the density. The elastic and physical properties of the target in Eq. (10.102) can
be combined into the quantity:

Q ¼ EM2

ð1� mÞq ; ð10:104Þ

which represents the stored elastic energy per mole. A simplified expression for the
compressive residual stress is:

rR ¼ k/
ffiffiffiffiffi
Ep

p
Q; ð10:105Þ

where the factor, k contains N0 and other numerical constants.
The stress dependence on the molar volume, M2ρ, indicates that the interaction

between the energetic particles and the film target produces a strain that is not
constant but is related to the atomic arrangement. The square root dependence on
the particle energy is a direct consequence of the energy dependence of the nuclear
stopping power, suggesting that the atomic peening mechanism is momentum
driven. In addition, the model predicts a dependence on the elastic properties,
modified by the molar volume, indicating an atomic volume dependence of the
strain. The linear dependence of the residual stress on Q is shown in Fig. 10.48 for
deposition by various ion beam techniques and for various materials [73].

Residual stress from trapped gas

The incorporation of the bombardment gas into the film either in the matrix or in the
form of gas-filled voids can induce a residual stress in the film. IBAD is often
conducted using inert gas (Ne, Ar, Kr, Xe) to impart momentum to the adatoms,
and gas incorporation can result. As the gas is essentially insoluble in metals, the
gas atoms will precipitate into small bubbles that can exert a stress against the
substrate, Fig. 10.49. Modeling the film as an equivalent sphere in which the void
and sphere radii are chosen so as to maintain the proper void volume, the governing
equation for the displacement, u, of the sphere boundary is:
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d2u
dr2

þ 2
r
� du
dr

� 2u
r2

¼ 0: ð10:106Þ

The solution to the equation is:

u ¼ A=r2 þBr; ð10:107Þ

with

err ¼ du
dr

¼ � 2A
r3

þB;

ehh ¼ e// ¼ u=r ¼ A=r3 þB;
ð10:108Þ
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Fig. 10.49 Schematic illustration of the source of stress in an IBAD film due to gas trapped in
bubbles
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and

rrr ¼ 2lerr þ kðerr þ 2ehhÞ;
r// ¼ rhh ¼ 2lehh þ kðerr þ 2ehhÞ;

ð10:109Þ

where ε is strain, σ is stress, μ is the shear modulus, and λ is the Lame coefficient,
and A and B are constants. Applying boundary conditions of:

• zero displacement of the surface of the equivalent sphere, u = 0 at r = r0, to
account for the constraint of the film by the substrate which gives rise to a
biaxial stress state, and

• equivalence of gas pressure and stress at the void surface, rrrðr ¼ r0Þ ¼ �p;
gives:

B ¼ �p

2l½2ð1=f Þ3 þ 1� þ 3k
n o ;

A ¼ �Br30;

ð10:110Þ

and

rrr ¼ 3pð2lþ kÞ
½4lð1=f Þþ ð2lþ 3kÞ� ; ð10:111Þ

where f = (ri/r0)
3, is the volume fraction of void. Using a void volume fraction,

f = 0.3, ν = 0.3, and E = 150 MPa gives μ = 67 MPa and λ = 101 MPa for
amorphous alumina and yields rrr ’ �0:53p: Fig. 10.50 shows the residual stress
resulting from formation of an IBAD film using different types of bombardment
gases (Table 10.1).

10.7.3 Film Texture

Thin films of PVD-deposited materials normally grow with the planes of highest
atomic density parallel to the substrate, so fcc films have a 〈111〉 texture, bcc films
have a 〈110〉 texture, and hcp films have a 〈0002〉 texture (for ideal c/a ratios). The
easiest channeling directions in each structure are as follows:

fcc 〈110〉, 〈100〉, 〈111〉
bcc 〈111〉, 〈100〉, 〈110〉
hcp 〈1120〉, 〈0002〉
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The development of crystallographic texture during IBAD can be correlated with
the channeling directions of ions in the crystal lattice and the density of energy
deposition would be inversely related to the depth of channeling. Thus, in an fcc
crystal, the ease of channeling is in the order 〈110〉, 〈200〉, 〈111〉.
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Fig. 10.50 Residual film stress as a function of gas pressure and type of gas for amorphous
alumina films (after [82])

Table 10.1 Sources of residual stress in deposited films

Source of stress Equation Tension
(+)/compression (−)

Thermal expansion
rR ¼ EfDa

TR � T
ð1� mfÞ (10.83)

Either

Point defect
elimination rReq ¼

kT
X

� �
ln

C
C0

(10.85)
Tension

Grain boundary
porosity
elimination

rReq ¼ 2cs=r (10.86) Tension

Grain growth in
film

rReq ¼ 3cb=2Da (10.90) Tension

Grain boundary rR 	 cb=d (10.92) Tension

Precipitation – Either

Impurities – Either

Cascade collision
Ji=Jað Þc¼

150E�1:59 ð0:2 keV\Eion\2 keVÞ
4760E�2:04 ð2 keV\Eion\5 keVÞ

(

ð10:94Þ

Compression

Forward recoil rR ¼ k/
ffiffiffiffiffi
Ep

p
Q (10.105) Compression

Trapped gas
rrr ¼ 3pð2lþ kÞ

½4lð1=f Þþ ð2lþ 3kÞ� (10.111)
Compression
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Ion bombardment causes a shift in the preferred orientation to alignment of the
easiest channeling direction along the ion beam axis. Thus, an ion beam at normal
incidence on a fcc film will cause a shift in orientation from 〈111〉 to 〈110〉 texture.
A beam incident at an angle will produce a different texture depending on the
crystallography. The texturing effect appears to be most sensitive to high-energy
beams because of the larger volume affected per ion and the deeper penetration.
Experiments on ion bombardment during deposition of an Al film show that while
Al forms a very strong 〈111〉 texture during physical vapor deposition, bombard-
ment during deposition can induce an equally strong 〈110〉 texture that is driven by
ion channeling [83].

It is believed that the preferential growth of grains with the channeling direction
aligned with the ion beam due to reduced sputtering is responsible for the crys-
tallographic texture during IBAD [84, 85]. The difference in sputtering yields
between aligned and unaligned grains can be as high as a factor of 5 in some
materials [86]. This difference leads to a larger net growth rate for aligned grains
than for unaligned grains. The newly deposited layer grows epitaxially on grains
with low sputter yield orientation, and these grains will eventually dominate the
film. This same process is also expected to control the surface roughness evolution,
especially under deposition conditions where the surface diffusion is very limited.

The concepts of ion channeling and preferential sputtering are shown in the
schematic diagram in Fig. 10.51. An ion impinging on a crystal in a direction
aligned with the open channels in that crystal will become trapped in the channel
and lose energy slowly by electronic energy transfer rather than by making
high-angle nuclear collisions. The net result is transport of the atom deep into the
crystal and deposition of energy away from the surface. The deposition of energy
deep in the crystal also means that the sputtering yield will be low for channeled
ions. This is contrasted with the interaction of an ion with a crystal in an unaligned
orientation. In this case, the ion has a higher probability of causing a high-angle
collision near the surface, resulting in energy deposition by elastic interactions near
the surface and a higher sputtering yield. Hence, an observable difference between

sputterred atom

‘unaligned’ ion beam
increases sputte ring yield

‘aligned’ ion beam
reduces sputtering yield

‘open’ channeling direction

Fig. 10.51 Schematic
diagram of ion channeling
and preferential sputtering
during ion bombardment
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channeled and non-channeled ions is a lower sputtering yield in the case of
channeling.

During film deposition, crystallites are formed on the substrate with a number of
different orientations. If an ion beam were directed onto the surface during film
growth and the ion energy exceeded the channeling energy, the crystallites with
open channels in the beam direction will have a lower sputtering yield than those
with channels that are not aligned with the beam. The result is a lower sputtering
rate for the aligned crystallites. Crystallites whose channeling directions are aligned
with the beam will have a higher survival probability based on a reduced sputtering
yield. The reduced sputtering yield also means an increased growth rate for aligned
grains. This concept for texture development can be applied to control both
out-of-plane and in-plane textures.

Figure 10.52 shows a schematic of the control of film texture during IBAD. In
fcc metals, Fig. 10.52(a), the growth plane is (111) due to its high packing density
and low energy. That is, this plane is thermodynamically preferred. The easiest
channeling direction in the fcc lattice is [110]. Hence, if an ion beam is directed
normal to the surface, then crystallites with their [110] directions in the beam
direction will be favored, and a (110) out-of-plane texture is favored. By virtue of
the higher survival probability of [110]-aligned grains versus [111]-aligned grains,
the (110) texture should be preferred. The result is a strong (110) texture in which
the grains nucleate and grow faster than the (111) grains by virtue of the lower
sputtering rate and reduced surface mobility. Since this texture is highly
non-equilibrium, atom mobility (film temperature) is an important factor in
retaining the ion-induced (110) texture.

The control of in-plane texture occurs in much the same manner as control of
out-of-plane texture and is shown in the schematic in Fig. 10.52(b). The example is
the growth of a bcc (e.g., Nb) film under ion bombardment. Niobium displays a
(110) growth texture when deposited by physical vapor deposition. The easiest
channeling direction in the bcc lattice is [100]. However, the aim here is to control
the in-plane texture, not the out-of-plane texture. The Nb crystal has a (110) growth
texture in which the [110] direction is normal to the substrate surface. The [100]
direction makes an angle of 45° with [110]. Hence, ion bombardment at an angle of

[110]

[110]
Out-of-plane (fiber) texture <110> <110> <110> <110>

<110>

[110]

[110]

Aluminum

<110> <110> <110> <110>

<110> <100>

Niobium

In-plane texture

(a) (b)

Fig. 10.52 Examples of formation of (a) (110) fiber texture in fcc Al, and (b) in-plane texture in
bcc Nb by IBAD
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45° will result in the alignment of the [100] direction with the ion beam. This forces
the ½1�10� in-plane direction to be parallel with the projection of the ion beam on the
film surface, resulting in an in-plane ½1�10� texture. Ion bombardment does not
disturb the out-of-plane texture. Thus, the film formed under an ion assist grows
with a {110} out-of-plane texture and a {110}) in-plane texture.

In both cases, subsequent film growth is governed by the differences in sput-
tering rate between aligned and unaligned grains. The schematic in Fig. 10.53
shows that as growth proceeds, aligned grains grow at a faster rate than do una-
ligned grains. The aligned grains eventually “bridge-over” and coalesce, resulting in
saturation of the film texture. The difference in growth rates and the occurrence of
bridge-over also explain the development of the surface roughness in textured films
[87, 88].

In summary, ion irradiation combined with film deposition can provide sub-
stantially enhanced control of the film microstructure and properties. The changes
to deposited films brought about by IBAD are summarized in Fig. 10.54, in which
the numbers refer to specific experiments. Those highlighted in red (1–4) are
control of residual stress, in blue (1, 15) are changes in adhesion, in green (7) is
texture, and in purple (16) is hardness. Note that most phenomena occur between an
average energy deposition of 1 and 100 eV/atom.

Open Boundary
[110] [100]

Void

Ion Beam

B
C

Substrate

A

Fig. 10.53 Growth of
aligned grains at the expense
of unaligned grains during
IBAD
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Nomenclature

a Screening radius; also nearest neighbor distance
c Specific heat capacity
C Concentration
dE/dx|n Energy loss rate due to nuclear stopping
d Grain size
D Diffusion coefficient
DB Blister diameter
D* Effective diffusion coefficient
D′ Modified diffusion coefficient accounting for diffusional intermixing
E Energy; also Young’s modulus
Ea Energy per deposited atom
Ec Columbic energy
Ecoh Cohesive energy
Ed Displacement energy
Eion Ion energy
Emix Energy of mixing
F Displacement rate in dpa/s; also deposited energy density per unit depth
FD Deposited energy
Hij Potential energy between atom pairs of type i and j
ΔHcoh Cohesive energy
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Fig. 10.54 Map of the parameter space for arrival rate ratio and ion energy showing regions
where ion beam-activated phenomena have been observed. Delineated regions in upper right
corner represent complete removal of Si and Cu by sputtering and blank spaces in lower left corner
are region where normal thermally activated processes would be found (after [89])
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ΔHA Heat of adsorption
ΔHmix Heat of mixing
I0 Ionization potential
J Ionization rate defined in Eq. (10.79)
Ja Flux of atoms in vapor deposition
Ji Flux of atoms of type i; also flux of ions in IBAD
k Boltzmann’s constant
K0 Defect production rate
m Number of gas atoms in a bubble
me Mass of electron
M Atomic mass
n Number of atoms
N Atom number density
p Gas pressure in a bubble or vapor pressure
pi Sputter probability of atom of type i
�pi Average total sputter probability of atom of type i
P Load
Pi Total effect of recoil implantation, Eq. (10.31)
Q Activation energy; also stored elastic energy per mole
Qi Equivalent number of i atoms recoil implanted over a depth Rp

rc Characteristic jump distance in a thermal spike
r Radius of curvature of void
R Ion range; also root mean square of an atom in a collision cascade;

also vacancy–interstitial recombination rate; also ion-to-atom arrival rate
ratio; also jump rate in thermal spikes; and also atom impingement rate in
vacuum

Rd Displacement rate in #/cm3s
Rp Projected range
Rrecoil Recoil range
ΔRp Standard deviation of the projected range
S Scaling factor
Se Electronic stopping power
Si Sputtered flux of atom of type i
Sn Nuclear stopping power
SX Sputtered flux of element X
t Time
tB Blister shell thickness
T Temperature; also energy transferred in a collision event
Teff Effective temperature at which diffusion occurs
u Displacement
Ucoh Cohesive energy
U0 Surface binding energy
υ Ion velocity
V Volume
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Y Sputter yield
z Coordination number
Z Atomic number
α Constant in Eq. (10.3) and defined differently in Eq. (10.79); also degree

of epitaxy in IBAD; and also thermal expansion coefficient
χ Ratio of probability of sputtering a B atom to that for an A atom
δ Thickness of surface layer removed by sputtering
Δα Difference in thermal expansion coefficients
ε Unit charge; also the energy density in the cascade; and also strain
2 Reduced energy
λ Lame coefficient: also jump length
μ Chemical potential
ϕ Flux of ions or atoms
γ Activity coefficient; also surface energy
γb Grain boundary energy
Γ Total jump frequency
η Number of atom jumps in a thermal spike per unit length of the spike
κ Thermal diffusivity
Λ Factor in sputtering yield Eq. (10.2) containing material parameters
μ Shear modulus; also chemical potential
ν Number of displacement per primary knock-on atom;

also Poisson’s ratio
ms!b
i Surface-to-bulk jump frequency for atom i
mb!s
i Bulk-to-surface jump frequency for atom i
Ω Atomic volume
ρ Atom density
ρB Gas bubble density
σd Displacement cross section
red Displacement cross section by electronic excitation
σR Residual stress in a deposited film
σs Scattering cross section
σ0,i Elastic scattering cross section between ions and i atoms
σi Surface ejection cross section for atoms of type i
σL Lateral stress in the solid
�r Average stress
Ω Atomic volume
ξ Atomic layer thickness
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Superscripts

B Bulk
R Residual stress
s Surface

Subscripts

A Adsorption
B Bubble or blister
cas Cascade
d Displaced
D Displacement
eq Equilibrium
f Film
i Incoming ion
P Projected
s Scattering; also substrate

Acronyms

CO Coevaporated
DM Displacement mixing
GA Gibbsian adsorption
FWHM Full width at half maximum
IBAD Ion beam-assisted deposition
IBED Ion beam-enhanced deposition
IBM Ion beam mixing
II Ion implantation
ML Multilayered
PS Preferential sputtering
PSII Plasma source ion implantation
RED Radiation-enhanced diffusion
RIS Radiation-induced segregation

Problems

10:1 Use the description of how a delta function distribution of particles spreads by
diffusion to calculate the width of an initially sharply peaked distribution of:

(a) Vacancies,
(b) Interstitials, and
(c) Self-tracer diffusing by vacancy mechanism,
in Pt, after a time t = 1 min, for temperatures of 20 and 800 °C.
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10:2 Consider a thin foil of a binary alloy in which the surface is the only defect
sink. The foil is at thermal equilibrium at low temperature and is then heated
instantaneously to near its melting point. Describe qualitatively the evolution
of:

(a) The vacancy concentration and
(b) The composition profile.

10:3 A bilayer of 50 nm Pd on top of 50 nm Ni is deposited on a silicon substrate.
The layer is mixed with 300 keV Kr+ at a current of 40μA/cm2 for 40 s.

(a) Plot the concentration profile of the Pd after mixing.
(b) If the sputtering yield of the Pd is 13 and Kr is half as likely as Pd to be

sputtered, what is the maximum amount of Kr that can be implanted into
this sample?

10:4 A Ni–1 %Si alloy is heated to a temperature of 500 °C during irradiation with
500 keV Kr ions at a current density of 1 μA/cm2.

(a) What physical processes will be important in determining the surface
concentration?

(b) If each process occurs independently of the others, what would be the
effect of each on the surface composition?

(c) Estimate the combined effect of these processes on the surface compo-
sition and provide an argument to support your answer for the case
where:

(i) Thermal processes dominate pure collisional processes and
(ii) Pure collisional processes dominate thermal processes.

Draw the composition versus depth profile for cases (i) and (ii).

CB
Si ¼ 0:01

CB
Ni ¼ 0:99

DHSi
A ¼ �0:1 eV

�pSi=�pNi ¼ 2:0

DHNi;v
m ¼ 0:77 eV

DHNi;i
m ¼ 0:1 eV

DHSi;v
m ¼ 0:28 eV

DHSi;i
m ¼ 0:15 eV

RSi ¼ 0:1176 nm

RNi ¼ 0:1245 nm
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Csurface
A

Csurface
B

¼ Cbulk
A

Cbulk
B

exp
�DHA

kT

� �

�pA
�pA

¼ Cbulk
A

Csurface
B

Cbulk
B

Csurface
A

10:5 A homogeneous A–B alloy of composition A–50 at.%B is bombarded with
5 keV Ar ions at 400 °C. Given that the surface concentration following
bombardment is 30 % A and 70 % B, describe what processes or combi-
nations of processes could give rise to such behavior and which processes are
dominant?

DHv
m;A = migration enthalpy for A atoms by vacancies = 0.7 eV

DHv
m;B = migration enthalpy for B atoms by vacancies = 0.9 eV

DHi
m;A = DHi

m;B = migration enthalpy for A and B atoms via
interstitials = 0.1 eV
ΔHA = enthalpy of adsorption of A in B = − 0.3 eV
psA = sputtering probability for A atoms = 3 atoms/ion
psB = sputtering probability for B atoms = 4 atoms/ion
CA = constant × (dAv/dBv–dAi/dBi)Cv

dAv ∝ exp(–ΔHm,A/kT)
Cs
A=C

s
B ¼ ðCb

A=C
b
BÞ expð�DHA=kTÞ

10:6 Explain why ion beam mixing experiments often do not agree with the
predictions from the ballistic theory of mixing. How would the temperature
of the sample affect your answer?

10:7 A sample of polycrystalline Si is bombarded with 500 keV Al+ ions to a dose
of 5 × 1015 i/cm2. Given that Rp = 260 nm and ΔRp = 94 nm and that the
damage profile has the same shape but peaks at 0.8Rp, calculate the peak
damage in the material using reasonable assumptions.
The distribution of ions is given by N(x) = Np exp(−X

2/2) where X = (x − Rp)/
ΔRp and Np = 0.4Ns/ΔRp.
Assume that electronic stopping varies with energy as kE1/2 where
k = 1.5 × 10−16 eV1/2cm2.
Energy transfer cross section based on inverse square law

rðE; TÞ ¼ p2a2Eac1=2

8E1=2T3=2
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Energy transfer cross section based on Rutherford scattering

rðE; TÞ ¼ pb20Ec
4T2

N ¼ 3� 1022 a=cm3

Ec ¼ 28 keV

Ea ¼ 14 keV

Eb ¼ 14 keV

Ed ¼ 30 eV

a ¼ aB=ðz1z2Þ1=6
aB ¼ 0:053 nm

b0 ¼ z1z2e
2=gE

e2 ¼ 2aBER

10:8 Explain cohesive energy and heat of mixing. What are the approximate
magnitudes of these energies? How can they influence ion beam mixing?

10:9 A Cu–40 %Ni target is irradiated with 100 keV Ar+ at a current density of
40μA/cm2

(a) Determine which element will segregate to the surface under irradiation at
500 °C.

b) On a single graph, draw the surface concentration as a function of time at
400 °C for the following processes:

(i) GA only,
(ii) PS + RED,
(iii) PS + RED + GA, and
(iv) PS + RED + RIS.

GA = Gibbsian adsorption,
PS = Preferential sputtering,
RED = Radiation-enhanced diffusion, and
RIS = Radiation-induced segregation.
DHCu

m;v ¼ 0:77 eV

DHNi
m;v ¼ 0:82 eV

DHCu;Ni
m;i ¼ 0:12 eV

DHCu
A ¼ �0:25 eV

PCu = 5.5, PNi = 2.75 atoms/ion per unit concentration.
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10:10 Determine the lateral load at which helium bubbles cause blistering in 316
stainless steel under the condition that the blister diameter � 2tB where tB is
the blister cap thickness.
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Chapter 11
Emulating Neutron Irradiation Effects
with Ions

Radiation effects research is conducted with a variety of energetic particles: neu-
trons, electrons, light ions, and heavy ions. Energetic ions can be used to understand
the effects of neutron irradiation in reactor components, and interest in this appli-
cation of ion irradiation has grown in recent years for several reasons that include
the avoidance of high residual radioactivity and a decline in the availability of test
reactors for materials irradiation. The damage state and microstructure resulting
from ion irradiation, and thus the degree to which ion irradiation emulates neutron
irradiation, depend principally on the particle type and the damage rate. This
chapter will begin with a brief review of the damage function, primary recoil
spectrum, and efficiency of defect production for various particle types. Effects of
particle type on both microstructure and microchemistry will be discussed, followed
by the effects of the irradiated microstructure on mechanical properties. The roles of
dose, dose rate, and temperature parameters and the constraints on parameter space
by each particle source will be discussed and compared against the effects of
neutron irradiation.

11.1 Motivation for Using Ion Irradiation as a Surrogate
for Neutron Irradiation

In the 1960s and 1970s, heavy ion irradiation was developed for the purpose of
simulating neutron damage in support of the fast breeder reactor program [1–3]. Ion
irradiation and simultaneous He injection have also been used to simulate the effects
of 14 MeV neutron damage in conjunction with the fusion reactor engineering
program. The application of ion irradiation (defined here as any charged particle,
including electrons) to the study of neutron irradiation damage is of interest to the
light water reactor community to address issues such as stress corrosion cracking
(SCC) of core materials that are affected by irradiation [4–6]. Ion irradiation is also
being used to understand the irradiated microstructure of reactor pressure vessel
steels, Zircaloy fuel cladding, and materials for advanced reactor concepts.

© Springer Science+Business Media New York 2017
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There is significant incentive to use ion irradiation to study neutron damage as
this technique has the potential for yielding answers on basic processes in addition
to the potential for enormous savings in time and money. Neutron irradiation
experiments are not amenable to studies involving a wide range of conditions,
which is precisely what is required for investigations of the basic damage processes.
Radiation damage experiments using ion irradiation allow for easy variation of the
irradiation parameters such as dose, dose rate, and temperature over a wide range of
values.

Typical neutron irradiation experiments in test reactors require years of incore
exposure to reach appreciable fluence levels for accelerated post-irradiation testing.
This is accompanied by at least another year of capsule design and preparation as
well as disassembly and cooling. Analysis of microchemical changes using tech-
niques such as Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) and atom probe tomography
(APT), microstructural changes by energy dispersive spectroscopy via scanning
transmission electron microscopy (STEM-EDS), and mechanical property or SCC
evaluation can take several additional years because of the precautions, special
facilities, and instrumentation required for handling radioactive samples. The result
is that a single cycle from irradiation through microanalysis and mechanical
property/SCC testing may take between three and five years. Such a long cycle
length does not permit for iteration on irradiation or material conditions that is
critical in any experimental research program. The long lead time required for
design and irradiation also reduces flexibility in altering irradiation programs as
new data become available. Because of the long cycle time, the requirement of
special facilities and special sample handling, the costs for neutron irradiation
experiments are very high.

In contrast to neutron irradiation, ion irradiation enjoys considerable advantages
in both cycle length and cost. Ion irradiations of any type rarely require more than
several tens of hours to reach damage levels in the 1–10 dpa range. Ion irradiation
produces little or no residual radioactivity, allowing handling of samples without
the need for special precautions. These features translate into significantly reduced
cycle length and cost. The challenge is then to verify the equivalency of the results
of neutron and ion irradiation.

The key question that needs to be answered is how do results from neutron and
charged particle irradiation experiments compare? How, for example is one to
compare the results of a component irradiated in-core at 288 °C to a fluence of
1 × 1021 n/cm2 (E > 1 MeV) over a period of 8.5 months, with an ion irradiation
experiment using 3 MeV protons at 400 °C to 1 dpa (displacements per atom) at a
dose rate of 10−5 dpa/s (*1 day), or 5 MeV Ni++ at 500 °C to 10 dpa at a dose rate
of 5 × 10−3 dpa/s (*1 h)? The first question to resolve is the measure of radiation
effect. In the irradiation-assisted stress corrosion cracking (IASCC) problem in
LWRs, concern has centered on two effects of irradiation: segregation of major
alloying elements or impurities to grain boundaries, which then cause embrittlement
or enhance the intergranular stress corrosion cracking (IGSCC) process, and
hardening of the matrix that results in localized deformation and embrittlement.
The appropriate measure of the radiation effect in the former case would then be the
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alloy concentration at the grain boundary or the amount of impurity segregated to
the grain boundary. This quantity is measurable by analytical techniques such as
AES or STEM-EDS. For the latter case, the measure of the radiation effect would
be the nature, size, density, and distribution of dislocation loops, black dots, and the
total dislocation network, and how they impact the deformation of the alloy. Hence,
specific and measurable effects of irradiation can be determined for both neutron
and ion irradiation experiments.

The next concern is determining how ion irradiation translates into the envi-
ronment describing neutron irradiation. That is, what are the irradiation conditions
required for ion irradiation to yield the same measure of radiation effect as that for
neutron irradiation? This is the key question; for in a post-irradiation test program,
it is only the final state of the material that is important in the determination of
equivalence, and not the path taken. Therefore, if one could devise ion irradiation
experiments that yielded the same measures of irradiation effects as observed in
neutron irradiation experiments, then the data obtained in post-irradiation experi-
ments will be equivalent. In such a case, ion irradiation experiments can provide a
direct substitute for neutron irradiation. While neutron irradiation will likely be
required to qualify materials for reactor application, ion irradiation provides a low
cost and rapid means of elucidating mechanisms and screening materials for the
most important variables.

11.2 Review of Aspects of Radiation Damage Relevant
to Ion Irradiation

The first challenge in determining the equivalence between the measure of radiation
effect in charged particle and neutron irradiation is the use of a common dose unit.
Recall from the introduction that irradiated material properties can be more suc-
cessfully compared using dpa as a measure of exposure. The basic (measurable)
dose unit for neutron irradiation is the fluence in (n/cm2) above some energy
(E > x MeV), where x is the energy threshold. For charged particles, it is the
integrated current or charge in units of Q/cm2. Both of these measures can be
converted to dose in units of dpa and dose rate as dpa/s using one of several models
for the determination of dpa, as described in Chap. 2. A fundamental difference
between ion and neutron irradiation effects is the particle energy spectrum that
arises due to the difference in how the particles are produced. Ions are produced in
accelerators and emerge in monoenergetic beams with vary narrow energy widths.
However, the neutron energy spectrum in a reactor extends over several orders of
magnitude in energy, thus presenting a much more complicated source term for
radiation damage. Figure 11.1 shows the considerable difference in neutron and ion
energy spectra and also between neutron spectra in different reactors and at different
locations within the reactor vessel.
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Another major difference in the characteristics of ions and neutrons is their depth
of penetration. As shown in Fig. 2.25 of Chap. 2, ions lose energy quickly because
of high electronic energy loss, giving rise to a spatially non-uniform energy
deposition profile caused by the varying importance of electronic and nuclear
energy loss during the slowing down process. Their penetration distances range
between 0.1 and 100 μm for ion energies that can practically be achieved by
laboratory-scale accelerators or implanters. By virtue of their electrical neutrality,
neutrons can penetrate very large distances and produce spatially flat damage
profiles over many millimeters of material.

As discussed in Chap. 2, the total number of displacements per atom is given by
the K–P [8] or NRT [9] models. This quantity provides an adequate measure of the
number of displacements created by the incoming particle irrespective of the mass
of the particle. In addition to dpa, the primary recoil spectrum describes the relative
number of collisions in which an energy between T and T + dT is transferred from
the primary recoil atom to other target atoms. The fraction of recoils between the
displacement energy Ed, and T is given as, from Eq. (3.11):

PðEi; TÞ ¼ 1
N

Z T

Ed

rðEi; T
0Þ dT 0 ð11:1Þ

where N is the total number of primary recoils and σ(Ei, T′) is the differential cross
section for a particle of energy Ei to create a recoil of energy T′, and Ed is the
displacement energy. The recoil fraction is shown in Fig. 3.5, which reveals only a
small difference between ions of very different masses.

But there is a substantial difference in the damage morphology between particles
of different mass. Light ions such as electrons and protons will produce damage as
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isolated Frenkel pairs or in small clusters while heavy ions and neutrons produce
damage in large clusters (see Fig. 3.7). For 1 MeV particle irradiation of copper,
half of the recoils for protons are produced with energies less than *60 eV while
the same number for Kr occurs at about 150 eV. Recoils are weighted toward lower
energies because of the screened Coulomb potential that controls the interactions of
charged particles. For an unscreened Coulomb interaction, the probability of cre-
ating a recoil of energy T varies as 1/T2. However, neutrons interact as hard spheres
and the probability of creating a recoil of energy T is independent of recoil energy.
In fact, a more important parameter describing the distribution of damage over the
energy range is a combination of the fraction of defects of a particular energy and
the damage energy. As described in Chap. 3, the weighted average recoil spectrum,
W(Ei, T), weights the primary recoil spectrum by the number of defects or the
damage energy produced in each recoil:

WðEi; TÞ ¼ 1
EDðEiÞ

Z T

Ed

rðEi; T
0ÞEDðT 0ÞdT 0 ; ð11:2Þ

EDðEiÞ ¼
Z T̂

Ed

rðEi; T
0ÞEDðT 0ÞdT 0 ; ð11:3Þ

where T̂ is the maximum recoil energy given by T̂ ¼ cEi ¼ 4EiM1M2= M1 þM2ð Þ2.
As described in Chap. 3, for the extremes of Coulomb and hard sphere interactions,
the weighted average recoil spectrum for each type of interaction is given as follows:

WCoulðEi; TÞ ¼ ln T � lnEd

ln T̂ � lnEd
ð11:4aÞ

WHSðEi; TÞ ¼ T2 � E2
d

T̂2
: ð11:4bÞ

Equations (11.4a) and (11.4b) are graphed in Fig. 3.6 for 1 MeV particle irradia-
tions of copper. The Coulomb forces extend to infinity and slowly increase as the
particle approaches the target, hence the slow increase with energy. In a hard sphere
interaction, the particles and target do not feel each other until their separation
reaches the hard sphere radius at which point the repulsive force goes to infinity.
A screened Coulomb potential is most appropriate for heavy ion irradiation. Note
the large difference in W(Ei, T) between the various types of irradiations. While
heavy ions come closer to reproducing the energy distribution of recoils of neutrons
than do light ions, neither is accurate in the tails of the distribution. This does not
mean that ions are poor simulations of radiation damage, but it does mean that
damage is produced differently and this difference will need to be considered when
designing an irradiation program that is intended to produce microchemical and
microstructural changes that match those from neutron irradiation.
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The actual number of defects that survive the displacement cascade and their
spatial distribution in the solid will determine the effect on the irradiated
microstructure. This topic was covered in Chaps. 3 and 7 by classification of defects
according to their behavior in the solid. Figure 11.2 summarizes the effect of
damage morphology from the viewpoint of the grain boundary and how the defect
flow affects radiation-induced grain boundary segregation. Despite the equivalence
in energy among the four particle types described in Fig. 3.7, the average energy
transferred and the defect production efficiencies vary by almost two orders of
magnitude! This is explained by the differences in the cascade morphology among
the different particle types. Neutrons and heavy ions produce dense cascades that
result in substantial recombination during the cooling or quenching phase.
However, electrons are just capable of producing a few widely spaced Frenkel pairs
that have a low probability of recombination. Protons produce small widely spaced
cascades and many isolated FPs due to the Coulomb interaction, and therefore, fall
between the extremes in displacement efficiency as defined by electrons and
neutrons.
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11.3 Particle-Type Dependence of RIS

We will focus on the comparison between four types of particle irradiation in order
to outline a methodology for establishing equivalence between neutron and charged
particle irradiation. We will further focus on radiation-induced segregation as the
measure of the effect of irradiation in order to compare the particles. RIS is selected
because it depends only on the action of point defects, and not on their agglom-
eration. The irradiation parameters for the four particle types are given in
Table 11.1. Each experiment is characterized by the particle type, energy and
irradiation temperature, reported dose rate, and reported total dose. The last column
is the dose to reach a steady-state RIS profile using the Perk’s model [11]. The
columns labeled reported and corrected refer to RIS calculations using the nominal
(reported value) and the efficiency-corrected (corrected value) dose rate, respec-
tively. The displacement efficiency is calculated using Naundorf’s model, described
in Chap. 3.

A quantity of interest in RIS for LWR core materials is the amount of chromium
depleted from the grain boundary, or the area inside the Cr concentration profile
(Fig. 11.3). In non-LWR reactor systems, other elements may be of interest due to
the potential for in-reactor precipitation. The appropriate measure of depletion is
somewhat questionable. One could use the grain boundary chromium value as the
measure of the extent of chromium depletion. Alternatively, the FWHM of the
depletion profile has been used. In fact, both of these quantities are useful and can
be obtained from measured depletion profiles. However, the area inside the Cr
concentration profile represents changes to a volume of material and is more sen-
sitive to changes in the profile shape than either the grain boundary value or the
FWHM alone. The amount of Cr depletion is determined by integrating the con-
centration profile for that element with distance from the grain boundary:

M ¼
Z lðtÞ

0
C0
A � CAðx; tÞ

� �
dx ; ð11:5Þ

where M is the segregated area, C0
A is the bulk atom concentration, CA(x, t) is the

atom concentration near the surface, and l(t) is the half width of the depleted zone.
Figure 11.4(a, b) shows the amount of grain boundary chromium depletion as a

function of irradiation dose (Fig. 11.4(a)) and time (Fig. 11.4(b)) for each of the
four particles described in Table 11.1. The calculated values of Cr depletion for
each of the particle types using reported and corrected dose rates, according to the
freely migrating defect production efficiencies, are shown by the open and closed
symbols, respectively. Since electrons are assumed to be 100 % efficient in pro-
ducing defects available to affect segregation, there is no change in the segregated
area after accounting for efficiency. However, there is a difference with protons,
heavy ions, and neutrons, which amounts to a reduction in the amount of segre-
gation. The difference is largest for neutrons and smallest for protons. The differ-
ence is a function of not only the displacement efficiency, but also the slope of the
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dose rate curves. Nevertheless, substantial differences result in the expected
amounts of grain boundary segregation when the displacement efficiency is taken
into account.

Figure 11.5(a) shows the calculated amount of Cr depletion as a function of
temperature for several displacement rates at steady state. Steady state is reached at
different dose levels for each experiment. At a given displacement rate, the seg-
regated area peaks at some intermediate temperature and falls off at both higher and
lower temperatures. This is due to the dominance of recombination at low tem-
peratures and back diffusion at high temperatures [10]. Also note that the effect of a
decreasing displacement rate is to shift the curves to higher maxima at lower
temperatures. For a given dose, a lower displacement rate yields lower steady-state
defect concentrations, reducing the number of defects lost to recombination, and
shifting the curve to lower temperatures while increasing the degree of segregation.
Figure 11.5(a) also shows the effect of three of the four parameters defining an
experiment: particle type, temperature, and dose rate. It does not show the effect of
dose since this is a steady-state result that is achieved at different doses for each of
the experiments described in Table 11.1.

Figure 11.5(b) shows the dose required to reach steady state as a function of
temperature and dose rate. Each of the experiments is plotted for both the reported
and the corrected displacement rates. Note the large difference in the dose to reach
steady state between electrons and neutrons. In general, irradiation at a lower dpa
rate will result in a lower dose to reach steady state and the difference is greatest for
this comparison. Correspondingly, proton and heavy ion irradiation fall between
neutrons and electrons for the experiments described in Table 11.1. This can be
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understood by considering the chemical rate equations given in Eq. (5.1), where the
first term is the production rate, the second is the loss by mutual recombination, and

the third is the loss by annihilation of defects at sinks. At steady state, Ci;v / K1=2
0 at

low temperature and Ci;v / K0 at high temperature (see Chap. 5). So, the resulting
point defect concentrations are strong functions of the production rate.

Figure 11.6 shows a plot of segregation as a function of temperature for particles
with displacement rates characteristic of their sources. Note that the temperature at
which segregation is a maximum (concentration is a minimum) shifts to higher
values with increasing dose rate. This is due to the trade-off between temperature
and dose rate. The temperature-dose rate interdependence for stainless steel over a
wide range of temperatures and dose rates is shown in Fig. 11.7. Also noted are the
regions in which reactor irradiation by neutrons, and where proton and Ni ion
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irradiations occur. This graph explains why the experiments conducted at the
highest dose rates are also conducted at the highest temperatures.

A simple method for examining the trade-off between dose rate and temperature
in comparing irradiation effects from different particle types is found in the in-
variance requirements discussed in Chap. 8. For a given change in dose rate, we
would like to know what change in temperature (at the same dose) is required to
cause the same number of defects to be absorbed at sinks. The number of defects
per unit volume that are lost to sinks up to time τ is given as:

NSj ¼
Zs

0

k2SjCjdt; ð11:6Þ
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and the ratio of vacancy loss to interstitial loss is given as:

RS ¼ NSv

NSi
; ð11:7Þ

where j = v or i, and k2S is the sink strength. The quantity NS is important in
describing microstructure development involving total point defect flux to sinks
(e.g., RIS). The number of defects per unit volume that have recombined up to time
τ is given by:

NR ¼ Kiv

Zs

0

CiCvdt; ð11:8Þ
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where Kiv is the vacancy–interstitial recombination coefficient. NR is the relevant
quantity for the growth of defect aggregates such as voids and loops that require
partitioning of point defects to allow growth.

The invariance requirements can be used to prescribe an ion irradiation
temperature-dose rate combination that simulates neutron radiation. We take the
example of irradiation of stainless steel under typical boiling water reactor
(BWR) core irradiation conditions of *4.5 × 10−8 dpa/s at 288 °C. If we were to
conduct a proton irradiation with a characteristic dose rate of 7.0 × 10−6 dpa/s, then
using Eq. (8.158) with a vacancy formation energy of 1.9 eV and a vacancy
migration energy of 1.3 eV, the experiment will be invariant in NS with the BWR
core irradiation (e.g., RIS), for a proton irradiation at 400 °C. Similarly, using Eq.
(8.162), an irradiation temperature of 300 °C will result in an invariant NR (e.g.,
swelling or loop growth). For a Ni++ ion irradiation at a dose rate of 10−3 dpa/s, the
respective temperatures are 675 °C (NS invariant) and 340 °C (NR invariant). In
other words, the temperature “shift” due to the higher dose rate is dependent on the
microstructure feature of interest. Also, with increasing difference in dose rate, the
ΔT between proton and ion irradiation increases substantially. The nominal irra-
diation temperatures selected for proton irradiation, 360 °C and for Ni++ irradiation,
500 °C represent compromises between the extremes for invariant NS and NR.

11.4 Advantages and Disadvantages of the Various
Particle Types

Each particle type has its advantages and disadvantages for use in the study or
emulation of radiation effects. Common disadvantages of charged particle beams are
the lack of transmutation reactions and the need to use a raster-scanned beam.With the
exception of some minor transmutation reactions that can occur with light ion irra-
diation, charged particles do not reproduce the types of transmutation reactions that
occur in reactor corematerials due to interaction with neutrons. Themost important of
these is the production of He by transmutation of Ni or B (See Sect. 8.4.5). But a
second consideration is that of a raster-scanned beam in which any volume element of
the target is exposed to the beam for only a fraction of the raster-scan cycle. For a
typical beam scanner and beam parameters, the fraction of time that any particular
volume element in the solid is being bombarded is*0.025. Thus, the instantaneous
dose rate during the beam-on portion of the cycle is 40 times that of the average
(Fig. 11.8). The result is that the defect production rate is very high and defects can
anneal out in the remaining 0.975 portion of the cycle before the beam again passes
through the volume element. As such, the effective defect production rate in
raster-scanned systems will be less and must be accounted for.

While one objective of ion irradiation is to emulate the effect of neutrons, a
second is to understand basic physical radiation damage processes, for which
neutron irradiation is often less well suited. While ion irradiation can be conducted
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with excellent control over temperature, dose rate, and total dose, such control is a
challenge to reactor irradiations. For example, instrumented tubes with active
temperature control are expensive to design, build, and operate. Even so, frequent
power changes can be difficult to handle as the flux–temperature relationship will
change and this can result in artifacts in the irradiated microstructure (see Sect. 8.3.
11 and Fig. 8.57). On the other hand, cheaper “rabbit” tube irradiations use passive
gamma heating and temperatures are not known with any certainty. Similarly, doses
and dose rates are most often determined by neutronic models of the core locations
and are not verifiable. As such, ion irradiations enjoy the advantage of better control
and verification of irradiation conditions as compared to neutron irradiation.
Table 11.2 provides a list of advantages and disadvantages for each of three particle
types: electrons, heavy ions, and light ions (protons), and they are discussed in
detail in the following sections.

11.4.1 Electrons

Electron irradiation is easily conducted in a high-voltage transmission electron
microscope and as such, it uses a rather simple ion source, that being either a hot
filament or a field emission gun. An advantage is that the same instrument used for
irradiation damage can be used to image the damage. Another advantage is that the
high dose rate requires very short irradiation time, but this will also require a large
temperature shift as explained in the previous section.

There are several disadvantages to electron irradiation using a TEM. First,
energies are generally limited to 1 MeV. This energy is sufficient to produce an
isolated Frenkel pair in transition metals, but not cascades. The high dose rate
requires high temperatures that must be closely monitored and controlled, which is
difficult to do precisely in a typical TEM sample stage. Another drawback is that
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since irradiations are often conducted on thin foils, defects are created in close
proximity to the surface and their behavior may be affected by the presence of the
surface. Perhaps, the most serious drawback is the Gaussian shape to the electron
beam that can give rise to strong dose rate gradients across the irradiated region.
Figure 11.9 shows the composition profile of copper around a grain boundary in
Ni–39 %Cu following electron irradiation. Note that while there is local depletion at
the grain boundary (as expected), the region adjacent to the minimum is strongly
enriched in copper due to the strong defect flux out of the irradiated zone defined by
the horizontal line below the spectrum. This outward-directed defect flux causes a
reversal in the direction of segregation from that caused by a defect flux to the sink.
Another often observed artifact in electron irradiation is very broad grain boundary
enrichment and depletion profiles. Figure 11.10 shows that the enrichment profile
for Ni and the depletion profiles for Fe and Cr in stainless steel have widths on the
order of 75–100 nm, which is much greater than the 5–10 nm widths observed
following neutron irradiation under similar conditions and all model simulations of

Table 11.2 Advantages and disadvantages of irradiations with various particle types (after [12])

Advantages Disadvantages

Electrons

Relatively “simple” source—TEM Energy limited to *1 MeV

Uses standard TEM sample No cascades

High dose rate—short irradiation times Very high beam current (high dpa rate) leading to
large temperature shift relative to neutrons

Poor control of sample temperature

Strong “Gaussian” shape (non-uniform intensity
profile) to beam

No transmutation

Heavy Ions

High dose rate—short irradiation times Very limited depth of penetration

High Tavg Strongly peaked damage profile

Cascade production Very high beam current (high dpa rate) leading to
large temperature shift relative to neutrons

No transmutation

Potential for composition changes at high dose via
implanted ion

Protons

Accelerated dose rate—moderate
irradiation times

Minor sample activation

Modest ΔT required Smaller, widely separated cascades

Good depth of penetration No transmutation

Flat damage profile over tens of μm Damage rate limited by heat removal
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radiation-induced segregation. A similar effect was noted by Wakai [15] in electron
and D+ irradiation of the same alloy in which it was observed that the segregation
was much greater and narrower around the grain boundary in the
deuteron-irradiated sample as compared to the electron irradiation (Fig. 11.11).
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11.4.2 Heavy Ions

Heavy ions enjoy the benefit of high dose rates resulting in the accumulation of
high doses in short times. Also, because they are typically produced in the energy
range of a few MeV, they are very efficient at producing dense cascades, similar to
those produced by neutrons (Fig. 3.7). The disadvantage is that as with electrons,
the high dose rates require large temperature shifts so that irradiations must be
conducted at temperatures of order *500 °C in order to create similar effects as
neutron irradiation at *300 °C. Clearly, there is not much temperature margin for
studying neutron irradiations at high temperature since higher ion irradiation tem-
peratures will cause annealing. Another drawback is the short penetration depth and
the continuously varying dose rate over the penetration depth. Figure 11.12 shows
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the damage profile for several heavy ions incident on nickel. Note that the damage
rate varies continuously and peaks sharply at only 2 μm below the surface. As a
result, regions at well-defined depths from the surface must be able to be repro-
ducibly sampled in order to avoid dose or dose rate variations. Small errors
(500 nm) made in locating the volume to be characterized can result in a dose that
varies by a factor of two from the target value.

A problem that is rather unique to nickel ion irradiation of stainless steel or
nickel-base alloys is that in addition to the damage they create, each bombarding Ni
ion constitutes an interstitial. Figure 11.13(a) shows that 5 MeV Ni++ irradiation of
a Fe–15Cr–35Ni alloy resulted in high swelling in the immediate subsurface region
compared to that near the damage peak. As shown in Fig. 11.13(b), the Ni++ ions
come to rest at a position just beyond the peak damage range. So even though the
peak damage rate is about 3× that at the surface, swelling at that location is sup-
pressed by about a factor of 5 compared to the surface [17]. The reason is that the
bombarding Ni++ ions constitute interstitials and the surplus of interstitials near the
damage peak results in a reduction of the void growth rate [18, 19]. In the dose
rate-temperature regime where recombination is the dominant point defect loss
mechanism, interstitials injected by Ni++ ion bombardment may never recombine
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since there is no corresponding vacancy production. Therefore, injected interstitials
comprise a larger fraction of the point defects absorbed at sinks whenever the
fraction of point defects recombining is large, such as in the peak swelling regime.

11.4.3 Protons

In many ways, proton irradiation overcomes the drawbacks of electron and neutron
irradiation. At only a few MeV, the penetration depth can exceed 40 μm and the
damage profile is relatively flat such that the dose rate varies by less than a factor of
2 over several tens of μm. Further, the depth of penetration is sufficient to assess
such properties as irradiation hardening through microhardness measurements and
SCC through crack initiation tests such as the slow strain rate test. Figure 11.14
(and Fig. 2.25) shows schematics of 3.2 MeV proton and 5 MeV Ni++ damage
profiles in stainless steel. Superimposed on the depth scale is a grain structure with
a grain size of 10 μm. Note that with this grain size, there are numerous grain
boundaries and a significant irradiated volume over which the proton damage rate is
flat. The dose rate for proton irradiations is 2–3 orders of magnitude lower than that
for electrons or ions, thus requiring only a modest temperature shift, but since it is
still 102 to 103 times higher than neutron irradiation, modest doses can be achieved
in a reasonably short irradiation time.

The advantages are that because of the small mass of the proton compared to
heavy ions, the recoil energy is smaller and the resulting damage morphology is
characterized by smaller, more widely spaced cascades than with ions or neutrons
(see Fig. 3.7). Also, since only a few MeV are required to surmount the Coulomb
barrier for light ions, there is also a minor amount of sample activation that
increases with proton energy.
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11.5 Irradiation Parameters for Particle Irradiations

In the process of setting up an ion irradiation experiment, a number of parameters
that involve beam characteristics (energy, current/dose) and beam–target interaction
must be considered. One of the most important considerations is the depth of
penetration. Figure 11.15 shows the range versus particle energy for protons,
helium ions, and nickel ions in stainless steel as calculated by SRIM [20]. The
difference in penetration depth between light and heavy ions is over an order of
magnitude in this energy range. Figure 11.16 shows how several other parameters
describing the target behavior during proton irradiation vary with energy: dose rate,
the time to reach 1 dpa, deposited energy, and the maximum permissible beam
current (which will determine the dose rate and total dose) given a temperature
limitation of 360 °C. With increasing energy, the dose rate at the surface decreases
due to the drop in the elastic scattering cross section (Fig. 11.16(a)). Consequently,
the time to reach a target dose level, and hence the length of an irradiation, increases
rapidly (Fig. 11.16(b)). Energy deposition scales linearly with the beam energy,
raising the burden of removing the added heat in order to control the temperature of
the irradiated region (Fig. 11.16(c)). The need to remove the heat due to higher
energies will limit the beam current for a specific target temperature (Fig. 11.16(d))
and a limit on the beam current (or dose rate) will result in a longer irradiation to
achieve the specified dose. Figure 11.17 summarizes how competing features of an
irradiation vary with beam energy, creating trade-offs in the beam parameters. For
example, while greater depth is generally favored in order to increase the volume of
irradiated material, the higher energy required leads to lower dose rates near the
surface and higher residual radioactivity. For proton irradiation, the optimum
energy range, achieved by balancing these factors, lies between 2 and 5 MeV as
shown by the shaded region.
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11.6 Emulation of Neutron Irradiation Damage
with Proton Irradiation

Proton irradiation has undergone considerable refinement as a radiation damage
tool. Numerous experiments have been conducted and compared to equivalent
neutron irradiation experiments in order to determine if proton irradiation can
capture the effects of neutron irradiation on microstructure, microchemistry and
hardening. In some cases, benchmarking exercises were conducted on the same
native heat as neutron irradiation in order to eliminate heat-to-heat variations that
may obscure comparison of the effects of the two types of irradiating particles. The
following examples cover a number of irradiation effects on several alloys in an
effort to demonstrate the capability of proton irradiation to capture the critical
effects of neutron irradiation.

Figures 11.18, 11.19, 11.20, and 11.21 show direct comparisons of the same
irradiation feature on the same alloy heats (commercial purity (CP) 304 and 316
stainless steels) following either neutron irradiation at 275 °C or proton irradiation
at 360 °C to similar doses. Figure 11.18 compares the RIS behavior of Cr, Ni, and
Si in a 316 stainless steel alloy following irradiation to approximately 1 dpa.
Neutron irradiation results are in open symbols and proton irradiation results are in
solid symbols. This dose range was chosen as an extreme test of proton irradiation
to capture the “W”-shaped chromium depletion profile caused by irradiation of a
microstructure-containing grain boundary chromium enrichment prior to irradia-
tion. Note that the two profiles trace each other extremely closely both in magnitude
and in spatial extent. The agreement extends across all three elements.

Figure 11.19 shows the agreement in the dislocation microstructure as measured
by the dislocation loop size distribution (Fig. 11.19(a)) and the size and number
density of dislocation loops (Fig. 11.19(b)) for 304 SS and 316 SS. Note that the
main features of the loop size distributions are captured by both irradiations; sharply
peaked distribution in the case of 304 SS and a flatter distribution with a tail for the
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case of 316 SS. The agreement in loop size is good for the 304 SS alloy, while
loops are smaller for the proton-irradiated 316 alloy. The loop density is about a
factor of 3 less for the proton-irradiated case than for the neutron-irradiated case,
which is expected since the proton irradiation temperature was optimized to track
RIS (higher temperature) rather than the dislocation loop microstructure. That the
loop sizes and densities are this close is somewhat remarkable considering that loop
density is driven by in-cascade clustering, and cascades from proton irradiation are
much smaller than those from neutron irradiation. However, the surviving fraction
of interstitial loops is greater for proton irradiation, partially compensating the
greater loop formation rate under neutron irradiation and resulting in loop densities
that are within a factor of 3 [22].
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Figure 11.20 shows the comparison of irradiation hardening between the two
types of irradiation. The results are close, with proton irradiation resulting in
slightly lower hardness. Figure 11.21 shows the IASCC susceptibility of CP 304 SS
as measured by the %IG on the fracture surface following constant load testing
(neutron-irradiated samples) and constant extension rate testing (proton-irradiated
samples) in BWR normal water chemistry. Despite the significantly different testing
mode, the results are in excellent agreement with that both proton and neutron
irradiation result in the onset of IASCC at about 1 dpa (see Chap. 16).

In a study covering 11 solute addition alloys and 3 commercial alloys as part of
the Cooperative IASCC Research (CIR) Program [23], the microstructure and
properties of both proton and neutron irradiation were analyzed in which the latter
was conducted in the BOR-60 reactor to doses between 4 and 47 dpa. Solute
addition alloys consisted of controlled-purity heats of Fe–18Cr–12Ni to which
single solute additions were made to test their effect on IASCC. Within this pro-
gram, the grain boundary RIS of 6 solute addition alloys and 3 commercial alloys
was measured following proton irradiation to 5.5 dpa (360 °C) or neutron
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irradiation to between 5.4 and 11.8 dpa (320 °C). Figure 11.22 shows the agreement
in grain boundary enrichment or depletion of Cr, Ni, Fe, Si, and Mo for these
alloys. Proton and neutron irradiation under the selected conditions resulted in
nearly identical elemental segregation behavior at grain boundaries [24]. The
slightly higher temperature during proton irradiation was sufficient to increase
diffusion kinetics and compensate for the increased damage rate.

The %IG cracking on the fracture surfaces was measured on both sample sets and
results are shown in Fig. 11.23 as %IG relative to the reference Fe–18Cr–12Ni alloy
without solute addition. As shown in the figure, the agreement is remarkable.
Relative to the reference heat, the addition of either Ni, or Ni and Cr completely
suppressed cracking in both neutron- and proton-irradiated samples. The addition of
Mo produced no discernable effect on IG cracking in either of the irradiated samples.
Finally, the addition of Si resulted in a substantial increase in %IG for both
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irradiations. This agreement was perhaps the most notable of all of the existing data
in that IASCC incorporates so many features in the irradiated microstructure. It also
emphasized the importance of conducting experiments on the same heat of material
to obtain a valid comparison by eliminating heat-to-heat variations.

Residual stresses are observed to relax under irradiation. Experiments were
conducted on Inconel 718 following proton irradiation using 17 MeV protons at
300 °C [25] and on shot peened 304 followed by irradiation at 288 °C using
3.2 MeV protons to a dose of 2.0 dpa [26] and compared to respective results in
reactor. In Inconel 718, the creep rate showed the expected linear dependence for
applied shear stresses between 150 and 450 MPa. Stress relaxation amounted to
about 30 % after a dose of 0.35 dpa, in good agreement with in-pile irradiation at
315 °C, Fig. 11.24(a) [27]. Results on 304 SS showed that the compressive stress
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state was progressively relaxed throughout the dose range and that preinjection of
helium did not significantly affect the relaxation, Fig. 11.24(b). A comparison of the
results from proton irradiation and predictions based on neutron-induced relaxation
of externally applied stresses [28] showed good agreement.

The next examples are from reactor pressure vessel steel, Zircaloy, and graphite.
Figure 11.25 shows an experiment on model reactor pressure vessel alloys, in
which the same heats were irradiated with neutrons, electrons, or protons at around
300 °C to doses spanning two orders of magnitude. The alloys include a high-purity
Fe heat (VA) that hardens very little under irradiation, an Fe–0.9Cu (VH) heat that
hardens rapidly initially, followed by a slower hardening rate above 0.1 mpda, and a
Fe–0.9Ce–1.0Mn alloy (VD) in which the hardening rate is greatest over the dose
range studied. Despite the very different compositions and hardening rates, the
results of the three types of irradiation agree remarkably well.

Figure 11.26 shows hardening for Zircaloy-2 and Zircaloy-4 irradiated with
either neutrons or protons. Although the irradiations were not conducted on the
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same heats of material, nor using similar irradiation parameters, there is good
agreement in the magnitude and dose dependence of hardening. Figure 11.27 also
shows proton-induced amorphization of a Zr(Fe, Cr)2 precipitate after irradiation to
5 dpa at 310 °C, similar to that observed in reactor.

The corrosion kinetics of Zircaloy-4, both in-pile and out-of-pile, has been
studied extensively to understand the role of irradiation on corrosion. Figure 11.28
shows oxide thickness data from the in situ irradiation–corrosion experiment [31]
compared with in-pile data generated from MATPRO [32]. The unirradiated oxide
growth rate of the reference sample (solid circles in red) was in good agreement
with out-of-pile data. The proton irradiation data are also shown (solid squares in
green) and the growth rate was about a factor of 10 higher than in the unirradiated
case. Note that the growth rate was similar to that for in-pile behavior in the
post-transition regime. In this regime, the oxide growth rate should be proportional
to the dose rate. Therefore, equating the ratio of oxide growth rate to dose rate for

5 nm
amorphous

20 nm

Amorphous rim

Zr(Cr,Fe)2

amorphous

Fig. 11.27 Conventional (left) and high-resolution (right) image of a Zr(Cr, Fe)2 precipitate after
proton irradiation to 5 dpa at 310 °C, showing amorphization of the precipitate (after [30])
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protons to that for neutrons yields a neutron damage rate of *4.4 × 10−8 dpa/s, in
good agreement with the range of values in the literature; 3.2–6.5 × 10−8 dpa/s. This
relationship suggested that oxidation under proton irradiation follows
post-transition growth kinetics.

As discussed in Chap. 13, irradiation of samples under constant load can result in
significant irradiation-induced creep. Proton irradiation creep experiments on
ultra-fine grain graphite in the temperature range 900–1200 °C with stresses
between 5 and 20 MPa and to a maximum dose of 1.0 dpa exhibited a linear
dependence on the applied tensile stress, the dose rate and the temperature, and no
dependence on the dose up to 1.0 dpa. Results were in excellent agreement with
reactor creep experiments in the stress dependence of irradiation creep in graphite,
Fig. 11.29. Both proton and neutron irradiation data show little dependence on
temperature and dose rate, but the creep rates for proton irradiation were higher than
those for reactor data by about an order of magnitude. Changes in the lattice
parameters compared favorably with those after neutron irradiation at similar
temperature and dose.

These examples represent a comprehensive collection of comparison data
between proton and neutron irradiation and taken together, serve as a good example
of the capability for charged particles to emulate the effect of neutron irradiation on
the alloy microstructure. A more severe test of ion–neutron emulation is heavy ion
irradiation at significantly higher dose rates as discussed next.

11.7 Emulation of Neutron Irradiation Damage
with Self-Ion Irradiation

The challenge in using heavy- or self-ions to emulate neutron irradiation is greater
than that for protons because of the issues listed in Sect. 11.4.2. However, the benefit
is great since damage rates in the 10−4 to 10−2 dpa/s range can be achieved,
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Fig. 11.29 Stress dependence of proton irradiation creep in ultra-fine grain graphite [33]
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compressing the timescale to achieve several hundred dpa from decades (even in fast
reactors) to hours. Very few experiments have been performed in which the
microstructure or properties of heavy- or self-ion irradiations have been bench-
marked against those from reactor irradiation. One such study [34] compared the full
extent of the entire irradiated microstructure created in-reactor to that produced by
self-ion irradiation designed to emulate that microstructure. Ferritic–martensitic
alloy HT9 (Fe–12Cr–1Mo) heat 84425 was used in the hexagonal fuel bundle duct
labeled ACO-3, in the Fast Flux Test Facility (FFTF). It was heat treated at 1065 °
C/30 min/air cooled followed by 750 °C/60 min/air cooled. The fuel bundle was
irradiated in several locations in FFTF over the time period 1985–1992 during which
it accumulated a total damage of about 155 dpa at an average temperature of 443 °C
[35]. Pieces from an archival section of this same duct were irradiated in a 1.7 MV
tandem accelerator with self-ions (Fe++) at 5 MeV at a temperature of 460 °C and to a
dose of 188 dpa determined using SRIM [36] in the Kinchin-Pease mode [37]. At this
energy, Fe++ ions come to rest at a depth of approximately 1.6 μm below the surface.
The ion irradiation temperature represents a 17 °C increment above the neutron
irradiation temperature, as predicted by invariance theory [38]. To emulate trans-
mutation in reactor, helium was implanted prior to ion irradiation to a concentration
of 1 appm over a depth range of 300–1000 nm by varying the implantation energy
over five different values. This amount of He was set below that generated in reactor
to compensate for the initially high He/dpa ratio in the ion irradiation experiment.

Figure 11.30(a–d) shows the pairs of images of each microstructure feature
(dislocation loops, precipitates, and voids) characterized in both ion- and
reactor-irradiated samples of HT9 heat 84425. Qualitatively, the microstructures

Fig. 11.30 Comparison of irradiation microstructure in HT9 following Fe++ irradiation
(460 °C:188 dpa with 1 appm helium, top images) and following reactor irradiation in FFTF
(443 °C:155 dpa, bottom images): (a) bright field TEM images of line dislocations and loops,
(b) dark field TEM images of G-phase precipitates in the matrix, (c) bright field images of G-phase
precipitates along grain boundaries, and (d) voids (after [34])
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showed all the same radiation-produced features. In both cases, the dislocation
microstructure consists of dislocation line segments (a 100h i and a=2ð Þ 111h i) and
loops, predominantly a 100h i type, of similar diameter (*20 nm) and number density
(5–9 × 1020 m−3) (Fig. 11.30(a)). Radiation-induced precipitates were primarily the
G-phase as shown in the dark field TEM image (Fig. 11.30(b)) and a Cr-rich phase
(not shown). The composition of the G-phase was confirmed by APT to be close to
Mn6Ni16Si7. G-phase precipitates also appeared along grain boundaries in both cases,
as shown in the TEM bright field images in Fig. 11.30(c). The Cr-rich phases under
reactor irradiation contained only Cr, and those irradiated with Fe++ consisted of Cr
with a few percent carbon. Void formation was very heterogeneous in both reactor
and Fe++-irradiated samples, with large variations between grains and laths.
However, the size and the number density were similar (Fig. 11.30(d)).

A quantitative comparison of defect size and number density as a ratio of ion
irradiation to reactor irradiation is shown in Fig. 11.31. The void swelling was
nearly identical between the two irradiations, and the size and the density of pre-
cipitates and loops following ion irradiation were within a factor of two of those for
reactor irradiation. Results indicated that as predicted by invariance theory, the
reactor-irradiated microstructure can be emulated by ion irradiation with only a
modest temperature increment (17 °C). The damage increment (33 dpa) over the
reactor irradiation was also small. These results indicate that an Fe++ irradiation at
460 °C with preinjection of 1 appm He emulates the irradiated microstructure, both
qualitatively and quantitatively (within a factor of two), created by fast reactor
irradiation at an average temperature of 443 °C and to a similar damage level.

A set of experiments similar to that for F-M steel was conducted on solution
annealed 304L SS from a core shroud, and cold worked 316 SS from a baffle bolt
[39]. Both steels were irradiated in the BOR-60 reactor to doses of 5.4, 10.3, and
46 dpa. Archive material from both heats was irradiated with 5 MeV Ni++ ions
at temperatures and doses of 380 °C:46 and 260 dpa, 500 °C:46 dpa, and
600 °C:46 dpa. Ni++ ion irradiation at 380 °C produced a dislocation loop
microstructure close to that by neutron irradiation at 320 °C in terms of loop size
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and density for the 304L SS. For the 316L SS, the dislocation loop density was a
factor of 4 lower that that in reactor and no SFTs were observed.

Ni/Si-rich clusters were observed in self-ion-irradiated 304L SS (5 MeV Fe++) at
380 °C:46 dpa and they were likely precursors of G-phase. Some of the Ni/Si-rich
clusters reached the composition of G-phase at 260 dpa [40]. However, the pre-
cipitate size was smaller and the density was lower compared to neutron irradiations
at 320 °C to 46 dpa, indicating that a temperature shift larger than 60 °C may be
needed for SA 304L SS to exhibit a comparable G-phase morphology. G-phase
precipitates were observed in cold worked 316 SS following self-ion irradiation to
46 dpa at 380 °C, although most of the Ni/Si-rich clusters were still in the precursor
stage. Considering only the G-phase particles, the average size was *4 nm and the
number density is estimated to be 0.1 × 1023 m−3. The average size of precipitates
by self-ion irradiations at 380 °C:46 dpa was slightly smaller than those found in
neutron irradiated same heat of samples at 320 °C:46 dpa (*5 nm) but at higher
density (number density in neutron-irradiated samples was reported to be
<0.1 × 1023 m−3). The temperature shift for cold worked 316 SS appeared to be
smaller than that of solution annealed 304L SS probably due to the high density of
dislocations, which served as defect sinks and mitigated the effect of high dose rate.

Radiation-induced segregation in cold worked 316 SS by heavy ion irradiation at
380 °C was comparable to that by neutrons at 320 °C. The modest temperature shift
for RIS in this alloy may be due to the highly deformed microstructures, which
consist of high density of defect sinks. There was substantial difference in the
magnitude of segregation between ion and neutron irradiation to similar doses in the
SA 304L SS alloy with less segregation in ion irradiation than in neutron irradia-
tion. Increasing the temperature to 500 °C increased the magnitude of segregation
but the widths of the enriched or depleted zones were much larger at the higher
temperature. Results appear to follow the invariance relations, which predict that
larger temperature shifts are required to match RIS than the loop or void
microstructure.

Nomenclature

Ci Concentration of atom of type i
Ed Displacement energy
k2S Sink strength
l(t) Half width of the chromium-depleted zone
M Amount of grain boundary chromium depletion defined by Eq. (11.5)
NS Number of defects per unit volume lost to sinks
NR Number of defects per unit volume lost to recombination
RS Ratio of vacancy loss to interstitial loss
T Energy transferred
P(T) Fraction of recoils between Ed and T
W(Ei, T) Weighted average recoil spectrum
σ(Ei, T) Scattering cross section for the transfer of energy in T + dT
σD(Ei) Displacement cross section
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Acronyms

AES Auger electron spectroscopy
APT Atom probe tomography
CP Commercial purity
IASCC Irradiation-assisted stress corrosion cracking
IGSCC Intergranular stress corrosion cracking
K–P Kinchen–Pease
NRT Norgett, Robinson, Torrens
SCC Stress corrosion cracking
SRIM Stopping power and ranges of ions in matter
STEM-EDS Scanning transmission electron microscopy-energy dispersive

spectroscopy

Problems

11:1 Radiation effects experiments can be conducted with a variety of energetic
particles. However, the result is sometimes dependent on the nature of the
irradiating particle and the conditions under which the irradiation occurs.

(a) Explain (as quantitatively as possible) the differences in the effects of
irradiation for a 1 MeV particle of the following types: electron, proton,
neutron, and Ni ion. In your answer, make sure you address the
following:

(i) The recoil spectrum
(ii) The damage function
(iii) The spatial distribution of defects and the form of the defects
(iv) The subsequent behavior of freely migrating defects and defect

clusters.

(b) Unfortunately, irradiations with the various types of particles do not
occur under identical conditions. The following are typical temperatures
and dose rates for irradiation with each particle type, as dictated by the
facility needed to produce such particles:

Electrons: 500 °C, 10−3 dpa/s
Protons: 400 °C, 10−5 dpa/s
Ni ions: 500 °C, 10−3 dpa/s
Neutrons: 300 °C, 10−8 dpa/s
Answer part (a) again given these irradiation conditions.
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11:2 Three separate particles travel through a pure iron slab, specifically 1 MeV
neutrons, 1 MeV gammas, and 1 MeV electrons. For each:

(a) Calculate the maximum possible energy transfer to an Fe atom from
each particle.

(b) State any assumptions you made in part (a).
(c) Explain the relative damage consequences for each particle.
(d) To minimize damage to the iron, would it be a good idea to place

shielding between the radiation source and the iron slab?

11:3 Calculate and graph the weighted recoil spectra for 1 MeV protons and
1 MeV neutrons incident on copper.

11:4 Using the invariance requirements, determine the temperature at which
proton irradiations should be conducted in order to produce:

(a) The same amount of RIS
(b) The same dislocation microstructure as irradiation in a fast reactor at a

temperature of 500 °C, given that the proton damage rate is 10−5 dpa/s
and the damage rate in a fast reactor is 8 × 10−8 dpa/s. Use Em

v = 1.3eV;
Ef

m = 1.9eV.

11:5 Determine the optimum ion irradiation technique for the following
objectives:

(a) High-dose (100 dpa) microstructure investigation of stainless steel at
high (500 °C) temperature

(b) Investigation of the effect of irradiation on SCC of a zirconium alloy in
water

(c) Tracking the evolution of amorphization with dose.
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Part III
Mechanical and Environmental Effects

of Radiation Damage



Chapter 12
Irradiation Hardening and Deformation

Exposure of metals to irradiation results in an increase in the yield strength over a
wide temperature range and is most pronounced at Tirr < 0.3Tm. Typical engineering
stress–stress curves for fcc and bcc steelsare shown in Fig. 12.1. Note that for both
crystal structures, in addition to increasing the yield strength, the ductility (mea-
sured either by total elongation or by uniform elongation) is reduced. Irradiation
also increases the yield strength, σy much more than it does the ultimate tensile
strength (σUTS or UTS) for both fcc and bcc metals. The approach of σy to σUTS
results in a loss of ductility to the limit where σy = σUTS and uniform elongation is
zero. In bcc metals tested at low temperature, high fluences may even result in the
disappearance of necking deformation with fracture occurring on the elastic line,
rendering them totally brittle.

Irradiation-induced hardening in both fcc and bcc metals is caused by the pro-
duction of the various defects discussed in Chaps. 3, and 7–9:

– Defect clusters
– Impurity–defect cluster complexes
– Dislocation loops (faulted or unfaulted, vacancy or interstitial type)
– Dislocation lines (dislocation loops that have unfaulted and joined the dislo-

cation network of the original microstructure)
– Voids and bubbles
– Precipitates

This chapter will focus on the mechanisms of irradiation hardening in metals due
to the various irradiation-produced defects. Before beginning a discussion of
hardening, it is helpful to briefly review the basic elements of elasticity and plas-
ticity theory [1], which will serve as a basis for understanding the effect of irra-
diation on hardening.

Additional material to this chapter can be downloaded from http://rmsbook2ed.engin.umich.edu/
movies/
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12.1 Elastic and Plastic Deformation

12.1.1 Elasticity

In the elastic region, deformation is proportional to load, and the relation is known
as Hooke’s law:

r ¼ Ee; ð12:1Þ

where σ is stress, ε is strain, and E is the modulus of elasticity in tension or
compression. While a tensile force in the x-direction produces extension along the
x-axis, it also produces a contraction along the transverse y- and z-directions. The
transverse strain is a constant fraction of the longitudinal strain:

eyy ¼ ezz ¼ �vexx ¼ �vrxx
E

; ð12:2Þ
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Fig. 12.1 Effect of irradiation on the stress–strain behavior (a) schematic and (b) example in an
austenitic (fcc) stainless steel, and (c) schematic and (d) example in a ferritic (bcc) steel
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where v is the Poisson’s ratio and has a value of 0.25 for perfectly isotropic elastic
materials, but is approximately 0.33 for most metals. For a three-dimensional state
of stress, the resulting strains are as follows:

Stress x-Strain y-Strain z-Strain

σxx exx ¼ rxx
E

eyy ¼ �vrxx
E

ezz ¼ �vrxx
E

σyy exx ¼ �vryy
E

eyy ¼ ryy
E

ezz ¼ �vryy
E

σzz exx ¼ �vrzz
E

eyy ¼ �vrzz
E

ezz ¼ rzz
E

Superposition of strain components yields:

exx ¼ 1
E
½rxx � vðryy þ rzzÞ�

eyy ¼ 1
E
½ryy � vðrxx þ rzzÞ�

ezz ¼ 1
E
½rzz � vðrxx þ ryyÞ�:

ð12:3Þ

Adding the strain components gives the following:

exx þ eyy þ ezz ¼ 1� 2v
E

ðrxx þ ryy þ rzzÞ; ð12:4Þ

and

rm ¼ 1=3ðrxx þ ryy þ rzzÞ ð12:5Þ

is the hydrostatic or mean stress, and

D ¼ exx þ eyy þ ezz ð12:6Þ

is the volume strain. Shear stresses produce shear strains according to the following
relations:

exy ¼ rxy
l

; eyz ¼ ryz
l

; exz ¼ rxz
l

; ð12:7Þ

where μ is the shear modulus.
The stress–strain relations for an isotropic solid involve three elastic constants, v,

E, and μ, that are related as follows:

l ¼ E
2ð1þ vÞ : ð12:8Þ
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In a general anisotropic linear elastic solid, there are up to 21 independent elastic
constants. Since the constants must obey various geometrical constraints for a given
crystal structure, the number of independent elastic constants is reduced consid-
erably in structures possessing a high degree of symmetry.

For small elastic strains, there is no coupling between the expressions for normal
stress and strain and the equations for shear stress and shear strain and we can solve
for stress in terms of strain. Writing Eq. (12.4) in terms of stress:

rxx þ ryy þ rzz ¼ E
1� 2v

ðexx þ eyy þ ezzÞ; ð12:9Þ

subtracting σxx from both sides of Eq. (12.9) and substituting for (σyy + σzz) into the
first equation in Eq. (12.3) gives the following:

exx ¼ 1þ v
E

rxx � v
E
ðexx þ eyy þ ezzÞ; ð12:10Þ

and solving for σxx gives the following:

rxx ¼ E
1þ v

exx þ vE
ð1þ vÞð1� 2vÞ ðexx þ eyy þ ezzÞ; ð12:11Þ

or in tensor notation:

rij ¼ E
1þ v

eij þ vE
ð1þ vÞð1� 2vÞ eijdij; ð12:12Þ

where δij is the Kronecker delta with values δij = 1 for i = j, and δij = 0 for i ≠ j.
(Note that the terms eijdij imply the use of Einstein notation.) Upon expansion, this
expression yields three equations for normal stress and six equations for shear
stress. Equation (12.12) is often written in briefer notation using the Lamé constant,
defined as follows:

k ¼ vE
ð1þ vÞð1� 2vÞ : ð12:13Þ

Substituting for Eqs. (12.6), (12.8) and (12.13) for Δ, μ, and λ, respectively, into
Eq. (12.11) gives the following:

rxx ¼ 2lexx þ kD: ð12:14Þ

The stresses and strains can be broken into hydrostatic and deviatoric compo-
nents. Hydrostatic stress involves only pure tension and compression while devi-
atoric stress represents the shear stresses in the total state of stress. The distortion is
related to the stress deviator by:
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r0ij ¼
E

1þ v
e0ij ¼ 2le0ij; ð12:15Þ

while the relationship between hydrostatic stress and mean strain is given as:

rii ¼ E
1� 2v

eii ¼ 3Keii; ð12:16Þ

where K ¼ E
3ð1� 2vÞ is the bulk modulus or volumetric modulus of elasticity. The

bulk modulus is the ratio of the hydrostatic pressure to the dilatation that it produces:

K ¼ rm
D

¼ �p
D

¼ 1
b
; ð12:17Þ

where −p is the hydrostatic pressure and β is the compressibility of the solid. Note
that the hydrostatic component of the stress tensor produces only elastic volume
changes and does not cause plastic deformation. So the yield stress of a solid is
independent of the hydrostatic stress. The stress deviator involves shear stress and is
responsible for plastic deformation.

Two special cases of engineering importance are plane stress and plane strain.
The plane stress state occurs when one of the principal stresses is zero, such as in a
thin sheet loaded in the plane of the sheet (Fig. 12.2(a)) or an internally pressurized,
thin-walled tube. In this case, the principal stresses are given as:

r1 ¼ E
1� v2

ðe1 þ ve2Þ;

r2 ¼ E
1� v2

ðe2 þ ve1Þ;
r3 ¼ 0:

ð12:18Þ

The plane strain state is one in which one of the principal strains is zero such as
occurs when one dimension is much greater than the other two (Fig. 12.2(b)). In this

case, we have e3 ¼ 1
E

r3 � vðr1 þ r2Þ½ �; and combining with σ3 = v(σ1 + σ2) gives:

b

t

x

W

y

x

(b)(a)

Fig. 12.2 Examples of (a) plane stress state and (b) plane strain state
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e1 ¼ 1
E
½ð1� v2Þr1 � vð1þ vÞr2�;

e2 ¼ 1
E
½ð1� v2Þr2 � vð1þ vÞr1�;

e3 ¼ 0:

ð12:19Þ

Note that the expressions in Eqs. (12.18) and (12.19) are written in terms of
principal stresses and principal strains, which act normal to the principal planes.
Principal planes are those on which the maximum normal stresses act, and on which
no shearing stresses act.

The strain energy, U, is the energy expended by the action of external forces in
deforming an elastic body. The work performed during elastic deformation is stored
as elastic energy and is recovered upon release of the applied forces. Energy is the
product of force, F, through the distance, δ, over which it acts. In deformation of an
elastic solid, the force and deformation increase linearly from zero to a value of
1/2Fδ. This quantity is the area under the elastic portion of the stress–strain curve
that was presented in Chap. 7 (Fig. 7.22). If we subject a cube to a tensile stress in
the x-direction, then we can write an expression for the change in strain energy of
the solid:

dU ¼ 1=2F dd

¼ 1=2ðrxxAÞðexxdxÞ
¼ 1=2ðrxxexxÞðAdxÞ:

ð12:20Þ

Since A dx is the volume increment, the strain energy per unit volume or strain
energy density is:

u ¼ 1=2rxxexx

¼ 1=2
r2xx
E

¼ 1=2e2xxE:

ð12:21Þ

For pure shear stress:

u ¼ 1=2rxyexy

¼ 1=2
r2xy
l

¼ 1=2e2xyl:

ð12:22Þ
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Elastic strain energy for a three-dimensional stress state is obtained by superposi-
tion of Eqs. (12.21) and (12.22):

u ¼ 1=2ðrxxexx þ ryyeyy þ rzzezz þ rxyexy þ ryzeyz þ rxzexzÞ
¼ 1=2rijeij:

ð12:23Þ

Substituting expressions for strains from Eqs. (12.3) and (12.7) gives the following:

u ¼ 1
2E

r2xx þ r2yy þ r2zz

� �
� v
E
ðrxxryy þ ryyrzz þ rxxrzzÞ

þ 1
2l

r2xy þ r2yz þ r2xz

� �
;

ð12:24Þ

and substituting Eq. (12.12) into Eq. (12.24) gives the following:

u ¼ 1=2kD2 þ lðe2xx þ e2yy þ e2zzÞþ 1=2lðe2xy þ e2yz þ e2xzÞ: ð12:25Þ

Note that the derivative of u with respect to any strain component gives the cor-
responding stress component:

@u
@exx

¼ kDþ 2lexx ¼ rxx and
@u
@rxx

¼ exx: ð12:26Þ

12.1.2 Plasticity

Elastic deformation depends only on the initial and final states of stress and strain,
while plastic strain depends on the loading path by which the final state is achieved.
The stress required to cause metal to flow plastically to any given strain describes
the flow curve, which is given by the power law hardening relationship:

r ¼ Kenp; ð12:27Þ

where εp is the plastic strain, K is the stress at εp = 1.0, and n is the strain hardening
exponent. Note that n = 0 for perfectly plastic behavior and n = 1 for elastic behavior.
Typically, n is between 0.1 and 0.5. The shape of the power law hardening curve for
various values of n is shown in Fig. 12.3. The yield strength is easy to find in a tension
test. We would like to develop mathematical relations for predicting the conditions
under which plastic yielding begins when a material is subject to any possible
combination of stresses. However, there is currently no way of calculating the
relationship between the stress components to correlate yield in a three-dimensional
state of stress with yield in uniaxial tension. All yielding criteria are empirical.
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Von Mises proposed that yielding will occur when the second invariant of the
stress deviator (see for example [1]) exceeded some critical value, k2, where:

k2 ¼ 1=6 ðr1 � r2Þ2 þðr2 � r3Þ2 þðr3 � r1Þ2
h i

: ð12:28Þ

The value of k is determined by applying this expression to a uniaxial tension test in
which σ1 = σy, σ2 = σ3 = 0, (σy is the yield stress) giving:

r2y þ r2y ¼ 6k2; or ry ¼
ffiffiffi
3

p
k: ð12:29Þ

Substituting Eq. (12.29) into Eq. (12.28) gives the familiar form of the von Mises
yield criterion:

ry ¼ 1=
ffiffiffi
2

p
ðr1 � r2Þ2 þðr2 � r3Þ2 þðr3 � r1Þ2
h i1=2

; ð12:30Þ

and if shear stresses are present:

ry ¼ 1=
ffiffiffi
2

p
½ðrxx � ryyÞ2 þðryy � rzzÞ2 þðrzz � rxxÞ2 þ 6ðrxy þ ryz þ rxzÞ�1=2:

ð12:31Þ

Yielding will occur when the differences in stresses on the right side of the equation
exceed the yield stress in uniaxial tension, σy. For a pure shear stress state (as in a
torsion test), the shear stress, σs, is related to the principal stresses by:

r1 ¼ �r3 ¼ rs; r2 ¼ 0; ð12:32Þ

and at yield:

r21 þ r21 þ 4r21 ¼ 6k2; and r1 ¼ k; ð12:33Þ

0

(a) (b) (c)

K

Fig. 12.3 Flow curves drawn from Eq. (12.27) for the cases (a) elastic behavior, n = 1,
(b) perfectly plastic behavior, n = 0, (c) plastic behavior with intermediate value of n
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so k is the yield stress in pure shear. The von Mises criterion predicts that the yield
stress in torsion will be less than that in uniaxial tension by:

k ¼ 1ffiffiffi
3

p ry ¼ 0:577ry: ð12:34Þ

Another criterion used for yielding due to a multiaxial stress state is the Tresca
(or maximum shear stress) criterion, which says that yielding occurs when the
maximum shear stress reaches the value of the shear stress in the uniaxial tension
test:

rmax
s ¼ r1 � r3

2
; ð12:35Þ

where σ1 is the algebraically largest principal stress and σ3 is the algebraically
smallest principal stress. For uniaxial tension, σ1 = σy, σ2 = σ3 = 0, and the shearing
yield stress, σsy, is equal to σy/2, and (12.35) becomes:

rmax
s ¼ r1 � r3

2
¼ ry

2
¼ rsy; ð12:36Þ

so the maximum shear stress criterion is then given by:

r1 � r3 ¼ ry: ð12:37Þ

For a pure shear stress state, σ1 = − σ3 = k, and σ2 = 0; so the maximum shear stress
criterion states that yielding will occur when:

r1 � r3 ¼ 2k ¼ ry; or k ¼ ry
2
: ð12:38Þ

The Tresca yield criterion has been observed to hold fairly well in alloys that
exhibit a yield drop [2]. Alloys that yield by homogeneous plastic flow generally
obey the von Mises criterion or deviate from it only slightly. In fact, in many real
materials, the yield surface is “between” the Tresca and von Mises criteria [2].

12.1.3 Tension Test

The tension test is perhaps the best way to demonstrate the elastic and plastic
behavior of metals. In a tension test, a specimen is subjected to a continually
increasing uniaxial tensile force, while simultaneous observations are made of the
elongation of the specimen. Data are plotted in a stress–strain diagram from
load-elongation measurements, resulting in an engineering stress–engineering strain
curve. The parameters used to describe the stress–strain curve are as follows:
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– Yield strength
– Tensile strength
– Fracture strength
– Uniform strain
– Fracture strain
– Reduction in area

Figure 12.4 illustrates the engineering stress–engineering strain curve and the
parameters used to describe the behavior of the sample. The average longitudinal
stress S is the load P divided by the original area, A0:

S ¼ P
A0

: ð12:39Þ

Stress

Strain

(a)

(b) Stress

Strain

true stress - true strain

work hardening necking

uniform fracture 
strainelongation

ultimate tensile 
stress

fracture stress
0.2% offset yield

true stress - true strain

engineering stress - 

uniform 
elongation

fracture 
strain

work hardening necking

Lüders
strain

engineering strain

engineering stress - 
engineering strain

upper yield point

lower yield point

Fig. 12.4 Engineering stress–engineering strain and true stress–true strain curves resulting from a
uniaxial tensile test and key parameters defining the curves for (a) fcc metals and (b) bcc metals
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The average linear strain, e is the ratio of the change in length, δ to the original
length, L0:

e ¼ d
L0

¼ DL
L0

¼ L� L0
L0

: ð12:40Þ

The engineering stress–engineering strain curve is not a true indication of the
deformation characteristics of a material because it is based entirely on the original
dimensions of the specimen that change continuously during a test.

The true stress, σ, and true strain, ε, are based on the instantaneous values of
cross-sectional area and length and are given by:

r ¼ P
A
¼ S

A0

A
; ð12:41Þ

e ¼
ZLf

L0

dL
L

¼ ln
Lf
L0

¼ lnðeþ 1Þ:
ð12:42Þ

While the true strain and engineering strain are close at small values of strain
(<0.2), they diverge significantly at large values of strain. The relationship between
true and engineering stress is determined by invoking conservation of volume:

A0

A
¼ L

L0
¼ eþ 1; and r ¼ P

A
¼ Sðeþ 1Þ: ð12:43Þ

Up to a certain limiting load, a solid will recover its original dimensions when the
load is removed. The load beyond which the material no longer behaves elastically is
the elastic limit. If the elastic limit is exceeded, the body will retain a permanent set
upon removal of the load. The stress at which plasticity begins is called the yield
stress, σy or YS. Various definitions exist for the yield stress but the commonly
accepted one is the offset yield strength, determined by the stress corresponding to the
intersection of the stress–strain curve and a line parallel to the elastic part of the curve
and offset by a strain of 0.2 %. The yield strength is written as follows:

ry ¼
Pðstrain offset¼0:2%Þ

A0
: ð12:44Þ
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The tensile strength or ultimate tensile strength (UTS) is the maximum load divided
by the original cross-sectional area of the sample:

Su ¼ Pmax

A0
: ð12:45Þ

The true stress at maximum load is the true tensile strength and is given by the
maximum load divided by the sample cross-sectional area at maximum load:

ru ¼ Pmax

Au
; eu ¼ ln

A0

Au
: ð12:46Þ

Eliminating Pmax from Eqs. (12.45) and (12.46) gives:

ru ¼ Su
A0

Au

¼ Su expðeuÞ:
ð12:47Þ

The fracture stress is the stress at the point of failure and is given by:

Sf ¼ Pf

A0
; ef ¼ Lf � L0

L0

rf ¼ Pf

Af
; ef ¼ ln

A0

Af
:

ð12:48Þ

Strain occurs uniformly in the gage section of the sample up to the UTS, which is
when necking or localized deformation begins to occur. The true uniform strain, εu,
is given by the strain at maximum load:

eu ¼ ln
A0

Au
: ð12:49Þ

The true fracture strain, εf is the true strain based on the original area and the area
after fracture, Af:

ef ¼ ln
A0

Af
¼ ln

1
1� RA

; ð12:50Þ

where RA is the reduction in area at fracture:

RA ¼ A0 � Af

A0
: ð12:51Þ
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Finally, the local necking strain, εn, is the strain required to deform the specimen
from the maximum load to fracture:

en ¼ ln
Au

Af
: ð12:52Þ

A final quantity of importance in the tensile test is the onset of plastic instability,
which occurs when the increase in stress due to the decreasing cross-sectional area
becomes greater than the load-carrying ability of the metal. This necking or lo-
calized deformation begins at the point of maximum load and is defined by the
condition that dP = 0:

P ¼ rA

dP ¼ rdAþAdr ¼ 0; and � dA
A

¼ dr
r

ð12:53Þ

and from conservation of volume:

dL
L

¼ � dA
A

¼ de; ð12:54Þ

so that at the point of tensile instability:

r ¼ dr
de

: ð12:55Þ

That is, the point of necking at maximum load is obtained from the true stress–true
strain curve by finding the point on the curve where the rate of strain hardening
equals the stress. Referring back to the flow curve relation given in Eq. (12.27), the
strain hardening exponent is defined by:

n ¼ d ln r
d ln e

¼ e dr
r de

; and
dr
de

¼ n
r
e
: ð12:56Þ

Substituting Eq. (12.55) into Eq. (12.56) gives a simple expression for the true
uniform strain:

eu¼n: ð12:57Þ

That is, the true uniform strain is equal to the strain hardening exponent in the
power law hardening expression, Eq. (12.27).
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12.1.4 Yield Strength

The yield strength represents the onset of plasticity and hence is a key parameter in
determining the mechanical behavior of metals. Yielding can be understood by
examining the behavior of dislocations in a metal under stress. Dislocations formed
by sources such as the Frank–Read source, frequently pile up on slip planes at
barriers such as grain boundaries, precipitates, or sessile dislocations. The leading
dislocation is acted on not only by the applied shear stress, but also by the interaction
with other dislocations on the slip plane, leading to a high stress concentration on the
lead dislocation in the pileup. The pileup of dislocations also exerts a back stress on
dislocations further from the barrier, opposing their motion on the slip plane
(Fig. 12.5). The high stress at the head of the pileup can initiate yielding on the other
side of the barrier (or it may nucleate a crack at the barrier, see Chap. 14).

The number of dislocations in the pileup can be estimated by summing the
x-direction forces between each dislocation in the pileup under the condition of
mechanical equilibrium. The number of dislocations in a pileup of length L under a
shear stress σs on the slip plane [3] is:

n ¼ pð1� vÞLrs
lb

: ð12:58Þ

At large distances from the pileup, the array of n dislocations can be considered to
act like a single dislocation with Burgers vector nb with a force equal to nbσs.
A more complete analysis of the stress at the head of the pileup was made by Stroh
[4] who showed that the tensile stress normal to the line OP in the neighboring
grain is:

r ¼ 3
2

L
r

� �1=2

rs sin h cos h=2: ð12:59Þ

Obstacle

P

0
L

Source

r

1 2

Fig. 12.5 Dislocation pileup
at an obstacle in a solid
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The maximum value of σ occurs at θ = 70.5° and yields:

r ¼ 2ffiffiffi
3

p L
r

� �1=2

rs; ð12:60Þ

and the shear stress acting in the plane OP is given by:

rP ¼ brs
L
r

� �1=2

; ð12:61Þ

and β is a factor dependent on orientation with a value approximately equal to unity.
If the obstacle is a grain boundary, and the distance from the head of the pileup

in grain 1 to the nearest dislocation source in grain 2 in Fig. 12.5 is r, and the length
of the pileup, L, is taken to be equal to the grain diameter, d, then yielding will
occur when the shear stress in the pileup, σs, reaches the shear stress to cause
yielding, σsy or σs = σsy. If σsd is the stress required to nucleate slip in grain 2, then
the shear stress causing yielding can be written as follows:

ðrsy � rsiÞ d
r

� �1=2

¼ rsd; ð12:62Þ

where σsi is the friction stress, or the stress opposing dislocation motion in the slip
plane. Equation (12.62) can be written in terms of the normal stress where σ = Mσs
and M is the Taylor factor defined as the ratio of the axial stress to the resolved
shear stress:

ry ¼ ri þMrsd
r
d

� �1=2

¼ ri þ kyd
�1=2:

ð12:63Þ

Equation (12.63) is the Hall–Petch equation, which describes the grain size
dependence of the yield stress. Note that the yield strength increases with
decreasing grain size. Yield behavior in metals is generally found to follow this
relation for nominal grain sizes (few to hundreds of micrometers), but fails at very
low grain sizes in the nanometer range.

12.2 Irradiation Hardening

Irradiation of a metal causes strengthening by source hardening and friction
hardening. Source hardening is the increase in stress required to start a dislocation
moving on its glide plane. The applied stress required to release a dislocation into
its slip plane is called the unpinning or unlocking stress. Once moving, the
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dislocation can be impeded by natural- or radiation-produced obstacles lying close
to or in the slip plane. The resistance to motion caused by these obstacles is referred
to as friction hardening. Both of these concepts will be discussed and then applied
to describe the hardening resulting from each of the radiation-induced defects listed
earlier. It should be noted, however, that the true distinction between source and
friction hardening is unclear, as lattice hardening produces all the characteristics of
the deformation that has been attributed to source hardening. The loss of distinction
is due to the fact that the distance between defect clusters is less than the source
length that would produce the observed critical shear stress. Therefore, the source
cannot operate without interference from the lattice clusters [5]. Nevertheless, we
will treat them separately in the following sections. Hardening mechanisms will
first be discussed for single crystals containing an obstacle of a single type. The
superposition of hardening from different origins in a single crystal will be treated
next followed by an extension of theory to the polycrystalline solid.

12.2.1 Source Hardening

Source hardening is found in irradiated fcc, and both unirradiated and irradiated bcc
metals. In unirradiated bcc metals, source hardening is manifested by the upper and
lower yield points in the stress–strain curves (Fig. 12.4(b)) and is thought to be
caused by the pinning or locking of dislocation lines by impurity atoms. Before a
Frank–Read source can operate under an applied stress, the dislocation line must be
unpinned from the impurities. This requires a larger stress than that to move the
dislocation, causing a drop in the yield stress. Yield then continues at a constant
flow stress (Lüders strain region) until the onset of work hardening which pro-
gresses in the same manner as in fcc metals.

Source hardening is found in irradiated fcc metals in which irradiation-produced
defect clusters in the vicinity of Frank–Read sources raise the stress required to
expand the loops and to permit source multiplication. Once the stress level is
sufficient to release the source, the moving dislocations can destroy the small
clusters and reduce the stress needed to continue the deformation.

In unirradiated fcc metals, the stress required to initiate dislocation motion is the
unpinning stress of the Frank–Read sources in the metal and is given by Eq. (7.32a)
as rFR ¼ lb

l ; where μ is the shear modulus, b is the Burgers vector, and l(=2R) is the
distance between pinning points shown in Fig. 7.25. Note that the stress is inversely
proportional to the distance between pinning points. The gradual onset of yielding
characteristic in fcc metals is generally explained by a distribution of stresses
required to operate the sources. At low applied stress, dislocation sources easiest to
operate (with large separation between pinning points) begin to generate disloca-
tions. As dislocations are generated and move through the lattice, they begin to pile
up and exert a back stress on the dislocation source, ceasing its operation and hence
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the plastic strain. With increasing applied stress, more dislocation sources are
activated and dislocation multiplication increases.

Source hardening requires the dislocation line segment to bow out between the
pinning points, which requires strong pinning. However, release of the dislocation
will occur at lower values of applied stress if the dislocation segment is able to
unlock itself before bowing occurs. That is, applied stresses below that required to
operate a Frank–Read source are able to push the dislocation line segment past the
pinning points. This process could occur, for example, if the pinning points con-
sisted of small dislocation loops or defect clusters. The stress necessary to unlock a
dislocation line segment from a small loop can be estimated using the analysis in [3].

Consider a group of edge character loops arranged in a row, each having Burgers
vector b‘, radius r, and spacing l, and are at a stand-off distance y from the straight
edge dislocation of Burgers vector be, as shown in Fig. 12.6. Referring to the
interaction between edge dislocations presented in Sect. 7.1.7, only the σyy term
exerts a stress on the loop that acts to expand or contract it. The force on the loop
due to the σyy component of stress from the straight edge dislocation is 2πrσyyb‘,
and the work to expand the loop is given as:

dW
dr

¼ 2prryyb‘

W ¼ pr2ryyb‘:
ð12:64Þ

Substituting for the stress, σyy, given by Eq. (7.15), into Eq. (12.64) and differen-
tiating with respect to x gives the force between the loop and the edge segment in
the x-direction:

Fx
x

y

Edge Dislocation

Slip Plane

Faulted Loop

σyy

b

R

be

Fig. 12.6 Hardening by
faulted loops caused by the
interaction of stress fields
between an edge dislocation
moving on its slip plane
located parallel to and
displaced a distance y from
the plane of the loop
(after [3])
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Fx ¼ �@W
@x

¼ � lb‘ber2

1� v
xyð3y2 � x2Þ
ðx2 þ y2Þ3 : ð12:65Þ

Singh et al. [6] noted that the force is a maximum at an angle of about 40° between
the distance vector and the glide plane of the dislocation and the value of the force
can be written as a function of r/y:

Fmax
x � 0:28lb2

ð1� vÞ
r
y

� �2

� 0:4lb2
r
y

� �2

; ð12:66Þ

for v = 1/3 and b‘ = be. Given that F = σsbl, then:

rs ¼ 0:4lb
l

r
y

� �2

: ð12:67Þ

Singh suggests that y = 1.5r is consistent with the observed microstructure, yielding
a relation for the shear stress in terms of the loop spacing as:

rs ¼ 0:18lb
l

: ð12:68Þ

Note that this value of shear stress is considerably less than that to initiate a Frank–

Read source by bowing of the dislocation segment of rFR ¼ lb
l
:

Singh et al. also postulated that the unlocking process occurred by interaction
between an edge segment and a network of loops that are no longer well separated,
but have lost their individuality and act as a network. For this case, the yield stress
can be estimated by the stress necessary to overcome the interaction between
dislocation dipoles. This problem is treated in more detail in Chap. 13, in which the
shear stress is provided in Eq. (13.23) as:

rs ¼ lb
8pð1� vÞy �

0:06lb
y

; ð12:69Þ

for v = 1/3.

12.2.2 Friction Hardening

Friction hardening refers to the stress required to sustain plastic deformation, which
is often termed the flow stress, or friction stress. The forces responsible for resisting
dislocation motion through a crystal lattice arise from the dislocation network and
obstacles such as defect clusters, loops, precipitates, voids. These sources of
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hardening are characterized as either long range or short range. Long-range stresses
are caused by dislocation–dislocation interaction by virtue of their stress fields.
Short-range stresses have their origin in the interaction between the moving dis-
location and the discrete obstacles in the slip plane. The total applied shear stress
necessary to overcome both long-range and short-range forces in order to move the
dislocation is given as:

rF ¼ rLR þ rSR; ð12:70Þ

where σF is the friction stress and the subscripts LR and SR represent long- and
short-range contributions, respectively, and σSR is given by:

rSR ¼ rppt þ rvoid þ rloops; ð12:71Þ

where the terms on the right-hand side of the equality correspond to precipitates,
voids, and loops, respectively.

Long-Range Stresses
Long-range forces arise from the repulsive interaction between a moving dislocation
and components of the dislocation network of the solid. Dislocations on parallel glide
planes exert forces on each other due to their stress fields, which constitute the
long-range stress fields. Referring back to Eq. (7.50) describing the force between
edge dislocations, the maximum force occurs at an angle θ = 0°, which yields a value
of:

Fxð0�Þ ¼ FLR ¼ lb2

2pð1� vÞr : ð12:72Þ

Taking v = 1/3, and the distance between dislocations, r from Eq. (5.85) as
1=

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
pqd;

p
where ρd is the dislocation density gives:

FLR ¼ lb2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
pqd

p
4=3p

�
ffiffiffi
p

p
lb2

ffiffiffiffiffi
qd

p
4

� alb2
ffiffiffiffiffi
qd

p
; ð12:73Þ

where α is a constant. The stress needed to overcome this force is σLR = FLR/b,
giving:

rLR ¼ alb
ffiffiffiffiffi
qd

p
: ð12:74Þ

Note that if the long-range stress is equated to the unpinning stress given as the
grain size-dependent term in Eq. (12.63), then the yield strength can be written as:

ry ¼ ri þ aMlbq1=2d : ð12:75Þ
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Equation (12.75) actually represents a different way of obtaining the grain size
dependence of the yield stress, since the dislocation density has been observed to
vary with grain size, d as ρd = 1/d.

Short-Range Stresses

Short-range forces are due to the interaction between a moving dislocation and an
obstacle that lies in its slip plane. Short-range forces arise only when the dislocation
contacts the obstacle. Short-range forces can be classified into athermal and ther-
mally activated interactions. An athermal stress interaction is independent of tem-
perature and results in the dislocation bowing around the obstacle. In thermally
activated processes, the dislocation will overcome the obstacle either by cutting
through, or climbing over it. Both processes require the addition of energy through
an increase in temperature. We will discuss dislocation bowing around the obstacle
and obstacle cutting in this section, and the process of climb will be described in
detail in Chap. 13 on creep.

The friction stress due to a dispersion of barriers depends on the average sep-
aration between the obstacles in the slip plane of the moving dislocation.
Figure 12.7 shows a unit area of a slip plane that is intersected by portions of
spherical objects of diameter d, which are randomly distributed throughout the solid
at a concentration of N cm−3. Any sphere that has its center within the slab of
volume d centered on the slip plane intersects the slip plane. The number of
obstacles in this volume element is Nd, which is also the number of intersections
per unit area on the slip plane. The product of the number of intersections per unit
area, Nd, and the square of the distance between obstacles, l2, is unity, yielding the
distance between obstacles:

l ¼ Ndð Þ�1=2: ð12:76Þ

2r

l

Obstacles, radius r

Unit area of slip plane

Fig. 12.7 Schematic showing
the intersection of spherical
obstacles of radius r and
spacing l with a unit area of
slip plane (after [3])
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Precipitates

When a dislocation encounters an obstacle such as an incoherent precipitate, the
short-range interaction occurs when it physically contacts the obstacle. For strong
obstacles, an applied stress will cause the dislocation to bow out between the
obstacles. Bowing will continue until adjacent segments touch and annihilate each
other. This “pinch-off” process is exactly the same as occurs in a Frank–Read
source. Following pinch-off, the dislocation is free to continue along its glide plane
until it encounters the next obstacle and the process repeats itself. The obstacles are
left with a dislocation loop surrounding them, which presents a stronger obstacle to
the next dislocation that comes along (Fig. 12.8(a)). The short-range stress due to an
array of obstacles of density N and size d is determined as follows. The line tension

of an edge dislocation was given in Eq. (7.22) as C � lb2

4p
ln

R
rc

� �
; where R is

equated to the grain radius and rc is the dislocation core radius and the dislocation

Obstacles

Dislocation loop 
left by a previous 
dislocation Moving dislocation

s

1 2 3 4

Void or bubble
Dislocation line

(a)

(b)

(c)

b

Fig. 12.8 (a) Dislocation
bowing around hard obstacles
such as precipitates.
(b) Dislocation cutting of an
obstacle such as a precipitate.
(c) Dislocation interaction
with voids
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core energy is neglected. From Eq. (7.31), the shear stress is related to the line
tension by σs = Γ/bR. Substituting for Γ from Eq. (7.22) and setting R = l/2 where
l is the obstacle spacing gives:

rs � lb
l

1
2p

ln
l
2rc

� �
: ð12:77Þ

Substituting for l from Eq. (12.76) gives:

rs � alb
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Nd

p
; ð12:78Þ

where a � 1
2p

ln
l
2rc

� �
. The applied stress at yield, σy, is related to the resolved

shear stress, σs, by the Taylor factor, M such that σy = Mσs, and Eq. (12.77) can be
written in terms of the applied stress as:

ry � aMlb
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Nd

p
: ð12:79Þ

Stoller and Zinkle [7] have shown that M is actually an upper limit for the ratio of
uniaxial yield strength to resolved shear strength and has the value of 3.06 for both
fcc and bcc lattices. Equation (12.79) is generally written as:

Dry ¼ aMlb
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Nd

p
; ð12:80Þ

where Δσy represents the increment in the yield strength due to the obstacles of size
d, number density N, and strength α. In fact, the term α represents the strength of the
specific barrier in terms of the Orowan hardening model. A perfectly hard barrier
would have a value of α = 1. Hardening according to Eq. (12.80) is often termed
dispersed barrier hardening after the original formulation of Seeger [8].

Dislocation bowing provides the greatest strengthening by obstacles. However,
obstacle cutting can also provide strengthening. Obstacle cutting results in hard-
ening by a variety of mechanisms, summarized by Dieter [1] as follows:

1. Shearing of the particle creates a step of width b on either side of the particle and
the increase in surface area requires additional work be done to shear the
particle.

2. If the particles are ordered structures, such as intermetallic compounds, then the
shearing will also produce a new interface within the particle that will require
extra energy.

3. Hardening also arises from the difference between the elastic moduli of the
matrix and particle, which affects the line tension of the dislocation requiring
additional stress to cut the particle.

4. Strengthening also occurs due to the difference in Peierls stress between the
particle and matrix.
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Figure 12.8(b) shows the result of a dislocation cutting an obstacle. The resulting
obstacle is sheared and the top and bottom halves are displaced along the glide
plane by an amount equal to the magnitude of the Burgers vector of the dislocation.
Successive shearing of the obstacle on the same plane can result in complete
separation of the two parts resulting in two smaller obstacles.

Molecular dynamic (MD) simulation of dislocation–obstacle interaction pro-
vides a means of visualizing complicated microstructural processes as shown in the
following sections. It is important to note, however, that simulations are only as
good as the interatomic potentials that define them and they may be influenced by
other factors such as the size of the simulated volume and the strain rate. Hence,
their value is largely in their qualitative description rather than as a strict quanti-
tative interpretation.

Movies 12.1–12.3 (http://rmsbook2ed.engin.umich.edu/movies/) show molecular
dynamic simulations of the interaction between a dissociated edge dislocation and a
cobalt precipitate in copper as a function of precipitate size at a temperature of 10 K
and under an applied stress of 100 MPa. The precipitate diameter in Movie 12.1 is 1.
5 nm and it is sheared by both partials of the edge dislocation. Movies 12.2 and 12.3
are for 3 and 5 nm diameter precipitates, respectively, and show that while the first
partial shears the precipitate, the trailing partial undergoes Orowan bowing and
pinch-off, leaving a ring around the precipitate as shown in the schematic illustration
in Fig. 12.8(a). Movie 12.4 shows the shearing of a 2-nm copper precipitate. The
first part of the movie shows the behavior of the dislocation line in the shearing
process, and the second part shows the shearing of the precipitate to result in an
offset of the part of the precipitate above the slip plane relative to that below, as
illustrated in Fig. 12.8(b).

For the case where hardening results from the difference in moduli between the
precipitate and the matrix, such as for large vacancy clusters or copper-rich pre-
cipitates in ferritic pressure vessel steels, the Russell and Brown model [9] has been
found to best describe hardening. They showed that the yield stress in shear is a
function of the obstacle spacing in the slip plane, l, and the critical angle at which
the dislocation can cut an obstacle, ϕ:

rsy ¼ 0:8
lb
l
cos

/
2

for /� 100�

rsy ¼ 0:8
lb
l

cos
/
2

� �3=2

for /[ 100�
ð12:81Þ

and when ϕ = 0, the stress is the Orowan stress. They showed that if a dislocation
crosses an interface and has energy E1 per unit length on one side and energy E2 per
unit length on the other, then the equilibrium of the dislocation requires that E1 sin
θ1 = E2 sin θ2, where θ1 and θ2 are the angles between the dislocation and the
normal to the interface. When the energy of the dislocation is lower in the pre-
cipitate than it is in the matrix (E1 < E2), then the angle ϕ has a minimum value
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when the dislocation is about to break away, given by ϕmin = 2sin−1 (E1/E2), and the
strength from Eq. (12.81) is given by:

rsy ¼ 0:8
lb
l

1� E2
1

E2
2

� �1=2
for sin�1 E1

E2
\50�

rsy ¼ 0:8
lb
l

1� E2
1

E2
2

� �3=4
for sin�1 E1

E2
� 50�;

ð12:82Þ

where:

E1

E2
¼

E1
1 log

r
rc

E1
2 log

R
rc

þ
log

R
r

log
R
rc

; ð12:83Þ

and E∞ is the energy per unit length of dislocation in the infinite media, R is an
outer cut-off radius (taken as half the distance to the next obstacle) and rc is the
dislocation core radius. The stresses in Eq. (12.82) depend inversely on the particle
spacing, l, and therefore decrease as the particle radius increases (for constant
volume fraction of precipitate). However, combining Eq. (12.83) with Eq. (12.82)
yields a maximum in the relation between strength and precipitate size. For voids or
for precipitates in pressure vessel steels, the maximum is at about 2rc (*5a) or
*1.5 nm.

Voids

Dislocations can also cut through voids, although the structure of the void is the
same before and after the cut. Precipitates and voids are generally considered to be
hard barriers with α * 1. The only difference between passage of a mobile dis-
location through precipitates and voids is that in the case of voids, the dislocation
segments always meet the void surface at right angles and leave no dislocation ring
after passage through the void (Fig. 12.8(c)). As described by Olander [3], the force
to cut through a void is given by:

F ¼ UV

R
¼ rsbl; ð12:84Þ

where UV is the elastic strain energy in a volume of solid equal to the cavity, R is
the radius of the cavity, and l is the void spacing on the slip plane. From Eq. (7.21),

the elastic energy per unit volume for a screw dislocation is given as W ¼ lb2

8p2r2
.

The elastic energy of the void–dislocation interaction energy can be approximated
by the elastic energy in the volume of the void:
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Uv ¼
ZR

rc

4pr2W dr

¼ 4p
ZR

rc

lb2

8p2
dr

¼ lb2

2p
R� rcð Þ � lb2R

2p
:

ð12:85Þ

Substituting into Eq. (12.84) and solving for σs gives:

rs ¼ 1
2p

lb
l
; ð12:86Þ

which is smaller than the Orowan stress, Eq. (7.32a) by a factor of 1/2π indicating
that cutting of voids requires less energy than bowing around them. Written in the
form of Eq. (12.80) gives:

Dry ¼ aMlb
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Nd

p
; a � 0:16 ð12:87Þ

A more complete treatment of dislocation–void interaction accounts for image
stresses, dislocation self-interaction, and elastic anisotropy of the crystal. The image
stress must be added to the dislocation stress in order to make the void surfaces
traction free. Dislocation self-interaction refers to the dipole-like attractive forces
between the dislocation branches terminating at a void, which can aid in pulling the
branches together around the void, thus diminishing strengthening effects. Finally,
elastic anisotropy of the crystal containing the void row must be accounted for in
the dislocation stress field calculation. Inclusion of these factors in the calculation
of the stress necessary for a dislocation to cut a void shows that the void is a very
strong obstacle, approaching the Orowan stress value for impenetrable obstacles.
A detailed treatment of these effects is given in [10].

The interaction between dislocations and voids is illustrated in Movies 12.5–
12.7 (http://rmsbook2ed.engin.umich.edu/movies/). Movie 12.5 shows the inter-
action of leading and trailing partials of a dissociated edge dislocation with a 3 nm
void in copper at 0 K. Note that the dislocation lines maintain a right angle with the
void surface throughout the interaction. Movie 12.6 shows the shearing of a 1 nm
void in iron by a dislocation and the resulting stress–strain behavior due to the
dislocation–void interaction. In these three perspectives, the displacement of the top
half of the void relative to the bottom half is evident. Finally, Movie 12.7 shows the
repeated shearing by multiple dislocations of a 2.6 nm He bubble under an applied
shear stress of 100 MPa. Note that the bubble appears to elongate in the direction of
the applied stress, due to the offset of the half above the slip plane relative to that
below, similar to that shown in Fig. 12.8(b).
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Loops

The interaction between a mobile dislocation and a loop was described in
Sect. 12.2.1 where it was shown that the stress in Eq. (12.68) is of the order

rs � 0:2lb
l

and for l given by Eq. (12.76) the stress becomes:

rs ¼ 0:2lb
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Nd

p
; ð12:88Þ

which is well below the Orowan stress. Written in the form of Eq. (12.80), the yield
strength increment due to loops is given as:

Dry ¼ aMlb
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Nd

p
; with a � 0:2: ð12:89Þ

The types of interactions between dislocation lines and loops described in this
chapter are illustrated in Movies 12.8–12.12 (http://rmsbook2ed.engin.umich.edu/
movies/). In Movies 12.8 and 12.9, the interaction between the dislocation and the
loop is through the stress fields. Movie 12.8 shows an edge dislocation in copper
(edge on: red spheres are the partials), interacting with a 37 SIA perfect loop (green
spheres) a distance 2 loop diameters from the dislocation. Both have Burgers vector
1/2[110]. Note that as the dislocation moves, the interacting strain fields drag the
loop in the direction of the moving dislocation. Movie 12.9 shows an edge dislo-
cation bypassing a 153 SIA Frank loop at 100 K under an applied stress of 300 MPa
in copper. The blue spheres are atoms in the fcc crystal and the yellow spheres are
atoms in the stacking fault. During the non-intersecting interaction, the Frank loop
rotates to become a mobile perfect loop and glides to annihilation at the free
surface.

Movies 12.10–12.12 illustrate interactions in which the dislocation contacts the
loop. Movie 12.10 shows a dissociated screw dislocation shearing the same Frank
loop under the same conditions as that shown in Movie 12.9. Note that the sheared
loop is absorbed into the screw dislocation core. Movie 12.11 is another example of
a screw dislocation interacting with a perfect loop (same Burgers vector) in which
the loop is absorbed and then re-emitted a distance away from the original
absorption point, and the dislocation cross slips onto a different glide plane. Movie
12.12 shows an edge dislocation interacting with and unfaulting a Frank loop
(5 nm, 331 SIA) in iron at 300 K, resulting in near destruction of the loop.

Another type of faulted defect, the stacking-fault tetrahedron, described in Chap. 7,
also interacts with dislocations and can contribute to hardening. Movie 12.13 shows
the interaction of successive edge dislocations with a 153-vacancy SFT at 100 K under
an applied stress of 100 MPa in copper. The SFT is sheared into a smaller SFT and a
truncated base and subsequent interactions result in absorption of the truncated base
into the dislocation. Movie 12.14 shows the details of the interaction between edge
partials shown in Movie 12.13 but at a slower rate and with a 45-vacancy SFT.
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Movies 12.15–12.17 show the interaction of a screw dislocation with an SFT in
Cu. In Movie 12.15, the 45-vacancy SFT is sheared and in Movie 12.16, the
98-vacancy SFT is absorbed and then re-emitted. Movie 12.17 shows a 78-vacancy
SFT being absorbed and re-emitted as a smaller SFT and a separate truncated base.
A real-time movie of a dislocation–SFT interaction in copper was conducted on a
sample under dynamic loading in the stage of a transmission electron microscope at
room temperature, Movie 12.18. The SFTs were introduced by quenching the
copper specimen in iced brine after a 2 h anneal at 1073 K. The weak-beam
dark-field movie shows a dislocation being pinned by a stacking-fault tetrahedron.
The result of the interaction is the formation of a perfect loop. Finally, Movies
12.19 and 12.20 show the interaction of a screw dislocation in copper with multiple
defects: a 78-vacancy SFT and a perfect loop consisting of 61 interstitials in Movie
12.19 and 91 interstitials in Movie 12.20.

Effect of Temperature

As described in the preceding section, obstacle strength and density determine the
velocity of dislocations in a polycrystal. If the Gibbs free energy of activation for
cutting or bypassing an obstacle is ΔG(σs), then the mean velocity of a dislocation
segment, �t, is given by [11]:

�t ¼ bbv exp �DG rsð Þ
kT

� �
; ð12:90Þ

where β is a dimensionless parameter, b is the magnitude of the Burgers vector, ν is
the ground frequency of the dislocation, and σs is the shear stress. The term ΔG(σs)
is a function of the internal stress and the distribution of obstacles and for a regular
array of obstacles, it can be expressed as:

DG rsð Þ ¼ DF 1� rs
r0s

� �
; ð12:91Þ

where ΔF is the total free energy (activation energy) required to overcome the
obstacle without aid from an external stress. The term r0s is the stress at which a
dislocation can move through the obstacle with no help from thermal energy, or
essentially, the flow stress at 0 K where ΔG = 0.

Generalizing to a random array of obstacles [11], Eq. (12.91) becomes the
following:

DG rsð Þ ¼ DF 1� rs
r0s

� �p� �q
; ð12:92Þ
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where 0 ≤ p ≤ 1 and 1 ≤ q ≤ 2, and where r0s is given phenomenologically by:

rs
r0s

¼ 1� T
T0

� �p� �q
; ð12:93Þ

where reasonable limiting behavior is found with p = 2/3 and q = 3/2 [12]. Since the
strain rate is proportional to the average dislocation velocity (see Sect. 13.1), the
rate equation for discrete obstacle controlled plasticity is given by:

_e ¼ _e0 exp �DF
kT

1� rs
r0s

� �p� �q	 

; ð12:94Þ

which captures both the stress and the temperature dependence of dislocation
passage through a random array of obstacles.

Hardening due to long-range and short-range obstacles is summarized in
Table 12.1 using Eq. (12.80) to describe short-range obstacles. Note that the values
of α can vary by a significant amount depending on obstacle type. Much work has
been done to determine the value of α experimentally, and column 5 in Table 12.1
gives the generally accepted values for α based on experimental work.

12.2.3 Superposition of Hardening Mechanisms

As discussed in Chaps. 7–9, the microstructure of an irradiated metal can be quite
complicated. At very low dose, it consists of defect clusters and small loops. With
increasing dose, the loop microstructure saturates at a particular number density and

Table 12.1 Strength of various obstacle types causing source and friction hardening in irradiated
metals

Type of
strengthening

Obstacle
classification

Obstacle
type

Stress increment Value of α

Source Loops
rs ¼ 0:18lb

l
isolated loops

rs � 0:06lb
y

loop network

Friction Long range Dislocation
network

rLR ¼ alb
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
qd

p
<0.2

Short range Precipitates
and voids

Dry ¼ aMlb
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Nd

p
1.0 bowing
0.3–0.5
cutting

Dislocation
loops

0.25–0.5

Black dots < 0.2
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loop size, and as loops unfault and become part of the dislocation line network, the
dislocation density rises. At higher temperatures, voids and bubbles contribute to
the microstructure, and irradiation-induced precipitation can also contribute. Each
of these features presents a different type of obstacle to the moving dislocation. In
order to assess the hardening of a true irradiated microstructure, we must have some
way of accounting for obstacles of different types, sizes, and number densities.
Below, we treat several special cases of various combinations of short-range and
long-range obstacles as originally described by Bement [13].

Long-Range Stresses and Short-Range Obstacles

If long-range internal stresses exist in the lattice, as caused for example by groups
of dislocations of predominantly the same sign of Burgers vector, and if in addition,
dispersed barriers with a short-range interaction and an average distance, lSR smaller
than the average “wavelength” of the long-range stresses, are present, on average
the effective stress available for pushing the dislocation over the short-range
obstacles (σSR) is the difference between the applied stress σa and the stress σLR
necessary for moving the dislocations through the long-range stress field:

ra ¼ rLR þ rSR; lSR\lLR: ð12:95Þ

Thus, the total stress is composed of the stress due to the two types of hardening as
if each acted independently. Such is not the case if two types of short-range
obstacles are present.

Two Types of Short-Range Obstacles

In an irradiated microstructure consisting of two types of short-range obstacles, the
superposition depends sensitively on the strengths and relative concentrations of the
two types of obstacles.

Two Strong Obstacles If both types of obstacles are strong such that dislocations
interact by means of the Orowan mechanism, the moving dislocation cannot dis-
tinguish between them, and the sum of the area densities, N, of the two obstacles in
the glide plane determines the effective obstacle distance:

l ¼ 1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
N1 þN2

p ; ð12:96Þ

and
1
l2
¼ 1

l21
þ 1

l22
; ð12:97Þ

giving r2a ¼ r21 þ r22; ð12:98Þ
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where σ1 and σ2 are the critical (short-range) stresses of the obstacles of type 1 or 2
with average distances l1 and l2, respectively, would act separately. This
root-sum-square (RSS) model was shown by Foreman and Makin [14] to apply for
a population of obstacles with similar strengths. However, the behavior of the
dislocation differs depending on the strength of the obstacle. Figure 12.9 shows the
final configuration of a dislocation line just prior to yielding for obstacle strength, α,
of 0.1, 0.5, and 0.8 [15]. If there are types of obstacles in the lattice which can be
surmounted with the help of thermal activation and for which the forces (F1 and F2)
are nearly the same, Eq. (12.98) holds for the same reasons given above.

Two Obstacles with Different Strengths There exist several subcases for combi-
nations of weak and strong particles. Kocks [16] considered the case of many weak
and a few strong obstacles giving the conditions:

F1 	 F2 with l1 	 l2: ð12:99Þ

If a dislocation segment bows out under the applied stress between two strong
obstacles, it cuts through many weak ones in its path. The more it bows out the
larger the angle becomes between neighboring branches of the dislocation at
the weak obstacles and the smaller (at a given stress) the force is with which the
dislocation is pressed against the weak obstacles. Simultaneously, the angle

0.8

0.1

0.5

Fig. 12.9 Result of computer
simulation of the shape of a
dislocation line just prior to
yielding for various fixed
values of a (0.1, 0.5, 0.8)
(after [15])
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between the neighboring branches of the dislocation at the strong obstacles
becomes smaller and the force acting on them increases (Fig. 12.10). The critical
situation is reached when the dislocation can break through weak and strong
obstacles simultaneously.

The applied stress required to push the dislocation through this critical config-
uration is given as:

ra ¼ r1 þ r2: ð12:100Þ

Movie 12.21 (http://rmsbook2ed.engin.umich.edu/movies/) is a real-time movie
of dislocation–defect interaction during the straining of an irradiated copper sample.
The sample was irradiated with 200 keV Kr+ to a dose of about 1012 i/cm2 at room
temperature in the IVEM at Argonne National Laboratory. The defects consist
predominantly of Frank loops with Burgers vector a/3⟨111⟩ and a smaller density
(*10 %) of stacking-fault tetrahedra. As shown, the dislocation moves in a jerky
manner with small segments breaking free from individual pining points and no
observable defect absorption.

If no extreme condition exists as in Eq. (12.99), the thermally activated sur-
mounting of the two types of obstacles must be treated in terms of so-called
dependent processes. For such processes, the waiting time ts (average time during
which a dislocation is pressed against an obstacle of type s until it gets enough
thermal energy to overcome it) enters the theoretical treatment additively, so that
the time a dislocation needs for moving over a given area is proportional to
N1t1 + N2t2. If N1t1 ≫ N2t2, the effective flow stress is determined almost

(a) 0
w

0
s

0
ww >' 0

ss <'(b)

t = 0

t = t1

Fig. 12.10 Movement of a dislocation in an obstacle field consisting of many weak and a few
strong obstacles (a) before application of a stress and (b) after the dislocation has moved past
many of the weak barriers
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exclusively by the obstacles of type 1; type 2 is “transparent” for the dislocation
under the stress necessary to overcome type 1:

ra � r1 for N1t1 
 N2t2; r1 
 r2 ð12:101aÞ

ra � r2 for N1t1 	 N2t2; r1 	 r2: ð12:101bÞ

This means that if type 2 obstacles are added to a constant concentration of type 1
obstacles, Eq. (12.101a) holds for small concentration and Eq. (12.101b) for high
concentrations of type 2 obstacles so that a transition occurs in the effective flow
stress from σ1 to σ2. In extreme cases of very low or very high concentrations of
type 2 obstacles, the stresses that the two types of obstacles would demand sepa-
rately determine the effective flow stress.

In summary, the RSS superposition law, Dryr ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiP

i Dryi
� �2q

works well when

obstacles have similar strengths, and the linear sum, or superposition law, Dryl ¼P
i Dryi is better as the strengths become more dissimilar. Odette [16] has shown

that hardening in a microstructure consisting of a wide range of obstacle strength is
best fit by a combination of the root-square-sum and linear sum models, with the
following weighting parameter, S:

Dry � Dryr
� � ¼ S Dryl � Dryr

� � ð12:102Þ

and S can be related to the obstacle strengths by:

S � as � 5aw þ 3:3asaw; ð12:103Þ

such that S = 1 for the linear sum law and S = 0 for the RSS law. According to
Eq. (12.103), S decreases with increasing αw (stronger weak obstacles) and
decreasing αs (weaker strong obstacles). The superposition rules for different
hardening mechanisms are summarized in Table 12.2.

Using Eqs. (12.80) and (12.75), observed trends in the dose and temperature
dependence for ρd and

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Nd

p
, and the obstacle strengths (αvoids = 1.0) listed in

Table 12.1, Lucas [17] estimated the hardening as a function of dose for three
temperatures, as shown in Fig. 12.11. While these are only predictions, they serve to
illustrate the relative contributions to hardening of the various microstructure fea-
tures. In stainless steels, low-temperature (100 °C) hardening is dominated by black
dot damage and small loops at low doses and the network density at higher doses.
Above about 400 °C, voids and bubbles begin to make a contribution to the hard-
ening. Intermediate to these temperatures, hardening is a maximum (near 300 °C)
due to the combination of black dots, loops, and He bubbles. At lower doses, voids
and loops contribute the majority of hardening, but at higher doses, the dislocation
microstructure and voids become the major source of hardening [18]. These pre-
dictions differ somewhat from LWR data at *300 °C [19] and even up to 400 °C
[20, 21] in that the peak in hardness is not observed. This is likely due to the stability
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of the loop microstructure to high doses at temperatures below 400 °C. At high
temperature (600 °C), hardening is dominated by network dislocations. The con-
tribution from voids can be significant at very high doses.

12.2.4 Hardening in Polycrystals

Up to this point, we have considered hardening only in single crystals and have not
accounted for the effect of grain boundaries in polycrystalline metals. In poly-
crystals [13], the flow stress is increased by the influence of the different grain
orientations and of the grain boundaries. As described by Eq. (12.63), the tensile
yield stress depends on the grain size d according to the Hall–Petch relation given
by σy = σi + kyd

−1/2, where σi is the friction stress and ky is the unpinning stress. The
term ky is based on the premise that a slip band is a stress concentration and that
plastic flow between grains, and therefore, throughout the polycrystalline solid
occurs when the stress concentration due to a dislocation pileup at a boundary is
sufficient to activate a dislocation source in the neighboring grain. In the case of
iron, steel, and molybdenum, the effect of irradiation on the Hall–Petch relationship
is to increase the friction stress σi, with little effect on ky for small grain sizes. For
larger grain sizes, samples undergo a greater increase in yield strength which
reduces ky to almost zero (Fig. 12.12).

Table 12.2 Superposition
rules for hardening

I. Long-range stresses and short-range obstacles
ra ¼ rLR þ rSR
II. Two types of short-range obstacles
A. Both types strong

l ¼ lffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
N1 þN2

p

r2a ¼ r21 þ r22
B. Many weak and few strong
F1\F2; with l1\l2
ra ¼ r1 þ r2
C. Thermally activated motion over barrier
ra � r1 for N1t1 
 N2t2; s1 
 s2
ra � r1 for N1t1 	 N2t2; s1 	 s2

III. Wide range of obstacle strength
ry � ryr
� � ¼ S ryl � ryr

� �
S � as � 5aw þ 3:3asaw
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The dislocation density in a solid undergoing plastic deformation increases
linearly with strain, ε according to:

q ¼ q0 þAe; ð12:104Þ

and

A ¼ b=d; ð12:105Þ

where β is a constant and d is the grain diameter. Recall from Eq. (12.75) that the

yield strength is related to the dislocation density by: ry ¼ ri þ lbq1=2d ; and using
Eqs. (12.104) and (12.105) and assuming that q0 	 Ae, the yield strength can be
written as:

ry ¼ ri þ lb
be
d

� �1=2

; ð12:106Þ

which is equivalent to the Hall–Petch equation with:

ky ¼ lb beð Þ1=2: ð12:107Þ

In this work hardening model, β is a measure of work hardenability due to dislo-
cation channeling. As β approaches zero in irradiated material because of loss of
strain hardenability due to dislocation channeling, the term βε/d becomes very small
and ky approaches zero.

Data from a low alloy Fe–Mn–C steel was used to chronicle the development of
radiation hardening using the Hall–Petch parameters, as well as the strength
coefficient K and the strain hardening exponent, n from the power law hardening
equation given in Eq. (12.27). Four stages of radiation hardening of a Fe–Cr–Mn
steel with progressively increasing dose are shown in Fig. 12.13. Stage A occurs for
very low dose (1015–1016 n/cm2) and involves an increase in ky with negligible
increase in stress σi, and no change in n and K. The result is an increase in the upper
yield point and the Lüder’s strain. Stage B occurs around 1018 n/cm2 and represents
an increase in σi but little change in ky. In this stage, both n and K decrease,
resulting in a reduced slope of the stress–strain curve and an increase in the Lüder’s
strain. Stage C appears at fluences of about 3 × 1018 n/cm2 and is characterized by a
continued increase in σi and a decrease in ky. The strain hardening exponent, n,
continues to decrease but K increases slightly, resulting in a small change in the
slope of the stress–strain curve and a small decrease in Lüder’s strain. In stage D, σi
continues to increase and ky falls nearly to zero. Also both n and K decrease,
resulting in a further decrease in the slope of the stress–strain curve and the near
disappearance of Lüder’s strain. Although this description of the effects of irradi-
ation on stress–strain behavior is specific to the iron alloy system, the changes in the
parameters σi and ky are consistent with the current understanding of barrier–
hardening interactions, dislocation channeling, and grain size effects, and highlight
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the changing nature of the fluence dependence of irradiation hardening in poly-
crystals. However, experimentally, ky has been observed to either increase or
decrease [22] suggesting that the grain size effect is not as well-established as
suggested in Fig. 12.12.

12.2.5 Saturation of Irradiation Hardening

According to the dispersed barrier hardening model, Eq. (12.80), the increment in
yield strength, Δσy increases as N1/2. In the absence of mechanisms for the
destruction of obstacles, N is proportional to the total fluence and hence irradiation
hardening should be proportional to (ϕt)1/2:

DrS / /tð Þ1=2: ð12:108Þ

That is, the number of obstacles continues to increase with fluence without bound.
This is clearly counter to observations of the dislocation microstructure evolution at
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Fig. 12.13 Changes in the stress–strain curves for Fe–Cr–Mn steel irradiated at 80–100 °C to
neutron doses of (a) 1016 n/cm2, (b) 1018 n/cm2, (c) 3 × 1018 n/cm2, (d) >5 × 1018 n/cm2 (after [13])
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LWR temperatures, Chap. 7, in which the dislocation loop density and size are
observed to saturate by several dpa. However, at low doses, the hardening described
by Eq. (12.108) is reasonably accurate. Figure 12.14 shows the irradiation hard-
ening in 300 series stainless steels irradiated at about 300 °C and tested at about that
same temperature. Note that the hardening can be fit with a (ϕt)1/2 dependence quite
well through about 5 dpa. However, the model described by Eq. (12.108) will
clearly overestimate the hardening once saturation of the dislocation microstructure
occurs.

In trying to account for saturation of hardening at higher doses, Makin and
Minter [23] postulated that if a displacement cascade occurs in the neighborhood of
an existing zone or cluster, no new zone is formed. This “prohibited” zone has a
volume V. According to this model, as the concentration increases, it becomes
harder to form new zones because of the reduced volume available for new zone
formation. The time rate of change of the density of zones, N, is then given by:

dN
dt

¼ fRs/ 1� VNð Þ; ð12:109Þ

where ζ is the number of zones created per neutron collision (*1), Rs is the
macroscopic scattering cross section, and ϕ is the fast neutron flux. The term in
parenthesis represents the fraction of solid volume available for the creation of new
zones. Integration of Eq. (12.109) gives the following:

N ¼ 1
V

1� exp �fVRs/tð Þ½ �; ð12:110Þ
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and substitution of Eq. (12.110) into Eq. (12.80) yields

Dry ¼ A 1� exp �B/tð Þ½ �1=2: ð12:111Þ

where A ¼ aMlb
d
V

� �1=2

; and B = ζVΣs. Higgy and Hammad [24] found that for

304 SS, 316 SS, and 347 SS above fluences of about 5 × 1019 n/cm2, the irradiation
hardening increment can be described by Eq. (12.111) with B = 2–3 × 10−21 cm2/n.
Odette and Lucas [25] found that this same equation fit the data for hardening in
300 series stainless steels irradiated and tested at about 300 °C, with A ≈ 670 MPa
and B ≈ 0.5 dpa−1 with ϕt in units of dpa or B ≈ 7 × 10−22 cm2/n with ϕt in units of
n/cm2 and assuming that 1 dpa ≈ 7 × 1020 n/cm2. Note that application of
Eq. (12.111) with similar values of A and B produces a good fit to the data in
Fig. 12.14. Bement [26] found that for Zircaloy-2, B = 2.99 × 10−21 cm2/n at 280 °C.

Fluence exponents of less than 0.5 are commonly observed. Eason [27] found in
analyzing a sizable database consisting of several stainless steels that the yield
strength increment at 288 °C followed a fluence dependence of the form:

Dry ¼ a /t

1020

� �b
; ð12:112Þ

where

– for type 304 and 304L stainless steel, a * 2.05 and b = 0.124,
– for type 316 stainless steel a = 0.595 and b = 0.491,
– for type 316L stainless steel a = 0.517 and b = 0.562, and
– for type 347 stainless steel a = 1.627 and b = 0.124.

Williams and Hunter [21] used a modified form of Eq. (12.111):

Dry ¼ A 1� expð�B/tÞ½ �; ð12:113Þ

to fit hardening in an A533-B steel plate using A = 22 ksi (152 MPa) and
B = 2 × 10−19 cm2/n (Fig. 12.15).

Saturation occurs when a balance is reached between the creation and the
destruction of obstacles. Interstitial and vacancy loops are created from defect
clusters. Interstitial loops grow in size as their numbers increase. However, vacancy
loops are generally unstable and shrink due to vacancy emission. Interstitial loops
are removed by unfaulting. So an alternative formulation for the number of
obstacles is to associate a lifetime, τ to these defects, [29] in which case, their
density should develop according to:

dN
dt

¼ fRs/� N
s
; ð12:114Þ
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with a solution of the form:

N ¼ fRs/s 1� exp �t=sð Þ½ �: ð12:115Þ

12.2.6 Comparison of Measured and Predicted Hardening

The dispersed barrier hardening model has been applied to irradiation hardening of
alloys in several systems. The most successful application is in the case of austenitic
stainless steels and for irradiated microstructures that are dominated by loops.
Figure 12.16 shows the correlation between measured and calculated yield strength
for a set of solid solution alloys, which were all derived from a base alloy of
composition Fe–18Cr–12Ni–1Mn, and differ in the single element added to the
alloy. The alloys were irradiated with 3.2 MeV protons at 360 °C to a dose of
5.5 dpa and the microstructure was characterized by TEM. Loop and void size and
density were determined for each alloy. Only the base 316 stainless steel alloy,
316 + Mo, and 316 + Ni/Cr contained voids. The measurements of yield strength in
Fig. 12.16 actually come from microhardness indentations (discussed in
Sect. 12.2.8) and the calculated hardness values are determined from the dispersed
barrier hardening model, Eq. (12.80). In this case, α = 0.25 for loops and α = 0.5 for
voids produced the best fit with the data.

The loop strength of 0.25 is consistent with, although on the low side, of what
has been observed in the literature [3, 13, 17, 31–34]. Values of α for loops as high
as 0.5 have been deduced from strengthening data [35]. The value of α for voids
(0.5) is half that of the theoretical value for Orowan strengthening. However, Ando
et al. [36] have shown that cavity shearing is more likely than Orowan pinning,
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resulting in a value of α = 0.5 rather than 1.0. They concluded that the high value of
α observed in some experiments is likely due to cavity–precipitate association.
Electron microscopy has revealed that bubbles and MC precipitates nucleate and
grow together in austenitic stainless steels [37]. Kelly [38] considered the hardening
to be due to two spheres in contact rather than a single obstacle and derived the
following relation for the bubble–precipitate pair:

Drbubble�ppt ¼ 0:16Mlb
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Nd

p

1�
ffiffiffi
6

p

3

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Nd

p ln

ffiffiffiffiffi
6d

p

3b

� �
: ð12:116Þ

Hardening in ferritic steels used in reactor pressure vessels can be very com-
plicated due to the role of solutes such as copper, nickel, and manganese, and the
roles of temperature and irradiation flux. Hardening in RPV steels is controlled by
the evolution of two primary classes of ultra-fine scale features: copper-rich pre-
cipitates (CRP) and matrix features (MF) [39]. The latter class can be subdivided
into unstable matrix features (UMF) and stable matrix features (SMF), such that
MF = UMF + SMF. CRPs form from a supersaturated solid solution as a conse-
quence of radiation-enhanced diffusion. These precipitates are extremely small and
are best described as nanoscale defects and contribute the largest amount to hard-
ening (Fig. 12.17). They are the dominant feature in irradiated RPV steels that have
Cu contents greater than about 1 %. Their size and volume fraction increase with
Cu content above about 1 %, but the number density is relatively insensitive to
copper in the range 0.2–0.4 %. As such, their significance in hardening increases up
to about 0.25–0.35 % Cu [16]. CRPs can also become enhanced in Ni and Mn
depending on the amount of these solutes in the steel.
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SMFs are not completely understood, but likely consist of a range of defect
cluster–solute complexes whose exact natures depend on the metallurgical variables
and irradiation conditions. Phosphides, carbonitrides, manganese-rich phases, large
vacancy clusters, and immobile interstitial loops are all likely candidates for the
SMFs. SMFs account for the residual hardening in low Cu steels. UMFs undergo
recovery during irradiation and likely consist of small vacancy and interstitial
clusters produced directly in displacement cascades.

The increase in yield strength in RPV steels due to irradiation can be described
by the following [41]:

Dry ¼ Dryp þB
ffiffiffiffiffi
/t

p
; ð12:117Þ

where Δσyp is the contribution from CRPs and B
ffiffiffiffiffi
/t

p
is due to SMFs. The

parameter B in the second term contains the composition dependence of hardening
due to SMFs and will vary between steels. Odette et al. [41] have identified the
composition dependence of B for low Cu steels (<0.1 %) to be:

B ¼ 681Pþ 460Cuþ 10:4Niþ 10:7Mn� 10 ½MPa�: ð12:118Þ

Figure 12.18 shows the very strong dependence of hardening on copper content,
which has a profound impact on RPV steels and welds.

Dose rate affects the yield strength increment through the term Δσyp. Odette [41]
has shown that higher dose rates shift the yield strength to higher fluences
(Fig. 12.19(a)) in the preplateau region. The CRP term can be written as follows:

Drypð/teÞ ¼ Drypm
ffiffiffiffi
X

p
; ð12:119Þ
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where Δσypm is the plateau value of hardening (relatively insensitive to dose rate),
ϕte is an effective fluence defined by ϕte ≈ ϕt(ϕr/ϕ)

1/2, and ϕr is a reference flux.
The term X is given by:

X ¼ 1� exp �ðF/teÞb
h in o

; ð12:120Þ

where F and β are the fitting parameters. The result is that the CRP contribution to
yield strength can be expressed as a function of ϕte (Fig. 12.19(b)) which shows that
the CRP increment can be accounted for by using the effective fluence.

Attempts to apply the dispersed barrier hardening model to predict hardening in
irradiated ferritic-martensitic steels have met with less success as the result is
generally less than the measured value by a significant amount [43, 44].

12.2.7 Radiation Anneal Hardening

An additional hardening mechanism occurs upon annealing of bcc metals following
irradiation and is known as radiation anneal hardening (RAH) [45]. Figure 12.20
shows the yield strength as a function of annealing temperature following irradia-
tion of niobium containing 35 wppm C and 41 wppm O to a fluence of
2 × 1018 n/cm2. Note that hardening begins at a temperature of about 120 °C and
increases to a maximum at about 180 °C before decreasing. However, a second
peak in hardening appears at a temperature of 300 °C before the yield strength
drops due to recovery. These peaks in the hardness are attributed to the oxygen and
carbon impurities in the metal. It is well known that interstitial impurities increase
the yield strength of bcc metals. In the irradiated state, the radiation-produced
defects serve as trapping centers for interstitial impurities. Annealing enables the
migration of the interstitials to defect clusters resulting in the formation of
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impurity–defect complexes or the strengthening of existing defect clusters, both of
which act as barriers to slip dislocation motion.

In the example shown in Fig. 12.20, the first peak is due to the migration of
oxygen to defect clusters and the second peak is due to the migration of carbon.
Measurements of the change in resistivity with time at temperature can be used to
determine the activation energy for resistivity change, which can then be compared
with the activation energy for diffusion of the impurities to determine their identity.
In niobium, vanadium, and iron alloys, the primary agents responsible for RAH are
oxygen, carbon, and nitrogen.

12.2.8 The Correlation Between Hardness and Yield
Strength

Much data on hardening come from indentation or shear punch measurements of
irradiated samples. Indentation techniques include Vickers microhardness and ball
indentation. The Vickers microhardness technique uses a diamond pyramid-shaped
indenter tip that is pressed against the sample with a predetermined load
(Fig. 12.21(a)). The shape of the indent and the magnitude of the load determine the
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Fig. 12.21 Illustration of
(a) the diamond pyramid tip
used in Vickers
microhardness measurement
and the tip impression in the
sample, and (b) flow pattern
during Vickers indentation of
a metal (after [47])
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value of hardness, which is a measure of the resistance of the solid to deformation.
The shear punch test is essentially a blanking operation in which a flat punch is
driven at a constant rate through a TEM-sized disk. The disk is constrained along
both its upper and lower surfaces in a test fixture, which also guides the punch. The
load on the punch is measured as a function of specimen displacement, which is
taken to be equivalent to the crosshead displacement. The yield and maximum loads
are taken from a plot of punch load versus punch displacement. All of these
techniques enjoy advantages over tensile testing in that they are relatively simple
and quick, require much smaller volumes of irradiated materials, and in the case of
microhardness indentation, are compatible with ion irradiation in which the damage
is confined to the surface region. However, as hardening is generally defined as the
increment in the yield strength due to the irradiated microstructure, there is much
interest in relating hardness measurements to yield strength in order to increase its
utility.

As originally described by Tabor [48], the indentations made during hardness
tests are discernible as permanent impressions in the metal, so that the indentation is
primarily a measure of the plastic properties of the metal. While it is true that some
changes in shape and size occur when the indenter is removed, the overriding effect
is the plastic flow of the metal around the indenter tip, implying that the mean
pressure over the indenter is connected to the plastic rather than elastic properties of
the metal. Tabor [48] showed that this is indeed the case for a variety of different
hardness and scratch tests, based on the work of Prandtl [49] and Hencky [50] and
that the hardness measurement can also be used as a measure of the yield stress of
the metal.

During indentation, stress is applied to the metal surface through the indenter
tip. However, since the tip surface is not parallel to the sample surface, the stress
state during indentation is not simply compressive. Instead, the stresses must be
examined in two dimensions (along and perpendicular to the axis of the indenter
tip). Plastic deformation during indentation occurs when the Huber–Mises criterion
is satisfied, which in the two-dimensional case occurs when the maximum shear
stress reaches a critical value, k:

2k ¼ 1:15ry; ð12:121Þ

where σy is the yield stress.
The pyramidal shape of the indenter tip can be treated as a wedge during

indentation. The pattern of plastic flow around the indenter tip during indentation
can be determined using the Prandtl solution [49]. The flow pattern is shown
schematically in Fig. 12.21(b) for a Vickers indentation. The pressure normal to the
surface of the indenter tip P can be calculated as:

P ¼ 2kð1þ p=2Þ: ð12:122Þ
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Equations (12.121) and (12.122) can be combined to yield:

P ¼ 2kð1þ p=2Þ ¼ 1:15ryð1þ p=2Þ ¼ 2:96ry: ð12:123Þ

For a Vickers indenter:

Hv � load
contact area

¼ 0:927P; ð12:124Þ

where 0.927 is the ratio of the area of the base of the pyramid (the projected area) to
the area of the sides of the pyramid (contact area). Combining Eqs. (12.123) and
(12.124) gives the following:

Hv ¼ 0:927P ¼ 0:927� 2:96ry ¼ 2:74ry: ð12:125Þ

Writing this expression in terms of yield strength gives the correlation:

ry ¼ CHv; with ð12:126Þ

C = 0.364 for σy and Hv in units of kg/mm2, and
C = 3.55 for σy in MPa and Hv in kg/mm2

Tabor found the same result experimentally for a variety of metals (aluminum,
copper, and mild steel). More recently, Larsson [51] studied indentation tests both
theoretically and numerically. Specifically, he used finite element analysis to
examine elastic–plastic material behavior under sharp contact situations (nanoin-
denters, Vickers or cone indenters, or even gear contact). Larsson’s finite element
results were in good agreement with the results of Tabor, validating the assertion
that yield stress can, indeed, be determined from Vickers hardness measurements.

Busby et al. [52] reviewed existing correlations and compiled hardness data on
austenitic stainless steels and ferritic steels to empirically determine the correlation
between hardness and yield strength. In general, austenitic stainless steels follow a
relation of the form:

Dry ¼ 3:03DHv; ð12:127Þ

and ferritic steels obey a correlation of the form:

Dry ¼ 3:06DHv: ð12:128Þ

Figure 12.22(a, b) shows these correlations for the two classes of steels. The cor-
relations are extremely close and can be taken to be equivalent given the confidence
interval used. While the dataset is best fit with a linear relation, the authors noted
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that for austenitic stainless steels, there is some indication of a reduction in slope
with increasing values of hardness. A two-slope fit resulted in:

Dry ¼ 3:63DHv DHv\100 kg/mm2

Dry ¼ 2:13DHv þ 155 DHv [ 100 kg/mm2:
ð12:129Þ

The slope of the correlation in the low-load regime is close to Tabor’s theoretical
value of 3.55 with the difference attributed to scatter in the database. The lower
value of the slope at higher loads may reflect the differences between a hardness test
and a tensile test. While the yield stress is measured at approximately 0.2 % strain,
the hardness test involves much higher strains, estimated to be between 8 and 18 %
[48, 51]. Thus, the nature of deformation of the irradiated metal will influence the
correlation between hardness and yield strength at the higher hardness levels.

A correlation coefficient of 3.5 has been shown to fit a wide range of RPV steel
data [53]. It should also be noted that this data is best fit with a simple linear
regression that intersects the ordinate at about 30 MPa at a ΔHv of zero, which
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could be a consequence of the fact that ΔHv values correspond to a flow stress of
several percent plastic strain. At low levels of hardening, σy may increase due to
dislocation cutting of small defects, without a measurable increase in ΔHv. At the
higher levels of hardening reached when defects are harder, the flow stress rises in
proportion to the yield stress.

12.3 Deformation in Irradiated Metals

In addition to undergoing hardening, irradiated metals experience a loss of ductility
and a loss of work hardening. The loss of ductility with dose in austenitic steels
irradiated and tested at *300 °C is shown in Fig. 12.23. Note that ductility drops
from some 20–30 % to values of less than 1 % by *4 dpa. The decrease in work
hardening is evident by the decrease in the difference between σUTS and σy with
increasing irradiation dose as shown in Fig. 12.1(a–d). If the stress–strain behavior
of the metal follows the power law hardening model given in Eq. (12.27), σ = Kεn,
then, as shown in Eq. (12.57), the true uniform elongation εu is equal to n. So to first
order, variations in εu with irradiation follow the changes that occur to the work
hardening behavior described by n. The behavior of εu versus dose for stainless
steel over the temperature range 300–500 °C can be described by the curves in
Fig. 12.24(a). The uniform elongation decreases significantly and approaches a
minimum at a dose that decreases with temperature down to 300 °C. The tem-
perature dependence of the loss of ductility is shown more clearly in Fig. 12.24(b).
As core components in light water reactors are generally at temperatures around
300 °C, the minimum in ductility at that temperature is a major concern.

The loss of uniform ductility and work hardening are due to the same cause: the
interaction between dislocations and the irradiated microstructure. Up to this point,
we have only discussed how irradiation can lead to hardening by pinning of
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dislocations by obstacles. However, dislocation–loop interaction can result in un-
faulting of the loop and incorporation into the dislocation network. In fcc metals,
unfaulting of a Frank loop can occur by several mechanisms. In one such mech-
anism [54], a mobile dislocation with Burgers vector a=2 �101½ � (shown as DB in
Fig. 12.25(a)) intersects a small Frank loop with Burgers vector a=3 �111½ � (Dδ in
Fig. 12.25(a)) to form a Shockley partial on the loop plane with Burgers vector
a=6 �1�21½ � (δB in Fig. 12.25(a)). The interaction of the Shockley partial with the
faulted loop generates a helical segment on the original dislocation with Burgers
vector DB = Dδ + δB, and eliminates the loop.

A second type of reaction occurs when a glissile, perfect dislocation, a=2 �1�12½ �
interacts with a sessile a/3[111] Frank loop creating an a=6 �1�12½ � dislocation
according to a=2 �1�10½ � þ a=3 111½ � ¼ a=6 �1�12½ � 55½ �: The Shockley partial created by
the interaction can sweep across the Frank loop, removing the stacking fault and
reacting with the opposite side of the Frank loop according to a=6 �1�12½ � þ a=3 �1�1�1½ � ¼
a=2 �1�10½ �: Figure 12.25(b) shows the process by which the Frank loop lying in the
plane of the figure interacts with a perfect dislocation moving on some other plane.
The Frank loop is annihilated and the only remnant is a coil in the a=2 �1�10½ �
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dislocation approximately on the Frank loop {111} plane. The result is that the
unfaulting product of a perfect dislocation–Frank loop interaction immediately
becomes part of the perfect dislocation network.

A third mechanism [56] involves intersection of a mobile dislocation with a loop
in which the loop glides on itself and becomes part of the glide dislocation as shown
in Fig. 12.25(c). Finally, unfaulting can be triggered by the formation of a Shockley
partial loop inside a Frank loop [57]. Reaction between the Shockley partial loop of
the type a=6 11�2½ � and the Frank loop proceeds according to: a=6 11�2½ � þ a=3 111½ � ¼
a=2 110½ � and is shown in Fig. 12.25(d).

In bcc metals, faulted loops are rarely observed because of the high
stacking-fault energy that causes unfaulting at very small loop sizes. The Frank loop
is of the form a/2[110], and the stacking fault can be removed by two possible
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unfaulting reactions [58]: a=2 110½ � þ a=2 00�1½ � ! a=2 11�1½ �, or a=2 110½ � þ
a=2 �110½ � ! a=2 010½ �, with the result being a perfect loop in either case. The result
of each of these unfaulting reactions is the removal of the dislocation loop from the
microstructure and the growth of the dislocation network density.

12.3.1 Localized Deformation

Multiple shearing can eliminate defect clusters and coherent precipitates in the
dislocation glide plane. So in fact, passage of an initial group of dislocations down a
particular slip plane can result in the clearing of the obstacles in that slip plane so
that subsequent dislocations can pass relatively unimpeded. First observed in the
1960s in bcc metals [59, 60], this process is referred to as dislocation channeling,
which occurs in fcc, bcc, and hcp crystal lattices. As a result of channeling, work
hardening in channels drops to nearly zero along with the macroscopic uniform
strain, as the deformation becomes highly localized within the channels. Byun et al.
[61] have pointed out that channel deformation occurs in unirradiated metals at high
stress, and that the common feature between channel deformation in irradiated and
unirradiated metals is the high stress.

Dislocation channels are characterized by width, spacing, and the amount of
strain in the channel. Figure 12.26 shows TEM images of dislocation channels in
Fe–18Cr–12Ni irradiated to 5.5 dpa at 360 °C with 3 MeV protons and strained to
7 % at 288 °C. Note in Fig. 12.26(b) the contrast difference between the channel
and the matrix, indicating that the channel has been cleared of most of the obstacles.
Channel width is generally on the order of 0.1 μm and channels are typically spaced
1–3 μm apart. Channels propagate across grains, initiating and terminating at grain
boundaries. In a tensile sample, the channels of surface grains produce a step on the
surface. Figure 12.27 shows an SEM image of the surface of irradiated stainless

Fig. 12.26 Transmission electron micrographs of dislocation channels in Fe–18Cr–12Ni
irradiated to 5.5 dpa at 360 °C with 3 MeV protons and strained to 7 % at 288 °C (courtesy of
Z Jiao, University of Michigan)
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steel samples strained to 7 %, from which the magnitude of the surface step can be
characterized using Atomic-force microscopy (AFM). Figure 12.28 shows how the
intersection of a channel with the surface produces a step of height, h due to
the passage of dislocations down the channel. For a step height, h, and a width, w,
the channel strain, γ, is simply:

c ¼ h=w: ð12:130Þ

Fig. 12.27 Scanning electron micrograph of dislocation channels intersecting the surface of
austenitic stainless steels irradiated to 5.5 dpa with 3.2 MeV protons at 360 °C followed by
straining at 3 × 10−7 s−1 to 7 % plastic strain in 288 °C argon (courtesy of Z Jiao, University of
Michigan)
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Fig. 12.28 Intersection of dislocation channels with a surface creating a step on the surface.
Primed quantities are apparent values of height, h′, width, w′, and spacing, s′, that are measured
directly and must be converted to true height, h, true width, w, and spacing, s, to determine the
strain in the channel (after [62])
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However, measurement of the channels on the surface will provide apparent values
of height, h′, width, w′, and spacing, s′, that must be converted to true values using
[62]:

w ¼ w0 sinðdÞ � h0 cosðdÞ
h ¼ h0= cosðaÞ; ð12:131Þ

where δ is the angle between dislocation slip plane and the sample surface and α is
the angle between the dislocation slip direction and the surface normal.

The number of dislocations in a channel, n, can be related to the step height by
n = h/b, where b is the Burgers vector. Was et al. [62] have shown that straining
316L stainless steel to about 7 % applied strain following irradiation to 5.5 dpa at
360 °C resulted in an average channel strain of close to 100 % caused by the
passage of over 1000 dislocations down the channels. The great majority (>90 %)
of total strain in the solid occurs in the channels, meaning that irradiated materials
act like a multilayered solid (such as a metal-ceramic multilayered material) in
which all strain occurs in the softer layer. Observations and model calculations
indicate that many fewer dislocations (a few to 50) remain in the channels [62, 63].
Two possible reasons for the low number of residual dislocations in the channels
are slip transfer to neighboring grains in cases where the slip planes are closely
aligned between grains, or reaction of the dislocation with the grain boundary.
When a dislocation channel intersects a grain boundary, dislocations in the channel
either transfer to an adjoining grain or pile up at the grain boundary. When a
dislocation transfers, it leaves a residual dislocation in the grain boundary. The
reaction of dislocations involving grain boundaries can be expressed as:
br = b1 − b2, where br is the Burgers vector of the residual dislocation left behind in
the grain boundary, and b1 and b2 are the Burgers vectors of dislocations in grains 1
and 2, respectively. The number of residual dislocations in a grain boundary is
likely proportional to the channel height or channel strain as the portion of dislo-
cations piled up at a grain boundary is relatively small.

An example of dislocation interaction with precipitates is shown in Fig. 12.29.
This is an APT image of a dislocation channel in a field of radiation-induced

Fig. 12.29 Atom map of Si in a dislocation channel in a 304 SS alloy containing 1 % Si after
irradiation to 5 dpa at 360 °C and straining to 6 % at 288 °C (after [64])
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Ni-/Si-rich precipitates in a high-purity 304 stainless steel alloy containing *1 at.%
Si irradiated to 5 dpa at 360 °C with 2 MeV protons, and followed by straining to
6 % at 288 °C [64]. The image shows an atom map of Si. Precipitates are identified
by regions with Si concentration ≥5 at.% and appear as dark clusters, while Si
atoms appear as small purple dots. Quantitative chemical analysis, represented by
the density of dots, indicate that the concentration of Si in the channel is greater
than that in the bulk and much greater than that between precipitates. These
observations indicate that the passage of dislocations induced dissolution of the
precipitates in the channel, providing a path of lower resistance for subsequent
dislocations.

A second example shows that dislocation cutting of voids does not result in their
removal [65]. Figure 12.30 shows two images of a dislocation channel in a
high-purity Fe–18Cr–12Ni alloy irradiated with 2 MeV protons to 5 dpa at 360 °C
and strained to 7 % at 288 °C. Note in the left-hand image that the dislocation
channel appears to be relatively free of dislocation loops, discernable from the
reduction in contrast in the channel verses that outside the channel. The same region
imaged in a slightly underfocused condition shows that voids are still present in the
channel, and at a density that is similar to that outside the channel. These obser-
vations indicate that voids can survive in channels when deformation occurs at
temperature.

In addition to channeling caused by gliding dislocations, deformation twinning
is also observed to occur. Deformation twinning or mechanical twinning is a
localized deformation mechanism caused by partial dislocations. In fcc metals with
low stacking-fault energy (SFE), deformation twins are formed by the glide of
Shockley partial dislocations of the same sign on successive {111} planes. In these
twins, the shear strain is 70.7 % and the defects are cleared by glide of the partial

Fig. 12.30 TEM image of a dislocation channel in an Fe–18Cr–12Ni alloy irradiated to 5 dpa at
360 °C and strained to 7 % at 288 °C showing (a) the cleared channel, and (b) voids in the channel
visible in the underfocused condition (after [65])
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dislocations [66]. The Shockley partials are formed from dissociation of the ordi-
nary dislocation with Burgers vector 1/2 ⟨110⟩ into leading and trailing partial
dislocations with Burgers vector of the type 1/6 ⟨112⟩. The separation of the partials
or the width of the stacking fault, d, is given by:

d � lb2

4pcSFE
; ð12:132Þ

where γSFE is the stacking-fault energy. In low stacking-fault energy metals, the
separation of partials is large. Was et al. [62] have observed the formation of twins
at the intersection of dislocation channels with grain boundaries where the stress
and strain is the greatest. Whether by channeling or twinning, localized deformation
increases strongly with dose. Twinning is also favored at low temperatures.

12.3.2 Deformation Mechanism Maps

As described in Chap. 7, plastic deformation is characterized by the shear stress,
strain or strain rate, and temperature. Frost and Ashby [67] classified deformation
mechanisms into five groups:

1. Flow above the ideal shear strength
2. Low-temperature plasticity by dislocation glide
3. Low-temperature plasticity by twinning
4. Power law creep by dislocation glide or climb and glide
5. Diffusional creep

Each of these mechanisms can be subdivided into additional mechanisms. When
stress and temperature are the independent variables, then the response of the metal
is the strain rate and strain. Alternatively, the temperature and strain rate could be
selected as the independent variables and the stress constitutes the response of the
metal.

If strain rate is selected as the dependent variable, a convenient method of
relating the strain rate of a metal to the independent variables of shear stress and
temperature is the deformation mechanism map. A deformation mechanism map is
a representation of the mechanism of deformation in stress-temperature space where
shear stress, σs, is represented by the normalized stress, σs/μ, where μ is the shear
modulus, and temperature is represented by the homologous temperature, T/Tm,
where Tm is the melting temperature. The map provides a relationship between the
two independent variables σs and T and the dependent variable, _e. An example of
such a map for 316 stainless steel is given in Fig. 12.31(a), in which the normalized
stress is plotted on the ordinate and the homologous temperature is plotted on the
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abscissa. The various deformation mechanisms are denoted by labeled regions in
the map, and the strain rate response of the metal to the stress/temperature com-
binations is given by contours of equistrain rate. Essentially, the strain rate contours
provide the constitutive law in the form of a single equation:

_e ¼ f ðrs; TÞ: ð12:133Þ

Figure 12.31(a) shows that above the ideal shear strength, plastic collapse occurs
and the strain rate approaches infinity:

_e ¼ 1 for rs � al

_e ¼ 0 for rs\al;
ð12:134Þ
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where α depends on the crystal structure and instability criterion but is generally
between 0.05 and 0.1. Below the ideal shear strength, flow can occur by glide of
dislocations that is generally limited by obstacles. Ashby gives the strain rate in the
discrete obstacle controlled plasticity regime as:

_e ¼ _e0 exp � Q
kT

1� rs
r0s

� �� �
; ð12:135Þ

where Q is the activation energy required to overcome the obstacle without aid from
external stress, and r0s is the athermal component of the flow stress. At
low-temperature and high normalized stress, twinning is observed to occur. Byun
et al. [63] have characterized the deformation in terms of the stress and strain, and
have determined that the twinning stress σt in polycrystalline metals could be
defined by the critical stress for infinite separation of partials:

rt ¼ 6:14
cSFE
b

; ð12:136Þ

where b is the Burgers vector of the partial dislocation. The strain rate equation for
twinning [67] is given as:

_e ¼ _et exp � Qt

kT
1� rs

rt

� �� �
; ð12:137Þ

where Qt is the activation free energy to nucleate a twin without the aid of external
stress, σt is the stress required to nucleate twinning in the absence of thermal
activation, and _et is a constant. The balance of the deformation map refers to creep
mechanisms and these are discussed in detail in Chap. 13.

The effect of irradiation at a strain rate of 10−8 s−1 is shown in Fig. 12.31(b). Due
to irradiation hardening at temperatures below about 0.5T/Tm, the stress for dislo-
cation glide is increased, reducing the dislocation glide regime. Above this tem-
perature, irradiation-enhanced softening can occur, causing a reduction in the stress
for dislocation glide and an expansion of the glide regime at high temperature. At
low temperatures and high stresses, twinning can occur.

Byun and Hashimoto [69], and Farrell et al. [70] have constructed deformation
mode maps for irradiated alloys that describe the mode of deformation as a function
of applied strain. The stress-based map is shown in Fig. 12.32(a) and the
strain-based map is shown in Fig. 12.32(b) for 316 austenitic stainless steel. In the
stress-based map, higher dose leads to an increase in yield strength and an increase
in the elastic deformation regime.
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Nomenclature

A Area of slip plane or dislocation loop or cross-sectional area of a tensile
sample after straining

A0 Original cross-sectional area in a tensile sample
b Burgers vector
d Grain size or obstacle diameter or separation distance of partial dislocations
e Elastic strain
E Elastic modulus
F Force
h Dislocation channel height
Hv Vickers hardness
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K Bulk modulus or constant in power law hardening equation
k Square root of second invariant of the stress deviator used for the von Mises

yield criterion
ky Unpinning stress
L0 Original length of a tensile sample
L Deformed length of tensile sample. Also length of dislocation pileup on a

slip plane
l Distance between obstacles on the slip plane
m Schmidt factor
M Taylor factor
N Number density of obstacles on a slip plane
n Number of dislocations in a pileup
p Hydrostatic pressure
P Load
r Distance from obstacle to Frank–Read source
rd Dislocation core radius
R Radius of an obstacle
S Engineering stress, or weighting parameter from Eq. (12.103)
t Time
T Temperature
u Elastic strain energy density
U Elastic strain energy
UV Elastic strain energy of volume of a void
V Volume
w Dislocation channel width
W Work
α Obstacle hardness
β Compressibility, work hardenability
ϕ Neutron flux
Φ Neutron fluence
ϕte Effective neutron fluence
Δ Volume strain
δ Increment of distance
ε, εij Strain and components of strain
γ Dislocation channel strain
γSFE Stacking-fault energy
Γ Dislocation line tension
λ Lamé coefficient
μ Shear modulus
v Poisson’s ratio
ρd Dislocation density
σ Tensile stress
σi Friction stress
σm Mean stress
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σs Shear stress
r0s Athermal component of flow stress
σy Yield stress
σyp CRP contribution to yield stress
σypm Yield strength plateau
τ Defect lifetime
ζ Number of damage zones created per neutron collision

Subscripts

d Dislocation
f Fracture
i, j or x, y, z Stress and strain components
loop Loops
LR Long range
n Necking
ppt Precipitates
s Shear or strong
SR Short range
u Uniform
void Voids
V Void
w Weak
y Yield
yr Root-sum-square
yl Linear sum

Superscripts

n Strain hardening exponent

Acronyms

AFM Atomic-force microscope
APT Atom probe tomography
CRP Copper-rich precipitates
MF Matrix features
RA Reduction in area
RAH Radiation anneal hardening
RPV Reactor pressure vessel
RSS Root-sum-square
SEM Scanning electron microscopy
SFE Stacking-fault energy
SMF Stable matrix features
TEM Transmission electron microscope
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UMF Unstable matrix features
UTS Ultimatetensile strength
YS Yield strength

Problems

12:1 The irradiated microstructure will determine the extent of hardening in an
alloy. Your goal is to limit the radiation hardening in a metal. Assume that all
hardening comes from voids and that no transmutation gas is present. For a
fixed number of vacancies trapped in cavities, would you prefer a large
density of small voids or a small density of large voids? Explain your
reasoning.

12:2 If an alloy swells by an increase in the radii of voids at constant density, by
how much does a doubling of the swelling harden the alloy? For this sce-
nario, is the swelling or the hardening from voids more of a concern?

12:3 Electron microscopic examination of a 316 stainless steel specimen that has
been irradiated at 400 °C in a fast neutron fluence of 1 × 1022 n/cm2

(E > 0.1 MeV) reveals voids with an average diameter of 40 nm and a
number density of 2.2 × 1015 cm−3. In addition, faulted loops of a diameter
16 nm are present at a number density of 1.8 × 1015 cm−3. The incremental
increase in the shear stress caused by a barrier can be expressed as:

Ds ¼ alb=l l ¼ 80GPa; b ¼ 2:5� 10�10 m
� �

Assuming that both types of defects act as hard barriers (α = 1 for voids,
α = 1/2 for faulted loops) and are distributed in regular, square arrays:

(a) Calculate the change in the critical resolved shear stress (Δτ) due to
irradiation.

(b) What is the interparticle spacing of the square arrays?
(c) Which causes greater hardening, voids, or loops?

12:4 For 316 stainless steel irradiated at 400 °C to a fast neutron fluence of
1 × 1022 n/cm2 (E > 0.1 MeV), determine the dislocation loop size and
density required to produce the same hardening as the void population given
in Problem 12.3.

12:5 A pressure vessel steel is irradiated at 300 °C to a fluence of 1020 n/cm2. We
wish to determine the change in NDT due to such an irradiation. NDT is
defined by the condition that σf = σy or σyky = 4μγd−1/2. The effect of
irradiation on source hardening can be determined as follows:

d ryky
� � ¼ rydky þ kydry ¼ 0;

since the term 4μγd−1/2 is essentially constant during irradiation.
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The changes in ky and σy due to the variables T and ϕt (where ϕt is manifest
by radiation hardening or an increase in the friction stress σi) are given as:

dky ¼ @ky
@T

dT þ @ky
@ri

dri

dry ¼ @ry
@T

dT þ @ry
@ri

dri:

Combining these expressions and neglecting the effect of radiation on source
hardening (∂ky/∂σi = 0 and ∂σy/∂σi = 1), we obtain an increase in transition
temperature dTD;

dTD
dri

¼ � ry
ky

@ky
@T

þ @ry
@T

� ��1

:

To find the increase in transition temperature dTD as a function of fluence, we
need the dependence of friction stress σi on ϕt. This will give us:

dTD ¼ dTD
dri

dri
d /tð Þ d /tð Þ:

Using Makin’s theory for hardening by depleted zones,

ri ¼ r0i 1� exp �aVRs/tð Þ½ �1=2

and that

r0i ¼ 6:64GPa

a ¼ 1

Rs ¼ 0:26 cm�1

and a cluster size of 6 nm, calculate the increase in transition temperature dTD
after a fluence increment of 1020 n/cm2, given that dTD/dσi * 0.3 °C/MPa.

12:6 The work hardening region of the stress–strain curve can be represented by
the relation σ = kεn, where n is the work hardening coefficient. By increasing
the yield stress more than the ultimate tensile stress, irradiation effectively
reduces the work hardening coefficient. Using the criterion for plastic
instability, dσ/dε = σ, calculate the reduction in uniform elongation due to an
irradiation that decreases n by an amount Δn.

12:7 A specimen of Ni–1Al is irradiated at 550 °C with 3.5 MeV nickel ions to a
dose of 9 dpa. The resulting structure contains a void distribution consisting
of 3 × 1014 voids/cm3 at an average diameter of 50 nm.
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(a) What is the required stress for a dislocation to cut through an array of
these barriers and what fraction is this of the full Orowan stress?

(b) Assuming a constant total void volume, what is the stress if void growth
causes the average void size to double?

Use the elastic constants for pure nickel and assume a grain size of 10 μm.
12:8 Consider a dislocation line in a solid containing N bubbles of radius R per

cubic centimeter. A shear stress, τxy, is applied to the solid, which causes the
dislocation to glide along its slip plane. Under what conditions will the
bubbles be swept along by the dislocation rather than be bypassed by it?

12:9 You have 3 tensile samples of 316 stainless steel. Two were irradiated in a
reactor to 1021 n/cm2 at 300 °C and one was left unirradiated. The three
samples are tested in a tensile test in the laboratory in the following manner:
One irradiated sample is tested at room temperature, another at 300 °C, and
the unirradiated sample is tested at 300 °C, all at the same strain rate. On a
single graph, draw the engineering stress–engineering strain curves that
would result, labeling the points σy, σUTS, σf, εu, εf. Provide a brief expla-
nation justifying the relative positions of the curves.

12:10 Draw the engineering stress–engineering strain curves that would result
from a tensile test in the laboratory on the samples in Problem 12.9 fol-
lowing irradiation to 1021 n/cm2 at 300 °C and 700 °C. Label the points
σy, σUTS, σf, εu, εf.
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Chapter 13
Irradiation Creep and Growth

Creep is the time-dependent deformation of a metal under constant load and at high
temperature (T/Tm > 0.3). The metal responds by elongating with a strain defined
either as the nominal strain, e, calculated from the original length of the sample:

e ¼
Z l

l0

dl
l0

¼ l� l0
l0

; ð13:1Þ

or as the true strain, ε, determined from the instantaneous length of the sample:

e ¼
Z l

l0

dl
l
¼ ln

l
l0
¼ lnð1þ eÞ: ð13:2Þ

The nominal or engineering strain is related to the nominal or engineering stress
corresponding to the initial cross section of the sample, while the true strain is
related to the true stress corresponding to the instantaneous cross section. The
components of strain are elastic, anelastic, and plastic. Elastic strain is instanta-
neous, time-independent, and reversible upon release of the stress. Anelastic strain
is also reversible but depends on strain rate. Plastic strain is time-dependent and
irreversible and is characterized by a volume conservative change in shape or
distortion of the sample. Creep refers to the time-dependent component of plastic
strain.

In general, creep is a temperature-dependent process, requiring the thermal
formation of vacancies and the motion of vacancies by volume or grain boundary
diffusion, or the climb of dislocations over obstacles and glide along slip planes.
The probability of vacancy formation and of vacancy or dislocation motion is
proportional to exp(−Q/kT), where Q is the activation energy for the rate-limiting
process. Increased temperature provides the thermal energy required to overcome
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obstacles and barriers to dislocation motion. Creep is also dependent on the stress,
and the nature of the stress dependence provides information about the mechanism
by which it occurs. Due to the production of excess defects, irradiation can
accelerate creep. Irradiation creep is not strongly dependent on temperature, pri-
marily because the formation of vacancies and self-interstitials is provided by
energetic atomic displacement rather than by thermal processes. Creep is most
important in reactor applications in regions of intermediate temperature, high
neutron/ion flux, and low stress. However, before we attempt to understand the role
of irradiation in creep, we will review the main thermal creep mechanisms, as they
will constitute the foundation for understanding irradiation creep.

13.1 Thermal Creep

In most alloys, thermal creep proceeds through a sequence of stages as shown in
Fig. 13.1. In stage I, the metal undergoes strain hardening leading to a decrease in
strain rate with time. At long times, necking occurs due to localized deformation
resulting in an increase in the strain rate, stage III. Between these two stages is stage
II, during which the creep rate is either constant or a minimum. In this region, strain
hardening is balanced by recovery so that the creep rate is relatively constant. Creep
in this regime is designated as steady-state or secondary creep. This is also the
region of most technological importance and in which the majority of service life is
spent. The variables describing plastic deformation are the shear stress, σs, tem-
perature T, strain rate _e, and strain ε, or time, t. The key-independent variables
governing creep in metals in practical applications are temperature and stress, and
the deformation mechanisms can be characterized according to these variables. As
discussed in Chap. 12, Sect. 12.3, the Ashby-type deformation mechanism map can
be used to describe the various deformation processes as a function of normalized
stress and homologous temperature. In that chapter, we focused on the regions

stage II

stage I

stage III

instantaneous strain

decreasing slope

constant slope

increasing slope

C
re

ep
 s

tr
ai

n

0
Time0

Fig. 13.1 Creep curve of a
metal exhibiting the classical
three stages of creep
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described by plastic collapse and dislocation glide. Here, we will focus on the
regions that exhibit rate-dependent plasticity, or creep.

Figure 13.2 shows a deformation mechanism map of pure nickel, for which we
can develop the equations for the strain rate. The strain rate in the region of
dislocation glide is given by the Orowan equation, which is a relationship between
the strain rate and dislocation velocity and is determined as follows. When an edge
dislocation moves completely across a slip plane, the upper half of the crystal is
sheared relative to the lower half by an amount equal to one Burgers vector,
b (Figs. 13.3(a)–(b)). If the dislocation moves only part way across the crystal, or a
distance Δx, then the top surface is translated by an amount bΔx/x relative to the
bottom surface (Fig. 13.3(c)). So the displacement of the top half of the crystal
relative to the bottom half is in relation to the fraction of the length the crystal has
slipped. If the area of the slip plane is A, then bΔA/A is the equivalent expression.
The shear strain, εs, is the displacement divided by the height, z, of the crystal and is
given by:

es ¼ bDA
A

1
z
: ð13:3Þ

The term zA is the volume of the crystal, V. For n dislocations of length, l, moving
an average distance, Dx, on the slip plane, the area swept out by the dislocation, ΔA,
can be written as nlDx giving:

es ¼ nblDx
V

: ð13:4Þ
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The term nl/V is the mobile dislocation density, ρm, and if the dislocations move
over the distance in a time interval Δt, Eq. (13.4) can be written as a strain rate:

_es ¼ qmbtd; ð13:5Þ

where td is the average dislocation velocity. Equation (13.5) can be expressed in
terms of the tensile strain rate, _e, as

_e ¼ 1=2qmbtd; ð13:6Þ

where 1/2 is an approximate Schmid orientation factor.
At steady state, ρm is a function of stress and temperature only. As given in

Eq. (7.32b), the shear stress σs = μb/R, where μ is the shear modulus and R is half the
distance to the next dislocation. Since R is proportional to ρ−1/2, then Eq. (7.32b)
becomes:

qm ¼ a
rs
lb

� �2

; ð13:7Þ

a b

edge dislocation

slip plane

displacement = b

displacement = b x/x

edge dislocation

x
x

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 13.3 Displacement of
halves of a crystal due to
passage of a dislocation along
its slip plane
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where α is a constant of order unity. The form of Eq. (13.7) depends on the process
limiting plasticity at low temperature, discrete obstacles, lattice resistance, or
phonon/electron drag [1].

High-temperature plasticity is described by the following:

_e ¼ c
rs
l

� �n

; ð13:8Þ

where n varies between 3 and 10 and is termed power law creep. Power law creep
can occur by glide, climb-enabled glide, or Harper–Dorn creep, each process
characterized by a different dependence on the stress. At very high stresses (above
10−3μ), the strain rate is higher than predicted by power law creep and this regime is
termed power law breakdown where the creep rate is given in the following form:

_e ¼ B expðArsÞ exp �Q
kT

� �
; ð13:9Þ

where the activation energy, Q, often exceeds the values for self-diffusion.
At high temperatures and low stress (lower right portion of the map in Fig. 13.2),

diffusional flow can drive creep. For creep controlled by lattice diffusion, the creep
rate is described by:

_e ¼ ArsXDvol

kTd2
; ð13:10Þ

where Dvol is the volume diffusion coefficient and d is the grain size. When grain
boundary diffusion dominates, then the creep rate varies as d−3:

_e ¼ ApdgbrsXDgb

kTd3
; ð13:11Þ

where Dgb is the grain boundary diffusivity and δgb is the effective thickness of the
grain boundary. Equations (13.10) and (13.11) can be combined into a single
equation describing creep as:

_e ¼ ArsXDeff

kTd2
; ð13:12Þ

where the effective diffusion coefficient, Deff, is given by:

Deff ¼ Dvol 1þ pdgb
d

Dgb

Dvol

� �
: ð13:13Þ

A more complete discussion of diffusional creep will be given in Sect. 13.1.2. We
will focus first on dislocation creep as this is the mechanism of primary relevance to
irradiation creep.
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13.1.1 Dislocation Creep

Climb and Glide

In the climb and glide model, creep is controlled by the time required for a dis-
location and blocked by an obstacle, such as a void or loop, to climb to a slip plane
that does not intersect the obstacle so it is free to glide. The obstacle blocking the
slip of a dislocation on its glide plane causes additional dislocations generated by a
nearby source to pile up behind it, as shown in Fig. 13.4. The stress fields of the
dislocations overlap and create an increasing stress on the dislocation at the head of
the pileup. For a solid with a mobile dislocation density, ρm, each dislocation,
driven by a stress σ, travels a mean distance, l, by glide, resulting in a strain:

e ¼ qmbl: ð13:14Þ

The strain rate is as follows:

_e ¼ b
d
dt
ðqmlÞ ¼ bqm

dl
dt

þ bl
dqm
dt

; ð13:15Þ

where �t ¼ dl
dt

is the mean glide velocity, and
dqm
dt

is the generation rate of dislo-

cations. We will assume that qm�t � l
dqm
dt

, so that creep is controlled by dislocation

velocity and not dislocation generation and then the creep rate is the same as that
given in Eq. (13.5), _e ¼ qmb�t. However, if the moving dislocation encounters
obstacles along its path, which it must overcome, then the velocity must account for
the time that the dislocation is held up by the obstacle and not just its motion on the
glide plane. The effective velocity can be written as:

�t ¼ l
t
¼ l

tc þ tg
; ð13:16Þ

climbing dislocations

pileup

slip plane of mobile 
dislocations

row of 
obstacles

xy

glide
h

l

xy

Fig. 13.4 Schematic showing the pileup of dislocations behind an obstacle on the glide plane of
the dislocations
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where tg is the time spent in glide, tc is the time spent pinned at the obstacle, and l is
the distance between obstacles. As will be discussed in the next section, the dis-
location overcomes the obstacle by climbing to a slip plane that bypasses the
obstacle. The time required for climb is much greater than that for glide, so that
Eq. (13.16) reduces to:

�t � l
tc
: ð13:17Þ

For an obstacle of height h, the time that the dislocation spends climbing to a slip
plane that bypasses the obstacle can be written as:

tc ¼ h
tc
; ð13:18Þ

where tc is the climb velocity. Substituting Eqs. (13.17) and (13.18) into Eq. (13.5)
gives:

_e ¼ qmbl
tc
h
: ð13:19Þ

Equation (13.19) shows that determination of the creep rate amounts to determining
the obstacle height and the climb velocity of the dislocation. The obstacle height is
determined in the next section.

Obstacle Height

Obstacles to dislocations are often other dislocations. Equation (7.50) described the
force on a moving edge dislocation due to a stationary edge dislocation. That force
has two components, one in the x-direction (along the glide plane) and one in the
y-direction (perpendicular to the glide plane). From Eq. (7.50), those forces are as
follows:

Fx ¼ lb2

2pð1� vÞr cos h cos 2hð Þ ð13:20aÞ

Fy ¼ � lb2

2pð1� vÞr sin h 2þ cos 2hð Þ; ð13:20bÞ

where we have dropped the individual designations on the Burgers vectors.
Substituting for r using y = r cos θ gives:

Fx ¼ G
y
sin h cos h cos 2h ¼ G

y
gxðhÞ ð13:21aÞ

Fy ¼ �G
y
sin2 h 2þ cos 2hð Þ ¼ �G

y
gyðhÞ: ð13:21bÞ
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where G ¼ lb2

2pð1� vÞ and gx,y (θ) are functions of θ in Eqs. (13.21a) and (13.21b).

The force on themoving dislocation due to the applied shear stress isF = σxybThis force is
balanced by that due to the repulsion from the stationary dislocation, Eq. (13.21a) giving:

rxyb ¼ Fx ¼ G
y
gxðhÞ: ð13:22Þ

The blocked dislocation is also subjected to a climb force provided by Fy in
Eq. (13.21b). Under this force, the dislocation will climb in a direction perpendicular
to its slip plane until it reaches the point where the glide plane no longer intersects the
obstacle. During its climb, the angle between the two dislocations increases starting
from a value near θ = 0. Referring back to the variation in force between the two
dislocations as a function of angle and separation distance, r, shown in Fig. 7.32, we
replot the angular dependence of the forces in Fig. 13.5 over the range 0 ≤ θ ≤ π for a
separation given by y, where the angular dependence is given by gx,y(θ) in Eqs. (13.
21a) and (13.21b) and y = rsin θ. Note that the restraining force between the two
dislocations increases with θ initially. Once the angle reaches π/8, the restraining
force is at a maximum. If the force due to the applied stress has remained in balance
with the restraining force, then for values of θ above π/8, the applied stress will
exceed the restraining force and the dislocation will be free to move beyond the
obstacle. Setting gx(θ) to its maximum value in Eq. (13.22) and designating the value
of y at this point as the height of the obstacle, h, that must be overcome for the
dislocation to be able to continue to glide yield an expression for h:

h ¼ y ¼ G
4rxyb

¼ lb
8pð1� vÞrxy �

lb
16rxy

for v� 1=3:
ð13:23Þ

When there are n dislocations in a pileup against the obstacle, the stress in
Eq. (13.23) is multiplied by n.
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Fig. 13.5 Plot of the angular
components, gx(θ) and gy(θ),
of the force on an edge
dislocation due to a stationary
edge dislocation where y is
the vertical separation
distance between the two
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Climb Velocity

An edge dislocation of Burgers vector, b, subjected to a normal stress, σ, perpen-
dicular to the extra plane of atoms climbs in the direction normal to the slip plane.
Climb occurs by absorption or emission of vacancies at the dislocation core. We
will assume that this process occurs along the entire length of the dislocation line.
When the solid is under an applied stress, σ (tensile is positive), the vacancy
concentration in equilibrium with the dislocation is given by:

CðRÞ ¼ C0
v exp

rX
kT

� �
; ð13:24Þ

where Ω is the atomic volume and C0
v is the equilibrium vacancy concentration in

the solid, a distance R away, where R is the distance between dislocations in the
solid and is given by R ¼ 1

� ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
pqd

p
, where ρd is the dislocation density such that

πR2ρd = 1 (area per dislocation × dislocations per unity area = 1). The distance
R also defines the unit cell that reproduces, on average, the collection of ρd dis-
locations in the solid.

Driven by the difference in vacancy concentration between the dislocation core
and the radius of the cylinder of the unit cell, defined by R, the vacancy flux to the
dislocation is as follows:

J ¼ 2prDv
dCv

dr
; ð13:25Þ

where Cv is the vacancy concentration in the region rc < r < R, (rc is the dislocation
core radius), and is described by the diffusion equation in cylindrical coordinates:

1
r
d
dr

r
dCv

dr

� �
¼ 0; ð13:26Þ

with boundary conditions:

CvðRÞ ¼ C0
v exp

rX
kT

� �
CvðrcÞ ¼ C0

v :

ð13:27Þ

The solution to Eq. (13.26) subject to boundary conditions in Eq. (13.27) is as
follows:

Cv ¼ C0
v � C0

v 1� exp
rX
kT

� �� �
lnR=r
lnR=rc

: ð13:28Þ
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For
rX
kT

small, we can approximate the exponent by ex * x + 1, and Eq. (13.28)

becomes:

Cv ¼ C0
v 1þ rX

kT

� �
lnR=r
lnR=rc

: ð13:29Þ

Evaluating the gradient of the concentration profile at r = rc gives:

dCv

dr
¼ C0

v
rX
kT

1
lnR=rc

1
rc
; ð13:30Þ

and the flux, as in Eq. (13.25), becomes:

Jv ¼ 2pDvC0
vrX

kT lnR=rc
: ð13:31Þ

The flow of vacancies to the dislocation per unit length is JΩ, or Jb3, where
Ω * b3. The sheet of atoms has a thickness of b so dividing by b gives the flow of
volume per unit length per unit thickness, or the flow per unit distance perpen-
dicular to the glide plane, which is just the climb velocity:

tc ¼ 2pDvC0
vrXb

2

kT lnR=rc

¼ 2pDvolrb2

kT lnR=rc
;

ð13:32Þ

for DvC0
vX ¼ Dvol:

We now have all the elements required to derive the creep rate due to dislocation
climb and glide over obstacles. Recall that the creep rate is given by Eq. (13.19) as

_e ¼ qmbl
tc
h
. For the case where the dislocations are being created by Frank–Read

sources, the creep rate can be expressed as the product of the Frank–Read source
density, ρFR, the area swept out by the source times the Burgers vector, Ab, and the
inverse of the waiting time, υc/h or:

_e ¼ qFRAb
tc
h
: ð13:33Þ

Substituting in for h from Eq. (13.23) and tc from Eq. (13.32) gives:

_e ¼ 16p2qFRAb
3Dvolrð1� vÞnrxy

lbkT lnR=rc
: ð13:34Þ
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The number of dislocations, n, in a pileup is given by [2]:

n ¼ pð1� vÞlrxy
lb

; ð13:35Þ

where l is the length of the pileup, and the stress σ = nσxy [2]. Substituting into
Eq. (13.34) gives:

_e ¼ 16p2qFRADvolð1� vÞ3l2r4xy
l3kT lnR=rc

: ð13:36Þ

Weertman [3, 4] suggests that the quantity ρFRAl
2 is proportional to r�1

xy , yielding:

_e ¼ Cp2Dvolð1� vÞ3r3xy
l3kT lnR=rc

; ð13:37Þ

where C is a constant. According to Eq. (13.37), the creep rate due to climb and
glide is proportional to the self-diffusion coefficient and the stress to the power 3.

Climb and Annihilation

Climbing dislocations can also encounter other dislocations of opposite sign, cre-
ating an attractive force between them that drives the climb and results in mutual
annihilation of the dislocations [5]. Figure 13.6 shows dislocation loops spaced
apart from each other and on different slip planes. Dislocations of opposite sign will
experience an attractive force that will cause them to climb toward each other and to
annihilate. This is an important mechanism in that it provides a means for limiting
the dislocation density in the solid. The creep rate is determined using the same

Fig. 13.6 Dislocations
climbing toward each other to
mutual annihilation
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equation as for climb over obstacles and is caused by glide of dislocations, and
piled up behind the lead dislocation, once annihilation has occurred (Fig. 13.7).
That is,

_e ¼ qFRAb
tc
h
¼ qFRAb

tc
; ð13:38Þ

where tc is the waiting time defined by tc/h. The climb velocity is the same as
determined in Eq. (13.32), but the height is now the distance between two dislo-
cations that are climbing toward each other. Referring back to the climb force
caused by a normal stress, Eq. (13.22) showed that:

r ¼ Fy

b
ffi � G

by
: ð13:39Þ

The rate of approach of the two dislocations of opposite sign is 2 tc, and combining
Eq. (13.32) for tc and Eq. (13.39) for σ gives

dy=dt ¼ 2tc ¼ �2
2pbDvolG
kT lnR=rcy

� �
; ð13:40Þ

and integrating Eq. (13.40) between the limits y = h at t = 0 and y = 0 at t = tc gives:

tc ¼ kT lnR=rch2

8pbDvolG
: ð13:41Þ

For n dislocations produced by each Frank–Read source, the waiting time per
dislocation is tc/n, where n is approximated by l/h [3]. Substituting Eq. (13.41) into
Eq. (13.38) gives:

_e ¼ qFRAb
28plDvolG

kT lnR=rch3
: ð13:42Þ

In Eq. (13.42), A is the area swept out by the dislocation and can be approximated
by πl2, where the distance l between sources on a slip plane is given as (h ρFR)

−1/2,

Fig. 13.7 Arrangement of a network of Frank–Read sources that produce dislocations that climb
to annihilation (after [5])
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where ρFR is the source density and h is the separation between sources normal to
their slip planes. Substituting the expressions for A and l in Eq. (13.42) gives:

_e ¼ 8p2b2DvolG
kTq0:5FR lnR=rch4:5

: ð13:43Þ

Substituting for h Eq. (13.23), and G (line below Eq. (13.21b)) gives:

_e ¼ Cp5:5ð1� vÞ3:5Dvolr4:5xy

kTq0:5FRb
0:5l3:5 lnR=rc

; ð13:44Þ

where C is a constant that contains the numerical terms. Note that the stress is raised
to the power 4.5 rather than 3.0 in the climb to glide mode. In both climb models,
the creep rate is proportional to Dvol or exp(−Evol/kT).

13.1.2 Diffusional Creep

In the high-temperature low-stress regime of the deformation mechanism map, if we
ignore the role of dislocations, then atom diffusion by way of vacancies controls
creep. Consider the case of an idealized, cuboidal grain of edge length d on which a
stress is applied as shown in Fig. 13.8(a). The faces will act as the sources and sinks
for vacancies. Under the applied stress, vacancies will follow the paths described by
the dashed lines and atoms will move in the opposite direction (solid lines). Note

atom motion

vacancy motion

stress 
state

(a)

(b)

Fig. 13.8 Idealization (a) of
a more realistic picture of
vacancy and atom flow
between grain faces
(b) aligned with tensile or
compressive directions of the
applied stresses
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that the vacancy flow is from the faces acted on by the tensile stress to those acted
on by the compressive stress. The atom flow is in the opposite direction, from the
faces acted on by a compressive stress to those acted on by a tensile stress. A more
realistic picture of the process is shown in Fig. 13.8(b). The creation of a vacancy
on the face acted on by a compressive stress, σ, due to thermal activation requires
that the free energy of vacancy creation be increased by, σΩ, the work expended on
transferring a volume Ω. A vacancy created on the face acted on by the tensile
stress, σ, means that the free energy will be lowered by the same amount, σΩ.
Therefore, at equilibrium, the vacancy concentration at the respective faces is as
follows:

Ct
v ¼ C0

v exp
rX
kT

� �

Cc
v ¼ C0

v exp
�rX
kT

� �
;

ð13:45Þ

where σ is the magnitude of the stress, and the superscripts t and c refer to tensile
and compressive, respectively. The vacancy flow rate, A across the area d2 acted on
by the stress is as follows:

A ¼ Jvd
2: ð13:46Þ

The magnitude of the vacancy flux, Jv, is given by Fick’s law:

Jv ¼ Dv
dC
dx

� jDv
Ct
v � Cc

v

d
;

ð13:47Þ

where Dv is the vacancy diffusion coefficient, and κ is a coefficient of propor-
tionality between the mean vacancy diffusion path and the cube edge d. Substituting
Eqs. (13.45) and (13.47) into Eq. (13.46) gives:

A ¼ DvC
0
vjd exp

rX
kT

� �
� exp

�rX
kT

� �� �
: ð13:48Þ

Recognizing that Dvol ¼ DvC0
vX and that the difference in exponentials can be

written using the hyperbolic sine function, Eq. (13.48) becomes:

A ¼ 2jdDvol

X
sinhðrX=kTÞ: ð13:49Þ
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The strain is just the atom volume, Ω, transferred to the compressive faces per unit
area (d2) divided by the dimension, d:

e ¼ X
d2

1
d
: ð13:50Þ

Since the flow rate of vacancies to the boundary is A, then the strain rate becomes:

_e ¼ A
X
d3

¼ 2jDvol

d2
sinh rX=kTð Þ; ð13:51Þ

and for σΩ/kT small (*1), the sinh term can be approximated by its argument,
yielding:

_e ¼ Bvol
DvolrX
d2kT

; ð13:52Þ

where Bvol is the constant 2κ. Note that the creep rate is controlled by stress to the
power n = 1 and is inversely proportional to the square of the grain diameter. The
temperature dependence is governed by the volume diffusion coefficient Dvol exp
(−Evol/kT) and is identical to that due to dislocation creep described in the last
section. Extension of this mechanism to polycrystals [6] results in the exact same
expression. Diffusional creep due to volume or lattice diffusion of atoms by way of
vacancies is termed Nabarro–Herring (N–H) creep after the individuals who first
derived the creep expression [7, 8].

At temperatures below the range where Nabarro–Herring creep occurs, grain
boundary diffusion dominates mass transport. Coble [9] first derived an expression
for grain boundary-dominated diffusion assuming spherical grains, yielding the
following expression:

_e ¼ Bgb
DgbdgbrX
pd3kT

: ð13:53Þ

In this expression, Dgb is the grain boundary diffusion coefficient, δgb is the grain
boundary width, and the constant Bgb * 148 [6]. Note that while the stress
dependence is the same as for N–H creep, the grain size dependence is d−3 rather
than d−2. Due to the nature of grain boundary diffusion versus volume diffusion,
Coble creep will dominate at lower temperatures and N–H creep will dominate at
higher temperatures, and both will contribute in the intermediate temperature range.
The diffusional creep rate can therefore be described by a common equation:

_e ¼ B
rX
d2kT

Deff ; ð13:54Þ
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and as was shown earlier, Deff is the effective diffusion coefficient given by:

Deff ¼ Dvol 1þ p
d
Dgbdgb
Dvol

� �
; ð13:55Þ

and the constant B = 14 [6]. It follows then that grain boundary diffusion will
contribute to the creep rate at larger values of Dgb/Dvol and for smaller grain sizes d.

13.2 Irradiation Creep

Irradiation significantly increases the creep rate over that due to thermal creep or
induces creep in temperature regimes where thermal creep is negligible. Both
stainless steels and zirconium alloys exhibit irradiation creep rates that are signif-
icantly larger than thermal creep rates at the same temperature. In fact, at light water
reactor core temperatures, thermal creep is negligible, but the irradiation creep rate
can exceed 10−6 s−1. Irradiation increases the numbers of interstitials and vacancies
in the solid, but the effect of this increase is not merely to accelerate thermal
creep. In fact, as will be shown, irradiation does not accelerate diffusional creep
rates. Rather, irradiation creep needs to be understood in the context of enhanced
defect production, the application of a stress, and the developing irradiation
microstructure. The formation and growth of loops and voids play important roles
in the creep process. As will be shown, the stress-induced nucleation of dislocation
loops and the bowing of dislocation lines by stress-assisted preferential absorption
of interstitials can account for the transient portion of the creep behavior, but climb
and glide are required to explain steady-state creep. The following sections present
the mechanisms responsible for creep in metals under irradiation and their depen-
dencies on the independent variables of dose rate, temperature, and stress as well as
the developing microstructure.

13.2.1 Stress-Induced Preferential Nucleation of Loops
(SIPN)

The application of an external stress can enhance the probability of interstitial loops
nucleating on planes with a preferred orientation. Interstitial loops will be more
likely to nucleate on planes perpendicular to an applied tensile stress than parallel to
the stress. Vacancy loops will be less likely to nucleate on planes perpendicular
(non-aligned) to the tensile stress and more likely to nucleate on planes parallel
(aligned) to the stress. In either case, such preferential loop nucleation will cause the
solid to increase in length in the direction of the applied tensile stress (Fig. 13.9).
This process is termed the stress-induced preferential nucleation, SIPN mechanism
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of irradiation creep [10]. If f is the excess fraction of aligned interstitial loops, then
the concentration of aligned loops, NAL, [11] is as follows:

NAL ¼ 1=3ð1� f ÞNL þ fNL; ð13:56Þ

and the concentration of non-aligned loops, NNL, is as follows:

NNL ¼ 2=3ð1� f ÞNL; ð13:57Þ

where NL is the total loop concentration. The excess fraction of aligned interstitial
loops is determined as follows.

If n interstitials are required before the interstitial aggregate is able to form an
interstitial loop, then the probability that such an aggregate will form, p, in response
to a normal stress is as follows:

pi ¼ exp
rinX
kT

,Xn0
j¼1

exp
rjnX
kT

; ð13:58Þ

where the subscript i refers to the ith orientation of n0 possible loop orientations,
and the number of loops in the ith orientation is as follows:

Ni
L ¼ piNL: ð13:59Þ

Defining fi as the excess fraction of interstitial loops in the ith orientation, then:

piNL ¼ 1
n0

1�
Xn0
j¼1

fj

 !
NL þ fiNL; i ¼ 1. . .n0; ð13:60Þ

giving:

fi ¼ exp
rinX
kT

� 1
� �,Xn0

j¼1

exp
rjnX
kT

: ð13:61Þ

preferred orientation

not preferred 
orientation

Fig. 13.9 Schematic of the
influence of stress on the
nucleation of dislocation
loops
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We can simplify the description by reducing the n0 possible orientations to the three
orthogonal directions. Then, for a uniaxial tensile stress orthogonal to the i = 1
orientation, the other two orthogonal orientations (i = 2, 3) will have p2 = p3 = 0,
and:

f1 ¼ exp
r1nX
kT

� 1
� ��

exp
r1nX
kT

þ 2
� �

; ð13:62Þ

and f2 = f3 = 0.
Using the result from Eq. (13.62), the creep strain due to the asymmetry in the

loop population is as follows:

e ¼ 2=3 pr2LbNAL � 1=2pr2LbNNL
	 


: ð13:63Þ

Substituting for NAL and NNL from Eqs. (13.56) and (13.57) gives:

e ¼ 2=3fpr2LbNL; ð13:64Þ

where b is the Burgers vector, and rL is the average loop radius. The creep rate is
obtained by taking the time derivative of the creep strain given in Eq. (13.64),
yielding:

_e ¼ 4=3fbprLNL _rL; ð13:65Þ

and defining ρL = 2πrLNL as the loop line length per unit volume gives:

_e ¼ 2=3fbqL _rL: ð13:66Þ

If the argument of the exponential term in the expression for f in Eq. (13.62) is
small compared to 1, then the exponent can be replaced by exp(x) * x + 1,
yielding:

f ¼ rnX
3kT

; ð13:67Þ

where the subscript on the stress is dropped, and Eq. (13.66) becomes:

_e ¼ 2
9
rnbX
kT

qL _rL: ð13:68Þ

Note that the creep rate is proportional to stress and the loop growth rate, _rL.
Brailsford and Bullough [10] have shown that the creep rate can be related to
swelling if the irradiated microstructure consists of only loops and voids as sinks
and the absorption rate of vacancies by voids equals the absorption rate of inter-
stitials by loops. In Eq. (13.65), the product of 2πrLb (edge area of loop of thickness
b) and _rL is the interstitial volume added to the loop. Multiplying by NL loop/unit
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volume gives the volume fraction increase of the loop due to the net absorption of
interstitials. If this is balanced by a corresponding and equal net absorption of
vacancies to voids to produce a fractional swelling rate, _S, then Eq. (13.65) becomes:

_e ¼ 2=3f _S: ð13:69Þ

Substituting for f using Eq. (13.67) for the case where n is small yields:

_e ¼ 2
9
rnbX
kT

_S; ð13:70Þ

and generalizing for the case where the total dislocation density is ρ = ρL + ρN
gives:

_e ¼ 2
9
rnX
kT

qL
q

_S: ð13:71Þ

A more general treatment [12] of strain due to an anisotropic distribution of
loops describes the strain in a volume due to a continuous distribution of dislocation
loops [13] using the strain tensor:

eij ¼
XM
k¼1

qkAknki b
k
j

DV
; ð13:72Þ

The equation describes the strain ε caused by M groups of loops in a volume ΔV,
where the kth group of loops all have the same Burgers vector b, area A, normal
vector n, and number density ρ. The subscript i denotes x-, y-, z-directions of the
loop normal vector, and subscript j denotes the contribution of loop Burgers vectors
to the x-, y-, z-directions. M represents individual grains within a polycrystal. For a
single grain:

ekij ¼
Nkp d

2

� �2
nki b

k
j

DV
; ð13:73Þ

where Nk is the total number of the kth loop in the volume ΔV, and d is the measured
loop diameter. Solution of Eq. (13.73) requires an expression for Nk. Taking as an
example, irradiation of T91 at 500 °C to 1 dpa during application of a tensile stress
of 180 MPa, the a 〈100〉 loop distribution is shown in Fig. 13.10(a) and plotted in
Fig. 13.10(b). Note that loops form preferentially with their normal in the direction
of the tensile stress according to the following equation:

Nk=N ¼ a� bhk; ð13:74Þ

where the constants α and β are fitting constants, and θ is defined as the angle
between the loop normal and the tensile axis as shown in Fig. 13.11. Substituting
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the expression for Nk in Eq. (13.74) into Eq. (13.73) and simplifying [12] yields the
strain in direction i:

ei ¼ bqp
d
2

� �2

Rp=2
/¼0

Rp=2
h¼0

niða� bhÞd/dh

Rp=2
/¼0

Rp=2
h¼0

ða� bhÞd/dh
� 1
3
evol: ð13:75Þ

T91, 500°C,
180 MPa, ~1 dpa (FC)
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Fig. 13.10 (a) TEM image of a 〈100〉 edge-on loops with g = 〈110〉 on the 〈100〉 zone axis and
(b) loop anisotropy plot of the loop density and size following irradiation at 500 °C with a tensile
stress of 180 MPa (after [12])
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The last term in Eq. (13.75) ensures volume conservation of creep by subtracting
one-third of the volumetric expansion caused by dislocation loops from the strain of
the three primary directions.

In the example provided, the creep strain due to anisotropy of the dislocation
loops observed in the samples was found to account for only about 4.4 % of the
total strain measured in the sample. This observation was consistent with previous
works that claimed that strain due to anisotropy in the dislocation loops was much
lower than the total measured strain [14], suggesting that another deformation
mechanism must be driving the irradiation creep behavior.

Whether SIPN can accurately account for the observed creep strains is a matter
of considerable debate. Matthews and Finnis [14] reviewed the arguments for and
against SIPN and noted that while observations have supported an increase in
preferred loop orientation with tensile stress, the magnitude of the measured creep
strain is higher than can be accounted for by preferred orientation by a factor of
2–4, even if n is assumed to be large (10–30). The greatest limitation of the model is
that once a loop is nucleated, the strain rate is determined by the irradiation dose,
but is independent of stress. Thus, creep should continue if the stress is removed
once nucleation has been completed. Also, if nucleation occurs before the stress is
applied, then creep should not occur. Clearly, SIPN cannot account for all of the
observed creep, but it may be a viable mechanism for a portion of the observed
creep strain rate. A compliment to loop nucleation is preferential absorption of
defects by loops caused by the applied stress, discussed in the next section.

13.2.2 Stress-Induced Preferential Absorption (SIPA)

At steady state, there are several distinct processes that may result in creep of a solid
under irradiation and stress. They are (1) the transfer of atoms from planes parallel
to the applied stress to those perpendicular to the applied stress, (2) the glide of
dislocations on planes inclined to the stress direction, and (3) the climb and glide of
dislocations due to the interstitial bias of the dislocation. The first is termed stress-
induced preferential absorption (SIPA), and the second process is termed preferred
absorption glide (PAG) [15]. PAG results from preferred absorption (SIPA) but is
an additional component to the creep strain since it describes the glide contribution
to the creep strain, whereas SIPA describes only the climb contribution to creep
strain. The third mechanism is creep strain from the climb and glide process due to
the net absorption of interstitials on dislocations of all orientations (i.e., unassisted
by stress) and is essentially the same process as the climb and glide model described
in Sect. 13.1 but for the case where the defect source is the excess interstitials. Note
that this process is tied to swelling as the corresponding net excess of vacancies
accumulates at cavities causing swelling.

The origin of the preferred absorption is the interaction between the dislocation
and defects. In conventional SIPA, the origin is the elastic interaction between the
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long-range stress field of the dislocation and that of the defect. Other origins for
SIPA are anisotropic diffusion and elastodiffusion. While differing in the details of
the origin of the interaction, all of these mechanisms result in a preferred absorption
of interstitials by dislocations.

The flux of excess interstitials absorbed by dislocations with orientation
described by j and density ρj is as follows:

Jj ¼ qjX zdji DiCi � zdjv DvCv þ zdjv DvC
dj
v

 �
; ð13:76Þ

where zdji;v are the capture efficiencies of dislocations of orientation, j, Div are the
diffusion coefficients, and Civ are the bulk concentrations of interstitials and
vacancies. The variable, Cdj

v , is the vacancy concentration in equilibrium with a
dislocation of orientation j. For a uniaxial tensile stress where j = 1:

Cd1
v ¼ C0

v exp
rX
kT

� �
ð13:77Þ

Cd2
v ¼ Cd3

v ¼ C0
v : ð13:78Þ

The interstitial flux, Jj, can also be related to the climb velocity as follows:

Jj ¼ bqjtj; ð13:79Þ

where ρj is the density of dislocations with their planes perpendicular to j. Substituting
for Jj from Eq. (13.79) into Eq. (13.76) and solving for tj gives:

tj ¼ X
b

zdji DiCi � zdjv DvCv þ zdjv DvC
dj
v

 �
: ð13:80Þ

Substituting Eq. (13.80) into Eq. (13.5) gives the total creep rate as:

_ej ¼ X zdji DiCi � zdjv DvCv þ zdjv DvCdj
v

 �
qj: ð13:81Þ

But Eq. (13.81) also includes contributions due to void swelling. That component
of the strain is just one-third of the volumetric swelling, or ε = 1/3(ε1 + ε2 + ε3), and
the swelling strain rate, _eS, is as follows:

_eS ¼ X
3

X3
n¼1

zdni DiCi � zdnv DvCv þ zdnv DvC
dn
v

� �
qn: ð13:82Þ
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The creep by climb due to preferential absorption of interstitials at dislocations is
then:

_ej ¼ Xðzdji DiCi � zdjv DvCv þ zdjv DvC
dj
v Þqj

� X
3

X3
n¼1

zdni DiCi � zdnv DvCv þ zdnv DvC
dn
v

� �
qn:

ð13:83Þ

For dislocations distributed isotropically among the three orthogonal directions:

q1 ¼ q2 ¼ q3 ¼ q=3: ð13:84Þ

Substituting Eqs. (13.77) and (13.78) for the equilibrium vacancy concentration and
Eq. (13.84) for the dislocation density into Eq. (13.83) for the stress direction
j = 1 = A (aligned dislocations) gives:

_eclimb ¼ 2
9
Xq Dzdi DiCi � DzdvDvCv

	 

|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

SIPA

þ DvC
0
v zdAv exp

rX
kT

� �
� zdNv

� �
|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

PE

8>><
>>:

9>>=
>>;; ð13:85Þ

where Dzdi;v ¼ zdAi;v � zdNi;v , and zdAi;v denotes the capture efficiency of aligned dislo-

cations, and zdNi;v denotes the capture efficiency of non-aligned dislocations (j = 2).
The first term in square brackets is the dislocation climb creep rate due to prefer-
ential absorption of interstitials, or SIPA:

_eSIPA ¼ 2
9
Xq Dzdi DiCi � DzdvDvCv
	 


: ð13:86Þ

The second term in square brackets is the dislocation climb creep rate due to
preferred emission, PE [15], of vacancies:

_ePE ¼ 2
9
XqDvC

0
v zdAv exp

rX
kT

� �
� zdNv

� �
: ð13:87Þ

If the differences in capture efficiencies (preference) of the dislocations in different
orientations were removed, i.e., Dzdi ¼ Dzdv ¼ 0, then the first term disappears and
the creep rate is then due solely to thermal processes.
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13.2.3 Climb and Glide Due to Preferential Absorption
Glide (PAG)

While SIPA provides a mechanism for creep by dislocation climb, dislocations can
also contribute to creep by glide if they are able to overcome obstacles in their slip
plane by the climb process [15]. Under an applied stress, pinned dislocations will
glide until they reach a configuration where the restoring force due to line tension is
balanced by the applied stress. Since dislocations are pinned, creep is limited to the
elastic stress given by ε = σ/E. Climb enables the dislocation to overcome the initial
pinning points. The released segments bow out between new pinning points until,
again, the line tension balances the applied stress. Figure 13.12 shows the process
by which dislocation segments bow out between pinning points, are released from
the pinning points, and are then pinned again. Each cycle of climb and glide to
pinning results in an elastic deflection in addition to the strain due to climb, which
together, account for the total creep strain in the solid, all the while, the dislocation
network maintains its configuration. This mechanism has also been referred to as
“transient creep” because of its occurrence at low dose. However, since the dis-
location lines can continue to bow out after climbing over pinning points, it can also
account for steady-state creep.

Similar to Eq. (13.19), the creep rate due to climb and glide can be written as:

_eCG ¼ e
tc
l
; ð13:88Þ

where ε is the strain due to elastic deflection, tc is the climb velocity, and l is the
distance between pinning points. When pinning is caused by the network dislo-
cation density, l is given by l ¼ 1=

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
pqd

p
, and ρd is the dislocation density. Equation

(13.88) then becomes:

_eCG ¼ eðpqdÞ1=2tc: ð13:89Þ

1

2

3

4

Fig. 13.12 Schematic of glide by dislocation bowing and the pinning and unpinning of
dislocation segments
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The climb velocity can be determined from Eq. (13.80) by adding and subtracting
the velocity component due to volumetric swelling:

tj ¼ X
b

�
zdji DiCi � zdjv DvCv þ zdjv DvC

dj
v

 �

� 1
3qj

X3
n¼1

zdni DiCi � zdnv DvCv þ zdnv DvC
dn
v

� �
qn

�

þ X
3bqj

X3
n¼1

zdni DiCi � zdnv DvCv þ zdnv DvC
dn
v

� �
qn:

ð13:90Þ

The physical meanings of the terms in Eq. (13.90) are as follows. The first term in
square brackets is the climb velocity due to all processes contributing to vacancy
and interstitial absorption and vacancy emission. The second term in the square
brackets is the climb due to net point defect absorption and emission at dislocations
attributable only to swelling. Subtracting this term from the first term yields the net
result, enclosed in square brackets, being the climb velocity due only to the
volume-conserving processes of stress-induced preferential absorption and to pre-
ferred vacancy emission. The last term in Eq. (13.90) is the dislocation climb
velocity due to isotropic swelling. It is the terms in square brackets that are
responsible for the climb and glide process in the absence of swelling. Using
Eq. (13.84) and the average velocity of the dislocations given by:

t ¼ t1j j þ t2j j þ t3j j
3

; ð13:91Þ

equation (13.90) becomes:

t ¼ X
3b

zd1i DiCi � zd1v DvCv þ zd1v DvC
d1
v

�� ��þ 2 zd2i DiCi � zd2v DvCv þ zd2v DvC
d2
v

�� ��� �
:

ð13:92Þ

When preferential absorption and preferential emission occur without swelling, the
number of interstitials absorbed must be balanced by the number of vacancies
absorbed, so:

zd1i DiCi � zd1v DvCv þ zd1v DvC
d1
v

� � ¼ 2 zd2i DiCi � zd2v DvCv þ zd2v DvC
d2
v

� �
; ð13:93Þ

and Eq. (13.92) becomes:

t ¼ 2
3
X
b

zd1i DiCi � zd1v DvCv þ zd1v DvC
d1
v

� �
: ð13:94Þ
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Substituting the climb velocity given in Eq. (13.94) into the creep equation for
climb and glide, Eq. (13.89) gives:

_eCG ¼ 2
3
e
b
XðpqdÞ1=2 zd1i DiCi � zd1v DvCv þ zd1v DvC

d1
v

� �
: ð13:95Þ

After some manipulation of Eq. (13.95), Mansur [15] showed that the climb and
glide creep rate can be written as:

_eCG ¼ 4
9
eX
b
XðpqdÞ1=2DiCiDz

d
i ; ð13:96Þ

where Dzdi is defined after Eq. (13.85). Note that in both Eqs. (13.86) and (13.96),
the term Dzdi appears, which represents the difference in capture efficiencies
between aligned and non-aligned dislocations, and is therefore dependent on stress.
Mansur writes Dzdi ¼ Dz0ie (where Dz

0
i is independent of stress) so that _eSIPA / e and

_eCG / e2, and since ε = σ/E ,we have _eSIPA / r and _eCG / r2. Also, as shown in
Sect. 5.1.3, the term Ci is proportional to the defect production rate, K0, for

sink-dominated cases and to K1=2
0 for recombination-dominated cases. It should also

be noted that since there is no need for a net preferential absorption of interstitials at
all edge dislocations, creep can proceed in the absence of swelling.

13.2.4 Climb and Glide Driven by Dislocation Bias

The preceding analysis describes creep that is driven by stress-induced preferential
absorption of interstitials at dislocations. The creep rate has both climb and glide
components, and the creep process is governed by dislocation segment bowing fol-
lowing climb to free the segment from the pinning points. Here, we consider creep that
is driven by the dislocation bias rather than preferential absorption. Clearly in order for
there to be a net absorption of interstitials by dislocations requires that there is an
equivalent net absorption of vacancies by other sinks in the solid. These sinks are
assumed to be voids. Creep due to the excess absorption of interstitials at dislocations
is equivalent to the thermal creep climb and glide mechanisms discussed in Sect. 13.2,
but with interstitial absorption replacing vacancy absorption. For this case, we return
to Eq. (13.19), which expresses the creep rate in terms of the climb velocity, tc, and
the obstacle height, h. Equation (13.79) gives the climb velocity in terms of the
absorption flux of interstitials at dislocations. For climb due solely to dislocation
bias, Eq. (13.76) for the interstitial flux becomes:

J ¼ qmX zdiDiCi � zdvDvC
d
v

	 

; ð13:97Þ
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and substituting the expression for J in Eq. (13.97) into Eq. (13.79) and solving for
tc gives:

tc ¼ X
b

zdi DiCi � zdvDvC
d
v

	 

: ð13:98Þ

Equation (13.98) also can be obtained directly from Eq. (13.90) by neglecting
thermal emission, Cdj

v � 0, and requiring that the zs for dislocations do not have an

orientation dependence, so that zdjv ¼ zdv and z
dj
i ¼ zdi . The obstacle height is given in

Eq. (13.23), and in the case of a dislocation pileup against an obstacle, the stress σxy
is replaced by nσxy where n is the number of dislocations in the pileup and is given
by Eq. (13.35). Substituting Eq. (13.98) for tc, Eq. (13.23) for h, and Eq. (13.35) for
n into Eq. (13.19) gives:

_e ¼ qml
2X8p2ð1� vÞ2r2xy

ðlbÞ2 zdiDiCi � zdvDvC
d
v

	 

: ð13:99Þ

When creep is driven by swelling, the absorption rate of interstitials at dislocations
is balanced by the same absorption rate of vacancies by voids:

qmðJdi � JdvÞ ¼ AV
v � AV

i ¼ 1
X
D _V
V

: ð13:100Þ

Substituting Eq. (13.100) into Eq. (13.99) gives:

_e ¼ qm
qd

8p2l2ð1� vÞ2r2xy
ðlbÞ2

D _V
V

; ð13:101Þ

where the term ρm/ρd is the fraction of the dislocation density that is mobile and can
contribute to creep. It should also be noted that irradiated metals often do not
exhibit pileups at obstacles. In this case, the number of dislocations in a pileup, n, is
set equal to 1 and the creep rate is proportional to the stress. Wolfer et al. [16]
showed that when Frank loops are the obstacles, the creep rate is proportional to
stress to the power n = 1.

13.2.5 Transient Creep

Creep can occur prior to the achievement of steady state by the vacancy and
interstitial concentrations. Such creep is referred to as transient creep. Three
transient creep processes are of greatest importance: glide-induced transient
absorption, start-up-induced transient absorption, and cascade creep.
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Glide-Induced Transient Absorption

In climb and glide creep, the climb process is the limiting step as glide occurs
extremely rapidly. In fact, the glide process is so rapid that steady-state concen-
trations of point defects cannot be maintained at the dislocation. As a result, the
dislocation absorbs both vacancies and interstitials rapidly in an effort to
re-establish the steady-state point defect diffusion profiles at its new location [17].
However, vacancies and interstitials are not absorbed in equal numbers, and the
imbalance in absorption rate gives rise to a form of transient creep termed
glide-induced transient absorption. Figure 5.3 in Chap. 5 shows that at steady state,
the bulk vacancy concentration exceeds the interstitial concentration by orders of
magnitude. Consequently, the flow of vacancies to the dislocation causes an
increment of positive climb, releasing the dislocation from an obstacle and pro-
ducing creep by glide. Figure 13.13 shows the increment of climb caused by excess
vacancy absorption prior to achievement of steady-state diffusion profiles. The
initial climb shown in the positive direction is the transient vacancy climb, and the
negative climb at longer times (Dt = 108 nm2) is the bias-driven interstitial climb. If
the transient positive climb is large enough to escape the barrier, the dislocation
glides to the next barrier. If the transient climb is inadequate, the steady-state climb
eventually reverses the dislocation motion, and escape occurs in the negative
direction. Once steady state has been achieved, then climb is controlled by the small
net excess of interstitials due to stress-induced preferential absorption described in
the preceding section. This form of transient climb can cause high creep rates at low
temperatures, where the steady-state vacancy concentration is high, as long as the
temperature is not too low so that vacancy diffusion is limiting.
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Fig. 13.13 Dislocation climb for a unit length of dislocation in units normalized to the steady-state
vacancy concentration divided by 1018. The diffusion coefficients are in units of nm2/s, and a
steady-state climb rate corresponding to 1 % of the total interstitial flux is assumed (after [17])
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Start-Up-Induced Transient Absorption

Significant creep can also occur at low temperatures coincident with the start of the
irradiation. This creep process, referred to as start-up-induced transient absorption,
occurs by the absorption of interstitials prior to steady state when interstitials are
mobile, but vacancy diffusion is too slow for them to interact with the dislocations
[18]. Referring again to Fig. 5.3, at the start of irradiation at low temperature, the
concentrations of both vacancies and interstitials increase linearly with time until
interstitials begin to be absorbed at sinks. At this point in time, defined by the time
constant τ2, the interstitial concentration reaches a quasi-steady state, while the
vacancy concentration continues to climb. The continued buildup of vacancies
causes recombination to occur, resulting in a decrease in the interstitial concen-
tration and a slower rate of vacancy buildup with time. With additional increase in
the vacancy concentration, recombination dominates the loss process (at t = τ4)
causing a steeper decline in the interstitial loss rate and a smaller rate of vacancy
buildup. Eventually, steady state is reached when the vacancy concentration is high
enough that vacancies interact with sinks.

The contribution of interstitials to creep during this start-up transient can be
estimated by determining the number of excess interstitials, Ni, that are absorbed by
the dislocations in each time interval in Fig. 5.3. For example, in the time interval
τ4–τ2, the number of interstitials produced is K0 (τ4–τ2), and the number remaining
is K0/KisCs, so the number absorbed by the dislocation is as follows:

Ni ¼ K0ðs4 � s2Þ � K0=KisCs: ð13:102Þ

Using the same analysis, estimates can be made for the number of interstitials
absorbed during the time interval τ3–τ4, or until steady state is reached, at which
point the transient ends. Interstitial absorption results in climb-enabled glide as
described by Eq. (13.96), with Ni substituted for Ci. Figure 13.14 shows that the
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Fig. 13.14 Creep
deformation per unit stress as
a function of temperature for
austenitic alloys using the
conventional climb-enabled
glide model (steady-state
condition) and the
start-up-induced transient
absorption model (from [18])
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total creep strain in austenitic stainless steels can be dominated by start-up-induced
transient absorption at temperatures into the 300 °C range and near the 200 °C
range for ferritic alloys. As such, it is an important mechanism of creep at low
temperature and during the start-up phase of an irradiation.

Cascade Creep

One of the simplest transient creep models is based on the effect of stress on the
displacement spike volume. As described by Brinkman and Wiedersich [19], if a
load is applied to a solid during the occurrence of a displacement spike, then elastic
strain in the spike region is relaxed locally and frozen in. The strain rate from this
process is given by:

_ecas ¼ eeVcasaNrs/; ð13:103Þ

where the elastic strain εe = σ/E, Vcas is the volume of the cascade, α is the number
of spikes per neutron scattering event, N is the atom number density in the solid, σs
is the neutron scattering cross section, and ϕ is the fast neutron flux. Matthews and
Finnis [14] noted that this creep rate underestimates the observed irradiation creep
in neutron-irradiated structural materials. However, since defect generation does not
occur continuously over space and time, and not all defects escape the damage
region, strain caused by cascade effects may be important to consider. A dislocation
segment will make climb excursions in response to fluctuations in the local vacancy
concentration caused by a nearby cascade. During an excursion, there is a proba-
bility that the segment will be unpinned. Mansur [20] accounted for cascade effects
in the climb-enabled glide model by replacing tc=h in Eq. (13.19) by the release
frequency of pinned dislocation segments, ω:

_e ¼ qblx; ð13:104Þ

where:

x ¼
Xh
j�1

RjFj; ð13:105Þ

and Fj is the frequency with which a dislocation segment climbs to a height of at
least h:

Fj ¼ 4pNrs/
Z 1

0
q2Pjdr; ð13:106Þ

and Pj is the probability of climb of j or greater. The term, Rj, is the probability of
finding a dislocation a distance jb from the unpinning point and is given by:

Rj ¼ qj=q: ð13:107Þ
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The release frequencies and hence the creep rates determined using this model are
comparable to those from preferred absorption-driven climb or swelling-driven
climb [20].

13.2.6 Loop Unfaulting

Another possible interaction between an applied stress and interstitial loops that
could produce creep strain is loop unfaulting. As discussed in Chap. 7, dislocation
loops grow in size and eventually become unstable and unfault to become part of
the dislocation network. This process is equivalent to the production of mobile
dislocations which may then participate in the creep process by SIPA, PAG, or
climb and glide driven by interstitial bias. The maximum radius to which a loop can
grow, Rmax, is governed by the loop density and is given by:

4p
3
qLR

3
max ¼ 1: ð13:108Þ

When loops interact, they coalesce and contribute to the network dislocation
density. Interaction between individual dislocations and loops results in loop
unfaulting that also contributes to the network (see Chap. 12, Sect. 12.3). As the
dislocation density increases, the rate of loop interaction with the network increases
and the loop radius is limited to a value of the order of the network mesh length,

q�1=2
N , where ρN is the network dislocation density. Loop unfaulting can contribute

to irradiation creep strain since the presence of a stress will assist the nucleation of
the unfaulting dislocations with favorable orientations resulting in an increased
probability of unfaulting. The application of a shear stress in the plane of the loops
will induce a greater number of loops to shear in the direction favored by the stress
to produce a net shear of the crystal, which will appear as creep. If ρ is the total
dislocation density and ρs is the number of dislocation loops lying on a plane for
which the shear stress is a maximum, then the number of loops shearing in that
direction is given by Lewthwaite [21] as follows:

q1 ¼
qs exp

pR2
cbr
kT

� �

exp
pR2

cbr
kT

� �
þ exp � pR2

cbr
kT

� � ; ð13:109Þ

where Rc is the critical loop size for unfaulting [the maximum value is given by
Eq. (13.108)], and σ is the stress. The number of loops shearing in the opposite
direction is ρ2 = ρs–ρ1, and the strain due to the loop unfaulting is then:

e ¼ �Absðq1 � q2Þ; ð13:110Þ
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where Ā is the average loop area, and bs is the magnitude of the Burgers vector of the
reaction producing the strain. Substituting in for ρ1 and ρ2 in Eq. (13.110) and aver-
aging the strain over all possible loop orientations (which gives a factor of 1/30) yields:

e ¼ q�Abs
30

exp
pR2

cbr
kT

� �
� exp � pR2

cbr
kT

� �

exp
pR2

cbr
kT

� �
þ exp � pR2

cbr
kT

� �
2
6664

3
7775: ð13:111Þ

The term in brackets can be written as the hyperbolic tangent of the argument,
giving:

e ¼ q�Abs
30

tanh pR2
cbr=kT

� �
: ð13:112Þ

If the argument is small compared to 1, then tanh x * x and Eq. (13.112) becomes:

e ¼ q�Abs
30

pR2
cbr=kT: ð13:113Þ

If loop growth is driven by swelling, then ρĀbs is replaced with D _V=V , the loop
volume pR2

cb is equated with the volume of the defects in the loop, ncΩ, and the

term
k2L

k2L þ k2N
is added to account for the network dislocation density as well, to

yield the creep rate in terms of the swelling rate:

_e ¼ D _V
V

k2L
k2L þ k2N

pR2
cbr=kT
30

: ð13:114Þ

Matthews and Finnis [14] noted that the unfaulting radius is large in austenitic
alloys and the creep rate can be significant, but because of the small critical loop
size in bcc metals, the contribution will be small.

13.2.7 Recovery Creep

All of the irradiation creep mechanisms discussed thus far allow for or contribute to
the growth of the dislocation density, but do not account for the removal of dis-
locations, as must occur during creep. Matthews and Finnis [14] expressed the rate
of change in dislocation density in terms of the creep rate as follows:

_q ¼ _e
bl
� 2q3=2tc; ð13:115Þ
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where l is the mean dislocation glide length, and tc is the climb velocity. The first term
is the production rate of dislocations due to creep, obtained from Eq. (13.14), and the
second term is the loss due to annihilation. Taking the steady-state limit of _q ¼ 0, the
steady-state creep rate is expressed in terms of the dislocation density as follows:

_e ¼ 2blq3=2tc: ð13:116Þ

The stress dependence is determined by the dislocation density, the climb velocity,
and the slip length. The dislocation density varies with stress according to
Eq. (13.7) (in which the term, α, appears in the denominator inside the brackets)

q ¼ r2

a2l2b2
and contributes a σ3 term to the creep rate given in Eq. (13.116). For

stress-induced preferential absorption, we have from Eq. (13.86):

tSIPA ¼ 2
9
X
b

zdi DiCi � zdvDvCv þ zdvDvC
d
v

� �
; ð13:117Þ

substituting into Eq. (13.116) and equating Ω = b3 gives:

_e ¼ 4
9
r3l
a3l3

zdiDiCi � zdvDvCv þ zdvDvC
d
v

� �
: ð13:118Þ

If l is fixed by impenetrable obstacles and is therefore independent of stress, then
the stress dependence of the creep rate is σ3. However, if l is determined by the
dislocation density, then substituting for l from Eq. (13.88) and expressing the
dislocation density in terms of stress, Eq. (13.7) gives:

_e ¼ 4
9

r2bffiffiffi
p

p
a2l2

zdiDiCi � zdvDvCv þ zdvDvC
d
v

� �
; ð13:119Þ

where the stress dependence is σ2, which is the same stress dependence as in
preferential absorption climb and glide given by Eq. (13.99).

13.2.8 Diffusional Creep: Why There Is No Effect
of Irradiation

All of the mechanisms of irradiation creep discussed thus far are based on the actions
of dislocations. The reason is that while diffusional creep is a viable thermal creep
mechanism, it is unaffected by irradiation and can be understood as follows. Consider
the discussion of Nabarro–Herring creep in Sect. 13.1.2. There it was shown that
creep is driven by a difference in the equilibrium vacancy concentrations at the grain
boundaries oriented parallel to the tensile and compressive stress directions,
Eq. (13.45). Under irradiation, Eq. (13.47) is modified to include interstitials:
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Jv ¼ Dv
dCv

dx
� Di

dCi

dx
� jDv

Ct
v � Cc

v

d
� jDi

Ct
i � Cc

i

d
: ð13:120Þ

Substituting in for Ct
v and Cc

v from Eq. (13.45) and for Ct
i and for Cc

i using the
same equations but with the signs on the arguments of the exponential terms
reversed because of the opposite effect of stress on interstitials gives:

Jv ¼ jDv

C0
v exp

rX
kT

� �
� C0

v exp � rX
kT

� �
d

� jDi

C0
i exp � rX

kT

� �
� C0

i exp
rX
kT

� �
d

:

ð13:121Þ

Applying the approximation that the term
rX
kT

is small compared to 1 yields:

Jv ¼ 2jrX
dkT

ðDvC
0
v þDiC

0
i Þ �

2jrX
dkT

DvC
0
v; ð13:122Þ

where the approximation is due to the fact that although Di is greater than Dv, C0
v is

much greater than C0
i The vacancy flux given in Eq. (13.122) is the same as that in

Eq. (13.47), and thus, there is no effect of irradiation on Nabarro–Herring creep.
The reason is that the creep rate is driven by the difference in the equilibrium values
of defects at the grain boundaries, and these values do not depend on the con-
centration of vacancies or interstitials in the matrix. Irradiation simply serves to
increase the flow of defects to each boundary equally without a change in the net
amount. The same argument applies to Coble creep. As such, diffusional creep is
unaffected by irradiation and does not contribute to irradiation creep.

13.2.9 Comparison of Theory with Creep Data

Much like thermal creep, irradiation creep is characterized by an initially high creep
rate that declines with irradiation dose or fluence and transitions into steady-state or
secondary creep that is generally linear with dose. The difference between irradi-
ation creep and thermal creep is in the magnitudes. A general equation for irradi-
ation creep is as follows:

e ¼ A 1� exp �/t
C

� �� �
rþB0r

n/mt; ð13:123Þ

where the first term is transient creep, and the second term is steady-state
creep. A typical irradiation creep curve exhibiting transient and steady-state regimes
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is shown in Fig. 13.15 for 20 % CW 316 stainless steel. Irradiation creep rates are
much larger than those due solely to thermal processes. Of the mechanisms dis-
cussed, SIPN accounts best for the transitory nature of the primary creep regime,
but cannot explain steady-state creep. In the absence of swelling, steady-state
irradiation creep can be described by the second term in Eq. (13.123). Data show
that the creep strain rate is proportional to neutron fluence (m = 1), Fig. 13.16, and
also proportional to stress (n = 1). The creep strain is then often written as the
effective strain per unit of effective stress per dpa:

_�e=�r ¼ B0; ð13:124Þ
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where _�e is the effective strain rate, �r is the effective stress, and B0 is the creep
compliance. Note that the “rate” implied by the dot over �e is per dpa, not time. The
creep compliance, B0, is independent of composition, starting state, dpa rate, and
temperature over the range of reactor relevant conditions.

There are significant data to support the irradiation creep rate behavior described
by Eq. (13.124), and some of the most convincing data provided in Fig. 13.17 gives
a value of B0 of *3×10−6 MPa−1 dpa−1. The dependence of creep rate on stress to
the power n = 1 provides support for the SIPA mechanism of creep. Note also that
the strains appear to be independent of temperature over the range studied, sup-
porting irradiation creep as the mechanism behind the strain rate rather than thermal
creep, which has a very steep temperature dependence. The creep rate has also been
observed to vary as ϕ1/2 at low temperature, yielding a B0 dependence on flux of
(dpa rate)−1/2. In ferritic–martensitic alloy T91, the creep rate is found to follow an
approximately linear stress dependence in the low-stress regime, and a transition to
a strong dependence on stress (n * 14) in the high-stress regime, Fig. 13.18,
indicative of a transition from irradiation-induced creep by either SIPA or PAG at
low stress, to power law breakdown at high stress [23].

When void swelling occurs during creep, the steady-state creep rate is propor-
tional to the swelling rate and the relationship is described by the following
empirical equation [22]:

_�e=�r ¼ B0 þD _S; ð13:125Þ

where D is the creep-swelling coupling coefficient and _S is the instantaneous vol-
umetric swelling rate per dpa. While Eq. (13.125) is empirical, the relationship can
also be determined from theory as well. Recall Eq. (8.122) for swelling in which
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thermal emission of vacancies is negligible and recombination is negligible.
Assuming that the only point defect sinks are voids and dislocations and that the
dislocation sink strength is much greater than the void sink strength, then Eq. (8.122)
becomes:

_R ¼ K0ðzi � zvÞX
Rzizvqd

; ð13:126Þ

and the void swelling rate is as follows:

_S ¼ 4pR2 _Rqv¼
4pRK0qvX zdi � zdv

� �
zdi z

d
vqd

: ð13:127Þ

Substituting the expression for Ci from Eqs. (5.31) and (5.67) into Eq. (13.86) for
SIPA creep, where only the first term is retained, the creep rate can be written as:

_eSIPA ¼ 2
9
XqdDz

d
i K0

zdi qd
; ð13:128Þ

and the ratio of the creep rate to the swelling rate is as follows:

_eSIPA
_S

¼ 2
9
d

zdvqd
4pRVqV

; ð13:129Þ

where d ¼ Dzdi
zdi � zdv
� �. The linear dependence of creep rate on void swelling applies

as well to climb–glide creep.
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Some of the earliest and most convincing results supporting this coupling
between creep and swelling are shown in Fig. 13.19 for annealed 304 SS irradiated
in EBRII. The coupling was further supported by the strong correlation between
creep and swelling in pressurized tube experiments in the PHENIX reactor
(Fig. 13.20). Typical values for D are *10−2 MPa−1. Garner [22] presents a more
complete description of the dependencies of B0 and D on the various parameters
affecting creep. While the creep compliance and the coupling term are not strict
constants, the relation between creep, stress, flux, and swelling is well described by
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Eq. (13.125).The complexity of irradiation creep and its strong dependence on the
irradiated microstructure is illustrated by the observation by Garner et al. [24] that at
high levels of irradiation dose, the irradiation creep rate can drop to zero. This
phenomenon is illustrated in Fig. 13.21 in which instantaneous creep coefficient in a
stainless steel irradiated in EBR-II at 550 °C is observed to increase to a maximum
and then drop to zero at high dose. Note that deformation has not stopped, rather at
the point where the creep compliance goes to zero, the deformation can be totally
accounted for by the strain due to swelling, εlinear = εswelling/3. This occurrence has its
origin in the development of the dislocation network and loop microstructure. Under
irradiation and an applied stress, creep is sensitive to the anisotropy of the dislo-
cation microstructure and accounts for processes such as SIPA and PAG, in addition
to SIPN. In the absence of swelling, the degree of anisotropy increases with dose.
When voids begin to form, they consume vacancies and the matching interstitial flux
to dislocations overwhelms that in the void-free, dislocation-dominated case, causing
an increase in the creep rate that is coincident with the onset of swelling. When voids
become the dominant sink, they absorb both vacancies and interstitials in large
numbers. The consequence is twofold: a reduction in the creep rate caused by the
small excess interstitial flux to dislocations and a saturation in swelling due to low
excess vacancy absorption. The dependence of creep on composition and metal-
lurgical condition is largely determined by the response of swelling to those factors
in the regime where creep is driven by swelling.

13.2.10 Irradiation-Modified Deformation Mechanism Map

The deformation mechanism map for 316 stainless steel can be modified to account
for irradiation creep. Figure 13.22 shows the deformation map for 316 SS con-
structed in a manner identical to that for Fig. 12.31, but at a strain rate of 10−10 s−1

[25]. At this strain rate, irradiation creep is observable in the intermediate
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temperature regime. Below 20 °C, interstitial mobility drops and so does the irra-
diation creep rate. Above about 600 °C, Coble creep is the dominant creep
mechanism. The irradiation creep regime, therefore, lies at intermediate temperature
and intermediate stresses and can be described by the constitutive equation for
irradiation creep strain given by Eq. (13.125) in which the first term is due to
dislocation creep (lower temperature portion of irradiation creep regime) and the
second term is due to swelling-driven creep (higher temperature portion). The net
effect of irradiation is to extend rate-dependent deformation to lower stresses.

13.3 Irradiation Growth and Creep in Zirconium Alloys

In addition to swelling and creep, there is another phenomenon that leads to strains
in some solids under irradiation. This phenomenon is termed growth. Swelling is
the isotropic volume expansion of a solid without an external stress. Creep is the
volume conservative distortion of a solid under an applied stress. Growth is the
volume conservative distortion of a solid without an applied stress. Growth is only
observed in non-cubic systems as it is highly dependent on anisotropy of the crystal
structure. For this reason, irradiation growth can be significant in hcp metals such as
zirconium and magnesium. Zirconium is stable in the α phase (hcp) below 863 °C
and in the β phase (bcc) between 863 °C and Tm. Alpha-Zr has an ideal c/a ratio of
1.589. Three types of planes play key roles in the deformation and growth behavior
of α-zirconium and its alloys:

– Prism I 10�10ð Þ and prism II 11�20ð Þ
– Pyramidal 11�21ð Þ; 11�22ð Þ; 10�12ð Þ
– Basal (0001)

Also of importance are the 10�12ð Þ and 11�22ð Þ planes. The prism, pyramidal, and
basal planes are shown in Fig. 13.23.
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Deformation in hcp metals occurs by both slip and twinning. For stresses along
the a-axis, slip occurs primarily on the 10�10ð Þ prism I plane in the 11�20h i direction.
At higher stress, slip occurs on the 10�11ð Þ and 11�21ð Þ pyramidal planes and in
a 〈c + a〉 direction, or along 11�23h i At high temperatures, slip can occur on the
(0001) basal plane in the a-direction, 1�210h i. Twinning is also a common defor-
mation mode in hcp metals. Twinning will occur for stresses that have a component
in the c-direction on one of the four pyramidal planes. The slip systems for
deformation along the c-direction and as a function of temperature are given in
Table 13.1. Note that different levels of stress are required to activate different
deformation mechanisms. Hence, the stress needed to cause plastic deformation is a

<0001> direction (basal pole)

(1120) plane (prism plane II)

<1120> direction

<1120> slip 
direction

(1010) plane 
(prism plane I) 
slip plane

(0001) plane 
(basal plane)

(1122) twin plane 
(compression)

(1012) twin plane 
(tension)

<1010> direction

<0001> direction

(1121) twin plane 

Fig. 13.23 Prism, pyramidal,
and basal planes in an hcp
structure (after [26])

Table 13.1 Slip systems for
deformation in zirconium

Tension (c-axis) Compression (c-axis)

Temp Plane Direction Plane Direction

Low 11�21ð Þ �1�121h i 11�21ð Þ �1�123h i
High 10�12ð Þ �1011h i 10�11ð Þ �1012h i
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function of direction. A crystal possessing properties that are directionally depen-
dent are called anisotropic.

Commercial production techniques result in Zr components in which the grains
are aligned along preferential directions of the crystal. The preferential orientation
of crystal directions is known as texture. The implication of texture in Zr compo-
nents is that the anisotropic nature of the single crystal is exhibited in the poly-
crystalline material. Further, the texture changes with deformation, and this is
known as texture rotation. The texture is quantified by the fi number or the fraction
of basal poles in the ith direction, where i = L, T, or N for longitudinal, transverse,
and normal, respectively. Note that fL + fT + fN = 1 always.

13.3.1 Microstructure of Irradiated Zirconium Alloys

To understand growth and creep in an anisotropic solid, we must have an under-
standing of the nature of the irradiated microstructure. One of the prime conse-
quences of the crystal structure of zirconium and its alloys is anisotropic diffusion
[27]. Another is that the dilatational strain of the self-interstitial is smaller in Zr than
in most cubic solids, resulting in smaller elastic interaction between dislocations
and interstitials, which gives rise to vacancy loop stability. In fact, this small
dilatational misfit may also explain the ease of Zr in accommodating interstitial gas
atoms. The irradiation microstructure of Zr alloys can be summarized as follows.

Vacancy and interstitial 〈a〉-type 1/3 〈1120〉 (prism plane) loops nucleate and
grow during neutron irradiation. Both are present in approximately equal numbers
between temperatures of 300 and 450 °C, but vacancy loops are unstable above this
range due to thermal emission. The relative numbers of vacancy and interstitial
loops are dependent on the proximity of biased sinks for either interstitials or
vacancies. The 〈a〉-type dislocation loops arrange themselves in layers parallel to
the basal plane, as shown in Fig. 13.24.

At doses above about 2.5 × 1025 n/m2, in the temperature range 300–500 °C, 〈c〉-
component dislocations start to develop on both the pyramidal and basal planes.
The latter consist of vacancy loops having Burgers vector 1=6 20�23h i. The basal
vacancy loops are believed to nucleate in collision cascades and owe their stability
to solutes that lower the stacking fault energy and stabilize them at small size.
Impurity segregation at dislocations near the loops or anisotropic diffusion is likely
to be the most important factors governing loop growth. Additional factors that are
important in 〈c〉-component loops are stress and the magnitude of the Burgers
vector.

At all temperatures, dislocation loop growth contributes to the network during
irradiation, and recovery of the dislocation network is not significant below 400 °C.
The 〈c〉-component vacancy sinks are likely net vacancy sinks and 〈c〉-type dis-
locations are probably net interstitial sinks. The fact that 〈c〉-component loops on
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basal planes are generally of vacancy character also indicates that the 〈c〉-compo-
nent network dislocations are also vacancy sinks since they climb in a similar
manner.

Grain boundaries serve as sinks for interstitial defects during irradiation of
annealed Zr. The bias is dependent on the grain boundary orientation and is a
minimum for boundary planes that are parallel to the basal plane (0001). Voids can
form in Zr at temperatures between 350 and 500 °C, and their formation is a strong
function of impurities and the presence of insoluble gases. When they form, they
also tend to be located at second phase particles. In fact, the lack of insoluble gases
is likely one of the reasons for the instability of voids and the stability of 〈c〉-
component loops instead. As in cubic metals, insoluble gases play an important role
in stabilizing small vacancy clusters against collapse to vacancy loops.

Lastly, radiation induces the formation (of ZrSn or ZrNb) or the dissolution or
redistribution and reprecipitation of intermetallic phases containing Zr and Fe, Cr or
Ni depending on temperature, solute content, and dose. The rebalancing of solute in
the matrix can have an impact on the processes of creep and growth.

13.3.2 Irradiation Growth

Growth is easiest to understand first in single crystal zirconium. Measurements of
growth of single crystal zirconium were first reported by Buckley in 1962 [29]. The
shape change that occurred involved an expansion along the a-axis and a con-
traction along the c-axis, with magnitudes that resulted in zero net volume change,
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Fig. 13.24 Schematic
diagram of the arrangement of
dislocation loops on prism
planes in irradiated zirconium
(after [28])
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consistent with the concept of growth as a volume conservative distortion process.
Results of these observations led to one of the first models of irradiation growth
which held that interstitials condensed as dislocation loops lying on the prism
planes and vacancies from depleted zones collapsed to form vacancy loops lying on
the basal planes. This process is equivalent to a transfer of atoms from basal planes
to prism planes via the irradiation-induced point defects, as shown schematically in
Fig. 13.25. The growth strains of single crystal zirconium as a function of neutron
fluence are shown in Fig. 13.26 in which there is a large positive growth strain in
the 〈a〉-direction, a negative growth strain in the 〈c〉-direction, and near zero strain
in the 〈c + a〉-direction. But subsequent, detailed TEM observations [27, 28] of the
dislocation loop structure of Zr that had undergone irradiation growth showed that
all of the irradiation-induced dislocation loops had Burgers vectors of the type,
b ¼ 1=3 11�20h i, or 〈a〉-type loops and no indication of 〈c〉-component loops. While
the loops with 〈a〉-type Burgers vector could account for the a-axis expansion, they

Fig. 13.25 Schematic of the
change in shape of single
crystal of α-zirconium
produced by interstitial
condensation on prism planes
and vacancy-depleted zone
collapse on basal planes
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do not account for the c-axis contraction. In fact, after an initial strain of about 10−4,
the growth quickly saturated. Irradiation to much higher doses showed that the
saturation was in fact temporary and that the growth strain exhibited a breakaway
behavior above *2.5 × 1025 n/m2 (Fig. 13.27). Breakaway growth has been
ascribed to the nucleation and growth of 〈c〉-component vacancy loops [29]. The
current evidence supports the nucleation of a low density of loops with 1=6 20�23h i
Burgers vectors that grow to relatively large sizes (>100 nm). In fact, much of the
growth strain in Zircaloy-2 at high fluence can be accounted for by excess inter-
stitial annihilation at 〈a〉-type loops and network dislocations with the corre-
sponding vacancies annihilating at the 〈c〉-component loops [33].

In polycrystalline zirconium alloys, irradiation growth consists of three com-
ponents: (1) a short-term transient due to irradiation-induced microstructure chan-
ges such as defect clusters or loops, (2) a crystallographic texture-dependent
steady-state growth component, and (3) a texture-dependent long-term transient
arising from breakaway growth [32]. The growth strain in a given direction of a
polycrystal, d, can be related to its crystallographic texture by the f numbers and is
proportional to the growth anisotropy factor, Gd:

Gd ¼ 1� 3f bd ; ð13:130Þ

where f bd is the resolved fraction of basal poles in the direction d. The values of f bd
are determined from basal pole figures obtained by X-ray diffraction using the
relationship:

f bd ¼
X
q

Vq cos2 q ; ð13:131Þ
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where Vq is the volume fraction of grains with their basal poles at an angle q from
the direction d. If the resolved fraction of basal poles in a given direction is equal to
1/3, then according to Eq. (13.130), the growth in that direction should be zero. The
growth strain in the longitudinal, transverse, and thickness directions of recrystal-
lized and cold-worked Zircaloy-2 irradiated at 287 °C and 327 °C fit the behavior
rather well [35]. Figure 13.28 shows that the growth behavior of recrystallized
Zircaloy-2 at 57 °C also follows Eq. (13.130).

Irradiation growth is weakly dependent on grain size with smaller grains giving
rise to larger growth. It is also dependent on cold-work with higher cold-work
resulting in a greater growth strain (Fig. 13.29). Growth appears to be dependent on
fluence, but there is not much evidence to support a flux dependence. Finally,
growth is observed to increase with temperature, with a rapid increase above about
400 °C due in part to an increase in volume. It has also been proposed that impurity
elements, such as Fe, can stabilize 〈c〉-component loop embryos and enable their
growth. Irradiation has been observed to amorphize Fe- and Cr-rich precipitates
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[37] causing the redistribution of iron into the matrix [38]. This dissolution process
may be a source of iron for 〈c〉-component loop stabilization at high fluences.

A model [39] has been developed that attempts to capture the sensitivity of the
growth rate to the microstructure by estimating the annihilation probabilities for
interstitials and for vacancies at the various microstructural sinks. It holds that
growth is driven by the difference in the anisotropy of interstitial and vacancy
migration in which (1–3f) growth can occur in cold-worked microstructures by
vacancy partitioning to the 〈c + a〉-network dislocations and interstitial partitioning
to the a-type dislocations. The linear dependence of the growth rate of cold-worked
and stress-relieved Zircaloy-2 is controlled by fast vacancy migration with a low
migration energy of 0.7 eV. The breakaway growth at high fluences is due to the
appearance of basal plane loops which act as strong vacancy sinks.

13.3.3 Irradiation Creep

Time-dependent deformation in zirconium alloys is a combination of thermal creep,
irradiation creep, and growth. While the thermal creep component at reactor tem-
peratures is generally small if not negligible, irradiation creep and growth com-
ponents are not easily separable. The dependence of unirradiated zirconium tensile
and creep properties on temperature can be subdivided into three regions as shown
in Fig. 13.30. Below about 175 °C, the yield stress decreases with temperature, but
creep below the yield stress does not depend strongly on temperature. Region II is
the athermal region of creep and extends between about 175 and 523 °C in which
mechanical recovery balances strain aging and the net effect is that creep is inde-
pendent of temperature but does not readily reach steady-state creep. Above 523 °C,
the strong dependence of yield strength on temperature and the increased recovery
leads to steady-state creep rates at constant stress.
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In reactor, creep follows the phenomenological equation:

_e ¼ Arn/mGd expð�Q=kTÞ f ðtÞ or gðeÞ½ � ; ð13:132Þ

where f(t) and g(ε) are functions of time and strain, respectively, and other terms are
as previously defined. While the flux dependence is generally taken to be linear,
correlations show that the value of m varies between 0.25 and 0.85 at low fluxes
(1016 n/m2s) and rises to an asymptotic value of 1.0 at high fluxes (1018 n/m2s) [34].
The flux exponent also was found to decrease with temperature and become neg-
ligible above 523 °C (region III) [40]. The fluence dependence is generally linear,
but data exist to show that at high fluence (>*2 × 1025 n/m2), there is an upturn in
the creep rate (Fig. 13.31).

Creep of zirconium alloys is highly dependent on the stress. At 300 °C and low
stress (<1/3σy), n = 1. With increasing stress to values between 200 and 400 MPa,
n rises to a value of 2 and then increases rapidly at higher stresses and can reach a
value of 100 at a stress of 600 MPa (Fig. 13.32). Below about 300 °C, the tem-
perature dependence of creep is weak and the activation energy is between 16 and
40 kJ/mol (Fig. 13.33). The temperature dependence increases rapidly with tem-
perature, and Q can exceed 200 kJ/mol. However, the transition temperature for
Q is dependent on alloy content, metallurgical condition, and stress [34]. As with
growth, creep is highly dependent on the texture, which is included as the aniso-
tropy coefficient in Eq. (13.132). However, as shown in Fig. 13.34, the texture
dependence is greatest in the primary creep range. Creep in zirconium alloys is
believed to be due to slip of 〈a〉-type dislocations on prism planes with secondary
slip of 〈c + a〉-type dislocations on pyramidal planes. In Zircaloy-2 and Zr–2.5 %
Nb, slip of 〈a〉-type dislocations contributed over 90 % of the total strain [41]. The
most likely mechanism to explain creep at low stress is the SIPA mechanism. As
discussed earlier, this mechanism has an n = 1 stress dependence, which is con-
sistent with creep at low stress. The elastodiffusion origin of SIPA [42] in which
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diffusion of interstitials is anisotropic in an applied stress field is consistent with the
partitioning of interstitials to 〈a〉-type loops, facilitating their climb and glide.

A deformation-mechanism map for unirradiated Zircaloy-4 calculated assuming
a grain size of 150 μm [43] is shown in Fig. 13.35. The map was drawn as contours
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of constant strain rate in a stress–temperature space. All mechanisms were assumed
to act simultaneously, and the boundaries between the different mechanisms were
set to where the dominant mechanisms switched. An exception to this rule was the
transition to dislocation glide. For consistency between the strain rates in the dif-
ferent regimes, a transition stress of ~s=G = 4.8 × 10−3 was set below which dis-
location glide was not active. This is equivalent to a narrow region in which the
flow rate of the alloy is independent of temperature.
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Nomenclature
A Area of slip plane or dislocation loop
Ā Average loop area
a Lattice constant
b Burgers vector
B0 Creep compliance
Cv,i Concentration of vacancies, interstitials
C0
v;i Thermal equilibrium concentration of vacancies, interstitials

d Grain size
D Creep-swelling coupling coefficient
Deff Effective diffusion coefficient
Dgb Grain boundary diffusion coefficient
Di,v Interstitial, vacancy diffusion coefficient
Dvol Volume diffusion coefficient
e Engineering strain
E Energy or elastic modulus
Evol Activation energy for volume diffusion
f bd Resolved fraction of basal poles in the d direction
fi Fraction of interstitial loops aligned in direction i. Also resolved fraction

of basal poles of hcp unit cells in the i direction
Fi Component of force in the ith direction
Fj Frequency with which a dislocation climbs a height, h
Gd Anisotropy factor
h Obstacle height on glide plane
k Boltzmann’s constant
k2v;i Total sink strength for vacancies, interstitials

k2L;N Sink strengths for loops, networks

l Glide length on the slip plane
J Flux
n The number of interstitials is required to form an interstitial loop also,

number of dislocations in a pileup
n0 Number of possible loop orientations
N Atom number density
NL Number density of dislocation loops
Pj Probability of a dislocation climb of j or greater
rc Dislocation core radius
rL Dislocation loop radius
Rc Critical loop size for survival
Rj Probability of finding a dislocation a distance j from unpinning point
Rmax Maximum dislocation loop radius
S Loop number density
_S Swelling rate
t Time
T Temperature
Tm Melting temperature
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tc Dislocation climb velocity
td Average dislocation velocity
V Volume
Vcas Volume of cascade
Vq Volume fraction of grains with their basal poles at an angle q with

respect to a direction, d
D _V
V

Swelling rate

zdji;v Capture efficiencies of dislocation of orientation j

Dzdi;v Difference in capture efficiencies between aligned and non-aligned loops

α Number of spikes per neutron scattering event, constant in Eq. (13.74)
β Constant in Eq. (13.74)
ϕ Neutron flux
δ Effective thickness of the grain boundary
εs Shear strain
_e Strain rate
_�e Effective strain (or creep) rate
_em Swelling strain
ε, εij Strain and components of strain
εe Elastic strain
εvol Volume strain
μ Shear modulus
ν Poisson’s ratio
ω Release frequency of pinned dislocation segments
Ω Atomic volume
ρ Total dislocation density
ρm,L,N Mobile, loop, and network components of dislocation density
ρFR Frank–Read source density
σ, σij Stress and components of stress
σs Neutron scattering cross section. Also shear stress
�r Effective stress
θ Angle between loop normal and tensile axis in (Eq. 13.74)

Subscripts
AL Aligned loops
c Climb
d Dislocation
eff Effective
FR Frank–Read
g Glide
gb Grain boundary
i, v Interstitial, vacancy
NL Non-aligned loop
L Loop
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m Mobile
N Network
s Shear
S Swelling
vol Volume

Superscripts
c Compressive
dA Aligned dislocation loops
dN Non-aligned dislocation loops
D Dislocation
L Loops
V Void
n Stress exponent
m Flux exponent
t Tensile

Acronyms
GC Glide and climb
FR Frank–Read
N-H Nabarro–Herring
PA Preferential absorption
PAG Preferential absorption glide
PE Preferential emission
SIPA Stress-induced preferential absorption
SIPN Stress-induced preferential nucleation

Problems

13:1 Referring back to the void growth rate calculation in Problem 8.4 of Chap. 8:

(a) Calculate the irradiation creep rate for stainless steel as a function of
temperature and applied shear stress. Assume a void number density of
2 × 1015 cm−3 for the creep rate calculation.

(b) Identify the window in stress–temperature space in which the creep rate
remains below 0.01 %/h.

13:2 In the Hesketh model of irradiation creep by stress-enhanced vacancy–loop
collapse, depleted zones with less than mc * 200 vacancies remain in the
solid as vacancy platelets. For m < mc, the volume per platelet of size m is
mΩ. Using the inverse square distribution function for vacancy platelet (or
depleted zone) size produced by a neutron collision, compute the swelling
due to uncollapsed platelets in the absence of applied stress at a fast fluence
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of 1020 neutrons/cm2. Assume Σs = 0.2 cm−1, Ω = 0.012 nm3, and v = 500
Frenkel pairs per fast neutron collision.

13:3 An Inconel 718 bolt is used to hold a reactor mechanical component in place.
The lifetime of the bolt is determined by the stress relaxation (due to irra-
diation creep). The bolt must be replaced if the load drops to 10 % of the
initial load. For the small irradiation dose received by the bolt, assume the
creep strain rate ð_eÞ during irradiation is proportional to the displacement-
damage rate ð _/Þ and the effective stress (σ) as given in Eq. (13.124):

_e ¼ �B _/r

(a) Calculate the radiation damage (in dpa) when the bolt stress drops to
10 % of the initial value. Assume the elastic modulus E is a constant
value of 7.6 × 1010 Pa and the creep coefficient B is a constant value of
1.6 × 10−6MPa−1 dpa−1.

(b) Due to changes in fuel loading patterns, the dpa rate at the bolt decreases
by 50 % after 5 dpa. Recalculate the total dose to reach 10 % of the
initial preload. Does this change the time to replace the bolt?

13:4 A dislocation that absorbs vacancies and interstitials at different rates will
exhibit climb. The climb velocity υc is given by tc ¼ ðJdi � JdvÞb2 where Jdi is
the flux of interstitials to a unit length of dislocation line and b is the Burgers
vector. If the average obstacle size is 100 nm, calculate the mean time needed
for dislocations to climb over obstacles in fcc aluminum at 200 °C in a
monoenergetic neutron flux of 1014 n/cm2 s (E = 1 MeV). Assume that the
obstacles are not sinks for point defects and that kinetics are diffusion-limited.

Tm ¼ 660 �C
a ¼ 0:405 nm

Qv
f ¼ 3:2 eV

Qv
m ¼ 0:62 eV

Qi
f ¼ 0:66 eV

Qi
m ¼ 0:12 eV

Svth ¼ 0:7k

Sith ¼ 8k

Svm ¼ Sim ¼ 0

v ¼ 1013 s�1

qd ¼ 109 cm�2

b ¼ 0:2 nm

zid ¼ 1:02

zvd ¼ 1:0
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13:5 A creep experiment is performed on unirradiated 316 stainless steel
(Tm = 1750 K) samples at 300 °C and 700 °C in the laboratory at low stress.
Comparison experiments are performed on a second pair of 316 SS samples
at the same temperatures, but during irradiation in a neutron flux of
1 × 1014 n/cm2s (E > 1 MeV). A third pair of samples is tested in the
laboratory at the same temperatures but after being irradiated to a fluence of
1021 n/cm2 at the test temperatures.

(a) Make two plots, one for each temperature. Draw, label, and explain the
expected creep curves for each of these experiments.

(b) What mechanisms would you expect to control creep in each of these
experiments?

13:6 The 316 stainless steel sample irradiated at 700 °C in Problem 13.5 fails at
1 % strain in a creep test. The failure is attributed to helium embrittlement,
and calculations show that the total helium content in the metal was
1017 at/cm3, the grain size was 20 μm, and the swelling at failure was 30 %.
What is the stress at failure?

13:7 The generalized equation for thermal creep is as follows:

_e ¼ ADlb
kT

r
l

� �n b
d

� �p

; where D ¼ D0 expð�Q=kTÞ

D Diffusion coefficient
d Grain size
b Burgers vector
k Boltzmann’s constant
T Temperature (K)
μ Shear modulus
σ Applied stress
n Stress exponent
p Inverse grain size exponent
A Dimensionless parameter

(a) Are any of the variables that describe the creep affected by irradiation?

(b) If so, how would increasing the displacement rate during an irradiation
by an order of magnitude change the creep rate in a pure alloy with very
low sink density?

13:8 The generalized correlation between creep and swelling given in
Eq. (13.125) is as follows:

_�e=�r ¼ B0 þD _S

Comparing this equation to the generalized creep equation in Problem 13.7
implies that the stress exponent is 1. What does that tell you about the likely
mechanisms of creep?
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Chapter 14
Fracture and Embrittlement

Embrittlement of a metal is measured by the amount of plastic or creep deformation
that occurs before fracture. Irradiation invariably renders a metal less ductile than
the unirradiated condition. Fracture can be of the brittle type in which a small crack
rapidly propagates across an entire component, or it can occur after long times at
stress and after appreciable plastic deformation. Failure by stress rupture takes place
by linkage of small intergranular cracks or cavities that have developed throughout
the interior of the metal.

The fracture behavior of irradiated structural materials is of vital interest not only
for reasons of public safety in the case of pressure containment systems but also for
reasons of economy, in the case of fuel performance and plant reliability.
Consequently, major efforts have been made to determine the mechanics and
engineering limits for fracture of pressure vessel steels and reactor core component
alloys under various metallurgical and operational conditions. Although consider-
able properties data have been compiled to provide guidance for design and safe-
guards analysis, the effects of irradiation on basic fracture initiation and propagation
mechanisms is still under investigation.

In this chapter, we will first develop the formulation for the theoretical cohesive
strength of metals, followed by an introduction to fracture mechanics. Using these
tools we will address the theory of brittle fracture and merge this theory with the
theory of yielding in metals to describe the fracture behavior of metals spanning the
elastic-plastic transition. The influence of irradiation combined with other embrit-
tling effects on the fracture behavior of pressure vessel steels will be treated, fol-
lowed by an application of fracture mechanics to crack propagation and fatigue
crack growth. Finally, high-temperature embrittlement and fracture mechanisms
will be discussed.

14.1 Types of Fracture

Metals can exhibit different types of fracture depending on the alloy, temperature,
state of stress and rate of loading. Fracture can be classified into two general cate-
gories: ductile fracture and brittle fracture. Ductile fracture is characterized by
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appreciable plastic deformation prior to and during the propagation of a crack. Brittle
fracture in metals is characterized by a rapid rate of crack propagation, with no gross
deformation and very little microdeformation. Actually, the boundary between a
ductile and brittle fracture is arbitrary and depends on the situation being considered.

Brittle fracture often occurs by cleavage, or separation along a crystallographic
plane of low index. The cleavage mode of fracture is controlled by tensile stresses
acting normal to a crystallographic cleavage plane. Brittle fractures have been
observed in bcc and hcp metals, but not in fcc metals except by grain boundary
embrittlement. In polycrystalline samples, fractures are classified as either trans-
granular, in which the crack propagates through the grains, or intergranular, in
which the crack propagates along the grain boundaries.

14.2 The Cohesive Strength of Metals

In most basic terms, the strength of metals is due to the cohesive forces between
atoms. Figure 1.8 in Chap. 1 showed the variation in the potential function for an
atom about its equilibrium site. Figure 14.1 shows the corresponding variation in
cohesive force between two atoms as a function of the separation between theses
atoms. This curve results from the attractive and repulsive forces between atoms.
The interatomic spacing of the atoms in the unstrained condition is indicated by the
length increment, a. If the crystal is subjected to a tensile load, the separation
between atoms increases. The repulsive force decreases more rapidly with increased
separation than does the attractive force, so that a net force between atoms balances
the tensile load. As the tensile load is increased still further, the repulsive force is
negligible and the attractive force begins to decrease because of the increased
separation of the atoms. This point corresponds to the maximum in the curve, which
is equal to the theoretical cohesive strength of the material.

A good approximation to the theoretical cohesive strength can be obtained if it is
assumed that the cohesive force curve can be represented by a sine curve [1]:

r ¼ rth sin
2px
k

ð14:1Þ
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Fig. 14.1 Cohesive force on an atom relative to the separation distance between atoms (after [1])
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where σth is the theoretical cohesive strength and x is the displacement in atomic
spacing in a lattice with wavelength λ. For small displacements sin x ≈ x, and:

r ¼ rth
2px
k

: ð14:2Þ

Limiting consideration to a brittle elastic solid, from Hooke’s law we have:

r ¼ Ee ¼ Ex
a
: ð14:3Þ

Eliminating x from Eqs. (14.2) and (14.3) gives:

rth ¼ k
2p

E
a
: ð14:4Þ

When fracture occurs in a brittle solid, all of the work expended in producing the
fracture goes into the creation of two new surfaces. Each of these surfaces has a
surface energy of γ in units of energy/unit area. The work done per unit area of
surface in creating the fracture, Uf is the area under the stress-displacement curve of
Fig. 14.1:

Uf ¼
Zk=2
0

rth sin
2px
k

dx ¼ krth
p

; ð14:5Þ

where λ is the wavelength. This energy is that required to create the two new
fracture surfaces:

krth
p

¼ 2c; or k ¼ 2pc
rth

; ð14:6Þ

and substituting into Eq. (14.4) gives:

rth ¼ Ec
a

� �1=2

: ð14:7Þ

Equation (14.6) provides an estimate of the theoretical stress required to create two
new surfaces with surface energy, γ. Taking typical values for the parameters in
Eq. (14.7) yields values for the theoretical fracture strength that are 10–1000 times
that found in engineering materials. To resolve this discrepancy, Griffith [2] pro-
posed that a brittle material contains a population of fine cracks that produce a stress
concentration of sufficient magnitude so that the theoretical cohesive strength is
reached in localized regions at a nominal stress, which is well below the theoretical
value.
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When a crack increases its length in the process of brittle fracture, it produces an
increase in the surface area of the sides of the crack. Energy is required to overcome
the cohesive force of the atoms, or expressed in another way, crack growth requires an
increase in surface energy. The source of the increased surface energy is the elastic
strain energy which is released as the crack spreads. Griffith established the following
criterion for the propagation of a crack: “A crack will propagate when the decrease in
elastic strain energy is at least equal to the energy required to create the new crack
surface.” This criterion can be used to determine the magnitude of the tensile stress,
which will just cause a crack of a certain size to propagate as a brittle fracture.

If we consider an elliptical crack of length 2c in a flat plate of unit thickness
under an applied stress, σ acting normal to the crack plane, then the presence of a
crack reduces the total strain energy by the amount [3]:

UE ¼ � pc2r2

E
: ð14:8Þ

The decrease in strain energy is available for creation of the two crack surfaces that
requires the energy:

US ¼ 4cc: ð14:9Þ

According to Griffith’s criterion, the crack will propagate under a constant applied
stress, σ if an incremental increase in crack length produces no change in the total
energy of the system, i.e., the increased surface energy is compensated by a
decrease in elastic strain energy. Using Eqs. (14.8) and (14.9), this criterion can be
expressed by the following:

@

@c
4cc� pr2c2

E

� �
¼ 0; ð14:10Þ

and solving for the stress gives:

rf ¼ 2Ec
pc

� �1=2

: ð14:11aÞ

For the plane strain condition, E is replaced by E/(1 − v)2 giving:

rf ¼ 2Ec

ð1� mÞ2pc

 !1=2

: ð14:11bÞ

Equations (14.11a, 14.11b) give the stress, σf required to propagate a crack in a
brittle material as a function of the size of the microcrack.

It is well established that even metals that fail in a completely brittle manner have
undergone some plastic deformation prior to fracture. Therefore, in the strictest sense,
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Grittith’s equation for the fracture stress does not apply for metals. Orowan [4]
suggested that the Griffith equation would be made more compatible with brittle
fracture in metals by the inclusion of a term expressing the plastic work required to
extend the crack wall, γp. In this case, Eq. (14.11a) is modified as follows:

rf ¼
2E cþ cp
� �
pc

" #1=2
� Ecp

c

� �1=2

: ð14:12Þ

The surface energy term can be neglected since estimates of the plastic-work term
are about 102–103 J/m2 compared with values of about 1 J/m2 for γ.

14.3 Fracture Mechanics

Fracture mechanics seeks to describe the resistance to cracking, or the toughness, of
engineering materials under conditions similar to those encountered in engineering
practice. In considering this subject we shall use the approach of Irwin [5] as
described by Reed-Hill [6], who considers the work done in moving a crack a small
distance, Δx, in order to determine the effective force resisting its movement. In
computing this work, he assumes, for ease of presentation, that the crack moves
backward and closes rather than opens. Thus, we assume that Fig. 14.2a represents
one end of a crack that extends through the thickness of an infinitely wide plate of
unit thickness, and that the plate is loaded by a uniform tensile stress. As indicated
in Fig. 14.2b, the tensile stress is applied in the y-direction on the upper and lower
surfaces of the crack over a distance, Δx measured from the crack tip. This stress
will close up the crack over the distance Δx if σyy is increased at all points to the
same value that it had when the crack was originally at point a. The extension of the
crack from point a to point b is shown in Fig. 14.2c.

Considering a small element, dx of the interval Δx, as shown in Fig. 14.2c, the
opposite sides of this element move through a distance 2Y as the crack closes.
Elasticity theory assumes that the displacement of the crack surfaces varies linearly
with the hypothetical stress σyy applied to the crack surfaces. The work done on the
small element dx, as σyy is raised to the value that closes the crack, is then:

dW ¼ 2Y
2
ryydx ¼ Yryydx; ð14:13Þ

and the work required to close the crack over the distance Δx is:

DW ¼
ZDx
0

Yryydx: ð14:14Þ
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We further assume that the material ahead of the crack is subjected to a condition
of plane stress. As discussed in Sect. 12.1, this means that the stress component, σzz,
parallel to the edge of the crack is zero so that all the stress components lie in the
plane of the plate. With this condition, elasticity theory predicts that:

yy

yy

yy

yy

yy

yy

f

f

ba

c

a
b2Y

x x
x

x

x

dx

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 14.2 Illustration of the
Irwin method for determining
the conditions for fracture
(after [6])
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ryy ¼ r
ffiffiffi
c

pffiffiffiffiffi
2x

p ; ð14:15Þ

and

Y ¼ 2r
ffiffiffi
c

p
E

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2ðDx� xÞ

p
; ð14:16Þ

where x is the distance measured from point a in Fig. 14.2(c), c is the half-crack
length, and σ is the applied external stress. Evaluation of ΔW in Eq. (14.14) gives:

DW ¼ r2cpDx
E

: ð14:17Þ

Since the derivative of the work with respect to the distance corresponds to a force,
Irwin defines a crack extension force (actually a force per unit length) as:

G ¼ DW
Dx

¼ r2f
cp
E
; ð14:18Þ

where σf is the applied stress at fracture. This force may be considered as that
necessary to move the crack through the metal. Note that if this expression is
compared to the Griffith relationship given in Eq. (14.11a), we have:

G ¼ r2f cp
E

¼ 2c; ð14:19Þ

which suggests that the force per unit length exerted on the crack front as it
advances is equal to twice the specific surface energy, γ. This result is expected
since, according to the Griffith concept, the work expended in advancing the crack
is converted into the surface energy of the two crack surfaces.

In this example, the Irwin analysis has been applied to a crack in a brittle elastic
solid where its movement does not involve plastic deformation ahead of the crack.
However, the Irwin approach can also be applied to problems where crack advance
involves plastic deformation, in which Eq. (14.19) becomes:

G ¼ 2 cp þ c
� �

; ð14:20Þ

where γ is the true surface energy and γp is the plastic work per unit area involved in
the creation of the surface. However, as described earlier, in most practical
examples, γp ≫ γ, and γ can be neglected in comparison to γp, so that:

G � 2cp: ð14:21Þ

In Eq. (14.21), the right hand side of the equation represents the energy per unit
plate thickness to make a crack grow in an elastic solid. Accordingly it is called the
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crack resistance force and is designated by R. So, crack growth begins when the
critical energy release rate, Gc equals the crack resistance force R. Since
R represents the rate at which energy is expended in growing a crack, then:

R ¼ dW=dc ¼ 2c: ð14:22Þ

As indicated above for fracture in a brittle elastic plate, the vertical component of
the stress ahead of the crack is given by the expression:

ryy ¼ r
ffiffiffi
c

pffiffiffiffiffi
2x

p ; ð14:23Þ

where x is the distance ahead of the crack. Note that in the numerator of the term on
the RHS of the equation we have the product of the applied stress, σ, and the square
root of c, the half-crack length. These two factors determine the general level of the
stress at points ahead of the crack. The larger the applied stress or the greater the
crack length, the more severe will be the stress at any point in front of the crack.
Because of this, it is common practice in fracture analysis to use a parameter known
as the stress intensity factor, which contains the product r

ffiffiffi
c

p
. In the case of a crack

in a brittle elastic plate where the stress components ahead of the crack correspond
to a condition of plane stress, the stress intensity factor K is defined as:

K ¼ r
ffiffiffiffiffi
cp

p
: ð14:24Þ

At this point, it is convenient to define the three basic modes of fracture, as shown in
Fig. 14.3. Mode I corresponds to fracture where the crack surfaces are displaced
normal to themselves. This is a typical tensile type of fracture. In the second mode,
Mode II, the crack surfaces are sheared relative to each other in a direction normal to
the crack front; while in Mode III, the shearing action is parallel to the crack front.

The stress field around a crack in a solid depends on the mode. In the case of
Mode I fracture in a plate with a center crack of length 2c, the equations are
expressed in terms of polar coordinate, r and θ, where r is the distance in the
xy-plane from the crack tip to an element in space, and θ is the angle between r and
the x-axis (as shown in Fig. 14.4):

rxx ¼ r c=2rð Þ1=2cos h
2

1� sin
h
2
cos

3h
2

� �

ryy ¼ r c=2rð Þ1=2cos h
2

1þ sin
h
2
cos

3h
2

� �
rzz ¼ 0; for plane stress crack growth

rzz ¼ mðrxx þ ryyÞ; for plane strain crack growth

rxy ¼ rðc=2rÞ1=2 sin h
2
cos

h
2
cos

3h
2

ryz ¼ rxz ¼ 0:

ð14:25Þ
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Fig. 14.3 The three basic
modes of fracture (a) Mode I,
tensile, (b) Mode II, shear in
the direction normal to the
crack front, and (c) Mode III,
shear in the direction parallel
to the crack front
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Fig. 14.4 Coordinate system
for description of the stress
field ahead of the crack as
given by Eq. (14.25)
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These equations are valid within a limited region around the crack tip. The stress
field can be written in terms of the stress intensity factor using Eq. (14.24). For
Mode I, the stress field around a crack tip is written as follows:

rxx ¼ KI= 2prð Þ1=2cos h
2

1� sin
h
2
cos

3h
2

� �

ryy ¼ KI= 2prð Þ1=2cos h
2

1þ sin
h
2
cos

3h
2

� �

rxy ¼ KI=ð2prÞ1=2 sin h2 cos
h
2
cos

3h
2
:

ð14:26Þ

When the applied stress is raised to the point where the crack is able to move
rapidly, a critical value of the stress intensity factor is obtained above which
unstable crack propagation occurs. This condition is written:

Kc ¼ rf
ffiffiffiffiffi
cp

p
: ð14:27Þ

The quantity Kc is called the fracture toughness and is rather simply related to the
crack extension force:

Gc ¼ r2f cp
E

¼ K2
c

E
; ð14:28Þ

for the case of plane stress, and for plane strain, Eq. (14.28) becomes:

Gc ¼ r2f cpð1� m2Þ
E

¼ K2
c ð1� m2Þ

E
: ð14:29Þ

Both Gc and Kc may be considered to be parameters that measure the resistance
of a metal to crack extension. It is important to note, however, that the relations
between Gc and Kc refer specifically to a particular set of fracture conditions: where
the crack advances elastically in a plate under the action of a simple tensile stress,
and the stress components in front of the crack correspond to a condition of either
plane stress or plane strain. For other fracture conditions, the relationship between
Gc and Kc will normally be different. In fact, from Eq. (14.21), we can write:

Gc ¼ r2f cpð1� m2Þ
E

¼ 2cp ¼ R : ð14:30Þ

For fracture in Mode I loading, it is normal practice to add the subscript I to the
symbols Kc and Gc. The relationship given earlier is, accordingly, more properly
written:
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GIc ¼ r2f cp
E

¼ K2
Ic

E
or GIc ¼ K2

Icð1� m2Þ
E

: ð14:31Þ

The crack tip stresses due to an applied stress can result in plastic flow at the tip
of the crack. The plastic zone ahead of the crack tip is kidney-shaped with lobes
extending above and below the plane of fracture. A cross section through the plastic
zone in the xy-plane is shown in Fig. 14.5. The extent of the zone in the crack plane
(xz-plane in Fig. 14.5) is often used as an estimate of the plastic zone size. Using the
expression for σyy in Eq. (14.26) and evaluating it at θ = 0 gives σyy = KI/(2πrp)

1/2.
Solving for rp and using σyy = σy for plane stress and ryy ¼

ffiffiffi
3

p
ry for plane strain,

where σy is the yield stress, gives:

rp ¼ K2
I =2pr

2
y; plane stress ð14:32Þ

rp ¼ K2
I =6pr

2
y; plane strain : ð14:33Þ

Figures 14.6 shows the stress distributions ahead of the crack in plane stress (a),
and plane strain (b), assuming that the stress σyy does not exceed the yield stress, σy.
Note that the plastic zone size in the case of plane strain is about a factor of 3 less
than that in plane stress as dictated by Eqs. (14.32) and (14.33).
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Fig. 14.5 Cross section (in
the xy-plane) of the plastic
zone in front of a crack tip
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Fig. 14.6 Stress distribution
ahead of a crack assuming
that σyy cannot exceed σy for
the cases of (a) plane stress
and (b) plane strain
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14.4 Fracture Mechanics Tests

The objective of a fracture mechanics test is to determine the fracture parameters
describing the resistance of the metal to crack advance. The Mode I fracture
toughness is such a parameter and standard sample design and test methods have
been developed to determine the plane strain fracture toughness of a metal. This
standardized method is described by ASTM standard E399 [7] and applies to two
sample designs, the 3-point loaded notched beam specimen and the compact tension
specimen. The compact tension specimen is a common sample design and is shown
in Fig. 14.7. Plane strain fracture toughness measurements rely on the validity of
linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM). That is, Eq. (14.26) are assumed to be
valid during plane strain fracture as they were derived using elasticity theory and do
not account for plasticity. Therefore, for LEFM to hold, the size of the plastic zone,
as given by Eq. (14.33) ahead of the crack tip must be small. Since, rp / 1=r2y; the
yield strength plays a large role in the size of the plastic zone, and hence, the
validity of the test. ASTM standard E399 requires that the thickness of the sample
be of a minimum size in order to ensure plane strain fracture. That size is given as:

B� 2:5 KIc=ry
� �2

; ð14:34Þ

where B is the specimen thickness. In addition, the size of the ligament, which is the
length of uncracked material in the sample defined by (W − a) in Fig. 14.7, must
also be larger than the plastic zone size by the same amount as the sample thickness,
B and the crack length, resulting in the following size requirements:

W

1.2W

1.25W

a

P

P

B B = 0.5W
Fig. 14.7 ASTM compact
tension sample design for
plane strain fracture
toughness measurements
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a� 2:5ðKIc=ryÞ2

B� 2:5ðKIc=ryÞ2

W � 5:0ðKIc=ryÞ2;
ð14:35Þ

where a is used here to denote crack length. Note that Eq. (14.35) require a value
for KIc in order to determine validity of the sample that will be used to measure KIc.
So in practice, the magnitude of KIc is estimated in order to determine if the sample
made from the metal to be tested will meet the requirements of Eq. (14.35). For a
compact tension specimen, the stress intensity factor can be written in terms of the
applied load, P, the sample dimensions, B and W and the ratio of crack length to
sample width, a/W, and has the following form:

K ¼ P
BW1=2

�
2þ a

W

	 

0:886þ 4:64

a
W

	 

� 13:32

a
W

	 
2
þ 14:72

a
W

	 
3
�5:6

a
W

	 
4� �

1� a
W

	 
3=2 ;

ð14:36Þ

where the first term on the RHS is essentially the applied stress, and the second term
reflects the effect of crack length.

14.5 Elastic-Plastic Fracture Mechanics

The determination of plane strain fracture toughness depends on the validity of
LEFM for the particular test. If the yield strength is very high and the sample
thickness is great enough, LEFM is satisfied. However, the low strength and high
toughness for most metals (even in the irradiated state) requires thicknesses that
could approach a meter in order to satisfy LEFM. When the plastic zone size in a
sample is large enough to distort the elastic stress field, determination of fracture
toughness using KIc is impractical. To obtain a measure of the resistance of a metal
to fracture when significant plasticity is involved, other methods have been
developed. The J integral and crack opening displacement methods as described by
Reed-Hill [8], are two such methods that will be briefly reviewed.

The J integral proposed by Rice is a method for characterizing the stress-strain
field at the tip of a crack by an integration path taken sufficiently far from the crack
tip to be substituted for a path close to the crack tip region. Formally, the J integral
is defined for either elastic or elastic-plastic behavior as:

J ¼
Z
f

Wdy� T
@u
@x

� �
dx; ð14:37Þ
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where ζ is a contour around the crack tip, taken in a counterclockwise direction,
W is the strain energy density

R e
0 rde

� �
; T is the traction vector normal to an element

ds of the path ζ(Ti = σijnij) and u is the displacement vector, Fig. 14.8(a).
From a more physical viewpoint, J is the potential energy difference between

two identically loaded bodies having slightly different crack lengths, or:

J ¼ �dV=dc; ð14:38Þ

where V is the potential energy of the system, J is the negative of the rate of change
of the potential energy with respect to the change in crack length. In experiments,
dV/dc is determined by plotting the load-displacement curves of two specimens
with different initial crack lengths. As shown in Fig. 14.8(b), loading to a constant
load results in crack growth of the crack of initial length c to c + dc, that produces
an increment in the displacement, δ. The area between the two P − δ curves is the
energy difference dV and when divided by dc, gives J.

The crack opening displacement approach assumes that crack growth occurs
when the magnitude of the plastic strain at the tip of a crack reaches a critical value

c

c + dc

Jdc = dV

Crack opening displacement, 

L
oa

d,
 P

c
x

P

clip gage displacement

CTOD, t

(b)(a)

(c) (d)

Fig. 14.8 (a) Crack-tip geometry and line integral contour. (b) Load-displacement curves for a
constant displacement test on a plate containing cracks with slightly different initial lengths used to
determine the J integral. (c) Crack geometry for COD analysis. (d) COD test setup in which
displacement is measured using a clip gage
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that depends on the specific metal or alloy. This critical strain can also be used as a
failure criterion. The crack tip opening displacement for a crack of length 2c in an
infinite thin plate subjected to uniform tensile stress, σ in a metal where plastic
deformation occurs at the crack tip, Fig. 14.8(c), was determined by Dugdale [9] as:

dt ¼ pcr2

Ery
: ð14:39Þ

Re-writing the expression for the crack extension force, Eq. (14.31) by dividing
both sides by σy gives:

G
ry

¼ pcr2f
Ery

; ð14:40Þ

and substituting Eq. (14.39) into Eq. (14.40) gives:

G ¼ rydt; ð14:41Þ

resulting in the following expression for the stress in terms of the critical crack tip
opening displacement, δct for fracture:

rf ¼ E
pc

rydct

� �1=2

: ð14:42Þ

The crack opening displacement (COD), δ at a distance x from the center of the
crack is related to the crack tip opening displacement, δt by:

d ¼ 4r
E

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
c2 � x2 þE2d2t =16r2

q
; ð14:43Þ

and can be measured by a clip gage attached to the faces of the sample, as shown in
Fig. 14.8(d), resulting in the load-displacement curve shown in Fig. 14.8(b). Note
that x = 0 when the measurement is taken on the surface of the sample shown in
Fig. 14.8(c).

For linear elastic behavior, the J integral is identical to G. Therefore, a J failure
criterion for the linear elastic case is identical to the KIc failure criterion, so that for
linear elastic plane strain conditions:

JIc ¼ GIc ¼ ð1� m2ÞK2
Ic

E
: ð14:44Þ

With increasing toughness, many materials do not fail catastrophically at a par-
ticular value of J or δ. Rather, they exhibit a gradual increase in J and δ with
increasing crack length. A plot of J versus crack length, c, is termed the R curve.
Figure 14.9 illustrates a typical R curve for a ductile metal. Initially, the slope is
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very steep and there is a small amount of apparent crack growth due to tip blunting.
As J increases, the material at the tip fails locally and crack advance occurs.
A measure of the fracture toughness for elastic-plastic deformation is JIc, defined as
the initiation of stable crack growth. From Fig. 14.9, JIc occurs when the crack
begins to grow, but the precise point where this occurs is often poorly defined,
resulting in a somewhat arbitrary definition.

14.6 Brittle Fracture

The greatest success of the application of the concept of fracture mechanics has
been in the case of brittle fracture. Three basic factors contribute to cleavage-type
fracture that is characteristic of brittle fracture: (1) a triaxial state of stress, (2) a low
temperature, and (3) a high strain rate. All three of these factors do not have to be
present at the same time to produce brittle fracture. A triaxial state of stress, such as
exists at a notch, and low temperature are responsible for most service failures of
the brittle type. However, since these effects are accentuated at a high rate of
loading, many types of tests have been used to determine the susceptibility of
materials to brittle fracture.

The process of brittle fracture consists of three stages:

1. Plastic deformation involving the pile-up of dislocations along their slip planes
at an obstacle

2. The buildup of shear stress at the head of the pile-up to nucleate a microcrack
3. In some cases the stored elastic strain energy drives the microcrack to complete

fracture without further dislocation movement in the pile-up. More typically in
metals, a distinct growth stage is observed in which an increased stress is
required to propagate the microcrack.

Plastic deformation by dislocation pile-up is treated in the theory of yielding in
metals proposed by Cottrell [11]. This theory applies to metals exhibiting a distinct
yield point and can be used to determine the fracture stress. Knowledge of both the
yield stress and fracture strength permits the conditions for brittle fracture to be
deduced.

J

JIc

dJ
dc

Crack extension, c

crack blunting

initiation

Fig. 14.9 Schematic R curve
for a ductile metal (after [10])
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The lower yield point in bcc metals or in irradiated fcc metals contains contri-
butions due to source hardening and friction hardening. Cottrell assumes that dis-
locations in a few isolated grains have been unlocked either because the orientation
of these grains relative to the load is such as to produce the maximum resolved
shear stress on active slip planes or because a few sources in these grains have
particularly low unpinning stresses. In either case, the dislocations produced in the
prematurely yielded grains pile up against the grain boundary. The enhanced shear
stress in the neighborhood of the pile-up triggers the sources in the adjacent grain.
As such, yielding propagates across the entire specimen as the material flows.

The shear stress exerted on the slip plane in a grain next to one that has yielded
and released an avalanche of dislocations which are stopped by the grain boundary
is shown in Fig. 12.5. The shear stress acting on the sources in grain 2 consists of
two components, the applied shear stress σa and the shear stress due to the prox-
imity of the pile-up in grain 1. The latter is given in Eq. (12.62), which is re-written
as:

r2 ¼ d
r

� �1=2

ra � rið Þ ð14:45Þ

where σa is reduced by σi to account for the friction stress experienced by dislo-
cations in the pile-up in grain 1. Writing Eq. (14.45) in terms of the applied stress
and grouping terms containing d−1/2 yields the Hall–Petch equation for the effect of
grain size on yielding, Eq. (12.63), σy = σi + kyd

−1/2, where the second term on the
right gives the source-hardening contribution to the yield stress.

Zener first proposed the idea that the high stresses produced at the head of a
dislocation pile-up could produce fracture [12]. The model is shown in Fig. 14.10.
The shear stress acting on the slip plan squeezes the dislocations together. At some
critical value of stress the dislocations at the head of the pile-up are pushed so close
together that they coalesce into a wedge crack or cavity dislocation of height nb and
length 2c. Stroh [13] has shown that provided the stress concentration at the head of
the pile-up is not relieved by plastic deformation, then the tensile stress at the
pile-up is given by:

r ¼ ðra � riÞ L
r

� �1=2

; ð14:46Þ

where σa is the applied shear stress, L is the length of the blocked slip band and r is
the distance in the slip plane from the lead dislocation. Equation (14.46) (similar to
Eq. (14.45)) can be equated with the theoretical cohesive strength, Eq. (14.7):

ðra � riÞ L
r

� �1=2

¼ Ec
a

� �1=2

; ð14:47Þ
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such that microcrack nucleation occurs at:

ra � ri ¼ Erc
La

� �1=2

: ð14:48Þ

If we let r ≈ a and E ≈ 2μ then Eq. (14.48) becomes:

ra � ri ¼ 2lc
L

� �1=2

: ð14:49Þ

But from Eq. (12.58), the number of dislocations in the slip band can be
expressed as:

n � 2ðra � riÞ L
lb

; ð14:50Þ

so eliminating L from Eqs. (14.49) and (14.50) gives:

ðra � riÞnb � 2c: ð14:51Þ

This form of the equation for microcrack nucleation was proposed by Cottrell [11].
It has the direct physical significance that a crack will formwhen the work done by the
applied shear stress in producing a displacement nb equals the work done in moving
the dislocations against the friction stress plus the work in producing the new fracture
surfaces. In terms of the normal stress:

rðnbÞ � 4c: ð14:52Þ

Assuming that the dislocation source is at the center of a grain of diameter d, so that
L = d/2, and substituting Eq. (14.50) into Eq. (14.52) gives:

barrier

nb

2c
L

s

Fig. 14.10 Schematic of the
formation of a microcrack at a
pile-up of edge dislocations
against a barrier
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rðra � riÞ ¼ 4lc
d

: ð14:53Þ

But since at the yield stress, σy is identified with σa and (σy − σi) = kyd
−1/2 (see

Eq. (12.63)), then from Eq. (14.32) we have the Cottrell–Petch equation:

r ¼ rf ¼ 4lc
ky

d�1=2: ð14:54Þ

This equation represents the stress required to propagate a microcrack of length d in
brittle fracture.

The wedge crack in Fig. 14.10 arises due to the coalescence of nb dislocations,
so the fractional elongation of the grain (strain) is nb/d. Using Eq. (14.52), the strain
to initiate a wedge crack of size nb is ef ¼ nb=d ¼ 4c=rd, which is the fracture
strain in the case of brittle fracture when the elastic stored energy drives the
microcrack to complete failure.

The dependence of yield stress and fracture stress on grain size typical of a
low-carbon steel are plotted in Fig. 14.11. Note that the two lines cross at a
particular value of d and σ, and this intersection is the ductile-to-brittle transition.
To the left of the transition, fracture and yielding occur simultaneously. However,
fracture occurs at the yield stress since in our model, yielding must occur first. To
the right of the transition, yielding occurs first and the incremental strain between σf
and σy is due to work hardening of the metal. During this process, the metal is
deforming plastically and the fracture stress increases with decreasing d. The
parameter, ky determines the number of dislocations that are released into a pile-up
when a source is unlocked. Materials with a high value of ky (e.g., ferritic steels and
molybdenum) are more prone to brittle fracture than materials with lower values
(e.g., niobium and tantalum). In bcc metals, the frictional resistance increases
rapidly as the temperature falls below room temperature and thus leads to a
ductile-to-brittle transition.
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Fig. 14.11 Effect of grain
size on yield and fracture
stress of a typical low-carbon
steel tested at low temperature
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The Cottrell–Petch theory provides an explanation of why irradiation embrittles
steels. The irradiation-induced defects and defect clusters raise the frictional compo-
nent to the yield stress, σi by increasing the resistance to dislocation motion. However,
in unirradiated bcc metals, the sources are strongly pinned by impurity atoms in the
absence of neutron-produced point defects (resulting in the upper and lower-yield
point phenomenon), so irradiation has only a small effect on ky. The net effect of these
different dependencies on irradiation is that the yield strength is increased much more
than the fracture strength. Figure 14.12 shows the effect of irradiation on the tem-
perature dependence of the yield and fracture strengths. Note that the increase in the
yield strength due to irradiation displaces the temperature at which brittle fracture
occurs to higher temperatures. The drastic loss in ductility at low temperature results
from the different sensitivities of σy and σf to neutron damage. The ductile-brittle
transition temperature (DBTT) or the nil-ductility temperature (NDT) is defined by
the condition that σf = σy, which from Eq. (14.54) is:

ryky ¼ 4lcd�1=2: ð14:55Þ

Bement [14] has written the Cottrell–Petch equation for the fracture stress as:

rf ¼ blce
kS

d�1=2; ð14:56Þ

where β is a constant related to the degree of triaxiality of the applied stress, γe
(= γ + γp) is the effective surface energy of the crack, and kS = M−1ky, where M is
the Taylor orientation factor.

From the Cottrell–Petch equation an irradiation-induced increase in yield
strength, increase in kS, or decrease in the effective surface energy, γe can promote
embrittlement. Since the fracture stress, σf is not greatly affected by irradiation and
is much less dependent upon temperature than is σy, these irradiation-induced

y (irradiated)

y (unirradiated)

DBTT DBTT
(unirr.) (irr.) Temperature
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Fig. 14.12 The relationship between temperature dependence of yield stress and fracture strength
and the ductile-to-brittle transition temperature
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property changes can also cause a significant increase in the DBTT (under the
criteria σy = σf) [15] as expressed by:

Tc ¼ C�1 lnBksd1=2=ðblc� kyksÞ
h i

; ð14:57Þ

where B and C are constants for expressing the temperature dependence of σi
(neglecting long-range stresses) given by:

ri ¼ B exp �CTð Þ; ð14:58Þ

with T as the absolute temperature.
The expected effects of irradiation on the individual parameters of the Cottrell–

Petch equation are given by Bement in Table 14.1. Although σy definitely increases
with irradiation, which alone accounts for a substantial shift in the ductile-brittle
transition temperature for steel, the effects of residual elements and dislocation
channeling on σi and kS are not as well-established.

Investigations of the effects of irradiation on the Hall–Petch relationship for iron,
steel, and molybdenum have given varying results; however, the trend indicates that
there is little effect of irradiation on ky at relatively small grain size
(d−1/2 > 4 mm−1/2) and a reduction of ky to small values at larger grain sizes.
Irradiation of Armco-iron (50 μm grain size) to a dose of 3 × 1018n/cm2

(E > 1 MeV) at 50 °C results in a decrease in ky from 396 to 305 MPa(μm)1/2 [16].
The significant reduction in ky for large grain size occurs at neutron fluences greater
than *1018 n/cm2, which is the threshold for large increases in yield strength and
correspondingly large increases in the ductile-brittle transition temperature. At these
neutron exposures well-defined defect clusters and dislocation channels are
observed in the electron microscope.

Contrary to observations, dislocation channeling might be expected to increase
the value of ky by restricting dislocation cross slip and by restricting the number of
operating slip systems required to maintain continuity across grain boundaries. It is

Table 14.1 Effect of irradiation on parameters in the Cottrell–Petch equation (14.56) after [14]

Term Description Effect of irradiation

σy Yield stress Increase

Δσ = σf − σy Stress increment for fracture Decrease

β Triaxiality of applied stress -

μ Shear modulus -

γe Effective surface energy (γ + γp) Decrease

d Grain size -

ky Petch slope Decrease (d large) little change (d small)

M Taylor orientation factor Increase (?) due to channeling

σc Source operating stress Increase

r Distance from source to pile-up Decrease (?) due to channeling
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possible that in fine-grained material radiation defect clusters offer little additional
impedance to forced slip near the boundaries in accordance with Johnson’s model
for ky [17] and that in coarse-grained material the contributions of long-range
stresses due to dislocation pile-ups at channel intersections or other barriers (such as
carbides) override back stresses due to boundaries. That is, the flow stress becomes
grain-size independent of ky on post-yield strain and the amount of dislocation
multiplication that occurs during channel formation is not known, so that grain size
effects on the yielding and fracture of irradiated bcc metals are still uncertain.

From the preceding analysis, not only the assumption for the number of coa-
lesced dislocations, nb in the wedge crack but also the surface energy term is
important to the application of fracture models. The surface energy is also a critical
parameter in the analysis of the propagation of existing cracks as described by the
theories of Griffith [2], Orowan [4], and Irwin [5]. Reduction in the plane strain
fracture toughness, KIc, for irradiated steel [18] would result partly from reduction
in the critical crack extension force, Gc ¼ K2

Ic=E which would result from reduction
in effective surface energy (Gc = 2γe when σ = σf).

The effective surface energy, γe for polycrystalline metals consists of the intrinsic
surface energy, γ for a given cleavage plane and a term, γp which represents plastic
relaxation at the tip of a flaw. Plastic relaxation at a crack tip can occur by either
source multiplication or by extensive cross slip and both processes are strongly
restricted by radiation damage in the early stages of plastic strain. Therefore, the
effective surface energy at yielding should approach the intrinsic surface energy
with increasing neutron fluence. However, measurements of γe have not been made
for irradiated metals.

An extension of fracture theory relative to contributions of the intrinsic surface
energy, γ and the plastic work energy, γp on cleavage fracture in bcc metals is the
work of Stein reported by Bement [14]. It was found that the cleavage plane along
which cracks propagate is the one for which the plastic work is the least and is not
the one determined by differences in the intrinsic surface energy. If one were to
consider two potential fracture planes before irradiation, the cleavage plane having
the lowest work energy, γp would be the operating plane in cleavage fracture, even
though its intrinsic energy, γ might be higher. After irradiation, however, if γp
approaches a very low value, the intrinsic surface energy might then assume a
controlling role in cleavage fracture, and the order of preference between the two
(or more) potential cleavage planes might be reversed. As yet this possibility is
unexplored.

14.7 Irradiation-Induced Embrittlement in Ferritic Steels

Most reactor pressure vessel steels have in common the characteristic of undergoing
a transition from ductile to brittle fracture as the temperature is reduced. This
transition usually occurs in a temperature range of only about 80 °C [19]. Over this
range, the micro- and macroscopic nature of the fracture gradually changes from
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ductile dimpled rupture to cleavage along crystallographic boundaries with a broad
range of mixed fracture modes in between. An important element of assessing the
fracture characteristics of irradiated pressure vessel steels is the notched bar impact
test. This test and the interpretation of its outcome in terms of the fracture mech-
anisms are discussed next.

14.7.1 Notched Bar Impact Testing

Despite the development of well-designed fracture mechanics methodology and test
samples, the simple Charpy impact test has historically served as the primary basis
for defining radiation effects on ductility. However, the results obtained from
notched bar tests, such as the Charpy test, are not readily expressed in terms of
design requirements, since it is not possible to measure the components of the
triaxial stress condition at the notch. Nevertheless, the Charpy impact test has
become widely used throughout the world as a severe test for brittle fracture.

The Charpy specimen has a square cross section (10 × 10 mm) and contains a
45° V-notch, 2 mm deep with a 0.25 mm root radius (Fig. 14.13). The specimen is
supported in a horizontal position and loaded behind the notch by the impact of a
heavy swinging pendulum (with impact velocity of approximately 5 m/s). The
specimen is forced to bend and fracture at a high strain rate on the order of 103 s−1.

8 mm

5.5 cm

1 cm

1 cm

Support

Support

Knife edge mounted 
in a weighted 
pendulum hammer

(a)

(b)

Fig. 14.13 (a) The Charpy
V-notch impact test specimen.
(b) Method of applying the
impact load to the specimen
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The principal measurement from the impact test is the energy absorbed in
fracturing the specimen. After breaking the test bar, the pendulum continues on to a
height, which decreases as the energy absorbed in fracture increases. The energy
absorbed in fracture, usually expressed in J or ft-lbs, is read directly from a cali-
brated dial on the impact tester. If the fracture is completely ductile, the energy
expended will be high; when it is completely brittle, the energy expended will be
low. The energy required for fracture of a Charpy specimen is often designated CV

followed by the value, for example, CV 41 J or C41. Since the energy-absorbing
capacity of the steel varies with temperature, the impact test provides a simple
method of following the change in the fracture mode of a steel as a function of
temperature. A representative curve, showing the transition from ductile to brittle
behavior, is given in Fig. 14.14. One of its important features is that the transition is
not sharp but occurs over a range of temperatures. Examination of the fracture
surfaces yields a reasonable correlation between the amount of the cross section that
has broken in a ductile fashion and the energy expended in breaking the specimen.
Completely ductile specimens exhibit surfaces that are rough or fibrous, while those
of brittle specimens contain an irregular array of small bright facets, each corre-
sponding to the surface of a cleaved crystal. In those specimens where the fracture
is part ductile and part brittle, the brittle, or bright area is found at the center of the
cross section. Two measures of the transition from brittle to ductile behavior are the
percent shear fracture and the lateral expansion, and both follow the same depen-
dence on temperature as does the absorbed energy plot given in Fig. 14.14.
Therefore, the shift from ductile to brittle behavior can also be followed by
examining the fracture surfaces of impact specimens.

The Charpy impact test has been widely used to measure the effect of a number
of variables on the brittle-to-ductile transition. The lack of a sharp transition in
absorbed energy to mark the separation of ductile and brittle behavior poses a
difficulty in interpretation of the Charpy test result. Still, as a matter of convenience,
it is common practice to speak of the transition temperature of a metal. This term,
however, needs to be carefully defined as there are a number of different ways of
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expressing it. One is to take the temperature at which an impact specimen fractures
with a half-brittle and half-ductile fracture surface. A second way of defining the
transition temperature uses the average energy criterion: the temperature at which
the energy absorbed falls to one-half the difference between that needed to fracture
a completely ductile specimen, and that needed to fracture a completely brittle
specimen. The temperature at which a Charpy specimen breaks with a fixed amount
of energy, e.g., 41 J, is also a widely employed basis for the transition temperature.
Another metric, the nil-ductility temperature, is defined as the temperature at which
fracture initiates with essentially no prior plastic deformation. The true NDT
temperature is determined from drop weight tests as prescribed by ASTM
E208-95a. From this temperature, the reference temperature, RTNDT, is given by
RTNDT = TNDT – 60 °F [20].

Figure 14.15 illustrates the effect of irradiation on a Charpy curve for a typical
pressure vessel steel. Note that irradiation causes a shift of the curve to higher
temperatures and a reduction in the upper shelf energy (USE). Further, the slope of
the curve is reduced with irradiation. All three of these features change with
increasing fluence and hardening.

14.7.2 DBTT and Reduction in the Upper Shelf Energy

The shift from ductile to brittle fracture was discussed earlier with the aid of the
Hall–Petch relationship. It was shown that the yield strength decreases with tem-
perature and the fracture stress is roughly temperature-independent, so the inter-
section of the fracture stress curve and the flow stress curve is taken as the
ductile-to-brittle transition temperature (DBTT). Irradiation causes an increase in
the yield stress, shifting the point at which the fracture stress and yield stress curves
intersect to higher temperature, thus increasing the DBTT as was shown in
Fig. 14.12. The transition from ductile to brittle behavior is most commonly
characterized by the intersection of the Charpy curve with the 41 J line, denoted
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C41, and the corresponding temperature shift between unirradiated and irradiated
condition is designated ΔT41. Odette [21] noted that ΔT41 is a non-linear function of
Δσy, with ΔT41/Δσy increasing with Δσy and T∗, where T∗ is the temperature at
which the fracture and flow stress curves intersect. Thus the DBTT increases faster
than linear with increases in hardening due to irradiation.

Irradiation-induced segregation of embrittling elements such as phosphorus can
lead to a drop in the fracture stress, causing an additional shift in the DBTT.
Phosphorus segregates to grain boundaries during irradiation as described in
Chap. 6, where it is believed to reduce grain boundary cohesion, resulting in an
increase in the DBTT or a decrease in the lower shelf toughness. The additional
increase in the DBTT is shown as ΔT2 in Fig. 14.16. If both mechanisms are
operative, the combined shift of ΔT occurs where the two components are combined
by linear addition as in Fig. 14.16.

Irradiation not only increases the DBTT but also reduces the energy absorption
for fracture at the ductile shelf of the transition curve (Fig. 14.15). The change in
upper shelf energy also appears to result from the increase in yield stress due to
irradiation. Figure 14.17 shows the fractional change in upper shelf energy, f with
the change in yield stress and is described by:

f ¼ 9� 10�4Dry for 0\Dry\40MPa

¼ 9� 10�4Dry þ 0:02
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Dry � 40

p
for Dry [ 40MPa:

ð14:59Þ

In addition to shifting the yield stress curve to higher temperatures, irradiation
also reduces the slope of the curve, and represents an additional contribution to the
temperature shift. Odette [21] showed that the energy-temperature slope change can
be related to the decrease in the upper shelf energy (EU), and that the ratio of
irradiated to unirradiated upper shelf energy (fEu = EU,i/EU) empirically correlates
with Δσy:

DTsð�CÞ � 3720
Eu

1� fEu

fEu

� �
: ð14:60Þ
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Fig. 14.16 Variation of the yield stress and fracture stress with temperature and irradiation,
resulting in independent contributions to the transition temperature shift (after [22])
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The resulting transition temperature can be expressed as:

DT ¼ DT1 þDT2 þDTs: ð14:61Þ

Decreases in the upper shelf energy have been linked to an increase in the
amount of shear fracture on the fracture surface [23]. Nevertheless, the effect of
irradiation on the upper shelf energy is believed to be due to a reduction in strain
hardening and flow localization leading to lower ductility and an increased triaxial
stress state due to strength increases [21]. As discussed in Chap. 12, flow local-
ization in the form of dislocation channeling occurs in irradiated ferritic steels and
may contribute to the reduced ductility in the ductile fracture regime.

14.7.3 Master Curve Approach

Of greatest importance in ensuring the integrity of reactor pressure vessel steels
under irradiation is to be able to quantitatively determine how the fracture tough-
ness of the steel is affected by irradiation. Irradiation shifts the fracture toughness
curve to higher temperatures. Figure 14.18 shows that the effect of irradiation is to
displace the fracture toughness curve to the right on the temperature scale.
Interestingly, the shape of the curve is similar before and after irradiation. In fact, it
has been observed that over a range of ferritic steels, the fracture toughness tran-
sition curves have a characteristic shape. The fixed shape implies that the fracture
toughness for these materials can be described by a series of curves that differ only
in their location on the temperature scale. This is the basis for the Master Curve
concept. According to this concept a fracture toughness curve can be determined by
a single parameter that fixes the position of the Master Curve on the temperature
scale. This parameter is termed, T0 and is defined as the temperature at which the
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median fracture toughness for a 1 T (25.4 mm thick) fracture toughness specimen
equals 100 MPa m1/2 (91 ksi in1/2). The Master Curve is given as:

KJcðmedÞ ¼ 30þ 70 expð0:019ðT � T0ÞÞ ð14:62Þ

where T is the test temperature, T0 is the reference temperature defined above, and
KJc(med) is the median fracture toughness in MPa m1/2. The median fracture
toughness is defined as:

KJcðmedÞ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
JcE

ð1� m2Þ

s
; ð14:63Þ

where E is Young’s Modulus, ν is Poisson’s ratio and Jc is the value of the
J integral at the onset of cleavage fracture and is determined from the area under the
load-displacement curve.

Reactor surveillance programs have historically used Charpy V-notch specimens
rather than fracture toughness specimens. These specimens are exposed in
surveillance capsules, after which they are tested, and the shift in impact energy due
to irradiation is calculated. These temperature shifts are all that is available to
determine the shift in fracture toughness due to irradiation. Figure 14.19 shows that
in principle, the change in DBTT measured in a Charpy test should be relatable to
the shift of the fracture toughness curve.

Charpy curves taken before and after irradiation of weld material containing high
Cu, Ni and Mn contents and irradiated at 288 °C to 0.74 × 1019 n/cm2 (E > 1 MeV)
[25] exhibit an increase in the ΔT41 by 169 °C and a substantial reduction in the
upper shelf energy of some 40 J, Fig. 14.20. Fracture toughness experiments were
conducted on 0.5 T and 1 T CT specimens made from the same alloy and irradiated
under the same conditions. The unloading compliance method was used to deter-
mine the J integral versus crack extension, from which a value of Jc was deter-
mined. That was converted to the critical value of the stress intensity factor using
Eq. (14.63), and replicate tests were used to determine KJc(med). The median fracture
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toughness is plotted in Fig. 14.21 and from the Master Curve definition, the shift of
the value of T0 is determined at 100 MPa m1/2 to be 165 °C, which is in excellent
agreement with the Charpy ΔT41 value of 169 °C.

The approach of estimating fracture toughness based on a reference temperature
employs what is termed the adjusted reference temperature (ART) [26], which is a
function of the Charpy temperature shift as follows:
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Fig. 14.19 Application of the transition temperature shift in a Charpy test to the fracture
toughness test. (a) Charpy impact energy, and (b) fracture toughness (after [24])
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ART ¼ RTNDT þDT41 þM; ð14:64Þ

where RTNDT is a reference nil-ductility temperature for the unirradiated material,
ΔT41 is the Charpy temperature shift at CV = 41 J, and M is a margin-of-safety term
that has a value of 36 °C for welds to account for uncertainties in RTNDT and ΔT41.
In this way, the large amount of surveillance data collected on Charpy samples can
be used to determine the fracture toughness of the irradiated steel, which is crucial
for ensuring the integrity of the pressure vessel as it ages.

An additional consideration in assessing the integrity of the pressure vessel is the
establishment of gradients due to its thickness. Since the pressure vessel wall
thickness can exceed 200 mm, neutron fluence, temperature and stress will all vary
through the thickness of the vessel wall. Variation in the temperature and neutron
fluence will cause the microstructure to differ as a function of position in the vessel.
Since fluence is at a maximum and temperature is at a minimum at the inner
diameter of the vessel, the hardening and embrittlement will be greatest there. That
stress is a maximum at the surface means that the fracture toughness will be lowest
at the vessel inner surface (Fig. 14.22). Flaws initiating at the inner surface will be
growing into material with increasing toughness, providing an additional margin of
safety against through-wall cracking.

14.7.4 Factors Affecting the Degree of Embrittlement

Because irradiation hardening is the principal factor affecting embrittlement, the
same factors that influence hardening will influence embrittlement. These include:
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– Steel composition and microstructure
– Exposure temperature
– Neutron environment.

14.7.4.1 Effects of Microstructure and Composition

Of considerable importance to the improvement of the ductile-brittle transition
temperature of pressure vessel steel is the influence of the microstructure on the
fracture stress. The critical fracture stress can be increased by decreasing the mean
dislocation path length (λ) in steel, which can be accomplished by reducing the
grain size (d = 2λ) in pearlitic steels or by reducing the interparticle spacing (l = λ)
among dispersed carbides (hard barriers) in tempered steels [26, 27]. Although
refinements in grain size and carbide dispersion can increase the fracture stress to a
greater extent than yield stress, thereby reducing both the static and dynamic
transition temperatures, irradiation hardening can reverse these beneficial effects.

It has also been suggested that the abundance of grain boundaries in fine-grain steel
act as a more efficient trap for defects. This role is thought to be especially important
where free interstitial (and embrittling) elements such as nitrogen may be more
homogeneously trapped, thereby lessening the effects on macroscopic properties of the
irradiated steel. However, as discussed earlier, grain boundary segregation of elements
such as phosphorus can result in embrittlement of the grain boundary.

As in the case of hardening, the presence of substitutional elements, such as
copper, nickel, manganese and phosphorus, controls the level of embrittlement in
the Mn–Mo steels used in the USA for reactor pressure vessels. The dominant
hardening and hence, embrittling feature is the copper-rich precipitate (CRP), which
consists of very small (1–3 nm) coherent precipitates with high Cu content that can
form at number densities exceeding 1023 m−3. CRPs are enriched in Mn and Ni as
well as smaller amounts of P and Si. Both Ni and Mn form strong bonds with Cu in
the precipitate and increase the volume of the precipitate. As such, increasing
amounts of Ni and Mn amplify the hardening effect of Cu. The effect of Cu on the
embrittlement of A533B steel is shown in Fig. 14.23. As a result of a large NRL
study on the role of residuals in radiation embrittlement, it was concluded some
time ago that clean steels (low residuals P, S, Cu, Sn, As, Sb, etc.) mean low
radiation sensitivity [28]. In fact, it is possible to develop steels with low residual
content that show very low response to irradiation to end-of-life fluences
(Fig. 14.24).

Notwithstanding the influence of residual elements on radiation defect stabi-
lization, there are other intrinsic effects of these elements on impact behavior, which
may prove to be important in radiation embrittlement sensitivity. Those residual
elements which restrict cross slip, cause significant matrix strengthening, and
reduce fracture surface energy are primarily suspect. Phosphorus contributes
strongly to all three processes, copper is a potent solid solution hardener while
silicon, vanadium, aluminum and cobalt diminish the ease of cross slip.
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14.7.4.2 Effect of Temperature

As shown by both Charpy and fracture toughness curves, the level of embrittlement
is progressively reduced with higher irradiation temperature. This effect is a man-
ifestation of the annealing process that is accelerated at higher temperatures. The
mechanisms responsible for affecting the strength of pressure vessel steels (dislo-
cation impedance by irradiation-induced precipitates, defect-solute clusters) are
essentially low-temperature processes and are annealed out at temperatures
approaching 400 °C in steel. Figure 14.25 shows the drop in the transition tem-
perature increase for a given fluence as the irradiation temperature is raised. The
implication is that irradiation at higher temperature will result in less embrittlement
than at low temperature.

14.7.4.3 Effect of Neutron Environment

It is well established that the magnitude of embrittlement is a strong function of the
neutron fluence as the transition temperature increases rapidly with fluence.
Attempts have been made to characterize the transition temperature shift as a
function of neutron fluence. A simple model is:

DT41 ¼ Að/tÞn; ð14:65Þ
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where ΔT41 is the transition temperature shift of Charpy energy at 41 J or the
fracture toughness at 100 MPa m1/2 and ϕt is the neutron fluence in units of n/cm2

(E > 1.0 MeV). The value of the exponent, n will vary depending on the type of
steel. The average value of n for advanced US steels is 0.5 [30], but the value is
closer to 0.33 for Russian steels [31]. The US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(NRC) Regulatory Guide 1.99 (RG 1.99), Rev. 2 [32] provides the following
relation:

DT41 ¼ AUð0:28�0:1 logUÞ; ð14:66Þ

where Φ is neutron fluence in units of 1019 n/cm2 (E > 1 MeV). An example of the
behavior of the transition temperature with fluence is shown in Fig. 14.26 for a
0.24 % Cu–1.6 % Ni weld irradiated at 290 °C [33] and compared to the NRC
Regulatory Guide 1.99 specification [32]. Unfortunately the response of different
steels, and the influence of other factors is reflected in the value of A and causes a
large scatter. Further, there does appear to be a tendency towards saturation, which
is also strongly influenced by many factors. As shown in Figs. 12.17 and 14.27, the
effect of CRPs on hardening and embrittlement saturates at high doses due to
depletion of copper from the matrix.

Of greater importance is the role of flux or dose rate on embrittlement. At very
low fluxes (<1014 n/m2 s), CRP growth is increased due to enhanced copper dif-
fusion due mainly to thermal processes. At very high fluxes (≫1016 n/m2s), a high
density of unstable matrix defects becomes significant. These defects increase
vacancy and interstitial loss, reducing radiation-enhanced diffusion and slowing the
growth of CRPs. In the intermediate flux regime (1015–1016 n/m2s), there is a
significant influence of flux on embrittlement in which hardening and embrittlement

vary as /
�1=2

(see Fig. 12.19(a)). The mechanism for this effect is believed to
involve enhanced solute trapping as well as enhanced recombination and a high
efficiency for radiation-enhanced diffusion.
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14.7.5 Embrittlement of Ferritic-Martensitic Steels

Ferritic-martensitic steels have been considered for use in both fusion and advanced
fission reactor systems because of their resistance to swelling and helium embrit-
tlement, and the potential for low activation. The steels are used in the two-phase,
ferritic-martensitic structure, and can be heat treated to optimize toughness and
high-temperature strength. The standard heat treatment consists of a solution anneal
to completely austenitize the microstructure and to dissolve the carbides, followed
by a tempering treatment to relieve the stresses and enhance toughness. The
resulting microstructure consists of tempered martensitic laths forming subgrains in
a ferrite matrix with a high dislocation density.

However, as with low alloy steels used for thermal reactor pressure vessels, these
steels are also susceptible to brittle fracture. Figure 14.28 shows a set of Charpy
curves for three F-M steels: modified 9Cr–1Mo, NF616 (12Cr–2W), and HCM12A
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(12Cr–2W–1Cu) before and after irradiation in the high flux reactor in Petten
(Netherlands) to 2.5 dpa at 300 °C. Note that all three alloys show substantial
transition temperature shifts. The shift for the modified 9Cr–1Mo steel was 175 °C,
compared to 225 °C for HCM12A and 249 °C for NF616. All steels exhibited
reductions in the upper shelf energy of between 2.2 and 4.0 J. As with the low alloy
steels, the yield strength can be correlated with DBTT as shown in Fig. 14.29(a).
However, the drop in upper shelf energy can also be correlated with the reduction in
area as shown in Fig. 14.29(b).

14.7.6 Annealing and Re-Irradiation

One way of reversing the embrittling effects of irradiation is to thermally anneal out
the defects to restore the toughness properties that were degraded by neutron irradi-
ation. However, the success of annealing depends on the rate of embrittlement upon
re-irradiation of the steel. Annealing of irradiated pressure vessel steels at temperatures
near 450 °C for 70–150 h will provide nearly complete recovery of the transition
temperature, even after irradiation to very high fluences (>1×1020 n/cm2) [30].
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Annealing under these conditions produces a significant drop in the density and
volume fraction of copper-rich precipitates. The annealing treatment also coarsens the
remaining precipitates and results in an overall reduction of Cu in solution [31]. The
lower amount of Cu in solution makes the annealed alloy less susceptible to
embrittlement and it exhibits a lower re-embrittlement rate than in the unirradiated
condition. Figure 14.30(a)–(c) show the effect of annealing and re-irradiation on the
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embrittlement of an A533B, class 1 plate. Figure 14.30(a) shows the increase in ΔT41
with fluence. Annealing at 454 °C for times between 72 and 168 h (Fig. 14.30(b))
results in Charpy curves that are indistinguishable from that of the unirradiated curve.
Re-irradiation to 4.7 × 1019 n/cm2 of a sample initially irradiated to 2 × 1019 n/cm2 and
then annealed at 454 °C for 72 h produced less hardening that the original irradiation.
The measured transition temperature shift is shown in Fig. 14.30(c) by the solid
symbol, which is well below the re-embrittlement lateral shift (dotted line) predicted
by NRC Regulatory Guide 1.162.

14.7.7 Fatigue

Basic structural changes occur in a metal when it is subjected to cyclic stress. These
changes divide the fatigue process into stages:

1. Crack initiation is the early development of fatigue damage that can be removed
by suitable thermal annealing.

2. Slip band crack growth involves the deepening of the initial crack on planes of
high shear stress, frequently referred to as stage I crack growth.

3. Crack growth on planes of high tensile stress involves growth of a well-defined
crack in a direction normal to the maximum tensile stress, called stage II crack
growth.

4. Ultimate ductile failure occurs when the crack reaches sufficient length that the
remaining cross section cannot support the applied load, stage III.

Fatigue life is measured by the S-N curve in which the number of cycles to
failure is plotted versus the stress (maximum or average). S-N curves generally
apply to fatigue failure at a high number of cycles (N > 105) and at these lives, the
stress is generally elastic, though plastic deformation occurs on a microscale. At
higher stresses, deformation is characterized by gross plasticity and strain-
controlled, low cycle fatigue tests are most appropriate for assessing fatigue life
in this regime. While the stress amplitude is fixed in a high cycle fatigue test, the
stress intensity factor will increase as the crack length increases with the number of
cycles, as prescribed by Eq. (14.27). The increase in crack length is therefore related
to the change in ΔK by:

DK ¼ Kmax � Kmin ¼ ðrmax � rminÞ
ffiffiffiffiffi
pc

p
: ð14:67Þ

The fatigue crack growth process is divided into stages that depend on the
magnitude of ΔK. The rate of crack propagation in fatigue is denoted as da/dN and
varies with ΔK in an inert environment as shown in Fig. 14.31(a). The stage I crack
propagates initially along the persistent slip bands. In polycrystalline metal, the
crack may extend for only a few grain diameters before the crack propagation
changes to stage II. The rate of crack propagation in stage I is generally very low,
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on the order of nanometers per cycle. The fracture surface of stage I fracture is
highly faceted. Figure 14.31(b) shows a schematic illustration of stages I and II
during fatigue crack propagation in metals.

Stage II crack propagation occurs by a plastic blunting process [37] that is
illustrated in Fig. 14.32. At the start of the loading cycle the crack tip is sharp
(Fig. 14.32(a)). As the tensile load is applied the small double notch at the crack tip
concentrates the slip along planes at 45° to the plane of the crack (Fig. 14.32(b)).
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As the crack widens to its maximum extension (Fig. 14.32(c)) it grows longer by
plastic shearing and at the same time its tip becomes blunter. When the load is
changed to compression the slip direction in the end zones is reversed (Fig. 14.32(d)).
The crack faces are pressed together and the new crack surface created in tension is
forced into the plane of the crack (Fig. 14.32(e)) where it partly folds by buckling to
form a re-sharpened crack tip. The re-sharpened crack is then ready to advance and be
blunted in the next stress cycle (Fig. 14.32(f)).

Considerable research has gone into determining the laws of fatigue crack
propagation for stage II growth. In general, the aim in fatigue crack growth rate
testing is to maintain a predominantly elastic condition in the test specimen, thereby
allowing results to be interpreted in terms of the crack tip stress intensity defined by
linear elastic fracture mechanics. The crack propagation rate in stage II is described
by the Paris equation:

da
dN

¼ C DKð Þn ð14:68Þ

where da/dN is the incremental increase in the crack length per cycle, C and n are
constants and ΔK is the stress intensity factor range given in Eq. (14.67). (Note that
it is common to represent the crack growth per cycle as da/dN and the crack growth
rate as da/dt, where a is the crack length). In addition to the specification of ΔK, the
ratio of Kmax to Kmin is an important parameter describing the mean stress during
cyclic loading and is designated as the R ratio, such that ΔK = Kmax (1 − R). Note
that stage III fatigue crack growth is limited by the static fracture toughness, KIc.
The initiation of fatigue crack growth is defined by the threshold value of the stress
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Fig. 14.32 Plastic blunting process for growth of stage II fatigue cracks (after [37])
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intensity increment, ΔKth, below which a fatigue crack cannot propagate. Fracture
toughness behavior is closely related to the concepts of fatigue crack growth, since
the fracture toughness provides the “end-of-life” criteria for terminating fatigue
crack growth. One of the more profound changes induced by neutron irradiation is
the decrease in fracture toughness. Hence, the effect of neutron irradiation on the
fatigue crack growth of pressure vessel steels is of considerable importance.

Considerable progress has been made in using LEFM techniques to characterize
the effect of neutron irradiation on the fatigue crack propagation behavior of reactor
pressure vessel steels. The general observation is that neutron irradiation, in most
cases, does not have a significant detrimental effect on the fatigue crack growth
behavior of pressure vessel steels in an air environment (Fig. 14.33). In pressurized
water environments, irradiation has not been found to increase the growth rates
beyond those, which are due to the environment itself (Fig. 14.34).

Thus, after considerable testing, there is no detectable effect of irradiation on the
fatigue crack growth rate of pressure vessel steels. However, a wider range of
external variables, such as waveform, temperatures, load ratios, and especially the
environment, may well combine to synergistically worsen the situation. The role of
the environment in crack growth will be discussed in Chap. 16.
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14.8 Fracture and Fatigue of Austenitic Alloys at Low
to Intermediate Temperatures

Austenitic stainless steels are used in numerous core structures in light water
reactors that operate in the low to intermediate temperature range (<400 °C). As
shown in Chap. 12, in this temperature range significant increases in yield strength
occur (up to a factor of 5) that are accompanied by a drastic loss of ductility
(from ∼30 to <1 %). The implication of these mechanical property changes on
fracture and fatigue are discussed next.

14.8.1 Effect of Irradiation on Fracture Toughness

The fracture toughness of irradiated stainless steels in the intermediate temperature
range decreases sharply with irradiation dose [40]. Figure 14.35(a) shows the fracture
toughness as a function crack extension for 304 stainless steel irradiated to various
neutron doses at 288 °C, where JIc is given by Eq. (14.44). Figure 14.35(b) shows the
drop in JIc as a function of neutron exposure up to 25 dpa in austenitic stainless steels
irradiated in LWRs and tested in the temperature range 250–320 °C. In fact, the value
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of JIc drops from values between 600 and 835 kJ/m2 in the unirradiated condition to
values as low as 20 kJ/m2 at ∼5 dpa [41]. In elastic-plastic fracture, the resistance to
crack growth is also described by the tearing modulus, Tm defined as:

Tm ¼ dJ
da

E
r20

; ð14:69Þ

where dJ/da is the slope of the resistance curve of J versus increase in crack length,
a and σ0 is the flow stress which is approximated by the average of the yield and
ultimate strengths. The tearing modulus also decreases significantly as a result of
neutron irradiation in this temperature range.

Odette and Lucas [42] used a scaling relationship to describe the dependence of
fracture toughness on irradiation:

K irr
Ic

Kunirr
Ic

¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
eirru
eunirru

rirr0
runirr0

s
; ð14:70Þ

where eu is the uniform engineering strain. While this equation has been fit to
fracture toughness data for several austenitic stainless steels, it does not provide a
physical basis for the reduction in toughness. Instead, it has been proposed that the
loss of fracture toughness with irradiation is due to a change in fracture mode.

In the unirradiated condition, ductile metals such as stainless steels fracture by
ductile-dimple rupture in which voids nucleate and grow in the plastic region ahead
of the crack tip until they eventually linkup with the crack tip by necking of the
remaining ligament (Fig. 14.36(a)) [43]. At low dose, irradiation may accelerate
void linkage by work softening and localized deformation. Coalescence can occur
by diffuse necking (DN) when the microvoid height is approximately equal to the
distance from its edge to the blunted crack tip. Coalescence may also occur at lower
strain by localized necking (LN) between the void and the crack tip. In either case,
the fracture toughness can be related to deformation parameters by:
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KJc ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1:5br�r0E0

p
; ð14:71Þ

where β is the ratio of crack opening to the distance to the next void at the point of
crack-void linkage (β = δ/r∗), and E′ = E/(1 − ν2). The value of β decreases as
deformation becomes increasingly localized. At high doses, crack advance is more
likely controlled by heterogeneous deformation in the zone ahead of the crack due
to intense dislocation channeling in the solid. In this case, fracture occurs by a
decohesion process in which deformation is concentrated into a series of plastic
ligaments behind the crack tip (Fig. 14.36(b)) and extending over a process zone of
length, Lz. Crack growth occurs when the displacement capacity of the last liga-
ment, Δz is reached under a local stress σz:

KJc ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
0:5DzrzE0

p
: ð14:72Þ

While these models are consistent with the role of the increased localization of
plastic flow with irradiation dose, confirming experiments have yet to be conducted.
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Fig. 14.36 Models of ductile fracture. (a) Microvoid coalescence model: ratio of crack opening, δ
to distance to next void at point of crack linkage, r* versus the latter quantity normalized by the
initial inclusion radius, r0. (b) Decohesion zone model: crack growth by the failure of plastic
ligaments bridging the faces of a virtual crack (after [43])
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In addition to altering the ductile fracture process, irradiation may also result in a
change in fracture mode from ductile-dimple rupture to cleavage. It is well-known
that plasticity can induce martensite formation in austenitic stainless steels that may
fracture by a quasi-cleavage mechanism. However, such processes are unlikely
when deformation occurs at temperatures >300 °C.

14.8.2 Effect of Irradiation on Fatigue

Due to the reduced uniform strain and increasing localization of plastic deformation
resulting from irradiation, it may be expected that fatigue crack growth should
respond accordingly. In particular, in stage III fatigue crack growth, where the
growth rate is limited by the fracture toughness, Fig. 14.31(a), reduction in fracture
toughness due to irradiation will result in an increase in crack growth rate. In stage
I, the threshold stress intensity range ΔKth is sensitive to the chemical environment,
the R ratio, grain boundary impurity segregation and to the tendency for high
strength materials to undergo flow localization. This latter sensitivity is supported
by empirical data that show that ΔKth decreases with increasing yield strength in
unirradiated 316 SS [44]. Consequently, the severe localization of plasticity caused
by irradiation may be expected to lead to decreases in the threshold stress intensity.

However, the data on the effect of irradiation on fatigue in austenitic stainless
steels in the low to intermediate temperature range is mostly in stage II that is
described by the Paris equation. In this regime, crack propagation is primarily
dependent on the elastic properties of the solid, and less so on the microstructure
and on plastic deformation processes. Limited data shows that the crack growth rate
is, in fact, relatively insensitive to irradiation to doses of up to about 30 dpa.
Figure 14.37 shows that the crack growth rate of 316 stainless steel irradiated to
2.03 × 1021 n/cm2 at 380 °C is bounded on the high side by crack growth in
mill-annealed plate and on the low side by 20 % cold-worked plate, both in the
unirradiated condition. For types 304 and 316 SS irradiated at 405–410 °C up to
6.0 dpa, the CGRs are up to a factor of two higher than those for non-irradiated
material [41]. As such, irradiation of austenitic stainless steels to low or interme-
diate doses does not result in significant increases in fatigue crack growth.
However, with increasing temperature, the generation and accumulation of helium
into bubbles can affect the fatigue crack propagation, as will be discussed in the
next section.

Nevertheless, it may be expected that under irradiation, low cycle fatigue life
should decrease due to decreased ductility, and high cycle fatigue life should
increase due to increased strength. This behavior was indeed measured for 304
stainless steel at both room temperature and 325°C following irradiation to
8 × 1022n/cm2 (E > 0.1 MeV) at a temperature of 400 °C [46]. The beneficial effect
of irradiation in HCF is likely due to the fact that despite significant hardening, and
a reduction in work hardening coefficient by a factor of 2.7, the alloy retained
ductility to 4–5 % elongation.
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14.9 High-Temperature Embrittlement

Nuclear systems that operate in the high-temperature regime include fast reactors,
advanced fission reactors, fusion reactors, and systems for accelerator-based
transmutation of wastes. Among these systems, three alloy classes, austenitic
stainless steels, ferritic-martensitic steels and vanadium alloys, are among the pri-
mary candidate alloys for core components. These alloys are selected based on their
high-temperature strength. However, degradation mechanisms unique to the
high-temperature regime can limit their usefulness.

The nature of fracture at high temperatures is quite different from the mode of
fracture exhibited by metals and alloys at low temperatures. At low temperatures
fracture tends to result from shearing through grains of the metal (i.e., transgranular
fracture) and often occurs only after appreciable deformation. The fracture mode
that terminates the third stage of high-temperature creep or the deformation in a
high-temperature tensile test is usually of the intergranular type. As the temperature
increases (above 0.3 T/Tm), the grain boundary loses strength relative to the matrix.
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At these temperatures, grain boundary sliding is prevalent and intergranular fracture
can occur by Zener wedge cracking at grain boundary junctures (higher stresses and
lower temperatures), by the fracture of continuous, brittle boundary phases, by grain
boundary void formation (lower stresses and higher temperatures), or by helium
embrittlement via grain boundary bubbles.

The effect of irradiation on the high-temperature embrittlement of alloys is
measured in a creep rupture test. Creep rupture refers to the failure of a specimen
that has been subject to stresses well below the yield stress for long periods of time.
Deformation occurs by creep (Chap. 13) rather than by rapid plastic deformation
characteristic of a tensile test. In a creep rupture test, the time to failure, or the
rupture life, tf, and the elongation at failure, εf, are measured. Provided that steady
state creep prevails for the major portion of the test, these two quantities are related
by:

tf ¼ ef
_e

ð14:73Þ

were _e is the steady state creep rate. The creep rupture properties depend on the
extent of irradiation, the irradiation and testing temperatures and on the degree of
cold-work of the specimens. These variables directly control the creep rate and the
elongation at fracture εf. The rupture life, tf, is indirectly affected by the same
variables because it is the ratio of εf to _e: Fig. 14.38 shows the effect of fast neutron
fluence on the creep rupture properties of an austenitic stainless steel. The data
indicate that both the creep rate _e and the elongation to fracture εf are reduced in the
irradiated specimens. Those processes which affect the former were discussed in
Chap. 13 (Irradiation Creep), while the mechanisms that reduce the elongation to
fracture εf, i.e., grain boundary voids, grain boundary sliding and helium embrit-
tlement, are the subject of this section.
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Fig. 14.38 Effect of irradiation on the creep rupture of annealed 304 stainless steel irradiated at
370–460 °C and tested at 550 °C and 241 MPa (after [47])
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14.9.1 Grain Boundary Voids and Bubbles

At high temperature, diffusion is rapid and the application of a stress can result in
the nucleation and growth of voids on grain boundaries that are aligned perpen-
dicular to the applied stress. Void nucleation and growth are aided by creep that is
important at temperatures above about 0.3 Tm. Stresses well below those required
for the formation of wedge cracks can lead to formation and growth of grain
boundary voids. Once formed, the voids grow by rapid diffusion along grain
boundaries until the remaining cross sectional area is too low to support the load
and fracture occurs either by linkage of bubbles, or more likely, crack propagation
through the grain boundary void array. If helium is present, it can accelerate void
growth through the effect of pressure on the void surfaces, resulting in a reduction
in the time to failure.

In analyzing embrittlement due to void or bubble growth on the grain bound-
aries, we will first consider purely diffusive growth of the voids. However, the
presence of a tensile stress at high temperature will produce creep, which can
couple with diffusion to accelerate growth of the voids. In the limit, void growth is
controlled by the overall creep rate. Finally, we will consider grain boundary cavity
growth by grain boundary sliding, a process that becomes more favorable at higher
temperatures where grain boundary strength drops.

14.9.1.1 Diffuse Growth of Voids and Bubbles

Diffusive growth of voids on grain boundaries was first analyzed by Hull and
Rimmer [48] and was based on the assumptions that:

– Diffusion through the cavity surface is sufficiently fast for the cavity to remain
spherical in shape.

– Grain boundary diffusion dominates volume diffusion.
– The grains themselves are rigid and their movement in the direction normal to

the boundary is not constrained.
– Vacancies are supplied by the grain boundary and the void is in equilibrium with

the applied stress; σ = 2γ/R.

Voids are assumed to be arranged on a square grid in the grain boundary plane
where the spacing between the neighboring voids is 2b. The grain boundary is
considered to have a thickness designated as δgb, and vacancies created in the
annulus around the grain boundary diffuse to and are absorbed by the void causing
it to grow. From the preceding assumptions, the vacancy concentration at the void
surface is given, with p = 0, by;

CvðRÞ ¼ C0
v exp

2c
R

X
kT

� �
: ð14:74Þ
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The flux of vacancies to the void is:

Jgb ¼ Dgbrl
kTX

; ð14:75Þ

where ∇μ is the gradient of the chemical potential and Dgb is the grain boundary
diffusion coefficient. For a void of radius R, the chemical potential is μ = σΩ and the
gradient is:

rl ¼ X
b

r� 2c
R

� �
; ð14:76Þ

and the vacancy flux to the void is:

Jgb ¼ Dgb

kTb
r� 2c

R

� �
: ð14:77Þ

Assuming the void remains spherical, the time rate of change of the void volume is:

dV
dt

¼ 2pRdgb
� �

JgbX

=
2pDgbdgbXR

kTb
r� 2c

R

� �
;

ð14:78Þ

and the rate of growth of the void size is:

dR
dt

¼ _R ¼ DgbdgbX
kTRb

r� 2c
R

� �
: ð14:79Þ

This diffusive cavity growth model assumes that diffusion at the cavity surface is
much faster than along the grain boundary, allowing the void to maintain its
spherical shape. However, if this is not true, then the void will assume a lens shape
and growth depends more strongly on the stress. It can be shown [49] that for low
stresses:

_R ¼ DsdsXr3

2kTc2
; for 3:5

rb
c
X � 1; ð14:80Þ

and

_R ¼ ðDgbdgbÞ3=2
2ðDsdsÞ1=2

Xr3=2

kTb3=2c1=2
; for 3:5

rb
c
X 	 1; ð14:81Þ
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where X = Dsδs/Dgbδgb, Ds is the surface diffusion coefficient and δs is the surface
thickness, or the depth over which surface diffusion occurs.

If helium accumulates in the voids, then it can assist in void growth by virtue of
the internal pressure. In this case, Eq. (14.74) is modified to account for the pressure
in the void:

CvðRÞ ¼ C0
v exp

X
kT

2c
R
� p

� �� �
; ð14:82Þ

and the growth law for helium filled bubbles becomes:

_R ¼ DgbdgbX
kTRb

r� 2c
R

þ p

� �
: ð14:83Þ

14.9.1.2 Power-Law Creep-Controlled Void Growth

Cadek [50] reviewed the role of creep in grain boundary void growth and that
treatment will be summarized here. Void growth on an isolated grain boundary can
only occur if the displacements of the grain in response to cavity growth are
accommodated by creep flow in the surrounding grain. In the temperature range of
interest for materials in nuclear systems, dislocation creep is the dominant creep
mode as discussed in Chap. 13. Nevertheless, if void growth is occurring faster than
can be accommodated by the creep rate, load is shed by the voids to the sur-
roundings until the stress on the cavities is reduced to a value that is compatible
with the flow of the solid by creep. The net effect is a reduction in the void growth
rate such that the void growth rate is controlled by the creep rate. In this case [46],
constrained cavity growth occurs according to the following rate:

_R ¼ 1
2:5

b
R

� �2

df _e; ð14:84Þ

where _e is the creep rate and df is the grain facet diameter. Compared to the linear
stress dependence for diffusional growth of cavities, power-law creep constrained
growth is proportional to σn through the power-law creep relation: _e ¼ A r=Bð Þn;
giving:

_R ¼ A
2:5

b
R

� �2 r
B

	 
n
df ; ð14:85Þ

where n is typically between 2 and 3.
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14.9.1.3 Coupled Diffusion and Power-Law Creep

Intermediate to purely diffusive and power-law constrained cavity growth is cou-
pled diffusive and power-law creep-driven growth. In this mode, diffusive cavity
growth can be affected by power-law creep of the surrounding matrix such that the
diffusion distance in the boundary is reduced and growth is accelerated. In this
regime, the volumetric cavity growth rate is:

_V ¼ 2pR3A
rb2

Bðb2 � R2Þ
� �n

; ð14:86Þ

and the growth law becomes:

_R ¼ RA
2

rb2

Bðb2 � R2Þ
� �n

: ð14:87Þ

From the power-law creep relation, Eq. (14.87) can be written in terms of the creep
rate, _e as:

_R ¼ R
2
_e

b2

b2 � R2

� �n

: ð14:88Þ

Equations (14.87) and (14.88) apply at high stresses where creep deformation
dominates. At low stresses, the rate of growth is controlled by diffusion and the
void growth rate is described by Eqs. (14.84) and (14.85).

14.9.1.4 Failure Strain and Time to Rupture

The time to failure is obtained by integration of the growth law from R = R0, the
initial void size to R = Rf, where Rf is the void size at failure:

tf ¼
ZRf

R0

dR
_R

: ð14:89Þ

Alternatively, Eq. (14.89) can be written in terms of the area fraction of cavities as:

tf ¼
Zff
f0

df
f
; ð14:90Þ
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where f = R2/b2 is the area fraction of cavities assuming a one-dimensional rep-
resentation of voids on the boundary. Using a square lattice geometry, the fractional
area occupied by the voids at the point where the voids touch is shown in
Fig. 14.39. When voids touch, the separation distance, b = 2R, and the fraction of
the grain boundary covered by the voids is given by the shaded area. The cross
sectional area of the voids on the grain boundary is 4 × (πR2/4), and the grain
boundary area is b2 = (2R)2, so the ratio is f = πR2/(2R)2 = π/4. However, rupture
will occur sooner as the remaining cross sectional area cannot support the
increasing stress. The fracture criterion ff = 0.25 is typically adopted [51]. The strain
at failure is determined as follows. For a void of volume 4/3πR3 at a grain boundary

of area πb2 − πR2, the relative displacement of the grains is u ¼ 4=3pR3

pb2
; and the

strain at failure is u/d, where d is the mean grain diameter, giving:

ef ¼ 4=3f 3=2f
b
d
; ð14:91Þ

and applying the fracture criterion ff = 0.25 gives:

ef ffi 0:17
b
d
: ð14:92Þ

Similar to the concept of capture volume or unit cell for voids distributed through
the volume of the solid (Eq. 5.68), the capture volume for Ngb voids on grain
boundaries is:

pb2Ngb ¼ 1; ð14:93Þ

where the capture radius = b. Substituting for b from Eq. (14.93) and f = π/4 into the
expression for fracture strain given in Eq. (14.91) yields:

ef ¼ p

6dN1=2
gb

: ð14:94Þ

R

2R

Fig. 14.39 Illustration of
grain boundary voids at the
point in time where the void
surfaces touch
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Assuming voids lie on the faces of cube-shaped grains with sides of length d, there
are Nd3/6d2 = Nd/6 voids per unit grain boundary area. Since each void is shared by
two grain boundaries, Ngb = Nd/3. Substituting for Ngb into Eq. (14.94) gives:

ef ¼ p2

12Nd3

� �1=2

: ð14:95Þ

Cocks and Ashby [47] have determined expressions for the failure time for each
of the growth mechanisms described in this section. For purely diffusional void
growth, the failure time is:

tf ffi tn þ 0:17
/0A

B
r

� �
; ð14:96Þ

where /0 ¼
2DgbdgbX

kTb3
B
A
; ð14:97Þ

and tn is the void nucleation time. For the power-law creep regime or due to coupled
grain boundary diffusion and power-law creep, the failure strain is given by the
strain due to creep in the specimen as a whole plus that due specifically to the
voids [47]:

ef ¼ tf _eþ 0:17
b
d
; and ð14:98Þ

tf ¼ tn þ 1
n_e

: ð14:99Þ

14.9.2 Grain Boundary Sliding

As the temperature of a metal is increased, fracture under applied stress changes
from transgranular to intergranular. Figure 14.40 shows the relationship between
strength of the grain matrix and grain boundaries as a function of temperature and
strain rate. The intersection between the strength of the grains and that of the grain
boundaries is termed the equicohesive temperature (ECT) denoting the temperature
at which they have equal strength. Above the ECT, grain boundary facture is more
likely, while below it, transgranular fracture is preferred. Also shown in Fig. 14.40
is the role of strain rate on the ECT. Decreasing strain rate moves the ECT to lower
temperatures, reflecting the increasing importance of grain boundary processes in
determining the fracture strength of the metal.

At temperatures in the creep regime, low stresses or strain rates cause fracture to
be dominated by wedge cracks leading to fracture across the grain facet and pos-
sibly interaction and linkage to final fracture. At still lower stresses, intergranular
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creep fracture is dominated by the formation, growth and coalescence of grain
boundary cavities, as discussed in the previous section. The low to intermediate
stress regime is where grain boundary sliding (GBS) can lead to cracking and
fracture. Under these conditions, grains are able to slide along grain boundaries
resulting in the formation of voids or cracks at triple points as shown in Fig. 14.41.
This process is similar to wedge crack formation in brittle fracture discussed in
Sect. 14.6, but at high temperature, the source of strain is in the grain boundary
rather than in a slip band in the matrix. Grain boundary void formation relieves the
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localized high stresses at triple points. In fact, GBS is responsible for both grain
boundary void formation and growth.

Grain boundary sliding has its origin in the dislocation creep process. Dislocations
generated in a neighboring grain due to power-law creep may be incorporated into a
grain boundary by glide. These dislocations can move by a combination of glide and
climb along the grain boundary. Sliding is accommodated by the opening up of grain
boundary voids and the rate of GBS is proportional to the Burgers vector component
parallel to the grain boundary plane and controlled by climb [50]. Since GBS is caused
by the glide of the same dislocations that cause grain deformation, there is a linear
relationship between the strain due to GBS, εgbs, and the total creep strain, ε. The strain
rate due to GBS was determined by Langdon [52] to be:

_egbs ¼ ADvol
b2r2

ldkT
; ð14:100Þ

where Dvol is the volume diffusion coefficient and d is the mean grain diameter.
Grain boundary sliding can result in crack-like growth of cavities due to dis-

tortion and sharpening of the shape of the cavity such that surface diffusion is
stimulated. As shown in Fig. 14.42, sliding of the grain boundary produces a more
distinct acicular shape to the cavity in which surface diffusion plays a larger role in
growth. As such, the rate of cavity growth is linked to the rate of grain boundary
sliding. The net effect of GBS is to enhance the transport of matter along the grain
boundary, in effect, enhancing the grain boundary diffusion coefficient and accel-
erating void growth.

14.9.3 Grain Boundary Crack Growth

While link-up of cavities on grain boundary facets results in fracture of the grain
boundary, cavity growth and coalescence occur at very different rates due to their
non-uniform distribution on grain boundaries. Therefore, local link-up and the
formation of a crack that propagates to adjacent grain boundaries is a likely
mechanism for intergranular creep crack growth. The cracks propagate by either

Fig. 14.42 The effect of
grain boundary sliding on the
shape of the grain boundary
cavities
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diffusion of vacancies to the crack tip and deposition of atoms in the grain boundary
facet, plastic flow or plastic flow-enhanced diffusion. In either of these cases, the
cracks grow in steps by nucleation and growth of cavities that successively link-up
with the crack.

Figure 14.43 shows the propagation of a crack along a cavitated grain boundary.
As shown in Sect. 14.3, the stress field ahead of the crack tip of a stressed solid is
amplified by the presence of the crack, and this stress will enhance growth of
cavities closest to the tip. Figure 14.44(a) shows the stress distributions ahead of
grain boundary cracks, cavities and the intermediate case of crack-like cavities
leading to subcritical crack growth by cavity growth and coalescence ahead of the
crack tip (Fig. 14.44(b)). When helium is present, the growth of cracks and bubbles
is driven by gas absorption and the supply of helium becomes a key factor in

a

b

Fig. 14.43 Propagation of a crack by the growth of cavities ahead of the crack tip

cavities

crack-like cavities

cracks

cracks voids bubbles

* *

(a)

(b)

Fig. 14.44 Schematic
illustration of (a) the stress
distribution between cracks,
cavities and crack-like
cavities, and (b) the growth of
a crack by unstable void
growth and coalescence ahead
of the crack tip (after [53])
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limiting their growth. Trinkhaus [53] has shown that subcritical crack growth by
void coalescence is favored at high He pressure and low temperatures, while
stress-driven void growth dominates at high temperature and low He content, with
gas-driven bubble growth becoming important at higher helium contents in the solid
(Fig. 14.45).

The mechanisms of high-temperature embrittlement and fracture discussed in the
preceding sections apply to unirradiated as well as irradiated solids. So it is
appropriate to reiterate the mechanisms by which irradiation can accelerate the
embrittlement and fracture processes. First, the nucleation of voids in a solid under
stress occurs more easily by virtue of irradiation-induced void growth. As shown
earlier, helium produced by transmutation reduces the critical void size for stability
and thus enhances void and bubble growth. Both of these processes will accelerate
the growth of grain boundary cavities, reducing the time to rupture. At high tem-
perature, where grain boundary strength is reduced relative to the matrix, irradiation
hardening can accentuate that difference, favoring fracture along grain boundaries.
The occurrence of dislocation channeling results in localized deformation and the
efficient transmission of plasticity to the grain boundary that can accelerate grain
boundary sliding and contribute to grain boundary void formation and growth.
Finally, the incorporation of transmutation helium into grain boundary voids can
assist in grain boundary crack growth by link-up of voids. So in summary, while
high-temperature grain boundary embrittlement is characteristic of deformation and
fracture in unirradiated metals, irradiation during deformation can significantly
enhances these processes and shorten the time to failure.

14.9.4 Fracture Mechanism Maps

Similar to deformation mechanism maps described in Chap. 12, Ashby-type maps
of fracture mechanisms can be constructed to show the regimes for the different
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types of fracture as a function of normalized stress and homologous temperature
[54]. In these maps, the rupture time is used to determine the boundaries between
various fracture mechanisms. Unfortunately, the constitutive equations describing
fracture are not as well-established for the various fracture mechanisms. A fracture
map for stainless steel constructed by Zinkle [55] is shown in Fig. 14.46. The upper
most line describes the ideal fracture strength of the alloy as given by Eq. (14.7).
The fracture stress separating the elastic regime from cleavage is given by Eq.
(14.11(a), 14.11(b)). The boundary between the elastic regime and the intergranular
creep fracture regime is described by Eq. (14.96). The effect of irradiation on the
fracture mechanism map is through changes in time to rupture defining the regime
boundaries. In fcc metals, the primary effect of irradiation is on the intergranular
creep fracture regime due to high-temperature helium embrittlement. In bcc metals,
radiation hardening will increase the cleavage regime.

Nomenclature

a Lattice parameter. Also crack length
B Compact tension sample thickness
b Half spacing between voids on a grain boundary
c Half-crack length
Cv Energy absorbed in a Charpy V-notch test. Also vacancy concentration
d Grain size or obstacle diameter or separation distance of partial

dislocations
df Grain facet diameter
D Diffusion coefficient
eu Engineering uniform elongation strain
E Elastic modulus
EU Charpy upper shelf energy
f Fractional change in upper shelf energy. Also area fraction of cavities on

grain boundaries
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ff Fracture criterion for area fraction of grain boundaries
F Work done by an external force
G Crack extension force
Gc Crack extension force corresponding to fracture toughness
J Value of the J integral, defined in Eq. (14.37)
k Boltzmann’s constant
K Stress intensity factor
Kc Fracture toughness
KJc Fracture toughness equivalent to Jc
KJc(med) Median fracture toughness
ks Irradiation-induced increase in yield stress
ky Unpinning parameter or source hardening contribution to the yield stress
L Length of dislocation pile-up on a slip plane
M Taylor factor
n Number of dislocations in a pile-up
P Load
rp Plastic zone size
RTNDT Reference nil-ductility temperature
R Void radius
t Time
tf Creep rupture life
tn Void nucleation time
T Temperature
T* Temperature at which flow stress and fracture stress curves intersect
Tm Tearing modulus
T0 Reference temperature for Master curve
ΔTx Charpy transition temperature shift at a CV value of x
UE Elastic strain energy
Uf Work to create a surface by fracture
US Decrease in strain energy due to formation of crack surfaces
V Volume. Also potential energy of the system
W Work. Also width parameter for the compact tension sample
β Constant related to the degree of triaxiality of the applied stress

Also ratio of crack opening to void spacing, Eq. (14.71)
ε Strain
εf Fracture strain
_e Creep strain
/ Neutron flux
Φ Neutron fluence
Δz Displacement of last ligament at a crack tip
δ Crack opening displacement, COD
δt Crack tip opening displacement, CTOD
γ Surface energy
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γe Effective surface energy
γp Plastic work term
λ Lattice wavelength spacing
μ Shear modulus. Also chemical potential
ν Poisson’s ratio
Ω Atomic volume
σ Tensile stress
σa Applied stress
σf Fracture stress
σi Friction stress
σ0 Flow stress
σth Theoretical cohesive strength
σy Yield stress
τ Defect lifetime

Subscripts

c Critical value of K, G or J for onset of fracture
f Fracture. Also final condition
gb Grain boundary
gbs Grain boundary sliding
I, II, III, Fracture mode
R Rupture
S Surface
u Uniform, also displacement
v Vacancy
V Void
vol Volume
0 Initial

Superscripts

n Exponent on stress in the creep equation. Also exponent on ΔK in the crack
growth rate equation Eq. (14.68)

Acronyms

COD Crack opening displacement
CRP Copper-rich precipitates
DBTT Ductile-to-brittle transition temperature
ECT Equicohesive temperature
GBS Grain boundary sliding
LEFM Linear elastic fracture mechanics
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NDT Nil-ductility temperature
RPV Reactor pressure vessel
USE Upper shelf energy

Problems

14:1 In an AISI 4340 steel, γe, the effective surface energy that takes into account
the work done in expanding the crack, is about 1.5 × 103 Pa-m. Assuming a
grain size of ASTM 8:

(a) Compute the stress to propagate a crack equal in length to an average
grain diameter. Take E = 200 GPa.

(b) Using the value computed in part (a), calculate the crack length for
unstable fracture in AISI 4340 given that KIC = 58 MPa-m1/2.

14:2 A fracture toughness measurement conducted at −40 °C yielded a value for
the crack extension force GIC of 7.08 N/m for a low-carbon steel of grain size
23 μm and E = 207 GPa. Compute the effective surface energy γe = γs + γp, in
(Pa-m) associated with the crack propagation.

14:3 From the knowledge that the yield strength of a pressure vessel steel can be
described by the Hall–Petch relation, Eq. (12.63), and that the fracture
strength can be described by the Cottrell–Petch relation, Eq. (14.54), and the
temperature dependence of each of these terms, explain:

(a) Why the fracture toughness increases with increasing temperature while
the yield strength decreases.

(b) How the fracture toughness and yield strength curves plotted as a
function of temperature would change if the sample were irradiated.

14:4 A steel plate 305 mm wide and 6.35 mm thick contains a 25.4 mm long crack
along each edge.

(a) Calculate the force required to propagate the crack the remaining
254 mm across the width of the plane.

(b) Calculate the force required to break the plate in tension if there were no
crack. Assume the fracture strength is 700 MPa (105 psi).

(c) Calculate the force required to break the plate in tension at the theo-
retical cohesive strength.

For steel, use:

E ¼ 100GPa (14:5� 106 psi)

cs ¼ 1 J=m2

a ¼ 3� 10�10 m

14:5 Draw a Charpy impact energy curve for a carbon steel before and after
irradiation at 300 °C to 2 × 1019 n/cm2.
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(a) Explain the behavior of irradiation in terms of σy and σf.
(b) List the factors that may influence the NDT and ductile shelf energy.

Explain the mechanism and the direction of change.

14:6 Consider helium bubbles 100 nm in radius located on a grain boundary.

(a) To what size do the bubbles grow under the influence of a tensile stress
one-half the critical value for instability?

(b) Two of the bubbles coalesce. What is the equilibrium size of the new
bubble?

14:7 A fusion first wall made of austenitic stainless steel is subjected to a fast
neutron flux of 5 × 1014 n/cm2s (E > 1 MeV) and a stress of one-half of the
unirradiated yield strength. After 300 days, the wall is removed and analyzed
by transmission electron microscopy (TEM). It is revealed that 30 % of the
grain boundary is covered with either voids or bubbles with an average size
of 50 nm. Given the following information, make a prediction of the time to
rupture and the failure mechanism:

ry ¼ 280MPa

d ¼ 20 lm

c ¼ 5 J=m2

_e ¼ Cr/ ¼ steady state creep rate

C ¼ 1:3� 10�27 cm2=MPa

14:8 At 300 °C, 2 % of the volume of a solid is occupied by equilibrium bubbles,
all of which have radius Ri. The number of gas atoms is assumed to remain
unchanged for all cases described below. Ideal gas behavior is assumed, so

that the number of gas atoms in an equilibrium bubble is m ¼ 4pR2

3
2c
kT

:

(a) Impurity atoms segregate to the bubble surfaces, leading to a 30 %
reduction in the surface energy, γ. Calculate the volume fraction
occupied by bubbles after equilibrium is re-established.

(b) The temperature is then raised to T = 800 °C, which leads to diffusion of
the impurities into the bulk, restoring the original value of γ. Calculate the
volume fraction occupied by bubbles after equilibrium is re-established.

(c) For the same initial conditions (2 % at 300 °C), bubbles coalesce in
groups of ten and reach equilibrium. What is the resulting volume
fraction occupied by bubbles?

14:9 An austenitic stainless steel fuel pin under an applied stress of 140 MPa fails,
owing to helium embrittlement at a strain of 1 %. What concentration (in
atomic ppm) of helium in the metal is necessary to cause fracture at this value
of strain? The irradiation temperature is 700 °C.
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Chapter 15
Corrosion and Stress Corrosion Cracking
Fundamentals

Corrosion can be broadly described as the destruction or deterioration of a metal or
alloy by way of a chemical or electrochemical reaction with its environment. It can
be considered as extractive metallurgy in reverse, or the process by which a metal is
returned to its natural state—an oxide. Corrosion can occur in wet (aqueous)
environments and also in dry (gaseous) environments, and can occur at a high rate
or a very slow rate. It can also take many forms, as discussed in the next section.

Nearly, all metallic corrosion processes involve the transfer of electronic charge
in aqueous solutions. Consider the corrosion of zinc in hydrochloric (HCl) acid. Zinc
reacts with the acid to form soluble zinc chloride and liberates hydrogen bubbles at
the surface. It occurs by two reactions. The first is the oxidation of Zn to Zn++ and
the liberation of 2 electrons, and the second is the combination of the two electrons
with 2 hydrogen ions to yield 2 hydrogen atoms or H2. The reactions are as follows:

Zn ! Znþþ þ 2e� ð15:1Þ

2Hþ þ 2e� ! H2; ð15:2Þ

for a total reaction described by:

Zn þ 2HCl ! ZnCl2 þH2 ð15:3Þ

or in ionic form:

Znþ 2Hþ þ 2Cl� ! Znþþ þ 2Cl� þH2: ð15:4Þ

The reaction in Eq. (15.1) is the anodic, or oxidation reaction in which the valence
of Zn increases from 0 to +2 and liberates electrons. The reaction in Eq. (15.2) is the
cathodic, or reduction reaction in which the oxidation state of H decreases from +1
to 0 by consuming electrons. Water is the carrier of ions, or the electrolyte. Note
that the reactions shown in Eqs. (15.1) and (15.2) can occur simultaneously on the
surface of a piece of Zn immersed in HCl. These reactions involve the transfer of
charge or current. The relationship between current and mass of the reacting metal,
M, is given by Faraday’s law:

© Springer Science+Business Media New York 2017
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M ¼ kIt; ð15:5Þ

where I is the current (amperes, A), t is the time (s), and k is the electrochemical
equivalent (g/Coulomb or g/C) given by:

k ¼ A=nF; ð15:6Þ

where A is the atomic weight, n is the number of equivalents exchanged, and F is
Faraday’s constant (96,500 C/eq). Recall that a Coulomb is the amount of charge
transferred by a current of one ampere for 1 s. Hence, the corrosion rate of a metal is
directly related to its reaction rate with the environment.

This chapter will focus on the fundamentals of aqueous corrosion by virtue of its
importance in water reactor systems, and provide a foundation for understanding
the interplay between corrosion and irradiation in the degradation of metals and
alloys treated in Chap. 16. It begins with a description of the various forms of
corrosion followed by the thermodynamics of corrosion including the use of
potential–pH or Pourbaix diagrams, kinetics of corrosion, passivity, crevice cor-
rosion, and then stress corrosion cracking. The latter two topics provide a basis for
understanding the processes of irradiation accelerated corrosion (IAC) and
irradiation-assisted stress corrosion cracking (IASCC).

15.1 Forms of Corrosion

While corrosion is most often envisioned as the loss of metal from a surface
exposed to the electrolyte, corrosion can take many forms as summarized in
Fig. 15.1. The eight forms of corrosion include uniform corrosion, crevice corro-
sion, pitting, intergranular attack, selective leaching or dealloying, erosion corro-
sion, stress corrosion cracking, and hydrogen damage.

Uniform corrosion

Uniform corrosion is characterized by a reaction that proceeds uniformly over the
entire surface of the component, e.g., rusting of iron or tarnishing of silver. Various
units are used to describe the uniform removal of metal, such as the thinning rate in
mm/yr or the mass loss per unit area in g/m2yr. Uniform corrosion is not really
uniform on a microscopic level. In fact, the orientation of grain faces on the surface
will determine which corrodes the fastest. As grains dissolve away, preferential
sites for attack will alternate. All other forms of corrosion can be broadly classified
as localized corrosion.

Crevice corrosion

Crevice corrosion is characterized by intense localized corrosion that occurs most
frequently within crevices or shielded areas on metal surfaces exposed to corro-
sives. The attack is usually associated with small volumes of stagnant solution.
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Hydrogen damage

Uniform Blister

Surface cracks

Internal voids

Galvanic

Intergranular

Active Noble

Crevice Dealloying

Layer Plug

Pitting
Erosion

Cavitation Fretting

Stress Corrosion

Environmentally Induced Cracking

Corrosion fatigue Hydrogen-induced cracking

Fig. 15.1 Eight forms of corrosion (after [2])
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To function as a corrosion site, a crevice must be wide enough to permit liquid
entry, but sufficiently narrow to maintain a stagnant zone. For this reason, crevice
corrosion usually occurs in openings of width <0.1 mm. In tight cracks, the gap
may be as small as 10–100 nm.

Although crevice corrosion can result from a difference in metal ion and oxygen
concentration between the crevice and the outside (oxygen cell), more processes are
involved. Initially, oxidation and reduction occur uniformly over the entire metal
surface, and charge is conserved. But after a short time, oxygen in the crevice is
depleted because of restricted access, so the reduction reaction cannot occur in the
crevice. Corrosion can continue if the reduction reaction occurs on the external
surface. After awhile, the excess positive charge in the crevice due to continued
metal dissolution will drive Cl− migration into the crevice to balance the overall
charge. The increased metal chloride concentration hydrolyzes the water producing
an insoluble hydroxide (MOH) and a free acid. The pH in the crevice drops and
metal dissolution is accelerated, thus increasing Cl− migration into the crevice. The
process is autocatalytic and rapidly accelerating.

Pitting corrosion

Pitting is a form of extremely localized corrosion that results in holes in the metal.
Pits are often very small in diameter (*10–1000 μm) and can be either high or low
density. The surface of a component undergoing pitting may show little or no attack
away from the pits themselves.

Pitting is autocatalytic in nature in that the corrosion processes within a pit
produce conditions that are both stimulating and necessary for continued pit
activity. Say, for example, that a metal M is undergoing pitting in an aerated NaCl
solution. Metal dissolution occurs within the pit, while oxygen reduction occurs
outside the pit on adjacent surfaces. The excess positive charge in the pit induces
Cl− migration into the pit producing a high concentration of metal chlorides, MCl,
and hydrogen ions as a result of the hydrolysis of water. Since both hydrogen ions
(low pH) and Cl− stimulate the dissolution of metal, the process accelerates with
time. Since the solubility of oxygen in concentrated solutions is very small, no
oxygen reduction occurs in the pit. Instead, oxygen is reduced on adjacent surfaces,
and this tends to suppress corrosion on the exposed surface by a sort of cathodic
protection. Further, since the pit area is much smaller than the unpitted area, to
maintain charge conservation (Ioxidation = Ireduction), then ianode ≫ icathode, where I is
current and i is current density.

The pitting process resembles quite closely that of crevice corrosion. In fact,
practically all systems that show pitting attack are susceptible to crevice corrosion.
However, the reverse is not always true. It is the self-initiating characteristic of
pitting that makes it unique. Unfortunately, the mechanism of pit initiation is not
well understood. It is believed that pits probably nucleate at weak points in the
surface film that can be attacked by ions such as Cl−, causing a defect and initiating
the localized corrosion process.
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Intergranular corrosion

Localized attack of grain boundary regions can result in a loss of strength and/or
disintegration of the region. The grain boundary itself is only slightly more reactive
than the matrix and generally will not cause problems. However, in cases where
there is a change in composition or phase, then severe intergranular corrosion can
occur. Some examples are the segregation or depletion of alloying elements. Fe in
Al will segregate to the grain boundary and cause intergranular corrosion (IGC), as
does depletion of Cr at the grain boundaries in stainless steel and nickel-base
austenitic alloys.

Selective leaching or dealloying

Selective leaching or dealloying is the preferential removal of one element from a
solid alloy by corrosion. The most common example is the selective removal of
zinc in brass. The overall dimension of the part does not change, but it becomes
considerably weaker and permeable due to its porous nature. The color also changes
to a red or copper color. This mechanism is known to occur in other systems such as
Cu–Ni alloys and is also referred to as “dezincification.” The process occurs by
either a layer-type or plug-type mechanism. In the case of brass, both Zn and Cu
dissolve into solution, but while the Zn ions stay in solution, the Cu plates back
onto the structure. When oxygen is present, the copper often appears as a copper
oxide on the surface.

Erosion corrosion

Erosion corrosion is the acceleration or increase in the rate of deterioration or attack
of a metal because of the relative movement between a corrosive fluid and the metal
surface. The metal is removed as the dissolved ions or solid corrosion products are
swept away. Mechanical wear and abrasion are often involved in the process.

Corrosion is characterized by a grooved, scalloped, or scooped out appearance of
the surface. Metals that depend on a surface film (passive layer) for protection are
damaged when the protective layer is worn away. Soft metals such as copper or lead
are readily damaged or worn mechanically. If the flow rate over the metal surface is
high enough, cavitation can occur. Cavitation is damage to the metal caused by
collapse of bubbles on the metal surface (tube wall). The pounding causes cavity
formation. Examples of cavitation damage include ship propellers and pump
impellers.

Stress corrosion cracking

Stress corrosion cracking (including stress-assisted corrosion and corrosion fatigue)
is the premature failure of an alloy or metal in the presence of a tensile stress and an
aggressive environment. Examples include stainless steels in Cl− and OH−, alu-
minum alloys in halides (Cl−, Br−, etc.), carbon steel in OH− and NO3

−, α-brass in
NH4

+, and stainless steels and nickel-base alloys in high-temperature water. In
stress corrosion cracking, the metal or alloy is virtually unattacked over most of its
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surface, while fine cracks pass through it. Cracks can be either transgranular or
intergranular. In the past, it was believed that only alloys were susceptible to SCC,
but recent evidence shows that pure metals can also fail by this process.

Hydrogen (embrittlement) damage

Hydrogen damage can take many forms. One is blistering in which penetration of
hydrogen results in the formation of high-pressure bubbles which then deform the
surface and can lead to exfoliation if the metal between the bubble and the surface is
thin enough. Hydrogen attack involves the reaction of hydrogen with a component
of the alloy. For example, the reaction of hydrogen with carbon in steel to form
methane can cause damage to the metal. Hydrogen also causes embrittlement by
either directly affecting the strength of atom bonds in the matrix or grain boundary,
or by enhancing localized plasticity, resulting in failure that resembles brittle
fracture.

Understanding the various forms of corrosion requires an understanding of the
driving force for corrosion described by thermodynamics, as well as the kinetics of
corrosion. Combined, they provide the foundation for understanding the various
ways in which metals and alloys behave in aqueous environments and exposed to
ionizing radiation.

15.2 Thermodynamics of Corrosion

15.2.1 The Driving Force for Corrosion

The tendency for corrosion to occur is determined by thermodynamics. The cor-
rosion reaction can be written as follows:

ð�mAÞAþð�mBÞBþð�mCÞCþ � � � ¼ mMMþ mNN þ mOOþ � � � ; ð15:7Þ

where νi are stoichiometric coefficients for substances, A, B, C, etc., and their sign is
positive for products and negative for reactants. Equation (15.7) states that (−νA)
particles (molecules, atoms, ions) of substance A, (−νB) particles of substance B,
etc., react to form νM particles of M, νN particles of N, etc. The electrochemical
potential, ~lk , of a species k can be defined as the partial molar Gibbs energy of this
species:

~lk �
@G
@nk

� �
P;T ;nj 6¼k

; ð15:8Þ

where ~lk denotes the change in the Gibbs energy of the system, G, upon addition of
a differential amount of the species k normalized to a one mole change in k. The
change in Gibbs energy for this reaction is as follows:
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DG ¼ mM~lM þ mN~lN þ � � � � ð�mAÞ~lA þð�mBÞ~lB þ � � �½ � ¼
X
k

mk~lk: ð15:9Þ

Actually, the electrochemical potential is composed of “chemical” and “elec-
trical” parts such that:

ð~lkÞx ¼ ðlkÞx þ nFEx ð15:10Þ

ð~lkÞx is the electrochemical potential of the kth particle type in phase x, and ðlkÞx is
the chemical potential of the kth particle type in phase x. The term nFEx is the work
to transfer n charges from infinite separation to the inside of the phase, Ex, and is the
Galvani or electrochemical potential in the phase under consideration. For example,
consider the reaction of pure metallic zinc in HCl:

ðZnÞm þ 2ðHþ Þl ! ðZn2þ Þl þðH2Þg; ð15:11Þ

where subscripts m, l, and g denote metal, liquid, and gas, respectively. From the
above, the Gibbs energy of the reaction is as follows:

DG ¼ ~lZn2þð Þl þ lH2

� �
g�2 ~lHþð Þl� lZnð Þm; ð15:12Þ

and using Eq. (15.10), we can write:

DG¼ lZn2þð Þl þ lH2

� �
g�2 lHþð Þl� lZnð Þm þ 2FEl � 2FEl: ð15:13Þ

However, since the electrical work terms always exactly cancel, the Gibbs energy of
the reaction is determined solely by the chemical potentials:

DG ¼
X
k

mkðlkÞx: ð15:14Þ

The chemical potential of each species can be written as follows:

lk ¼ l0k þRT ln ak; ð15:15Þ

where l0k is the standard chemical potential and the activity is ak = γkCk, where γk is
the activity coefficient and Ck is the concentration of species k. Substituting into
Eq. (15.14) gives:

DG ¼
X

mkl
0
k þRT lnPamkk ; ð15:16Þ

where
P

mkl0k ¼ DG0 is the standard Gibbs reaction energy, yielding:
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DG� DG0 ¼ RT lnPamkk ¼ RT ln
amMM :amNN . . .

a�mA
A � a�mB

B . . .
¼ RT ln

aproduct
areactant

: ð15:17Þ

If an electrochemical cell is operated under reversible conditions, the charge, nF,
passed reversibly at equilibrium through a potential E corresponds to the free
energy change, ΔG. That is, DGj j = charge passed · potential difference = work
(energy) to transfer n charges from infinite separation to the inside of the phase:

DGj j ¼ nF: Ej j; ð15:18Þ

where n is the number of electrons involved in the reaction and E is the cell
potential. According to sign convention:

DG ¼ �nFE; and DG0 ¼ �nFE0: ð15:19Þ

Substituting into Eq. (15.17) gives:

E � E0 ¼ �RT
nF

ln
aprod
areact

� �
¼ � 2:3RT

nF
log

aprod
areact

� �
: ð15:20Þ

This is the Nernst equation, which expresses the exact electromotive force (EMF) of
a cell in terms of the activities of products and reactants of the cell. The equation
applies equally well to a single electrode or the total reaction. For Zn immersed in
water at 25 °C (298 K):

Anodic reaction: Zn → Zn++ + 2e−

EZn ¼ E0
Zn �

0:0257
2

ln
aZnþþ

aZn

� �
¼ E0

Zn �
0:0257

2
ln aZnþþ ; since aZn ¼ 1:

Cathodic reaction: 2H+ + 2e− → H2

EH2 ¼ E0
H2

� 0:0257
2

ln
pH2

a2H2

$ %
;

where pH2 is the hydrogen gas pressure. The total reaction is as follows:
Zn + 2H+ → Zn++ + H2, and the EMF of the cell is as follows:

Ecell ¼ EZn þEH2 ¼ E0
Zn þE0

H2
� 0:0257

2
ln aZnþþ½ � � 0:0257

2
ln

pH2

a2Hþ

$ %
:

E0 is the standard potential or standard single electrode potential (SSEP). This
refers to the reactants and products in the standard state. E is the single electrode
potential, or equilibrium standard electrode potential (ESEP), and refers to the
reactants and products in any state.
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We now pose a fundamental question: What is the tendency for metals to cor-
rode? The real measure of whether a metal will corrode is whether its actual single
electrode potential is above or below its equilibrium single electrode potential
(ESEP). For example, the reaction M = Mn+ + ne− will proceed to the right if the
measured single electrode potential (MSEP) is greater than the equilibrium single
electrode potential, MSEP > ESEP. However, if MSEP < ESEP, the reaction will
proceed to the left. The problem is that we cannot measure potentials or voltages of
a single electrode without another electrode being present. But we may try to build
separate cells to physically separate the anode from the cathode.

In the cell shown in Fig. 15.2, the Pt electrode serves only as a site for the
reduction of hydrogen and is physically separated from the Zn electrode. Pt does
not participate in the reaction. As before:

EZn ¼ E0
Zn �

0:0257
2

ln aZnþþ ;

and

EH2 ¼ E0
H2

� 0:0257
2

ln
pH2

a2H2

$ %
:

To measure E0
Zn, we must establish a reference. We arbitrarily let this reference be

E0
H2

� 0. This is the SSEP for the reduction of hydrogen. Fixing pH2 ¼ 1 atm and
aHþ ¼ 1, then EH2 ¼ 0. Therefore:

Ecell ¼ EZn ¼ E0
Zn �

RT
2F

ln aZnþþ :

If we want to find the value of E0
Zn, then setting aZnþþ ¼ 1 gives Ecell ¼ E0

Zn. Hence,
the half-cell potential for any electrode is equal to the EMF of a cell with the
standard hydrogen electrode (SHE) as the other electrode.

Zn Cu

++Zn ++Cu

Fig. 15.2 A Zn–Cu
electrochemical cell
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15.2.2 EMF Series and Sign Conventions

Since the equilibrium cell voltage of a cell consisting of an electrode X and the
normal hydrogen electrode is the equilibrium electrode potential, EX of the X
electrode, an orderly arrangement can be constructed of the standard potentials of
all metals. This arrangement is termed the EMF series or potential series and is
shown in Table 15.1. The position in the EMF series is determined by the equi-
librium potential of a metal in contact with its ions at a concentration equal to unit
activity. Notice that the equilibrium potential (by definition) for H2/H

+ is 0. Metals
with positive potentials are more noble than hydrogen, while those with negative
values are less noble, or active with respect to hydrogen. Thus, the direction of
increasingly positive values is the noble direction, whereas the direction of
increasingly negative values is the active direction.

Table 15.1 Standard electromotive force potentials (reduction potentials) (after [2])

Reaction Standard potential, E0 (volts vs. SHE)

Noble Au3+ + 3e− = Au +1.498

Cl2 + 2e− = 2Cl− +1.358

O2 + 4H+ + 4e− = 2H2O (pH 0) +1.229

Pt3+ + 3e− = Pt +1.2

O2 + 2H2 + 4e− = 4OH− (pH 7)a +0.82

Ag+ + e− = Ag +0.799

Hg2þ2 + 4e− = 2Hg +0.788

Fe3+ + e− = Fe2+ +0.771

O2 + 2H2O +4e− = 4OH− (pH 14) +0.401

Cu2+ + 2e− = Cu +0.337

Sn4 + 2e− = Sn2+ +0.15

2H+ + 2e− = H2 0.000

Pb2+ + 2e− = Pb −0.126

Sn2+ + 2e− = Sn –0.136

Ni2+ + 2e− = Ni –0.250

Co2+ + 2e− = Co −0.277

Cd2+ + 2e− = Cd −0.403

Fe2+ + 2e− = Fe –0.440

Cr3+ + 3e− = Cr −0.744

Zn2+ + 2e− = Zn −0.763

2H2O +2e− = H2 + 2OH− −0.828

Al3+ + 3e− = Al −1.662

Mg2+ + 2e− = Mg –2.363

Na+ + e− = Na –2.714

Active K+ + e− = K –2.925
aNot a standard state
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Unfortunately, a problem arises with differences in convention for the sign of the
E0 values. In one convention we have zinc-minus, copper-plus such that the values
of E0 for the Zn/Zn++ and the Cu/Cu++ electrodes are −0.76 and +0.34 V,
respectively, for a Zn electrode in a solution of unit activity of Zn++ and a Cu
electrode in a solution of unit activity of Cu++. The other convention is zinc-plus
and copper-minus. The proper convention is determined as follows:

1. Set up a cell consisting of an SHE on the left side and another electrode on the
right side.

2. Measure the open-circuit potential of the cell by applying a potential difference
exactly equal and opposite in sign to that produced by the cell itself. This is done
by adjusting a potentiometer until the reading on the galvanometer is zero (no
current flowing).

3. The potentiometer reading gives the magnitude of the potential difference across
the cell as well as the sign of the charge on the electrode.

For example, the following cell
Pt=H2 1 atm½ �; Hþ ½aHþ ¼ 1�==Znþþ ½aZnþþ ¼ 1�=Zn gives:

1. A magnitude of E0
Zn=Znþþ of 0.76 V,

2. The zinc electrode is negative.

For Pt/H2 [1 atm], Hþ aHþ ¼ 1½ �==Cuþþ aCuþþ ¼ 1½ �=Cu we have:

1. The magnitude of E0
Cu=Cuþþ is 0.34 V,

2. The copper electrode is positive.

By affixing to the measured magnitude of E0
Zn=Znþþ for a Zn/Zn++ electrode the

same sign as the observed polarity of the zinc electrode, we have:
E0
Zn=Znþþ ¼ �0:76 V and E0

Cu=Cuþþ ¼ 0:34 V. As a rule, if charge transfer reactions

are written as reductions (electronations), e.g., Zn++ + 2e− → Zn, the sign of the
electrode potential as derived from the free energy change comes out in agreement
with that indicated by the observed polarity of the electrode: ΔG = −nFE or
E = −ΔG/nF.

Based on a 1953 meeting of the International Union of Pure and Applied
Chemistry (IUPAC) in Stockholm, the following decisions were made that rein-
force the rule given above:

1. The cell implicit in the measurement of a standard electrode potential should be
arranged so that the hydrogen electrode is on the left:

Pt=H2 1 atm½ �; Hþ aHþ ¼ 1½ �==Mþþ =M:
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2. The measured potential difference across such a cell furnishes the magnitude of
the standard electrode potential.

3. The polarity of the electrode on the right, i.e., the sign of the charge on the M
electrode, serves to define the sign that is affixed to the E0 value.

4. The charge transfer reaction implicit in the statement of a standard potential of
an M/M+ electrode is a reduction reaction Mn+ + ne− → M.

For a cell with two electrodes, neither of which are H2, how does one determine
which is the anode (where oxidation occurs) and which is the cathode (where
reduction occurs)? There are two conventions for making this determination: the
American (or sign bivariant) convention and the European (or sign invariant)
convention.

American (sign bivariant) convention

Write the reaction as either an oxidation reaction or a reduction reaction:

Oxidation: Zn ! Znþþ þ 2e� E0 ¼ þ 0:76 V

Reduction: Znþþ þ 2e� ! Zn E0 ¼ �0:76 V

Using the Nernst equation for these two equations:

E ¼ E0 � RT
nF

ln
ap
ar

; ð15:21Þ

Oxidation:

EZn ¼ E0
Zn �

RT
nF

ln aZnþþ ¼ 0:76� RT
2F

ln aZnþþ

Reduction:

EZn ¼ E0
Zn �

RT
2F

ln
1

aZnþþ
¼ 0:76� RT

2F
ln aZnþþ

1. Write the reaction as either an oxidation or reduction reaction.
2. Use the corresponding oxidation or reduction potentials.
3. Identify the products and reactants from the reaction.

In the American convention, the sign on the EMF is an indication of the thermo-
dynamic tendency for the reaction to proceed as written.

EZn ¼ þ 0:76 V oxidationð Þ ) DG\0: reaction proceeds spontaneously

EZn ¼ �0:76 V reductionð Þ ) DG[ 0: reaction won't go

Notice that Eoxidation
Zn ¼ �Ereduction

Zn .
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European (sign invariant) convention

Write the reaction as a reduction reaction:

Znþþ þ 2e� ! Zn

The Nernst equation is written as follows:

E ¼ E0 þ RT
nF

ln
aA
aD

; ð15:22Þ

where A = electron acceptor or the oxidized specie (ion) and D = electron donor or
the reduced specie (metal), giving:

EZn ¼ E0
Zn þ

RT
2F

ln aZnþþ ¼ �0:76þ RT
2F

ln aZnþþ :

The sign on the EMF in the European convention arises because negatively charged
electrons are liberated at the zinc electrode. This convention is implemented as
follows:

1. Subtract the standard potential of the electrode on the left from that on the right.
2. The sign of the potential difference across the cell corresponds to the polarity of

the electrode on the right.

For an electrochemical cell in which two different metals are coupled, the rules are
then applied as follows:

American convention

• Guess at reactions (oxidation/reduction).
• Adjust the sign on E0 according to the direction of the reaction.

• Use E ¼ E0 � RT
nF

ln
ap
ar
.

• Compare the sign on Ecell to determine the direction in which the reaction will
go.

Ecell\0 ! DG[ 0; no
Ecell [ 0 ! DG\0; yes

� �

European convention

• Fix the electrode locations.
• Write both reactions as either oxidation or reduction.

• Use E ¼ E0 þ RT
nF

ln
aA
aD

.

• Ecell = ERHS − ELHS.
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• Sign applies to RHS.
If \0 ! anode

If [ 0 ! cathode

The two conventions can be used to determine the EMF of the cell shown in
Fig. 15.2. Under the American convention, we guess at the reactions and write:

Zn ! Znþþ þ 2e� EZn ¼ E0
Zn �

RT
2F

ln aZnþþ

Cuþþ þ 2e� ! Cu ECu ¼ E0
Cu �

RT
2F

ln
1

aCuþþ

Adding gives: Ecell ¼ EZn þECu ¼ 0:76 Vþ 0:34 V� RT
2F

ln
aZnþþ

aCuþþ
:

For unit activities, aCuþþ ¼ aZnþþ ¼ 1, giving Ecell = 1.1 V, ΔG < 0, and the
reaction proceeds as written. Note that if it was assumed instead that Cu was the
anode and Zn the cathode, then the following would occur:

Anode : Cu ! Cuþþ þ 2e� ECu ¼ E0
Cu�

RT
2F

ln aCuþþ

Cathode : Znþþ þ 2e� ! Zn EZn ¼ E0
Zn �

RT
2F

ln
1

aZnþþ

Adding gives: Ecell = EZn + ECu = −0.34 V − 0.76 V = −1.1 V, Ecell < 0, ΔG > 0,
and the reaction as written would not go. Rather it will proceed in the opposite
direction.

Following the European convention, both reactions are written as reduction
reactions:

Znþþ þ 2e� ! Zn and Cuþþ þ 2e� ! Cu

Subtract the RHS from the LHS to give:

Ecell ¼ EZn�ECu ¼ EZn ¼ E0
Zn þ

RT
2F

ln aZnþþ � E0
Cu �

RT
2F

ln aCuþþ

¼ E0
Zn � E0

Cu þ
RT
2F

ln
aZnþþ

aCuþþ
:

For unit activities, Ecell = −1.1 V, which says that the zinc electrode is negative with
respect to the Cu electrode, so zinc is the anode and Cu is the cathode.

Of two metals composing a cell, the anode is the more active in the EMF series
provided that the ion activities in equilibrium are both unity. Since unit activity
corresponds in some cases to impossible concentrations of metal ions because of
restricted solubility of metal salts, it is obvious that the EMF series has only limited
utility for predicting which metal is anodic to another. In practice, the actual
activities of ions in equilibrium with a given metal vary greatly with the environ-
ment. So two approaches are taken. One is to use a more reasonable activity of, say,
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10−6 mol/kg such that aM2þ ’ CM2þ . This is the approach followed in the dis-
cussion of stability (Pourbaix) diagrams in Sect. 15.2.3. The second is to arrange the
metals and alloys in accord with their actual measured potentials in a given envi-
ronment, such as seawater. An example is shown in Table 15.2.

15.2.3 Stability (Pourbaix) Diagrams

The stability of a metal in an aqueous solution can be represented by an E-pH, or
Pourbaix diagram [1]. These diagrams are graphical representations of the domains of
stability of metals, metal ions, oxides, and other species in solution. The diagrams are
based on thermodynamic computations for a number of selected chemical species and
the possible equilibria between them. It is possible to predict from an E-pH diagram if
a metal will corrode or not. It is not possible to determine how fast it will corrode.

Table 15.2 Galvanic series in seawater
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The stability diagram is analogous to the equilibrium phase diagram in that it
portrays phase equilibria between metal, metal ions, and metal oxide all at 25 °C in
aqueous solutions, much as the equilibrium phase diagram portrays phase equi-
librium in a binary alloy as in Fig. 15.3(a). We can write equations for phases of
iron that might form in aqueous solutions and then do tests to find regions of
validity or applicability. For example, consider the line labeled ① in Fig. 15.3(a):

e� þ Fe3þ ¼ Fe2þ EFe3þ=Fe2þ ¼ E0
Fe3þ=Fe2þ þ RT

F
ln

aFe3þ
aFe2þ

� �

¼ 0:77þ 0:0257 ln
aFe3þ
aFe2þ

� �
:

Choosing a metal ion activity of 10−6 mol/kg, then aFe3þ ¼ aFe2þ ¼ 10�6, so
E = 0.77 V.

Consider next, line ② in Fig. 15.3(a):

2e� þ Fe2þ ¼ Fe EFe2þ=Fe ¼ E0
Fe2þ =Fe þ

RT
F

ln aFe2þ ;

and for an activity of 10−6,

EFe2þ=Fe ¼ �0:44þ 0:059
2

ð�6Þ
¼ �0:62 V:

These are examples of a particular type of reaction known as pure charge transfer
reactions. These electrochemical reactions involve only electrons and the reduced
and oxidized species. They do not have protons (H+) as reacting particles and so are
not influenced by pH; hence, they represent horizontal lines in the stability diagram.
In our example, we selected a single activity for the reaction. However, stability

Fe3+

Fe3O4Fe(OH)2

Fe2+

Fe

Fe2O3

pH 90
Active –

Noble +

Po
te

nt
ia

l (
E)

A B

α + L

L
L + β

β

α + β

α

1

2
3

4

5

(a) (b)

Fig. 15.3 Comparison of (a) a Pourbaix diagram with (b) a phase diagram. Both diagrams
describe regions in which the various phases are thermodynamically stable
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diagrams are often drawn for several activities. In the case of line ② in the iron
stability diagram:

EFe2þ=Fe ¼ �0:44 V; a ¼ 1 mol/kg

¼ �0:50 V; a ¼ 10�2 mol/kg

¼ �0:56 V; a ¼ 10�4 mol/kg

¼ �0:62 V; a ¼ 10�6 mol/kg

as shown in Fig. 15.4. For any activity of Fe2+ in the solution, a horizontal line
represents the equilibrium potential, that is, the potential at which Fe2+ ion and Fe
metal can coexist. Above the line is the region of stability of Fe2+; iron metal at
these potentials will tend to corrode and produce Fe2+ as the stable species. Below
the line, Fe metal is stable, and iron in these conditions will not corrode.

Consider next, line ③, which is a vertical line described by the reaction:

Fe2þ þ 2H2O ¼ Fe OHð Þ2 þ 2Hþ ; or equivalently; Fe2þ þ 2OH� ¼ Fe OHð Þ2:

Note that there is no charge transfer in this reaction. Iron is in the +2 valence state
on both sides, and there is no change in the oxidation state. This is called an acid–
base reaction. Since no charge is transferred, the reaction is independent of
potential, hence a vertical line in the stability diagram. The pH is found as follows.
Recall that:

DG0 ¼
X

mpl
0
p �

X
mrl

0
r ¼ �RT ln

ap
ar

X
mrl

0
r ¼ �2:3RT log

ap
ar

: ð15:23Þ

Applying this equation to the reaction describing line ③ gives:

pH

-0.62

S
H

E
(V

)
E

-0.44

-0.50

-0.56

0

loga

-2

-4

-6

Fig. 15.4 Potential–pH
diagram showing the
equilibrium for the reaction
Fe = Fe++ + 2e− at Fe++

activities from 10−6 to 1.0
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l0
Fe2þ þ 2l0H2O � l0FeðOHÞ2 � 2l0Hþ

2:3RT
¼ log

aFeðOHÞ2a
2
Hþ

aFe2þ a
2
H2O

: ð15:24Þ

Note that there is no acceptor/donor or oxidized/reduced species in this reaction, so
we use product/reactant. But since this appears on both sides of the equation, the
choice is arbitrary. From the Atlas of Electrochemical Equilibria [1], we find that:

l0Hþ ¼ 0

l0H2O ¼ �56,690 cal/mol

l0Fe2þ ¼ �20,310 cal/mol

l0FeðOHÞ2 ¼ �115,586 cal/mol

R = 1.986 cal/mole K (8.31 J/mole K). For an iron ion activity, aFe2þ ¼ 10�6 mol/kg,
substitution of the values for the chemical potentials in Eq. (15.24) into Eq. (15.23)
yields pH = 9.65.

A third type of reaction involves both electrons and H+ and is represented by
sloping lines as, for example, lines ④ and ⑤ in Fig. 15.3(a). The reaction for line
④ is given by:

Fe2O3 þ 6Hþ þ 2e� ¼ 2Fe2þ þ 3H2O:

The sloping line indicates both pH and potential dependence. The potential for line
④ is written as follows:

EFe2O3=Fe2þ ¼ E0
Fe2O3=Fe2þ

þ RT
2F

ln
aFe2O3a

6
Hþ

a2
Fe2þ a

3
H2O

:

Taking aFe2O3 ¼ aH2O ¼ 1 mol/kg, we have:

EFe2O3=Fe2þ ¼ 0:73� RT
2F

ln a2Fe2þ þ RT
2F

ln a6Hþ

¼ 0:73� RT
F

ln aFe2þ þ 3RT
F

ln aHþ

¼ 0:73� 0:059 ln aFe2þ þ 3ð0:059Þ ln aHþ

¼ 0:73� 0:059 ln aFe2þ � 0:177pH:

Note that the slope of the line is −0.177.
The reaction for line ⑤ is written as follows:

Fe3O4 þ 8Hþ þ 2e� ¼ 3Fe2þ þ 4H2O:

Assuming unit activities, the potential for line ⑤ is written as follows:
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EFe3O4=Fe2þ ¼ E0
Fe3O4=Fe2þ

þ 0:059
2

log
a8Hþ

a3
Fe2þ

¼ 0:98� 0:236pH� 0:88 log aFe2þ :

Note that the factor in front of the pH term is larger than for line ④ and is reflected
in the steeper slope of line ⑤.

We still need to determine E0. Recall from Eq. (15.19) that:

DG0 ¼ �nFE0; or E0 ¼ �DG0

nF
; ð15:25Þ

and from Eq. (15.16):

E0 ¼
P

moxl0ox �
P

mredl0red
nF

: ð15:26Þ

Applying Eq. (15.26) to reaction ⑤ gives:

E0
Fe3O4=Fe2þ

¼
l0Fe3O4

þ 8l0H þ

h i
� 3l0

Fe2þ � 4l0H2O

h i
2F

By convention, l0Hþ ¼ l0H2
¼ 0, and

l0Fe2þ ¼ �20,310 cal/mole;

l0H2O ¼ �56,690 cal/mole,

l0Fe3O4
¼ �242,400 cal/mole,

and substituting in for F = 96,500 C/eq = 23,060 cal/eq yields
E0
Fe3O4=Fe2þ

¼ 0:98 V.

Our diagram so far represents only the anodic half-cell of iron in water. We have
not yet considered the cathodic half-cell. Consider the reaction between hydrogen
gas and an acid solution:

2Hþ þ 2e� ¼ H2:

An equivalent reaction in neutral or alkaline solutions is as follows:

2H2Oþ 2e� ¼ H2 þ 2OH�:

Thus, at higher pH where OH− is predominant over H+, the second equation is the
more appropriate reaction. However, because the two are equivalent (add OH− to
both sides), then:
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2Hþ þ 2e� ¼ H2 �a

represents the pH dependence of the half-cell electrode for both. Plotted on a
potential–pH diagram shows that EHþ=H2

¼ 0 at pH = 0 (aHþ ¼ 1) with a slope of
−0.059 V as in Fig. 15.5. For a potential more active than EHþ=H2

, hydrogen is
evolved and water is thermodynamically unstable and will decompose. Below the
ⓐ line, water is unstable and will decompose to H2 gas. Above theⓐ line, water is
stable and H2 (if present) is oxidized to H+ or H2O.

As the potential becomes more noble (positive), the oxidation of water becomes
thermodynamically feasible:

O2 þ 4Hþ þ 4e� ¼ 2H2O acidð Þ

or

O2 þH2Oþ 4e� ¼ 4OH� neutral; alkalineð Þ

and

O2 þ 4Hþ þ 4e� ¼ 2H2O; or O2 þ 2H2O þ 4e� ¼ 4OH� �b

EO2=H2O ¼ E0
O2=H2O þ 0:059

4
log

H þ½ �4pO2

a2H2O

¼ 1:23� 0:059 pH:

ð15:27Þ

For pO2 ¼ 1 atm, EO2=H2O ¼ E0 � 0:059 pH. For pH = 0, E = E0 = 1.226 V (for unit
activity of OH−). For pH = 14, E = 0.401 V. At potentials noble to EO2=H2O at any
pH, water is unstable and is oxidized to O2. Below EO2=H2O, water is stable and

pH

b

a

+
-

2

2

O + 4H + 4e 2H O

+
-

2

2H + 2e H

2H O

2O

2H

7

1.23

0.82

0

-0.41

Noble
(oxidizing)

Active
(reducing)

S
H

E
(V

)
E

Fig. 15.5 E-pH diagram for
water
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dissolved oxygen is reduced to water. Note that the two equations are represented
by the lines ⓐ and ⓑ, respectively, on the E-pH diagram for water and have the
same slope as in Fig. 15.5. Below line ⓐ, the reaction 2H+ + 2e− = H2 proceeds to
the right reducing hydrogen to form hydrogen gas. Above line ⓑ, water is oxidized
to form gaseous oxygen and the reaction described by line ⓑ proceeds to the left.
Between the lines, the stable form of water is H2O. So the potential–pH diagram is
divided into three regions:

Top: Water is oxidized to form O2 gas.
Middle: Water is stable and cannot be electrolyzed.
Bottom: H+ is reduced to form H2 gas.

The potential–pH diagram in Fig. 15.6 shows the conditions under which corrosion
will cause H2 evolution or will reduce dissolved O2. Note that when pressure is
increased, line ⓑ moves up and line ⓐ moves down, expanding the domain over
which water is stable. The superposition of the water E-pH diagram onto the E-pH
diagram for iron is shown in Fig. 15.7.

The E-pH diagram can be divided into corrosion, immunity, and passivation
domains as in Fig. 15.8. The immunity domain is that in which iron metal is stable
in water. The passivation domain is one in which an oxide, hydroxide, hydride, or
salt is the solid stable form, but not the metal. The corrosion domain is the one in
which the metal ion is the stable form. Consider the anodic and cathodic reactions
occurring at points ①, ②, and ③ along the vertical dotted line in Fig. 15.7. Fe2+ is
stable at point ①, and only one reduction reaction (reduction of oxygen) is pos-
sible. Given this situation, some specific corrosion control strategies are implied.
First, if the cell is deaerated, thus removing oxygen, then the reduction reaction is
suppressed and the anodic reaction cannot proceed. A second strategy is anodic
protection in which the potential is increased into the passive region in which the

aerated: oxygen reduced

aerated: oxygen reduced

water reduced

water oxidized

oxygen oxidized

[oxygen stable]

[water stable]

+ -
2 22H O O + 4H + 4e→

- -
2 24OH O + 2H O + 4e→

2[H stable]

2deaerated: H oxidized

2deaerated: H oxidized
+H reduced

+ -
2 2O + 4H + 4e 2H O→

+ -
2H 2H + 2e→

- -
2 2O + 2H O + 4e 4OH→

- -
2 22OH + H H O + 2e→

+ -
22H + 2e H→

- -
2 2H O + 2e H + 2OH→

pH

b

a

S
H

E
(V

)
E

Fig. 15.6 Reactions in the various regions of E-pH diagram for water
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passive film will suppress the dissolution of Fe to Fe2+. A third option is to raise the
pH into the passive region, achieving the same result as option 2. For point ②,
there are two possible reduction reactions, so deaeration would not work in this
case. Corrosion control strategies for point ② include increasing the pH, increasing
the potential (anodic protection), and decreasing the potential (cathodic protection).
Note that decreasing the potential is the better strategy since the magnitude of the
decrease is small, compared to a very large increase required to achieve anodic
protection. Point ③ is in the stable Fe region so no control measures need to be
taken to prevent corrosion of Fe.
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While E-pH diagrams are extremely useful for determining the stability of metals
in aqueous solutions, they have limitations. These include the following:

• E-pH diagrams are equilibrium diagrams, so they tell us nothing about the
kinetics of corrosion.

• They are constructed for pure metals. (However, they can be superimposed for
approximation of the behavior of alloys.)

• They are dependent on temperature and are useful only at the temperature at
which they are constructed.

• It is not always true that when a film forms, it is protective. A protective film
must be a poor ionic conductor. So the passive region does not guarantee
protection of the underlying metal.

• Most practical corrosion problems involve not only water, but anions such as
Cl− and SO4

=. These must be accounted for separately.
• The pH value indicated in the diagram is that of the solution in direct contact

with the metal and is not necessarily that of the bulk solution.

15.3 Kinetics of Corrosion

Imagine the immersion of a metal electrode M into an electrolyte containing M+

ions, e.g., a Ag electrode in a silver nitrate solution, AgNO3. At the instant of
immersion, the metal is electroneutral (uncharged), qm = 0. Since the interface
region must then be electroneutral, there must be no net charge on the solution side,
qmj j ¼ qsj j ¼ 0. There is zero potential difference and zero electric field in the
interphase region, so there are no electrical effects and no electrochemistry.

Consider the one-step reduction reaction consisting of electron acceptance by an
electron acceptor ion, A+:

Aþ þ e� ! D:

Whether this will occur spontaneously will be determined by thermodynamics, in
particular,

~lAþ þ lAþ þFE: ð15:28Þ

Since there is no field, FE is zero so ~lAþ ¼ lAþ , and the interface is at equilibrium
only if the chemical potential of A+ is the same on both sides of the interface. If not,
then the gradient of chemical potential acts as the driving force for diffusion.

Consider the movement of the positive ion A+ from the solution side of the
interface to the metal surface (a few tenths of a nm away). As the ion moves from
solution to electrode, its potential energy changes. The positive ion must have a
certain activation energy for the charge transfer reaction to occur. The process of an
ion jumping from solution site to metal site is similar to lattice diffusion where
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potential energy barriers must also be overcome as in Fig. 15.9. The frequency with
which an ion successfully jumps the energy barrier for diffusion (jump frequency) is
as follows:

krc ¼
kT
h
e�

DG0�cr
RT ; ð15:29Þ

where subscript, c, refers to the chemical driving force (no electric field) and the
superscript, r, refers to the reduction reaction. The pre-exponential term is the
vibrational frequency, where k is Boltzmann’s constant, h is Planck’s constant, and
T is temperature. The exponential term is the probability, and DG0�

cr is the standard
free energy of activation, or the change in free energy required to climb to the top of
the barrier (+) when there is zero electric field acting on the ion. The rate of the
reduction reaction under zero electric field is the product of the jump frequency and
the concentration of electron-acceptor ions, A+, on the solution side of the interface:

mrc ¼ krcCAþ : ð15:30Þ

Hence, under zero-field conditions, the electron transfer reaction is given by purely
chemical kinetics considerations.

The transfer of an electron from the electrode to the electron acceptor has left the
metal positively charged (poorer in negative charges) and the solution negatively
charged (poorer in positive charges). Charge separation at the interface has created
an electrified interface, an electrical field, and a potential difference across the
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interface. How is the rate of subsequent electron transfer affected by the creation of
the electric field? The next electron and next ion must move against the field to react
as in Fig. 15.10(a). Clearly, work must be done by the positive ion in order to climb
the potential energy barrier as in Fig. 15.10(b). Thus, the reduction reaction consists
of moving the ion from its initial state across the interface to its final position on the
metal. The work in activating this ion is the charge times the potential difference
through which the ion is moved to reach the top of the barrier. The total potential
difference through which the ion passes is E, but of the contribution of electrostatic
work to the standard free energy of activation for the reduction reaction, only a part
of Ε is important. It is that part through which the ion passes to reach the peak of the
energy barrier and is described by the symmetry factor, β:

b ¼ distance across the double layer to the summit
distance across thewhole double layer

� symmetry factor ð15:31Þ

The electrical contribution to the free energy of activation for the reduction reaction
is +βFΕ as shown in Fig. 15.11(a). In a field, the total free energy of activation for
reduction is the chemical free energy of activation, DG0�

cr , plus the electrical con-
tribution βFΕ, yielding:

DG0�
r ¼ DG0�

cr þ bFE: ð15:32Þ

e

E

Electrode
with

positive
charge

(a)

(b)

Fig. 15.10 The buildup of
positive charge on the
electrode surface (a) reduces
an electric field (b) which
generates a potential that
makes addition of positive
charge or removal of electrons
more difficult (c)
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The rate of the reduction reaction under an electric field is then as follows:

mre ¼ CAþ
kT
h
e�DG0�

r =RT

¼ CAþ
kT
h
e�DG0�

cr =RTe�bFE=RT

¼ krcCAþ e�bFE=RT :

ð15:33Þ

mre has units of moles of positive ions reacting per second by crossing a unit area of
the interface, and the subscript, e, denotes the reaction under an electric field.
Multiplying by charge per mole, F, gives the current density:

ir ¼ Fmre

¼ FkrcCAþ e�bFE=RT ;
ð15:34Þ

in units of A/cm2. Equation (15.34) shows the link between the electric field and the
rate of electron transfer across the interface. Small changes in E produce large
changes in i. For example, for β * 1/2, a potential change of 0.12 V produces a
change in i by a factor of 10. Thus, if a metal is not connected to any other source of
charge, every reduction of A+ ions:

• Charges the metal more positively and the solution more negatively,
• Increases the potential difference and the field across the interface,
• Increases the electrical work of activating an ion to the top of the barrier,
• Decreases the electrical factor e�bFE=RT , and
• Reduces the rate of the reduction reaction.

According to this picture, charge leakage should stop after some time due to the
buildup of such a large potential difference. But this does not happen. We have not
considered the reverse reaction, oxidation:
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Fig. 15.11 (a) Variation of
free energy change with
distance from the electrode
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potential at the surface to the
magnitude of the energy
barrier
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D ! Aþ þ e�:

If the directed field hinders the ion transfer from solution to electrode because the
ion is moving against the field, then it helps the reverse reaction because the positive
ion moves with the field which acts to reduce the work required to move it. If the
positive ion has to be activated through a potential difference of βΕ in the forward
direction (solution to metal) (Fig. 15.12(a)), it has to be activated through the
remainder (1 − β)Ε in the oxidation reaction as in Fig. 15.12(b). So the electrical work
of activation for oxidation is F[(1 − β)Ε], and the rate of oxidation is as follows:
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mxe ¼ kxcCDeð1�bÞFE=RT ; ð15:35Þ

and the current density is as follows:

ix ¼ Fmxe

¼ FkxcCDeð1�bÞFE=RT :
ð15:36Þ

So, as the excess positive charge on the metal builds up and decreases the reduction
rate, the reverse reaction rate increases by pumping electrons into the metal,
decreasing the positive charge, and negating the tendency to stop the reduction
reaction. If no external current source is applied, the reactions will just balance. The
potential at which the currents become equal and the charges on the metal and in
solution become constant (as well as the electric field) is the equilibrium (re-
versible) potential, Ee. At equilibrium, the oxidation and reduction reactions con-
tinue to occur, but at the same rate, the currents are equal in magnitude and opposite
in direction:

ir ¼ FkrcCAþ e�bFEe=RT ¼ ix ¼ FkxcCDeð1�bÞFEe=RT : ð15:37Þ

Since the oxidation and reduction rates are equal, the magnitude can be designated
by a single term, the equilibrium exchange current density, i0, such that:

i0 ¼ ir ¼ FkrcCAþ e�bFEe=RT ¼ ix ¼ FkxcCDeð1�bÞFEe=RT : ð15:38Þ

The exchange current density reflects the kinetic properties of the particular inter-
facial system and can vary from one reaction to another and from one electrode to
another by orders of magnitude. It cannot be measured directly because there is no
net current to measure. A net flow (or drift) of electrons is produced only when the
interface is no longer at equilibrium. The non-equilibrium drift current density is the
difference between reduction and oxidation currents:

i ¼ ix � ir ¼ FkxcCDeð1�bÞFE=RT � FkrcCAþ e�bFE=RT ; ð15:39Þ

where E ≠ Ee and is the potential difference across the interface. We can write E as
follows:

E ¼ Ee þDE ¼ Ee þ g; ð15:40Þ

where η is the overpotential, which is a measure of the departure from equilibrium
potential. For an externally driven electrochemical cell, the overpotential is the
potential difference that drives the current; it is the current-producing potential. But
if the system is a self-driven cell, then the current driven through the external load
generates an excess potential; this is the current-produced potential. The term
overpotential is used to refer to both the current-producing potential in a driven
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system and to the current-produced potential in a self-driving cell. The net current
density is then as follows:

i ¼ FkxcCDeð1�bÞFEe=RT
n o

eð1�bÞFg=RT � FkrcCAþ e�bFEe=RT
n o

e�bFg=RT ð15:41Þ

But the terms inside the brackets are the expressions for the equilibrium exchange
current density, i0. Therefore:

i ¼ i0 eð1�bÞFg=RT � e�bFg=RT
h i

: ð15:42Þ

This is the Butler–Volmer equation. It shows how the current density across a
metal–solution interface depends on the difference η between the actual
non-equilibrium and equilibrium potentials as in Fig. 15.13. Note that small
changes in η produce large changes in i.

There are several special cases that result in more simplified forms of this
equation. If we let the symmetry factor β = 1/2, then Eq. (15.42) becomes:

i ¼ i0 eFg=2RT � e�Fg=2RT
h i

; ð15:43Þ

and since ex�e�x

2 ¼ sinh x then i ¼ i0 sinh Fg
2RT and a plot of i versus η yields a

symmetric curve as in Fig. 15.14(a), where oxidation and reduction reactions
proceed at equal rates (currents) for equal overpotentials. The practical significance

Current density

Overpotential

Equilibrium

0 at 0i i η= =

0 at 0i i η= =

i i i= −

i

i

η

e0, i.e., E Eη = Δ = Δ

Fig. 15.13 Current density versus overpotential showing that the point of zero overpotential
corresponds to zero current and occurs when the surface electrode is at equilibrium (after [2])
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of this behavior is that the interface can only be rectifying if the symmetry factor
β ≠ ½ as in Fig. 15.14(b).

We now consider two limiting cases of the Butler–Volmer equation; one in
which the overpotential is large and one in which the overpotential is small. When η
is large positive, eð1�bÞFg=RT � e�bFg=RT and the corrosion current, i, is as follows:

i ’ ix ¼ i0eð1�bÞFg=RT : ð15:44Þ

+i

-i

η− η+
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+i

-i
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Asymmetrical

Input potential

Output current- Cycle
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i i− +=
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Time

(a)

(b)

Fig. 15.14 (a) When the i versus η relation is perfectly symmetrical (β = 1/2), the interface cannot
rectify the current responding to a periodically varying potential. (b) When the symmetry factor
β ≠ 1/2, the i versus η curve is asymmetrical and there is a Faradaic rectification effect or a
periodically varying potential (after [2])
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Taking the natural log of both sides yields:

g ¼ � RT
ð1� bÞF ln i0 þ RT

ð1� bÞF ln i: ð15:45Þ

If η is large negative:

i ’ ir ¼ �i0e�bFg=RT ; and g ¼ RT
bF

ln i0 � RT
bF

ln i: ð15:46Þ

The case with η > 0 is termed anodic polarization, and η is the anodic overpotential,
ηA. The case with η < 0 is cathodic polarization, and η is the cathodic overpotential,
ηC. We can write the anodic and cathodic overpotentials as Tafel equations:

gA ¼ AþB ln iA
gC ¼ A0 þB0 ln iC;

ð15:47Þ

where

A ¼ �RT
ð1� bÞF ln i0; B ¼ RT

ð1� bÞF
A0 ¼ RT

bF
ln i0; B0 ¼ �RT

bF
:

ð15:48Þ

Hence, at large gj j (≥ 0.12 V), the overpotential is proportional to ln i as in
Fig. 15.15. Note also that back extrapolation of the Tafel equations yields the
exchange current density, i0. The Tafel equations are central kinetic expressions in
electrochemistry.
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Fig. 15.15 Tafel line
showing the exponential
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overpotentials, yielding a
linear relationship between η
and log i linear (after [2])
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The second case is for very small η, in which the exponentials in Eq. (15.42) are
small and expanding them and retaining only the first two terms of each exponential
term yields:

i ’ i0 1þ ð1� bÞFg
RT

� 1þ bFg
RT

� �

’ i0
Fg
RT

:

ð15:49Þ

This simplified expression is valid for η ≤ 0.01 V. Note also that i is greater than
zero for η = ηA > 0 and i is less than zero for η = ηC < 0. Note also that the current
density is proportional to the overpotential as in Fig. 15.16; this is termed the linear
region. Equation (15.49) can be written as follows:

i ¼ rm=sg; ð15:50Þ

where σm/s is the conductivity of the metal–solution interface.
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Fig. 15.16 At small overpotentials, the i versus η relationship is linear (after [2])
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15.4 Polarization

As described in Sect. 15.3, the potential of the electrode must be different from the
equilibrium value for a net current to flow. The potential difference is the over-
potential, η, and the relationship between the values of the net current density
resulting from application of η constitutes a polarization curve. Activation polar-
ization refers to the case in which the reaction at the electrode surface requires an
activation energy in order to go. Activation polarization of any kind increases with
current density, i, in accord with the Tafel equation. This is to be distinguished from
other types of polarization such as concentration polarization and resistance
polarization.

If we only consider a single electrode and large overpotentials, then the over-
potential is related to the current by the Tafel equations (15.47). For anodic
polarization using log rather than ln:

gA ¼ AA þBA log iA

AA ¼ � 2:3RT
ð1� bÞF log i0; BA ¼ 2:3RT

ð1� bÞF ;
ð15:51Þ

and for cathodic polarization:

gC ¼ AC þBC log iC

AC ¼ 2:3RT
bF

log i0; BC ¼ � 2:3RT
bF

;
ð15:52Þ

as shown in Fig. 15.17. The situation describing single electrode kinetics is clear
and uncomplicated. However, what happens when we consider anodic and cathodic
processes occurring simultaneously. This is the subject of mixed potential theory.

15.4.1 Mixed Potential Theory

Mixed potential theory consists of two hypotheses:

1. Any electrochemical reaction can be divided into two or more partial oxidation
and reduction reactions.

2. There can be no net accumulation of charge during an electrochemical reaction.

From this, it follows that the total rate of oxidation must equal the total rate of
reduction. Consider the immersion of Zn in an HCl solution as in Fig. 15.18. Zinc
corrodes rapidly with evolution of hydrogen gas. If a piece of zinc is immersed in
HCl containing Zn ions, the electrode potential cannot simultaneously be at two
reversible potentials (Zn and H2). The only point in the entire system where the
oxidation rate equals the reduction rate is at the intersection point, Ecorr, as in
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Fig. 15.19(a). Why must this be the potential of the cell? Because (1) charge must
be conserved and (2) the entire Zn surface must be at a constant potential. Since it is
an excellent conductor and since the H+ reduction reaction occurs on the surface, it
must be occurring at the same potential. The current density at this point corre-
sponds to the rate of zinc dissolution as well as the rate of H2 evolution. The
reactions polarize each electrode in the direction of the other; zinc is polarized
anodically and H is polarized cathodically.

If we put Fe into HCl, will it corrode faster or slower than Zn? Compare the
polarization plot for Zn (Fig. 15.19(a)) to that for Fe (Fig. 15.19(b)). Note the
exchange current densities for Fe/Fe++ and H/Fe compared to Zn/Zn++ and H/Zn.
Although Zn has a higher tendency to corrode in acid due to its higher driving force
(lower equilibrium potential compared to iron), Zn is a poor catalyst for H
reduction. Thus, the corrosion rate of Fe is greater than Zn. This illustrates the fact
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that kinetics does not necessarily follow thermodynamics. That is, the corrosion rate
of the system with a higher driving force is actually smaller. The variation in
exchange current densities on various metal surfaces is illustrated in Fig. 15.20.

15.4.2 Galvanic Couples

Consider the coupling of an active metal to a noble metal, e.g., Zn and Pt as in
Fig. 15.21. Pt cannot be oxidized, and there is no Pt+ in solution to be reduced. With
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Zn and Pt uncoupled, i0Zn=Znþþ ¼ 10�6 A/cm2 and i0H=Zn ¼ 10�6 A/cm2. But cou-
pling Zn to Pt results in a much larger value of icathodic or hydrogen evolution. Why?
Pt is a much better catalyst for H2 evolution so electrons are delivered to the Pt
surface where i0H=Pt10

�3 A/cm2. There is one oxidation reaction, Zn → Zn++ + 2e−,
and one reduction reaction, 2H+ + 2e− → H2, but at two locations. So there are two
exchange current densities, i0H=Zn and i0H=Pt and i0total ¼ i0H=Zn þ i0H=Pt .

Note that the increase in the corrosion rate of Zn observed when this metal is
coupled to Pt is the result of the higher exchange current density for hydrogen
evolution on the Pt surface. It is not due to the more noble reversible potential of the
Pt/Pt+ electrode. To test this idea, compare a Zn/Au couple to a Zn/Pt couple.
Figure 15.22 shows that since i0H=Au 	 i0H=Pt , the corrosion rate increase upon
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Fig. 15.20 Effect of the metal surface on the hydrogen–hydrogen ion exchange current density
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coupling to Au is less than that when coupling to Pt;
icorrðZnÞ\icorrðZn�AuÞ\icorrðZn�PtÞ. The reason why gold produces a less severe gal-
vanic effect is not related to its reversible potential, but rather to the fact that it has a
lower hydrogen exchange current density than does platinum.

Now, consider the coupling of two active metals: Zn and Fe as in Fig. 15.23(a).
The polarization diagram is shown in Fig. 15.23(b). Upon coupling Zn to Fe, the
following occurs as in Fig. 15.23(c):

(a) iZn increases (point a’ → point a),
(b) iFe decreases (point b’ → point b),
(c) iH/Zn decreases (point c’ → point c), and
(d) iH/Fe increases (point d’ → point d).

The Zn electrode is no longer at equilibrium since ianodic [ icathodic (point a > point
c) as in Fig. 15.24(a). For the Fe electrode, the reverse is true since ianodic\icathodic
(point b < point d) as in Fig. 15.24(b). Fe is cathodically protected by making it act
as the cathode. Since H+ reduction on the surface of Fe is the main reaction, the
corrosion of Fe is reduced. In this case, Zn is acting as a sacrificial anode. In
general, in a couple of two active metals, the more active metal becomes the anode
and cathodically protects the less active metal.

Finally, consider the corrosion reaction described in Fig. 15.23 when an oxidizer
such as Fe3+ is added to the solution, as shown in Fig. 15.25. Note that there are now
three redox systems: metal–metal ion, hydrogen ion–hydrogen gas, and ferric–fer-
rous ions. The basic principles of mixed potential theory still apply. At steady state,
the total rate of oxidation must equal the total rate of reduction to satisfy the charge
conservation principle, and Ecorr is determined where the two are equal. Starting at
the most noble half-cell electrode potential, EFe3þ =Fe2þ , and proceeding in the
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negative (active) direction, the total reduction current density for hydrogen reduc-
tion EH2=Hþ is reached, at which point the reduction current density for hydrogen
must be added. The total reduction current density then follows the parallel dashed
line marked “total reduction” until the half-cell electrode potential for metal oxi-
dation is reached, when another increase occurs due to reduction of M+ to M.
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The total oxidation current is determined in a similar manner, starting with the
most active half-cell electrode potential in the system, EM=Mþ . The total oxidation
current density follows the line to more positive potentials for oxidation of M to M+

until EH2=Hþ is reached, at which point a current density for oxidation of H2 to H+

must be included. The total current density for oxidation follows the parallel line
marked “total oxidation” until EFe3þ=Fe2þ is reached and another addition is included
for oxidation of Fe2+ to Fe3+.

The corrosion potential, Ecorr, is defined in Fig. 15.25 by the intersection of the
total oxidation and total reduction lines where the two are equal, fulfilling the
charge conservation principle. Because M→M+ + e− is the only oxidation reaction
present, the total oxidation current density is also the corrosion rate, icorr. However,
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both Fe3+ and H+ are being reduced in this system, and the sum of their rates,
iFe3þ!Fe2þ þ iHþ!H2

, is equal to total reduction, which is in turn equal to total
oxidation, or icorr:

icorr ¼ iFe3þ!Fe2þ þ iHþ!H2
:

The two reduction rates are defined in Fig. 15.25 by the intersection of the hori-
zontal equipotential line at Ecorr with the polarization curves for the reduction rates
of each half-cell reaction.

15.4.3 Anode/Cathode Area Ratio

Until now, it has been assumed that anodic and cathodic areas were equal. But what
if the areas are unequal? The issue of anode and cathode areas for three different
cases is shown in Fig. 15.26. In the polarization diagram, E is plotted versus the
logarithm of the current, log I, not the current density, log i. Although the exchange
current density may remain the same, the exchange current changes. As the cathode
area increases relative to the anode, the cathodic current will drive the anodic
current higher so more oxidation must occur at the anode. Increasing the area, A, of
the cathode displaces the H2/Pt curve to the right, increasing the corrosion of Zn.
Since:
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iAAA ¼ iCAC; ð15:53Þ

then

iA ¼ iC
AC

AA
: ð15:54Þ

Also, since IA = IC always, then IAj j ¼ ICj j is greater when AC/AA > 1. So if we
increase AC/AA, we increase iA. An extreme case of this process is pitting corrosion.

15.4.4 Multiple Cathodic Reactions

Consider the association between the Pourbaix and polarization diagrams as shown
for Fe in Fig. 15.27. This picture is correct for a deaerated electrolyte because in this
case, the only reduction reaction possible is that of H+. But suppose the solution is
aerated. Depending upon the potential, oxygen gas may need to be considered. In
addition to the reduction reaction 2H+ + 2e− = H2, we may have
1/2O2 + 2H+ + 2e− = H2O. Figure 15.28 shows the effect of addition of oxygen to
the solution containing Fe on Ecorr and icorr. Note that both Ecorr and icorr increase as
a result of aeration.
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15.4.5 Other Types of Polarization

Two other types of polarization of importance in alloys used in reactor systems are
concentration polarization and resistance polarization. Consider the evolution of
hydrogen at an electrode. At low reduction rates, the distribution of hydrogen ions
in the solution adjacent to the electrode surface is relatively uniform. But at very
high reduction rates, the region adjacent to the electrode surface will become
depleted of H+ ions. Further increases in the reduction rate will be limited by the
diffusion rate of hydrogen ions to the electrode surface. The limiting rate is the
limiting diffusion current density, iL. The same can be true for anodic dissolution
where the rate of removal of anodic products (dissolved cations) does not increase
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proportionally with the dissolution current and a disproportionate anodic overpo-
tential is required to further increase the rate of dissolution.

The situation is one where the charge transfer reaction is in virtual equilibrium,
but the interfacial concentration, C, of the electron acceptor Mn+ is not the bulk
value, C0, but C < C0. If a current is passing through the interfaces, what is the
potential difference across the interface? For solutions near equilibrium (no acti-
vation polarization), the current is zero and the potential difference across the
interface is given by the Nernst equation:

Ee ¼ E0 þ RT
nF

ln C0: ð15:55Þ

What concentration should be used in Eq. (15.55) for the potential corresponding to
a current density of i? It cannot be C0 because we know that C < C0, so:

E ¼ E0 þ RT
nF

ln C: ð15:56Þ

This says that the passage of current has made the potential depart from the zero
current value, Εe. Thus, Ε − Εe is a potential difference produced by a concentration
change at the interface and is known as the concentration overpotential, ηconc. The
rate of dissolution is i/nF and, from Fick’s second law, is equal to (D[C − C0])/δ,
where D is the diffusion coefficient, C and C0 are the ionic concentrations in the
electrode surface and in the bulk, respectively, and δ is the thickness of the diffusion
layer. From the Nernst equation, the overpotential, or polarization arising from
concentration effects, ηconc, is as follows:

gconc ¼ E � Ee ¼ RT
nF

ln
C
C0

; ð15:57Þ

and since:

C ¼ C0 � id
DnF

; ð15:58Þ

then:

gconc ¼
RT
nF

ln 1� i
d

DC0nF

� �
: ð15:59Þ

As η → ∞, the critical limiting or diffusion current density is given by:

iL ¼ DC0nF
d

: ð15:60Þ
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The potential change resulting from concentration polarization can be expressed as
follows:

gconc ¼
2:3RT
nF

log
iL � iA

iL
; ð15:61Þ

where iA is the externally applied current density. The limiting current density is
shown in Fig. 15.29 in the absence of activation polarization. Note that when
iA = iL, η → ∞, and when iC = iL, η → −∞. Usually, activation and concentration
polarization both occur at an electrode. At low reaction rates, activation polarization
controls, while at high reaction rates, concentration polarization becomes control-
ling. The total polarization of the electrolyte is the sum of the contributions of
activation and concentration polarization, as shown in Fig. 15.30. The total anodic
and cathodic polarization is then the sum of Eq. (15.61) and either Eq. (15.51) or
Eq. (15.52):
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gTA ¼ 2:3RT
ð1� bÞnF log

i
i0

þ 2:3RT
nF

log
iAL � i
iAL

gTC ¼ � 2:3RT
bnF

log
i
i0
� 2:3RT

nF
log

iCL � i
iCL

:

ð15:62Þ

The limiting current density is a function of agitation, temperature, concentration,
and position of the anode, as shown in Fig. 15.31. Consider a metal immersed in a
corrosive system in which the reduction process is under diffusion control as
illustrated in Fig. 15.32(a). Note that with increasing solution velocity (agitation),
the corrosion rate increases up to point D. However, as velocity is increased further,
the reduction reaction becomes activation-controlled. As a consequence, the
corrosion rate becomes independent of velocity at very high velocities as in
Fig. 15.32(b).

Resistance polarization is the third type of polarization that can occur on elec-
trodes in aqueous solution. An electrolyte through which a current is passing will
contribute to the overpotential by a factor:

gR ¼ iA 
 R; ð15:63Þ

where iA is the current density, R is the resistance of the path travelled by the
current (ρL/A), ρ is the solution resistivity, L the path length, A the area, and ηR is
the resistance polarization, otherwise known as the IR drop as in Fig. 15.33. The IR
drop may be high in poorly conducting electrolytes or in cases where a film forms.
Bubbles and cavities also add to resistance. The total overpotential is then as
follows:

gT ¼ gA þ gconc þ gR: ð15:64Þ
The shape of the polarization curve is then more complicated as it is composed of
three separate effects: activation energy requirements, concentration effects, and
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resistance effects. Figure 15.34 shows the makeup of the total overpotential by the
three contributions.

Both resistance of the electrolyte and polarization of the electrodes limit the
magnitude of current produced by a galvanic cell. When polarization occurs mostly
at the anode, the corrosion reaction is anodically polarized as in Fig. 15.35(a).
When polarization occurs mostly at the cathode, the corrosion rate is cathodically
controlled as in Fig. 15.35(b). Resistance polarization controls the total polarization
when the electrolyte resistance is so high that the resultant current is not sufficient to
polarize either the anode or cathode. Figure 15.35(c) shows the case in which the
corrosion current is controlled by the IR drop through the electrolyte. However,
mixed control occurs when polarization occurs to some degree at both the anode
and cathode as in Fig. 15.35(d). If the anodic area of the corroding metal is small
(say due to a porous film), there may be considerable anodic polarization accom-
panying corrosion even though measurement shows that the unit area of bare anode
polarizes only slightly at a given current density. Figure 15.36 shows the case
where the area of the anode is half that of the cathode.

In corrosion of zinc amalgam (Zn + Hg) in acid chloride, Hg is polarized to
nearly the corrosion potential of Zn. Mercury atoms act as cathodes, and Zn atoms
act as anodes. The corrosion reaction is controlled almost entirely by the rate of
hydrogen evolution at the cathodic areas resulting in a polarization diagram shown
in Fig. 15.37. So the high hydrogen overvoltage of Hg limits the corrosion rate of
amalgams in non-oxidizing acids.
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15.5 Passivity

A strict definition of passivity does not exist. In an engineering sense, passivity is a
state in which the metal is covered with a surface film and the corrosion rate is very
low. A metal is considered to be passive if it substantially resists corrosion in a given
environment resulting from marked anodic dissolution. A metal is also considered to
be passive if it substantially resists corrosion in a given environment despite a
marked thermodynamic tendency to react. The polarization diagram for a passivating
metal is much different than that for an active metal. Figure 15.38 shows the
polarization diagram for a passive metal. As the potential increases above Ecorr, the
rate of metal dissolution increases. The highest rate of corrosion is denoted the
critical current density, icrit. The lower portion of the anodic curve exhibits a Tafel
relationship up to icrit, which is the current required to generate a sufficiently high
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concentration of metal ions such that the nucleation and growth of a surface film can
proceed. The potential corresponding to icrit is called the primary passive potential
(Epp), and it represents the transition of a metal from an active state to a passive state.

Due to the onset of passivity, log i starts to decrease sharply beyond Epp due to
the film formation on the metal surface. Log i can drop several orders of magnitude
below log icrit. The potential at which the current becomes virtually independent of
potential and remains virtually stationary is called the Flade potential (EF). It rep-
resents the onset of full passivity on the metal surface. Actually, it is defined as the
potential at which the metal changes from a passive to an active state and is
normally not much different from Epp in value.

Flade potential

If a metal is anodically passivated and the applied potential is removed, the
potential of the specimen becomes active again. The potential corresponding
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to the re-establishment of active conditions is called the Flade potential. It is
pH dependent:

EF ¼ E0
F � 0:059pH,

where E0
F is the Flade potential at pH = 0. The potential is associated with the

dissolution of the protective passive film. The stability of passivity is related
to the Flade potential assuming the following anodic reaction:

MþH2O ! OMþ 2Hþ þ 2e�;
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where EF is the potential for the reaction. Note that for Fe, E0
F corresponds

closely to the line separating Fe++ and Fe2O3 in Fig. 15.39. E0
F ¼ 0:63 V for

iron versus −0.20 V for Cr indicating a greater stability of the passive film on Cr.

The minimum current density required to maintain the metal in a passive state is
called the passive current density (ipp). At ipp, the metal dissolution occurs at a
constant rate. As the potential is increased in the noble direction, the film begins to
thicken. According to electric field theory, dissolution proceeds by transport of
ionic species through the film under the influence of an electric field. As the
potential increases in the noble direction, the film thickens in order to maintain a
constant electric field (ΔE/x). Film thickening proceeds by transport of cations, M++

outward, and the combination of ions with O= or OH− inward.
According to chemical attack and film reformation theory, the dissolution pro-

cess is a chemical process and does not depend on potential. The film that is
dissolved is immediately replaced by a new film, and a balance is struck between
dissolution and reformation. The passive region ends at the point where oxygen is
anodically evolved:

2H2O ! O2 þ 4Hþ þ 4e� acidð Þ

or

4OH� ! O2 þ 2H2Oþ 4e� neutralð Þ

The evolution of oxygen causes a sharp increase in the current. This is the transpassive
region, and the potential at which it begins is the transpassive potential (Etrans). In
some cases, transpassivity may be observed due to the breakdown of the protective
film. Perhaps at more noble potentials, the film is not sufficiently protective to keep the
metal in the passive state. It may become thicker, unstable, and non-adherent and
eventually breakdown. It dissolves as a hydrolyzed cation in a higher oxidation state,
for example, when chromium is oxidized from the +3 to the +6 state:

Cr3þ þH2O ¼ HCrO�
4 aqð Þþ 7Hþ þ 3e�:

The passivation of a metal can be understood by considering the relationship
between the potential–pH diagram and the polarization curve as in Fig. 15.39.
Figure 15.39(a) shows the Pourbaix diagram, and Fig. 15.39(b) shows the
accompanying polarization plot for iron. As the potential is raised at the pH noted
by the dashed vertical line, the dissolution of Fe to Fe++ will occur at a potential
corresponding to point “a.” As the potential is increased, the corrosion current rises
as shown in Fig. 15.3(b). At point “c” in the Pourbaix diagram, a stable film, Fe2O3,
will form, causing the corrosion current to drop significantly. At point “d,” water
begins to electrolyze. The stable form of oxygen changes from H2O to O2:
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2H2O ! O2 þ 4Hþ þ 4e�:

This is the anodic reaction above the oxygen line ⓑ. The dissolution is not nec-
essarily increasing in the transpassive region just because the current increases. The
current we are measuring occurs as a result of the evolution on O2 and not the
dissolution of Fe metal.

15.5.1 Theories of Passivation

There exist two basic theories of passivation. The dissolution–precipitation mechanism
holds that if a metal (e.g., Ni) is immersed in acid (e.g., H2SO4) and the potential of the
Ni electrode is increased in the positive direction, there occurs a critical potential at
which a film of Ni(OH)2 suddenly forms on the surface. However, the film forms
negative to the passivation potential and is therefore a precursor or prepassive film.
Evidence exists to suggest that the precursor film is an electrical insulator, while the
passive film formed above Epp is an electronic conductor. The high conductivity
causes a collapse of the potential drop across the film, and without a potential gradient
to drive the ions, they do not drift through the film from metal surface to the solution,
so dissolution (corrosion) ceases. The evidence to support this mechanism lies in the
observation of high rates of O2 evolution in the transpassive region which requires
efficient transfer of electrons from the film to the metal to occur.

The question then arises as to how the film forms? As the dissolution current
rises rapidly, the interfacial concentration of dissolved ions reaches the solubility
limit and a precipitate forms (Ni(OH)2) in the case of nickel. This is the dissolution–
precipitation process for spontaneous passivation. It must be realized that if the
current density is low enough, diffusion transports the ions away as they are formed
and does not allow their concentration to build up sufficiently for precipitation.

The adsorption theory says that passivation arises from the formation of a
monolayer of adsorbed oxygen. The presence of oxygen may, for example, block a
kink site in the dissolving metal, lowering the free energy of the initial state of the
atom in its dissolution reaction so that it no longer dissolves with the former rate.
That is, the exchange current density for dissolution has been reduced several orders
of magnitude. In this case, the adsorbed films act as a kinetic limitation reducing the
exchange current density i0, for the dissolution reaction. Uhlig [4] postulated that
chemisorbed oxygen is responsible for establishing passivity. Chemisorption of
oxygen is favored by the presence of uncoupled d-electrons in the transition metals.
In Fe–Cr alloys, Cr acts as an acceptor for uncoupled d-electrons from iron. When
alloyed with Cr at concentrations less than 12 %, uncoupled d-electron vacancies in
Cr are filled from the excess Fe and the alloy acts like unalloyed iron, which is
non-passive in deaerated dilute acid solutions. Above 12 % Cr, the alloys are
passive in such solutions because uncoupled d-electrons are available to foster
adsorption. During film thickening, metal cations are assumed to migrate into the
film from the underlying metal, as well as protons from solution.
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15.5.2 Behavior of an Active–Passive Metal in Acid

Three cases may occur when an active–passive metal is exposed to a corrosive
environment, shown in the polarization diagram of Fig. 15.40, and individually in
Figs. 15.41, 15.42, and 15.43. In case ① in Fig. 15.40, the cathodic curve intersects
the anodic curve in the active region. Figure 15.41 illustrates this case, which would
occur for Ti or stainless steel immersed in deaerated H2SO4. Note that Ecorr and icorr
occur in the active region and the metal or alloy will corrode rapidly. Case ③
(Fig. 15.42) is one of self-passivation in which SS or Ti is immersed in oxygenated
acid. Note that spontaneous passivation will occur, resulting in a higher Ecorr and a
low icorr. From an engineering standpoint, this is a desirable situation. However,
note that spontaneous passivation only occurs if the cathodic reaction clears the tip
of the anodic nose. The last case, case② (Fig. 15.43) is one of unstable passivity as
there exists three possible intersection points where iox = ired, and three corre-
sponding values of Ecorr. Point “b” is unstable, and the system may exist in either
the “a” (active) or “c” (passive) states.
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15.5.3 Factors Affecting Active–Passive Corrosion Behavior

Several factors can affect the corrosion behavior of an active–passive metal. An
increase in the acid concentration or the temperature of the solution results in a
decrease in the passive potential range, an increase in the current density, and an
increase in the corrosion rate at all potentials as in Fig. 15.44. Increasing the oxidizer
concentration increases the potential of the redox half-cell according to the Nernst
equation. Figure 15.45(a) shows the effect of increasing the concentration of an oxi-
dizer on the corrosion behavior of an active–passive metal. An increase in concen-
tration from “1” to “2” results in an increase in potential from “A” to “B.” At “3,” the
alloy may exist in either the active “C” or passive “D” states. For concentrations
“4–6,” the passive state is stable and at “7” and “8,” there is a transition to the
transpassive state.
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Corrosion rate is plotted as a function of concentration in Fig. 15.45(b). In region
BCD, either active or passive states may exist, but the film will not form until
concentration D is reached. The corrosion rate stays low until the transpassive range
is reached. When the process is reversed, the corrosion rate retraces its steps from
transpassive to passive. But once the passive film is formed, it is retained at con-
centrations lower than that needed for its formation. So in region DC’B, we have
borderline passivity in which any surface disturbance (scratching) will destabilize
the film and corrosion can increase to the active state. This explains the behavior of
iron in nitric acid. Immersion of iron into concentrated nitric acid results in the
formation of a protective film as in Fig. 15.46(a). If the solution is then changed to
dilute nitric acid (Fig. 15.46(b)), nothing happens unless the surface film is dis-
turbed by, say, scratching, which will cause rapid dissolution of the iron sample
Fig. (15.46(c)) Note that rapid dissolution in dilute nitric acid will occur if the bare
metal sample is immersed directly into the solution since no protective film exists.

An example of the effect of solution agitation is shown in Fig. 15.47 for an
active–passive metal corroding in an electrolyte under diffusion control [3]. Curves
1–5 correspond to increases in the limiting diffusion current density with increasing
velocity as in Fig. 15.47(a). As the velocity is increased, the corrosion rate increases
along the path ABC. When velocity is increased beyond 3, there is a rapid transition
from point C in the active region to point D in the passive state. These results are
shown in terms of velocity versus corrosion rate in Fig. 15.47(b). The difference in
velocity dependence between an active metal (Fig. 15.32) and one demonstrating
active–passive behavior (Fig. 15.47) is the result of the unusual dissolution
behavior of active–passive metals. This behavior is typical of all active–passive
metals that are corroding under diffusion control.
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15.5.4 Control of Passivity

Two general rules can be applied to control passivity. If corrosion is driven by an
activation-controlled reduction process, an alloy that exhibits a very active primary
passive potential should be selected for use in the environment. This case is
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Fig. 15.46 Schematic illustration of Faraday’s passivity experiment with iron (after [3])
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illustrated in Fig. 15.48(a) in which alloy ② is the better selection as the corrosion
current corresponding to the corrosion potential will be the passivation current
which will be low (point “B”) compared to that where the corrosion potential is in
the active region (point “A”). If the reduction process is under diffusion control,
then an alloy with a smaller critical current density is preferable. As shown in
Fig. 15.48(b), alloy ① is the better choice.

The tendency for passivation can be increased by alloying additions that
decrease icrit. This would include additions such as Mo, Ni, Ta, and Nb to Ti and Cr.
The potential of these elements is active, and their corrosion rate is low. Alloying
elements that passivate more readily than the base metal will reduce icrit and induce
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passivity. Examples are Cr and Ni additions to Fe, which reduce icrit and increase
passivity. Ni additions to Cu (e.g., Cu–10Ni or Cu–30Ni) also promote passivity.
An example of the influence of alloying elements is shown in Fig. 15.49 for
nickel-base alloys. Hastelloy B is a Ni–25Mo alloy and shows only a hint of
passivity. Addition of Cr and Fe at the expense of Mo to form Hastelloy C (Ni–
15Cr–15Mo–5Fe) gives a low icrit and an active Epp, but ipass increases steadily in
the passive regime. Hastelloy C-276 is essentially the same as Hastelloy C but with
very low Si and C levels. The restriction on Si and C reduces precipitation, which
adversely affects corrosion at localized sites. Either alloy is acceptable for use in
reducing conditions, Hastelloy C is acceptable in moderately oxidizing conditions,
and Hastelloy C-276 is required in highly oxidizing conditions.

Consider four alloys (A–D) under three conditions: 1 = reducing, 2 = moderately
oxidizing, and 3 = highly oxidizing, as shown in Fig. 15.50. Under reducing
conditions (1), alloys A and B have superior corrosion resistance due to lower
corrosion rates in the active state without oxidizers. Alloys C and D are passive, but
this is unnecessary under reducing conditions and elements that promote passivity,
such as Cr, are very expensive. In moderately oxidizing environments (2), alloy C is
the obvious choice. Alloy D is borderline passive, and an active state is also
possible. Alloy B is passive, but the passive current density is large compared to
that for alloy C. In highly oxidizing environments (3), alloy D is best since the
reduction curve exceeds the critical current density for passivation and the corrosion
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rate is low. Passivity breaks down for alloy C at Ec and icorr increases. Neither
alloys A nor B have any resistance to corrosion in this environment.

The following rules may be adopted for the behavior of metals and alloys in
aqueous media:

1. In the active state, the corrosion rate is proportional to the anodic current density
whether or not the alloy is of the active–passive type.

2. The current density for the reduction reaction must exceed the critical current
density for passivation, icrit, to ensure a low corrosion rate in the passive state.

3. Borderline passivity in which either the active or the passive state may be stable
should be avoided.

4. Breakdown of the passive film in oxidizing conditions due to transpassivity or
initiation of localized corrosion should be avoided.

5. The passive state in oxidizing conditions is essential for corrosion resistance, but
reasonably small variations in the passive current density may not be significant.

15.5.5 Galvanic Couples of Active–Passive Metals

Consider the coupling of Ti to Pt as shown in the polarization diagram in
Fig. 15.51. Upon coupling, Ti spontaneously passivates and its corrosion rate drops
to iTi�Pt

corr . Note that this is an exception to the rule that when coupling two metals, the
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corrosion rate of the metal with the most active corrosion potential is accelerated.
The behavior in Fig. 15.51 can only occur if the passive region of the metal begins
at a potential more active than the reversible potential of the redox system. In fact,
only Cr and Ti exhibit this behavior. If the passive range of a metal begins at
potentials more noble than the reversible hydrogen potential, coupling to Pt in the
absence of oxidizers increases the corrosion rate. An example is the coupling of Fe
to Pt in an acid solution as in Fig. 15.52.
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15.5.6 Pitting of Passive Metals

Chloride ions and, to a lesser extent, other halogens can break down passivity or
prevent its formation in Fe, Cr, Ni, Co, and stainless steels. According to the oxide
film theory of passivity, Cl− penetrates the oxide film through pores or defects
easier than, e.g., SO4

=. According to the adsorption theory, Cl− adsorbs on the metal
surface in competition with O2 or OH− and once in contact, favors hydration of
metal ions, thus increasing the ease with which they enter solution. That is, they
increase the exchange current for metal dissolution over that with O2 present. The
breakdown occurs locally at preferred sites. These sites become minute anodes
surrounded by large cathodes (passive region). The potential difference between the
two may reach *0.5 V or more setting up active–passive cells. High current
densities at the anode cause high rates of penetration. Note that in the presence of
Cl−, the apparent transpassive region shifts to more active potentials. Actually, this
is not transpassive behavior; oxygen is not being evolved, rather there is intense
local dissolution. The critical potential decreases with increasing Cl− concentration
until the surface can no longer form a passive film. Figure 15.53 shows the effect of
increasing Cl− concentration on the pitting potential. Note that in this case, the
current increase above Epit is not due to oxygen, but rather to localized corrosion at
the pit.

This raises the question of the significance of a critical potential for pitting
(pitting potential, Epit). According to one view, this is the value needed to build up
an electrostatic field within the passive or oxide film sufficient to induce Cl−

penetration to the metal surface. The incubation time for pitting is related to the
time required for penetration of Cl− through the oxide film. In terms of the
adsorption theory, the metal typically has greater affinity for oxygen than for Cl−,
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but as the potential is made more noble, the concentration of Cl− at the surface
increases to a value that allows Cl− to displace oxygen.

The difference between aggressive and benign environments in the polarization
behavior of an active–passive metal is illustrated in Fig. 15.54. In an aggressive
environment containing Cl− as in Fig. 15.54(a), pitting occurs at high potential.
Upon decreasing the potential, the defective passive film is not as protective,
resulting in a higher corrosion current than on voltage ascension. In a benign
environment as in Fig. 15.54(b), only oxygen gas is generated at high potential and
the stable oxide formed on the way up in potential provides for a lower corrosion
current during descending voltage.

Inhibitors can be used to counter the effects of an aggressive environment. As
shown in Fig. 15.55, in deaerated acid (non-aggressive condition), the metal is in
the active state at Ea

corr. In an aerated acid (non-aggressive condition), the more
noble corrosion potential, Eb

corr, results in a low corrosion current. In an aerated acid
with an aggressive (Cl−) environment, Ec

corr is more noble than Ecrit and pitting
occurs. The use of an inhibitor such as NaNO3 for stainless steel in acetic acid
(aggressive) displaces the critical pitting potential to more noble potentials such that
Ecorr is in the passive region.
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15.6 Crevice Corrosion

Crevice corrosion is a form of corrosion that occurs in occluded locations where the
solution in the crevice has limited exchange with that outside the crevice. It may be
a region in which two metal surfaces are in close proximity but open enough to
allow some solution to enter. It can also be in the form of a crack in a metal in
which the crack tip is well away from the sample surface and the crack width is
small. Crevice corrosion is characterized by intense localized corrosion rates and is
usually associated with small volumes of stagnant solutions. In a crevice, the
corrosion process consumes the dissolved oxygen, impairing passivity and
increasing the concentration of metal ions, which attract negatively charged cations
such as Cl− from the bulk solution. The potential for initiation of crevice corrosion
is more active than Epit due to favorable geometric conditions for deaeration and
chlorination. This is why any alloy that pits will exhibit crevice corrosion, but not
the reverse. Although crevice corrosion can result from a difference in metal ion and
oxygen concentrations, more processes are involved.

Consider a riveted metal plate immersed in aerated seawater (pH = 7),
Fig. 15.56. The overall reaction is as follows:

Oxidation: M ! M2þ þ 2e�

Reduction: O2 þ 4Hþ þ 4e� ! 2H2O:

Initially, these reactions occur uniformly over the entire metal surface and charge is
conserved (Fig. 15.56(a)). After a short time, the oxygen in the crevice is depleted
because of restricted access. The consumption of H+ causes an increase in the pH.
In basic environments, the anodic and cathodic reactions are as follows:

Oxidation: M ! M2þ þ 2e�

Reduction: O2 þ 2H2Oþ 4e� ! 4OH�:
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Due to metal hydrolysis in a basic electrolyte, we have M2+ + 2H2O → M
(OH)2 + 2H+ and the pH decreases (Fig. 15.56(b)). In both cases, increased
resistance in the crack or crevice due to gas bubbles, for example, leads to an Ohmic
drop causing a decrease in potential at the tip of the crack relative to the sample
surface by up to several hundred millivolts. The result of these processes is shown
in Fig. 15.57 for aerated water in which the crack tip condition is driven to a lower
potential and an intermediate pH, both of which are considerably different than
those at the sample surface.

As deaeration occurs in the crevice, the reduction reaction can continue, but it
will be shifted to the external surface. After a while, the excess positive charge in
the crevice due to continued metal dissolution will drive Cl− migration into the
crevice or crack to balance the overall charge. The increased metal chloride con-
centration hydrolyzes water:

MþCl� þH2O ¼ MOH # þHþCl�;

producing an insoluble hydroxide and a free acid. The pH drops and metal disso-
lution are accelerated, thus increasing Cl− migration into the crevice. The process,
shown in Fig. 15.57, is autocatalytic and rapidly accelerating.
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15.7 Stress Corrosion Cracking

Stress corrosion cracking is the premature cracking of an alloy in the presence of a
tensile stress and a corrosive environment. Historically, SCC was believed to occur
only when three conditions were fulfilled: a susceptible alloy, a specific environ-
ment, and a tensile stress. In practice, most alloys are susceptible to SCC over a
range of environments. The term alloy should be interpreted broadly so as to
incorporate commercially pure metals since SCC is known to be a strong function
of impurity content of pure metals. Similarly, the environment needs to be broadly
interpreted to potentially all environments other than noble gases, since many gases,
aqueous solutions, and liquid metals can promote SCC. The distinguishing char-
acteristic of SCC is the requirement of a stress. While localized corrosion can occur
in a stress-free environment, SCC can only occur with the imposition of a tensile
stress. Figure 15.58 shows a stress–strain curve for an alloy in an inert environment
compared to one in which the alloy is susceptible to stress corrosion cracking. SCC
reduces the strain to failure as well as the maximum stress. Cracking may be either
transgranular (TG) (e.g., 304 stainless steel in boiling MgCl2 at 154 °C) or inter-
granular, IG (e.g., 304 stainless steel in 288 °C water as in Fig. 15.59). Typically,
when the general corrosion rate is high, SCC susceptibility is low, and when the
general corrosion rate is low, the SCC susceptibility is high.
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A distinction is often made between stress corrosion cracking, hydrogen
embrittlement, and corrosion fatigue. Stress corrosion cracking is used here to refer
to the broad category of cracking in a metal or alloy due to chemical or electro-
chemical processes involving the combination of environment and stress. In this
context, hydrogen produced by the corrosion reaction is a form of stress corrosion
cracking, yet hydrogen absorption from the gaseous state is not. SCC is often
distinguished from corrosion fatigue by constant or monotonically increasing
loading versus cyclic loading. Corrosion fatigue and hydrogen embrittlement will
be discussed later in the chapter.

Stress corrosion cracking often exhibits some of the following characteristics [5]:

– Localization of damage is in the form of TG or IG cracks;
– Some of the most susceptible alloys are often very corrosion resistant (e.g., the

corrosion rate of stainless steel in boiling MgCl2 is essentially zero, but it is
highly susceptible to TGSCC);

– Resistance to SCC depends on alloy composition;
– SCC exhibits a strong dependence on microstructure;
– Alloys that are ductile in an inert environment fail in a brittle manner; and
– Cathodic polarization mitigates the initiation of SCC.

Stress corrosion cracking often takes some time to occur, requiring an incubation
period. Following initiation, cracks propagate at a slow rate until the stresses in the
remaining ligament exceed the fracture stress and failure occurs due to overload.
The SCC process is often characterized by the following stages:

– Crack initiation followed by stage 1 propagation;
– Stage 2 or steady-state crack propagation; and
– Stage 3 crack propagation or final failure.

TG IG

(a) (b)Fig. 15.59 Schematic
illustrations of
(a) transgranular stress
corrosion cracking and
(b) intergranular stress
corrosion cracking
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However, not all alloys exhibit these stages or the stages may not be distinct or
easily identifiable. To distinguish and quantify these stages of fracture, various SCC
tests have been developed and are briefly summarized here.

15.7.1 SCC Tests

Stress corrosion cracking tests fall into three basic categories: static loading of
smooth samples, static loading of precracked samples, and slow strain rate testing.
Static loading of smooth samples provides the time to failure as a function of
applied stress as the measure of the degree of stress corrosion cracking suscepti-
bility. Figure 15.60 shows a plot of the time to failure versus stress for an alloy
undergoing stress corrosion cracking. The minimum stress at which failure occurs is
known as the threshold stress, σth, for SCC. The failure time includes both the
initiation time, tinit, and the propagation time, tprop, so that tfail = tinit + tprop. This test
is useful for determining the maximum stress that can be applied without SCC
failure in a specific environment. Examples of this test are the C-ring, U-bend, and
the O-ring tests as shown in Fig. 15.61. In these tests, the sample is stressed to a
fixed deflection and then held at that displacement for the duration of the test. In this
mode, stress relaxation can occur so that the stress will decrease as the test pro-
gresses. As such, fixed load tests have been developed in which the load remains
constant for the duration of the test.

In static loading of precracked samples, a constant load or fixed crack opening
displacement is applied to a sample with a precrack such as a compact tension (CT) or
a double cantilever beam (DCB) specimen. The crack length is measured as a function
of time, yielding a crack propagation rate (or crack velocity) that can be described as a
function of the stress intensity, K. Figure 15.62 shows a plot of a da/dt versus K curve
in which the three stages of cracking are shown. As discussed in Chap. 14, K is a
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th f

Fig. 15.60 Failure time as a
function of stress for an alloy
undergoing stress corrosion
cracking. Failure time is the
sum of the crack initiation
time and the crack
propagation time
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function of applied stress, specimen geometry, and the square root of crack length. In
the absence of a corrosive environment, fracture occurs when K ≥ KIc, the plane strain
fracture toughness. The effect of the corrosion environment is to lower the value of
K at which cracking occurs. The existence of the plateau characteristic of stage II
cracks is due to the environment. That is, in the regime where the environment has a
strong impact, crack velocity is independent of the stress intensity factor.

The slow strain rate test involves the application of a slowly increasing strain,
usually by applying a constant displacement rate, on a smooth bar or precracked
sample. The ductility in the corrosive environment is a measure of SCC suscepti-
bility and is plotted against the strain rate and can be compared with that in an inert
environment (Fig. 15.63). As shown, various measures can be used to indicate
susceptibility, such as strain to failure, reduction in area, fracture energy, or percent
of the fracture surface that is due to SCC (TG or IG). Stress corrosion cracking
susceptibility is manifest in a reduction in ductility at lower strain rates since there

C-ring U-bend O-ring
(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 15.61 Common constant deflection tests used to assess the relative susceptibility of an alloy
to stress corrosion cracking; (a) C-ring, (b) reverse U-bend, and (c) O-ring
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Fig. 15.62 Crack growth rate
as a function of the crack tip
stress intensity. Note that
region II is independent of
stress intensity, indicating the
effect of the aggressive
environment
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is sufficient time for the environment to induce SCC. As the strain rate rises, the
time available for corrosion is reduced and the ductility approaches that in an inert
environment. At very low rates, ductility can also increase as the strain rate is too
slow to keep up with the effect of the environment. Known as constant extension
rate tensile (CERT) or slow strain rate tensile (SSRT) tests, these tests are excellent
indicators of the relative susceptibility of alloys to cracking in an environment, or
for studying the influence of metallurgical variables. However, since they combine
both the initiation and propagation stages, they are not as effective in determining
the initiation stage, which is how they have traditionally been used. In most cases,
they are effective in evaluating moderate to severe SCC.

15.7.2 SCC Processes

Specific mechanisms of SCC will be discussed later, but it is instructive here to
consider the basic processes behind these mechanisms. Many proposed mecha-
nisms are based on either anodic or cathodic processes, but some are purely
chemical oxidation. Figure 15.64 illustrates some of the mechanisms proposed for
stress corrosion crack growth. A mechanism must explain the actual crack propa-
gation rates, fractographic features, and the formation of cracks. Atomistically, this
amounts to explaining how atomic bonds are broken, which is believed to occur by
either chemical oxidation or chemical solvation and dissolution or mechanical
fracture (ductile or brittle). Ultimately, mechanical fracture is assumed to be
stimulated or induced by interactions between the material and the environment.
Certain processes or events must occur for sustained crack propagation to be
possible. The potential rate-determining steps include [5]:
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Fig. 15.63 Strain rate dependence of various measures of ductility. Alloys with no environmental
effect have minimal strain rate dependence. In an aggressive environment, low strain rates are the
most aggressive and cause the greatest reduction in ductility (after [5])
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Fig. 15.64 Schematic illustration of crack tip processes that may be occur during environmentally
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– Mass transport along the crack to the crack tip;
– Reactions in the solution near the crack;
– Surface adsorption at or near the crack tip;
– Surface diffusion;
– Surface reactions;
– Adsorption into the bulk;
– Bulk diffusion to the plastic zone ahead of the crack tip;
– Chemical reactions in the bulk; and
– Rate of interatomic bond rupture.

In addition to these processes, the passivation of the surface layer by a protective oxide
is an important process that can strongly affect stress corrosion cracking.
Environmental parameters that affect crack propagation in aqueous solutions include:

– Temperature;
– Pressure;
– Solute species;
– Solute concentration and activity;
– pH;
– Electrochemical potential;
– Solution viscosity; and
– Agitation/flow rate.

An important factor in the cracking process is that the environment in occluded sites
such as a crack tip can differ significantly from that in the bulk solution. If an
alteration to the bulk environment allows the formation of a critical SCC envi-
ronment at the crack nuclei, then crack propagation will result. If the bulk cannot
maintain this local crack tip environment, then crack propagation will be retarded.
SCC propagation rates are also influenced by a variety of mechanical and metal-
lurgical factors, such as:

– The magnitude of the applied stress or the stress intensity factor, K;
– Stress state: plane stress versus plane strain;
– Loading mode at the crack tip;
– Alloy composition (nominal and local);
– Metallurgical condition (second phases in the grain boundary and matrix, phase

composition and shape, grain size, grain boundary segregation, strength level,
residual stress); and

– Crack geometry (length, aspect ratio, crack opening).

15.7.3 Metallurgical Condition

As stated earlier, pure metals are much less susceptible to SCC than alloys or
commercial purity metals [2]. However, “pure” may mean 99.9999 % or better, so it
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is a very subjective term. Conversely, grain boundary chemistry and structure often
play significant roles in SCC. Intergranular cracking of high purity iron is due to
grain boundary impurities. Aluminum alloy 7075 (Al–Zn–Mg) fails intergranularly
in chlorides and halides due to grain boundary depletion of magnesium and zinc
caused by precipitation of MgZn2 at the boundary (Fig. 15.65). The MgZn2 phase
dissolves preferentially, leaving holes in the grain boundary, and the weak alu-
minum bridges rupture mechanically.

The strong dependence of cracking in Fe–18Cr–xNi alloys on the nickel content
in pure water or 0.1 % NaCl at high temperature is an example of the effect of bulk
alloy content on SCC. The greatest susceptibility to IGSCC in pure water occurs at
high concentrations of Ni (>70 wt%) and in 0.1 % NaCl at both high (IGSCC) and
low (TGSCC) concentrations of Ni as in Fig. 15.66. Grain size can influence SCC,
with susceptibility increasing with grain size. As grains become larger, dislocation
pileups at grain boundaries become longer, producing higher local stresses and
strains (according to the Hall–Petch relation), and higher susceptibility to SCC
(Fig. 15.67).

15.7.4 Crack Initiation and Crack Propagation

The stress corrosion cracking process is often subdivided into initiation and
propagation stages. Common sites for SCC crack initiation are as follows:

– Preexisting or corrosion-induced surface features such as grooves and burrs;
– Corrosion-induced pits;
– Intergranular corrosion or slip-dissolution processes. Intergranular corrosion-

initiated SCC requires differing local grain boundary chemistry (e.g., sensitized
stainless steels for grain boundary segregation). Slip dissolution-initiated SCC
requires local corrosion at emerging slip planes in primarily, low stacking fault
materials.

MgZn2

pure Al

Fig. 15.65 Formation of MgZn2 and depletion of Mg and Zn from the grain boundary, leading to
a weak grain boundary and intergranular stress corrosion cracking in an aluminum alloy
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While crack initiation is of great concern, there is a distinct lack of understanding of
the mechanism of stress corrosion crack initiation due to the complexity of the
process and the difficulty in defining the initiation phase. Further, the distinction
between crack initiation and propagation phases is not sharp. Nevertheless, the
importance of the crack initiation phase cannot be overstated. Figure 15.68 shows a
plot of the cumulative failure fraction of Inconel alloy 600 (Ni–16Cr–9Fe) steam
generator tubes in a typical once-through steam generator as a function of effective
full power years (EFPY). Note that cracking on the secondary side (freespan
IGSCC) in the hot leg does not appear until about 10 years after startup. Yet, by the
13-year mark, this degradation mode grew to dominate all other failure modes in the

Fig. 15.66 SCC severity of austenitic alloys as a function of nickel content in pure water or 0.1 %
sodium chloride solution at high temperature (courtesy of R.W. Staehle [6])

increasing 
grain size

Time to failure

f

Fig. 15.67 Effect of grain
size on the relation between
failure stress and time to
failure by SCC
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steam generator combined. In fact, the growth rate was so fast that the decision was
made to replace the steam generator within two years after these data were accu-
mulated. Clearly, in this case, initiation required considerable time, but once it
occurred, propagation of the crack proceeded rapidly.

Cracks may initiate at preexisting surface flaws, or corrosion processes may
create a surface flaw by pitting or localized corrosion, e.g., grain boundary attack or
crevice corrosion. However, the conditions under which a crack will propagate are
not necessarily the same. Both thermodynamic requirements and kinetic conditions
must be met for a crack to initiate or to grow.

15.7.5 Thermodynamics of SCC

Without oxidation or anodic dissolution, cracks would not advance. The occurrence
of simultaneous film formation and oxidation during stress corrosion crack growth
can be understood from Fig. 15.69, which shows a crack in which dissolution is
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Fig. 15.68 Cumulative fraction of failed steam generator tubes for various modes of degradation
of a typical once-through steam generator. Note that freespan IGSCC did not become measurable
until about 10 years, and after 13 years, it accounted for more failures than all other modes
combined

itipiwalls

Fig. 15.69 Schematic illustration showing corrosion current from the walls and the tip of a crack
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occurring at both the crack tip and crack walls. The ratio of anodic currents from the
walls relative to the crack tip is the critical parameter. The ratio iwalls/itip must be
	 1 for a crack to propagate, otherwise the crack will blunt.

Figure 15.70 shows a polarization curve for an active–passive alloy. Note that
there are two zones where SCC is most likely to occur. In zone ①, the alloy is in
the active-to-passive film transition so that the simultaneous condition for film
formation on crack walls and corrosion at the crack tip are met. In zone ②, similar
conditions are met with the added factor that these potentials are above the pitting
potential and cracks can initiate from pits. Practically, IGSCC can occur over the
entire range between and including zones ① and ② because chemical inhomo-
geneities at the grain boundary produce a different electrochemical response relative
to the bulk material.

An overlay of the regimes in which SCC occurs on the Pourbaix diagram will
identify the phases that correlate with cracking. Figure 15.71 shows a Pourbaix
diagram for nickel and iron in 300 °C water in which SCC is associated with
potentials and pHs that follow the Ni/NiO stability line. The effect of many envi-
ronmental parameters such as pH, oxygen concentration, and temperature on the
thermodynamic conditions for SCC can be related to their effect on the potential–
pH diagram. For materials in which SCC occurs by a hydrogen-induced subcritical
crack growth mechanism, the thermodynamic requirement for crack growth is
governed by the hydrogen reduction line ⓐ. The range of potentials at which H is
available to cause crack growth increases and becomes more oxidizing with
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Fig. 15.70 Schematic anodic
polarization curve showing
the potential ranges over
which susceptibility to stress
corrosion cracking occurs
(after [7])
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decreasing pH. However, the potential and pH at the tip of a crack can differ
substantially from that at the free surface due to production, reaction, and diffusion
of oxygen or metal ions within the crack, as described in Sect. 15.6.

15.7.6 Kinetics of SCC

As with the thermodynamic conditions for SCC, environmental parameters such as
potential, pH, oxygen concentration, and temperature along with crack geometry
and crack tip chemistry strongly affect crack growth kinetics. For the case of a crack
growing by anodic dissolution alone, the total crack advance is a function of the
total anodic charge transfer (integral of current over time) at the crack tip, and
therefore, the crack velocity is a function of the average crack tip current density.
A limiting velocity can be described for a crack advancing under pure anodic
dissolution by the following Faradaic relationship:
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Fig. 15.71 Various SCC submodes as a function of potential and pH plotted over the Ni and Fe
stability diagrams at 300 °C. Modes of SCC in Alloy 600 affected by environmental chemistry.
Regimes in the figure are as follows: AcSCC acidic-induced SCC, AkSCC alkaline-induced SCC,
HPSCC high-potential-induced SCC, LPSCC low-potential-induced SCC, AkIGC alkaline-induced
intergranular corrosion, PbSCC lead-induced SCC, and Sy-SCC sulfide-induced SCC (from [8])
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_a ¼ da
dt

¼ iaM
nFq

; ð15:65Þ

where ia is the anodic current density of a bare surface, M is the atomic weight, n is
the valence, F is Faraday’s constant, and ρ is the density. Equation (15.65) assumes
that the crack tip is maintained in a bare condition, while the crack walls are
relatively inactive (to prevent blunting). A number of factors can reduce crack
velocity, principle among them is the formation of a film which covers the crack
tip. Other factors that can limit crack velocity are as follows:

– Limits on diffusion of species into or out of the crack;
– Crack growth away from the principal stress;
– Changes in local alloy chemistry; and
– Corrosion of the crack walls.

A model for crack propagation based on crack tip dissolution will be presented in
Sect. 15.7.8.

15.7.7 Mechanisms of Stress Corrosion Cracking

By virtue of its nature, stress corrosion cracking refers to a chemical or electro-
chemical process involving oxidation and reduction reactions where the thermo-
dynamic tendency is described by the Nernst equation. Under certain conditions,
these reactions can manifest themselves in the form of a stress corrosion crack. The
mechanisms by which these cracks form and propagate are not completely agreed
upon. The leading theories are active path SCC and the film rupture model.

Active Path SCC

Active path SCC was first proposed in the 1940s to explain rapid grain boundary
attack and is based on the establishment of galvanic cells between the base metal
and anodic paths set up by heterogeneous phases (or segregated elements) along
grain boundaries or slip planes. Active path SCC also refers to preferential disso-
lution of a phase in the alloy. The applied stress ruptures oxide films and exposes
fresh metal to dissolution. The idea behind this theory is that preferred dissolution
occurs at slip planes due to the increased number of preferred sites. Plastic defor-
mation is essentially “feeding” bare material to the electrolyte for consumption with
the net effect being an increase in the exchange current density and hence the rate of
corrosion. Active path SCC should follow a time-to-failure dependence on current
described by the plot in Fig. 15.72. However, electrochemical dissolution at a crack
tip will tend to blunt the crack rather than contribute to its advance. So active path
SCC is not a plausible explanation for observed stress corrosion cracks.

It should be noted, however, that active path corrosion can contribute to inter-
granular separation. The intergranular fracture of Ni–Cr–Fe alloys in sodium
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tetrathionate, Na2S4O6 (pH * 3–4), depends strongly on the grain boundary
chromium level (Fig. 15.73). Cracking is believed to occur by stress-assisted
intergranular attack in which the role of stress is to open the crack tip for access by
the bulk solution, which then causes preferential dissolution along the grain
boundary. This is an example of a stress-assisted anodic dissolution-driven process
and is not based on film rupture.

Film Rupture Model

The corrosion resistance of most alloys is attributed to the passive film on the
surface. When sufficient stress is applied, the film is ruptured or damaged by shear
stresses on properly oriented glide planes (Fig. 15.74). But SCC susceptibility
depends on the nature of slip. In alloys with high stacking fault energy (SFE), the
separation of total dislocations into partials is unlikely. Since partials must
recombine in order to cross-slip, high SFE alloys exhibit easy cross-slip, while low
SFE alloys do not exhibit cross-slip. As a result, low SFE alloys exhibit planar slip
in which the deformation occurs on relatively few slip planes and is characterized
by regularly spaced slip bands, not unlike the morphology of dislocation channels
discussed in Chap. 12. Figure 15.75 shows the effect of Ni content in austenitic

tf
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Fig. 15.72 Behavior of time-to-failure for an active path stress corrosion cracking mechanism
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Fig. 15.73 Percent IG fracture versus grain boundary chromium concentration for Ni–16Cr–9Fe
stressed in 0.017 M Na2S4O6 at 25 °C (after [9])
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alloys on the SFE and time to failure along with the role of the nature of slip.
Low SFE alloys (low Ni content) exhibit coarse or planar slip and low time to
failure, while high SFE alloys (higher Ni content) can cross-slip exhibiting wavy
slip and a longer time to failure.

Repassivation of the exposed surface will likely occur, but the rate of repassi-
vation will control the rate of crack propagation. If repassivation occurs too quickly,
the corrosion attack causes only a very small increment of crack growth. If
repassivation occurs too slowly, corrosion blunts the crack tip. Hence, there is an
intermediate rate at which corrosion occurs to maximize growth crack without
blunting it. Figure 15.76 shows how the rate of repassivation at a potential, and E1

can vary with the environment. Chloride ions are effective in slowing repassivation.
So while SCC of stainless steels does not occur in sulfuric acid at room tempera-
ture, the addition of Cl– to sulfuric acid induces susceptibility to SCC, presumably
by reducing the repassivation rate. In fact, alloy composition can strongly affect
repassivation rate as well. Figure 15.77 shows that increasing Cr in a Ni–Cr–Fe
alloy substantially increases the repassivation rate, which leads to a reduction in the
SCC susceptibility.

MxOy

metal

MxOy

MxOy

Fig. 15.74 Schematic illustration of the process by which slip can cause rupture of an oxide film,
leading to accelerated corrosion before repassivation

SF
E

planar slip coarse slip

wavy slip easy cross slip

t f

%Ni

Fig. 15.75 Dependence of stacking fault energy (which determines the slip character) and time to
failure on the nickel content in an austenitic, Fe–Cr–Ni alloy
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15.7.8 Predictive Model for Crack Propagation

Structural components manufactured from stainless steels, nickel-base alloys, and
ferritic steels are all susceptible to environmentally assisted cracking in light water
reactor environments. The phenomenology of cracking in these environments is
well-recognized in terms of the effect that various material, stress, and environ-
mental parameters have on the cracking susceptibility. For these systems, Ford and
Andresen [11–14] have developed a working hypothesis for the cracking mecha-
nism that is based on the slip oxidation/film rupture model (Fig. 15.64(d)) and the
relevant crack tip environment. In this model, crack advance is related to the
oxidation reactions that occur at the crack tip as the protective film is ruptured by
increasing strain in the underlying matrix. Rupture events occur with a periodicity,
tf, which is determined by the fracture strain of the oxide and the strain rate at the
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Fig. 15.76 Behavior of the corrosion current in a repassivation test in which an applied stress
results in film rupture and repassivation. Aggressive species in the solution can cause slow
repassivation, allowing for a greater amount of corrosion
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Fig. 15.77 Current decay or repassivation rate of Ni–Cr–Fe alloys as a function of chromium
content, showing that repassivation occurs much more quickly with higher alloy chromium
contents (after [10])
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crack tip. The extent of crack advance is related (by Faraday’s law) to the oxidation
charge density associated with dissolution and oxide growth (passivation) on the
bare metal surface, similar to that described by Eq. (15.65):

_a ¼ M
nFq

Qf

tf
; ð15:66Þ

where

tf ¼ ef
_ect

; ð15:67Þ

giving the average crack velocity in terms of the crack tip strain rate:

�tT ¼ _a ¼ M
nFq

Qf

ef
_ect; ð15:68Þ

where Qf is the charge transfer at fracture, εf is the fracture strain, and _ect is the crack
tip strain rate and embodies the mechanical contribution to cracking. The oxidation
charge density and crack penetration rate are shown as a function of time in the
schematic diagram of Fig. 15.78. Note that the oxidation charge density varies in a
parabolic fashion with time according to a solid-state oxidation model [15], and the
velocity of crack propagation is an average over time. The reactions at the crack tip
vary with time in a complex manner for different environments and material
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chemistries, and the resultant average crack growth rate, �tT, is restated in a general
form:

�tT ¼ M
nFq

iatm0
ð1� mÞemf

_ect ð15:69Þ

¼ f ðmÞ_emct ; ð15:70Þ

where ia is the bare surface dissolution current, and t0 and m are repassivation
parameters that represent the effects of the environment and material chemistries on
environmentally assisted crack growth.

The model is composed of three primary conceptual and predictive elements:
(1) the rate of film rupture (proportional to the crack tip strain rate), (2) the solution
chemistry at the crack tip, and (3) the resultant kinetics of oxidation/repassivation in
the crack tip environment following a film rupture event. Most of the parameters
that comprise the water and material chemistry effects distill into a single parameter,
m, that represents the slope of the repassivation current on a log–log plot. The crack
tip strain rate formulations then permit the calculation of the frequency of film
rupture events and in turn the prediction of the environmental crack growth rate
over a continuum of loading, water, and material characteristics. For example, the
function, f, in Eq. (15.70) may be of the form, f (m) ∼ Am3.6, where m is a function
of water chemistry and material chemistry and is an indicator of the level of
susceptibility, where m → 0.3 for high susceptibility and m → 1 for low suscep-
tibility. The crack tip strain rate is a function of the stress intensity of the crack tip
and may be expressed in the form _ect ¼ BK4. So the crack growth rate is then as
follows:

�tT ¼ Am3:6ðBK4Þm ð15:71Þ

15.7.9 Mechanical Fracture Models

Cracks occur as a result of corrosion reactions, but when their behavior is driven by
the stress rather than corrosion reactions, they are considered to fail by mechanical
fracture. Several models exist to explain cracking by mechanical fracture processes.

Under certain conditions, a fine array of corrosion-induced tunnels are observed
at the point where slip steps emerge on the sample surface. The tunnels grow in
diameter and length until stress in the remaining ligaments rises to the point where
the load can no longer be sustained with the reduced cross section and fracture
occurs by overload. According to the corrosion tunnel model, cracks propagate by
alternate tunnel growth and ductile fracture. Cracks propagating by this mechanism
should result in grooved fracture surfaces with evidence of microvoid coalescence.
That this morphology is generally not observed suggests that the application of a
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tensile stress results in thin, flat slots instead of tunnels. This morphology is very
consistent with transgranular SCC fracture morphology.

Based on fractographic studies, it was concluded that cleavage fracture is not an
atomically brittle process, but occurs by alternate slip at the crack tip in conjunction
with formation of very small voids ahead of the crack. It was also proposed that
chemisorption of environmental species facilitated the nucleation of dislocations at
the crack tip, promoting shear processes responsible for brittle cleavage-like frac-
ture. The adsorption-enhanced plasticity mechanism relies on adsorption of
aggressive species to promote cleavage fracture.

In the tarnish rupture model, a brittle surface forms on the metal and fractures
under an applied stress. Fracture exposes bare metal, which rapidly reacts with the
environment to reform the film. The crack propagates by successive cycles of film
growth and fracture. Assuming that the film penetrates along the grain boundary
ahead of the crack tip, the model has been applied to intergranular cracking. The
key feature of this mechanism is that fracture occurs entirely within the oxide film
and not in the metal.

The film-induced cleavage mechanism (Fig. 15.64(e)) holds that a thin surface
film or layer forms on the surface, followed by the formation of a brittle crack in the
layer. The crack crosses the film–matrix interface without loss of velocity and
continues to propagate in the ductile matrix along a particular crystallographic
direction. The crack eventually blunts and arrests, and the cycle then repeats. This
model can also explain crack arrest markings, cleavage-like facets on the fracture
surface, and the discontinuous nature of crack propagation. The assumption that a
brittle crack continues to propagate in a ductile matrix can be justified if the crack is
sharp and propagates at high velocities.

First proposed by Uhlig, the adsorption(stress-sorption) mechanism (Fig. 15.64(b))
is related to the Griffith criterion for crack formation in glass and other brittle solids. It
holds that adsorption of a species of any kind that reduces surface energy should favor
crack formation. Recalling the expression for fracture stress, σf, from Chap. 14:

rf ¼ 2Ec
pc

� �1=2

; ð15:72Þ

where E is Young’s modulus, γ is the surface energy, and 2c is the crack length,
then a reduction in the surface energy, e.g., as might occur by adsorption of Cl− on
a stainless steel surface, results in a lowering in the stress required for fracture.
Unfortunately, the plausibility of this model is hard to establish because of the
difficulty of determining the energy in the environment.
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15.7.10 Corrosion Fatigue

Damage by corrosion fatigue is a conjoint action of corrosion and fatigue that is
greater than that caused by the sum of both processes acting separately. In air,
fatigue proceeds by localized slip within grains of the metal caused by alternating
stress, resulting in slip steps at the metal surface. Adsorption of air on the exposed
metal surfaces prevents rewelding on the reverse cycle (slip irreversibility).
Continued application of stress produces protrusions above the metal surface (ex-
trusions) and intrusions below. Corrosion accelerates plastic deformation by the
formation of surface lattice vacancies, in particular, divacancies that rapidly diffuse
into the metal at room temperature and accelerate plastic deformation by facilitating
dislocation climb. The higher the rate of corrosion, the greater is the availability of
divacancies, and the more pronounced is the formation of intrusions and extrusions.
Lower frequencies produce greater degradation since more time is available per
cycle for corrosion to occur. Figure 15.79 shows that the effect of the environment
is greatest at intermediate values of ΔK.

15.7.11 Hydrogen Embrittlement

Hydrogen embrittlement is caused by the entry of hydrogen into the alloy by the
corrosion process, cathodic protection, or high hydrogen overpressures. A common
characteristic of hydrogen cracking is a specific delay in time for appearance of
cracks after stress is applied. This is due to the time required for hydrogen to diffuse
to a specific area near a crack nucleus and reach a critical concentration. Hydrogen
embrittlement usually results in intergranular fracture and tends to be greatest at low
strain rates.

There are several mechanisms by which hydrogen is believed to cause embrit-
tlement. The decohesion mechanism (Fig. 15.64(a)) holds that atomic hydrogen
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lowers or reduces the metal–metal bond strength. The pressure theory is based on
precipitation of hydrogen as a gas at internal defects. The pressure developed by
precipitation is added to the applied stress to lower the apparent fracture stress.
Blisters can form if the process occurs close enough to the surface to deform the
thin layer of metal above it.

A variation of the pressure theory is the hydrogen attack mechanism, which is
due to the reaction between hydrogen and carbon to form methane. In addition to
the formation of high-pressure methane gas bubbles, the reaction causes
de-carburization and a weakening of the metal. Uhlig proposed that direct
adsorption of hydrogen reduces the surface energy required to form a crack, thus
lowering the fracture stress. The formation of a brittle hydride phase, e.g., ZrH2 or
TiH2, can also induce embrittlement of the metal. The specific volume of the
hydride is greater than the metal from which it came. Combined with the plate-like
morphology of the hydride, the metal at the edge of the hydride platelet experiences
a high tensile stress if the applied stress is perpendicular to the plane of the platelet.
In zirconium alloys, platelets form on basal planes that are aligned in the radial
direction of fuel cladding, causing a high tensile stress in the metal at the edges of
the platelet due to the pressure in the cladding (Fig. 15.80). Hydrogen also interacts
with dislocations. A high hydrogen fugacity at the metal surface and along grain
boundaries can induce plasticity by activation of dislocation sources. The chemical
driving force is responsible for the formation of dislocations, which then spread
additional hydrogen into the lattice and exert a large stress intensity factor at the
crack tip. This hydrogen-induced localized plasticity (HELP) mechanism
(Fig. 15.64(f)) can explain high-temperature effects of hydrogen. Hydrogen-
induced cracking is an important mechanism in ferritic steels, nickel-base alloys,
and titanium and aluminum alloys.

ZrH   platelets

hoop
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2

Fig. 15.80 Orientation of ZrH2 platelets in Zircaloy fuel cladding under the application of a hoop
stress
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Nomenclature

A Atomic mass, or electron acceptor, or area
ak Activity of substance k
_a Crack growth rate
da/dn Crack growth per cycle
da/dt Crack growth rate
c Crack length
Ck Concentration of substance k
D Electron donor
icorr Corrosion current
i0,a,c Current: exchange, anodic, cathodic
E Electrode potential
Ee Equilibrium electrode potential
E0 Standard equilibrium electrode potential (at STP)
Ecorr Corrosion potential
Ex Galvani or electrochemical potential in the phase x
F Faraday’s constant, 96,500 Coulombs/charge
G Gibbs energy of the system
ΔG Free energy change for a reaction
I Current
i Current density
K Stress intensity
ΔK Stress intensity range
KIc Mode I fracture toughness
Kth or KSCC Threshold stress intensity for SCC
L Path length through which a current is passed
m Repassivation parameter
M Atomic mass
n Charge transfer, or number of equivalents exchanged

in oxidation/reduction reaction
Qf Charge transfer at fracture
R Gas constant or resistance
t Time
T Temperature
t0 Repassivation parameter
�tT Average crack velocity
Β Symmetry factor in expression for corrosion current
εf Fracture strain
_ect Crack tip strain rate
γ Surface energy, or activity coefficient
h Overpotential
l0k Standard chemical potential of species k
ðlkÞx Electrochemical potential for the kth particle type in phase x
ð~lkÞx Electrochemical potential for the kth particle type in phase x
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νi Stoichiometric coefficients for substance i in a corrosion reaction
ρ Density, or solution resistance
σf Fracture stress
σth or σSCC Threshold stress for SCC

Subscripts

A Anodic
c Chemical driving force
crit Critical (refers to current density)
C Cathodic
e Reaction under an electric field
fail Fail (refers to current density)
F Flade
g Gas
init Initiation (refers to current density)
k Substance
l Liquid
L Limiting
m Metal
p, prod Product
pp Primary passive (refers to potential)
prop Crack propagation (refers to current density)
r, react Reactant, or reduction reaction designation
R Resistance
s Solution
tip Tip (refers to current density)
trans Transpassive (refers to potential)
walls Walls (refers to current density)
x Phase or oxidation reaction designation

Superscripts

e Equilibrium condition
r Reduction
x Oxidation
0 Standard condition

Acronyms

AGR Advanced gas reactor
AcSCC Acidic-induced SCC
AkICG Alkaline-induced intergranular corrosion
AkSCC Alkaline-induced SCC
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BWR Boiling water reactor
CT Compact tension
CERT Constant extension rate test
DCB Double cantilever beam
EFPY Effective full power years
EMF Electromotive force
ESEP Equilibrium standard electrode potential
HPSCC High-potential-induced SCC
HWC Hydrogen water chemistry
IASCC Irradiation-assisted stress corrosion cracking
IG Intergranular
IGSCC Intergranular stress corrosion cracking
LET Linear energy transfer
LPSCC Low-potential-induced SCC
LWR Light water reactor
MSEP Measured single electrode potential
NWC Normal water chemistry
PbSCC Lead-induced SCC
PWR Pressurized water reactor
RH Radiation hardening
RIS Radiation-induced segregation
SCC Stress corrosion cracking
SFE Stacking fault energy
SHE Standard hydrogen electrode
SGHWR Steam-generating heavy water reactor
SSEP Standard single electrode potential
SSRT Slow strain rate test
STP Standard temperature and pressure
SySCC Sulfide-induced SCC
TG Transgranular
TGSCC Transgranular stress corrosion cracking

Problems

15:1 (a) Iron in an NaCl solution, pH = 1, shows a potential of +0.2 VSHE. What
are the possible anodic and cathodic reactions, assuming that the
Pourbaix diagram in Fig. 15.7 applies.

(b) It was suggested that two possible reactions are as follows:

Cl2 þ 2e� ¼ 2Cl�

Na ¼ Naþ þ e�
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Do you agree with either or both? If so, what assumptions must you make?
15:2 Determine the equations describing the lines ① through ⑨ of the Pourbaix

diagram for Ni given below and the following information.

l0NiO ¼ �51,610 cal/mole
l0Ni3O4

¼ �170,150 cal/mole
l0Ni2O3

¼ �112,270 cal/mole
l0NiO2

¼ �51,420 cal/mole

15:3 A zinc specimen exposed to an acid solution loses 25 mg during a 12 h
exposure.

(a) What is the equivalent current flowing due to corrosion?
(b) If the specimen area is 200 cm2, what is the corrosion rate in mg/dm2/d

due to this current?
(c) What is the corrosion rate in mpy? μm/year?

15:4 Using appropriate polarization diagrams, determine the effect of the fol-
lowing parameters on the corrosion potential and corrosion rate of a metal,
M, corroding to dissolved M+ in an acid solution:

(a) Increasing i0 of the anodic reaction;
(b) Increasing i0 of the cathodic reaction;
(c) Increasing the concentration of dissolved H+; and
(d) Increasing the Tafel constant of the anodic reaction.

15:5 (a) Plot the appropriate polarization curves for the following half-cell
reactions and determine the corrosion potential and corrosion rate
(current density) assuming activation control of both the anodic and
cathodic processes. Determine the corrosion potential and corrosion rate
from your plot.

M ¼ Mþ þ e�; E ¼ �0:7 V; i0 ¼ 10�8 A=cm2; bA ¼ þ 0:1 V
2Hþ þ 2 e� ¼ H2; E ¼ þ 0:1 V; i0 ¼ 10�6 A=cm2 bC ¼ �0:1 V
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(b) Same as (a), but assume that the limiting current density for the re-
duction reaction is 10−5 A/cm2. Again, determine the corrosion
potential and corrosion rate from your plot.

15:6 Plot the following cathodic polarization data for carbon steel in 0.5 N H2SO4

on linear coordinates and determine the polarization resistance. From the
shape of the plot, would you estimate that the absolute value of βA is greater
than or less than βC?

15:7 With the following anodic and cathodic polarization data—the same condi-
tions as Problem 15.6, but larger currents—plot the polarization curves on
semilog coordinates and determine βA, βC, Ecorr, and icorr.

15:8 Plot schematically the polarization curve for anodic dissolution for the metal
M that has the following electrochemical parameters:
Ecorr ¼ �0:500VSCE; icorr ¼ 10�4 A/cm2; Epp ¼ 0:400VSCE;

ba ¼ þ 0:05V; ipass ¼ 10�5 A/cm2;Etr ¼ 1:000V:
From the plot, determine the critical current density for passivation, icrit

15:9 For the case shown in Fig. 15.43 (borderline passivity), draw the potentio-
static polarization curve ascending to higher (more noble) potentials from the
corrosion potential. Carefully note changes in direction of current from
anodic to cathodic.

Current density (μA/cm2) 40 100 160 240 300

Cathodic overvoltage (mV) 1.0 2.5 4.1 6.3 9.0

Current density, μA
anodic or cathodic

Potential anode, mVSHE Potential cathode, mVSHE

1.01 × 10−4 −266 −276

2 × 10−4 −264 −278

3 × 10−4 −259 −286

5 × 10−4 −255 −296

7 × 10−4 −250 −305

1 × 10−3 −246 −318

2 × 10−3 −233 −341

3 × 10−3 −226 −358

5 × 10−3 −214 −383

7 × 10−3 −204 −400

1 × 10−2 −193 −416

2 × 10−2 −176 −444
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15:10 Given active–passive alloys A and B having the following electrochemical
parameters:

Ecorr, V Icorr, A βa, V Epp, V ipass, A Etr, V

Alloy A −0.400 1 × 10−6 +0.1 0.0 1 × 10−5 +0.7

Alloy B −0.200 7 × 10−7 +0.1 +0.3 1 × 10−6 +1.2

(a) Which will be the more corrosion resistant in reducing condition (active
state)? Why?

(b) Which will be the more corrosion resistant in the passive state? Why?
(c) Which is more easily passivated by dissolved oxidizers? Why?
(d) Which is more corrosion resistant in strongly oxidizing solutions? Why?
(e) Which would be more easily protected by anodic protection? Why?

15:11 Consider a 304 stainless steel pipe put into service in a boiling water reactor
in 1983. The BWR used NWC (ECP = + 150 mVSHE, conductivity = 0.1
μS/cm) for the first 16 years of service and then switched to HWC
(ECP = −220 mVSHE, conductivity = 0.1 μS/cm). The pipe was exposed to
the standard water chemistry and was 6″ ID and 2″ wall thickness. The pipe
experienced a constant stress and no fatigue loading (i.e., it is well sup-
ported). In 1991, a small crack was identified in the pipe during routine
inspection. Given the water chemistry history of this reactor, should you
expect water on the floor of this BWR?

15:12 Discuss the relative advantages and disadvantages of constant load, constant
deflection, and CERT tests for assessing:

(a) The relative susceptibility of a variety of alloys to stress corrosion
cracking

(b) The susceptibility of one alloy to stress corrosion cracking in several
environments; and

(c) The stress and strain dependence of stress corrosion cracking.

15:13 (a) Calculate the minimum specimen width necessary for a valid fracture
mechanics test of a steel of yield strength 700 MPa and fracture
toughness of 170 MPa

ffiffiffiffi
m

p
:

(b) Would it be practical to measure the fracture toughness of this sample?
(c) If a corrosive environment makes hydrogen embrittlement possible with

KIhic of 23MPa
ffiffiffiffi
m

p
, what is the minimum specimen thickness?

(d) Would it be practical to measure the fracture toughness of this sample?

15:14 Plot the crack growth rate of an alloy over the range 10�K� 60MPa
ffiffiffiffi
m

p
,

for a crack tip strain rate given by BK4, where B is 2 × 10−22 MPa−1/4 m−1/8

and A = 10 m/s for values of m = 0.1, 0.5, and 1.0.
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Chapter 16
Effects of Irradiation on Corrosion
and Environmentally Assisted Cracking

A growing concern for electric power utilities worldwide has been the degradation
of core components in nuclear power reactors, which provide approximately 17 %
of the world’s electric power needs. Service failures have occurred in boiling water
reactor (BWR) core components and, to a somewhat lesser extent, in pressurized
water reactor (PWR) core components consisting of iron- and nickel-base stainless
alloys that have achieved a significant neutron fluence in environments that span
oxygenated to hydrogenated water at 270–340 °C. Because cracking susceptibility
depends on many factors, such as alloy composition and microstructure, stress,
radiation, and the environment, the failure mechanism has been termed
irradiation-assisted stress corrosion cracking (IASCC). Initially, the affected com-
ponents were either relatively small (bolts, springs, etc.) or those designed for
replacement (fuel rods, control blades, or instrumentation tubes). Since these early
observations, many more structural components (PWR baffle bolts and BWR core
shrouds) have been identified as susceptible to IASCC. Recent reviews [1–5]
describe the current state of knowledge related to IASCC service experience and
laboratory investigations and highlight the limited amount of well-controlled
experimentation that has been conducted on well-characterized materials.

The importance of neutron fluence on IASCC has been well established
(Fig. 16.1). Observation of cracking in-core and data on post-irradiation slow strain
rate tests(SSRT) on stainless steels show that there is a distinct (although not
invariant) threshold fluence at which IASCC is observed under LWR conditions.
Cracking is observed in BWR oxygenated water at fluences above about
2–5 × 1024 n/m2 (E > 1 MeV), which corresponds to about 0.3–0.7 displacements
per atom (dpa) (Fig. 16.2). The term “threshold” is used here to characterize the
regime where cracking increases steeply with fluence, but it does not mean that
cracking is absent below the threshold or that cracking saturates at the threshold.
Because this threshold occurs at a fraction to several dpa (depending on the alloy,
stress, water chemistry, etc.), in situ effects (corrosion potential, conductivity,
temperature) may be important, but only persistent radiation effects (microstructural
and microchemical changes) can be responsible for the threshold-like behavior
versus fluence in post-irradiation tests. IASCC only occurs with the confluence of
irradiation and an aggressive environment. If either is absent, cracking is either
eliminated or greatly reduced.
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IASCC can be categorized into radiation effects on (1) water chemistry (radi-
olysis) and (2) material properties, as summarized in Fig. 16.3. The cracking
response to changes in water chemistry is similar for both irradiated and unirra-
diated materials. In both cases, there is a steep increase in environmental cracking
kinetics with a rise in the corrosion potential above about 100 mVSHE [7–9]. At
high corrosion potential, the CGR also increases sharply as impurities (especially
chloride and sulfate) are added to pure water in either the irradiated or unirradiated
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Fig. 16.1 Neutron fluence effects on irradiation-assisted stress corrosion cracking susceptibility of
stainless steels in LWR environments (after [6])
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cases. In post-irradiation tests, the dominant radiation-related factors are
microstructural and microchemical changes, which can be responsible for thresh-
old-like behavior in much the same way as corrosion potential, impurities, degree of
sensitization, stress, and temperature. Other radiation phenomena, such as radiation
creep relaxation and differential swelling, could also have persistent effects if the
sources of stress present during radiation (e.g., weld residual stresses or loading
from differential swelling) were also present during post-irradiation testing. In
water, the effects of radiation rapidly (in seconds) achieve a dynamic equilibrium in
water, primarily because of the high mobility of species in water. In the solid,
dynamic equilibrium is achieved only after many dpa, typically requiring years of
exposure. As radiation-induced segregation (RIS) of major elements, radiation
hardening (RH), and the associated microstructural development asymptotically
approach a dynamic equilibrium, other factors (e.g., RIS of Si, or precipitate for-
mation or dissolution) may become important.

The following sections begin with a description of the effects of irradiation on
water chemistry and on the oxide and how these processes can affect both oxidation
and stress corrosion cracking under irradiation. The service experience of austenitic
stainless steels and ferritic steels in water and under irradiation is presented, fol-
lowed by a discussion of the mechanism of IASCC.
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IASCC of austenitic stainless steels in LWRs (after [6])
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16.1 Effects of Irradiation on Water Chemistry

16.1.1 Radiolysis and Its Effect on Corrosion Potential

It is widely acknowledged that SCC susceptibility is fundamentally influenced by
the corrosion potential [1, 7, 10, 11]. In this regard, what distinguishes BWRs from
PWRs is the low H2 concentration in BWRs, which permits the radiolytic formation
of oxidants. Above ≈ 500 ppb (5.6 cc/kg) H2, radiolytic formation of oxidants is
effectively suppressed and the corrosion potential remains close to its thermody-
namic minimum (which is a function of temperature, H2 fugacity, and pH). BWRs
cannot achieve this H2 level because H2 partitions to the steam phase, which begins
to form about a quarter of the way up the fuel rods. Thus, radiolysis has a greater
impact on BWRs and is the focus of this section.

Water is decomposed by ionizing radiation into various primary species [12–15]
including both radicals (e.g., e�aq; H, OH, HO2) and molecules (e.g., H2O2, H2, O2),
which can be oxidizing (e.g., O2, H2O2, HO2) or reducing (e.g., e�aq; H, H2). The
predominant species that are stable for more than a few seconds are H2O2 and H2,
with O2 forming primarily from the decomposition of H2O2. Because H2 partitions
to the steam phase and H2O2 is not volatile, the recirculated water in a BWR (≈ 87 %
of the total water flow) is oxidant rich. The concentrations of radiolytic species are
roughly proportional to the square root of the radiation flux in pure water. The
radiation energy intensity spectrum influences the concentration of each radiolytic
specie, which is described in terms of a yield, or G value (molecules produced per
100 eV absorbed by water). In LWRs, the G values for most species are within a
factor of ≈ 3 for fast neutron versus gamma radiation. Despite this similarity, the
influence of fast neutron radiation is much stronger than gamma radiation primarily
because the energy deposition rate, or mean linear energy transfer (LET), is greater
(40 eV/nm for fast neutrons versus 0.01 eV/nm for gamma radiation [15]). Also, the
neutron dose rate in LWRs (e.g., ≈ 1.03 × 109 Rad/h core average
and ≈ 1.68 × 109 Rad/h peak in a BWR4 of 51 W/cc power density) is also higher
than the gamma dose rate (≈ 0.34 × 109 Rad/h) [5]. In fact, the moderate gamma
levels present in the downcomer in the outside annulus of a BWR core actually
promote recombination of hydrogen and various oxidants [13, 16]. Overall, the
contribution of thermal neutrons and beta particles to radiolysis is small in LWRs.

As in many electrochemical processes, the integrated effects of various oxidants
and reductants on environmental cracking are best described via changes in cor-
rosion potential, which controls the thermodynamics and influences the kinetics of
most reactions. Since electrochemical potentials are logarithmically dependent on
local oxidant, reductant, and ionic concentrations via the Nernst relationship, as in
Eq. (15.20), radiation-induced increases in concentrations of various species by
many orders of magnitude may have comparatively small effects on the corrosion
potential in hot water. Further, corrosion potentials are mixed potentials involving a
balance of anodic and cathodic reactions on the metal surface, which depend on the
concentrations of both oxidizing and reducing species. At low oxidant
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concentrations, low corrosion potentials of ≈ −0.5 VSHE result from mass
transport-limited kinetics (e.g., oxygen transport to the metal surface). In this
regime, more pronounced shifts in corrosion potential with radiation can occur,
presumably from the radiolytic formation of oxidizing species within the mass
transport-limited stagnant layer.

The relationship between dissolved oxygen concentration and corrosion poten-
tial in hot water as a function of radiation type and flux is shown in Fig. 16.4(a), in
which the connected points represent data obtained in controlled, radiation on/off
experiments. The data from these latter experiments are shown in Fig. 16.4(b) in
terms of a radiation-induced shift in corrosion potential. The curves in Fig. 16.4(a)
represent the scatter band for the data obtained under unirradiated conditions.
Similar scatter also exists in the irradiated corrosion potential data in Fig. 16.4(b)
and is comprised of contributions from both real effects and experimental error.
These data show that little, if any, elevation in corrosion potential results from
irradiation sources which do not include neutrons or simulate their contribution
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(e.g., using high-energy protons). Some studies using gamma radiation [1, 10]
showed a significant decrease in corrosion potential, especially in the intermediate
(e.g., 10–200 ppb) range of dissolved oxygen. This is consistent with enhanced
recombination of oxidizing and reducing species, which occurs in the downcomer
region of BWRs [16] and is relied upon to produce SCC mitigation using hydrogen
water chemistry (HWC).

In instances where neutrons or protons have been used, a consistent and sig-
nificant elevation in corrosion potential is observed. It is more pronounced in hot
water containing low dissolved oxygen concentrations and no dissolved hydrogen
(Fig. 16.4(b)) where increases of over +0.25 V occur. At higher inlet oxygen
concentrations (e.g., ≈ 200 ppb), the data still show a significant shift (typically
+0.1 to 0.15 V) in corrosion potential for radiation conditions representative of peak
LWR core fluxes; less increase is observed for inlet oxygen concentrations asso-
ciated, e.g., with air saturation (≈ 8.8 ppm O2) or oxygen saturation (≈ 42 ppm O2

at STP). A similar elevation in corrosion potential is observed for additions of
hydrogen peroxide (200 ppb H2O2, Fig. 16.4(a)), which suggests that H2O2 may be
a major factor in increasing the corrosion potential under irradiated conditions.

In-core, in situ measurements in BWRs show that the corrosion potential, which
is ≈ +0.2 to +0.25 VSHE in normal water chemistry (NWC), can be decreased by
over 0.5 V by sufficient additions of dissolved hydrogen in a BWR [17]. This is
corroborated by other measurements [18], which show very little radiation-induced
elevation in corrosion potential when the fully deaerated inlet water contains
moderate dissolved hydrogen (>200 ppb H2, 0 ppb O2). However, at high H2 levels,
the core becomes reducing, and the small concentration of 16N (transmuted from
16O) changes from soluble NO�

3 to volatile NOx and NH3, causing a large increase
in radiation level in the steam lines and turbine.

The effect of radiation on the corrosion potential within a crack or crevice is also
of interest, with the possibility that a net oxidizing environment in the crack could
be created that could elevate the corrosion potential above the potential at the crack
mouth. In the absence of radiation, measurements in high-temperature water in
artificial crevices (e.g., tubing), at the tip of growing cracks, and of short crack
growth behavior show that the corrosion potential remains low (i.e.,
−0.5 ± 0.1 VSHE in 288 °C pure water) for all bulk oxygen concentrations, indi-
cating that complete oxygen consumption occurs within the crack, as discussed in
Sect. 15.6. Recent measurements of radiation effects in crevices show that the
elevation in corrosion potential is limited to less than 0.05 V in-core; this is con-
sistent with the interpretation of available corrosion potential data on free surfaces
[1, 7, 10, 19]. These small changes will not significantly affect the ≈ 0.75 V
(+0.25 VSHE (near mouth) minus −0.5 VSHE (in crack)) potential difference in the
crack under irradiated normal BWR water chemistry conditions. The potential
difference, along with other factors, controls the enhancement mechanism that
can lead to an increased anion activity and altered pH at the crack tip [8, 9, 11] and
Fig. 15.56.
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16.1.2 Effects of Corrosion Potential on Oxidation

The elevation of corrosion potential by radiolysis can affect the oxidation of metals.
For example, γ-radiation causes the corrosion potential on the metal surface to rise
substantially due to radiolytic production of oxidizing species, notably H2O2

[20, 21]. The increase in the corrosion potential increases the total metal oxidation
rate, but the consequences of this increase vary with pH, temperature, and the type
of alloy. At pH 6.0 and 25 °C, the increase results mainly in additional metal
dissolution and small particle deposits on carbon steel and 316L stainless steel. At
pH 10.6, dissolution is negligible and γ-radiation leads to the formation of a thicker
uniform oxide [20].

Radiolytically produced redox agents can react with dissolved transition metal
ions (corrosion products) to change their oxidation state. Radical radiolysis prod-
ucts (·OH and ·eaq−), which are less effective than molecular oxidants (like H2O2)
in promoting surface reactions, participate very effectively in these homogeneous
reactions. The solubilities of hydrated transition metal ions vary by many orders of
magnitude depending on their oxidation state. For example, ferrous iron (Fe2+) is
several orders of magnitude more soluble than ferric iron (Fe3+) at acidic and
neutral pHs, while Cr6+ species are much more soluble than Cr3+ species at all pHs.
It has been shown that radiolytic conversion of more soluble metal ions to less
soluble ions promotes precipitation of metal oxide colloidal particles [22–24]. The
conversion of a dissolved ion to a particle can influence alloy corrosion rates,
particularly under stagnant water conditions, because it will reduce the metal ion
concentration gradient at the corroding surface. This will promote oxidative dis-
solution of the metal by increasing the diffusion rate of ions from the surface.

The in-reactor conversion of soluble-to-insoluble metal species has been a rec-
ognized problem in the nuclear industry since its inception. The Canadian nuclear
laboratories coined the word “crud” (Chalk River unidentified deposit) that is
universally used to describe the resulting deposits of the insoluble material. The
formation of crud is a serious concern as it interferes with nuclear fuel heat transfer
(an operation safety issue) and it promotes the neutron activation of hazardous
radionuclides. While the formation of crud is qualitatively understood, the detailed
mechanism for its formation and its composition is still uncertain.

An increase in corrosion potential can place the alloy in a different regime in the
Pourbaix diagram. The corrosion potential of stainless steel in the primary circuit of a
PWR is very low due to the addition of hydrogen to the water. In 320 °C water with
35 cc/kg H2, the corrosion potential is approximately −600 mVSHE. At this potential,
the E–pH diagram in Fig. 16.5 shows that Fe3O4, magnetite, is the stable oxide.
However, proton irradiation of 316L stainless steel at a damage rate of 7 × 10−6 dpa/s
in 320 °C water with H2 addition resulted in the formation of hematite, Fe2O3. This is
possible if the potential increase under irradiation is at least 300 mV. Thus, irradiation
can alter corrosion products by virtue of the potential elevation due to radiolysis.
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16.1.3 Effects of Corrosion Potential on IASCC

Laboratory tests have been conducted on preirradiated alloys using slow strain rate
testing (SSRT) in hot water with addition of oxygen and/or hydrogen peroxide to
elevate the corrosion potential to simulate the effect of radiation. Tests by Jacobs
et al. [25] on stainless steel irradiated to ≈ 3 × 1021 n/cm2 showed a strong effect of
dissolved oxygen (and, by inference, corrosion potential) on IASCC (Fig. 16.6(a)).
Similarly, Ljungberg [26] showed a strong effect of corrosion potential on CGR
(Fig. 16.6(b)). Since the corrosion potential is a sensitive function of oxygen content,
increasing oxygen content results in elevated corrosion potential and higher CGRs.

In situ data on fracture mechanics specimens of furnace-sensitized type 304
stainless steel exposed in the Nine Mile Point Unit 1 BWR showed that the higher
corrosion potentials measured in-core versus in recirculation water piping induced
significantly higher measured CGRs. Ex situ CGR testing on irradiated (4 dpa) type
304 SS is one of many examples of well-behaved CGR at high corrosion potential,
along with the strong effect of reduced corrosion potential. These data are compared
with other irradiated and unirradiated data in Fig. 16.7 based on simultaneous mea-
surements of corrosion potential and CGR in fracture mechanics specimens; the
accompanying curves represent model predictions [5]. Clearly, the in situ data com-
pare favorably with the spectrum of unirradiated data and data obtained on a fracture
mechanics specimen of furnace-sensitized type 304 stainless steel using high-energy
proton irradiation to simulate the mix of neutron and gamma radiation present in
power reactors. These data support the premise that increasing corrosion potential
leads to higher CGR and the effect of irradiation on water chemistry is to elevate
corrosion potential through the formation of radicals and higher oxygen concentration.

16.2 Effects of Irradiation on Oxidation

As shown in the previous section, radiation elevates the corrosion potential, which
can change oxidation and IASCC behaviors. Irradiation can also affect the oxide
directly through displacement damage of film and metal. Some recent examples
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Fig. 16.5 Elevation of
corrosion potential on 316L
stainless steel in 320 °C water
containing 35 cc/kg H2 and
irradiated at 7 × 10−6 dpa/s
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include the observation that irradiation of iron in moist air produced a 10× increase
in oxide thickness versus the unirradiated control sample [29]. Proton irradiation of a
316 stainless steel foil in room temperature water for 4 h produced an oxide
thickness that was 20× thicker than the unirradiated control [30]. In experiments
conducted on 316L stainless steel in 320 °C water containing 35 cc/kg H2 during
irradiation with 3.2 MeV protons at a damage rate of 7 × 10−6 dpa/s, the outer oxide
changed from magnetite to hematite (see Sect. 6.1.2), and the oxide particle size was
considerably reduced. The morphology of the inner oxide was also modified [31].
The film was thinner by about a factor of *4 compared to the unirradiated case and
was more porous with inhomogeneous crystallite size. The inner oxide exhibited a
depletion of Cr and a gradient in the Cr concentration from the metal–oxide interface
to the oxide–solution interface. Analysis of regions on the irradiated sample, but
outside of the irradiated zone, resembled those of samples exposed to the same
environment with no irradiation, indicating that the changes in the morphology of
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the inner oxide layer are likely due to radiation effects on the water chemistry as well
as the underlying metal.

Oxidation of zirconium alloys is of great importance for maintaining the
integrity of fuel cladding in LWRs. Very early experiments revealed that zirconium
irradiated in-reactor in moist carbon dioxide–air mixtures had oxygen weight gains
of more than five times that in the unirradiated state [32]. More recently, in-reactor
corrosion rates were found to be 10× greater than those conducted out-of-reactor,
the difference attributed in part to greater permeability of the oxide irradiated
in-reactor [33]. Data on in-reactor exposure of Zircaloy-2 have revealed increases in
the oxide weight gain of 40× and a strong, linear dependence on neutron flux.

Recent experiments conducted using proton irradiation of Zircaloy-4 in situ in
simulated PWR primary water (320 °C, 3 appm H2, without addition of B and Li) at
a dose rate of 4.4 × 10−7 dpa/s [34] resulted in an oxide morphology similar to that
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formed under neutron irradiation and consisting of equiaxed monoclinic ZrO2, with
a preferential grain orientation. A large volume fraction of cracks and fine pores were
present throughout the thickness of the oxide. Second phase particles underwent
accelerated oxidation after being consumed by the oxide. Unirradiated areas of the
proton-irradiated samples exhibited oxide morphology and corrosion kinetics that
were in good agreement with out-of-pile test results, indicating that water radiolysis
had a negligible effect on the corrosion rate of zirconium. Figure 16.8 shows oxide
thickness data from the in situ irradiation–corrosion experiment compared with
in-pile data [35]. The unirradiated oxide growth rate of the reference sample is in
good agreement with out-of-pile data. Proton irradiation produces a growth rate that
is about 10× than in the unirradiated case. This growth rate is similar to that for
in-pile behavior in the post-transition regime. In this regime, the oxide growth rate
should be proportional to the dose rate. Therefore, equating the ratio of oxide growth
rate to dose rate for protons to that for neutrons yields a neutron dose rate
of * 4.4 × 10−8 dpa/s, which is in good agreement with the range of values in
expected in-pile: 3.2–6.5 × 10−8 dpa/s [34]. This relationship suggests that oxidation
under proton irradiation follows post-transition growth kinetics.

16.3 Effects of Irradiation on Stress Corrosion Cracking

16.3.1 Austenitic Alloys

A historical perspective of IASCC service experience is instructive, as the phe-
nomenon extends back to the 1960s, and the early observations and conclusions
projected an accurate image of the important characteristics, generic nature, and
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broad relevance to plant components. As with other instances of environmental
cracking, occasional early observations pointed the way toward a growing incidence
with time and neutron fluence. IASCC was first reported in the early 1960s [1, 7, 10]
and involved intergranular cracking of stainless steel fuel cladding. The findings and
conclusions were that intergranular cracking morphology predominated, with initi-
ation of multiple cracks occurring from the waterside. By contrast, only ductile,
transgranular cracking was observed in post-irradiation mechanical tests performed
in inert environments and at various temperatures and strain rates. Grain boundary
carbide precipitation was generally not observed by optical or transmission electron
microscopy (although pre-existing thermal sensitization was present in some cases).
A correlation between time to failure and stress level was reported, with failure
occurring first in thin-walled rods with small fuel-to-cladding gaps, where swelling
strains were largest. The highest incidence of cracking occurred in peak heat flux
regions, corresponding to the highest fluence and the greatest fuel cladding inter-
action (highest stresses and strains). Similar stainless steel cladding in PWR service
exhibited fewer instances of intergranular failure. At that time, the PWR failures
were attributed to off-chemistry conditions or stress rupture.

IASCC has since been observed in a growing number of other stainless steel
(and nickel alloy) core components, such as neutron source holders in 1976 and
control rod absorber tubes in 1978 [1]. Instrument dry tubes and control blade
handles and sheaths which are subject to very low stresses also cracked, although
generally in creviced locations and at higher fluences [5]. Following an initial
trickle of failures in the most susceptible components, numerous incidents of
IASCC have been observed since the early 1990s, perhaps most notably in BWR
core shrouds [1, 7, 10, 19] and PWR baffle bolts [36, 37].

Table 16.1 presents a broad summary of reported failures of reactor internal
components, showing that IASCC is not confined to a particular reactor design. For
example, stainless steel fuel cladding failures were reported in early commercial
PWRs and in PWR test reactors. At the West Milton PWR test loop, intergranular
failure of vacuum-annealed type 304 stainless steel fuel cladding was observed in
316 °C ammoniated water (pH 10) when the cladding was stressed above yield.
Similarly, IASCC was observed in creviced stainless steel fuel element ferrules in
the Winfrith SGHWR, a 100-MWe plant in which light water is boiled within
pressure tubes, giving rise to a coolant chemistry similar to other BWR designs.

Reactor type comparisons were also made in swelling tube tests performed in the
core of a BWR and a PWR on a variety of commercial and high purity heats of
types 304, 316, and 348 stainless steel and alloys X-750, 718, and 625. Swelling
was controlled by varying the mix of Al2O3 and B4C within the tubes; the latter
swells as neutrons transmute B to He. Nominally identical strings of specimens
were inserted into the core in place of fuel rods. The distinction in the IASCC
response between the two reactor types was small. While the available data clearly
support a linkage between IASCC in BWRs and PWRs, it is clear that the elevated
corrosion potential in BWRs accelerates SCC, and to a lesser extent, the generally
higher flux and temperature in PWRs also accelerates SCC.
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Crack initiation

As discussed earlier, IASCC is an irradiation-induced increase in susceptibility of
materials to SCC with increasing neutron damage. The SCC of materials in
high-temperature, high-pressure water depends on material susceptibility, high
stresses, and an aggressive environment. The mechanism of IASCC in the LWR
environment and the individual effect of various material and environmental
parameters on IASCC will be discussed more in depth in Sect. 16.4. Although the
degradation of tensile and fracture properties of austenitic SSs appears to saturate at
5–20 dpa, the susceptibility of SSs to IASCC continues to increase with neutron
fluence.

Tests for the susceptibility of an alloy to the initiation of stress corrosion cracks
include constant load, constant deflection, and constant extension rate tensile tests
as described in Sect. 15.7.1. The most robust database is for constant load tests.
Constant load IASCC initiation results in a PWR environment are plotted as stress

Table 16.1 IASCC service experience (after [5])

Component Alloy Reactor type Possible sources of stress

Fuel cladding 304 SS BWR Fuel swelling

Fuel cladding 304 SS PWR Fuel swelling

Fuel claddinga 20 %Cr/25 %Ni/Nb AGR Fuel swelling

Fuel cladding ferrules 20 %Cr/25 %Ni/Nb SGHWR Fabrication

Neutron source holders 304 SS BWR Welding and Be swelling

Instrument dry tubes 304 SS BWR Fabrication

Control rod absorber tubes 304/304L/316L SS BWR B4C swelling

Fuel bundle cap screws 304 SS BWR Fabrication

Control rod follower rivets 304 SS BWR Fabrication

Control blade handle 304 SS BWR Low stress

Control blade sheath 304 SS BWR Low stress

Control blades 304 SS PWR Low stress

Plate-type control blade 304 SS BWR Low stress

Various boltsb A-286 PWR and BWR Service

Steam separator dryer boltsb A-286 BWR Service

Shroud head boltsb 600 BWR Service

Various bolts X-750 BWR and PWR Service

Guide tube support pins X-750 PWR Service

Jet pump beams X-750 BWR Service

Various springs X-750 BWR and PWR Service

Various springs 718 PWR Service

Baffle former bolts 316 SS cold-work PWR Torque, differential swelling

Core shroud 304/316/347L SS BWR Weld residual stress

Top guide 304 SS BWR Low stress (bending)
aCracking in AGR fuel occurred during storage in spent fuel pool
bCracking of core internals occurred away from high neutron and gamma fluxes
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(as a percent of irradiated yield stress) versus dose in Fig. 16.9. The open symbols
represent specimens that did not fail, and the closed symbols represent failed
specimens. The results indicate that under a high enough stress, crack initiation in
highly irradiated materials can occur quite rapidly (i.e., within 500 h). Furthermore,
80 % of these failures (closed symbols) occurred within 150 h. The results also
indicate an apparent stress threshold below which cracks did not initiate even after
several thousands of hours. That apparent threshold is between 40 and 60 % of the
bulk yield stress, the average of which is shown by the dash-dot line.

Crack growth

Laboratory data support that obtained in the plant in terms of the accelerating
effect of irradiation. Since laboratory data are collected post-irradiation in which
radiolysis of the water is not a factor, the effects of irradiation that are responsible
for the observed cracking are deduced to come from persistent changes in the
microstructure. Figure 16.10 shows CGRs measured in BWR NWC (Fig. 16.10(a))
and PWR (Fig. 16.10(b)) environments as a function of the stress intensity factor.
For the BWR NWC environment, the data span damage levels of 5.5–37.5 dpa. The
line labeled “NUREG-0313” is the CGR disposition curve proposed in the NRC
report of that name for unirradiated, sensitized austenitic stainless steels in
high-purity water, and the curve labeled “EPRI NWC BWR” is proposed by EPRI
for austenitic stainless steel BWR core internal components. The CGR, da/dt, in the
NUREG-0313 disposition curve is expressed as:

da=dtðm=sÞ ¼ ANðKÞ2:161; ð16:1Þ

where K is in MPa m1/2 and AN is 2.1 × 10−13 in water with 8 ppm DO and
7.0 × 10−14 in water with 0.2 ppm DO. The EPRI disposition curve for use in a
BWR core environment is expressed as:

da=dtðm=sÞ ¼ AEðKÞ2:5; ð16:2Þ
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where AE is 4.565 × 10−13 in NWC BWR and 1.512 × 10−13 in BWR HWC. The
values of the coefficient, A, are also found to depend on neutron dose.

Note that while there is significant scatter, overall, the CGRs are above the NRC
disposition line for sensitized austenitic steels by about an order of magnitude. For
the PWR environment in which steels span damage levels of 3.0–37.8 dpa, the data
are slightly above the NRC disposition curve and very close to, but slightly above
the EPRI disposition curve for crack growth in BWR HWC.

Data on high-purity alloys containing specific microstructures and solute addi-
tions, as in Fig. 16.11, showed a wide amount of scatter (almost 104×) but with the
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bulk of the CGRs over the same range as those for the commercial alloys shown in
Fig. 16.10.

Fatigue crack growth

Under cyclic loading, the CGR in an environment can be approximated as the
superposition of the rate in air and the rates due to corrosion fatigue and SCC:

ðda=dtÞenv ¼ ðda=dtÞair þðda=dtÞcf þðda=dtÞscc; ð16:3Þ

where

ðda=dtÞair ¼ CssSðRÞDK3:3=tr; ð16:4Þ
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and ΔK is in MPa m1/2, tr is the rise time in sec, S(R) is a function that depends on the
load ratio, R, andCss is a function that captures the temperature dependence [38]. The
effect of an LWR environment on fatigue was determined from non-irradiated
stainless steels to be:

ðda=dtÞenv ¼ ðda=dtÞair þ 4:5� 10�5ðda=dtÞ0:5air for DO� 0:2 ppm

ðda=dtÞenv ¼ ðda=dtÞair þ 1:5� 10�4ðda=dtÞ0:5air for DO� 8 ppm:
ð16:5Þ

The effect of irradiation on the CGR of 304 and 316 stainless steel under fatigue
loading or continuous cycling in 289 °C high-purity water with *300 ppb dis-
solved oxygen as compared to that in air is shown in Fig. 16.12. The 45° line
indicates no effect of the environment on cracking, and the dashed curve represents
the expected CGRs for unirradiated austenitic stainless steels in high-purity water
with 0.2 ppm dissolved oxygen [40]. By comparing the data at different neutron
fluence levels, it is clear that both the environment and the fluence level affect the
CGR. The CGR in 304 SS irradiated to 3 dpa is over an order of magnitude greater
than that for irradiation to 1.35 dpa in high dissolved oxygen (8 ppm) water.

Fracture toughness

Most of all existing fracture toughness data have been obtained from tests in air
and on specimens that were fatigue precracked at relatively low load ratio R,
defined as the ratio of the minimum load to maximum load (typically 0.1–0.2), in
room temperature air. In reactor, cracks in core components are initiated primarily
by SCC and have intergranular (IG) morphology, whereas the fatigue precracks in
fracture toughness tests are always transgranular (TG). Also, the corrosion/oxida-
tion reaction could influence fracture toughness.
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To investigate the possible effects of the BWR coolant environment on fracture
toughness (e.g., the effect of the corrosion/oxidation reaction during crack extension
or use of specimens with an IG rather than TG fatigue crack), J–R curve tests have
been conducted in BWR NWC environment [41]. The J–R curve data for irradiated
SS weld HAZ materials showed that a BWR NWC environment had little or no
effect on the fracture toughness. However, the J–R curves for a sensitized type 304
SS in air and water environments did show a small difference, as in Fig. 16.13. The
results indicate slightly lower fracture toughness in water. Also, the material tested
in water was sensitized for a shorter time than the material tested in air. Therefore,
for materials with identical sensitization treatment, the difference between the
J–R curves in air and water environments may be greater than that indicated by
Fig. 16.13.

Service and laboratory experience with IASCC

Since the early 1990s, the plant and laboratory evidence of IASCC makes a
compelling case that cracking is environmentally assisted and that there is a
well-behaved continuum in response over ranges in fluence, corrosion potential,
temperature, stress, etc. Since there is a consistent trend toward increasing IASCC
susceptibility with increasing corrosion potential in BWRs (e.g., Figs. 16.6(a)
and 16.7), PWRs should be less susceptible to IASCC. However, other factors
distinguish PWRs from BWRs, including their higher temperatures, ≈10× higher
neutron fluence in core structural components, higher hydrogen fugacity, and the
borated–lithiated water chemistry (including the possibility of localized boiling and
thermal concentration cells in crevices from gamma heating which could lead to
aggressive local chemistries). The possible role of RIS of Si may be especially
important in accounting for the limited difference in SCC response at high potential
(BWR) versus low potential (PWR) at high fluence.

The two most widespread examples of irradiation-assisted SCC are BWR core
shrouds and PWR baffled bolts although susceptibility clearly exists in other areas,
such as control blade components, fuel components, and the BWR top guide.
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SCC in the BWR core shroud occurs almost exclusively near the welds (both
circumferential and vertical), and initiation is observed from both the inside
(ID) and outside (OD) surfaces (the shroud separates the upward core flow from the
downward recirculation flow that occurs in the annulus between the shroud and the
pressure vessel). This large-diameter welded “pipe” has inherent susceptibility to
SCC, related primarily to weld residual stresses and weld shrinkage strains, and
cracking is observed in both low-fluence and moderate-fluence areas. Severe sur-
face working has also been found to aggravate IASCC in core shrouds. The extent
of the enhancement in SCC susceptibility by irradiation is limited, because while
RH and RIS occur, radiation creep relaxes the weld residual stress.

Extensive failures of PWR baffle bolts have occurred beginning in the 1990s
[36, 37] although large plant-to-plant and heat-to-heat differences are observed.
Most baffle bolts are fabricated from type 316 stainless steel cold-worked to ≈ 15 %
to increase their yield strength. The complex baffle former structure exists in a PWR
because the fuel does not have a surrounding “channel,” so the baffle former
structure must conform closely to the geometry of the fuel to provide
well-distributed water flow. The baffle former plates are usually made from
annealed type 304 stainless steel. Because of their proximity to the fuel, very high
fluences can develop, up to ∼80 dpa by the end of the original design life. The high
gamma flux produces significant heating in the components and in some instances
estimated at 40 °C above the coolant temperature, especially in designs where the
PWR coolant does not have good access to the bolt shank. Figure 16.14 shows
micrographs of IG cracking in the baffle bolt described earlier in Chap. 8 on
swelling. Note that the cracks are occurring where the shank meets the head. Cracks
are completely intergranular and penetrate greater than half the thickness of the bolt.

Crack No. 1

Fig. 16.14 Cracks in cold-worked 316 stainless steel baffle bolt. The location of the cracks
received a neutron dose of about 7 dpa at ∼310 °C (courtesy Electrabel)
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The number of IASCC incidents has continued to grow as more and more
components in LWRs are revealed to be susceptible. The overall trends and cor-
relations for IASCC can be summarized as follows:

– While intergranular cracks related to radiation effects in solution-annealed
stainless steel were once thought to occur only at fluences above
≈ 5 × 1020 n/cm2, significant intergranular cracking in BWR core shrouds over a
broad range of fluences makes it clear that such a distinction (a true fluence
threshold) is not justified. Of course, observations of SCC in unsensitized
stainless steel (with or without cold-work) also render untenable the concept of a
threshold fluence, below which no SCC occurs. This also holds for thresholds in
corrosion potential, water impurities, etc.

– Fluence affects SCC susceptibility, but almost always in a complex fashion.
SCC in BWR shrouds and PWR baffle bolts does not always correlate strongly
with fluence; one important reason for this is that radiation creep produces
relaxation of the stresses from welding and in bolts.

– High stresses or dynamic strains were involved in most early incidents; how-
ever, cracking has been observed at quite low stresses at high fluences and
longer operating exposure. Laboratory and field data indicate that IASCC occurs
at stresses below 20 % of the irradiated yield stress and at stress intensities
below 10 MPa m1/2.

– A strong effect of corrosion potential is clear from extensive laboratory and field
data. Its effect is generally consistent from low to high fluence, although the
quantitative change associated with changes in potential varies. Materials prone
to high radiation-induced changes in Si level may exhibit a very limited effect of
corrosion potential. A true threshold potential clearly does not exist, as irradi-
ated materials exhibit IASCC in deaerated water.

– Solution conductivity (i.e., impurities, especially chloride and sulfate) strongly
affects cracking propensity in BWR water. This correlation applies equally to
low- and high-flux regions and to stainless steels and nickel-base alloys. Indeed,
the correlation closely parallels that from out-of-core.

– Crevice geometries exacerbate cracking due primarily to their ability to create a
more aggressive crevice chemistry from the gradient in corrosion potential
(in BWRs) or in temperature (most relevant to PWRs).

– Cold-work often exacerbates cracking (especially abusive surface grinding),
although it can also delay the onset of some radiation effects.

– Temperature has an important effect on IASCC, enhancing both crack initiation
and growth rate.

– Grain boundary carbides and chromium depletion are not required for suscep-
tibility, although furnace-sensitized stainless steels are clearly highly susceptible
to cracking in-core. Cr depletion remains a primary culprit, although its effect is
most pronounced in pH-shifted environments, as can develop when potential or
thermal gradients exist. The role of N, S, P, and other grain boundary segregants
is less clear.
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– The fluence at which IASCC is observed is dependent on applied stress and
strain, corrosion potential, solution conductivity, crevice geometry, etc. At
sufficiently high conductivities, cracking has been observed in solution-annealed
stainless steel in the field and in the laboratory. Thus, while convenient in a
practical engineering sense, the concept of a “threshold” fluence (or stress,
corrosion potential, etc.) is scientifically misleading as cracking susceptibility
and morphology are properly considered an interdependent continuum over
many relevant parameters.

The field and laboratory data available in the early 1980s, coupled with broader
fundamental understanding of environmental cracking in hot water, led to the
hypothesis that among innumerable possible radiation effects, the most significant
factors were RIS at grain boundaries, RH (elevation of the yield strength), defor-
mation mode, radiation creep relaxation (of constant displacement stresses, e.g., in
welds and bolts), and radiolysis (elevated corrosion potential in BWRs). Other
factors could also be important in some instances, such as void formation, which
may also affect fracture toughness and can produce differential swelling that causes
reloading of components such as baffle bolts.

16.3.2 Ferritic Alloys

Ferritic alloys are also susceptible to environmentally enhanced cracking in
high-temperature water. The role of irradiation on the fatigue crack growth rate in
pressure vessel steels was discussed in Chap. 14, where it was determined that
irradiation alone did not accelerate crack growth rate. However, CGRs are affected
by the environment. In fact, the environment, loading parameters, and material
parameters all affect the CGR in high-temperature water. In general, crack growth
per cycle increases with:

Environmental parameters
• Increased oxygen concentration

• Increased conductivity

• Increased temperature

Loading parameters
• Increased R ratio (higher mean stress)

• Decreasing frequency

• Transients and hold periods in the waveform

Material parameters • Increasing sulfur content in the alloy

For example, Fig. 16.15 shows that lower frequency, transients, and hold times in
the waveforms increase the CGR in A508 steel in a PWR environment. The effect
of the environment on cracking is shown in Fig. 16.16(a), which gives the fatigue
crack growth rate as a function of ΔK for A533B steels and welds in PWR water.
The solid line at right is the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code bounding CGR
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in air. As is evident, the environment has a significant effect on both the growth rate
and the dependence of da/dN on ΔK. Figure 16.16(b) also shows that in reactor
grade water at 288 °C, the effect of irradiation only minimally augments the CGR
due to the environment.

16.4 Mechanisms of IASCC

While the mechanism by which irradiation affects stress corrosion cracking is not
precisely known, existing theories fall into five categories: (1) radiation-induced
grain boundary chromium depletion, (2) radiation hardening, (3) localized defor-
mation, (4) selective internal oxidation, and (5) irradiation creep. The difficulty in
determining the role of irradiation in SCC stems from the simultaneous occurrence
of several effects. Figure 16.17 shows a schematic representation of the increase in
RIS, dislocation microstructure, and RH, and that all of these factors increase with
approximately the same relationship with irradiation dose. Thus, the attribution of
one or a combination of effects to the observed increase in cracking is complicated.
The following sections describe the mechanisms by which these processes can
influence IGSCC.

16.4.1 Grain Boundary Chromium Depletion

As described in Chap. 6, irradiation in the temperature range relevant to LWR core
components results in grain boundary segregation, marked by a significant decrease
in the chromium concentration. Chromium imparts passivity to austenitic alloys by
the formation of a chromium oxide film, and its loss from the grain boundary can
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Fig. 16.15 The effect of environment, frequency, and transients on the fatigue crack growth
behavior of A533B steel subjected to various loading sequences (after [42])
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Fig. 16.16 (a) Compilation of fatigue crack growth data for A533B steels and weld metals in
PWR water. The lower line is the 1972 ASME XI section A limit on crack growth in air. Filled
circle = base metal, R = 0.2, filled square = welds, R = 0.2, open circle = base metal, R = 0.7, open
square = welds, R = 0.7 (after [42]). (b) Fatigue crack growth rates versus applied cyclic stress
intensity factor for irradiated and unirradiated A508-2 steel (after [43])
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result in the loss of passivation locally. The depletion of chromium from grain
boundaries in austenitic stainless steels and nickel-base alloys is a well-known
cause of IGSCC in high-temperature water [44]. By analogy, the loss of chromium
due to RIS is implicated as a cause of IASCC in the irradiated condition. Existing
data support this premise in part, by showing that there is a general trend in
increasing %IGSCC as the grain boundary chromium concentration decreases
(Fig. 16.18). However, the data exhibit considerable scatter, some of which may be
attributed to the stochastic nature of crack initiation that is inherent in a straining
electrode test, but is unlikely to explain all of the variability.

Recently, post-irradiation annealing experiments have been utilized to separate
the various effects of irradiation due to differences in their annealing characteristics.
Figure 16.19 shows that of the principal irradiation-induced microstructure features.
RIS is slowest to recover in isothermal anneals and is essentially unchanged over
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the time period during which the SCC susceptibility is completely eliminated. In a
systematic study, seven austenitic alloys were irradiated to 1 or 5 dpa with 2 MeV
protons, followed by microstructure characterization and testing for IASCC sus-
ceptibility in simulated BWR NWC water [45]. The correlation between a
microstructure feature and IASCC susceptibility was determined by the degree to
which that feature explains the IASCC data, with no correlation represented by 0
and complete correlation represented by 1. The correlation strength of RIS with
cracking was zero in the grain boundary Cr content range of 12–19 wt%. RIS did
not play an apparent role in this study.

16.4.2 Irradiation Hardening

IGSCC has been observed to correlate with hardness as evidenced by the increase in
CGR with cold-work in 300 series austenitic stainless steels tested in
high-temperature water (Fig. 16.20(a)). IGSCC as measured by %IG in constant
extension rate tests also correlates with hardening due to irradiation, as shown in
Fig. 16.20(b). In the study described in the previous section, the correlation strength
of hardness with cracking was around 0.5, indicating that it contributed to cracking
but was not the dominant factor. However, as mentioned earlier, other effects occur
during irradiation that make it difficult to attribute the increased cracking to hard-
ening alone. A series of experiments conducted on a heat of stainless steel showed
that in the absence of significant grain boundary chromium depletion, hardening
due to irradiation results in more IGSCC than hardening from cold-work [46]. This
result suggests that hardness alone is not the cause of IASCC, but rather another
effect related to hardness may be operating. That factor is suspected to be the
deformation mode.
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16.4.3 Deformation Mode

As discussed in Chap. 12, irradiated metals exhibit localized deformation charac-
terized by the concentration of strain into dislocation channels. The strain in these
channels can exceed 100 %, and while channels are believed to initiate at grain
boundaries, they also must terminate there as well. As such, the considerable
amount of localized strain in the channels must be accommodated at the boundary
to avoid fracture. Accommodation can occur by several mechanisms including the
transfer of slip across the boundary, cross-slip in the grain boundary region, and
reaction of the dislocations in the channels with grain boundary dislocations to
produce a resultant dislocation in the grain boundary plane that can lead to grain
boundary sliding if it is mobile. Figure 16.21(a) shows a case of transfer of slip
across a grain boundary from one dislocation channel to another. If slip is trans-
ferred instead to the grain boundary, then a sliding grain boundary that intersects
the surface can rupture the oxide film above it and exposure of the underlying metal
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to the solution, allowing for dissolution and reoxidation. Repeated cycles of rup-
ture, dissolution, and repassivation can then propagate a grain boundary crack by a
slip oxidation-type process.

Alternatively, the strain at the dislocation channel–grain boundary (DC-GB)
intersection may not be accommodated and dislocation channels may terminate
there, producing a high local stress, as in Fig. 16.21(b). The high stress could
rupture the oxide and promote IGSCC in much the same manner as grain boundary
slip. This mechanism has support in the role of stacking fault energy in IGSCC
discussed in Sect. 15.7.7, in which low-SFE alloys undergo planar slip, which is
conducive to grain boundary dislocation pileups similar to, but not as severe as that
in dislocation channels. Thus, as the fluence increases, localized deformation
becomes more severe and IG cracking severity should follow. The correlation
strength of localized deformation, which was characterized using the weighted
average channel height, with IASCC was found to be 0.88 [45], which was sig-
nificantly higher than others, implying that localized deformation may be the most
important factor in IASCC of irradiated alloys in BWR environments. This result,
which is consistent across several studies using different types of irradiation, has
focused attention on hardening and deformation as potential primary factors in
IASCC.

The options for the accommodation of strain at DC-GB intersections are shown
in Fig. 16.22. Experiments have shown that cracking indeed occurs at DC-GB
intersections, as shown in Fig. 16.23. The question is then, what type of DC-GB
interaction promotes IG cracking? Digital image correlation makes it possible to
characterize the nature of the intersection and correlation with cracking. As shown
in Fig. 16.24(a), it is the discontinuous DC-GB interactions that have the highest
cracking frequency. High-resolution TEM imaging of a discontinuous DC-GB

Continuous slip
Discontinuous slip

10 µm 5 µm

(a) (b)

Fig. 16.21 Examples of (a) continuous slip across a grain boundary from one dislocation channel
to another and (b) discontinuous slip where the dislocation channel terminates abruptly at the grain
boundary
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interaction, as in Fig. 16.24(b), shows that when slip cannot be transferred, the
result is a region of elastic distortion in the adjacent grain, indicative of a high local
stress. Thus, the high stress at DC-GB intersections is a prime factor in the initiation
of IASCC in irradiated stainless steels in high-temperature water.

Irradiation and stress
Grain boundary sliding

due to dislocation
absorption

Formation of EGBDs
due to buildup of

dislocations at GB

Slip transfer to, or
nucleation of

dislocation sources in
neighboring grains Strain: low

Stress: low

Strain: high

Stress: low

Strain: low

Stress: high

Grain
boundary

Fig. 16.22 Options for strain accommodation at dislocation channel–grain boundary intersections
in an irradiated alloy

5 µm 5 µm

(a) (b)

Fig. 16.23 Cracks formed at DC-GB intersections in (a) high-purity 304 SS containing Si
irradiated to 5 dpa and strained to 6 % in simulated BWR environment at 288 °C and (b) 316L
stainless steel irradiated and strain in supercritical water at 400 °C
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16.4.4 Models for IASCC

Very little in the way of models for IASCC exists, primarily due to the poor level of
understanding of the IASCC mechanism. One model has been developed to explain
IASCC by assuming that initiation is determined by the yield strength and grain
boundary chromium composition [49]. The stress at which IASCC initiates, σIASCC,
is given by:

rIASCC ¼ f ðreffy Þ � gðCCrÞ; ð16:6Þ

f ðreffy Þ ¼ 1000� 3:6reffy ; ð16:7Þ

gðCCrÞ ¼ 0:26 � CCr � 1:66 CCr\10:2 wt%ð Þ
¼ 1 CCr [ 10:2 wt%ð Þ;

where

reffy ¼ r0y þDry þDrsurfy ; ð16:8Þ

r0y is the unirradiated yield strength, Δσy is the RH given by Eq. (12.71), but is
replaced with a simplified model based on dose and temperature:

Dry ¼ a 1� exp
�/t
b

� �� �

a ¼ ð�0:32T þ 156Þ � ln/þð3810� 7:63TÞ
b ¼ ð0:012T � 3:46Þ � ln/þð0:183T � 49:87Þ;

ð16:9Þ
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Fig. 16.24 (a) Cracking frequency by type of DC-GB interaction (after [47]) and (b) TEM image
of a discontinuous DC-GB interaction producing elastic distortion in the adjacent grain (after [48])
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where t is time, ϕ is neutron flux, T is temperature, and

Drsurfy ¼ 3:6DHsurf
v ð16:10Þ

is the surface hardening as a function of the surface hardness, DHsurf
v .

The term CCr in the function g(CCr) is given by:

CCr ¼ C0
Cr þDC0

Cr þDCCr; ð16:11Þ

where C0
Cr is the bulk grain boundary chromium concentration, DC0

Cr is the initial
grain boundary chromium segregation, and the change in grain boundary Cr con-
centration due to irradiation, DCCr, is:

DCCr ¼ c/tþ d 1� exp
�/t
e

� �� �

c ¼ ð�6:28� 10�6T þ 1:14� 10�3Þ � ln/þð2:56� 10�2 � 5:40� 10�5TÞ
d ¼ ð1:89� 10�3T � 1:23Þ � ln/þð5:24� 10�2T � 18:5Þ
e ¼ ð�3:71� 10�3T þ 1:93Þ � ln/þð53:2� 0:108TÞ:

ð16:12Þ

Results of the model are plotted in Fig. 16.25 and show the same general trend as
the database for constant load experiments in PWR water shown in Fig. 16.9.
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16.4.5 Selective Internal Oxidation

A final mechanism that has the potential for causing IG cracking is selective internal
oxidation, which is based on the rapid transport of oxygen along grain boundaries
that then oxidizes and embrittles the metal ahead of the crack tip, resulting in
increased cracking along them [50]. Internal oxidation is observed in nickel-base
alloys at temperatures above 600 °C [51–53], but it is not expected to occur in iron-
or nickel-base alloys at LWR core temperatures. However, the combination of
short-circuit diffusion paths (grain boundaries) and radiation-enhanced diffusion has
increased the plausibility of this mechanism operating in the lower temperature
range. Observation of oxygen penetrating ahead of an active crack tip in stainless
steel core components [54] provides support to this mechanism.

16.4.6 Irradiation-Induced Creep

In contrast to the previous four effects of irradiation on SCC, irradiation-induced
creep will relax residual stress, thus effectively removing the driving force for SCC.
As shown in Chap. 11, the relaxation of stress depends on the dose. Figure 16.26
shows the reduction in the stress (measured as a reduction in torque) in cold-worked
316 SS PWR baffle bolts as a function of neutron dose. Note that the relaxation
follows a roughly exponential behavior with neutron dose such that the stress is
reduced to about half of its original value after less than 10 dpa. Stress relaxation by
irradiation-induced creep is an important process to relieve stress in baffle bolts of
PWRs that could experience additional stresses if swelling occurs in the plates.

Nomenclature

a Activity of reactants/products, or crack length
_a Crack growth rate
C Concentration
da/dn Crack growth per cycle
da/dt Crack growth rate
K Stress intensity factor
ΔK Stress intensity range
KIc Mode I fracture toughness
T Temperature
R Gas constant, or load ratio
t Time
ϕ Neutron flux
σ Stress
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Fig. 16.26 Irradiation-induced creep causing stress relief in cold-worked 316 SS PWR baffle bolts
as a function of neutron dose (after [55])
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Acronyms

BWR Boiling water reactor
CERT Constant extension rate test
DC Dislocation channel
GB Grain boundary
HWC Hydrogen water chemistry
IASCC Irradiation-assisted stress corrosion cracking
IGSCC Intergranular stress corrosion cracking
LWR Light water reactor
NWC Normal water chemistry
PWR Pressurized water reactor
RH Radiation hardening
RIS Radiation-induced segregation
SCC Stress corrosion cracking
SFE Stacking fault energy
SSRT Slow strain rate tests
STP Standard temperature and pressure
TGSCC Transgranular stress corrosion cracking

Problems

16:1 Consider low-alloy steel in contact with stainless steel and determine the
potential difference under STP.

(a) Which will corrode?
(b) Where could such a situation arise locally due to the effects of irradiation?

16:2 For the alloys in Problem 16.1, describe how irradiation can alter the cor-
rosion potential of the system and under what conditions.

16:3 What are the possible ways in which irradiation can lead changes in corro-
sion behavior?

16:4 What are the possible ways in which irradiation could induce IASCC?
16:5 Comment on the relative importance of IASCC initiation versus crack

growth. Which is more important and in what circumstances?
16:6 Describe possible mitigation strategies for IASCC?
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